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DEADHAM HARD

BOOK I

THE HOUSE OF THE TAMARISKS

CHAPTER I

TELLING HOW, UNDER STRESS OF CIRCUMSTANCE,
A HUMANIST TURNED HERMIT

APECULIAR magic resides in running water, as

every student of earth-lore knows. There is high

magic, too, in the marriage of rivers, so that the spot

where two mingle their streams is sacred, endowed with

strange properties of evocation and of purification. Such
spots go to the making of history and ruling of individual

lives ; but whether their influence is not more often malign

than beneficent may be, perhaps, open to doubt.

Certain it is, however, that no doubts of this description

troubled the mind of Thomas Clarkson Verity, when, in the

closing decade of the eighteenth century, he purchased the

house at Deadham Hard, known as Tandy's Castle, over-

looking the deep and comparatively narrow channel by which
the Rivers Arne and Wilner, after crossing the tide-fiats and
salt-marsh of Marycburch Haven, make their swift united

exit into Marychurch Bay. Neither was he troubled by the

fact that Tandy's Castle—or more briefly and familiarly

Tandy's—for all its commonplace outward decency of aspect

did not enjoy an unblemished moral or social reputation.

The house

—

3 whitewashed, featureless erection—was planted

at right angles to the deep sandy lane leading up from the

shore, through the scattered village of Deadham, to the

three-mile distant market town of Marychurch.

Standing on a piece of rough land—bare, save for a few
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stunted Weymouth pines^ and a fringe of tamarisk along the

^'okm sea-wall—Tandy[s, at the date in question, boasted a
couple of bowed sash-windows on either side the front and
back doors ; and a range of five other windows set flat in the
wall on the first floor. There was no second storey. The slate

roofs were mean, low-pitched, without any grace of over-

shadowing eaves. At either end^ a tall chimney-stack rose

like the long ears of some startled, vacant-faced small animal.

Behind the house, a thick plantation of beech and sycamore
served to make its square blank whiteness visible for a quite

considerable distance out to sea. Built upon the site of some
older and larger structure, it was blessed—or otherwise—with
a system of vaults and cellars wholly disproportionate to its

existing size. One of these, by means of a roughly ceiled and
flagged passage, gave access to a heavy door in the sea-wall

opening directly on to the river foreshore.

Hence the unsavoury reputation of the place. For not only
did it supply a convenient receiving house for smuggled goods,

but a convenient rendezvous for the more lawless characters of

the neighbourhood—a back-of-beyond and No Man's Land
where the devil could, with impunity, have things very much
his own way. In the intervals of more serious business, the
vaults and cellars of Tandy's frequently resounded to the

agonies and brutal hilarities of cock-fights, dog-fights, and
other repulsive sports and pastimes common to the English

—

both gentle and simple—of that virile but singularly gross

and callous age. Nevertheless to ThoKfias Clarkson Verity,

man of peace and of ideas, Tandy's represented—and con-

tinued to represent through over half a century—rescue,

security, an awakening in something little short of paradise

from a long-drawn nightmare of hell. He paid an extortionate

price for the property at the outset, and spent a small fortune
,

on the enlargement of the house and improvement of the

grounds, yet never regretted his bargain.

For, in good truth, when, in the spring of 1794, the soft,

nimble, round-bodied, very polite, learned and loquacious

little gentleman first set eyes upon its mean roofs, prick ears

and vacant whitewashed countenance, he had been horribly

shocked, horribly scared—for all the inherited valour of his

good breeding—and, above all, most horribly disappointed.

History had played very dirty pranks with^him, which he
found it impossible as yet to forgive.

Five years earlier, fired, like many another generous spirit,
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by extravagant hope of the coming regeneration of mankind,
he hurried off to Paris after the opening of the National
Assembly and fall of the Bastille. With the overture to the
millennium in full blast, must he not be there to hear and see ?

Associating himself with the Girondist party he assisted,

busily enthusiastic, at the march of tremendous events,

until the evil hour in which friend began to denounce friend,

and heads, quite other than aristocratic—those of men and
women but yesterday the idols and chosen leaders of the
people—went daily to the filling of la veuve Guillotine's un-
speakable market-basket. The spectacle proved too upsetting
both to Mr. Verity's amiable mind and rather queasy stomach.
Faith failed ; while even the millennium seemed hardly worth
purchasing at so detestable a cost. He stood altogether too
close to the terrible drama, in its later stages, to distinguish

the true import or progression of it. Too close to understand
that, however blood-stained its cradle, the goodly child

Democracy was veritably, here and now, in act of being born
among men. Rather did he question whether his own fat

little neck was not in lively danger of being severed ; and his

own head—so full of ingenious thoughts and lively curiosity

—of being sent flying to join those of Brissot and Verginaud,
of wayward explosive Camille and sweet Lucile Desmoulins,
in that same unspeakable basket.

And to what end ? For could he suppose the human race

would be nearer, by the veriest fraction of a millimetre, to

universal liberty, equality, and prosperity, through his

insignificant death ? Modesty, and a natural instinct of

self-preservation alike answered, '* never a jot." Whereupon
with pertinacious, if furtive, activity he sought means of

escape. And, at length, after months of hiding and anxious
flitting, found them in the shape of a doubtfully seaworthy,
and undoubtedly filthy, fishing-smack bound from Le Havre
to whatever port it could make on the English south coast.

The two days' voyage was rough, the accommodation and
company to match. Mr. Verity spent a disgusting and dis-

gusted forty-eight hours, to be eventually put ashore, a woe-
fully bedraggled and depleted figure, in the primrose, carmine,

and dove-grey of a tender April morning on the^wet sand
just below the sea-wall of Tandy's Castle.

Never was Briton more thankful to salute his native land,

or feel the solid earth of it under his weary and very shaky
feet. He, an epicure, ate such coarse food, washed down by
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such coarse ale, as Tandy's could offer with smiling relish.

Later, mounted on a forest pony—an ill-favoured animal with

a wall-eye, pink muzzle, bristly upper and hanging lower lip,

more accustomed to carry a keg of smuggled spirits strapped

beneath its belly than a cosmopolitan savant and social

reformer on its back—he rode the three miles to Marychurch,
proposing there to take the coach to Southampton and, after

a measure of rest and refitting, a post-chaise to Canton Magna,
his elder brother's fine place lying in a fold of the chalk hills

which face the Sussex border.

The pony moved slowly and sullenly ; but its rider felt no
impatience. His humour was of the kindliest. His heart,

indeed, came near singing for joy, simply, spontaneously,

even as the larks sang, climbing up and upward from salt-

marsh and meadow, on either side the rutted road, into the

limpid purity of the spring sky. A light wind flapped the

travel-stained, high-collared blue cloth cloak which he wore
;

and brought him both the haunting foetid-sweet reek of the

mud-flats—the tide being low—and the invigorating tang of

the forest and moorland, uprolling there ahead, in purple and
umber to the pale northern horizon. Against that sombre
background, fair and stately in the tender sunlight as a church
of vision or dream, Marychurch Abbey rose above the roofs

and chimneys of the little town.

During the latter half of the eighteenth century, not only

were religious systems very much at a discount among persons

of intelligence, but the Deity himself was relegated to the

position of an exploded idea, becoming an object of vituper-

tion witty or obscene according to the humour of the individual

critic. As one of the illuminated, Mr. Verity did not escape

the prevailing infection, although an inborn amenity of

disposition saved him from atheism in its more blatantly

offensive forms. The existence of the Supreme Being might
be, (probably was) so he feared, but " a fond thing vainly

imagined." Yet such is the constitution of the human mind
that age confers a certain prestige and authority even upon
phantoms and suspected frauds. Hence it followed that Mr.

Verity, in the plenitude of his courtesy, had continued to

take off his hat—secretly and subjectively at all events—to

this venerable theological delusion, so dear through unnum-
bered centuries to the aching heart and troubled conscience

of humanity.
But in the present glad hour of restored security—^his head
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no longer in danger of plopping, hideously bodiless, into la

veuve's basket, his inner-man, moreover, so recently and
rackingly evacuated by that abominable Channel passage,

now comfortably relined with Tandy's meat and drink—he
went further in the way of acknowledgment. A glow of

very vital gratitude swept over him, so that looking at the

majestic church—secular witness to the soul's faith in and
need of Almighty God's protective mercy and goodness

—

he took off his hat, no longer metaphorically but actually,

and bowed himself together over the pommel of the saddle

with an irresistible movement of thanksgiving and of praise.

Recovering himself after a minute or so
—

" Almost thou
persuadest me to be a Christian," he said aloud, shaking his

head remonstrantly at the distant church, while tears started

to his busy, politely inquisitive eyes.

Then, striving by speech to bring his spirits to their accus-

tomed playfulness and poise, he soliloquized thus, still aloud :

" For, to be candid, what convincing argument can I advance,
in the light of recent experience, to prove that Rousseau, my
friends the Encyclopaedists, or even the great M. de Voltaire,

were really wiser in their generation, truer lovers of the

people and safer guides, than St. Benedict—of blessed memory,
since patron of learning and incidently saviour of classic

literature—whose pious sons raised this most delectable

edifice to God's glory seven hundred years ago ?—The tower
is considerably later than the transepts and the nave

—

fifteenth century I take it.—^^Upon my soul, I am half tempted
to renounce my allegiance and to doubt whether our modern
standards of civilization surpass, in the intelligent application

of means to ends, those of these mediaeval cenobites, and
whether we are saner philanthropists, deeper philosophers,

more genial humanists than they !

"

But here his discourse suffered mortifying interruption.

He became aware the pony stood stock still in the middle
of the road ; and, turning its head, so that he beheld its pink
muzzle, bristly upper and hanging lower lip in disagreeable

profile, regarded him with malevolent contempt out of its

one sound eye, as who should say :

*

' What's the silly fellow trumpeting like this about ?

Doesn't the veriest noodle contrive to keep a quiet tongue

in his head out on the highway ?
"

Sensible of a snub, Mr. Verity jerked at the reins and
clapped his heels into the creature's sides, as smartly as
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fatigue and native civility permitted, sending it forward

at a jog-trot. Nevertheless his soliloquy—a silent one now

—

continued, and that with notable consequences to others

besides himself.

For his thought still dallied with the subject of the monastic
life, as lived by those same pious Benedictines here in England
long ago. Its reasoned rejection of mundane agitations,

its calm, its leisure, its profound and ardent scholarship were
vastly to his taste,—A man touching middle-age might do
worse, surely, than spend his days between worship and
learning, thus?—He saw, and approved, its social office in

offering sanctuary to the fugitive, alms to the poor, teaching

to the ignorant, consolation to the sick and safe passage
heavenward to the dying. Saw, not without sympathy, its

more jovial moments—its good fellowship, shrewd and witty
conversation, well-salted stories—whereat a man laughs
slyly in his sleeve—its good cheer, too, with feasts on holy-

days and high-days, rich and succulent.—And in this last

connection, as he reflected, much was to be said for the geo-

graphical position of Marychurch ; since if river mists and
white chillness of sea fog, drifting in from the Channel, were
to hand, so, also, in their season, were fresh run salmon,
snipe, woodcock, flocks of wild duck, of plover and other

savoury fowl.

For in this thankfulness of awakening from the hellish

nightmare of the Terror, Mr. Verity's facile imagination

tended to run to another extreme. With all the seriousness

of which he was capable he canvassed the notion of a definite

retirement from the world. Public movements, political and
social experiments ceased to attract him. His appetite for

helping to make the wheels of history go round had been
satisfied to the point of nausea. All he desired was tranquillity

and repose. He was free of domestic obligations and close

family ties. He proposed to remain so—philosophy his

mistress, science his handmaid, literature his pastime,

books (rememberings the bitter sorrows of the tumbril and
scaffold in Paris) in future, his closest friends.

But, unfortunately, though the great church in all its calm
grave beauty still held the heart the fair landscape, the

monastery, which might have sheltered his remunciation,

had been put to secular uses or fallen into ruin long years

ago. If he proposed to retire from the world, he^must himself

provide suitable environment. Marychurch Abbey, at the
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end of the eighteenth century, had very certainly nothing to

offer him under that head.
And then, with a swiftness of conception and "decision

possible only to mercurial-minded persons, his thought
darted back to Tandy's, that unkempt, morally malodorous
back-of-beyond and No Man's Land. Its vacant white-

washed countenance and long-eared chimney-stacks had
welcomed him, if roughly and grudgingly, to England and to

peace. Was he not in some sort thereby in debt to Tandy's
bound by gratitude to the place ? Should he not buy it

—

his private fortune being considerable—and there plant his

hermitage ? Should he not renovate and transform it,

redeeming it from questionable uses, by transporting thither,

not himself only but his fine library, his famous herbarium,
his cabinets of crystals, of coins, and of shells ? The idea

captivated him. He was weary of destruction, having seen

it in full operation and practised on the gigantic scale. Hence-
forth he would devote all the energy he possessed to con-

struction—on however modest and private a one—to a build-

ing up, as personal protest against much lately witnessed

wanton and chaotic pulling-down.

In prosecution of which purpose, hopeful once more and
elate, bobbing merrily cork-like upon the surface of surround-
ing circumstance—although lamentably deficient, for the

moment, in raiment befitting his position and his purse

—

Mr. Verity spent two days at the Stag's Head, in Marychurch
High Street. He made enquiries of all and sundry regarding

the coveted property ; and learned, after much busy investi-

gation that the village, and indeed the whole Hundred of

Deadham, formed an outlying and somewhat neglected

portion of his acquaintance. Lord Bulparc's Hampshire
estate.

Here was solid information to go upon. Greatly encouraged,

he took the coach to Southampton, and thence up to town ;

where he interviewed first Lord Bulparc's lawyers and then
that high-coloured, free-living nobleman himself.

" Gad, sir," the latter assured him, "you're heartily wel-

come to the damn little hole, as far as I'm concerned, if you
hav6 the bad taste to fancy it. I suppose I ought to speak
to my son Oxley about this just as a matter of form. Not
that I apprehend Oxley will raise any difficulties as to entail

—you need not fear that. We shall let you off easy enough

—

only too happy to oblige you. But I warn you. Verity, you
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may drop money buying the present tenant out. If half my
agent tells me is true, the fellow must be a most confounded
blackguard, up to the eyes in all manner of ungodly traffic.

By rights we ought to have kicked him out years ago. But,"
his lordship chuckled

—
" I scruple to be hard on any man.

We're none of us perfect, live and let live, you know. Only
my dear fellow, I'm bound to put you on your guard ; for

he'll stick to the place like a leach and blood-suck you like

a leach too, as long as there's a chance of getting an extra
guinea out of you by fair means or foul."

To which process of blood-sucking Mr. Verity was, in fact,

rather scandalously subjected before Tandy's Castle passed
into his possession. But pass into his possession it finally

did, whereupon he fell joyously to the work of reconstructive
redemption.

First of all he ordered the entrance of the underground
passage, leading to the river foreshore, to be securely walled up

;

and, with a fine disregard of possible unhealthy consequences
in the shape of choke-damp, the doorways of certain ill-

reputed vaults and cellars to be filled with soHd masonry.
Neither harborage of contraband, cruel laughter of man, or

yell of tortured beast, should again defile the under-world of

Tandy's !—Next he had the roof of the main building raised,

and given a less mean and meagre angle. He added a wing
on the left containing pleasant bedchambers upstairs,

and good offices below ; and, as crowning act of redemption,
caused three large ground-floor rooms, backed by a wide
corridor, to be built on the right in which to house his library

and collections. This lateral extension of the house, con-
structed according to his own plans, was, like its designer,

somewhat eccentric in character. The three rooms were
semicircular, all window on the southern garden front, verit-

able sun-traps, with a low sloped roofing of grey-green slate

to them, set fan-wise.

Such was the house at Deadham Hard when Mr. Verity's

labours were completed. And such did it remain until a
good eighty years later, when it was visited by a youthful
namesake and great-great nephew, under circumstances not
altogether unworthy of record.



CHAPTER II

ENTER A YOUNG SCHOLAR AND GENTLEMAN OF A HAPPY
DISPOSITION AND GOOD PROSPECTS

THE four-twenty down train rumbled into Marychurch
station, and Tom Verity stepped out of a rather
frousty first-class carriage on to the platform. There

hot still September sunshine, tempered by a freshness off the
sea, met him. The effect was pleasurable, adding delicate

zest to the enjoyment of living which already possessed him.
Coming from inland, the near neighbourhood of the sea,

the sea with its eternal invitation, stirred his blood.

For was not he about to accept the said invitation in its

fullest and most practical expression ? Witness the fact

that, earlier in the day, he had deposited his heavy baggage
at that house of many partings, many meetings, Radley's
Hotel, Southampton ; and journeyed on to Marychurch
with a solitary, eminently virgin, cowhide portmanteau,
upon the yellow-brown surface of which the words—" Thomas
Clarkson Verity, passenger Bombay, first cabin R.M.S.
Penang

"—were inscribed in the whitest of lettering. His
name stood high in the list of successful candidates at the

last Indian Civil Service examination. Now he reaped the
reward of past endeavour. For with that deposition of

heavy baggage at Radley's the last farewell to years of

tutelage seemed to him to be spoken. Nursery discipline,

the restraints and prohibitions—in their respective degrees

—of preparatory school, of Harchester, of Oxford ; and,

above all and through all, the control and admonitions of his

father, the Archdeacon, fell away from him into the limbo of

things done with, outworn and outpaced.

This moved him as pathetic, yet as satisfactory also, since

it set him free to fix his mind, without lurking suspicion of

indecorum, upon the large promise of the future. He could

give rein to his eagerness, to his high| sense of expectation,

while remaining innocent of impiety towards persons and
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places holding, until now, first claim on his obedience and
affection. All this fell in admirably with his natural bent.

Self-reliant, agreeably egotistical, convinced of the excellence

of his social and mental equipment, Tom was saved from
excess of conceit by a lively desire to please, an even more
lively sense of humour, and an intelligence to which at this

period nothing came amiss in the way of new impressions
or experiences.

And, from henceforth, he was his own master, his thoughts,
actions, purposes, belonging to himself and to himself alone.

Really the position was a little intoxicating ! Realizing it,

as he sat in the somewhat stuffy first-class carriage, on that
brief hour's journey from Southampton to Marychurch, he
had laughed out loud, hunching up his shoulders saucily, in

a sudden outburst of irrepressible and boyish glee.

But as the line, clearing the purlieus of the great seaport,

turns south-westward running through the noble oak and
beach woods of Arnewood Forest, crossing its bleak moor-
lands—silver pink, at the present season, with fading heather
—and cutting through its plantations of larch and Scotch
fir, Tom Verity's mood sobered. He watched the country
reeling away to right and left past the carriage windows,
and felt its peculiarly English and sylvan charm. Yet he
saw it all through a dazzle, as of mirage, in which floated

phantom landscapes strangely different in sentiment and in

suggestion.—Some extravagantly luxuriant, as setting to

crowded painted cities, some desert, amazingly vacant and
desolate ; but, in either case, poetic, alluring, excitkig, as

scenes far removed in climate, faith and civilization from
those heretofore familiar can hardly fail to be. India, and all

which India stands for in English history, challenged his

imagination, challenged his ambition, since in virtue of his

nationality, young and inexperienced though he was, he went
to her as a natural ruler, the son of a conquering race. And
this last thought begot in him not only exultation but an
unwonted seriousness. While, as he thus meditated, from
out the dazzle as of mirage, a single figure grew into force

and distinctness of outline, a figure which from his childhood
had appealed to him with an attraction at once sinister and
heroic—that, namely, of a certain soldier and ex-Indian
official, his kinsman, to pay a politic tribute of respect to

whom was the object of his present excursion.

In Catholic countries the World gives its children to the
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Church. In Protestant countries the process is not infre-

quently reversed, the Church giving its childrenHo the World,
and that with an alacrity which argues remarkable faith and
courage—of a sort ! Archdeacon Verity had carefully planned
this visit for his son, although it obliged the young man to

leave home two days earlier than he need otherwise have
done. It was illuminating to note how the father brought
all the resources of a fine presence, an important manner and
full-toned archidiaconal voice to bear upon proving the

expediency of the young man visiting this particular relation,

over whose career and reputation he had so often, in the past,

pursed by his lips and shaken his head for the moral benefit

of the domestic circle.

For the Archdeacon, in common with the majority of the

Verity family, was animated by that ineradicable distrust of

anything approaching genius which distinguishes the EngUsh
country, or rather county, mind. And that Sir Charles

Verity had failed to conform to the family tradition of solid,

unemotional, highly respectable, and usually very wealthy,

mediocrity was beyond question. He had struck out a line

for himself ; and, as the event disclosed, an illustrious one.

This the Archdeacon, being a good Conservative, disapproved.

It worried him sadly, making him actually, if unconsciously,

exceedingly jealous. And precisely on that account, by an
ingenious inversion of reasoning, he felt he owed it to abstract

justice—in other words to his much-disgruntled self—to

make all possible use of this offending, this renegade person-

age, when opportunity of so doing occurred. Now, learning

on credible authority that Sir Charles's name was still one to

conjure with in India, it clearly became his duty to bid his

son seek out and secure whatever modicum of advantage

—

in the matter of advice and introductions—might be derivable

from so irritating a source.

All of which, while jumping with his own desires, caused
Tom much sly mirth. For might it not be counted among
the satisfactory results of his deposition of heavy baggage at

Radley's that, for the first time in his life, he was at liberty

to regard even his father, Thomas Pontifex Verity, Arch-
deacon of Harchester and Rector of Canton Magna, in a true

perspective ? And he laughed again, though this time softly,

indulgently, able in the plenitude of youthful superiority

to extend a kindly tolerance towards the foibles and ingenuous
hypocrisies of poor middle-age.
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But here the train, emerging from the broken hilly country

on the outskirts of the forest, roared along the embankment
which carries the line across the rich converging valleys of the
Wilner and the Arne. Tom ceased to think either of possible

advantage accruing to his own fortunes, or these defects of

the family humour which had combined to dictate his present
excursion, his attention being abborbed by the beauty of the
immediate outlook. For, on the left, Marychurch came into

view.

The great, grey, long-backed abbey stands on a heart-

shaped peninsula of slightly rising ground. Its western
tower, land-mark for the valleys and seamark for vessels

making the Haven, overtops the avenue of age-old elms
which shade the graveyard. Close about the church, the red
brick and rough-cast houses of the little market-town—set

in a wide margin of salt-marsh and meadow intersected by
blue-brown waterways— gather, as a brood of chickens

gathers about a mothering hen. Beyond lie the pale glinting

levels of the estuary, guarded on the west by gently upward
sloping cornlands and on the south by the dark furze and
heath-clad mass of Stone Horse Head. Beyond again, to the

low horizon, stretches the Channel sea.

The very simplicity of the picture gives it singular dignity

and repose. Classic in its clearness of outline and paucity of

detail, mediaeval in sentiment, since the great Norman church
dominates the whole, its appeal is at once wistful and severe.

And, this afternoon, just as the nearness of the sea tempered
the atmosphere lifting all oppressive weight from the brooding
sunshine, so did it temper the colouring, lending it an ethereal

quality, in which blue softened to silver, grey to lavender,

while green seemed overspread by powdered gold. The
effect was exquisite, reminding Tom of certain water-colour

drawings by Danvers, and by Appleyard, hanging in the

drawing-room of the big house at Canton Magna, and of certain

of Shelley's lyrics—both of which, in their different medium,
breathed the same enchantment of natural and spiritual

loveliness, of nameless desire, nameless regret. And, his

nerves being somewhat strained by the emotions of the day,

that enchantment worked upon him strangely. The in-

herent pathos of it, indeed, took him, as squarely as unex-

pectedly, by the throat. He suffered a sharp recoil from the

solicitation of the future, an immense tenderness towards the

past.—A tenderness for those same years of tutelage and all
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they had brought him, not only in overflowing animal spirits,

happy intercourse and intellectual attainment ; but in their

limitation of private action, their security of obligation, of

obedience to authority, which at the time had seemed irksome
enough and upon release from which he had so recently con-

gratulated himself.

Love of home, of England, of his own people—of the Arch-
deacon, in even his most full-voiced and moralizing mood

—

love of things tested, accustomed and friendly, touched him
to the quick. Suddenly he asked himself to what end was he
leaving all these and going forth to encounter untried con-

ditions, an unknown Nature, a moral and social order equally

unknown ? Looking at the peaceful, ethereally lovely land-

scape, set in such close proximity and notable contrast to

the unrest of that historic highway of the nations, the Channel
sea, he felt small and lonely, childishly diffident and weak.
All the established safety and comfort of home, all the thought-
less irresponsible delights of vanished boyhood, pulled at

his heartstrings. He wanted, wanted wildly, desperately,

not to go forward but to go back.

Mind and body being healthy, however, the phase was a
passing one, and his emotion, though sincere and poignant,

of brief duration. For young blood—happily for the human
story, which otherwise would read altogether too sad—defies

forebodings, gaily embraces risks ; and, true soldier of fortune,

marches out to meet whatever fate the battlefield of manhood
may hold for it, a song in its mouth and a rose behind its ear.

Tom Verity speedily came to a steadier mind, pouring honest
contempt upon his momentary lapse from self-confidence.

He was ashamed of it. It amounted to being silly, simply
silly. He couldn't understand, couldn't account for it. What
possessed him to get a regular scare like this ? It was too

absurd for words. Sentiment ?—Yes by all means a reason-

able amount of it, well in hand and thus capable of trans-

lation—if the fancy took you—into nicely turned elegiac verse

;

but a scare, a scare pure and simple, wasn't to be tolerated !

And he got up, standing astraddle to brace himself against

the swinging of the train, while he stretched, settling himself

in his clothes—pulled down the fronts of his waistcoat,

buttoned the jacket of his light check suit ; and, taking
off his wide-awake, smoothed his soft, slightly curly russet-

coloured hair with his hand. These adjustments, and the

assurance they induced that his personal appearance was all
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which it should be, completed his moral restoration. He
stepped down on to the platform, into the serene light and
freshness, as engaging and hopeful a youth of three-and-

twenty as any one need ask to see.
'' For The Hard ? Very good, sir. Sir Charles's trap is

outside in the station yard. One portmanteau in the van ?

Quite so. Don't trouble yourself about it, sir. I'll, send a
porter to bring it along."

This from the station-master, with a degree of friendly

deference far from displeasing to the recipient of it.

Whatever the defects of the rank and file of the Verity family
in respect of liberal ideas, it can safely be asserted of all its

members, male and female, clerical and lay, alike, that they
belonged to the equestrian order. Hence it added con-
siderably to Tom's recovered self-complacency to find a
smart two-wheel dogcart awaiting him, drawn by a remark-
ably well-shaped and well-groomed black horse. The coach-
man was to match. Middle-aged, clean-shaven, his Napo-
leonic face set as a mask, his undress livery of pepper-and-
salt mixture soberly immaculate. He touched his hat when
our young gentleman appeared and mounted beside him ;

the horse, meanwhile, shivering a little and showing the red
of its nostrils as the train, with strident whistlings, drew out
of the station bound westward to Stourmouth and Barry-
port.

Later the horse broke up the abiding inertia of Marychurch
High Street, by dancing as it passed the engine of a slowly

ambulant thrashing machine ; and only settled fairly into

its stride when the three-arched, twelfth-century stone

bridge over the Arne was passed, and the road—leaving the

last scattered houses of the little town—turned south and
seaward skirting the shining expanse of The Haven and
threading the semi-amphibious hamlets of Horny Cross and
Lampit.



CHAPTER III

THE DOUBTFULLY HARMONIOUS PARTS OF A WHOLE

A LONG, low, rectangular and rather narrow room,
ZA supported across the centre—where passage walls

JL JLhad been cut away—by an avenue of dumpy wooden
pillars, four on either side, leading to a glass door opening
on to the garden. A man's room rather than a woman's,
and, judging by appearances, a batchelor's at that.—Eigh-
teenth-century furniture, not ignoble in line, but heavy, wide-
seated, designed for the comfort of bulky paunched figures

arrayed in long-flapped waistcoats and full-skirted coats.

Tabaret curtains arid upholsterings, originally maroon, now
dulled by sea-damp and bleached by sun-glare to a uniform
tone in which colour and pattern were alike obliterated.

Handsome copperplate engravings of Pisa and of Rome, and
pastel portraits in oval frames ; the rest of the whity brown
panelled wall space hidden by bookcases. These surmounted
by softly shining, pearl-grey Chinese godlings, monsters,
philosophers and saints, the shelves below packed with neatly

ranged books.

A dusky room, in spite of its rounded, outstanding sash-

windows, two on either side the glass door ; the air of it

holding, in permanent solution, an odour of leather-bound

volumes. A place, in short, which, though not inhospitable,

imposed itself, its qualities and traditions, to an extent
impossible for any save the most thick-skinned and thick-

witted wholly to ignore or resist.

Young Tom Verity, having no convenient armour-plating
of stupidity, suffered its influence intimately as—looking

about him with quick enquiring glances—he followed the man-
servant across it between the dumpy pillars. He felt self-

conscious and disquieted, as by a smile of silent amusement
upon some watchful elderly face. So impressed, indeed, was
he that, on reaching the door, he paused letting the man pass

on alone to announce him. He wanted time in which to get

15
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over this queer sensation of shyness, before presenting himself

to the company assembled, there, in the garden outside.

Yet he was well aware that the prospect out of doors—its

amplitude of mellow sunlight and of space, its fair windless

calm in which no leaf stirred—was far more attractive than

the room in the doorway of which he thus elected to linger.

For the glass-door gave directly on to an extensive lawn,

set out, immediately before the house front, with scarlet and
crimson geraniums in alternating square and lozenge-shaped

beds. Away on the right a couple of grey-stemmed ilex trees

—the largest in height and girth Tom had even seen—cast

finely vandyked and platted shadow upon the smooth turf.

Beneath them, garden chairs were stationed and a tea-table

spread, at which four ladies sat—one, the elder, dressed in

crude purple, the other three, though of widely differing ages

and aspect, in light coloured summer gowns.

To the left of the lawn, a high plastered wall—masked by
hollies, bay, yew, and at the far end by masses of airy, pink-

plumed tamarisk—shut off the eastward view. But straight

before him all lay open, " clean away to the curve of the

world " as he told himself, not without a pull of emotion
remembering his impending voyage. For, about sixty yards

distant, the lawn ended abruptly in a hard straight line

—

the land cut off sheer, as it seemed, at the outer edge of a

gravelled terrace, upon which two small antiquated cannon
were mounted, their rusty muzzles trained over swirling blue-

green tide-river and yellow-grey, high-cambered sand-bar out

to sea.

Between these innocuous engines of destruction, little

black cannon balls had been piled into a mimic pyramid,

near to which three men stood engaged in desultory conver-

sation. One of them, Tom observed as markedly taller, more
commanding and distinguished in bearing, than his com-
panions. Even from here, the whole length of the lawn
intervening, his presence, once noted, became of arresting

importance, focussing attention as the central interest, the

one thing which vitally mattered in this gracious scene—his

figure silhouetted, vertically, against those long horizontal

lines of river, sand-bar, and far-away delicate junction of

opal-tinted sea with opal-tinted sky. »^

Whereupon Tom became convicted of the agreeable cer-

tainty that no disappointment awaited him. His expectations

were about to receive generous fulfilment. This visit would
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prove well worth while. So absorbed, indeed, was he in

watching the man whom he supposed—and rightly—to be

his host, that he failed to notice one of the ladies rise from

the tea-table and advance across the lawn, until her youthful

white-clad form was close upon him, threading its way between
the glowing geranium beds.

Then—" You are my cousin, Thomas Verity ? " the girl

asked, with a grave air of ceremony.
" Yes—and you—you are my cousin Damaris," he answered

as he felt clumsily, being taken unaware in more respects than

one, and, for all his ready adaptability, being unable to keep a

note of surprise out of his voice and glance.

He had known of the existence of this little cousin, having

heard—on occasion—vaguely irritated family mention of her

birth at a time when the flame of the Mutiny still burned
fiercely in the Punjaub and in Oudh. To be born under such

very accentuated circumstances could, in the eyes of every

normal Verity, hardly fail to argue a certain obtrusiveness

and absence of good taste. He had heard, moreover, dis-

approving allusions to the extravagant affection Sir Charles

Verity was said to lavish upon this fruit of a somewhat
obscure marriage—his only surviving child. But the said

family talk, in Tom's case, had gone in at one ear and out at

the other—as the talk of the elder generation mostly does,

and will, when the younger generation is solidly and whole-

somely convinced of the overwhelming importance of its own
personal affairs. Consequently, in coming to Deadham Hard,

Tom had thought of this little cousin—in as far as it occurred to

him to think of her at all—as a child in the schoolroom who,
beyond a trifle of goodnatured notice at odd moments, would
not enter into the count or matter at all. Now, awakening
to the fact of her proximity, he awoke to the further fact that,

with one exception, she mattered more than anything or

anybody else present.

She was, in truth, young—he had been quite right

there. Yet, like the room in the doorway of which he still

lingered, like the man standing on the terrace walk—to whose
tall figure the serene immensities of sea and sky acted as back-

cloth and setting—she imposed herself. Whether she was
pretty or plain, Tom was just now incapable of judging.

He only knew that her eyes were wonderful. He never

remembered to have seen such eyes—clear, dark blue-grey

with fine shading of eyelash on the lower as well as the upper
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lid. Unquestionably they surpassed all ordinary standards of

prettiness. Were glorious, yet curiously embarrassing too

in thc:*r seriousness, their intent impartial scrutiny—under
which last, to his lively vexation, the young man felt himself

redden.

And this, considering his superiority in age, sex, and acquire-

ments, was not only absurd but unfair somehow. For did not
he, as a rule, get on charmingly well with women, gentle and
simple, old and young, alike ? Had he not an ingratiating,

playfully flirtatious way with them in which he trusted ?

But flirtatiousness, even of the mildest description, would
not do here. Instinctively he recognized that. It would
not pay at all—in this stage of the acquaintance, at all events.

He fell back on civil speeches ; and these rather laboured
one*s being himself rather discountenanced.

" It is extremely kind of you and Sir Charles to take me on
trust like this," he began. " Believe me I am very grateful.

Under ordinary circumstances I should never have dreamed
of proposing myself. But I am going out to India for the

first time—sailing in the Penang the day after to-morrow.
And, as I should be so near here at Southampton, it was, I

own, a great temptation to ask if I might come for a night.

I felt—my father felt—what a privilege it would be for me,
a really tremendous piece of luck, to meet Sir Charles before

I started. Such a rare and memorable send off for me, you
know !

"

" We were very glad you should propose yourself," Damaris
answered, still with her grave air of ceremony.

" Awfully good of you, I'm sure," the young man mur-
mured.—No, she didn't stare. He could not honestly call it

staring. It was too calm, too impersonal, too reserved for that.

She looked, with a view to arriving at conclusions regarding

him. And he didn't enjoy the process—not in the least.

" My father is still interested in everything connected with

India," she went on. " He will like to talk to you. We have
people with us this afternoon whom he could not very well

leave, or he would have driven into Marychurch himself to

fetch you. Dr. McCabe, who we knew at Bhutpur long ago,

came over unexpectedly from Stourmouth this morning ;

and my Aunt Harriet Cowden telegraphed that she and Uncle
Augustus would bring Aunt Felicia, who is staying with them
at Paulton Lacy, here to tea.—But, of course, you know them
quite well—Uncle Augustus, I mean, and my aunts,"
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" Do I not know them !
" Tom replied with meaning

;

while, humour getting the upper hand thanks to certain

memories, he smiled at her.

And, even at this early period in his career, it must be
conceded that Tom Verity's smile was an asset to be reckoned
with. Mischievous to the verge of impudence ; but con-

fidential, too, most disarmingly friendly—a really vastly

engaging smile, which, having once beheld, most persons

found themselves more than ready to behold often again.

Under its persuasive influence Damaris' gravity relaxed.

She lowered her eyes, and the soft warm colour deepened in

her cheeks.

Her steady gaze removed, the young man breathed more
freely. He congratulated himself. Intercourse was in act of

becoming normal and easy. So far it had been quite absurdly
hind-leggy—and for him, him, to be forced into being hind-

leggy by a girl of barely eighteen ! Now he prepared to trot

gaily, comfortably, off on all fours, when she spoke bringing

him up to the perpendicular again with a start.
** I love Aunt Felicia very dearly," she announced, as

though in protest against some implied and subtle dis-

loyalty.
" But don't we all love Cousin Felicia ? " he returned,

promptly, eager to maintain his advantage. " Isn't she

kindness incarnate. Christian charity personified ? As for me,
I simply dote on her ; and with reason, for ever since those

remote ages in which I wore scratchy pinafores and horrid

little white socks, she has systematically and pertinaciously

spoiled me whenever she stayed at Canton Magna.—Oh !

she is an institution. No family should be without her.

When I was small she gave me chocolates, tin soldiers, pop-
guns warranted to endanger my brothers' and sisters' eye-

sight. And now, in a thousand ways, conscious and uncon-
scious," he laughed quietly, naughtily, the words running over
each other in the rapidity of his speech

—
" she gives me such

a blessed good conceit of myself !

"

And Damaris Verity, caught by the wave of his light-

heartedness and inherent desire to please, softened again,

her serious eyes alight for the moment with answering laughter.

Whereupon Tom crossed the threshold and stood close beside

her upon the grass in the brooding sunshine, the beds of scarlet

and crimson geraniums ranging away on glowing perspective

to left and right. He glanced at the three ladies seated beneath
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the giant ilexes, and back at his companion. He felt absurdly

keen further to excite her friendUness and dispel her gravity.
" Only one must admit cousin Harriet is quite another

story," he went on softly, saucily. " Any conceit our dear
Felicia rubs in to you, Harriet most effectually rubs out.

Isn't it so ? I am as a worm, a positive worm before her

—

can only ' tremble and obey ' like the historic lady in the glee.

She flattens me. I haven't an ounce of kick left in me. And
then why, oh why, tell me, Damaris, does she invariably

and persistently clothe herself in violet ink ?
"

" It is her colour," the girl said, her eyes still laughing, her
lips discreetly set.

" But why, in heaven's name, should she have a colour ?
"

he demanded. " For identification, as I have a red and white
stripe painted on my steamer baggage ? Really that isn't

necessary. Can you imagine losing cousin Harriet ? Augustus
Cowden mislaying her, for example ; and only recovering

her with joyful cries—we take those for granted in his case,

of course—at sight of the violet ink ? Not a bit of it. You
know as well as I do identification marks can't ever be required

to secure her return, because under no conceivable circum-

stances could she ever be lost. She is there, dear lady, lock,

stock, and barrel, right there all the time. So her raiment of

violet amounts to a purely gratuitous advertisement of a
permanently self-evident fact.—And such a shade too, such
a positively excruciating shade !

"

But here a movement upon the terrace served, indirectly,

to put a term to his patter. For Sir Charles Verity, raising

his voice slightly in passing emphasis, turned and moved
slowly towards the little company gathered at the tea-table.

His two companions followed, the shorter of them apparently
making answer, the words echoing clearly in genial richness

of affirmation across the intervening space

—

" And so it was, General, am I not recalling the incident

myself. Indeed you're entirely right."
" Come," Damaris said, with a certain brevity as of com-

mand.
" And feel a worm ?

"

" No—come and speak to my father."
" Ah ! I shall feel a worm there too," the young man

returned, an engaging candour in his smiling countenance

;

" and with far better reason, unless I am greatly mistaken."



CHAPTER IV

WATCHERS THROUGH THE SMALL HOURS

10VE, ill-health and debt being, as yet, unknown
quantities to young Tom Verity, it followed that

-^insomnia, with its thousand and one attendant

miseries, was an unknown quantity likewise. Upon the eve

of the stiffest competitive examination those, now outlived,

years of tutelage had imposed on him, he could still tumble
into bed secure of lapsing into unconsciousness as soon as his

head fairly touched the pillow. Dreams might, and usually

did, visit him ; but as so much incidental music merely to the

large content of slumber—tittering up and down, too airily

light-footed and evanescent to leave any impress on mind or

spirits when he woke.
This night, at Deadham Hard, marked a new departure ;

sleep proving a less absolute break in continuity of sensation,

a less absolute barrier between day and day.

The Honourable Augustus and Mrs. Cowden, and FeUcia

Verity, not without last words, adjurations, commands
and fussings, started on their twelve-mile drive home to

Paulton Lacy about six o'clock. A little later Dr. McCabe
conveyed himself, and his brogue, away in an ancient hired

landau to catch the evening train from Marychurch to Stour-

mouth. Dinner followed, shortly after which Damaris
vanished, along with her governess-companion. Miss Theresa

Bilson—a plump, round-visaged, pink-nosed little person,

permanently wearing gold eyeglasses, the outstanding dis-

tinction of whose artless existence consisted, as Tom gathered

from her conversation, in a tour in Rhineland and residence

of some months' duration at the university town of Bonn.

Then, at last, came the harvest of the young man's excur-

sion, in the shape of first-hand records of war and government

—of intrigue and of/sedition, followed by stern retributive

chastisement—from that famous soldier, autocratic and
practised administrator, his host.

21
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In the opinion of a good many persons Tom Verity's bump

of reverence showed very insufficient development. Dons,
head-masters, the pedagogic and professorial tribe generally,

he had long taken in his stride quite unabashed. Church
dignatories, too, left him saucily cool. For—so at least he
argued—was not his elder brother, Pontifex, private chaplain

to the Bishop of Harchester ? And did not this fact—^he

knowing poor old Ponty as only brother can know brother

—

throw a rather lurid light upon the spiritual and intellectual

limitations of the Bench ? In respect of the British aristo-

cracy, his social betters, he also kept an open mind. For had
not Lord Bulparc's son and heir, little Oxley, acted as his fag,

boot-black and bacon-frier, for the best part of a year at school ?

Notwithstanding which fact—Lord Oxley was of a mild,

forgiving disposition—^had not he, Tom, spent the cricket

week several summers running at Napworth Castle ; where,
on one celebrated occasion, he bowled a distinguished

Permanent Under-Secretary first ball, and, on another, chided

a marquis and ex-Cabinet Minister for misquoting Catullus.

Yet now, sitting smoking and listening to those records of

eastern rule and eastern battle, in the quiet lamplight of the

long room—with its dark bookcases, faintly gleaming Chinese
images, and dumpy pillars—^his native cheekiness faded into

most unwonted humility. For he was increasingly conscious

of being, to put it vulgarly " up against something pretty

big." Conscious of a personality altogether too secure of

its own power to spread itself or, in the smallest degree, bluff

or brag. Sir Charles Verity struck him, indeed, as calm to the

confines of cynicism. He gave, but gave of his abundance,
royally indifferent to the cost. There was plenty more where
all this came from, of knowledge, of initiative, and of thought.

Only once or twice, during the course of their long talk, did

the young man detect any sign of personal feeling. Then, for

an instant, some veil seemed to be lifted, some curtain drawn
aside ; while, with dazzling effect, he became cognizant of

underlying bitterness, underlying romance—of secret dealings

of man with man, of man with woman, and the dealing,

arbitrary, immutable, final, of Death and a Greater than
Death, with both.

These revelations though of the briefest, over before he
fairly grasped their import, gone like a breath, were still

sufficient to discredit many preconceived ideas and enlarge

his mental horizon to a somewhat anxious extent. The'''
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carried him very far from life as lived at Canton Magna
Rectory ; very far from all, indeed, in which the rqots of his

experience were set, thus producing an atmosphere of doubt,

of haunting and insidious unrest.

And of that atmosphere he was particularly sensible when,
standing in the hall, flat candlestick in hand, he at last bade
Sir Charles Verity good night.

" It has been a wonderful evening, sir," he said, simply

and modestly. " You have been awfully kind in sparing me
so much of your time ; but, indeed, it has not been time

wasted. I begin to measure a little what India means, I

hope. Certainly I begin to measure the depth of my own
ignorance. I see I have nearly everything of essential import-

ance still to learn. And that is a pretty large order—almost

staggeringly large now that, thanks to you, 1 begin to reaUze

the vastness of the amount."
" The majority of men in your Service never realize it,"

Charles Verity returned. " They run in blinkers from first

to last.—Not that I underrate their usefulness. They are

honest, painstaking, thoroughly reliable, according to their

lights. They do excellent journeyman work. But there

lies the heart of the whole matter.—Are you content to do
journeyman work only ; or do you aspire of something

greater ?—If the former, then you had best forget me and all

I have told you this evening as fast as possible. For it will

prove a hindrance rather than a help, confusing the issues.

—

No—no—listen a moment, my dear boy "

This kindly, indulgently even, as Tom made a gesture of

repudiation and began to speak.

"If the latter—well, the door stands open upon achieve-

ment by no means contemptible as the opportunities of

modern life go ; but, it is only fair to warn you, upon possi-

bihties of trouble, even of disaster, by no means contemptible

either. For, remember, the world is so constituted that if you
elect to drive, rather than be driven, you must be prepared

to take heavy risks, pay heavy penalties. Understand "

He laid his hand on the young man's shoulder.
" I do not pose as a teacher, still less as a propagandist.

I do not attempt to direct the jury. The choice rests exclu-

sively with yourself.—And here rid your mind of any cant

about moral obligations. Both ways have merit, both bring

rewards—of sorts—are equally commendable, equally right.

Only this—whether you choose bUnkers, your barrel between
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the shafts and another man's whip tickhng your loins, or the
reins in your own hands and the open road ahead, be faithful

to your choice. Stick to it, through evil report as well as

through good."
He lifted his hand off Tom's shoulder. And the latter,

looking round at him was struck—in mingled admiration
and repulsion—by his likeness to some shapely bird of prey,

with fierce hooked beak and russet-grey eyes, luminous,
cruel perhaps, yet very sad.

" Above all be careful in the matter of your affections,"

Sir Charles went on, his voice deepening. " As you value
your career, the pride of your intellect,—yes—and the pride
of your manhood itself, let nothing feminine tempt you to be
unfaithful to your choice. Tempt you to be of two minds, to

turn aside, to turn back. For, so surely as you do, you will

find the hell of disappointment, the hell of failure and regret,

waiting wide-mouthed to sw^allow you, and whatever span of

life may remain to you, bodily up."
He checked himself, breaking off abruptly, the veil lowered

again, the curtain drawn into place.
" There," he said, " we have talked enough, perhaps more

than enough. You have a long day before you to-morrow,
so my dear boy, go to bed. My quarters are down here."

He made a gesture towards the dark corridor opening off

the far side of the hall.
" You know your way ? The room on the right of the

landing."
" Yes. I know my way, thanks, sir," Tom answered

—

And, thus dismissed, went on upstairs, carrying the silver

flat candlestick, while his shadow, black on the panelled

wall, mounted beside him grotesquely prancing step by step.

The furnishing of his room was of a piece with all below,

solid yet not uncomely. It included a four-post bed of generous
proportions, hangings, curtains and covers of chintz, over
which faded purple and crimson roses were flung broadcast
on a honey-yellow ground. The colourings were discreetly

cheerful, the atmosphere not unpleasantly warm, the quiet,

save for the creaking of a board as he crossed the floor, un-
broken. Outwardly all invited to peaceful slumber. And Tom
felt more than ready to profit by that invitation this last

night on shore, last night in England. His attention had been
upon the stretch for a good many hours now, since that

—

after all rather upsetting—good-bye to home and family
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at Canton Magna, following an early and somewhat peri-

patetic breakfast. Notwithstanding his excellent health and
youthful energy, mind and body alike were somewhat spent.

He made short work of preparation, slipped in between the

fine cool linen sheets, and laid his brown head upon the soft

billowing pillows, impatient neither to think or feel any more
but simply to sleep.

For some two hours or so he did sleep, though not without
phantasmagoria queerly disturbing. The sweep of his visions

was wide, ranging from that redoubtable county lady, Harriet

Cowden nee Verity—first cousin of his father, the Arch-
deacon, and half-sister to his host—in her violet-ink hued
gown, to fury of internecine strife amid the mountain fastness

of Afghanistan,—from the austere and wistful beauty of the

grey, long-backed Norman Abbey rising above the roofs and
chimneys of the little English market-town, to the fierce

hectic splendour of eastern cities blistering in the implacable

sun-glare of the Indian plains. Days on the Harchester
playing fields, days on the river at Oxford, and still earlier

days in the Rectory nursery at home ; bringing with them
sense of small bitter sorrows, small glorious triumphs, of

laughter and uproarious fun, of sentimental passages at

balls, picnics, garden parties, too, with charmingly pretty

maidens who, in all probability, he would never clap eyes on
again—all these, and impressions even more illusive and
fugitive, played hide-and-seek among the mazelike convolu-

tions of his all too active brain.

Then, on a sudden, he started up in bed, aware of external

noise and movement which brought him instantly, almost
painfully, broad awake.
For a quite appreciable length of time, while he sat upright

in the warm darkness, Tom failed either to locate the noise

which had thus roused him, or to interpret its meaning. It

appeared to him to start at the river foreshore, pass across

the garden, into and through the ground-floor suite of rooms
and corridor which Sir Charles had indicated as reserved to

his particular use.—What on earth could it be ? What did

it remind him of ?—^Why, surely—with a start of incredulous

recognition—the sound of hoofs, though strangely confused

and muffled, such as a mob of scared, overdriven horses

might make floundering fetlock deep in loose sand.

Alive with curiosity he sprang out of bed, groped his'"way

across to the window and, putting up the bHnd, leaned out.
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A coppery waning moon hung low in the south-east, and

sent a pale rusty pathway across the sea to where, behind the
sand-bar, rippling waves broke in soft flash and sparkle.

Its light was not strong enough to quench that of the stars

crowding the western and the upper sky. Tom could distin-

guish the black mass of the great ilex trees on the right.

Could see the whole extent of the lawn, the two sentinel

cannon and pyramid of ammunition set on the terrace along

the top of the sea-wall. And nothing moved there, nothing
whatever. The outstretch of turf was vacant, empty ; bare
—so Tom told himself—as the back of his own hand. The
sounds seemed to have ceased now that sight denied them
visible cause of existence ; and he began to wonder whether
his hearing had not played him false, whether the whole
thing was not pure fancy, a delusion born of agitated

dreams.
He pushed the sash up as far as it would go and leaned

further out of the window. The luscious scent of a late flower-

ing species of lonicera, trained against the house wall,

saluted his nostrils, along with a foetid-sweet reek off the mud-
flats of the Haven. Away in the village a dog yelped, and out
on the salt-marshes water-fowl gave faint whistling cries.

Then all settled down into stillness, save for the just audible

chuckle and suck of the river as the stream met the inflowing

tide.

The stillness pleased him. For so many nights to come
there would be none of it ; but ceaselessly the drumming of

the engines, quiver of the screw, and wash of the water against

the ship's side.—^All the same he did not quite like the colour

of the moon or that frayed flattened edge of it westward. WTiy
is there always something a trifle menacing about a waning
moon ? He did not like the smell of the mud-flats either. It

might not be actually unhealthy ; but it suggested a
certain foulness. He yawned, drew back into the room, and
straightening himself up, stretched his hands above his head.

He would get into bed again. He was dog-tired—yes, most
distinctly bed !

Then he stopped short, listening, hastily knelt down by the

window and again leaned out. For once more he heard horses

coming up from the shore, across the garden, into and through
the house, hustling and trampling one another as they shied

away from the whip.—^There were laggards too—one stumbled,
rolled over in the sand, got on its feet after a nasty struggle,
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and tottered onward dead lame. Another fell in its tracks

and lay there foundered, rattling in the throat.

The sounds were so descriptive, so explicit and the im-
pression produced on Tom Verity's mind so vivid that,

carried away by indignation, he found himself saying out loud :

" Curse them, the brutes, the cowardly brutes, mishandling
their cattle like that ! They "

And he stopped confounded, as it came home to him that

throughout the course of this cruel drama he had seen nothing,

literally nothing, though he had heard so convincingly much.
A shiver ran down his spine and he broke into a sweat, for he
knew beyond question or doubt not so much as a shadow,

—

let alone anything material—had breasted the sea-wall,

passed over the smooth level turf, or entered—how should
it ?—the house.

The garden lay outspread before him, calm, uninvaded by
any alien being, man or animal. The great ilex trees were
immobile, fixed as the eternal stars overhead. And he
shrank in swift protest, almost in terror, being called on thus
to face things apparently super-normal, forces unexplored and
uncharted, defying reason, giving the lie to ordinary experi-

ence and ordinary belief. Reality and hallucination jostled

one another in his thought, a giant note of interrogation

written against each. For which was the true and which the

false ? Of necessity he distrusted the evidence of his own
senses, finding sight and hearing in direct conflict thus.

The two or three minutes that followed were among the

most profoundly disagreeable Tom ever had spent. But at

last, a door opened below, letting forth a shaft of mellow
lamplight. It touched the flower-beds on the left edging the

lawn, giving the geraniums form and colour, laying down a
delicate carpet of green, transmuting black into glowing

scarlet. Tall and spare in his grey and white sleeping-suit,

Sir Charles Verity sauntered out, and stood, smoking, looking

out to sea.

Earlier that night, downstairs in the sitting-room, he
seemed a storm centre, generating much perplexity and
disquiet. But now Tom welcomed his advent with a sense

of almost absurd satisfaction. To see what was solidly,

incontrovertibly, human could not but be, in itself, a mighty
relief.—^Things began to swing into their natural relation,

man, living man, the centre, the dominant factor once more.

Hc; Tom, could now shift all responsibility, moreover. If
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the master of the house was on guard, he might wash his hands
of these hateful ghostly goings on—if ghostly they were

—

leaving the whole matter to one far stronger and more com-
petent than himself.

Whereupon he went back to bed ; and slept profoundly,

royally, until Hordle the manservant, moving about the bright

chintz bedecked room, preparing his bath and laying out his

clothes, awoke him to the sweetness of another summer day.



CHAPTER V

BETWEEN RIVER AND SEA

WE had a grand talk last night—Sir Charles was
in splendid form. I enjoyed it down to the

ground."
Tom Verity lay, at full length on the upward sloping, sun-

warmed bank of sand and shingle. Only to youth is given

enjoyment of perfect laziness joined with perfect physical

vigour. Just because he felt equal to vaulting the moon or

long-jumping an entire continent, should such prodigious feats

be required of him, could he lie thus in glorious idleness letting

the earth cradle and the sun soak into him. Doubts and dis-

turbances of last night melted in daylight to an almost

ludicrous nothingness and self-confidence reigned; so that

he declared the world a super-excellent place, snapping his

fingers at problems and mysteries. A spark of curiosity

pricked him still, it is true, concerning the origin of certain

undeniably queer aural phenomena. He meant to satisfy that

curiosity presently ; but the subject must be approached with

tact. He must wait on opportunity.

A few paces from and above him, Damaris sat on the crown
of the ridge, where the light southerly wind, coming up now
and again off the sea, fanned her. A white knitted jersey,

pulled on over her linen dress, moulded the curve of her back,

the round of her breasts and turn of her waist, showing each

movement of her gracious young body to the hips, as she

leaned forward, her knees drawn up and her feet planted

among the red, orange, and cream-grey flints and pebbles.

Looking up at her, Tom saw her face foreshortened in the

shade of her broad-brimmed garden hat, a soft clear flush on
it born of health, fresh air and sunlight, her eyes shining,

the blue of the open sea in their luminous depths. He received

a new impression of her. She belonged to the morning,

formed part of the gladness of urAversal Nature, an unfettered

nymph-like being. To-day her mood was sprightly, bidding
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farewell to ceremony. Yet, he felt, she remained perplexing,
because more detached than is the feminine habit, poised and
complete in herself.

And this detachment, this suppression of the sentimental
or social note—he being admittedly a very personable fellow

—piqued Tom's male vanity, so that he rallied her with :

" But by the way, why did you vanish so early, why didn't
you stay with us after dinner last night ?

"

" I did not want to vanish," she answered. " Nothing is

more delightful than hearing my father talk. But had I

stayed Miss Bilson would have supposed herself free to stay
too, and that would have spoiled the evening. My father

doesn't choose to talk freely before Miss Bilson, because she
gets into a foolish excited state and interrupts and asks
questions. She overflows with admiration and that annoys
and bores him."

" 'She brought him butter in a lordly dish,' " Tom quoted.
*' The ill-advised, Bilson. Can't one just see her !

"

" And it is not her place to admire out loud," Damaris
continued. ** Over and over again I have tried to explain that
to her. But in some ways, she is not at all clever. She can't

or won't understand, and only tells Aunt Felicia I am wanting
in sympathy and that I hurt her feelings. She has unreason-
ably many feelings, I think, and they are so easily hurt. I

always know when the hurting takes place because she sniffs

and then plays Mendelssohn's Songs without Words on the
schoolroom piano."

Tom chuckled. She had a caustic tongue on occasion,

this nymph-Uke creature !

" Alas, poor Bilson !
" he said. " For, as Sir Charles walked

across the garden with us down to the ferry, didn't I hear
those same sugary melodies tinkling out of some upper open
window ?

"

" I am afraid you did. You see she had made up her mind
to come with me."

*' And you were forced to intimate you found yourself

quite equal to conducting the expedition unshepherded ?
"

" I did not mean to be unkind, but she would have been
so dreadfully in the way"
Damaris gathered up a handful of little pebbles, and let

them
^;^
dribble down slowly between her outspread fingers

while, turningiher head, she gazed away out to sea.
" This a day by itself," she said. " It looks like jewels,
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topazes, turquoise, and pearls ; and it seems full of things
which half tell themselves, and then hide from or pass you by.
—I wanted to watch it all and think ; and, she doesn't do
it on purpose I know, but somehow Miss Bilson always inter-

feres with my thinking."

Both the tone and substance of this discourse proved
slightly startling to its hearer. They carried the conversation
into regions transcendental ; and to his blissful laziness, the
rarified air of those regions v/as unwelcome. To breathe it

demanded exertion. So he said, chafhngly :

" Do I interfere with you thinking ? I hope not. But if

I offend that way, speak but a word and I disappear like a
shot."

" Oh ! no," she answered. " How could you interfere ?

You are part of it. You started it, you see, because you are
going to India."

Whereat, failing to catch the sequence of ideas, male vanity
plumed itself, tickled to the point of amusement. For was
not she a child after all, transparently simple and candid,
and very much a woman-child at that ! Tom turning on his

side raised himself on one elbow, smiling at her with easy good-
nature.

" How charming of you to adopt me as a special object of

thought, and care so much about my going."

But patronage proved short-lived. The girl's colour
deepened, but her eyes dwelt on him coldly.

" I have only been thinking how fortunate you are, and
seeing pictures in my mind of what you will see which will be
new to you—and—and remembering."

" Oh ! of course, I am lucky, tremendously lucky," he
hastened to declare, laughing a little wryly. " Such a journey
is a liberal education in itself, knocking the insularity out of

a man—if he has any receptive faculty that is—and ridding

him of all manner of stodgy prejudices. I don't the least

undervalue my good fortune.—But you talk of remembering.
That's stretching a point surely. You must have been a mere
baby, my dear Damaris, when you left India."

" No, I was six years old, and I remember quite well. All

my caring for people, all my thinking, begins there, in the
palace of the Sultan-i-bagh at Bhutpur and the great com-
pound, when my father was Chief Commissioner."
Her snub duly delivered, and she secure it had gone home,

Paxnaris unbent, graciously communicative as never before,
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" It was all so beautiful and safe there inside the high walls,

and yet a teeny bit frightening because you knew there were
other things—as there are to-day—which you felt but couldn't

quite see all about you. Sometimes they nearly pushed
through—I was always expecting and I like to expect. It

hurt me dreadfully to go away ; but I had been very ill.

They were afraid I should die and so Dr. McCabe—^he was here

when you arrived yesterday—insisted on my being sent to

Europe. A lady—Mrs. Pereira—and my nurse Sarah Watson
took me to Paris, to the convent school where I was to be
educated. It was all very strange, but the nuns were kind.

I liked their religion, and I got accustomed to the other little

girls. I had rooms of my own ; and French friends of my
father's visited me and took me out on half-holidays. And
Aunt Felicia came over to fetch me for the summer vacations

and brought me here "

Damaris pointed across the tide-way to the river frontage,

including with one sweeping gesture the whole demesne of

The Hard from the deep lane on the one hand, opening funnel-

like upon the shore, past sea-wall—topped at the corner by
pink plumed tamarisk, the small twin cannons and pyramid
of ball—the lawn and irregular white house overlooking it,

backed and flanked by rich growth of trees, to a strip of sandy
warren and pine scrub on the other, from out which a line of

some half-dozen purple stemmed, red branched Scotch firs,

along with the grey stone built Inn and tarred wooden cottages

on the promontory beyond, showed through a dancing

shimmer of heat haze, against the land-locked, blue and
silver waters of Marychurch Haven.

" I did not like being here at all at first," she told him.
" I thought it a mean place only fit for quite poor people to

live in. The house seemed so pinched and naked without any
galleries or verandahs. And I was afraid because we had so

few servants and neither doorkeepers or soldiers. I could not

believe that in England there is so little need for protection

against disaffected persons and thieves. The sunshine was
pale and thin, and the dusk made me sad. At Bhutpur the

sun used to drop in flame behind the edge of the world and
night leap on you. But here the day took so long dying.

Aunt Felicia used to praise what she called ' the long sweet

English twilight,' and try to make me stop out in the garden
to enjoy it with her. But I could not bear it. The^ colours
faded so slowly. It seemed like watching some helpless
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creature bleed to death silently, growing greyer minute by
minute and feebler. I did not want to watch, but go indoors

where the lamps were lighted and it was warm and cosy.

I used to cry dreadfully, when I could get away by myself
where Aunt Felicia and the maids could not see me, cry for my
father—he resigned the Commissionership, you know, when
I was sent home and took service in Afghanistan under the
Ameer—and for my darling friend, Mrs. Pereira, and for the
Sultan-i-bagh, where I knew strangers lived now. For the
lotus tank and orange grove, and all my little tame animals
and my pretty play-places I should never, never see any
more"
Overcome by which intimate memories, Damaris* grave

voice—which had taken on a chanting cadence, at once
novel and singularly pleasing to the young man's ear

—

quavered and broke.
" Poor little exiled princess !

" he cried, all his facile kind-

ness to the fore again. " Yes, it must have been cruelly hard
on you. You must have suffered. No wonder you cried

—

cried buckets full."

And drawn by pity for that desolate, tropic-bred little child,

Tom got on to his feet and crunched up the loose shingle to

the crest of the ridge, full of a lively desire to pacify and con-

sole. But here the soft breeze met and caressed him, and the

whole plain of the tranquil sea came into view—turquoise

shot with pearl, as Damaris recently figured it, and fringed

with topaz where waves, a few inches high and clear as glass,

broke on the yellow sand at the back of the Bar just below.
" How wonderfully lovely !

" he exclaimed, carried out of

himself by the extreme fairness of the scene. And, his hands
in his trouser pockets, he stood staring, while once again the
pull of home, of England, of tenderness for all that which he
was about to leave, dimmed his eyes and raised a lump in his

throat.
" Upon my word, you must be difficult to please if this

place doesn't please you or come up to your requirements,
Damaris," he said, presently sitting down beside her. " No
Arabian Nights palace in Asia, I grant you ; yet in its own
humbler and—dare I say ?—less showy, manner not easy to

beat. Breathe this enchanting air. See the heavenly tints

with which our good dirty useful old Channel has adorned
itself. Can you ask for more, you unsatiable person, in the
way of beauty ?

"
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Then, slightly ashamed of his outburst, Tom practised a

delightful smile, at once sentimental and flirtatious.
" No, on second thoughts, my dear princess, I keep my ^

commiseration for my wretched self—every crumb of it. For
I am the lonely exile—that is, I am just about to be—not you.

Be advised, don't quarrel with the good gifts of the gods.

Deadham Hard is frankly entrancing. How wilhngly would
I put off taking ship for your vaunted India, and spend the

unending cycles of eternity here—with you, well understood
—in this most delectable spot instead."

Whereupon Damaris, with mingled gravity and haste, her

head bent, so that hat-crown and hat-brim were presented to

the young man's observation rather than her face, proceeded
to explain she had spoken not of the present but of the past.

From the time Sir Charles returned to inhabit it, The Hard
was transformed ; his presence conferring interest and dignity

upon it, rendering it a not unworthy dwelling-place indeed

—

should any such happen that way—for sages, conquerors,

or even kings. He cared for the little property, a fact to her
all-sufhcient. For him it held the charm of old associations.

The pleasantest days of his boyhood were spent here with
Thomas Clarkson Verity, his great-uncle—who eventually

left him the property—nor had he ever failed later to visit

it when home on leave. In pious remembrance of that distant

era and of his entertaining and affectionate, if somewhat
eccentric, host and friend he forbade any alteration in the

house or grounds. It continued to-day just as old Mr. Verity

left it. There was no break, even in details of furnishing or

arrangement, with the past. This, to Sir Charles, added to

the natural restfulness of the place. Now after the great

achievements and responsibihties of his Eastern career- he
found retirement congenial. The soft equable climate bene-

fited his health. Rough shooting and good fishing could be
had in plenty—stag-hunting, too, in Arnewood Forest, when
he inclined to such sport. The Hard was sufficiently easy of

access from town for friends to come and stay with him.

Convenient for crossing to the Continent too, when he took

his yearly cure at Aix or at Vichy, or went south for a couple

of months, as last winter ior instance, to Cette, Montpeher
and across, by Pau, to the Atlantic seaboard at St. Sebastian,

Biarritz, and Bayonne.
" When my father travels I go with him," Damaris said,

raising her head and looking at the young man with proud
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deliberate eyes. " We both suffered too much, we must never
be separated again. And when we go abroad, we go alone.

There is no one to give advice or interfere. We only take
Hordle, to pack and look after the baggage. We are always
together, and I am always happy. I wish we could live like

that always, with no settled home. But after a while, my
father grows tired of hotels. He begins to wish for the quiet
of The Hard, and all the things he is accustomed to. And
then, naturally, I begin to wish for it too."

From which statement, made as he judged with intention,

Tom apprehended an attachment of no common order existing

between these two persons, father and child. If, as family
gossip disapprovingly hinted, the affection given appeared
to trench on exaggeration, the affection returned was of kindred
quality, fervid, self-realized, absorbing, and absorbed. Com-
paring it with his own humorously tolerant filial attitude,

Tom felt at once contrite and injured. The contrast was
glaring. But then, as he hastened to add—though whether
in extenuation of his own, or of his father's, shortcomings
remained open to question—wasn't the contrast between the
slightly pompous, slightly bow-windowed, provincial, Tory
cleric and this spare, inscrutable soldier and ruler, glaring
likewise ? To demand that the one should either experience
or inspire the same emotions as the other was palpably
absurd ! Hence (comfortable conclusion !) neither he, Tom,
nor the Archdeacon was really to blame.—Only, as he further
argued, once the absurdity of that same demand admitted,
were you not free to talk of exaggeration, or of the " grand
manner," as you chose ? Were not the terms interchangeable,
if you kept an open mind ? His personal acquaintance with
ihir* grand manner " in respect of the affections, with heroical
love, amounted, save in literature, to practically nothing

;

yet instinctively he applied those high-sounding phrases to the
attachment existing between Damaris and her father. Both
as discovery and, in some sort, as challenge to his own pre-
conceived ideas and methods this gave him food for serious
thought.

He made no attempt at comment or answer ; but sat silent

beside the girl, bare-headed in the soft wind and sunlight,

between the flowing river and tranquil sea.

The " grand manner "—that was how, naturally, without
posing or bombast, these two persons envisaged life for good
or evil—for this last, too, might be possible !—Shaped their
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purposes and conduct. Sir Charles, he knew, had played for

big stakes. Damaris, he felt intuitively, young though she

was, played and would play for them likewise. He looked

at her with awakened speculation, awakened curiosity. What,
he wondered, would come of it. Did it make her attractive or

the reverse ? Really he wasn't at all sure. Whereat he grew
restive, the claims of inherent masculine superiority, let alone

those of public school, university, and an honourable pro-

fession, asserting themselves. He began to question whether
this young lady did not take up an undue amount of room,
thus cramping him and denying his powers of conversation

suitable opportunity of display. Was not it about time
gently to reduce her, relegate her to a more modest position ?

To achieve which laudable result—he acted, of course, for her

good exclusively—he prepared to broach the subject of the

unaccountable noises which disturbed his rest last night. He
would cross-examine her as to their origin, thereby teasing

and perhaps even discountenancing her somewhat.
But before Tom could put his benevolent scheme into exe-

cution, his attention was unexpectedly diverted, a quite new
element projecting itself upon the scene.

For some little while an open boat, a hoary though still sea-

worthy tub of a thing, deep in draught and broad in the beam,
loaded up with lobster-pots—the skeleton ribs of them black

against the surrounding expanse of shining turquoise and
pearl—had slowly neared the Bar from seaward. The bows,
in which a small, withered old man bent double over the oars,

cocked up on end. The stern, where a young man stood

erect among the lobster-pots, was low in the water. Now,
as the nose of the boat grounded, the young man clambered
along the gunwale, and balancing for a minute, tall and
straight, on the prow, took a flying leap across the wide inter-

vening space of breaking wave and clear water, alighting on
his feet, upon the firm sand beyond.

" Good for him ! Neatly done," Tom Verity murmured,
appreciating the grace and vigour of the action.

The young man, meanwhile, turning, called to the rower :

" Thank you heartily for putting me ashore. Daddy Proud.

I'll go across home by the ferry. But see here, can you manage
her by yourself or shall I help shove her off for you ?

"

" Lord love 'ee, I can manage her sure enough," the other

called back shrilly and a trifle truculently. " I knows 'er

ways and she knows her master—ought to by now, the old

J
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strumpet, if years count for anythink. So don't 'ee go wetting
yet dandy shoes for the Hkes of her and me, Cap'en."

And keckUng with thin wheezy laughter he straightened

his back, and, planting one oar in the sand, set the boat
afloat again skilfully.



CHAPTER VI

IN WHICH THE PAST LAYS AN OMINOUS HAND ON THE PRESENT

DOWN here on the shore, in the serene morning
atmosphere, voices carried with pecuUar distinctness.

Every word of the brief colloquy had reached Tom
Verity ; and one word at least possessed an Ehzabethan
flavour forbidden to ears Victorian, feminine and polite.

Noting it Tom reddened and glanced uneasily at his companion,
all inclination to tease giving place to a laudable desire to
shield her from annoyance. But Damaris, judging by her
demeanour, was unaware of any cause of offence ; whence,
with relief he concluded that either she had not heard, or that
the rank expression conveyed nothing intelligible to her mind.
Her open hand pressed down upon the rough surface of the

pebbles, she leaned a little backward, her lithe body twisted

sideways from the v/aist, while she scrutinized the man upon
the sands below. And that the latter presented a gallant and
even distinguished appearance, though arrayed in leather-

peaked cap, blue serge reefer jacket and trousers which had
evidently seen service, Tom could not but admit, as he stood

just clear of the ripples of incoming tide staring idly after the

receding boat with its cargo of black-ribbed skeleton lobster-

pots.—A spirited - looking, well-made fellow, no doubt

;

merchant captain or more probably mate—Tom took him to

be about eight-and-twenty—but in an altogether different

rank of life to themselves and therefore a quite unsuitable

object for prolonged and earnest attention. His advent
should be treated as an accident, not elevated thus to the

importance of an event. It was not quite good taste on
Damaris' part Tom felt ; and he made a show of rising, saying

as he did so, by way of excuse :

" It is wonderfully charming out here. I am loath to break
up our little Ute-ci-Ute ; but time waits for no man, worse

luck, and if I am to catch my train I must start directly after

luncheon. Sir Charles was good enough to promise me various

38
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letters of introduction to persons in high places. He told me
to remind him about them. I don't want to be greedy but I

should like those letters. Perhaps I ought to be getting back
so as to see your father about them."
But before Damaris had time to collect her thoughts and

reply, the man in the peaked cap had further asserted his

presence. Either becoming conscious of her observation, or
caught by something in Tom Verity's speech, he wheeled
round and looked up at the two in swift, almost haughty,
enquiry. To Tom he vouchsafed little more than a glance,

but upon Damaris his eyes fastened. For a good minute he
stared at her, as though in some sort holding her to ransom.
Then with a upward jerk of the head and an ejaculation,

half-smothered oath, half-sharp laughter—as of one who
registers eminently ironic conclusions—he began deliberately

ascending the slope.

Tom Verity, though possessed of plentiful cheekiness

towards the majority of his elders and betters, was no fire-

eater. He preferred diplomacy to war ; and would adroitly

evade rather than invite anything approaching a scene,

specially in the presence of a woman. Yet under existing

circumstances retreat had become, as he perceived, not only

undignified but useless. So in his best Oxford manner—

a

manner ornate, at that period, and quite crushingly superior—^he raised his shoulders, smiled faintly, resignedly, and dis-

posed himself in an easier attitude, saying :

" Better wait, perhaps, my dear Damaris. I would sooner

risk losing those precious letters than acquire a, possible

escort for you—and for myself—down to the river and across

the ferry."

And he threw a meaning glance over his shoulder, indicating

the obtrusive stranger.

So doing he received a disturbing impression. For seen

thus, at close quarters, not only was the said stranger notably,

even astonishingly good-looking, but he bore an arresting

likeness in build, in carriage, in expression to

Tom paused perplexed, racking his brains.—For who, the

deuce, was it ? Where had he seen, and that as he could have
sworn quite recently, this same forceful countenance lit by
russet-grey eyes at once dauntless and sad, deep-set, well apart,

the lids of them smooth and delicately moulded ? The man's
skin was tanned, by exposure, to a tint but a few shades lighter

than that of his gold brown beard—a beard scrupulously
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groomed, trimmed to a nicety and by no means deforming
the lower part of the face since the Hne of jaw and chin
remained clearly discernible.

Tom turned away and looked absently at The Hard in its

broad reposeful frame of lawn and trees. The cool green
fohage of a bank of hydrangeas—running from the great ilexes

to the corner of the house—thick-set with discs of misty pink
and blue blossom took his fancy, as contrast to the beds of

scarlet and crimson geranium flaming in the sun. But below
any superficial sense of pleasure in outward things, thought
of that likeness—and likeness, dash it all, to whom ?—still

vexed him as a riddle he failed to guess. Obligation to guess
it, to find the right answer, obsessed him as of vital interest

and importance, though, for the life of him, he could not tell

why. His sense of proportion, his social sense, his self-com-
placency, grew restive under the pressure of it. He told
himself it wasn't of the smallest consequence, didn't matter
a fig, yet continued to cudgel his memory. And, all the while,
the sound of deliberate footsteps crunching over the dry
rattUng shingle, nearer and nearer, contributed to increase his

inward perturbation.

The footsteps halted close behind him—while for a sensible

length of time a shadow lay across him shutting off the genial
warmth—and started again, passing to the left, as the intruder
traversed the crown of the ridge a few paces from where
Damaris was seated, and pursued his way down to the river-

shore on the other side.
" At last—I thank you !

" Tom broke out impatiently.
He felt incomprehensibly nervous ; and angry with himself

for so feeling.

" Commend me to our friend for taking his time about
things, and incidentally wasting ours—yours and mine, I

mean ! What on earth did he want ? He certainly treated
us to a sufficiently comprehensive inspection. Well, I hope
he was satisfied. By the same token, have you any con-
ception who the fellow is ?

"

Damaris shook her head. She, too, appeared perturbed.
Her eyebrows were drawn into a little frown and her expression
was perplexed to the point of childlike distress.

" Not any," she answered simply, " Some one staying at

Faircloth's Inn possibly. People come there from Mary-
church to spend the day during the summer. Old Timothy
Proud, the lobster-catcher, who brought him round in his
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boat, lives at one of the cottages close to the Inn. No," she

repeated, " I have no conception who he is, and yet his face

seemed familiar. I had a feeling that I knew him quite well

—had seen his often, oh ! very often before."
" Ah ! then you were puzzled by some mysterious likeness,"

—Tom began eagerly, smiling at her. And stopped short,

open-mouthed, assailed by so apparently preposterous a
recognition that for the minute it left him fairly speech-

less.

But Damaris, busy with her own sensations, her glance

still following the blue-clad figure along the shore and out on
to the tumble-down wooden jetty, failed to remark his

embarrassment and thus gave him time to recover his scattered

wits.
" Jennifer is bringing the ferry-boat across," she said

presently, " so you won't have to wait much longer. Not that

you need be at all anxious about those letters. It is not my
father's habit to forget a promise. Most likely they were
written last night before he went to bed. He sleeps badly,

I am sorry to say, and is glad to cheat the wakeful hours by
reading and doing his correspondence until late."

As she spoke the young girl rose to her feet, pulling the close-

fitting jersey down over her hips and, stooping, dusted
particles of sand off the hem of her dress.

" There—that's better. Now I am tidy. Shall we go home,
cousin Tom ?

" she asked.

Her eyes shone with inward excitement and she carried her
head proudly, but her face was white. And he, sensible that

she had suddenly hardened towards him and strove, he could
not divine why, to keep him at arm's length, turned perversely

teasing again. He would not await a more convenient season.

Here and now he would satisfy his curiosity—and at her
expense—regarding one at least of the queer riddles Deadham
Hard had sprung on him.

" I did not know your father suffered from sleeplessness," he
said. " It must be horribly trying and depressing. I am glad,

in a way, you have told me, because it may account for my
seeing him go out into the garden from the study last night,

or rather very early this morning. It would be about two
o'clock. I put down his appearance to another cause,

and "

He smiled at her, delightfully engratiating, assuagingly

apologetic.
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" Shall I own it ?—one which, frankly, struck me ki a
little upsetting and the reverse of pleasant."

" Weren't you comfortable ? I am so sorry," Damaris
exclaimed, instincts of hospitality instantly militant. " What
was wrong ? You should have called someone—rung for

Hordle. What was it ?
"

" No—no—my dear Damaris, don't vex yourself I entreat

you. I was in clover, luxuriously comfortable. You've
allotted me a fascinating room and perfect dream of a bed.

I feel an ungrateful wretch for so much as mentioning this

matter to you after the way in which you have indulged me.
Only something rather extraordinary really did happen, of

which I honestly confess I am still expiring to find a reasonable

and not too humiliating explanation. For, though I blush

to own it
"

He laughed softly, humping up his shoulders after the

manner of a naughty small boy dodging a well-merited box
on the ear.

" Yes, I blush to own it, but I was frightened, downright

frightened. I quailed and I quaked. The sight of Sir Charles

stepping out of the study window filled me with abject rapture.

Metaphorically speaking, my craven soUl quirmed at his

heels. He was to me as a strong tower and house of defence.

—

But look here, Damaris, joking apart, tell me weren't you
disturbed, didn't you hear any strange noises last night ?

"

" No, none." She hesitated, then with evident reluctance—" I sleep in the new wing of the house."
" Which you imply, might make a difference ?

" Tom
asked.

" The older servants would tell you that it does."
" And you agree with them ?

"

Damaris had a moment of defective courage.
" I would rather not discuss the subject, cousin Tom," she

said and moved away down over the shifting shingle.

At first her progress was sober, even stately. But soon,

either from the steep, insecure nature of the ground or from

less obvious and material cause, her pace quickened until it

became a run. She ran neatly, deftly, all of a piece as a boy
runs, no trace of disarray or feminine floundering in her action.

More than ever, indeed, did she appear a fine nymph-hke
creature ; so that, watching her flight Tom Verity was touched

alike with self-reproach and admiration. For he had succeeded

in asserting himself beyond his intention. Had overcome, had
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worsted her ; yet, as it occurred to him, won a but barren

victory. That she was ahenated and resentful he could

hardly doubt, while the riddle he had rather meanly used to

procure her discomfiture remained unanswered as ever,

dipped indeed only deeper in mystery. He was hoist with his

own petard, in short ; and stood there nonplussed, vexed

alike at himself and at circumstance.

A soft wind, meanwhile, ca;-essed him, as hesitating,

uncertain what to do next, he glanced out over the smiUng

sea and then back at the delicate shore-Une, the white house,

the huge evergreen trees and brilliant flower garden. A
glamour covered the scene. It was lovely, intimately,

radiantly lovely as he had lately declared it. Yet just now
he grew distrustful, as though its fair seeming cloaked some
subtle trickery and deceit. He began to wish he had not

undertaken this expedition to Deadham ; but gone straight

from the normal, soHdly engrained phihstinism of dear old

Canton Magna to join his ship. In coming here he had, to put

it vulgarly, bitten off more than he could chew. For the place

and its inhabitants seemed to have a disintegrating effect on

him. Never in all his life had he been such a prey to exterior

influences, been twisted and turned to and fro, weather-

cock fashion, thus. It was absurd, of course, to take things

too seriously, yet he could not but fear the Archdeacon's well-

intentioned bit of worldhness and his own disposition to court

f
whatever family prejudice pronounced taboo, were in process

f leading him a very questionable little dance.

Reaction, however, set in before long, as with so lively,

light-hearted a temperament, it was bound to do, the healthy

scepticism, healthy optimism of untried three-and-twenty

rising to the surface buoyant as a cork.

Tom Verity shook himself, took off his hat, smoothed his

hair, settled his tie, hitched up the waist of his trousers,

stamping to get them into place, laughed a little calling

himself every sort of silly ass, and then swung away down the

side of the long ridge in pursuit of Damaris. He acknow-
ledged his treatment of her had been lacking in chivalry. He
hadn't shown himself altogether considerate or even kind.

But she challenged him—perhaps unconsciously—and once

or twice had come near making him feel small.—Oh ! there

were excuses for his behaviour ! Now however he would sail

on another tack. Would placate, discreetly cherish her until

she couldn't but be softened and consent to make it up. After
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all maidens of her still tender age are not precisely adamant

—

such at least was his experience—where personable a youth
is concerned. It only needed a trifle refined of cajolery to

make everything smooth and to bring her round.
He overtook the fugitive as she reached the low wooden

jetty crawling, like some giant but rather dilapidated black
many-legged insect, out over the stream. Its rows of solidly

driven piles were intact, but the staging they supported had
suffered damage from the rush of river-floods, let alone from
neglect and age. Handrails were broken down, planks rotted

and wrenched away leaving gaps through which the cloudy
greenish blue water could be seen as it purred and chuckled
beneath. Here, at the river level, it was hot to the point of

sultriness, the air heavy, even stagnant, since the Bar shut
off the southerly breeze.

" Upon my word one requires to be in training to race you,
my dear Damaris," the young man said gaily, ostentatiously

mopping his forehead. " And I'm disgracefully soft just now,
I know. You beat me utterly and ignominiously ; but then
you did have a good three minutes' start. In common honesty
you can't deny that "

The girl made no response, but began mounting the few sand-
strewn steps on to the jetty. He saw her face in profile, the

deHcate upward curve of her long dark eyelashes in the shade
of her hat. Saw, too, that her soft lips quivered as with the

effort to repress an outburst of tears. And this affected him
as the wounding of some strong free creature might, stirring

his blood in a fashion new to him and strange. For not only
did he find it piteous ; but unseemly, unpermissible somehow,
yet marvellously sweet, startling him out of all preconceived
light diplomatic plans, plucking shrewdly at his complacently
unawakened heart.

He came close to her, and putting his hand under her elbow
gently held it.

" Pray, pray be careful," he said. " I don't trust this crazy
little pier of yours one atom. Any one of these boards looks

capable of crumbling and letting one through.—And, Damaris,
please don't be cross with me or I shall be quite miserable.

Forgive my having asked you stupid questions. I was a
blundering idiot. Of course, what I heard last night was just

some echo, some trick of wind or of the river and tide. I was
half asleep and imagined the whole thing most likely, magnified

sounds as one does, don't you know, sometimes at night.
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Your father talked wonderfully, and I went to bed dazzled,

such imagination as I possess all aflame "

But Damaris shook her head, while her elbow rested

rigid upon the palm of his hand.
** No—what you heard was real," she answered. " I heard

once myself—and the people here know about it. They say
the dead smugglers still drive their ponies up from.the beach,
across the lawn where the old road was, and, as it sounds,
through the round rooms downstairs, in which my father

lives, on their way up into the forest.—You cannot help seeing

—although you see nothing—how the ponies are ill-used,

hounded and flogged. The last of the drove are lame and
utterly worn out. They stumble along anyhow and one falls.

Oh! it is cruel, wicked. And it is—^was,really true, cousin Tom.
It must have happened scores of times before old Mr. Verity,

your namesake, put a stop to the iniquity by buying The
Hard—I have only heard the ponies driven once, about this

time in September last year—just before something very sad,

quite of my own, happened"
Damaris stopped, her lips quivering again and too much for

speech.
" Don't tell me any more. I can't bear you to be distressed.

Pray, pray don't "—the young man urged incoherently while
his grasp on her elbow tightened somewhat.

For he felt curiously flurried and put about ; near cursing

himself moreover for having helped to break up her high
serenity thus. The whole thing was manifestly impossible

as he told himself, outside every recognized law of Nature
and of sound science. Even during the mistrustful phantasy-
breeding watches of the night, when reason inclines to drag
anchor setting mind and soul rather wildly adrift, he had
refused credence to the apparent evidence of his own senses.

Now in broad daylight, the generous sunshine flooding him,
the smooth river purring and glittering at his feet, belief in

grim and ghostly happenings became more than ever inad-

missible, not to say quite arrantly grotesque. Yet Damaris'
version of those same happenings tallied with his own in every
point. And that her conviction of their reality was genuine,

profound indeed to the point of pain, admitted neither of

question nor of doubt.



CHAPTER VII

A CRITIC IN CORDUROY

WILLIAM JENNIFER, who successfully combined
in his single person the varied offices of ferryman,
rat-catcher, jobbing gardener, amateur barber,

mender of sails and of nets, brought the heavy, flat-bottomed
boat alongside the j etty . Shipping the long sweeps, he coughed
behind his hand with somewhat sepulchral politeness to give

warning of his presence.
" Sweethearting—lost to sight and hearing, espoused to

forgetfulness," he murmured, peering up at the two cousins

standing in such close proximity to one another upon the

black staging above. c-

For William Jennifer was a born lover of words and maker of

phrases, addicted to the bandying of pleasantries, nicely

seasoned to their respective age, sex and rank, with all he met
;

and, when denied an audience, rather than keep silence hold-

ing conversation with himself.

The hot morning induced thirst, which, being allayed by a

couple of pints at Faircloth's Inn, induced desire for a certain

easiness of costume. His waistcoat hung open—he had laid

aside his coat—displaying a broad-stitched leather belt that

covered the junction between buff corduroy trousers and blue-

checked cotton shirt. On his head, a high thimble-crowned

straw hat, the frayed brim of it pulled out into a poke in front

for the better shelter of small, pale twinkling eyes set in a foxy
face.

The said face, however—for all its sharp-pointed nose, long

upper hp, thin gossipy mouth, tucked in at the corners and
opening, redly cavernous, without any showing of teeth, a
stiff sandy fringe edging cheeks and chin from ear to ear

—

could on occasion become utterly blank of expression. It

became so now, as Tom Verity, realizing the fact of its owner's

neighbourhood, moved a step or two away from Damaris
and, jumping on board himself, proceeded with rather studied

courtesy'tojhand her down into the boat.

46
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*' Looks as there might have been a bit of a tiff betwixt
*em"—^Thus Jennifer inwardly. Then aloud

—"Put you
straight across the ferry, sir, or take you to the breakwater
at The Hard? The tide's on the turn, so we'd slip down
along easy and I'm thinking that 'ud spare Miss Verity the

trapse over the shore-path. Wonnerful parching in the sun
it is for the latter end of September."

" Oh ! to the breakwater by all means," Tom answered
with alacrity.

For reaction had set in. Not only was the young man still

slightly flustered, but vexed by the liveliness of his own
emotions. Everything to-day savoured of exaggeration. The
most ordinary incidents distended, inflated themselves in a
really unaccountable manner. So that, frankly, he fought

shy of finding himself alone with Damaris again. She seemed
so constantly to betray him into ill-regulated feeling, ill-

considered speech and action, which tended to endanger the

completeness of his self-esteem. Therefore, although admitting

his attitude to be scantily heroic, he welcomed the prospect

of theierryman's chaperonage until such time as her father or

her discarded lady-in-waiting, the innocent and pink-nosed
Bilson, should effect his final deliverance.

" Yes, it is uncommonly hot," he repeated, while, with both
arms extended, he worked to keep the side of the boat from
bumping against the range of piles, backing it clear of the

jetty into the fairway of the river. He found exertion pleasant,

steadying.
" Neither Miss Verity or I shall be sorry to be saved the

walk along that basting path. That is," he added, smiling

with disarming good-temper, " if we're not blocking business

and keeping you too long away from the ferry."

But Jennifer, mightily pleased at his company and having,

moreover, certain scandalous little fishes of his own to fry

—

or attempt to fry—waved the objection aside.—^The ferry could very well mind itself for a while, he said
;

and if anyone should come along they must just hold hands
with patience till he got back, that was all. But passengers

were few and far between this time of year and of day. The
" season "—as was the new-fangled fashion to call it—being

now over ; trippers tripped home again to wheresoever
their natural habitat might be. The activities of boys' schools,

picnic parties, ambulant scientific societies and field-clubs

—

QP.t in pursuit of weeds, of stone-cracking, and the desecration
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of those old heathen burying barrows on Stone Horse Head
quieted off for the time being. Deadham, meanwhile, in act of

repossessing its soul in peace and hybernating according to

time-honoured habit until the vernal equinox.

Not that he, Jennifer, as he explained, owned to any quarrel

with the alien invasion. Good for trade they were, that

tripper lot, though wonnerful simple, he must say, when they
came to talk, blessed with an almighty wide swallow for any
long-eared fairy tale you liked to put on them. Mortal full

of senseless questions, too, fit to make anybody laugh !

—

Whereat overcome by joyous memories of human folly, he
opened the red cavern of his apparently toothless mouth,
barking up audible mirth, brief and husky, from the depth
of a beer-slaked throat.

He leaned forward while speaking, resting chest and elbows
on the oars—only now and again dipping the blades in the

water to steady the boat in its course as it moved smoothly
onward borne by brimming stream and tide. From out the

shadow of his thimble-crowned hat he looked up knowingly,
with the freemasonry of assured good-temper at Tom, who
stood before him hands in pockets, friendly and debonair,

class distinctions for the moment quite forgot. For, let alone

immediate convenience of chaperonage, the young man found
unexpected entertainment in this typical South Saxon,
relic, as it struck him, of a bygone age and social order.

Might not that tough and somewhat clumsy body, that

crafty, jovial, yet non-commital countenance, have transferred

themselves straight from the pages of Geoffrey Chaucer into

nineteenth-century life ? Here, was a master of primitive

knowledge and of arts not taught in modern Board (or any
other) Schools ; a merry fellow too, who could, as Tom
divined, when company and circumstances allowed, be
broadly, imprintably humorous.

So, in this last connection perhaps, it was just as well that

Damaris still appeared somewhat implacable. Coming on
board she had passed Jennifer—who rowed amidships—and
gone right forward, putting as wide a distance as conditions

permitted between her cousin and herself. Now, as she sat

on a pile of red-brown seine nets in the bow of the boat, she

kept her face averted, looking away down the cool liquid

highway, and presenting to his observation a graceful, white-

clad but eminently discouraging back. Her attitude repelled

rather than invited advances, so at least Tom, watching her,
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certainly thought. This justified his not following her but
staying where he was, and leaving her to herself. Whereupon
annoyance again beset him ; for it was very little to his credit

to have mismanaged his dealings with her and alienated her
sympathies thus. With her, it was very evident, he had not
been at all a success. And it pricked his young vanity very
shrewdly not to be a success.

From these unsatisfactory reflections William Jennifer's

voice, prefaced by a warning cough, recalled him.
" Making any long stay in these parts, sir ? " he enquired.

And when Tom explained that a few hours from now would
witness the termination of his visit, and that, in all probability,

many years of absence from England lay ahead
" Indeed, indeed, to be sure. Who'd have thought it for a

young gentleman of the quality like yourself ! But, there,

some are born under the traveller's star, sir—created with a
roving spirit. And the Lord help 'em I say, for they're so

made as to be powerless to help themselves seemingly. Rove
they must and will, if they are to taste any contentment

—

an itch in their feet from the cradle nought but foreign lands
'11 serve to pacify. The sight of the ocean now, seems fairly

tormenting to 'em till they can satisfy themselves of what's
on the far side of it."

But, here, the boat being unduly drawn aside by the suck
of some local current, Jennifer was constrained to apply his

mind to navigation. He dipped the long sweeps, and with a

steady powerful pull straightened the course to midstream.
Then raising the glistening blades, off which the water dripped

white and pattering, he leaned forward again, resting elbows
and chest on the butt-end of the oars, and once more addressed

himself to polite conversation.
" Not as I've been greatly troubled that way myself. Had

my chance of going to sea and welcome many's the time when
I was a youngster. But always a one for the land, I was.

Never had any special fancy for salt water, though I do make
my living of it now, as you may say, in a sense."

During this biographical excursion Tom Verity's attention

wandered. His eyes dwelt on Demaris. She had altered her

position turning half round as she scanned the strip of sandy
warren with its row of sentinel Scotch firs bordering the river.

Seen thus, three-quarter face, Tom realized suddenly not only

how really beautiful she was—or rather could at moments be

—but how strangely she resembled Sir Charles her father.
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There was likeness not of features alone ; but, for all her

youthful freshness, a reflection of his strength, his inscrut-

ability. Whereupon rather unworthy curiosity reawoke in

Tom Verity, to satisfy which he was tempted to descend to

methods not entirely loyal.

Damaris, sitting to windward, must be out of earshot

assuredly, yet he lowered his voice as he said :

" By the way, talking of going to sea, can you tell me any-

thing about the young sailor who you took across the ferry

just before fetching Miss Verity and me ? I am pretty sure

I have met him before and yet I can't place him somehow."
Jennifer shot a sharply enquiring glance at the speaker ;

for here, at first sight, appeared rare opportunity of that same
coveted and scandalous fish-frying ! Yet he debated the

wisdom of immediate indulgence in that merry pastime,

inherent suspicion of class for class, suspicion too of this

young gentleman's conspicuously easy, good-natured manner,
preaching caution. A show of friendliness supplies fine cover

for the gaining of one's own ends.—Hadn't he, Jennifer,

practised the friendly manoeuvre freely enough himself on
occasion ? And he did not in the least relish the chance of

walking into a trap, instead of jovially baiting one. So he
dipped the oars again, and answered slowly as though the

question taxed his memory sorely, his face vacant of expression

as an empty plate.
" Brought him across before I started to fetch you and the

young lady, sir, did I ? To be sure, there, let me see. I've

had several sea-going chaps of sorts back and forth this

morning. Come and go most days, they do, come and go

without my taking any particular account—the Lord forgive

me, for it ain't over civil—unless strangers should hail me, or

someone out of the common such as Miss Verity and yourself.

A passing show, sir, half the time those I carry ; no more to

me, bless you, than so many sand-fleas a hopping on the

beach.—Mr. Blackmore—coastguard officer he is—I fetched

him across early, with one of his men coming round from the

Head. And that poor lippity-lop, Abram Sclanders' eldest.

—

Pity he wasn't put away quiet-like at birth !
—^Terrible drag

he is on Abram and always Will be. Anybody with an ounce of

gumption might have seen he'd be a short-wit from the first.

—I took him over ; but that 'ud the opposite way about,

as he wanted to go shrimping back of the Bar so he said,"

Jennifer paused as in earnest thought,
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" No, not a soul to merit your attention, to-day, sir, that I

can call to mind. Unless "—with an upward look of returning

intelligence
—

" but that ain't very likely either—unless it

should be Darcy Faircloth. Td clean forgot him, so I had.

Cap'en Faircloth, as some is so busy calhng 'im, now, in

season and out of season till it's fairly fit to make you laugh.

—

Remarkable tall, Johnny-head-in-air young feller with a curly

yaller beard to him."
" That's the man !

" Tom exclaimed.

He had distrusted Jennifer's show of ignorance, believing

he was being fenced with, played with, even royally hed to
;

but this merely served to heighten his curiosity and amuse-
ment. Something of moment must lie, he felt, behind so

much wandering talk, something of value, purposely and
cunningly witheld until time was ripe for telling disclosure.

" Darcy Faircloth—Captain Faircloth ? " he could not but
repeat, and with such honest puzzlement and evident desire

for further enlightening as to overcome his hearer's hesitation.
" No—not a likely person for you to be in anywise

acquainted with, sir," Jennifer returned, wary still, though
yielding

—
" even if you didn't happen to be a bit new to Dead-

ham yourself, as I may put it. For been away mostly from
his natural home here, young Faircloth has, ever since he was
a little shaver. Mrs. Faircloth—owns the Inn there and all

the appurtenances thereof, sheds, cottages, boats, and such-

like, she does—always had wonnerful high views for him.

Quite the gentleman Darcy must be, with a boarding school

into Southampton and then the best of the Merchant Service

—no before the mast for him, bless you. There was a snug
httle business to count on, regular takings in the public, week
in and week out—more particularly of late years in the summer
—let alone the rest of the property—he being the only son of

his mother too, and she a widow woman free to follow any
whimsies as took her about the lad."

Jennifer gave some slow, strong strokes, driving the lumber-

ing boat forward till the water fairly hissed against its sides.

And Tom Verity still hstened, strangely, alertly interested,

convinced there was more, well worth hearing, to follow.
" Oh ! there's always bin a tidy lot of money behind young

Darcy, and is yet I reckon, Mrs. Faircloth being the first-

class business woman she is. Spend she may with one hand,

but save, and make, she does and no mistake, Lord love you,

with the other. Singular thing though," he added medita-
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lively, his face growing wholly expressionless, " how little

Darcy, now he's growed up, features old Lemuel his father.

Squinny, red-cheeked little old party, he was ; thin as a
herring, and chilly, always chilly, sitting over .the fire in the

bar-parlour winter and summer too—small squeaky voice

he had minding anyone of a penny whistle. But a warm
man and a close one—oh ! very secret. Anybody must
breakfast overnight and hurry at that—eat with their loins

girded, as you may say, to get upsides with old Lemuel."
He ceased speaking, and glanced round over his shoulder

calculating the distance to the breakwater, for the boat drew
level with the sea-wall of rough-hewn pinkish-grey granite

along the river frontage of The Hard gardens.
" There's some as 'ud tell you it was the surprise of old

Lemuel's life to find himself a parent," he added, eyeing Tom
slyly as he spoke, his mouth remaining open as in preparation

for coming laughter.

For those same scandalous little fishes were well into the

frying-pan, now—sizzling, frizzling. And this was a vastly

agreeable moment to William Jennifer, worth waiting for,

worth scheming for. Unprintable humour looked out of his

twinkling eyes while he watched to see how far Tom Verity

caught his meaning. Then as the young man flushed, sudden
distaste, even a measure of shame invading him, Jennifer,

true artist in scandal, turned the conversation aside with an
air of indulgent apology.

" But, lor, there, you know how people 11 talk in a little

country place where there ain't much doing !—^And it ain't

for me to speak to what happened back in those times, being

barely out of my teens then and away cow-keeping over Alton

way for Farmer Whimsett. Regular chip of the old bloc^,

he was. Don't breed that sort nowadays. As hearty as you
like, and swallered his three pints of home-brewed every

morning with his breakfast he did, till he was took off quite

sudden in his four-score-and-ten twelve months ago come
Michaelmas."
Upon the terrace, by the pyramid of ball and the two little

cannons. Sir Charles Verity stood, holding a packet of newly
written letters in his hand and smoking, while he watched the

approaching boat. Damaris rose from the pile of red-brown

fishing-nets and waved to him. Jennifer, too, glanced up,

steadying "^both oars with one hand while he raised the other

to the brim of his thimble-crowned hat, A couple of minutes
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more and he would part company with his passenger, and so

judged it safe to indulge himself with a final fish-frying.
" Mortal fine figure of a man. Sir Charles even yet," he said

to Tom admiringly. " But anybody should have seen him
as a young gentleman. When he used to visit here in old

Mr. Verity's time, none in the country-side could hold a

candle to him for looks, as you may say. Turned the females'

heads he did. Might have had his pick of the lot, maids and
wives alike for 'arf a word. Well, good-bye to you, sir

"

—

and, as certain coin changed hands
—

" thank ye, sir, kindly.

Wish you a pleasant voyage and a rare good picking up of

honours and glories, and gold and silver likewise, there across

the seas and pceans where you're a-going to."



BOOK II

THE HARD SCHOOL OF THINGS AS
THEY ARE

CHAPTER I

IN MAIDEN MEDITATION

IT
was afternoon, about five o'clock. The fine September

weather, hot and cloudless, lasted still. The air was
heavy with garden scents, the aromatic sweetness of

sunbaked gorse and pine-scrub on the warren, and with the

reek off the mud-flats of the Haven the tide being low. Upon
the sandy skirts of the Bar, across the river just opposite,

three cormorants—glossy black against the yellow—postured

in extravagant angular attitudes drying their wings. Above the

the rim of the silver-blue sea— patched with purple stains

in the middle distance—webs of steamer smoke lay along

the southern sky. Occasionally a sound of voices, the creak

of a wooden windlass and grind of a boat's keel upon the

pebbles as it was wound slowly up the foreshore, came from
the direction of the ferry and of Faircloth's Inn. The effect

was languorous, would have been enervating to the point of

mental, as well as physical, inertia had not the posturing

cormorants introduced a note of absurdity and the tainted

breath of the mud-flats a wholesome reminder of original

sin.

Under these conditions, at once charming and insidious,

Damaris Verity, resting in a wicker deck-chair in the shade

of the great ilex trees, found herself alone, free to follow her

own vagrant thoughts, • perceptions, imaginations without

human let or hindrance. Free to dream undisturbed and
interrogate both Nature and her own much-wondering
soul.

For Sir Charles was away, staying with an old friend and
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former brother-in-arms, Colonel Carteret, for a week's part-

ridge shooting over the Norfolk stubble-fields. Sport pro-

mised to be good, and Damaris had great faith in Colonel

Carteret. With him her father was always amused, contented,

safe. Hordle was in attendance, too, so she knew his comfort
in small material matters to be secure. She could think of

him without any shadow of anxiety, her mind for once at rest.

And this she enjoyed. For it is possible to miss a person
badly, long for their return ardently, yet feel by no means
averse to a holiday from more active expenditure of love on
their account.

And Theresa Bilson—pleasing thought !—was, for the

moment, absent also, having gone to tea with the Miss

Minetts. Two maiden ladies, these, of uncertain age, modest
fortune and unimpeachable refinement, once like Theresa
herself, members of the scholastic profession ; but now,
thanks to the timely death of a relative—with consequent
annuites and life interest in a ten-roomed, stone-built house
of rather mournful aspect in Deadham village—able to rest

from their ineffectual labours, support the Church, patronize

their poorer and adulate their richer neighbours to their

guileless hearts' content.

Gentility exuded from the Miss Minetts, and—if it is

permissible slightly to labour the simile—their pores were
permanently open. Owing both to her antecedent and
existing situation, it may be added, Theresa Bilson was
precious in their sight. For had she not in the past, like

themselves, sounded the many mortifications of a governess'

lot ; and was she not now called up higher, promoted indeed

to familiar, almost hourly, intercourse with the great ? Miss

Felicia Verity was known to treat her with affection. Mrs.

Augustus Cowden, that true blue of county dames and local

aristocrats, openly approved her. She sat daily at Sir Charles

Verity's table and helped to order his household. What more
genuine patents of gentility could be asked ? So they listened

with a pleasure, deep almost to agitation, to her performances

upon the piano, her reminiscences of Bonn and the Rhine
Provinces, and, above all, to her anecdotes of life at The Hard
and of its distinguished owner's habits and speech. Thus, by
operation of the fundamental irony resident in things, did

Theresa Bilson, of all improbable and inadequate little people,

become to the Miss Minetts as a messenger of the gods ; excit-

ing in them not only dim fluttering apprehensions of the
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glories of art and delights of foreign travel, but—though in

their determined gentility they knew it not—of the primitive

allurements and mysteries of sex.

The moral effect of this friendship upon Theresa was herself

not, however, of the happiest. Fired by their interest in her
recitals she was tempted to spread herself. At first almost
unconsciously, for by instinct she was truthful, she embroidered
fact, magnifying her office not only in respect of her ex-pupil

Damaris but of Damaris' father also. She represented herself

as indispensable to both parent and child, until she more
than half believed that flattering fiction. She began to reckon
herself an essential element in the establishment at The Hard,
the pivot indeed upon which it turned. Whereupon a rather

morbid craving for the Miss Minetts' society developed in her.

For, with those two credulous ladies as audience, she could
fortify herself in delusion by recounting all manner of episodes

and incidents not as they actually had, but as she so ardently
desired they might have, taken place.—A pathetic form of

lying this, though far from uncommon to feminine and—more
especially—spinster practice and habit I

Still Theresa was not so besotted but that lucid intervals

now and again afflicted her. One seized her this afternoon,

as she prepared to bid Damaris good-bye. ErEher conscience

pricked with unusual sharpness, or the young girl's smiling and
unruffled acquiescence in her departure aroused latent alarms.

She began to excuse her action in leaving her charge thus
solitary, to protest her devotion ; becoming, it may be added,
red and agitated in the process. Her thick, short little fingers

worked nervously on the crook handle of her white cotton
umbrella. Her round light-coloured eyes grew humid to the
point of fogging the lenses of her gold-rimmed glasses.

" But why should you worry so now, just as you are start-

ing, Billy ? " Damaris reasoned, with the rather cruel logic

of cool eighteen in face of hot and flustered nine-and-thirty.
" Only at luncheon you were telling me how much you always
enjoy spending an afternoon at the Grey House. I thought
you looked forward so much to going. What has happened
to turn you all different, like this, at the last minute ?

"

" Nothing has happened exactly ; but I have scruples

about visiting my own friends and letting you remain alone

when Sir Charles is from home. It might appear a dereliction

of duty—as though I took advantage of his absence."
" Nobody would think anything so foolish," Damaris
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declared. " And then you knew he would be away this week
when you made the engagement."
Theresa gulped and prevaricated.
" No, surely not—I must have mistaken the date."
" But you were quite happy at luncheon, and you couldn't

have mistaken the date then," Damaris persisted.

Whereupon poor Theresa lost herself, the worthy and un-

worthy elements in her nature alike conspiring to her undoing.

In her distraction she sniffed audibly. A tear ran down either

side of her pink shiny nose and dropped on the folds of

shepherd's-plaid silk veiling her plump bosom. For, with

some obscure purpose of living up to her self-imposed indis-

pensability. Miss Bilson was distinctly dressy at this period,

wearing her best summer gown on every possible occasion

and tucking a bunch of roses or carnations archly in her waist-

belt.
" Do you think it kind to insist so much on my passing

forgetfulness ? " she quavered. " The habit of criticizing

and cavilling at whatever I say grows on you, Damaris, and
it so increases the difficulties of my position. I know I am
sensitive, but that is the result of my affection for you. I

care so deeply, and you are not responsive. You chill me.
As I have told dear Miss Felicia—for I must sometimes

unburden myself "

This hastily, as Damaris' eySs darkened with displeasure.
" For the last year, ever since you have nominally

been out of the schoolroom, I have seen my influence over

you lessen, and especially since poor Mrs. Watson's death"
" We will not talk about Nannie, please," Damaris said

quietly.
" Yes, but—as I told your Aunt Felicia—since then I have

tried more than ever to win your entire confidence, to make
up to you for the loss of poor Watson and fill her place with

you."
" No one else can ever fill the place of the person one has

loved," Damaris returned indignantly. " It isn't possible.

I should be ashamed to let it be possible. Nannie was Nannie
—she had cared for me all my life and I had cared for her.

She belongs to things about which you "

And there the girl checked herself, aware of something

almost ludicrously pitiful in the smug tearful countenance

and stumpy would-be fashionable figure. Hit a man your

own size, or bigger, by all means if you are game to take the
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consequences. But to smite a creature conspicuously your
inferior in fortune—past, present, and prospective—is un-
chivalrous, not to say downright mean-spirited. So Damaris,
swiftly repentant, put her arm round the heaving shoulders,

bent her handsome young head and kissed the uninvitingly

dabby cheek—a caress surely counting to her for righteousness.
" Don't find fault with me any more, Billy," she said.

" Indeed I never hurt you on purpose. But there are such
loads of things to think about, that I get absorbed in them
and can't attend sometimes directly on the minute."

" Absent-mindedness should be corrected rather than
encouraged," Miss Bilson announced, sententious even amid
her tears.

" Oh ! it amounts to more than absent-mindedness I'm
afraid—a sort of absent-every-thingedness when it overtakes
me. For the whole of me seems to go away and away, hand
in hand and all together," Damaris said, her eyes alight with
questions and with dreams. " But don't let us discuss that
now," she added. " It would waste time, and it is you who
must go away and away, Billy, if you are not to put the poor
Miss Minetts into a frantic fuss by being late for tea. They
win think some accident has happened to you. Don't keep
them in suspense, it is simply barbarous.—Good-bye, and don't
hurry back. I have heaps to amuse me. I'll not expect you
till dinner-time."

Thus did it come about that Damaris reposed in a deck
chair, under the shade of the great ilex trees, gazing idly at

the webs of steamer smoke hanging low in the southern sky,

at the long yellow-grey ridge of the Bar between river and
sea, and at the cormorants posturing in the hot afternoon
sunshine upon the sand.

Truly she was free to send forth her soul upon whatever
far fantastic journey she pleased. ' But souls are perverse,

not to be driven at will, chosing their own times and seasons
for travel. And hers, just now, proved obstinately home-
staying—had no wings wherewith to fly, but must needs
crawl a-fourfoot, around all manner of inglorious personal
matters. For that skirmish with her ex-governess, though
she successfully bridled her tongue and conquered by kindness
rather than by smiting, had clouded her inward serenity, not
only by its inherent uselessness, but by reminding her in-

directly of an occurrence which it was her earnest desire to

forget.
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Indirectly, mention of her beloved nurse, Sarah Watson

—

who journeying back from a visit to her native Lancashire,
just this time last year, had met death swift and hideous in a
railway collision—recalled to Damaris the little scene, of a
week ago, with Tom Verity when he had asked her, in the

noonday sunshine out on the Bar, for some explanation of his

strange nocturnal experience. She went hot all over now,
with exaggerated childish shame, thinking of it. For had not
she, Damaris Verity, though nurtured in the^ creed that

courage is the source and mother of all virtues, shown the

white feather, incontinently turned tail and run away ?

Remembrance of that running scorched her, so that more
than once, awakening suddenly in the night, her fair young
body was dyed rose-red with the disgrace of it literally from
head to heel. She was bitterly humiliated by her own
poltroonery, ingenuously doubtful as to whether she could

ever quite recover her self-respect
;
glad that every day put

two hundred miles and more of sea between her and Tom
Verity, since he had witnessed that contemptible fall from
grace.

Nevertheless, after her first consternation—in which, to

avoid further speech with him she had sought refuge among the

unsavoury seine nets in the fore-part of Jennifer's ferry-boat

—Tom Verity's probable opinion of her undignified action

troubled her far less than the cause of the said action itself.

For exactly what, after all, had so upset her, begetting impera-
tive necessity of escape ? Not the apparent confirmation of

that ugly legend concerning ghostly ponies driven up across

The Hard garden from the shore. From childhood, owing
both to temperament and local influences, her apprehension

of things unseen and super-normal had been remarkably
acute. From the dawn of conscious intelligence these had
formed an integral element in the atmosphere of her life ;

and that without functional disturbance, moral or physical, of

a neurotic sort. She felt no morbid curiosity about such

matters, did not care to dwell upon or talk of them.—Few
persons do who, being sane in mind and body, are yet endowed
with the rather questionable blessing of the Seer's sixth sense.

—For while, in never doubting their existence her reason

acquiesced, her heart turned away, oppressed and disquieted,

as from other mysterious actualities common enough to human
observation, such as illness, disease, deformity, old age, the

pains of birth and of death. Such matters might perplex and
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sadden, or arouse her indignant pity ; but, being strong with
the confidence of untouched youth and innocence, they were
powerless, in and by themselves, to terrify her to the con-

temptible extremity of headlong flight.

This she recognized, though less by reasoning than by
instinct ; and so found herself compelled to search deeper
for the cause of her recent disgrace. Not that she willingly

prosecuted that search ; but that the subject pursued her,

simply refusing to leave her alone. Continually it presented

itself to her mind, and always with the same call for escape,

the same foreboding of some danger against which she must
provide. Always, too, it seemed to hinge upon Tom Verity's

visit, and something in her relation to the young man himself

which she could not define. She revolved the question now—^Theresa being safely packed off to her tea-party—in

shade of the ilex trees, with solemn eyes and finely serious

face.

There was not anything unusual in receiving visitors at

The Hard. Men came often to see her father, and she took
her share in entertaining all such comers as a matter of course.

Some she " didn't much care about," some she liked. But,
with the exception of Colonel Carteret from childhood her
trusted friend and confidant, their coming and going was
just part of the accustomed routine, a survival from the life

at the Indian summer palace of long ago, and made no differ-

ence. Yet, though she was still uncertain whether she did

like Tom Verity or not, his coming and going had indisputably

made a difference. It marked, indeed, a new departure in

her attitude and thought. Her world, before his advent,

was other than that in which she now dwelt.

For one thing, Tom was much younger than the majority

of her father's guests—a man not made but still early in the

making, the glamour of promise rather the stark light of

finality upon him. This affected on her ; for at eighteen,

a career, be it never so distinguished, which has reached its

zenith, in other words reached the end of its tether, must
needs have, a touch of melancholy about it. With the heat
of going on in your own veins, *^he sight of one who has no
further go strikes chill to the heart. And so, while uncertain

whether she quite trusted him or not, Damaris—until the

unlucky running away episode—^had taken increasing pleasure

in this new cousin's company. It both interested and diverted

her. She had not only felt ready to talk to him ; but,—sur-
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prising inclination !—once the ice of her natural reserve

broken, to talk to him about herself.

Half-shyly she dwelt upon his personal appearance.—A fine

head and clever face, the nose astute, slightly Jewish in type,

so she thought. His eyes were disappointing, too thickly

brown in colour, too opaque. They told you nothing, were
indeed curiously meaningless ; and, though well set under an
ample brow, were wanting in depth and softness owing to

scantiness of eyelash. But his chin satisfied her demands.
It was square, forcible, slightly cleft ; and his mouth, below
the fly-away reddish moustache, was frankly delightful.

—

Damaris flushed, smiling to herself now as she recalled his

smile. Whereupon the humiliation of that thrice wretched
running away took a sharper edge. For she realized, poor
child, how much—notwithstanding her proud little snubbing
of him—she coveted his good opinion, wished him to admire
and to like her ; wanted, even while she disapproved his self-

complacency and slightly doubted his truthfulness, to have
him carry with him a happy impression of her—carry it with
him to that enchanted far Eastern land in which all the

poetry of her childhood had its root. For, if remembrance
of her remained with him, and that agreeably, she herself

also found " Passage to India " in a sense. And this idea,

recondite though it was, touched and charmed her fancy—or

would have done so but for the recollection of her deplorable

flight.—Oh ! what—what made her run away ? From what
had she thus run ? If she could only find out ! And find,

moreover, the cause sufficient to palliate, to some extent at

least, the woefulness of her cowardice.

But at this point her meditation suffered interruption.

The three cormorants, having finished their sun-bath, rose

from the sand and flapped off, flying low and sullenly in

single file over the sea parallel with the eastward-trending

coast-line.

With the departure of the great birds her surroundings

seemed to lose their only element of active and conscious

life. The brooding sunlit evening became oppressive, so that

in the space of a mornent Damaris passed from solitude, which
is stimulating, to loneliness, which is only sad. Meanwhile
the shadow cast by the ilex trees had grown sensibly longer

softer in outline, more transparent and finely intangible

in tone, andJthe''reek^of the mud-flats more potent, according

to its habit at sundown and low tide.
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It quenched the garden scents with a foetid sweetness,

symbolic perhaps of the languorous sheltered character of the

scene and of much which had or might yet happen there

—

the life breath of the genitts loci, an at once seductive and,

as Tom Verity had rightly divined, a doubtfully wholesome
spirit ! Over Damaris it exercised an imwilhng fascination,

as of some haunting refrain ending each verse of her personal

experience. Even when, as a little girl of eight, fresh from the

gentle restraints and rare religious and socicd amenities of an
aristocratic convent school in Paris, she had first encountered
it, it struck her as strangely familiar—a thing given back
rather than newly discovered, making her mind and innocent

body alike eager with absorbed yet half-shuddering recog-

nition. A good ten years had elapsed since then, but her
early impression still persisted producing in her a certain

spiritual and emotional unrest.

And at that, by natural transition, her thought turned
from Tom Verity to fix itself upon the one other possible

witness of her ignominy—namely, the young master mariner
who, coming ashore in Proud, the lobster-catcher's cranky
boat, had walked up the shifting" shingle to the crown of the

ridge and stood watching her, in silence for a quite measur-
able period, before passing on his way down to the ferry. For,

from her first sight of him, had he not seemed to evoke that

same sense of remembrance, to be, like the reek off the mud-
flats, already well-known, something given back to her rather

than newly discovered ? She was still ignorant as to who he
was or where he came from, having been far too engrossed by
mortification to pay any attention to the conversation

between her cousin and Jennifer during their little voyage
down the tide-river, and having disdained to make subsequent
enquiries.—She had a rooted dislike to appear curious or ask
questions.—But now, reviewing the whole episode, it broke
in on her that the necessity for escape and foreboding of

danger, which culminated in her flight, actually dated from
the advent of this stranger rather than from Tom's request

for enlightenment concerning unaccountable noises heard in

the small hours.

Damaris slipped her feet down off the leg-rest, and sat

upright, tense with the effort to grasp and disentangle the

bearings of this revelation. Was her search ended ? Had she
indeed detected the cause of her discomfiture ; or only pushed
her enquiry back a step further, thus widening rather than
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limiting the field of speculation ? For what conceivable

connection, as she reflected, could the old lobster-catcher's

passenger have with any matter even remotely affecting

herself !

Then she started, suddenly sensible of a comfortable,

though warmly protesting, human voice and presence at her
elbow.

" Yes, you may well look astonished. Miss Damaris. I

know how late it is, and have been going on like anything to

Lizzie over her carelessness. Mrs. Cooper's walked up the

village with Laura about some extra meat that's wanted,
and when I came through for your tea if that girl hadn't let

the kitchen fire right out !—Amusing herself down in the

stable-yard I expect Mrs. Cooper being gone.—And the

business I've had to get a kettle to boil !

"

Verging on forty, tall, dark, deep-bosomed and comely, a
rich flush on her cheeks under the clear brown skin thanks to

a kitchen fire which didn't burn and righteous anger which
did, Mary Fisher, the upper housemaid, set a tea-tray upon the

garden table beside Damaris' chair.
" That's what comes of taking servants out of trades-

peoples' houses," she went on, as she marshalled silver tea-

pot and cream-jug—embossed with flamboyant many-armed
Hindu deities—hot cakes, gingersnaps and saffron-sprinkled

buns. " You can't put any real dependence on them, doing
their work as suits themselves just anyhow and anywhen.
Mrs. Cooper and I knew how it would be well enough when
Miss Bilson engaged Lizzie Trant and Mr. Hordle said the

same. But it wasn't one atom of use for us to speak. The
Miss Minetts recommended the girl—so there was the finish

of it. And that's at the bottom of your being kept waiting

the best part of a hour for y^ur tea like this, Miss."

Notwithstanding the exactions of a somewhat tyrannous
brain and her conviction of high responsibilities, the child,

which delights to be petted, told stories and made much of,

was strong in Damaris still. This explosion of domestic
wrath on her behalf proved eminently soothing. It directed

her brooding thought into nice, amusing, everyday little

channels ; and assured her of protective solicitude, actively

on the watch, by which exaggerated shames and alarms
were withered and loneliness effectually dispersed. She felt

smoothed, contented. Fell, indeed, into something of the

humour which climbs on to a friendly lap and thrones it there
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blissfully careless of the thousand and one ills, known and
unknown, which infant flesh is heir to. She engaged the
comely comfortable woman to stay and minister further to

her.
" Pour out my tea for me, Mary, please," she said, " if

you're not busy. But isn't this your afternoon off, by rights ?
"

And Mary, while serving her, acknowledged that not only
was it " by rights " her " afternoon off ;

" but that Mr. Patch,
the coachman, had volunteered to drive her into Marychurch
to see her parents when he exercised the carriage horses.

But, while thanking him very kindly, she had refused. Was
it likely, she said, she would leave the house with Sir Charles

and Mr. Hordle away, and Miss Bilson taking herself off to

visit friends, too ?

From which Damaris gathered that, in the opinion of the

servants' hall, Theresa's offence was rank, it stank to heaven.
She therefore, being covetous of continued contentment,
turned the conversation to less controversial subjects ; and,
after passing notice of the fair weather, the brightness of the
geraniums and kindred trivialities, successfully incited Mary
to talk of Brockhurst, Sir Richard Calmady's famous place

in the north of the county, where—prior to his retirement
to his native town of Marychurch, upon a generous pension—^her father, Lomas Fisher, had for many years occupied
the post of second gardener. Here was material for story-

telling to the child Damaris' heart's content ! For Brock-
hurst is rich in strange records of wealth, calamity, heroism,
and sport, the inherent romance of which Mary's artless

narrative was calculated to enchance rather than dissipate.

So young mistress listened and maid recounted, until,

the former fortified by cakes and tea, the two sauntered,
side by side—a tall stalwart black figure, white capped and
aproned and an equally tall but slender pale pink one—down
across the lawn to the battery where the small obsolete

cannon so boldly defied danger of piracy or invasion by sea.

The sun, a crimson disc, enormous in the earth-mist, sank
slowly, south of west, behind the dark mass of Stone Horse
Head. The upper branches of the line of Scotch firs in the
warren and, beyond them, the upper windows of the cottages

and Inn caught the fiery light. Presently a little wind, thin,

perceptibly chill, drew up the river with the turning of the
tide. It fluttered Mary Fisher's long white muslin apron
strings and Ufted her cap, so that she raised her hand to
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keep it in place upon her smooth black hair. The romance
of Brockhurst failed upon her tongue. She grew sharply
practical.

" The dew's beginning to rise, Miss Damaris," she said,
" and you've only got your house shoes on. You ought to go
indoors at once."

But—" Listen," Damaris replied, and lingered. •

The whistling of a tune, shrill, but true and sweet, and a
rattle of loose shingle, while a young man climbed the seaward
slope of the Bar. The whistling ceased as he stopped, on the
crest of the ridge, and stood, bare-headed, contemplating
the sunset. For a few seconds the fiery hght stained his hands,
his throat, his hair, his handsome bearded face ; then swiftly

faded, leaving him like a giant leaden image set up against a
vast pallor of sea and sky.

Mary Fisher choked down a hasty exclamation.
'* Come, do come, Miss Damaris, before the grass gets too

wet," she said almost sharply. " It's going to be a drenching
dew to-night."

" Yes—directly—in a minute—but, Mary, tell me who
that is?"
The woman hesitated.
" Out on the Bar, do you mean ? No one I am acquainted

with. Miss."
" I did not intend to ask if he was a friend of yours," Damaris

returned, with a touch of grandeur, " but merely whether you
could tell me his name."

" Oh ! it's Mrs. Faircloth's son I suppose—the person who
keeps the Inn. I heard he'd been home for a few days waiting
for a ship "—and she turned resolutely towards the house.
" It's quite time that silver was taken indoors and the library

windows closed. But you must excuse me. Miss Damaris,
I can't have you stay out here in that thin gown in the damp.
You really must come with me. Miss."

And the child in Damaris obeyed. Dutifully it went,

though the soul of the seventeen-year-old Damaris was far

away, started once more on an anxious quest.

She heard the loose shingle shift and rattle under Fair-

cloth's feet as he swung down the near slope to the jetty.

The sound pursued her, and again she was overtaken—over-

whelmed by foreboding and desire of flight.



CHAPTER II

WHICH CANTERS ROUND A PARISH PUMP

NOT until the second bell was about to cease ringing

did Theresa Bilson—fussily consequential—reappear
at The Hard.

During the absence of the master of the house she would
have much preferred high tea in the schoolroom, combined
with a certain laxity as to hours and to dress ; But Damaris,
in whom the sense of style was innate, stood out for the

regulation dignities of late dinner and evening gowns. To-
night, however, thanks to her own unpunctuahty, Miss Bilson

found ample excuse for dispensing with ceremonial garments.
" No—no—we will not wait," she said, addressing Mary and

her attendant satellite, Laura, the under-housemaid, as

—

agreeably ignorant of the sentiment of a servants' hall which
thirsted for her blood—she passed the two standing at

attention by the open door of the dining-room. " I am not

going to change. I will leave my hat and things down here

—

Laura can take them to my room later—and have dinner as I

am."
During the course of that meal she explained how she had

really quite failed to observe the hour when she left the Grey
House. Commander and Mrs. Battye were at tea there

;

and the vicar—Dr. Horniblow—looked in afterwards. There
was quite a little meeting, in fact, to arrange the details of

the day after to-morrow's choir treat. A number of upper-

class parishioners, she found, were anxious to embrace this

opportunity of visiting Harchester, and inspecting the

Cathedral and other sights of that historic city, under learned

escort. It promised to be a most interesting and instructive

expedition, involving moreover but moderate cost.—^And

every one present—^Theresa bridled over her salmon cutlet

and oyster sauce—everyone seemed so anxious for her assist-

ance and advice. The vicar deferred to her opinion in a quite

pointed manner ; and spoke, which was so nice of him, of her

66
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known gift of organization. "So we claim not only your
sympathy, Miss Bilson, but your active co-operation," he
had said. ' * We feel The Hard should be ofKicially represented.

'

'

Here the speaker became increasingly self-conscious and
blushed.

" What could I do, therefore, but remain even at the risk,

of being a trifle late for dinner ? " she asked. '* It would have
been so extremely uncivil to the Miss Minetts to break up the
gathering by leaving before full agreement as to the arrange-
ments had been reached. I felt I must regard it as a public
duty, under the circumstances. I really owed it to my position

here, you know, Damaris, to stay to the last."

It may be observed, in passing, that Miss Bilson was fond of

food and made a good deal of noise in eating, particularly

when, as on the present occasion, she combined that operation
with continuous speech. This may account for Damaris
bestowing greater attention on the manner than the matter
of her ex-governess' communications. She was sensible that
the latter showed to small advantage being rather foolishly

excited and elate, and felt vexed the maids should hear and
see her behaving thus. It could hardly fail to lower her in

their estimation.

As to the impending parochial invasion of Harchester

—

during the earlier stages of dinner Damaris hardly gave it a
second thought, being still under the empire of impressions
very far removed from anything in the nature of choir treats.

She still beheld the fiery glare of an expiring sunset, and
against the ensuing pallor of sea and sky a leaden-hued human
figure strangely, almost portentously evident. That it

appeared noble in pose and in outline, even beautiful, she could
not deny. But that somehow it frightened her, she could
equally little deny. So it came about that once again, as Mary
and her satellite Laura silently waited at table, and as Theresa
very audibly gobbled food in and words out, Damaris shrank
within herself seeming to hear a shrill sweet whistling and the
shatter of loose pebbles and shifting shingle under Faircloth's

pursuing feet.

The young man's name aroused her interest, not to say her
curiosity, the more deeply because of its association with a
locality exploration of which had always been denied her

—

a Naboth's vineyard of the imagination, near at hand, daily

in sight, yet personal acquaintance with which she failed to

possess even yet. The idea of an island, especially a quite
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little island, a miniature and separate world, shut off all by
itself, is dreadfully enticing to the infant mind—at once a
geographical entity and a cunning sort of toy. And Faircloth's

Inn, with the tarred wooden houses adjacent, was situate

upon what, to all intents and purposes, might pass as an
island since accessible only by boat or by an ancient paved
causeway daily submerged at high tide.

Skirting the further edge of the warren, a wide rutted side-

lane leads down to the landward end of the said causeway
from the village green, just opposite Deadham post office

and Mrs. Doubleday's general shop.—A neglected somewhat
desolate strip of road this, between broken earth-banks topped
by ragged firs, yet very paintahie and dear to the sketch-book

of the amateur. In summer overgrown with grass and
rushes, bordered by cow-parsley, meadow-sweet, pink
codlings-and-cream, and purple flowered peppermint, in

winter a marsh of sodden brown and vivid green ; but at

all seasons a telling perspective, closed by the lonely black

and grey island hamlet set in the gleaning tide.

Small wonder the place stirred Damaris, spirit of enquiry

and adventure ! She wanted to go there, to examine, to learn

how people lived cut off from the mainland for hours twice

every day and night. But her early attempts at investigation

met with prompt discouragement from both her nurse and her

aunt, Felicia Verity. And Damaris was not of the disposition

which plots, wheedles, and teases to obtain what it wants

;

still less screams for the desired object until for very weariness

resistance yields. Either she submitted without murmuring
or fearlessly defied authority. In the present case she relin-

quished hope and purpose obediently, while inwardly longing

for exploration of her " darling little island " all the more.

But authority was not perhaps altogether unjustified of

its decision, for the inhabitants of the spot so engaging to

Damaris' imagination were a close corporation, a race of

sailors and fishermen and, so said rumour, somewhat rough
customers at that. They lived according to their own tradi-

tions and unwritten laws, entertained a lordly contempt for

wage-earning labourers and landsmen, and, save when money
was likely to pass, were grudging of hospitality even to persons

of quality setting foot within their coasts.

To their reprehensible tendencies in this last respect the

Miss Minetts could bear painful witness, as—with hushed
voices and entreaties the sorry tale might "go no further

"
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—they more than once confided to Theresa Bilson. For one

Saturday afternoon—unknown to the vicar—being zealous

in the admonishing of recalcitrant church-goers and rounding

up of possible Sunday-school recruits, they crossed to the

island at low tide ; and in their best district visitor manner

—

too often a sparkling blend of condescension and familiarity

warranted to irritate—severally demanded entrance to the

first two of the black cottages.—The Inn they avoided.

Refined gentlewomen can hardly be expected, even in the

interests of rehgion, to risk pollution by visiting a common
tavern, more particularly when a company of half-grown lads

and blue jerseyed men—who may, of course, have been

carousing within—hangs about its morally malodorous door.

Of precisely what followed their attempted violation of the

privacy of those two cottages, even the Miss Minetts themselves

could subsequently give no very coherent account. They
only knew that some half-hour later, with petticoats raised

to a height gravely imperilling decency, they splashed land-

ward across the causeway—now ankle-deep in water—while

the lads congregated before the Inn laughed boisterously, the

men turned away with a guffaw, dogs of disgracefully mixed
parentage yelped, and the elder female members of the Proud
and Sclanders families flung phrases lamentably subversive

of gentility after their retreating figures from the foreshore.

Modesty and mortification alike forbade the outraged

ladies reporting the episode to Dr. Horniblow in extenso.

But they succeeded in giving Miss Bilson a sufiiciently lurid

account of it to make " the darling little island,'' in as far as

her charge, Damaris, was concerned, more than ever taboo.

Their request that the story might "go no further *' she

interpreted with the elasticity usually accorded to such

requests; and proceeded, at the first opportunity, to retail

the whole shocking occurrence to her pupil as an example of

the ingratitude and insubordination of the common people.

For Theresa was nothing if not conservative and aristocratic.

From such august anachronisms as the divine right of kings

and the Stuart succession, down to humble bobbing of curtseys

and pulling of forelocks in to-day's village street, she held a

permanent brief for the classes as against the masses. Un-
luckily the Miss Minetts' hasty and watery witlidrawal, with

upgathered skirts, across the causeway had appealed to

Damaris' sense of comedy rather than of tragedy.—She didn't

want to be unkind, but you shouldn't interfere ; and if you
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insisted on interfering you must accept whatever followed.

The two ladies in question were richly addicted to interfering

she had reason to think.—And then they must have looked so

wonderfully funny scuttling thus !

The picture remained by her as a thing of permanent mirth.

So it was hardly surprising, in face of the dominant direction

of her thoughts to-night, that, when the Miss Minetts' name
punctuated Theresa's discourse recurrent as a cuckoo-cry,

remembrance of their merrily inglorious retirement from the

region of Faircloth's Inn should present itself. Whereupon
Damaris' serious mood was lightened as by sudden sunshine,

and she laughed.

Hearing which infectiously gay but quite unexpected sound,

Miss Bilson stopped dead in the middle both of a nectarine

and a sentence.
" What is the matter, Damaris ? " she exclaimed. " I was

explaining our difficulty in securing sufficient conveyances for

some of our party to and from Marychurch station. I really

do not see any cause for amusement in what I said."
" There wasn't anything amusing, dear Billy, I'm sure there

wasn't," Damaris returned, the corners of her mouth still

quivering and her eyes very bright. " I beg your pardon.

I'm afraid I wasn't quite attending. I was thinking of some-
thing else. You were speaking about the carriage horses

weren't you ? Yes "

But Theresa turned sulky. She had been posing, planing in

mid-air around the fair castles hope and ambition are reported

to build there. Her fat little feet were well off the floor, and
that outbreak of laughter let her down with a bump. She
lost her head, lost her temper and her opportunity along with
it and fell into useless scolding.

" You are extremely inconsequent and childish sometimes,

Damaris," she said. " I find it most trying when I attempt
to talk to you upon practical subjects, really pressing sub-

jects, and you either cannot or will not concentrate. What
can you expect in the future when you are thrown more on
your own resources, and have not me—for instance—always
to depend upon, if you moon through life like this ? It must
lead to great discomfort not only for yourself but for others.

Pray be warned in time."

Damaris turned in her chair at the head of the table.—

A

station not unconnected, in Theresa's mind, with the internal

ordering of those same air-built castles, and consistently if
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furtively coveted by her. To Sir Charles's chair at the bottom
of the table, she dared not aspire, so during his absence
reluctantly retained her accustomed place at the side.

" You need not wait any longer, Mary," Damaris said, over
her shoulder.

" Why ?
"—^Theresa began fussily, as the two maids left

the room.
" Why ?

'* Damaris took her up, " Because I prefer our
being alone during the remainder of this conversation. I

understand that you want to ask me about something to do
with this excursion to HarChester. What is it, please ?

"

" My dear Damaris," the other protested, startled and
scenting unexpected danger, " really your manner "

" And yours.—Both perhaps would bear improvement
But that is by the way. What is it, please, you want ?

"

" Really you assert yourself"
" And you forget yourself—before the servants, too, I do

not like it at all. You should be more careful."
" Damaris," she cried aghast, confounded to the verge of

tears
—

" Damaris !

"

" Yes—I am giving you my full attention. Pray let us be
practical," the young girl said, sitting up tall and straight

in the shaded lamplight, the white dinner-table spread with
gleaming glass and silver, fine china, fruit and flowers before

her, the soft gloom of the long low room behind, all tender hint

of childhood banished from her countenance, and her eyes

bright now not with laughter but with battle. " Pray let us

finish with the subject of the choir treat. Then we shall be
free to talk about more interesting things."

Miss Bilson waved her hands hysterically.
" No—no—I never wish to mention it again. I am too

deeply hurt by your behaviour to me, Damaris—your sarcasm.

—Of course," she added, " I see I must withdraw my offer.

It will cause the greatest inconvenience and disappointment

;

but for that I cannot hold myself responsible, though it will

be most painful and embarrassing to me after the kind

appreciation I have received. Still I must withdraw it"
" Withdraw what offer ?

"

" Why the offer I was explaining to you just now, when you
ordered the maids out of the room. You really cannot deny
that you heard what I said, Damaris, because you mentioned
the carriage-horses yourself."

Theresa sipped some water. She was recovering if not her
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temper, yet her grasp on the main issue. She wanted, so

desperately, to achieve her purpose and, incidentally, to

continue to play, both for her own benefit and that of the
parish, her self-elected role of Lady Bountiful, of " official

representative of The Hard "—as Dr. Horniblow by a quite

innocent if ill-timed flourish of speech had unfortunately
put it.

" The conveyances in the village are insufficient to take the

whole party to the station," she continued. " An extra brake
can be had at the Stag's Head in Marychurch ; but a pair of

horses must be sent in to-morrow afternoon to bring it over
here. I saw "—she hesitated a moment—" I really could see

no objection to Patch taking our horses in to fetch the brake,

and driving a contingent to the station in it next morning."
" And meeting the train at night, I suppose ? " Damaris said

calmly.
" Of course," Theresa answered, thus unconsciously declar-

ing herself a rank outsider, and rushing blindly upon her fate.

For what thoroughbred member of the equestrian order

does not know that next—and even that not always—to the
ladies of his family and, possibly, the key of his cellar, an
Englishman's stable is sacrosanct ? Dispose of anything he
owns rather than his horses. To attempt touching them is,

indeed, to stretch out your hand against the Ark of the

Covenant and risk prompt withering of that impious limb.

Yet poor Theresa blundered on.
'*

I told the vicar that. Sir Charles being from home, I felt

I might make the offer myself, seeing how much it would
simplify the arrangements and how very little work Patch
has when you and I are alone here. It is a pity there is not
time to obtain Sir Charles's sanction. That would be more
proper of course, more satisfactory. But under the circum-

stances it need not, I think, be regarded as an insuperable

objection. I told the Miss Minetts and the vicar "

Here Miss Bilson blushed, applying fork and spoon, in

coy confusion, to the remains of the nectarine upon her plate.
" I told them," she repeated, " knowing Sir Charles as

well as I do, I felt I might safely assure them of that."

In Pamaris, meanwhile, anger gradually gave place to

far more complex emotions. She sat well back in her chair, and
clasped her hands firmly in her flowered Pompadour-muslin
lap. Her eyes looked enormous as she kept them fixed

gravely and steadily upon the speaker. For extraordinary
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ideas and perceptions concerning the said speaker crowded
into her young head. She did not Hke them at all. She
shrank from dwelling upon or following them out. They,
indeed, made her hot and uncomfortable all over. Had
Theresa Bilson taken leave of her senses, or was she, Damaris,
herself in fault—a harbourer of nasty thoughts ? Consciously

she felt to grow older, to grow up. And she did not like that

either ; for the grown-up world, to which Theresa acted just

now as doorkeeper, struck her as an ugly and vulgar-minded
place. She saw her ex-governess from a new angle—a more
illuminating than agreeable one, at which she no longer figured

as pitiful, her little assumptions and sillinesses calling for

the chivalrous forbearance of persons more happily placed ;

but as actively impertinent, a usurper of authority and
privileges altogether outside her ofiice and her scope. She
was greedy—not a pretty word yet a true? one, covering both
her manner of eating and her speech. Registering which
facts Damaris was sensible of almost physical repulsion, as

from something obscurely gross, - Hence it followed that

Theresa must, somehow, be stopped, made to see her own
present unpleasantness, saved from herself in short—to which
end it became Damaris' duty to unfurl the flag of revolt.

The young girl arrived at this conclusion in a spirit of rather

pathetic seriousness. It is far from easy, at eighteen, to

control tongue and temper to the extent of joining battle with

your elders in calm and dignified sort. To lay about you in a
rage is easy enough. But rage is tiresomely liable to defeat

its own object and make you make a fool of yourself. Any
unfurling of the flag would be useless, and worse than useless,

unless it heralded victory sure and complete—Damaris
realized this. So she kept a brave front, although her pulse

quickened and she had a bad little empty feeling around her

heart.

Fortunately, however, for her side of the campaign, Theresa

—emboldened by recapitulation of her late boastings at the

Miss Minetts' tea-table—hastened to put a guilded dome to

her own indiscretion and offence. For nothing would do but
Damaris must accompany her on this choir treat ! She
declared herself really compelled to press the point. It

offered such an excellent opportunity of acquiring archaeo-

logical knowledge—had not the Dean most kindly promised

to conduct the party round the Cathedral himself and deliver

a short lecture en route ?—and of friendly social intercourse,
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both of which would be very advantageous to Damaris. As
she was without any engagement for the day clearly neither

should not be missed. Of course, everyone understood how
unsuitable it would be to ask Sir Charles to patronize parish

excursions and events.—Here Miss Bilson became lyrical,

speaking with gasping breath and glowing face, of " a call

to exalted spheres of action, of great Proconsuls, Empire
Builders, Pillars of the State."—^Naturally you hesitated to

intrude on the time and attention of such a distinguished person

—that in point of fact was her main reason for disposing of

the matter of the carriage-horses herself. How could she

trouble Sir Charles with such a homely detail ?—But Damaris'
case, needless to remark, was very different. At her age it

was invidious to be too exclusive. Miss Felicia Verity felt

—

so she, Theresa, was certain—that it was a pity Damaris did

not make more friends in the village now she was out of the

schoolroom. May and Doris Horniblow were sweet girls and
highly educated. They, of course, were going. And Captain
Taylor, she understood would bring his daughter, Louisa

—

who was home for a few days before the opening of term at

the TilHngworth Higl! School where she was second mistress.

"It is always well to realize the attainments of young
people of your own age, even if they are not in quite the same
social grade as yourself. Your going would give pleasure too.

It will be taken as a compliment to the vicar and the Church
—may really, in a sense, be called patriotic since an acknow-
ledgment of the duty we owe, individually, to the local com-
munity of which we form part. And then," she added, naively

giving herself away at the last, " of course, if you go over to

the station in the brake Patch cannot make any difficulties

about driving it."

Here Theresa stayed the torrent of her eloquence and looked
up, to find Damaris' eyes fixed upon her in incredulous wonder.

" Have you nothing to say, dear, in answer to my pro-

position ? " she enquired, with a suddenly anxious, edgy
little laugh.

" I am afraid I have a lot to say, some of which you won't
like."

" How so ?
" Theresa cried, still playfully. " You must

see how natural and reasonable my suggestion is." Then
becoming admonitory.

—
" You should learn to think a httle

more of others.—It is a bad habit to offer opposition simply
for opposition's sake."
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" I do not oppose you for the mere pleasure of opposing,"

Damaris began, determined her voice should not shake.
" But I'm sorry to say, I can't agree to the horses being used
to draw a loaded brake. I could not ask Patch. He would
refuse and be quite right in refusing. It's not their work

—

nor his work either."

She leaned forward, trying to speak civilly and gently.
" There are some things you don't quite understand about

the stables, or about the servants—the things which can't

be done, which it's impossible to ask.—No,—wait, please

—

please let me finish
'

'

For between astonishment, chagrin, and an inarticulate

struggle to protest. Miss Bilson's complexion was becoming
almost apoplectic and her poor fat little cheeks positively

convulsed.
" I dislike saying such disagreeable things to you, but it

can't be avoided. It would be cowardly of me not to tell you
the truth.—You shall have the brougham the day after to-

morrow, and I'll write to Miss Minett in the morning, and
tell her you will call for her and her sister, on your way to

Marychurch, and that you will bring them back at night. I

will give Patch his orders myself, so that there may be no con-

fusion. And I will subscribe a pound to the expenses of the

choir treat. That is all I can promise in the way of help."
" But—but—Damaris, think of the position in which you

place me ! I cannot be thrust aside thus. I will not submit.

It is so humiliating, so—so—I offered the horses. I told the

vicar he might consider it settled about the extra brake "

" I know. That was a mistake. You had no right to make
such an offer."

For justice must take its course. Theresa must be saved

from herself. Still her implacable young saviour, in proportion

as victory appeared assured, began to feel sad. For it grew
increasingly plain that Theresa was not of the stuff of which
warriors, any more than saints, are made. Stand up to her

and she collapsed like a pricked bubble.—So little was left,

a scum of colourless soap-suds, in which very certainly

there is no fight. Again she showed a pitiful being, inviting

chivalrous forbearance.
" You are very hard," she lamented, " and you are always

inclined to side with the servants against me. You seem to

take pleasure in undermining my influence, while I am so

ready and anxious to devote myself to you. You know there
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is nothing, nothing I would not do for you and—and for Sir

Charles."

Theresa choked, coughed, holding her handkerchief to her

eyes. *
" And what reward do I meet with ? " she asked brokenly.

" At every turn I am thwarted. But you must give way in

this case, Damaris. Positively you must. I cannot allow

myself to be publicly discredited through your self-will. I

promised the horses for the extra brake. The offer was made
and accepted—accepted, you understand, actually accepted.

What will the vicar say if the arrangement is upset ? What will

everyone think ?
"

Damaris pushed her chair back from the table and rose to

her feet.—Forbearance wore threadbare under accusation

and complaint. No, Theresa was not only a little too abject,

but a little too disingenuous, thereby putting herself beyond
the pale of rightful sympathy. Even while she protested

devotion, self looked out seeking personal advantage. And
that devotion, in itself, shocked Damaris' sense of fitness

where it involved her father. It wasn't Theresa's place to

talk of devotion towards him !

Moreover the young girl began to feel profoundly impatient
of all this to-do and bother. For wasn't the whole affair,

very much of a storm in a teacup, petty, paltry, quite un-
worthy of prolonged discussion such as this ? She certainly

thought so, in her youthful fervour and inexperience ; while

—the push of awakening womanhood giving new colour and
richness to her conception of life—nature cried out for a certain

extravagance in heroism, in largeness of action of aspiration.

She was athirst for noble horizons, in love with beauty, with
the magnificence of things, seen and unseen alike. In love

with superb objectives even if only to be reached through a
measure of suSering, and—searching, arresting, though the

thought was to her—possibly through peril of death.

In such moods there is small room for a Bilson regime
and outlook. A flavour of scorn marked her tone as she

answered at last

:

" Oh you can lay the blame on me—or rather tell the truth,

which amounts to the same thing. Say that, my father being

away, I refused my consent to the horses being taken out.

Say you appealed to me but I was hopelessly obstinate. It

is very simple."



CHAPTER III

A SAMPLING OF FREEDOM

WHEN two persons, living under the same roof, have
the misfortune to fall out a hundred and one small
ways are ready to hand for the infliction of moral

torment. The weak, it may be added, are not only far more
addicted to such inflictings than the strong, but far more
resourceful in their execution. Theresa Bilson's conduct may
furnish a pertinent example.
From the moment of emerging from her bed-chamber, next

morning, she adopted an attitude which she maintained until

she regained the chaste seclusion of that apartment at night.

During no instant of the intervening hours did she lapse from
studied speechlessness unless directly addressed, nor depart
from an air of virtuous resignation to injustice and injury

—

quite exquisitely provoking to the onlooker. Twice during
the morning Damaris, upon entering the schoolroom, dis-

covered her in tears, which she proceeded to wipe away,
furtively, with the greatest ostentation.—Dramatic effect, on
the second occasion was, however, marred by the fact that

she was engaged in retrimming a white chip hat, encircled by a
garland of artificial dog-roses, blue glass grapes and assorted

foliage—an occupation somewhat ill-adapted to tragedy.

In addition to making her ex-pupil—against whom they were
mainly directed—first miserable and then naughtily defiant

by these manoeuvres, she alienated any sympathy which her
red-rimmed eyelids and dolorous aspect might otherwise have
engendered in the younger and less critical members of the

establishment, by sending Alfred, the hall-boy, up to the

vicarage with a note and instructions to wait for an answer,

at the very moment when every domestic ordinance demanded
his absorption in the cleaning of knives and of boots. Being
but human, Alfred naturally embraced the heaven-sent

chance of dawdling, passing the time of day with various

cronies, and rapturously assisting to hound a couple of wild
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sweating and snorting steers along the dusty lane, behind
the churchyard, to Butcher Cleave's slaughter-house : with

the consequence that his menial duties devolved upon Laura
and Lizzie, who, supported by the heads of their respec-

tive departments, combined to " give him the what for,"

in no measured terms upon his eventual and very tardy

return.

It is not too much to say that, by luncheon time Theresa

—

whether wilfully or not—had succeeded in setting the entire

household by the ears ; while any inclinations towards peace-

making, with which Damaris might have begun the day, were
effectively dissipated, leaving her strengthened and confirmed

in revolt. Around the stables, and the proposed indignity

put upon Patch and the horses, this wretched quarrel centred

so—as at once a vote of confidence and declaration of inde-

pendence—to the stables Damaris finally went and ordered

the dog-cart at three o'clock. For she would drive, and drive,

throughout the course of this gilded September afternoon.

Drive far away from fooUshly officious and disingenuous

Theresa, far from Deadham, so tiresome just now in its irrup-

tion of tea-parties and treats. She would behold peaceful inland

horizons, taste the freedom of spirit and the content which
the long, smooth buff-coloured roads, leading to unknown
towns and unvisited country-side, so deliciously give.

She stood at the front door, in blue linen gown, white
knitted jersey and white sailor hat, buttoning her tan doe-

skin driving-gloves, a gallant, gravely valiant young creature,

beautifully unbroken as yet by any real assent to the manifold
foulness of life—her faith in the nobility of human nature
and human destiny still finely intact. And that was just where
her revolt against poor Theresa Bilson came in. For Theresa
broke the accepted law, being ignoble ; and thereby spoiled

the fair pattern, showed as a blot.—Not that she meant to

trouble any more about Theresa just now. She was out
simply to enjoy, to see and feel, rather than reason, analyse

or think. So she settled herself on the sloping high-cushioned

seat, bracing her feet against the driving-iron, while Mary,
reaching up, tucked the dust-rug neatly about her skirts.

Patch—whose looks and figure unmistakably declared his

calling—short-legged and stocky, inclining to corpulence yet

nimble on his feet, clean shaven, Napoleonic of countenance,

passed reins and whip into her hands as Tolling, the groom,
let go the horse's head.
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The girl squared her shoulders a Uttle, and the soft colour

deepened in her cheeks, as she swung the dog-cart down the
drive and out of the entrance gate into the road—here a green-

roofed tunnel, branches meeting overhead, thickly carpeted
with dry sand blown inward from the beach—and on past
the whitewashed cottages, red brick and grey stone houses
of Deadham village, their gardens pleasant with flowers, and
with apple and pear trees weighted down by fruit. Past the
vicarage and church, standing apart on a little grass-grown
monticule, backed by a row of elms, which amid their dark
foliage showed here and there a single bough of verdigris-green

or lemon-yellow—first harbingers of autumn. Into the open
now, small rough fields dotted with thorn bushes and bramble-
brakes on the one side ; and on the other the shining waters
of the Haven. Through the hamlet of Lampit, the rear of

whose dilapidated sheds and dwellings abut on reed-beds and
stretches of unsightly slime and ooze. A desolate spot bleak
and wind-swept in winter, and even under blue skies, as to-day
basking in sunshine, degraded by poverty and dirt.

Some half-mile further is Horny Cross where, as the name
indicates, four roads meet. That from Deadham to the edge
of the forest runs north ; the other, from Beaupres-on-Sea to

Marychurch, Stourmouth and Barryport, due west. Damaris,
having a fancy to keep the coast-line out of sight, chose the

former, following the valley of the Arne, between great flat

meadows where herds of dairy cows, of red Devons and'black
Welsh runts, feed in the rich deep grass. In one place a curve
of the river brings it, for three hundred yards or more, close

under the hanging woods, only the width of the road-

way between the broad stream and living wall of trees.

Here transparent bluish shadow haunted the undergrowth,
and the air grew delicately chill, charged with the scent of

fern, of moist earth, leaf mold, and moss.

Such traffic as held the road was leisurely, native to the

scene and therefore pleasing to the sight.—For the age of self-

moving machines on land had barely dawned yet ; while the

sky was still wholly inviolate.—A white tilted miller's wagon,
a brewer's dray, each drawn by well-favoured teams with
jingling bells and brass-mounted harness, rumbling farm carts,

a gypsy van painted in crude yellow, blue, and red and
its accompanying rabble of children, donkeys, and dogs, a
farmer's high-hung, curtseying gig, were in turn met or passed.

For the black horse, Damaris driving it, gave place to none,
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covering the mounting tale of miles handsomely at an even,

swinging trot.

At Lady's Oak, a noble tree marking some ancient forest

boundary and consequently spared when the needs of the
British Navy, during the French wars of the early years of the

century, condemned so many of its fellows to the axe—the
flattened burnished dome of which glinted back the sunlight

above a maze of spreading branches and' massive powder-
grey trunk—the main road forks. Damaris turned to the

left, across the single-arch stone bridge spanning the Arne,
and drove on up the long winding ascent from the valley to

the moorland and fir plantations which range inland behind
Stourmouth. This constituted the goal of her journey, for

once the high-lying plateau reached, leagues of country open
out far as the eye carries to the fine, bare outline of the
Wiltshire downs.
She checked the horse, letting it walk, while she took stock

of her surroundings.

It may be asserted that there are two ways of holding con-

verse with Nature. The one is egotistic and sentimental, an
imposing of personal tastes and emotions which betrays the

latent categoric belief that the existence of external things

is limited to man's apprehension of them—a vilely conceited

if not actually blasphemous doctrine ! The other is that of the
seeker and the seer, who, approaching in all reverence, asks no
more than leave to listen to the voice of external things

—

recognizing their independent existence, knowing them to be
as real as he is, as wonderful, in their own order as permanent,
possibly as potent even for good and evil as himself. And it

was, happily, according to this latter reading of the position,

instinctively, by the natural bent of her mind, that Damaris
attempted converse with the world without.

The glory of the heather had passed, the bloom now show-
ing only as silver-pink froth upon an ocean of warm brown.
But the colouring was restful, the air here on the dry gravel

soil light and eager, and the sense of height and space exhilar-

ating. A fringe of harebells, of orange hawkweed and dwarf
red sorrel bordered the road. Every small oasis of turf,

amongst the heath and by the wayside, carried its pretty

crop of centaury and wild thyme, of bedstraw, milkwort,
and birdsfoot trefoil. Furzechats tipped about the gorse

bushes, uttering a sharp, gay, warning note. A big flight of

rooks, blue-black against the ethereal blue of the distance,
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winged their way slowly homeward to the long avenue of dark
trees leading to a farm in the valley. The charm of the place

was clear and sane, its beauty simple almost to austerity.

This the young girl welcomed. It washed her imagination

free of the curious questionings, involuntarily doubts and
suspicions, which the house and garden at The Hard, steeped

in tradition, thick with past happenings, past passions, were
prone to breed in her. No reek off the mud-flats, any more
than over lucious garden scents, tainted the atmosphere.
It was virgin as the soil of the moorland—a soil as yet untamed
and unfertilized by the labour of man. And this effect of

virginity, even though a trifle farouche, harsh, and barren

in the perfection of its purity, appealed to Damaris' present

mood. Her spirit leapt to meet it in proud fellowship. For
it routed forebodings. Discounted introspective broodings.

Discounted even the apparently inevitable—since nobody
and nothing, so the young girl told herself with a rush of

gladly resolute conviction, is really inevitable unless you
permit or choose to have them so.—Gallant this, and the

mother of brave doings ; though—as Damaris was to discover

later, to the increase both of wisdom and of sorrow—a half-

truth only. For man is never actually master of people or

of things ; but master, at most, of his own attitude towards
them. In this alone can he claim or exercise free-will.

Then—because general ideas, however inspiriting, are

rather heavy diet for the young, immature minds growing
quickly tired in the effort to digest them—Damaris, having
reached this happy, if partially erroneous, climax of emanci-

pation, ceased to philosophize either consciously or uncon-
sciously. The russet moorland and spacious landscape shut

the door on her, had no more to tell her, no more to say. Or,

to be strictly accurate, was it not rather perhaps that her

power of response, power to interpret their speech and
assimilate their message had reached its term ? AH her life

the maturity of her brain had inclined—rather fatiguingly—
to outrun the maturity of her body, so that she failed " to

continue in one stay " and trivial hours trod close on the

heels of hours of exaltation and of insight.

With a sigh and a sense of loss—as though noble companions
had withdrawn themselves from her—she gathered up the

reins and sent the horse forward. She fell into comfortable

friendly conversation with the Napoleonic-countenanced
Patch, moreover, consulting him as to the shortest way,
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through the purHeus of Stourmouth, into the Marychurch
high road and so home to Deadham Hard. For, to tell the
truth, she became aware she was hungry and very badly in

want of her tea.

Theresa Bilson, setting out the next morning in solitary

state, contrived to maintain the adopted attitude until the

front gates were safely passed. Then she relaxed and looked
out of the brougham windows with a fussy brightness more
consonant to the joys of impending union with the Miss
Minetts and the day's impending trip. She made no further

effort to secure Damaris' participation in the social and
educational advantages which it promised. On the contrary

she left the young lady severely alone and at home, as one
administering well-merited punishment. Thus effectively

demonstrating, as she wished to believe, her personal

authority ; and suiting, as she would have stoutly denied,

her personal convenience. For Damaris on a string, plus the

extra brake and carriage horses, was one story ; Damaris on
her own, minus those animals and much-debated vehicle,

quite another. Unless the presence of her ex-pupil could be
made to rebound to her own glory, Theresa much preferred

reserving representation of Tne Hard and its distinguished

proprietor wholly and solely to herself. So in the spirit of

pretence and of make-believe did she go forth ; to find, on her
return, that spirit prove but a lying and treacherous ally—
and for more reasons than one.

It happened thus. Supported by the two brindled tabby
house cats, Geraldine and Mustapha—descendants of the

numerous tribe honoured, during the last half-century of his

long life, by Thomas Clarkson Verity's politely affectionate

patronage—Damaris spent the greater part of the morning in

the long sitting-room.

She had judged and condemned Theresa pretty roundly
it is true, nevertheless she felt a little hurt and sore at the

latter's treatment of her. Theresa need not have kept up the

quarrel till the very last so acridly. After all, as she was going

out purely for her own pleasure and amusement, she might
have found something nice and civil to say at parting. And
then the mere fact of being left behind, of being out of it, how-
ever limited the charms of a party, has a certain small stab

to it somehow—as most persons, probing youthful experiences,

can testify. It is never quite pleasant to be the one who
doesn't go !

—^The house, moreover, when her father was
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absent, always reminded Damaris of an empty shrine, a place

which had lost its meaning and purpose. To-day, though
windows and doors were wide open letting in a wealth of sun-

shine, it appeared startlingly lifeless and void. The maids
seemed unusually quiet. She heard no movement on the

staircase or in the rooms above. Neither gardener or garden-

boy was visible. She would have hailed the whirr of the

mowing machine or swish of a broom on the lawn.—Oh ! if

only her poor dear Nannie were stiU alive, safe upstairs, there

in the old nursery

!

And at that the child Damaris felt a lump rise in her throat.

But the girl, the soon-to-be woman Damaris choked it down
bravely. For nobody, nothing—so she assured herself, going

back to the lesson learned yesterday upon the open moorland
—is really inevitable unless you suffer or will it so to be.

Wherefore she stiffened herself against recognition of loneli-^

ness, stiffened herself against inclination to mourning, refused

to acquiesce in or be subjugated by either and, to the better

forgetting of them, sought consolation among her great-

great-uncle's books.

For at this period Damaris was an omnivorous reader,

eager for every form of literature and every description of

knowledge—whether clearly comprehended or not—which
the beloved printed page has to give. An eagerness, it may
be noted, not infrequently productive of collisions with

Theresa, and at this particular juncture all the more agreeable

to gratify on that very account. For Theresa would have
had her walk only in the narrow, sheltered, neatly bordered

paths of history and fiction designed, for the greater preser-

vation of female innocence, by such authors as Miss Sewell,

Miss Strickland and Miss Yonge. Upon Damaris, however,

perambulation of those paths palled too soon. Her intellect

and heart alike demanded wider fields of drama, of religion

and of science, above all wider and less conventional converse

with average human nature, than this triumvirate of Victorian

sibyls was willing or capable to supply. It is undeniable that,

although words and phrases, whole episodes indeed, were

obscure even unintelligible to her, she found the memoirs of

Benvenuto Cellini and Saint Simon more interesting than the

Lives of the Queens of England ; Vathek, more to her taste

than Amy Herbert ; and, if the truth must be told,vThe

Decameron and Tristram Shandy more satisfying^ to her

imagination than The Heir of Redcliffe or The Daisy C|iain.
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To Damaris it seemed, just now, that a book the meaning
of which was quite clear to her, and could be grasped at sight,

hardly repaid the trouble of reading, since it afforded no sense

of adventure, no excitement of challenge or of pursuit, no
mirage of wonder, no delightful provocation of matters out-

side her experience and not understood. About these latter

she abstained from asking questions, having much faith in the
illuminating power of the future. Given patience, all in good
time she would understand everything worth understanding.

—That there are things in life best not understood, or under-
stood only at your peril, she already in some sort divined.

—

Hence her reading although of the order obnoxious to pedants,

as lacking in method and accurate scholarship, went to

produce a mental atmosphere in which honest love of letters

and of art, along with generous instincts of humanity quicken
and thrive.

On this particular morning Damaris elected to explore to

the Near East, in the vehicle of Eothen's virile and luminous
prose. She sat in one of the solid wide-seated arm-chairs

at the fire-place end of a long room, near a rounded window,
the lower sash of which she raised to its full height. Outside
the row of geranium beds glowed scarlet and crimson in the

calm light. Beyond them the turf of the lawn was overspread
by trailing gossamers, aruj delicate cart-wheel spider's webs
upon which the dew still glittered. In the shrubberies robins

sang ; and above the river great companies of swallows swept
to and fro, with sharp twitterings, restlessly gathering for

their final southern flight.

No sooner had Damaris fairly settled down with her book,
then Mustapha jumped upon her knees ; and after, pre-

liminary buttings and tramplings, curled himself round in

gross comfort, his soft lithe body growing warmer and heavier,

on her lap, as his sleep deepened. Where a bar of sunshine
crossed the leather inset of the writing-table, just beside her

in the window, Geraldine—his counterpart as to markings
and colouring, but finer made, Tnore slender of barrel and of

limb—fitted herself into the narrow space between a silver

inkstand and a stack of folded newspapers, her fore-paws
tucked neatly under her chest, furry elbows outward. Her
muzzle showed black, as did the rims of her eyelids which
enhanced the brightness and size of her clear, yellow-

green eyes. Her alert, observant little head was raised

as, with gently lashing tail, she watched an imprisoned
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honey-bee buzzing angrily up and down between the window-
sashes.

An elfin creature, Geraldine,—repaying hberal study.

Scornfully secure of the potency of her own charms where
mankind, or Tomcat-kind, might be concerned, royally

devoid of morals, past-mistress in all sprightly graceful,

feline devilries, she was yet a fond mother, solicitous to the

point of actual selflessness regarding the ^safety and well-

being of her successive and frequently recurrent litters. She
suckled, washed, played with and educated those of her
kittens who escaped the rigours of stable-bucket and broom,
until such time as they were three to four months old. After
which she sent them flying, amid cuffings and spittings extra-

ordinary, whenever they attempted to approach her ; and,

oblivious of their orphaned and wistful existence, yielded her-

self with bewitching vivacity, to fresh intrigues and amours
new.
The long quiet morning indoors, with cats and books for

company, at once soothed Damaris and made her, restless.

After luncheon she put on hat, gloves, and walking shoes, and
went down across the lawn to the sea-wall. Waylaying her
in the hall, Mary has essayed to learn her programme, and
anchor her as to time and place by enquiring when and where
tea should be served. But Damaris put the kindly woman
off.—She couldn't say exactly—yet-;rWOuld ring and let

Mary know when she came in. If anyone called, she was not
at home.

In truth her active young body asked for movement and
exercise, while scenes and phrases from the pages of Eothen
still filled her mind. She longed for travel. Not via Mary-
church to Harchester, well understood, shepherded by Theresa
Bilson, the members of the Deadham Church choir and their

supporters ; but for travel upon the grand scale, with all

its romance and enlargement of experience, its possible dangers

and certain hardships, as the author of Eothen had known
it and her father, for that matter, had known it in earlier days
too. She suffered the spell of the East—always haunting the

chambers of her memory and ready to be stirred in active

ascendency, as by her morning's reading to-day—suffered

the spell not of its mysterious cities and civilizations alone,

but of its vast solitudes and silences, desert winds and desert

sands.

And hence it came about that, as her mood of yesterday
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sent her inland to pacify lier imagination by gazing at the
peaceful English country-side, so her present mood sent her
down to the shore to satisfy, or rather further stimulate, her
nostalgia for the East by gazing out to sea.

The cause in both cases was the same, namely, the inward
tumult of her awakening womanhood, and still more, perhaps,

the tumult of awakening talent which had not as yet found its

appointed means of expression. She was driven hither and
thither by the push of her individuality to disengage itself

from adventituous surroundings and circumstances, and
realize its independent existence.—A somewhat perilous

crisis of development, fruitful of escapades and unruly impulses
which may leave their mark, and that a disfiguring one,

upon the whole of a woman's subsequent career.

Immediately, however, Damaris' disposition to defy
established convention and routine took the mildest and
apparently most innocuous form—merely the making, by
herself, of a little expedition which, accompanied by others,

she had made a hundred times before. From the terrace she

went down the flight of steps, built into the width of the sea-

wall, whence a tall wrought-iron gate opens direct upon the

foreshore. Closing it behind her, she followed the coastguard-

path, at the base of the river-bank—here a miniature sand
cliff capped with gravel, from eight to ten foot high—which
leads to the warren and the ferry. For she would take ship,

with foxy-faced William Jennifer as captain and as crew,

cross to the broken-down wooden jetty and, landing there,

climb the crown of the Bar and look south-east, over the

Channel highway, towards far distant countries of the desert

and the dawn.



CHAPTER IV

OUT ON THE BAR

i4 LL which was duly accomplished though with a differ-

/\ ence. For on reaching the head of the shallow sandy
^ -iLgully opening on the tide, where the flat-bottomed

ferry-boat lay, Damaris found not Jennifer but the withered
and doubtfully clean old lobster-catcher, Timothy Proud, in

possession. This disconcerted her somewhat. His appearance,
indeed—as he stood amongst a miscellaneous assortment of

sun-bleached and weather-stained foreshore lumber, leaning

the ragged elbows of his blue jersey upon the top of an empty
petroleum barrel and smoking a dirty clay pipe—was so far

from inviting, that the young girl felt tempted to relinquish

her enterprise and go back by the way she had come.
But, as she hesitated, the old man catching sight of her and

scenting custom, first spat and then called aloud.
" Might 'e be wanting the Ferry, Miss ? " Thus directly

challenged, Damaris could not but answer in the affirma-

tive.
" Put 'e across to the Bar ? " he took her up smartly.

" Nat'rally I will—bean't I here for the very purpose ?

—

Put 'e across I will and on the tick too."

And, after further expectoration, relinquishing the support

of the oil barrel, he joined her and shambled down the sandy
track at her side, talking. Damaris hastened her step; but
bent back and creaking breath notwithstanding, Proud kept

pace with her, his speech and movements alike animated
by a certain malicious glee.

" William 'e give hisself an 'oliday," he explained, " to

take the little dorgs and ferrets up to Butcher Cleave's

ratting. Powerful sight of varmin there allers be round they

sheds and places. Comes after the innards and trimmings
they do, as bold as you please."

" Oh, yes—no doubt. I understand," Damaris said, at

once anxious to arrest the flow of his unsavoury eloquence

87
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yet to appear civil, since she was about to make use of his

services.
" 'Normous great rats they be," "he however continued,

with evident rehsh. " 'Normous and fierce as tigers, the

rascals, what with feasting on flesh and fatness like so many
lords. So ' mind the ferry for me, will you, Daddy ' William
says, coming round where was I taking my morning pint over

at the inn. ' You're a wonderful valorous man of your
years

—
' and so thank the powers. Miss, I be

—
' can handle

the old scraw as clever as I can myself,' William says.
' There ain't much about water, salt or fresh, nor whatsoever
moves on the face of it, nor down below in the belly of it, any
man can teach you.' Which may seem putting it a bit high

yet ain't no more than truth and justice. Miss, so you needn't

fear to trust yourself across the ferry along of me."
" I have no fear," Damaris answered curtly and loftily,

holding herself very erect, her face slightly flushed, her eyes

war-like.

For he was a repulsive old man, and said repulsive things

such as she had never heard put thus plainly into words
before. She felt soiled by even this brief association with
him. She wanted to hear no more of his ugly high-coloured

talk, although of his skill as a waterman she entertained no
doubt. Stepping lightly and quickly up on to the square

stern of the ferry-boat, she went forward and kept her back
resolutely turned upon the old felFow as he scrambled on board
after her, shoved off and settled to the oars. The river was
low, and sluggish from the long drought with consequently

easy passage to the opposite bank. It took but a short five

minutes to reach the jetty, crawling like some gigantic,

damaged, many-legged insect out over the smooth gleaming
water.

Instead of the legal twopence, l5amaris dropped a couple

of shillings into Daddy Proud's eager hand with a queenly
little air ; and, without waiting for his thanks, swung herself

up on to the black planking and turned Xo- go down the sand-

strewn wooden steps.
" Pleased to fetch 'e back. Miss, any hour you like to name,"

Proud called after her, standing up and fingering the shillings

with one hand while with the other he steered the boat's

side away from the slippery weed-grown piles.

" Thank you, I don't quite know when I shall be back,"

she answered over her shoulder.
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For her main desire was to get quit of his unpleasant
neighbourhood. She would go for a long walk by the coast-

guard-path across the sandhills, right out to Stone Horse
Head. Would stay out till sundown, in the hope that by then
Jennifer might have seen fit to exchange the manly joys of

ratting for his more prosaic duties at the ferry, and so save her
from further association with his displeasing deputy.

But, the ridge of the Bar reached, other thoughts and
impulses took possession of her. For the sea this afternoon

showed an infinitely beguiling countenance. Not as highway
of the nations, still less as violent and incalculable, holding
cruelties of storm and tempest in its heart, did it present itself

to her view ; but rather as some gentle, softly inviting and
caressing creature decked forth in the changeful colours of a
dove's neck and breast. Opaline haze veiled the horizon,

shutting off all unrestful sense of distance. The tide was low
and little waves, -as of liquid crystal, chased one another
over the gleaming sands. Out to where the haze met and
covered it the smooth expanse of sea was unbroken by passing

boat or ship ; nor was any person within sight upon the long

line of the beach. Damaris found herself alone—but deliciously

alone, with this enchanted dream sea for companion in the

sunshine, under the vault of tender blue sky.

And, for the present at least, she asked nothing better,

humanity being at a decided discount with her, thanks first

to the extreme tiresomeness of Theresa Bilson and later the
extreme unsavouriness of Timothy Proud. The human
element thus eliminated, nothing interfered, nothing jarred ;

so that she could yield herself to an ecstasy of contemplation,

active rather than passive, in that imagination, breaking the

bounds of personality, made her strangely one with all she

looked on. Consciousness of self was merged in pure delight.

Never could she remember to have felt so light-hearted, so

happy with the spontaneous, unconditioned happiness which
is sufficient to itself, unclouded by thought of what has been
or what may be.

Pushed by her own radiant emotion and an instinct, de-

riving from it, to draw even closer to that Everlasting Beauty of

Things which is uncreated by and independent of the will and
work of man, she ran down the slope, and sitting on the shingle

slipped off her shoes and stockings. Took off her hat, too,

and leaving the lot lying there, just above high-tide mark,
gathered her skirts in one hand, and, bareheaded thus and
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barefooted, danced out over the wet gleaming sands a graceful

flying figure, until the little waves played and purred about her

ankles. Her action was symbolic, born of the gay worship
welling up within her, a giving of herself to the shining infinite

of Nature as just now manifest—things divine and eternal

glimmering through at her—^in this fair hour of solitude and
brooding peace.

Till her mood softened, Damaris danced thus alone, un-

witnessed on the shore. Then, as she sobered, happy still

though the crisis of ecstasy had passed, smaller seeings began
to charm her fancy and her eyes.—Pinkish yellow starfish,

long ribbons of madder-red or emerald seaweed, their colours

the more living and vivid for the clear water covering them.

Presently a company of five birds—their mottled brown and
oUve bodies raised on stilt-like legs thin as a straw—claimed

her notice. So bewitched was she by their quaint and pretty

ways, that she could not but follow them as they chased one
another in and out of the rippling waves, ran quickly and
bowed catching something eatable floating upon the tide,

scattered and then joined up into a joyous chorus of association

with gentle twittering cries. Watching them, dreaming,

standing now and again looking out over the sweet wonder of

the placid sea, sometimes wading ankle deep, sometimes
walking on the firm floor of uncovered sand, Damaris passed

onward losing count of time.

The birds led her eastward, up channel, to the half-mile

distant nose of the Bar, round which the rivers, released at

last from their narrow channel, sweep out into Marychurch
Bay. Here, on a sudden, they took wing, and Damaris looking

after them, bade them an unwilhng farewell, for their innocent

society had been sweet. And with that she became aware she

was really quite tired and would be glad to rest awhile, the

afternoon being young yet, before turning homeward. The
longer she stayed the more hope there was of finding Jennifer

at the ferry ; and more than ever, the glamour of her wild

hour of Nature-worship still upon her, did she recoil from any
sort of association with foul old Timothy Proud.

Therefore she went up across the moist gleaming levels to

the tide-line, and picking her way carefully among the black

jumble of seaweed and sea-litter which marked it, sat down in a
fan-shaped depression in the dry, clean, blown sand some few
paces above. The sunshine covered it making it warm to her

bare feet. The feel and blond colour of it brought to mind her
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reading of this morning—a passage in Eothen telling of the
striking of camp at dawn, the desert waiting to claim its own
again and obliterate, with a single gesture, all sign or token
of the passing sojourn of man. Clasping her hands behind
her head, Damaris lay back, the warm sand all round her,

giving beneath her weight, fitted itself into the curves of her
body and limbs—only it visible and the soft blue of the sky
above. For a little while she rested open-eyed in the bright

silent stillness, and then, unknowing of the exact moment
of surrender, she stretched with a fluttering sigh, turned on
her side and dreamlessly slept.

And, while she thus slept, two events took place eminently
germane to the further unfolding of this history.—The weather
changed, and the local degenerate, Abram Sclander's half-

idiot son—the poor " lippity-lop " who, according to Jennifer,

had far better been " put away quiet-like at birth "—com-
mitted theft.

Of the first event, Damaris gradually became sensible even
before her actual awakening. She grew restless, her bed of

sand seeming robbed of comfort, bleak and uneasy, so that she

started up, presently, into a sitting position, rubbing her
eyes with her fists baby-fashion, unable for the minute to

imagine how or why she came to be lying like this out on the

Bar, hatless, shoe and stockingless. Looking about her, still

in questioning bewilderment, she observed that in the south-

west a great bank of cloud had risen. It blotted out the sun,

deadening all colour. The opaline haze, turned to a dull

falling mist, closed down and in, covering the sandhills and
the dark mass of Stone Horse Head and even blurring the long

straight lines of the sandbank and nearer shingle. The sea

had risen, but noiselessly, creeping up and up towards her,

no line of white marking the edge of its slothful oncoming.
Damaris stood up, pulling her white jersey—the surface

of it already furred with moisture—low over her hips. For
she felt shivery, and the air was thick and chill to breathe

causing a tightness in her throat.
" The glory has departed, very much departed, so I had

best make haste to depart also," she told herself ; but told

herself gallantly, smiling at her own strange plight in a spirit

of adventure, discovering in it the excitement of novel experi-

ence.

She picked her way over the shingle and black sea litter of

high-water mark, and started to run along the narrow strip
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between it and the advancing tide. To run would circulate

her blood, warm her through and keep her gallant humour up
;

still she had to own she found this heavy going, for her feet

were numb and the sand seemed to pluck at and weigh them
down . Her run slackened to a walk. Then she ventured a yard
or two out into the shallow water, hoping there to meet with

firmer foothold ; but here it proved altogether too cold. She
had the misfortune, moreover, to tread on the top end of a

razor shell, buried upright, which cut the skin making her

limp from pain and sharpness of smarting. So perforce, she

took to the deep blown sand again above high-water mark,
and ploughed along slowly enough in growing weariness and
discomfort.

Never, surely, was any half-mile so long as this between the

place of her farewell to the mottled stilt-legged birds and sub-

sequent sleeping, and the place where she left her hat and
shoes and stockings ! In the dimness and chill of the falling

mist, it seemed to lengthen and lengthen to an altogether

incomprehensible extent. Times and again she stopped and
scanned the ground immediately before her, certain she should

see there those so lightly discarded and now so earnestly desired

items of clothing. Once in possession of them she would
simply scurry home. For visions of warm, dry pretty gar-

ments, of Mary's comely ministering presence, of tea, of lamp-
light and—yes, she would allow herself that culminating

luxury—of a fine log fire in the long sitting-room, presented

themselves to her imagination in most alluring sequence

—

the spirit of adventure, meanwhile, as must be owned,
beginning to sing small and hang a diminished head.

But on a sudden, raising her eyes from their persistent

search, Damaris realized she must have missed and already

passed the spot. For she was close upon the tract of sand-

hills—a picture of desolation in the sullen murk, the winding
hollows between their pale formless elevations bearing a
harsh growth of neutral tinted sword-like grasses.

She had come too far by a quarter of a mile at least, so she

judged, and must turn her face eastward again and labour-

iously plow her way back. But the return journey was
crowned with no better success than the outward one. Care-

fully, methodically she quartered the beach ; but simply her

things weren't there, had vanished, leaving neither token or

trace.

\^ She was confronted moreover by the unpleasant fact that it
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grew late. Soon the dusk would fall, its coming hastened by the
mist, now settling into a steady drizzle of rain precursor of a
dark and early night. To hunt any longer would be useless.

She must give it up. Yet her maidenly pride, her sense of

what is seemly and becoming, revolted from exposing herself

to Timothy Proud's coarse leering glances or even—should he
by luck be her waterman—to Jennifer's more respectful

curiosity, dishevelled and but half-dressed as she was. And
then the actual distance to be traversed appeared to her
dishearteningly great. For she was weary—quite abominably
weary now she came to think of it. Her feet were bruised and
blistered. They ached. Her throat ached too, and she

shivered. Cold, though it was, she must wait a minute or two
and rest before attempting the ascent of the slope.

Damaris sat down, pulling her skirts as low as they would
come over her bare legs, and clasping her hands round her
knees, bowed, huddled together to gain, if it might be, some
sensation of warmth. For a little she thought of that only

—

warmth—her mind otherwise a blank. But soon the con-

suming sadness of the place in the waning light penetrated
her imagination, penetrated, indeed, her whole being. Only
a few hours ago she had danced here, in ecstasy born of the

sunshine, the colour, the apparently inexhaustible beauty of

things uncreated by, and independent of, the will and work of

man. Contrast that scene, and the radiant emotion evoked
by it, with this ? Which was real, the enduring revelation ?

Was this truth ; the other no more than mirage—an exquisite

dissembling and lovely lie ?

Such thoughts are hardly wholesome at eighteen—hardly
wholesome perhaps at any age, if life is to be lived sweetly,

with honest profit to one's own soul and to the souls of others.

Yet remembering back, down the dim avenues of childhood,

Damaris knew she did not formulate the question, entertain

the suspicion, for the first time. Only, until now, it had stayed

in the vague, a shapeless nightmare horror, past which she

could force herself to run with shut eyes. It didn't jump out

of the vague, thank goodness, and bar her passage. But now
no running or shutting of eyes availed. It had jumped out.

She stared at it, and, in all its undermining power of dis-

couragement, it stared back.—What if the deepest thing,

the thing which alone lasted, the thing which, therefore, you
were bound in the end to accept, to submit to, was just dark-

ness, sorrow, loneliness of worn body and shrinking spirit, by
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the shore of a cold, dumb, and tenantless, limitless sea—what
then?
From which undesirable abyss of speculation she was

aroused by the sound of her own name—" Damaris Verity,

hey—Damaris Verity "—shouted, not roughly though in tones

of urgent command, from above and behind her on the crest

of the Bar. Along with it came the rattle of shifting shingle

under a strong active tread.

Hearing which the young girl's senses and faculties alike

sprang to attention. She rose from her dejected attitude,

stood up and faced round, forgetful of aches and weariness

and of woeful ultimate questionings, while in glad surprise her
heart went out to meet and welcome the—to her—best be-

loved being in thi^, no longer, sorry world.

For even thus, at some fifty yards distant through the blur

of falhng rain, the figure presented to her gaze, in height,

build, and fashion of moving, was delightfully familiar, as were
the tones of the voice which had hailed her—if in not quite

equal degree the manner of that hail. Some change in his plans

must have taken place, or some letter miscarried advising

her of her father's earlier return. Finding her out he had
come to look for her. This was perfectly as it should be.

Had Colonel Carteret come home with him, she wondered.
And then there flashed through her, with a singular vividness,

recollection of another, long, long ago escapade—when as a
still almost baby child she had stepped off alone, in daring
experiment, and fallen asleep, in the open as to-day. But in

surroundings how amazingly different ! A place of fountains,

cypresses and palms, she curled up in a black marble chair,

set throne fashion, upon a platform of blood red sandstone, an
age-old Oriental garden outstretched below. Colonel Carteret—" the man with the blue eyes " as she always had called

him—awakened her, bringing an adorable and, as it proved
in the sequel, a tragic birthday gift. Tragic because to it

might, actually if indirectly, be traced the breaking up of her
childhood's home in the stately Indian pleasure palace of the
Sultan-i-bagh at Bhutpur, her separation from her father and
exile—as she had counted it—to Europe.

It is among the doubtful privileges of highly sensitized

natures, such as Damaris', that, in houjse of crisis, vision and
pre-vision go hand in hand. As there flashed through her
remembrance of that earlier sleep in the open, there flashed

through her also coijviction that history would still furthei:
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repeat itself. Now, as then, the incident of sleep preluded the

receipt of a gift, adorable perhaps, yet freighted with far-

reaching consequences to herself and her future. Of just what
that gift might consist she had no idea ; but of its approach
she felt as certain as of the approach of the man swinging

down through the rain over the rattling pebbles. And her

gladness of welcome declined somewhat. She could have
cried off, begged for postponement. For she was very tired,

after all. She didn't want anything now, anything which—

•

however delightful in itself—demanded effort, demanded
even the exertion of being very pleased. She shied away, in

short. And then commendably rallied her forces, resolute

not to be found unworthy or ungrateful.
" Yes—come. I am here,"—she called in response to that

lately heard calling of her name, desiring to make an act of

faith whereby to assure herself she was indeed ready, and
assure her hearer of her readiness to accept the impending gift.

" I am here," she began again to affirm, but stopped
abruptly, the words choking in her throat.

For, as with decreasing distance the figure grew distinct,

she saw, to her blank amazement, not Sir Charles Verity, her

father, as she expected, but the blue reefer jacket, peaked cap,

and handsome bearded face of Darcy Faircloth, the young
merchant sea-captain, emerge from the blur of the wet. And
the revulsion of feeling was so sharp, the shock at once so

staggering and intimate—as summing up all the last ten days'

confused experience—that Damaris could not control herself.

She turned away with a wail of distress, threw out her hands,
and then, covering her eyes with them, bowed her head.

The young man came forward and stood near her ; but an
appreciable time elapsed before he spoke. When he presently

did so, his voice reached her as again singiilarly familiar in

tone, though strange in diction and in accent.

"I'm sorry if I startled you," he began, " but I hailed you
just now, and you told me to come.—I concluded you meant
what you said. Not, I'm afraid, that your giving your per-

mission or withholding it would have made much difference

in the upshot. Timothy Proud let on, in my hearing, that he
set you across the river soon after two o'clock, and that there'd

been no call for the ferry since. So I took one of my own
boats and just came over to look for you—in case you might
have met with some mishap or strayed among the sandhills

and couldn't find your "
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Thus far he spoke with studied cahn and restraint. But

here, as though struck by a fresh and very objectionable

idea, he broke out :

" Nothing has happened has it ? No cowardly brute has
interfered with you or upset you ? Dear God alive, don't

tell me I'm too late, don't tell me that."

Upon Damaris this sudden, though to her unaccountable,

violence and heat acted as a cordial. She raised her head,

pushing back the damp hair from her forehead, and displaying

a proud if strained and weary face.
" No," she said, " of course not. Who would venture to be

rude to me ? I have not seen anyone all the afternoon—until

now, when you came. And," she added by way of further

explanation—she didn't want to be ungracious or unkind,

but she did want, in justice to herself, to have this understood—" in the distance I didn't recognize you. I mistook you for

someone else
"

" Who else ? " he took her up, and with a queer flicker

—

if of a smile, then one with a keenish edge to it—in his eyes

and about his mouth.
" For my father," Damaris answered. "It was a stupid

mistake, because he is away staying in Norfolk for partridge

shooting, and I have not any real reason to expect him home
for several days yet."

" But in this deceptive hght," Faircloth took her up again,

while—as she could not help observing—that flicker became
more pronounced. It seemed silently to laugh and to mock.

—

" Oh ! to be sure that accounts for your mistake as to my
identity. One sees how it might very well come about."

He took off his cap, and threw back his head looking up
into the low wet sky.

" At night all cats are grey, aren't they," he went on,
" little ones as well as big? And it's close on night now,
thanks to this dirty weather. So close on it, that—though
personally I'm in no hurry—I ought to get you back to The
Hard, or there'll be a regular hue and cry after you—rightly

and probably too, if your servants and people have any notion

of their duty."
" I am quite ready," Damaris said.

She strove to show a brave front, to keep up appearances
;

but she felt helpless and weak, curiously confused by and
unequal to dealing with this masterful stranger—who yet,

somehow did not seem Uke a stranger. Precisely in this
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was the root of her confusion, of her inability to deal with
him.

" But hardly as you are," he commented, on her announce-
ment she was ready. " Let me help to put on your shoes and
stockings for you first." And this he said so gently and
courteously, that Damaris' lips began to quiver, very feminine
and youthful shame at the indignity of her present plight

laying hold on her.
" I can't find them," she pitifully declared. " I have

looked and looked, but I can't find them anywhere. I left

my things just here. Can anyone have stolen them while

I was out at the end of the Bar ? It is so mysterious and so

dreadfully tiresome. I should have gone home long ago,

before the rain began, if I could have found them."
And with that, the whole little story—childish or idyllic

as you please—of sunshine and colour, of beguiling birds

and beguiling sea, of sleep, and uneasy awakening when the

cloud-bank rising westward devoured the fair face of heaven,
of mist and fruitless seeking, even some word of the fear which
forever sits behind and peeps over the shoulder of all wonder
and all beauty, got itself—not without eloquent passages

—

quickly yet gravely told. For the young man appeared to

derive considerable pleasure from listening, from watching
her and from questioning her too—still, gently and courteously

though closely, as if each detail were of interest and of value.
" And now you know all about it. Captain Faircloth,"

Damaris said in conclusion, essaying to laugh at her own
discomfiture. "And I am very tired, so if you will be kind
enough to row me across the ferry, I shall be grateful to you,

and glad, please, to go home at once."
" By all means," he answered. " Only, you know, I can't

very well let you cut your feet to pieces on these cruel stones,

so I am just going to carry you up over the Bar "

" No—no—I can perfectly well walk. I mean to walk

—

See," she cried.

And started courageously up the rough ascent, only to slip,

after a few paces, and to stagger. For as soon as she attempted
to move, she felt herself not only weak, but oddly faint and
giddy. She lurched forward, and to avoid falling instinctively

clutched at her companion's outstretched hand. Exactly
what passed between the young man and young girl in that

hand-clasp—the first contact they had had of one another—

•

it might seem far-reached and fantastic to affirm ; yet that it
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steadied not only Damaris' trembling limbs, but her trembling
and overwrought spirit, is beyond question. For it was kind
and more than kind—tender, and that with the tenderness

of right and usage rather than of sentimental response to

a passing sentimental appeal.
" There, there," he said, " what's the use of working to keep

up this little farce any longer ? Just give in—you can't be
off doing so in the end. Why not at once, then, accept defeat

and spare both yourself and me pain ? You are no more fit

to walk, than you are fit to fly—to fly away from me !—That's

what you want, isn't it ? Ah ! that flight will come, no doubt,

all in good time.—But meanwhile, be sensible. Put your left

arm round my neck—like this, yes. Then—just a little hoist,

and, if you'll not worry but keep still, nothing's easier."

As he spoke, Faircloth stooped, lightly and with no apparent
exertion lifting her high, so that—she clasping his neck as

instructed—the main weight of her body rested upon his

shoulder. With his right arm he held her just above the waist,

his left arm below her knees cradling her.
" Now rest quiet," he said. " Know you are safe and think

only of comfortable things—among them this one, if you care

to, that for once in my life I am content."

Yet over such yielding and treacherous ground, upward to

the crown of the ridge and downward to the river, progress

could not be otherwise than slow. Twilight, and that of the
dreariest and least penetrable, overtook them before Fair-

cloth, still carrying the white-clothed figure, reached the jetty.

Here, at the bottom of the wooden steps he set Damaris down,
led her up them and handed her into the boat—tied up to, and
the tide being at the flood, now little below the level of the

staging.



CHAPTER V

WHEREIN DAMARIS MAKES SOME ACQUAINTANCE WITH THE
HIDDEN WAYS OF MEN

THROUGHOUT their singular journey—save for

briefest question and answer about her well-being
at the commencement of it—the two had kept silence,

as though conscious Faircloth's assertion of contentment
struck a chord any resolution of which might imperil the
simplicity of their relation. Thus far that relation showed a
noble freedom from embarrassment. It might have continued
to do so but for a hazardous assumption on his part.

When first placing Damaris in the stern of the boat, the

young man stripped off his jacket and, regardless of her
vaguely expressed protest, wrapped it round her feet. It

held the living warmth of his body ; and, chilled, dazed,

and spent, as Damaris was, that warmth curiously soothed
her, until the ink-black boat floating upon the brimming,
hardly less inky, water faded from her knowledge and
sight. She drooped together, passing into a state more com-
parable to coma than to natural slumber, her will in obeyance,
thought and imagination borne under by the immensity of

her fatigue.

As Faircloth, meanwhile, pulled clear of the outstanding

piles of the jetty, he heard voices and saw lights moving down
by the ferry on the opposite shore. But these, and any
invitation they might imply, he ignored. If the hue and cry

after Damaris, which he had prophesied, were already afoot,

he intended to keep clear of it, studiously to give it the slip.

To this end, once in the fairway of the river he headed the

boat downstream, rowing strongly though cautiously for

some minutes, careful to avoid all plunge of the oars, all

swish of them or drip. Then, the lights now hidden by the

higher level and scrub of the warren, he sat motionless letting

the boat drift on the seaward setting current.

The fine rain fell without sound. It shut out either bank

99
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creating a singular impression of solitude and isolation, and
of endlessness too. There seemed no reason why it should

ever cease. And this delusion of permanence, the enclosing

soft-clinging darkness served to heighten. The passage of

time itself seemed arrested—to-m.orrow becoming an abstrac-

tion, remote and improbable, which could, with impunity,

be left out of the count. With this fantastic state

of things, Faircloth had no quarrel. Though impatient of

inaction, as a rule definite and autocratic enough, he really

wasn't aware of having any particular use for to-morrow.

Content still held sway. He was satisfied, profoundly, yet

dreamingly, satisfied by an achievement long proposed, long

waited for, the door upon which had opened to-day by the

merest accident—if anything can justly be called accident,

which he inclined to believe it could not.

He had appointed, it should be added, a limit in respect

of that achievement, which he forbade himself to pass ; and
it was his habit very rigidly to obey his own orders, however
little disposed he might be to obey those of other people.

He had received, as he owned, more than he could reason-

ably have expected, good measure pressed down and running

over. The limit was now reached. He should practise restraint

—leave the whole affair where it stood. But the effect of this

darkness, and of drifting, drifting, over the black water in the

fine soundless rain, with its illusion of permanence, and of the

extinction of to-morrow—and the retributions and adjust-

ments in which to-morrow is so frequently and inconveniently

fertile—enervated him, rendering him a comparatively easy

prey to impulse, should impulse chance to be stirred by some
adventitious circumstance. The Devil, it may ])e presumed,
is very much on the watch for such weakenings of moral fibre,

ready to pounce, at the very shortest notice, and make unholy
play with them !

To Faircloth's ruminative eyes, the paleness in the stern

of the boat, indicating Damaris Verity's drooping figure,

altered sHghtly in outhne. Whereupon he shipped the oars

skillfully and quietly, and going aft knelt down in front of

her. Her feet were stretched out as, bowed together, she sat

on the low seat. His jacket had slipped away exposing them
to the weather, and the young man laying his hands on them
felt them cold as in death. He held them, chafed them,

trying to restore some degree of circulation. Finally, moved
by a great upwelling of tenderness and of pity, and reckoning
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her, since she gave no sign, to be asje^p, be bent 4o"jvnand put
his lips to them. '

,
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But immediately the girl's hands were upon his shoulders.
** What are you doing, oh ! what are you doing ? " she

cried.
" Kissing your feet."

Then the Devil, no doubt, flicking him, he let go restraint,

disobeyed his own orders, raised his head, and looking at her

as in the enfolding obscurity she leaned over him, said :

" And, if it comes to that, who in all the round world has
a better right than I, your brother, to kiss your feet ?

"

For some, to him, intolerable and interminable seconds,

Faircloth waited after he had shot his bolt. The water whis-

pered and chuckled against the boat's sides in lazy undertones,

as it floated down the sluggish stream. Beyond this there was
neither sound or movement. More than ever might time be
figured to stand still. His companion's hands continued to

rest upon his shoulders. Her ghostly, dimly discerned face

was so near his own that he could feel, now and again, her

breath upon his forehead ; but she was silent. As yet he did

not repent of his cruelty. The impulse which dictated it had
not spent itself. Nevertheless this suspense tried him. He
grew impatient.

" Damaris," he said, at last, " speak to me."
*' How can I speak to you when I don't understand,"

she answered gravely. " Either you lie—which I should be
sorry to accuse you of doing—or you tell me a very terrible

thing, if, that is, I at all comprehend what you say.—^Are

you not th^ son of Mrs. Faircloth, who lives at the Inn out by
the black cottages ?

"

" Yes, Lesbia Faircloth is my mother. And I ask for no
better. She has squandered love upon me—squandered
money, upon' me too ; but wisely and cleverly, with results.

Still " he paused—" well, it takes two, doesn't it, to make
a man ? One isn't one's mother's son only."

" But Mrs. Faircloth is a widow," Damaris reasoned, in

wondering directness. " I have heard people speak of her
husband. She was married."

" But not to my father. Do you ask for proofs

—

just

think a minute. Who did you mistake me for when I called

you and came down over the Bar in the dusk ?
"

" No—no
—

" she protested trembUng exceedingly. ** That
is not possible. How could such a thing happen ?

"
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" As such things mostly do happen. It is not the first case,

nor will it by a. lon^ way,. I rei:kon, be the last. They were
young, and—mayn't we allow—they were beautiful. That's
often a good deal to do with these accidents. They met and,
God help them, they loved."

" No—no
—

" Damaris cried again.

Yet she kept her hands on Faircloth's shoulders, clinging

to him in the excessive travail of her innocent spirit—though
he racked her—for sympathy and for help.

" For whom, after all, did you take me ? " he repeated.
** If there wasn't considerable cause it would be incredible

you should make such a mistake. Can you deny that I am
hall-marked, that the fact of my parentage is written large

in my flesh ?
"

He felt her eyes fixed on him, painfully straining to see him
through the rain and darkness ; and, when she spoke again,

he knew she knew that he did not he. *

" But wasn't it wrong ? " she said.
" I suppose so. Only as it gave me life and as I love life

I'm hardly the person to dehver an unbiassed opinion on that

point."
" Then you are not sad, you are not angry ? " Damaris

presently and rather unexpectedly asked.
" Yes—at times both, but not often or for long together.

As I tell you I love life—love it too well to torment myself
much about the manner of my coming by it. It might show
more refinement of feeling perhaps to hang my head and let

a certain ugly word blast my prospects. But I don't happen
to see the business that way. On the contrary I hope to get

every ounce of advantage out of it I can—use it as a spur
rather than a hobble. And I love my profession too. It

gives you room and opportunity. I am waiting now for my
first ship, my first command. That's a fine thing and a strong

one. For your first ship is as a bride to you, and your first

command makes you as a king among men. Oh ! on a small

scale I grant ; but, as far as it reaches, your authority is

absolute. On board your own ship you are master with a
vengeance—if you like. And I do like."

Faircloth said the last few words softly, but with a weight
of meaning not to be misunderstood. He bent down, once
more, chafed Damaris' feet and wrapped his jacket carefully

round them.
" And, while you and I are alone together, there is some-
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thing—as we're spoken so freely—which I want to tell you,
so that there may be no misconception about me or about
what I want.—As men in my rank of life go, I am well off.

Rich—again on a small scale ; but with means sufficient to

meet all my needs. I'm not a spendthrift by nature, luckily.

And I have amply enough not only to hold my own in my
profession and win through, but to procure myself the pleasures

and amusements I happen to fancy. I want you to remember
that, please. Tell me is it quite clear to you ?

"

" Yes," Damaris said, " you have made it quite clear." '^
Yet for the first time he jarred on her, as with a more than

superficial difference of breeding and of class. This mention
of money offended her taste, seeming to lower the level upon
which their extraordinary and—to her—terrible conversation

had thus far moved. It hurt her with another kind of hurting

—not magnificent, not absorbing, but just common. That in

speaking of money he was protecting himself, proudly self-

guarding his own honour and that of his mother, Lesbia

Faircloth, never, in her innocence of what is mean and
mercenary, occurred to Damaris.
So she took her hands off his shoulders and clasped them

in her lap. Clasped them with all her poor strength, striving

even in this extreme, to maintain some measure of calm and of

dignity. She must hold out, she told herself, just simply by
force of will hold out, till she was away from him. After

that, chaos—for thoughts, discoveries, apprehensions of

possibilities in human intercourse hitherto undreamed of,

were marshalled round her in close formation shoulder to

shoulder. They only waited. An instant's yielding on her

part, and they would be on to her, crushing down and in,

making her brain reel, her mind stagger under their stifling

crowded assault.
" Go back and row," she said, at once imploring and

imperious. " Row quickly. I am very tired. I am cold. I

want to be at home—to be in my own place."



CHAPTER VI

RECOUNTING AN ASTONISHING DEPOSITION

THERESA BILSON bustled upstairs. Barring the

absence of the extra brake, which had caused—and
for this she could not be sorry since didn't it justify

her " attitude " towards her recalcitant ex-pupil ?—some
inconvenient overcrowding in transit to and•from the station,

and barring the rain, which set in between five and six o'clock,

the expedition to Harchester passed off with considerable

eclat. Such, in any case, was Theresa's opinion, she herself

having figured conspicuously in the foreground. During the

inspection of the Cathedral the Dean paid her quite marked
attention ; thanks, in part, to her historical and archaeological

knowledge—of which she made the most, and to her con-

nection with the Verity family—of which she made the most
also. In precisely what that connection might consist, the

learned and timid old gentleman, being very deaf and rather

near-sighted, failed to gather. He determined, however, to

be on the safe side.
" Our genial Archdeacon," he said, " and his distinguished

kinsman. Sir Charles ? Ah ! yes—yes—indeed—to be sure

—

with the greatest pleasure."

And he motioned the blushing Theresa to fall into step with
him, and with Dr. Horniblow, at the head of the Deadham
procession.

The afterglow of that triumphal progress irradiated her
consciousness still, when—after depositing the Miss Minetts
upon their own doorstep, with playful last words recalling

the day's mild jokes and rallyings—she drove on to The Hard
to find the household there in a state of sombre and most
admired confusion.

Thus to arrive home in possession of a fine bag of news, only

to discover an opposition and far finer bag ready awaiting

you may well prove trying to the most high-souled and amiable
of temper. By this time, between success and fatigue,

Theresa could not be justly described as either high-souled or

104
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sweet tempered. She was at once inflated and on edge, and
consequently hotly indignant, as though the unfairest march
possible had been stolen upon her.

She bustled upstairs, and crossing the landing turned into

the schoolroom passage—a long, lamp-lit vista, hung with

old Chinese wall-paper, the running pattern of buds and
flowers, large out of all proportion to the bridges, palms,

pagodas and groups of little purple and blue-clad men and
women disposed, in dwindling perspective, upon its once

white surface. Half-way along the passage, their backs

towards her, Mary and Mrs. Cooper, the cook—a fair, mild

middle-aged, and cow-like person, of ample proportions

—

stood conversing in smothered tones.
" And it's my belief he's been and told her, or anyhow that

she* guesses, pore dear young lady," the latter, with upraised

hands, lamented. •

Theresa just caught these strange words. Caught too,

Mary's hurried rejoinder
—

" For mercy's sake, Mrs. Cooper,

not a hint of that to any living soul "—before the two women,
sensible of the swish and patter of her self-important entry,

turned and moved forward to meet, or—could it be ?—to

intercept her. Their faces bore a singular expression, in Mrs.

Cooper's case of sloppy, in Mary's of stem yet vivid alarm.

Deeply engaged though she was with her private grievance.

Miss Bilson could not but observe this. It made her nervous.
" What is the meaning," she began, her voice shrill with

agitation, " of the extraordinary story about Miss Damaris
whidi Laura reports to me ? Someone is evidently very

much in fault."
" Please don't speak quite so loud. Miss," Mary firmly

admonished her. " I've just got Miss Damaris quieted off

to sleep, and if she's roused up again, I won't answer for what
mayn't happen."

" But what has happened ? I insist upon knowing,"

Theresa declared, in growing offence and agitation.
" Ah ! that's just what we should be thankful enough to

have you tell us, Miss," Mrs. Cooper chimed in with heavy
and reproachful emphasis upon the pronouns.

To even the mild and cow-like revenge is sweet. Though
honestly distressed and scared, the speaker entertained a most
consoling conviction she was at this moment getting even with

Theresa Bilson and cleverly paying off old scores.
" The pore dear young lady's caught her death as likely as
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not, out there across the river in the wet, let alone some
sneaking rascal making off with her stockings and shoes.

When I saw her little naked feet, all blue with the cold, it

made my heart bleed, regularly bleed, it did. I could only give

thanks her Nanna, pore Mrs. Watson, who worshipped the

very ground Miss Damaris trod on, was spared living to see

that afflicting sight."

Then with a change of tone exasperating—as it was designed
to be—to one, at least, of her hearers, she added :

'* ril have that soup ready against Miss Damaris wakes,
Mary, in case she should fancy it. Just touch the bell, will

you, and I'll bring it up myself. It's not suitable to give either

of the girls a chance for prying. They're a deal too curious

as it is. And I'm only too pleased to watch with you, turn and
turn about, as I told you, whenever you feel to require to

a rest. Lizzie will have to see to the cooking anyhow—except
what's wanted for Miss Damaris. I couldn't put my mind
into kitchen work to-night, not if you paid me ever so."

And on large flat feet she moved away towards the back-
staircase, leading down to the offices from the far end of the
passage, leaving an odour of pastry behind her and of cloves.

" To think of what to-morrow may bring, ah ! dear me,"
she murmured as she went.
During the ten minutes or so which immediately followed

Theresa Bilson boxed the compass in respect of sensations,

the needle, as may be noted, invariably quivering back to the

same point—namely, righteous anger against Damaris. For
was not that high-spirited maiden's imperviousness to influence

and defiance of authority—her, Theresa's, influence and
authority—the mainspring of all this disastrous complication ?

Theresa found it convenient to believe so, and whip herself

up to almost frantic determination in that belief. It was so

perfectly clear. All the more clear because her informant,
Mary, evidently did not share her behef. Mary's account of

to-day's most vexatious transactions betrayed partizanship
and prejudice, such as might be expected from an uneducated

.

person, offering—as Theresa assured herself—a pertinent
example of the workings of "the servant mind." Neverthe-
less uneasy suspicion dogged her, a haunting though unformu-
lated dread that other persons—one person above all others

—

might endorse Mary's prejudices rather than her own, so

reasonably^ based, conviction.
" If only Mr. Patch had been in there'd have been some-
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body^toj^depend on," thej^woman^^told her, recounting the
anxious search after vanished Damaris. " But he'd driven
into Marychurch of course, starting ever so early because of

the parcels he had your orders to call for at the several shops,

before meeting the train. And the gardeners had left work
on account of the wet ; so we'd nobody to send to make
enquiries anywhere except Tolling, and that feather-head

Alfred, who you can't trust half a minute out of your sight."

Here she paused in her narrative and made a move, adroitly

driving Theresa Bilson before her out on to the landing, thus
putting a greater distance between that tormented spinster

and the neighbourhood of Damaris' bedchamber. Her hand-
some brown eyes held the light of battle and her colour was
high. She straightened a chair standing, against the wall

at the stair-head, with a neatly professional hand in passing.
" Mrs. Cooper and I were fairly wild waiting down on the

sea-wall with the lantern, thinking of drowning and—worse,

—when "—she glanced sharply at her companion and,
lowering her eyes altered the position of the chair by a couple

of inches
—

" when Captain Faircloth's boat came up beside

the breakwater and he carried Miss Damaris ashore and across

the garden."
" Stop "—Theresa broke in

—
" I do not follow you. Fair-

cloth, Captain Faircloth ? You are not, I earnestly hope,
speaking of the owner of that low public-house on the island ?

"

" Yes—him," Mary returned grimly, her eyes still lowered,
" And do you mean me to understand that this young man

carried Miss Damaris—actually carried her "—Miss Bilson

choked and cleared her throat with a foolish little crowing
sound

—
" carried her all the way into the house—in his

arms ?
"

" Yes, in his arms. Miss. How else would you have had
him carry her ?—And, as gentle and careful as any woman
could, too—into the house and right upstairs here "—point-

ing along the passage as if veritably beholding the scene once
more—" and into her own bedroom."

" How shocking. How extremely improper !

"

Theresa beat her fat little hands hysterically together. She
credited herself with emotions of the most praiseworthy and
purest ; ignorant that the picture conjured up before her

provoked obscure physical jealousies, obscure stirrings of

latent unsatisfied passion. More than ever, surely, did the

needle quiver back to that fixed point of most righteous anger.
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" Such—such a proceeding cannot have been necessary.

It ought not to have been permitted. Why did not Miss
Damaris walk ?

"

" Because she was in a dead faint, and we'd all the trouble
in life to bring her round."

" Indeed," she said, and that rather nastily. " I am sorry,

but I cannot but beUeve Miss Damaris might have made an
effort to walk—with your assistance and that of Cooper, had
you offered it. As I remarked at first, someone is evidently

very much to blame. The whole matter must be thoroughly
sifted out, of course. I am disappointed, for I had great

confidence in you and Cooper—two old servants who might
really have been expected to possess some idea of the—the
respect due to their master's daughter. What will Sir Charles
say when he hears of this objectionable incident ?

"

" That's just what Mrs. Cooper and I are wondering, Miss,"

Mary took her up with so much meaning that Miss Bilson
inwardly quailed, sensible of having committed a rather

egregious blunder. This she made efforts to repair by sheering

off hurriedly on another tack.
" Not that I shall trouble Sir Charles with the matter,

unless circumstances arise which compel me to do so—as a
duty. My great object, of course, is at all times to spare him
any domestic annoyance."
She began pulling off her gloves, a new pair and tight.

Her hands were moist and the glove-fingers stuck, rendering
their removal lengthy and difficult.

" To-morrow I shall have a thorough explanation with Miss
Damaris and decide what action it is my duty to take after

hearing her version of the events of this afternoon. I should
prefer speaking to her to-night "

" Miss Damaris isn't fit to talk about anything to-night."

Theresa pulled at the right-hand glove—the kid gave with
a little shriek, the thumb splitting out. She was in a state of

acute indecision. Could she retire from this contest without
endangering her authority, without loss of prestige, or must
she insist ? She had no real wish to hasten to her ex-pupil's

bedside. She would be glad to put off doing so, glad to wait.

She was conscious of resentment rather than affection. And
she felt afraid, unformulated suspicion, unformulated dread,

again dogging her. That Damaris was reaUy ill, she did not
believe for an instant. Damaris had excellent health. The
maids exaggerated. They delighted in making mysteries.
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Uneducated persons are always absurdly greedy of disaster,

lugubriously credulous.—Yes, on the whole she concluded to

maintain her original attitude, the attitude of yesterday and
this morning ; concluded it would be more telling to keep up,

the fiction of disgrace—^because—^Theresa did not care to

scrutinize her own motives or analyse her own thought too

closely. She was afraid, and she was jealous—jealous of

Damaris' beauty, of the great love borne her by her father,

jealous of the fact that a young man—hadn't she, Theresa,

seen the young sea-captain once or twice in the village recently

and been fluttered by his notable good looks ?—had rescued

the girl, and carried her home, carried her up here across the

landing and along the familiar schoolroom passage, with
its patterned Chinese wall-paper, gently and carefully, in his

arms.
And these qualifying terms—gentle and careful—rankled

to the point even of physical disturbance, so that Miss Bilson

again became guilty of inelegantly choking, and clearing her
throat for the second time with a foolish crowing sound.

'* I will postpone my interview with Miss Damaris until

after breakfast to-morrow," she said, thus leaving Mary
Fisher virtually, if not admittedly, master of the field.

But long before breakfast time, in the grey and mournful
autumn morning, Patch rattled the dog-cart the seven miles

into Stourmouth, as fast as the black horse could travel, to

fetch Damaris' old friend, the retired Indian Civil surgeon.

Dr. McCabe. For, coming to herself, in the intervals of dis-

tracted fever dreams, she had asked for him, going back by
instinct to the comfort of his care of her in childish illnesses

long ago. Since she was ill enough, so Mary said, to need a
doctor, let it be him.

" Not Mr. Cripps out of the village, or Dr. Risdon from
Marychurch. I won't see them. I will not see anyone from
near here. Keep them away from me," she commanded.
'* I know Miss Bilson will try to send for one or other. But I

won't see either. Promise you'll keep them away."
When, after his visit, Theresa Bilson, considerably flustered

and offended, found McCabe breakfasting in the dining-room

and offered profuse apologies for the inconvenience to which
he must have been put to by so early and unnecessary a call,

the tender-hearted Tand ^Tgarrulous, but choleric£Irishman

cut her uncommonly short.
" And would you be supposing then, that if the dear blessed
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child should be desirous of consulting me I wouldn't have
rejoiced to come to her a thousand times as early and from ten

thousand times as far ? " he enquired, between large mouth-
fuls of kidney and fried bacon. " The scheming little pudding-
faced governess creature, with a cherry nose and an envious

eye to her "—^he commented to himself.
" But you do not apprehend anything serious ? " Theresa

said stiffly
—

" Merely a slight chill ?
"

" With a temperature dancing up and down like a mad
thing between a hundred and one and a hundred and three ?

I'm dashed if I like the looks of her at all, at all, Miss Bilson
;

and I am well acquainted with her constitution and her
temperament. She's as delicate a piece of feminine mechanism
as it's ever been my fortune to handle, and has been so from a
child. Mind and body so finely interwoven that you can't

touch the one without affecting the other—that is where
danger comes in.—And I am glad to find she has so competent
a nurse as Mary Fisher—a wholesome woman and one to put
faith in. I have given my full instructions to her."

" But I
"—^Theresa began fussily, her face crimson.

" Oh ! I don't doubt you're devotion itself ; only my first

consideration is my patient, and so I make free to use my own
judgment in the selection of my assistants. No disrespect

to you, my dear lady. You are at home in more intellectual

spheres than that of the sick-room. And now," he wiped his

mouth with his napkin, twinkling at her over the top of it with
small blue-grey eyes, at once merry, faithful, and cunning

—

" I'll be bidding you good-bye till the evening. I have told

Mary Fisher I'll be glad to sleep here to-night. And I'll

despatch a telegram to Sir Charles on my way through the
village."

" Sir Charles ? " Theresa cried.
** Yes," he answered her. " I find the darling girl's illness

as serious as that."



CHAPTER VII

A SOUL AT WAR WITH FACT

THE deepest and most abiding demand of all sentient

creatures, strong and weak alike, is for safety, or,

that being unattainable, for a sense of safety, an
illusion even of safety.

This, so universal demand, dictated, in Damaris' case, her
prayer for Dr. McCabe's attendance. He belonged to the
safeties of her childhood, to the securely guarded, and semi-

regal state—as, looking back, she recalled it—of the years
when her father held the appointment of Chief Commissioner
at Bhutpur. Dr. McCabe was conversant with all that ; the
sole person available, at this juncture, who had lot or part in it.

And, as she had foreseen—when drifting down the tide-river

in the rain and darkness—once the supporting tension of

Faircloth's presence removed, chaos would close in on her.

It only waited due opportunity. That granted, as a tempest-
driven sea it would submerge her. In the welter of the present,

she clutched at the high dignities and distinctions of the past

as at a lifebelt. Not vulgarly, in a spirit of self-aggrandisement

;

but in the simple interests of self-preservation, as a means
of keeping endangered sanity afloat. For the distinctions and
dignities of that period were real too, just as uncontrovertible

a contribution to her knowledge of men and of things, just as

vital an element in her experience, as chaos let loose on her
now. The one in no degree invahdated the truth or actuality

of the other.

But to keep this in mind, to remember it all the time, while

imagination galloped with fever brought on by chill and
exposure, and reason wandered, losing touch with plain

common sense through the moral shock she had sustained,

was difficult to the point of impossibility. She needed a
witness, visible and material, to the fact of those former
happier conditions ; and found it, quaintly enough, in the

untidy person and humorous, quarrelsome, brickdust coloured

in
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face—as much of the said face, that is, as was discoverable

under the thick stiff growth of sandy hair surrounding and
invading it—of the Irish doctor', as he sat by her bed, minis-

tered to and soothed her with reverent and whimsical delicacy.

As long as he was there, her room retained its normal, plea-

sant and dainty aspect. All Damaris* little personal effects

and treasures adorning dressing and writing-tables, the photo-
graphs and ornaments upon the mantelshelf, her books, the

prints and pictures upon the walls—even the white dimity
curtains and covers, trellised with small faded pink and blue

roses—seemed to smile upon her, kindly and confiding. They
wanted to be nice, to console and encourage her—McCabe
holding them in place and in active good-will towards her,

somehow, with his large freckled, hairy-backed hands. But
let him go from the room, let him leave her, and they turned
wicked, behaving as they had behaved throughout the past

rather dreadful night and adding to the general chaos by
tormenting tricks and distortions of their own.
The beloved photographs of her father, in particular, were

cruel. They grew inordinately large, stepped out of their

frames, and stalked to and fro in troops and companies.

The charcoal drawing of him—done last year by that fine

artist, James Colthurst, as a study for the portrait he was to

paint—hanging between the two western windows, at right

angles to her bed where she could always see it, proved the

worst offender. It did not take the floor, it is true, but
remained in its frame upon the wall. Yet it too came alive,

and looked full at her, compelling her attention, dominating,
commanding her ; while, slowly, deliberately it changed, the

features slightly losing their accentuation, growing youthful,

softer in outline, the long drooping moustache giving place

to a close-cut beard. The eyes alone stayed the same, steady,

luminous, a living silence in them at once formidable and
strangely sad. Finally—and this the poor child found
indescribably agitating and even horrible—their silence was
broken by a question. For they asked what she, Damaris,
meant to say, meant to do, when he—her father, the all-

powerful Commissioner Sahib of her babyhood's faith and
devotion—came home here, came back ?

Yet whose eyes, after all, were they which thus asked ?

Was it not, rather the younger man, the bearded one, who
claimed, and of right, an answer to that question ? And upon
Damaris it now dawned that these two, distinct yet inter-
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changeable personalities—imprisoned, as by some evil magic
in one picture—were in opposition, in violent and impious
conflict, which conflict she was called upon, yet was powerless,

to avert or to assuage.

Not once but many times—since the transformation was
persistently recurrent—the girl turned her face to the wall

to gain relief from the sight of it and the demand it so fear-

fully embodied, pressing her dry lips together lest any word
should escape them. For the whole matter, as she understood
it, was secret, sacred too as it was agonizing. No one must
guess what lay at the root of her present suffering—not even
comfortable devoted Mary, nor that invaluable lifebelt,

Dr. McCabe. She held the honour of both those conflicting

interchangeable personalities in her hands ; and, whether
she were strong enough to adjust their differences or not, she

must in no wise betray either of them. The latent motherhood
in her cried out to protect and to shield them both, to spare

them both. For in this stage of the affair, while the hallucin-

ations of deadly fever—in a sense mercifully—confused her,-

its grosser aspects did not present themselves to her mind.
She wandered through mazes, painful enough to tread

;

but far removed from the ugliness of vulgar scandal. That
her sacred secret, for instance, might be no more than a
secret de Polichinelle suspected by many, did not, so far,

occur to her.

Believing it to be her exclusive property, therefore, she,

inspired by tender cunning, strove manfully to keep it so.

To that end she made play with the purely physical miseries

of her indisposition.—With shivering fits and scorching

flushes, cold aching limbs and burning, aching head. With
the manifold distractions of errant blood which, leaving her

h^art empty as a turned-down glass, drummed in her ears and
throbbed behind her eyeballs. These discomforts were
severely real enough, in all conscience, to excuse her for being

self-occupied and a trifle selfish ; to justify a blank refusal

to receive Theresa Bilson, or attempt to retail and discuss

the events of yesterday. All she craved was quiet, to be left

alone, to lie silent in the quiet light of the covered grey day.

In the earlier hours of it, silver rain showers travelled across

the sea to spend themselves, tearfully, against the panes of

her bedroom windows. But towards evening the cloud

lifted, revealing a watery sunset, spread in timid reds and
yellows behind Stone Horse Head and the curving coast-line
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beyond, away to Stourmouth and Barryport. The faint

tentative colours struck in long glinting shafts between the

trunks and branches of the stone pines and Scotch firs in the

so-called Wilderness—a strip of uncultivated land within the

confines of the grounds dividing the gardens from the open
Warren to the west—and gleamed in at the windows, faintly

dyeing the dimity hangings and embroidered linen counter-

pane of Damaris' bed.

Throughout the afternoon she had been less restless. So
that Mary Fisher, judging her to be fairly asleep, some five

minutes earlier had folded her needlework together, and,

leaving the chair where she sat sewing, went softly from the

room.
But that brightening of sunset disturbed Damaris, bringing

her slowly awake. For a time she lay watching, though but

half consciously the tinted radiance as—the trees now stirred

by a little wind drawing out of the sunset—it shifted and
flitted over the white surfaces. At first it pleased her idle

fancy. But presently distressed her, as too thin, too chill, too

restlessly unsubstantial, the veriest chippering ghost of colour

and of light. It affected her with a desolating sadness as of

failure ; of great designs richly attempted but petering out

into a pitiful nothingness ; of love which aped and mimicked,

being drained of all purpose and splendour of hot blood ;

of partings whose sorrow had lost its savour, yet which mas-

queraded in showy crape for a heartbreak long grown stale and
obsolete.

Her temperature rushed up ; and she threw off the bed-

clothes, raising herself on her elbow, while the shafts of thin

brightness wavered fitfully. Through them she saw the

photographs of her father step out of their frames again, and
growing very tall and spare, stalk to and fro. Other figures

joined them—those of women. Her poor dear Nannie, in the

plain quaker-grey cotton gown and black silk apron she

used to wear, even through the breathless hot-weather days, at

the Sultan-i-bagh long ago. And Henrietta Pereira, too,

composed and deHcately sprightly, arrayed in full flounced

muslins and fine laces with an exquisiteness of high feminine

grace and refinement which had enthralled her baby soul and
senses, and which held her captive by their charm even yet. A
handsome, high-coloured full-breasted, Eurasian girl, whom
she but dimly recollected, was there as well. And with these

another—carrying very certainly no hint of things oriental
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about her—an English woman and of the people, in dull

homely clothing, grave of aspect and of bearing ; yet behind
whose statuesque and sternly patient beauty a great flame

seemed to- quiver, offering sharp enough contrast to the frail

gUntings of the rain-washed sunset amid which she, just now,
moved.
At sight of the last comer, Damaris started up, tense with

wonder and excitement, since she knew—somehow—this final

visitant belonged not to the past so much as to the present,

that her power was^nnexhausted and would go forward to the

shaping of the coming years. Which knowledge drew con-

firmation from what immediately followed. For, as by almost
imperceptible degrees the brightness faded in the west, the

figures, so mysteriously peopling the room, faded out also,

until only the woman in homely garments was left. By her

side stood the charcoal drawing of Sir Charles Verity from off

the wall—or seemed to do so, for, almost at once, Damaris
saw that dreaded interchange of personality again take place.

Saw the strongly marked features soften in outline, the face

grow bearded yet younger by full thirty years.

Both the woman and the young man looked searchingly at

her ; and in the eyes of both she read the same question—what
did she mean to do, what to say, when her father, the object

of her adoration, came home to her, came back to Deadham
Hard?

" I will do right," she cried out loud to them in answer.
" Only trust me. I am so tired and it is all so difficult to

believe and to understand. But I am trying to understand.
I shall understand, if you will give me time and not hurry me.
And, when I understiand, indeed, indeed, you may trust me,
whatever it costs, to do right."

Just then Mary opened the door, entering quickly, and
behind her came Dr. McCabe, to find Damaris talking, talking

wildly sitting up, parched and vivid with fever, in the dis-

ordered bed.



CHAPTER VIII

TELLING HOW TWO PERSONS, OF VERY DIFFERENT MORAL
CALIBRE, WERE COMPELLED TO WEAR THE FLOWER OF HUMILI-
ATION IN THEIR RESPECTIVE BUTTONHOLES

CROSS - country connections by rail were not easy to

make, with the consequence that Sir Charles Verity,
— Hordle, gun -cases, bags and portmanteaux, in

attendance—did not reach The Hard until close upon mid-
night.

Hearing the brougham at last drive up, Theresa Bilson felt

rapturously fluttered. Her course had been notably empty of

situations and of adventure ; drama, as in the case of so

many ladies of her profession—the pages of fiction notwith-

standing—conspicuously cold-shouldering and giving her the

go-by. Now, drama, and that of richest quality might
perhaps—for she admitted the existence of awkward con-

junctions—^be said to batter at her door. She thought of the

Miss Minetts, her ever-willing audience. She thought also

—

as so frequently during the last, in some respects, extremely
unsatisfactory twenty-four hours—of Mr. Rochester and of

Jane Eyre. Not that she ranged herself with Jane socially

or as to scholastic attainments. In both these, as in natural

refinement, propriety and niceness of ideas, she reckoned
herself easily to surpass that much-canvassed heroine. The
flavour of the evangelical charity-school adhered—incon-

testably it adhered, and that to Jane's disadvantage. No
extravagance of Protestantism or of applied philanthropy,

thank heaven, clouded Theresa's early record. The genius

of Tractarianism had rocked her cradle, and subsequently

ruled her studies with a narrowly complacent pedantry all

its own. Nevertheless in moments of expansion, such as

the present, she felt the parallel between her own case and
•that of Jane did, in certain directions, romantically hold.

Fortified by thought of the Miss Minetts' agitated interest in

gtll which might befall her, she indulged in imaginary con-

ns
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versations with that great proconsul, her employer—the
theme of which, purged of lyrical redundancies, reduced
itself to the somewhat crude announcement that " your
daughter, yes, may, alas, not impossibly be taken from you ;

but I, Theresa, still remain."
When, however, a summons to the presence of the said

employer actually reached her, the bounce born of imaginary
conversations, showed a tendency, as is its habit, basely to

desert her and soak clean away. She had promised herself

a little scene, full of respectful solicitude, of sympathy dis-

creetly offered and graciously accepted, a drawing together
through the workings of mutual anxiety leading on to closer

intercourse, her own breast, to put it pictorially , that on which
the stricken parent should eventually and gratefully lean.

But of all this she was disappointed, for Sir Charles did not
linger over preliminaries. He came straight and uncere-

moniously to the point ; and that with so cold and lofty a
manner that, although flutterings remained, they parted
company with all and any emotions even remotely allied to

rapture.

Charles Verity stood motionless before the fire-place in the
long sitting-room. He still wore a heavy frieze travelling

coat, the fronts of it hanging open. His shoulders were a
trifle humped up and his head bent, as he looked down at the
black and buff of the tiger skin at his feet. When Theresa
approached with her jerky consequential little walk—pinkly
self-conscious behind her gold-rimmed glasses—he glanced
at her revealing a fiercely careworn countenance, but made
no movement to shake hands with or otherwise greet her.

This omission she hardly noticed, already growing abject

before his magnificence—for thus did his appearance impress
her—which, while claiming her enthusiastic admiration,

enjoined humility rather than the sentimental expansions in

which her imaginary conversations had so conspicuously

abounded.
" I have seen Dr. McCabe," he began. " His report of

Damaris' condition is very far from reassuring. He tells

me her illness presents peculiar symptoms, and is grave out
of all proportion to its apparent cause. . This makes me
extremely uneasy. It is impossible to question her at present.

She must be spared all exertion and agitation. I have not
attempted to see her yet."

He paused, while anger towards her ex-pupil waxed warm
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in Theresa once again. For the pause was eloquent, as his

voice had been when speaking about his daughter, of a depth
of underlying tenderness which filled his hearer with envy.

" I must therefore ask you. Miss Bilson," he presently went
on, " to give me a detailed account of all that took place

yesterday. It is important I should know exactly what
occurred."

Whereat Theresa, perceiving pitfalls ahke in statement and
in suppression of fact, hesitated and gobbled to the near
neighbourhood of positive incoherence, while admitting, and
trying to avoid admitting, how inconveniently ignorant of

precise details she herself was.
" Perhaps I erred in not more firmly insisting upon an

immediate enquiry," she said. " But, at the time, alarm
appeared so totally uncalled for. I assumed, from what was
told me, and from my knowledge of the strength of Damaris'
constitution, that a night's rest would fully restore her to her

usual robust state of health, and so deferred my enquiry.

The servants were excited and upset, so I felt their account
might be misleading—all they said was so confused, so far

from explicit. My position was most difficult. Sir Charles,"

she assured him and incidentally, also, assured herself. " I

encountered most ttying opposition, which made me feel it

would be wiser to wait until this morning. By then, I hoped,

the maids would have had time to recollect themselves and
recollect what is becoming towards their superiors in the way
of obedience and respect."

Charles Verity threw back his head with a movement of

impatience, and looked down at her from under his eyelids

—

in effect weary and a little insolent.
" We seem to be at cross purposes, Miss Bilson," he said.

" You do not, I think quite follow my question. I did not

ask for the servants' account of the events of yesterday

—

whatever those events may have been—but for your own."
" Ah ! it is so unfortunate, sD exceedingly unfortunate,"

Theresa broke out, literally wringing her hands, *' but a con-

tingency, an accident, which I could not possibly have foreseen

—I cannot but blame Damaris, Sir Charles "

*' Indeed ? " he said.

" No, truly I cannot but blame her for wilfulness. If she

had consented—as I so affectionately urged—to join the choir

treat to Harchester, this painful incident would have been

spared us."
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" Am I to understand that you went to Harchester, leaving

my daughter here alone ?
"

" Her going would have given so much pleasure in the

parish," Theresa pursued, dodging the question with the

ingenuity of one who scents mortal danger. " Her refusal

would, I knew, cause sincere disappointment. I could not
bring myself to accentuate that disappointment. Not that

I, of course, am of any importance save as coming from this

house, as—as—in some degree your delegate. Sir Charles."
" Indeed ?

" he said.
" Yes, indeed," Theresa almost hysterically repeated.

For here—if anywhere—was her chance, as she recognized.

Never again might she be thus near to him, alone with him
—the normal routine made it wholly improbable.—And at

midnight too. For the unaccustomed lateness of the hour
undoubtedly added to her ferment, provoking in her obscure

and novel hopes .and hungers. Hence she blindly and—her

action viewed from a certain angle—quite heroically pre-

cipitated herself. Heroically, because the odds were hope-
lessly adverse, her equipment, whether of natural or artificial,

being so conspicuously slender. Her attempt had no backing
in play of feature, felicity of gesture, grace of diction. The
commonest little actress that ever daubed her skin with

grease-paint, would have the advantage of Theresa in the

thousand and one arts by which, from everlasting, woman has
limed twigs for the catching of man. Her very virtues

—

respectabihty, learning, all the proprieties of her narrowly
virtuous little life—counted for so much against her in the

present supreme moment of her self-invented romance.
" You hardly, I dare say," she pursued

—
" how should you

after the commanding positions you have occupied ?

—

appreciate the feelings of the inhabitants of this quiet

country parish towards you. But they have a lively sense,

believe me, of the honour you confer upon them, all and
severally—I am speaking of the educated classes in parti-

cular, of course—by residing among them. They admire and
reverence you so much, so genuinely ; and they have extended

great kindness to me as a member of your household. How
can I be indifferent to it ? I am thankful. Sir Charles, I am
grateful—the more so that I have the happiness of know-
ing I owe the consideration with which I am treated, in

Deadham, entirely to you.—Yes, yes," she cried in rising

exaltation, " I do not deny that I went to Harchester yester-
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day—went—Dr. Horniblow thus expressed it when mviting
me— * as representing The Hard.' I was away when Damaris
made this ill-judged excursion across the river to the Bar.

Had she confided her intention to me, I should have used my
authority and forbade her. But recently we have not been,

I grieve to say, on altogether satisfactory terms, and our
parting yesterday was constrained I am afraid."

Theresa blushed and swallowed. Fortunately her sense of

humour was limited ; but, even so, she could not but be
aware of a dangerous decline. Not only of bathos, but of

vulgar bathos, from which gentility revolted, must she be the

exponent, thanks to Damaris' indiscretion !

" You require me to give you the details, Sir Charles,"

she resumed, " and although it is both embarrassing and
repugnant to me to do so, I obey. I fear Damaris so far forgot

herself—forgot I mean what is due to her age and position

—

as to remove her shoes and stockings and paddle in the sea

—

a most unsuitable and childish occupation. While she was
thus engaged her things—her shoes and stockings—appear
to have been stolen. In any case she was unable to find them
when tired of the amusement she came up on to the beach.
Moreover she was caught in the rain. And I deeply regret

to tell you—but I merely repeat what I learned from Mary
Fisher and Mrs. Cooper when I returned—it was not till after

dark, when the maids had become so alarmed that they
despatched ToUing and Alfred to search for her, that Damaris
landed from a boat at the breakwater, having been brought
down the river—by—by "

Throughout the earlier portion of her recital Charles Verity
stood in the same place and same attitude staring down at

the tiger skin. Twice or thrice only he raised his eyes, look-

ing at the speaker with a flash of arrogant interrogation.

Upon one, even but moderately, versed in the secular arts

of twig-hming, such flashes would have acted as an effective

warning and deterrent. Not so upon Theresa. She barely
noticed them, as, blindly heroic, she pounded along leading her
piteous forlorn hope. Her chance—her unique chance, in

nowise to be missed—and, still more, those obscure hungers,
fed by the excitement of this midnight Ute-d-tete, rushed her
forward upon the abyss ; while at every sputtering sentence,

whether of adulation, misplaced prudery, or thinly veiled

animosity towards Damaris, she became more tedious, more
frankly intolerable and ridiculous to him whose favour she so
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desperately sought. Under less anxious circumstances
Charles Verity might have been contemptuously amused at

this exhibition of futile ardour. Now it exasperated him.
Yet he waited, in rather cruel patience. Presently he would
demolish her, if to do so appeared worth the trouble. Mean-
while she should have her say, since incidentally he might
learn something from it bearing upon the cause of Damaris'
illness.

But now, when, at the climax of her narrative, Theresa

—

seized by a spasm of retrospective resentment and jealousy,

the picture of the young man carrying the girl tenderly in his

arms across the dusky lawns arising before her—choked and
her voice cracked up into a bat-like squeaking, Charles
Verity's self-imposed forbearance ran dry.

" I must remind you that neither my time or capacity of

listening are inexhaustible. Miss Bilson," he said to her.
" May I ask you to be so good as to come to the point.

By whom was Damaris rescued and brought home last

night ?
"

" Ah ! that is what I so deeply regret," Theresa quavered,
still obstinately dense and struggling with the after convulsion
of her choke. " I felt so shocked and annoyed on your account,
Sir Charles, when the maids told me, knowing how you would
disapprove such a—such an incident in connection with
Damaris.—She was brought home, carried

"—she paused

—

" carried indoors by the owner of that- objectionable public-

house on the island. He holds some position in the Mercantile
Marine, I believe. I have seen him recently once or twice
myself in the village—his name is Faircloth."

Theresa pursed up her lips as she finished speaking. The
glasses of her gold pince-nez seemed to gleam aggressively

in the lamplight. The backs of the leather-bound volumes
in the many of bookcases gleamed also, but unaggressively
with the mellow sheen—as might fancifully be figured—of

the ripe and tolerant wisdom their pages enshrined. The
pearl-grey porcelain company of Chinese monsters, saints

and godlings, ranged above them placid, mysteriously smiling,

gleamed as well.

For a time, silence, along with these various gleamings,
sensibly, even a little uncannily, held possession of the room.
Then Charles Verity moved, stiffly, and for once awkwardly,
all of a piece. Backed against the mantelshelf, throwing
his right arm out along its sharply and heavily—careless of the
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safety of clock and of ornaments—as though overtaken by
sudden weakness and seeking support.

" Faircloth ? Of course, his name is Faircloth," he repeated
absently. " Yes, of course."

But whatever the nature of the weakness assailing him,
it soon, apparently, passed. He stood upright, his face,

perhaps, a shade more colourless and lean, but in expression

fully as arrogant and formidably calm as before.
" Very well. Miss Bilson," he began. " You have now given

me all the information I require, so I need detain you no longer—^save to say this.—You will, if you please, consider your
engagement as my daughter's companion terminated, con-

cluded from to-night. You are free to make such arrange-

ments as may suit you ; and you will, I trust, pardon my
adding that I shall be obliged by your making them without
undue delay."

" You do not mean," Theresa broke out, after an interval

of speechless amazement—" Sir Charles, you cannot mean
that you dismiss me—that I am to leave The Hard—to—to

go away ?
"

" I mean that I have no further occasion for your services."

Theresa waved her arms as though playing some eccentric

game of ball.
" You forget the servants, the conduct of the house,

Damaris' need of a chaperon, her still unfinished education

—

All are dependent upon me."
" Hardly dependent," he answered. " These things, I

have reason to think, can safely be trusted to other hands,

or be equally safely be left to take care of themselves."
" But why do you repudiate me ? " she cried again, rushing

upon her fate in the bitterness of her distraction. " What
have I done to deserve such harshness and humiliation ?

"

" I gave the most precious of my possessions—Damaris

—

into your keeping, and—and—well—we see the result. Is

it not written large enough, in all conscience, for the most
illiterate to read ?—So you must depart, my dear Miss

Bilson, and for everyone's sake, the sooner the better. There
can be no further discussion of the matter. Pray accept the

fact that our interview is closed."

But Theresa, now sensible that her chance was in act of

being finally ravished away from her, fell—or rose—perhaps
more truly the latter—into an extraordinary sincerity and
primitiveness of emotion. She cast aside nothing less than her
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whole personal legend, cast aside every tradition and influence

hitherto so strictly governing her conduct and her thought.
Unluckily the physical envelope could not so readily be got
rid of. Matter retained its original mould, and that one
neither seductive or poetic.

She went down upon her fat little knees, held her fat little

hands aloft as in an impassioned spontaneity of worship.
" Sir Charles," she prayed, while tears running down her

full cheeks splashed upon her protuberant bosom
—

" Sir

Charles "

He looked at the funny, tubby, jaunty, would-be smart,
kneehng figure.

" Oh ! you inconceivably foolish woman," he said and
turned away.
Did more than that—walked out into the hall and to his

own rooms, opening off the corridor. In the offices a bell

tinkled. Theresa scrambled on to her feet, just as Hordle,
in response to its summons, arrived at the sitting-room door.

" Did you ring. Miss ? " he asked grudgingly. Less than
ever was she in favour with the servants' hall to-night.

Past intelligible utterance, Theresa merely shook her head
in reply. Made a return upon herself—began to instruct him
to put out the lamps in the room. Remembered that now and
henceforth the right to give orders in this house was no longer

hers ; and broke into sobbing, the sound of which her hand-
kerchief pressed against her mouth quite failed to stifle.

About an hour later, having bathed and changed. Sir

Charles Verity made his way upstairs. Upon the landing

Dr. McCabe met him.
" Better," he said, " thank the heavenly powers, decidedly

better. Temperature appreciably lower, and the pulse more
even. Oh ! we're on the road very handsomely to get top
dog of the devil this bout, believe me. Sir Charles."

" Then go to bed, my dear fellow," the other answered.
" I will take over the rest of the watch for you. You need not
be afraid. I can be an admirable sick-nurse on occasion.

And by the way, McCabe, something has come to my know-
ledge which in my opinion throws considerable light upon
the symptons that have puzzled you. Probably I shall be
more sure of my facts before morning. I will explain to you
later, if it should seem likely to be helpful to you in your
treatment of the case. Just'^now, as I see it, the matter lies

exclusively between me "—he smiled looking at his com-
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panion full and steadily

—
" between me "—he repeated,

** and my only child."

All which upon the face of it might, surely, be voted en-

couraging enough. Yet

:

" Should there be any that doubt the veritable existence

of hell fire," the doctor told himself, as he subsequently and
thankfully pulled on his night-shirt, " to recover them, and
in double quick time, of their heresy let 'em but look in my
friend Verity's eyes."—And he rounded off the sentence with
an oath.



CHAPTER IX

AN EXPERIMENT IN BRIDGE-BUILDING OF WHICH TIME ALONE
CAN FIX THE VALUE

DAMARIS lay on her side, her face turned to the wall.

When Charles Verity, quietly crossing the room, sat

down in an easy chair, so placed at the head of the

half-tester bed as to be screened from it by the dimity curtains,

she sighed and slightly shifted her position.

Leaning back, he crossed his legs and let his chin drop on his

breast. He had barely glanced at her in passing, receiving

a vague impression of the outline of her cheek, of her neck,

and shoulders, of her head, dark against the dim whiteness

on which it rested, and the long dark stream of her hair

spread loose across the pillows. He had no wish for recognition

—not yet awhile. On the contrary, it was a relief to have
time in which silently to get accustomed to her presence, to

steep himself in the thought of her, before speech should
define the new element intruded, as he believed, into his and
her relation. Though little enough—too little, so said some
of his critics—hampered by fear in any department, he con-

sciously dreaded the smallest modification of that relation.

Among the many dissatisfactions and bitternesses of life,

it shone forth with a steady light of purity and sweetness,

as a thing unspoiled, unbreathed on, even, by what is ignoble

or base. And not the surface of it alone was thus free from all

breath of defilement. It showed clear right through, as some
gem of the purest water. To keep it thus inviolate, he had
made sacrifices in the past neither easy or inconsiderable to a

man of his temperament and ambitions. Hence that its

perfection should be now endangered was to him the more
exquisitely hateful.

Upon the altar of that hatred, promptly without scruple

he sacrificed the wretched Theresa. Most of us are so con-

stituted that, at a certain pass, pleasure—of a sort—is to be
derived from witnessing the anguish of a fellow creature,

m
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In all save the grossly degenerate that pleasure, however,
is short-lived. Reflection follows, in which we cut to ourselves

but a sorry figure. With Charles Verity, reflection began
to follow before he had spent many minutes in Damaris' sick-

room. For here the atmosphere was, at once, grave and tender,

beautifully honest in its innocence of the things of tlie flesh.—^The woman had been inconceivably foolish, from every
point of view. If she had known, good heavens, if she had
only known ! But he inclined now to the more merciful view
that, veritably, she didn't know ; that her practical, even
her theoretic, knowledge was insufficient for her ,to have had
any clear design. It was just a blind push of starved animal
instinct. Of course she must go. Her remaining in the house
was every way unpermissible ; still he need not, perhaps,
have been so cold-bloodedly precipitate with her.

Anyhow the thing was done—it was done—He raised his

shoulders and making with his hands a graphic gesture of

dismissal, let his chin drop on to his breast again.

For the East had left its mark on his attitude towards
women with one exception—that of his daughter—Charles

Verity, like most men, not requiring of himself to be too
rigidly consistent. Hence Theresa, and all which pertained
to her, even her follies, appeared to him of contemptibly
small moment compared with the developments for which
those follies might be held accidentally responsible. His mind
returned to that main theme painfully. He envisaged it in

all its bearings, not sparing himself. Suffered, and looked
on at his own suffering with a stoicism somewhat sardonic.

Meanwhile Damaris slept. His nearness had not disturbed
her, indeed he might rather suppose its effect beneficent.

For her breathing grew even, just sweetly and restfully audible

in the interwals of other sounds reaching him from out of

doors.

The wind, dramng out of the sunset, freshened during the
night. Now it blew wet and gustily from south-west, sighing

through the pines and Scotch firs in the Wilderness. A strand
of the yellow Banksia rose, trained against the house wall,

breaking loose, scratched and tapped at the window-panes
with anxious appealing little noises.

Many years had elapsed since Charles Verity spent a night

upstairs in this part of the house, and by degrees those out-

door soundsTattracted hisTattentionJas intimately famiUar.

They carried him-back to his boyhood, to the spacious dreanjs
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and projects of adolescence. He could remember just such
gusty wet winds swishing through the trees, such petulant

fingering of errant creepers upon the windows, when he stayed
here during the hoUdays from school at Harchester, on
furlough from his regiment, and, later, on long leave from
India, during his wonderful little great-uncle's lifetime.

And his thought took a lighter and friendlier vein, recalling

that polished, polite, encyclopaedic minded and witty gentle-

man, who had lived to within a few months of his full century
with a maximum of interest and entertainment to himself,

and minimum of injury or offence to others. To the last he
retained his freshness of intellectual outlook, his insatiable

yet discreet curiosity. Taking it as a whole, should his life

be judged a singularly futile or singularly enviable one ?

Nothing feminine, save on strictly platonic lines, was recorded

to have entered it at any period. Did that argue remarkable
wisdom or defective courage, or some abnormal element in a
composition otherwise deliciously mundane and human ?

Charles had debated this often. Even as a boy it had
puzzled him. As a young man he had held his own views on
the subject, not without lasting effect. For one winter he had
passed at The Hard, in the fine bodily health and vigour of his

early thirties, this very lack of women's society contributed,

by not unnatural reaction, to force the idea of woman haunt-
ingly upon him—thereby making possible a strange and
hidden love passage off the Dead Sea fruit of which he was in

process of supping here to-night.

—He moved, bent forward, setting his elbows on the two
chair arms, closing his eyes as he listened, and leaning his fore-

head upon his raised hands. For in the plaintive voice of

the moist, fitful south-westerly wind how, to his hearing,

the buried, half-forgotten drama re -lived and re-enacted

itself !

It dated far back, to a period when his career was still

undetermined, hedged about by doubts and uncertainties

—

before the magnificent and terrible years of the Mutiny
brought him, not only fame and distinction, but a power of

self-expression and of plain seeing.—Before, too, his not
conspicuously happy marriage. Before the Bhutpur appoint-

ment tested and confirmed his reputation as a most able if

most autocratic ruler. Before, finally, his term of service

under the Ameer in Afghanistan—that extraordinary experi-

ence of alternate good and evU fortune in barbaric internecine
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warfare, the methods and sentiments of which represented
a swing back of three or four centuries, Christianity, and the
attitude of mind and conduct Christianity inculcates, no
longer an even nominal factor, Mahomet, sword in hand,
ruthlessly outriding Christ.

He had done largely more than the average Englishman,
of his age and station, towards the making of contemporary
history. Yet it occurred to him now, sitting at Damaris'
bedside, those intervening years of strenuous public activity,

of soldiering and of administration, along with the honours
reaped in them, had procured cynically less substantial

result, cynically less ostensible remainder, than the brief and
hidden intrigue which preceded them. They sank away as

water spilt on sand—thus in his present pain he pictured it:

—

leaving barely a trace. While that fugitive and unlawful
indulgence of the flesh not only begot flesh, but spirit,—

a

living soul, henceforth and eternally to be numbered among
the imperishable generations of the tragic and marvellous
children of men.

Then, aware something stirred close to him, Charles Verity

looked up sharply, turning his head ; to find Damaris

—

raised on one elbow planted among the pillows—^holding aside

the dimity curtain and gazing wonderingly yet contentedly

in his face.
" Commissioner Sahib," she said, softly, " I didn't know

you'd come back. I've had horrid bad dreams and seemed
to see you—many of you—walking about. The room was
full of you, you over and over again ; but not like yourself,

frightening, not loving me, busy about something or some-
body else. I didn't at all enjoy that.—But I am awake now,
aren't I ? I needn't be frightened any more ; because you
do love me, don't you—and this really is you, your very
ownself ?

"

She put up her face to be kissed. But he, in obedience to

an humility heretofore unfelt by and unknown to him,
leaning sideways kissed the hand holding aside the curtain

rather than the proffered lips.

" Yes, my darling, very surely it is. me," he said. " Any
multiplication of specimens is quite superfluous—a single

example of the breed is enough, conceivably more than
enough."
But to his distress, while he spoke, he saw the content die

out of Damaris' expression and her eyes grow distended and
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startled. She glanced oddly at the hand he had just kissed

and then at him again.
" It seems to me something must have happened which I

can't exactly remember," she anxiously told him, sitting

upright and leaving go the curtain which slipped back into

place shutting off the arm-chair and its occupant. " Some-
thing real, I mean, not just bad dreams. I knov/ I had to

ask you about it, and yet I didn't want to ask you."
Charles Verity rose from his place, slowly walked the length

of the room ; and, presently returning, stood at the foot of

the bed. Damaris still sat upright, her hands clasped, her
hair hanging in a cloud about her to below the waist. The
light was low and the shadow cast by the bed-curtain covered
her. But, through it, he could still distinguish the startled

anxiety of her great eyes as she pondered, trying to seize and
hold some memory which escaped her. And he felt sick at

heart, assured it could be but a matter of time before she
remembered ; convinced now, moreover, what she would, to

his shame and sorrow, remember in the end.

The purity in which he delighted, and to which he so fre-

quently and almost superstitiously had turned for refreshment
and the safeguarding of all the finest instincts of his own
very complex nature, would, although she remembered,
remain essentially intact. But, even so, the surface of it must
be, as he apprehended, henceforth in some sort dimmed, and
that by the breath of his own long-ago misdoing. The revela-

tion of passion and of sex, being practically and thus intimately

forced home on her, the transparent innocence of childhood
must inevitably pass away from her ; and, through that same
passing she would consciously go forward, embracing the
privileges and the manifold burdens, the physical and
emotional needs and aspirations of a grown woman. The
woman might, would—such was his firm belief—prove a
glorious creature. But it was not she whom he wanted. Her
development, in proportion as it was rich and complete, led

her away from and made her independent of him.—No, it

wasn't she, but the child whom he wanted. And, standing at

the foot of Damaris' bed, he knew, with a cruel certainty,

he was there just simply to watch the child die.

Yes, it was a mere matter of time. Sooner or later she would
put a leading question—her methods being bravely candid
and direct. Of course, it was open to him to meet that question
with blank denial, open to him to lie—as is the practice of the
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world when such damnably awkward situations come along.—

•

A solution having, in the present case, the spacious argument
behind it that in so doing he would spare her, save her pain,

in addition to the obvious one that he would save his own skin.

Moreover, if he lied he could trust Damaris' loyalty. Whether
she believed it or not, she would accept his answer as final.

Ko further question upon the subject would ever pass her

lips. 1 he temptation was definite and great. For might not

the lie, if he could stomach his disgust at telling it, even serve

to prolong the hfe of the child ? Should he not sell his honour
to save his honour—it came to that ?

Thus he debated, his nature batthng with itself, while at

that battle he stoically, for a time, looked on. But when, at

last, the climax was reached, and Damaris commenced to

speak, stoicism dragged anchor. For he could conquer
neither his disgust nor his sorrow, could find courage neither

for his denial nor for watching the child die. Leaving the

foot of the bed, he went and sat down in the arm-chair,

where the dimity curtain screened Damaris from his, and him
from Damaris' sight.

'* Commissioner Sahib," she began, her voice grave and
low, " it has come back to me—the thing I had to ask you,

but it is very hard to say. If it makes you angry, please try

to forgive me—because it does hurt me to ask you. It hurts

me through and through. Only I can't speak of it. I

oughtn't just to leave it. To leave it would be wrong—wrong
by you."

" Very well, my darling,* ask me then," he said, a little

hoarsely.
" You have heard about my being out on the Bar and

—

and all that ?
"

" Yes," he said, " I have heard."
" Captain Faircloth, who found me and brought me home,

told me something."
Damaris' voice broke into tones of imploring tenderness.
" I love you. Commissioner Sahib, you know how I love you

—but—but is what Captain Faircloth told me true ?
"

Whereupon temptation surged up anew, inviting, inciting

Charles Verity to he—dressing up that he in the cloak

of most excellent charity, of veritable duty towards Damaris'

fine courage and her precious innocence. And he hedged,

keeping open, if only for a few minutes longer, the way of

escape.
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" How can I answer until I know what he did tell you ?
"

he took her up, at last, almost coldly.
" That he is your son—is my brother," Damans said.

Even at this pass, Charles Verity waited before finally

committing himself, thereby unwittingly giving sentiment

—

in the shape of the Powers of the Air—the chance to take a
rather unfairly extensive hand in the game.
For while he thus waited, he could not but be aware,

through the tense silence otherwise reigning in the room, of

the tap and scratch of the rose-spray upon the window-panes ;

of the swish of the moist gusty wind sweeping from across

the salt-marsh and mud-flats of the Haven—from the black

cottages, too, beyond the warren, gathered, as somewhat
sinister boon companions, about the bleak, grey stone-built

Inn. And this served to transfix his consciousness with visions

of what once had been—he knowing so exactly how it would
all sound, all look out there, the wistful desolation, the

penetrating appeal bred of the inherent sadness of the place

on a wild autiunn night such as this.

" Yes," he said at last, and putting a great constraint upon
himself he spoke calmly, without sign of emotion. " What
the young man told is true, Damaris, perfectly true."

" I—I thought so," she answered back, gravely. " Though
I didn't understand "—And, after a moment's pause, with a
certain hopelessness of resignation

—
" Though I don't under-

stand even now." /

In her utterance Charles Verity so distinctly heard the

last words of the—to him—dying child, that, smitten with
raging bitterness of grief and of regret, he said :

" Nevertheless it is, in my opinion, disgraceful, abominable,
that he should have made the occasion, or, to put the matter
at its best, have taken advantage of the occasion, when you
were alone and, in a sense, at his mercy, to tell you this most
unhappy thing."

" No, no," Damaris cried, in her generous eagerness catching

back the curtain and looking at him nobly unselfconscious,

nobly zealous to defend and to set right. " You mustn't
think that. He didn't start with any intention of telling me.
He fancied I might have lost my way among the sandhills,

that I might be frightened or get some harm, and so came
straight to look for me, and take care of me. He was very
beautifully kind ; and I felt beautifully safe with him—safe

in the same way I feel safe with you, alinost,"
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Her mouth was soft, her eyes aUght—dangerously aUght

now, for her pulse had quickened. As she pleaded and pro-
tested her temperature raced up.

" It happened later," she went on, " when we were in the
boat, and it was partly my fault. He wrapped my feet up in

his coat. They were very cold. And he believed I was asleep

because I didn't speak or thank him. I was so tired, and
everything seemed so strange. I couldn't rouse myself some-
how to speak. And as he wrapped them in his coat, he kissed

my feet, thinking I shouldn't know. But I wasn't asleep,

and it displeased me. I felt angry, just as you felt when you
condemned him just now."

" Ah ! as I felt just now !
" he commented, closing his eyes

and, just perceptibly, bowing his head.
" Yes, Commissioner Sahib, as you felt just now—but as,

please you mustn't go on feeling.—What he had done seemed
to me treacherous ; and it pained as well as displeased me.
But in all that I was unjust and mistaken.—And it was then,

because he saw he'd pained me, displeased and made me
angry, that he told me in self-defence—told me to show he
wasn't treacherous, but had the right—a right no one else in

all the world has over me except yourself."
" And you beUeved this young man, you forgave his

audacity, and admitted his right ? " Sir Charles said.

He leaned back in the angle of the chair, away from her,

smiling as he spoke—a smile which both bade farewell and
mocked at the sharpness and futility of the grief which that
farewell brought with it. For this was a grown woman who
pleaded with him surely, acting as advocate ? A child, com-
pelled to treat such controversial, such debatable matters
at all, would have done so to a different rhythm, in a different

spirit.
*' Forgave him ? But after just the first, when, I had time to

at all think of it," Damaris answered with rather desperate

bravery, " I couldn't see there was anything for me to forgive.

It was the other way about. For haven't I so much which
he might very well feel belonged, or should have belonged,

to him? "

" You cut deep, my dear," Sir Charles said quietly.

Still holding back the curtain with one hand, Damaris flung

herself over upon her face. She would not give way, she would
not cry, but her soul was in travail. These words, as coming
from her father, were anguish to her. She could look at him
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no longer, and lying outstretched thus, the lines of her gracious

body, moulded by the embroidered linen quilt, quivered from

head to heel. Still that travail of soul should bring forth

fruit. She would not give in, cost what anguish it might,

till all was said.
" I only want to do what is right," she cried, her voice half

stifled by the pillows. " You know, surely you know, how I

love you. Commissioner Sahib, from morning till night and
round till morning again, always and above all, ever since I

can first remember. But this is different to anything that has

ever happened to me before, and it wouldn't be right not to

speak about it. It would be there all the time, and it would
creep in between us—between you and me—and interfere in

all my thinking about you."
" It may very well do that in any case, my dear," he said.
*' No—no," Damaris answered hotly, " not if I do right now

—right by both.. For you must not entertain wrong ideas

about him—about Captain Faircloth I mean. You must not

suppose he said a word about my having what might, or ought

to be his. He couldn't do so. He isn't the least that sort

of person. He took pains to make me understand—I couldn't

think why at first, it seemed a little like boasting—that he is

quite well off and that he's very proud of his profession. He
doesn't want anything from—from us. Oh ! no," she cried,
'' no."

And, in her excitement, Damaris raised herself, from the

small of her back, resting on her elbows, sphinx-like in posture,

her hands and arms—from the elbows—stretched out in front

of her across the pillows. Her face was flushed, her eyes

blazed. There was storm and vehemence in her young
beauty.

" No—he's too much like you, you yourself. Commissioner

Sahib, to want anything, to accept anything from other people.

He means to act k)r himself, and make people and things obey
him, just as you yourself do. And," she went on, with a

daring surely not a little magnificent under the circumstances—" he told me he loved life too well to care very much how
he came by it to begin with."

Damaris folded her arms, let her head sink on them as she

finished speaking, and lay flat thus, her face hidden, while she

breathed short and raspingly, struggUng to control the after

violence of her emotion.

The curtain hung straight. The wind took up its desolate
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chant again. And Sir Charles Verity sat back in the angle of

the arm-chair, motionless, and, for the present, speechless.

In truth he was greatly moved, stirred to the deep places

of perception, and of conscience also. For this death of child-

hood and birth of womanhood undoubtedly presented a rare

and telHng spectacle, which, even while it rent him, in some
aspects enraged and mortified him, he still appreciated. He
found, indeed, a strangely vital, if somewhat cruel, satisfaction

in looking on at it—a satisfaction fed, on its more humane and
human side, by the testimony to the worth of the unknown
son by the so well-beloved daughter. Respecting himself he
might have cause for shame ; but respecting these two beings

lor whose existence—whether born in wedlock or out of it—^he

was responsible, he had no cause for shame. In his first

knowledge of them as seen together, they showed strong,

generous, sure of purpose, a glamour of high romance in

their adventitious meeting and companionship.
This was the first, the unworldly and perhaps deepest view

of the matter. In it Charles Verity allowed himself to rest,

inactive for a space. That there were, not one, but many
other views of the said matter, very differently attuned and
coloured he was perfectly well aware. Soon these would leap

on him, and that with an ugly clamour which he consciously

turned from in repulsion and weary disgust. For he was
very tired, as he now reaUzed. The anxiety endured during
his tedious cross-country journey, the distasteful tragi-

comedy of the scene de siduction so artlessly made him by
unlucky Theresa Bilson, followed by this prolonged vigil

;

lastly the very real tragedy—for such it in great measure
remained and must remain—of his interview with Damaris
and the re-living of long buried drama that interview entailed,

left him mentally and physically spent. He fell away into

meditation, mournful as it was indefinite, while the classic

lament of another age and race formed its^f silently upon his

lips.

" Comprehenderunt me iniquitates meae, et non potui ut

viderem. MuUiplicatae sunt super capillos capitis mei ; et

cor meum dereliquit me," he quoted, in the plenitude of his

existing discouragement.

At his time of life, he told himself, earth held no future ;

and in heaven—as the Churches figure it—namely, an adjust-

ment of the balance on the other side death, his belief was of

the smallest. A sea of uncertainty, vast, limitless, laps the
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shores of the meagre island of the present—which is all we
actually have to our count. Faith is a gift.—You possess it,

or you possess it not
; yet without it

But here his attention was caught, and brought home
to that very present, by a movement upon the bed and
Damaris' voice, asking tremulously :

" Commissioner Sahib are you angry, too angry to speak
to me ?

"

Whereupon Charles Verity got up, gathered back the curtain

stuffing it in between the head-board and the wall, and stood,

tall, spare yet graceful, looking down at her. Whether from
fatigue or from emotion, his expression was softer, his face

less keen than usual, and the likeness between him and
Darcy Faircloth proportionately and notably great.

" No, my dear," he said, " why should 1 be angry ? What
conceivable right have I to be angry ? As a man sows so does

he reap. I only reap to-day what I sowed eight or nine-and-

twenty years ago—a crop largely composed of tares, though
among those tares I do find some modicum of wheat. Upon
that modest provision of wheat I must make shift to subsist

with the best grace I may. No, don't cry, my darling. It is

useless. Tears never yet altered facts. You will only do
yourself harm, and put a crown to my self-reproach."

He sat down on the side of the bed, taking her hand, holding

and coaxing it.

" Only let their be no doubt or suspicion on your part, my
dear," he went on. " As you have travelled so far along this

dolorous way, take courage and travel a little farther, lo
stop, to turn back, is only to leave your mind open to all

manner of imaginations worse very likely than the truth. I

will be quite plain with you. This episode—which I do not

attempt to explain or excuse—took place, and ended, several

years before I first met your mother. And it ended absolutely.

Never, by either written or spoken word, have I held any
communication with Lesbia Faircloth since. Never have
I attempted to see her—this in the interests of her reputation

every bit as much as in those of my own. For her station in

life she was a woman of remarkable quahties and character.

She had made an ugly, a repulsive marriage, and she was
childless.—More than this it is not seemly I should tell you."

Charles Verity waited a minute or so. He still coaxed
Damaris' hand, calmly, soothingly. And she lay very still

watching him ; but with half-closed eyes, striving to prevent
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the tears which asked so persistently to be shed. For her
heart went out to him in a new and overflowing tenderness,

in an exalted pity almost maternal. Never had she felt him
more attractive, more, in a sense, royally lovable than in this

hour of weariness, of moral nakedness, and humiliation.
** Not until I had rejoined my regiment in India," he

presently continued, in the same low even tones, " did I hear of

the birth of her son. I have never seen him—or made
enquiries regarding him. I meant to let the dead bury its

dead in this matter. For everyone concerned it seemed best

and wisest so. Therefore all you have told me to-night comes
as news to me—and in some respects as good news. For I

gather I have no reason to be ashamed of this young man

—

which on your account, even more than on my own, is so much
' clear gain.—But I oughtn't to have brought you here to live

at Deadham. I ought to have taken the possibility of some
accidental revelation, such as the present one, into serious

account and saved you from that. To expose you, however
remotely, to the risk was both callous and stupid on my part.

I own I have a strong sentiment for this house. It seemed
natural and restful to return to it—the only house to call a

home, I have ever had. And so much has happened during the

last eight or nine-and-twenty years, to occupy my mind, that

I had grown indifferent and had practically forgotten the

risks. This was selfish, self-indulgent, lacking in consideration

and reverence towards you, towards your peace of mind,
your innocence.—And for it, my darUng, I beg your forgive-

ness."

Damaris sat up in the bed, raised her face to be kissed.
" No—no," she implored him, " don't say that. I can't bear

to have you say it—to have you speak as if you had been,

could ever be anything but beautiful and perfect towards me.
I can't have you, not even for a little minute, stc iown from
the high place, which is your own, and talk of forgiveness.

It hurts me.—I begin to understand that your world, a man's
world, is different to my world—the world, I mean, in which
I have been brought up. I know what is right for myself—but
it would be silly to believe mine is the only nghtness "

" Ah !
" Charles Verity murmured, under his breath,

" alas,! for the child that is dead."
And leaning forw^ard he kissed her lips.



CHAPTER X

TELLING HOW MISS FELICIA VERITY UNSUCCESSFULLY
ATTEMPTED A RESCUE

WITH the assistance of the Miss Minetts, re-

inforced by a bribe of five shilUngs, Theresa
Bilson procured a boy on a bicycle, early the follow-

ing morning, to convey a note the twelve miles to Paulton
Lacy—Mr. Augustus Cowden's fine Georgian mansion,
situate just within the southern boundaries of Arnewood
Forest. Miss Felicia Verity, to whom the note was addressed,

still enjoyed the hospitahty of her sister and brother-in-law ;

but this, as Mrs. Cowden gave her roundly to understand,
must not be taken to include erratic demands upon the stables.

If she required unexpectedly to visit her brother or her niece

at Deadham Hard, she must contrive to do so by train, and
by such hired conveyances as the wayside station of Paulton
Halt at this end of her journey, and of Marychurch at the

other, might be equal to supplying.
" In my opinion, Felicia, it is quite ridiculous you should

attempt to go there at all to-day," Mrs. Cowden, giving over
for the moment her study of the Morning Post, commandingly
told her. " If Damaris has got a cold in her head through
some imprudence, and if Charles has called Miss Bilson over
the coals for not being more strict with her, that really is no
reason why Augustus' and my plans for the afternoon should

be set aside or why you should be out in the rain for hours
with your rheumatism. I shall not even mention the subject

to Augustus. We arranged to drive over to Napworth for

tea, and I never let anything interfere with my engagements
to the Bulparcs as you know. I encourage Augustus to see

as much. as possible of his own people.—I have no doubt
in myown mind that the account of Damaris' illness is absurdly

exaggerated. You know how Charles spoils her ! She has
very much too much freedom ; and little Miss Bilson, though
well-meaning, is incapable of coping with a headstrong

137
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girl like Damans. She ought—^Damans ought I mean—to

have been sent to a finishing school for another year at least.

She might then have found her level. If Charles had con-

sulted me, or shown the least willingness to accept my advice,

I should have insisted upon the finishing school. It would
have been immensely to Damaris' advantage. I have known
all along that the haphazard methods of her education were
bound to have deplorable results.—But look here, Felicia,

if you reaUy intend to go on this wild-goose-chase notwith-
standing the rain, let the boy who brought the note order

Davis' fly for you on his way back. He passes Paulton Halt

.

I shall not expect you before dinner to-night. Now that is

settled."

With which she returned to her interrupted study of the
Morning Post.

The above pronouncement while rendering Felicia Verity

somewhat uneasy, in nowise turned her from her purpose.

Her powers of sympathy were as unlimited as they were con-

fused and, too often, ineffective. Forever she ran after the

tribulations of her fellow creatures, pouring forth on them
treasures of eager sympathy, but without discrimination as to

whether the said tribulations were in fact trivial or profound,
deserving or deserved. That anyone under any circum-
stances, should suffer, be uncomfortable or unhappy, fiUed

her with solicitude. The loss of an eyelash, the loss of a fortune,

the loss of the hope of a lifetime equally ranked. Illness and
disease appealed to her in hardly less degree than unfortunate
affairs of the heart. She practised the detection of extenuating

circumstances as one might practise a fine art. She wallowed
in sentiment, in short ; but that with such native good-breed-

ing and singleness of mind, as went far to redeem the said

wallowings from morbidity or other offence. Her friends

and acquaintances loved her, quite unconscionably made
use of her, secretly laughed at her, grew weary of her, declared

that " of such are the Kingdom of Heaven

;

" and, having
successfully exploited her, turned with relief to the society of

persons frankly belonging to the kingdoms of earth. Men
petted but did not propose to her ; affected to confide in her,

but carefully withheld the heart of their confessions. Tall,

thin, gently hurried and bird-like, she yet bore a quaint,

almost mirthful, resemblance to her brother. Sir Charles

Verity. Such was the lady who responded, in a spirit of

liveliest charity, to Theresa's wildly waved flag of distress.
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By the time Miss Verity reached Marychurch the rain

amounted to a veritable downpour. Driven by the south

-

westeriy wind, it swept in sheets over the low-lying country,

the pallid waters, drab mud-flats, dingy grey-green salt-marsh,

and rusty brown reed-beds of the estuary. The dusty road,

running alongside this last through the hamlets of Horny
Cross and Lampit, grew hourly deeper in gritty mud. Beyond
question summer and all its dear delights were departed and
the chill mournfulness of autumn reigned in their stead.

With the surrounding mournfulness, Miss Verity's simple,

yet devious, mind played not ungratefully. For it seemed
to her to harmonize with the true inwardness of her mission,

offering a sympathetic background to the news of her niece's

indisposition and the signals of distress flown by her little

protegee, Theresa Bilson. The note addressed to her by the

latter was couched in mysterious and ambiguous phrases,

the purport of which she failed to grasp. Theresa's hand-
writing, usually so neat and precise, was wobbly, bearing

unmistakable traces of severe agitation and haste. She
hinted at nothing short of catastrophe, though whether in

relation to herself, to her ex-pupil, or to Sir Charles, Miss

Verity couldn't for the life of her discover. It was clear in

any case, however, that affairs at The Hard had, for cause

unknown, gone quite startlingly astray, and that Theresa

found herself entirely unequal to righting them—^hence her

outcry.

Under these circumstances, it struck Miss Verity as only

tasteful and tactful that her approach to the distracted

dweUing should take place unheralded by rumble of wheels

or beat of horse-hoofs, should be pitched in a, so to speak,

strictly modest and minor key. On arriving at the front

gate she therefore ahghted and, bidding her grumpy and
streaming flyman take himself and his frousty landau to

the Bell and Horns in Deadham village there to await her

further orders, proceeded to walk up the carriage-drive under

the swaying, dripping trees.

About fifty yards from the gate the drive turns sharply

to the left ; and, just at the turn. Miss Verity suddenly beheld a

tall figure clad in a seaman's oilskins and sou'wester, coming
towards her from the direction of the house. Youth and good

looks—more especially perhaps masculine ones—whatever

rank of life might exhibit them, acted as a sure passport to

Miss Verity's gentle heart. And the youth and good looks
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of the man approaching her became momentarily more
incontestable. His bearing, too, notwithstanding the clumsi-

ness of his shiny black over-garment, had a slightly ruffling,

gallantly insolent air to it, eminently calculated to impress
her swift and indulgent fancy.

The young man, on his part, calmly took stock of her
appearance, as she beat up against the wind, her flapping

waterproof cloak giving very inefficient protection to the rather

girlish dove-grey cashmere dress, picked out with pink em-
broidery, beneath it. At first his eyes challenged hers in

slightly defiant and amused enquiry. But as she smiled back
at him, sweetly eager, ingenuously benignant, his glance
softened and his hand went up to his sou'wester with a
courteous gesture.

*' What weather !
" she exclaimed. " How fearfully wet !

"

—while her expression testified to a flattering interest and
admiration.

" Yes, it's a wild day," he said, in answer. " I expect
we've seen the last of the sun, anyhow for this week."
The incident, though of the most casual and briefest, gave

a new direction to Miss Verity's thought. It pleased and
intrigued her, bringing a pretty blush to her thin cheeks.
" Who and what can he be ? " she said to herself. " Where
can I have seen him before ? " And the blush deepened.
" I must really describe him to Charles and find out who he is."

This monologue brought her as far as the front door, at

which, it may be added, she—though by no means impatient
—did in point of fact ring twice before the manservant
answered it. Although Mr. Hordle had the reputation of
" being fond of his joke " in private life, in his official capacity

his manner offered a model of middle-aged sedateness and
restraint. To-day neither humour or reserve were in evidence,

but a harassed and hunted look altogether surprising to Miss
Verity. He stared at her, stared past her along the drive,

before attempting to usher her into the hall and reUeve her of

her umbrella and her cloak.
" Sir Charles doesn't expect me, Hordle," she said. ^" But

hearing Miss Damaris was unwell I came over from Paulton
Lacy at once."

" Quite so, ma'am. Sir Charles has not left his room yet.

He did not reach home till late, and he sat up with Miss
Damaris the rest of the night."

*' Oh ! dear—did he ? Then, of course, I wouldn't disturb
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him on any account, Hordle. I had better see Miss Bilson
first. Will you tell her I am here."

" I can send Laura to enquire, ma'am. But, I doubt if

Miss Bilson, will care to come downstairs at present."
" She is with Miss Damaris ?

"

** No, ma'am. Miss Bilson is not with Miss Damaris."
Hordle paused impressively, sucking in his under lip.

" If I might presume to advise, ma'am, I think it would
be wise you should see Miss Bilson in the schoolroom,

—

and go up by the back staircase, ma'am, if you don't object

so as to avoid passing Miss Damaris' bedroom door. I should
not presume to suggest it, ma'am, but that our orders as to

quiet are very strict."

In this somewhat ignominious method of reaching her
objective Miss Verity, although more and more mystified,

amiably acquiesced—to be greeted, when Hordle throwing
open the schoolroom door formally announced her, by a
sound closely resembling a shriek.

Entrenched behind a couple of yawning trunks, a litter of

feminine apparel and of personal effects—the accumulation
of a long term of years, for she was an inveterate hoarder

—

encimibering every available surface, the carpet included,

Theresa Bilson stood as at bay.
'* My dear friend," Miss Verity exclaimed advancing with

kindly outstretched hands
—

" what is the meaning of this ?
"

—She looked at the miscellaneous turn-out of cupboards and
chests of drawers, at the display of garments not usually

submitted to the public gaze. " Are you preparing a rummage
sale or are you—^but no, surely not !—are you packing ?

I cannot describe how anxious I am to hear what has occurred.

My sister, Mrs. Cowden, was extremely averse to my facing

the bad weather ; but, I felt your note could only be answered
in person. Let me hear everything."

She drew Theresa from behind the luggage entrenchments,
and, putting aside an assortment of derelict hats and artificial

flowers strewn in most admired confusion on the sofa, made
her sit down upon the said piece of furniture beside her.

Whereupon, in the pensive, rain-washed, midday light,

which served to heighten rather than mitigate the prevailing,

very unattractive and rather stuffy disorder obtaining in the
room, Theresa Bilson, not without chokings and lamentations,

gave forth the story of her—to herself quite spectacular

—

deposition from the command of The Hard and its household.
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She had sufficiently recovered her normal attitude, by this

time, to pose to herself, now as a heroine of one of Charlotte

Bronte's novels, now as a milder and more refined sample
of injured innocence culled from the pages of Charlotte Yonge.
A narrow, purely personal view inevitably embodies an order

of logic calculated to carry conviction ; and Theresa, even in

defeat, retained a degree of self-opinionated astuteness.

She presented her case effectively. To be discharged, and that

in disgrace, to be rendered homeless, cast upon the world
at a moment's notice, for that which—^with but trifling, almost

unconscious, manipulation of fact—could be made to appear
as nothing worse than a ^enial error of judgment, did really

sound and seem most unduly drastic punishment.
Miss Verity's first instinct was to fling herself into the

breech; and, directly her brother emerged from his room,
demand for her protegee redress and reinstatement. Her
second instinct was—she didn't, in truth quite know what

—

for she grew sadly perplexed as she Hstened.

Her sympathy, in fact, spht into three inconveniently

distinct and separate streams. Of these, Theresa's woes still

claimed the widest and deepest, since with Theresa she

was in immediate and intimate contact. Yet the other two
began to show a quite respectable volume and current, as

she pictured Damaris marooned on the Bar and Sir Charles

ravished away from the seasonable obligation of partridge

shooting to take his place at his daughter's bedside.
" But this young Captain Faircloth, of whom you speak,"

she presently said, her mind taking one of its many incon-

sequent skippits
—

" who so providentially came to the dearest

child's assistance—could he, I wonder, be th$ same really very
interesting-looking young man I met in the drive, just now,
when I came here ?

"

And Miss Verity described him, while a pretty stain of

colour illuminated her cheek once more.
" You think quite possibly yes ?—How I wish I had known

that at the time. I would certainly have stopped and expressed

my gratitude to him. Such a mercy he was at hand !—Poor
dearest Damaris ! I hope his good offices have already been
acknowledged. Do you know if my brother has seen and
thanked him ?

"

The expression of Theresa's round little face, still puffy

and blotched from her last night's weeping, held a world of

reproachful remindings.
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" Ah ! no," the other cried conscience-stricken
—

" no, of

course not. How thoughtless of me to ask you. And "

—

another mental skippit
—

" and that you should be forbidden
the sick-room too, not permitted to nurse Damaris ! My poor
friend, indeed I do feel for you. I so well understand that
must have caused you more pain than anything."
A remark her hearer found it not altogether easy to counter

with advantage to her own cause, so wisely let it pass in

silence.
" I know—I know, you can hardly trust yourself to speak

of it. I am so grieved—so very grieved. But one must be
practical. I think you are wise to yield without further

protest. I will sound my brother—just find out if he shows
any signs of relenting. Of course, you can understand, I

ought to hear his view of the matter too—not, that I question
your account, dear friend, for one instant. Meanwhile make
all your arrangements."

" The village !

"—^Theresa put in, with a note of despair
this time perfectly genuine.

" Ah yes—the village. But if I take you away, in my fly I

mean, that will give you a position, a standing. It will go far

to prevent unpleasant gossip !

"

Miss Verity's soul looked out of her candid eyes with a
positive effulgence of charity.

" Oh ! I can enter so fully into your shrinking from all that.

We will treat your going as temporary, merely temporary

—

in speaking of it both here and at Paulton Lacy. Of course,

you might stay with your friends the good Miss Minetts;
but I can't honestly counsel your doing so. I am afraid Sir

Charles might not quite like your remaining in Deadham
directly after leaving his house. It might be awkward, and give

rise to tiresome enquiries and comment. One has to consider

those things.—No—I think it would be a far better plan that
you should spend a week at Stourmouth. That would give
us time to see our way more clearly. I know of some quite
nice rooms kept by a former maid of Lady Bulparc's. You
would be quite comfortable there—and, as dinner at Paulton
Lacy isn't till eight, I could quite well go into Stourmouth
with you myself this afternoon. And, my dear friend, you
will, won't you, forgive my speaking of this "

Miss Verity—whose income, be it added, was anything but
princely—gave an engagingly apologetic little laugh.

** Pray don't worry yourself on the score of expense. The
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week in Stourmouth must cost you nothing. As I recommend
the rooms I naturally am responsible—you go to them as my
guest, of course.—Still Til sound my brother at luncheon,
and just see how the land lies. But don't build too much on
any change of front. I don't expect it—not yet. Later, who
knows ? Meanwhile courage—do try not to fret."

And Miss Verity descended the backstairs again.
" Poor creature—now her mind will be more at rest, I do

trust. I am afraid Charles has been rather severe. I never
think he does quite understand women. But how should he
after only being married for three—or four years, was it ?

—

Such a very limited experience !—It is a pity he didn't marry
again, while Damaris was still quite small—some really nice

woman who one knows about. But I suppose Charles has
never cared about that side of things. His public work has
absorbed him. I doubt if he has ever really been in love "

—

Miss Verity sighed.
—

" Yes, Hordle, thanks I'll wait in the long
sitting-room. Please let Sir Charles know I am there, that I

came over to enquire for Miss Damaris. He is getting up ?

—Yes—I shall be here to luncheon, thanks."
But, during the course of luncheon, that afore-mentioned

split in Miss Verity's sympathies was fated to declare itself

with ever growing distinctness. The stream consecrated to

Theresa's woes—^Theresa herself being no longer materially

present—declined in volume and in force, while that com-
manded by Felicia's affection for her brother soon rushed
down in spate. Perhaps, as she told herself, it was partly

owing to the light—which, if pensive upstairs in the white-
walled schoolroom, might, without exaggeration, be called

quite dismally gloomy in the low-ceilinged dining-room look-

ing out on the black mass of the ilex trees over a havoc
of storm-beaten flower-beds—but Sir Charles struck her as so

worn, so aged, so singularly and pathetically sad. He was
still so evidently oppressed by anxiety concerning Damaris
that, to hint at harsh action on his part, or plead Theresa's

cause with convincing earnestness and warmth, became out
of the question. Miss Verity hadn't the heart for it.

" Be true to your profession of good Samaritan, my dear
Felicia," he begged her with a certain rueful humour, " and
take the poor foolish woman off my hands. Plant her where
you like, so long as it is well out of my neighbourhood. She
has made an egregious fiasco of her position here. As you love

me, just remove her from my sight—let this land have rest
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and enjoy its Sabbaths in respect of her at least. I'll give you
a cheque for her salary, something in excess of the actual

amount if you like ; for, heaven forbid, you should be out of

pocket yourself as a consequence of your good offices.—Now
let us, please, talk of some less unprofitable subject."

Brightly, sweetly eager. Miss Verity hastened to obey, as

she believed, his concluding request.
'* Ah ! yes," she said, " that reminds me of something

about which I do so want you to enlighten me.—This young
Captain Faircloth, who so opportunely appeared on the scene

and^rescued darling Damaris, I believe I met him this morn-
ing, as I walked up from the front gate. I wondered who he
was. His appearance interested me, so did his voice. It

struck me as being so quaintly like some voice I know quite

weU—and I stupidly cannot remember whose."
The coffee-cups chattered upon the silver tray as Hordle

handed it to Miss Verity.
" You spoke to him then ? "Sir Charles presently said.
" Oh ! just in passing, you know, about the weather

—

which was phenomenally bad, raining and blowing too wildly

at the moment. I supposed you had seen him. He seemed
to be coming away from the house."

Charles Verity turned sideways to the table, bending down
a little over the tray as he helped him. The coffee splashed

over into the saucer ; yet it was not the hand holding the coffee-

pot, but those holding the tray that shook. Whereupon
Charles Verity glanced up into the manservant's face, calmly

arrogant.
" Pray be careful, Hordle," he said. And then

—
" Is Miss

Verity right in supposing Captain Faircloth called here this

morning ?
"

" I beg your pardon, Sir Charles. Yes, Sir Charles, he did."
" What did he want ?

"

" He came to enquire after Miss Damaris, Sir Charles. I

understood him to say he was going away to sea shortly."
" Did he ask for me ?

"

" No, Sir Charles," rather hurriedly ; and later, with visible

effort to recapture the perfection of weU-trained nullity.

—

" He only asked after Miss Damaris."
" When he calls again, let me know. Miss Damaris wishes

to see him if she is sufficiently well to do so."
*' Very good. Sir Charles."

And during this conversation, Fehcia felt keenly distressed

lo
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and perplexed. It made her miserable to think evil of anyone
—particularly an old and trusted servant. But from the

moment of her arrival Hordle's manner had seemed so very
strange. Of course it was horrid even to suspect such a thing

;

but was it possible that he over-indulged sometimes, that he,

in plain English, drank ? Poor dear Charles—if he knew it,

what an additional worry ! It really was too deplorable.

—

Anyway, she could alleviate his worries to a certain extent

by carrying Theresa off. She would do so at once.—Was
there an evening train from Stourmouth, which stopped at

Paulton Halt ? Well—if there wasn't she must get out at

Marychurch, and drive from there. She only trusted she would
be in time to dress for dinner. Harriet was such a stickler for

etiquette.

From all which it may be deduced that the confessions, made
to Miss Verity to-day, had this in common with those habitually

heard by her—that the point of the story had been rather

carefully left out.



CHAPTER XI

IN WHICH DAMARIS RECEIVES INFORMATION OF THE LOST
SHOES AND STOCKINGS—^ASSUMPTION OF THE GODHEAD

AS Darcy Faircloth prophesied, the wild weather lasted

/-\ throughout that week. Then, the rain having rained
-*. A. itself out, the \yind backed and the skies cleared.

But all to a different mode and rhythm. A cold white
sun shone out of a cold blue sky, diapered, to the north
above the indigo and umber moorland and forest, with
perspectives of tenuous silken-white cloud. Land and sky
were aUke washed clean, to a starkness and nakedness
calling for warm clothing out of doors, and well-stoked fires

within.

At the beginning of the next week, invited by that thin

gUnting sunshine—beneath which the sea still ran high, in

long, hollow-backed waves, brokenly foam-capped and swirl-

ing—Damaris came forth from her retreat, sufficiently con-

valescent to take up the ordinary routine of life again. But
this, also, to a changed mode and rhythm, having its source in

causes more recondite and subtle than any matter of fair or

foul weather.

To begin with she had, in the past week, crossed a
certain bridge there is no going back over for whoso, of her
sex, is handicapped or favoured—in mid-nineteenth century
the handicap rather than the favour counted even more
heavily than it does to-day, though even to-day, as some of

us know to our cost, it still counts not a little !—^by possession

of rarer intelHgence, more lively moral and spiritual per-

ceptions, than those possessed by the great average of her
countrymen or countr5rwomen. Damaris' crossing of that
bridge—to carry on the figure—affected her thought of, and
relation to everyone and everything with which she now came
in contact. She had crossed other bridges on her eighteen
years' journey from infancy upwards; but, compared with
this last, they had been but airy fantastic structures, fashioned

147
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of hardly more substantial stuff than dreams are made of.

—

Thus, anyhow, it appeared to her as she lay resting in her
pink-and-white curtained bed, watching the loose rose-sprays

tremble against the rain-spattered window-panes.—For this

last bridge was built of the living stones of fact, of deeds
actually done ; and, just because it was so built, for one of

her perceptions and temperament, no recrossing of it could
be possible.

So much to begin with.—^To go on with, even before Dr.

McCabe granted her permission to emerge from retirement,

all manner of practical matters claimed her attention ; and
that not unwholesomely, as it proved in the sequel. For
with the incontinent vanishing of Theresa Bilson into space,

or—more accurately—into the very comfortable lodgings

provided for her by Miss Verity in Stourmouth, the mantle
of the ex-govemess-companion's domestic responsibilities

automatically descended upon her ex-pupil. The said vanish-

ing was reported to Damaris by Mary, on the day subsequent
to its occurrence, not without signs of hardly repressed

jubilation. For " Egypt," in this case represented by the

Deadham Hard servants' hall, was unfeignedly "glad at her
departing."

" A good riddance, I call it—and we all know the rest of

that saying," Mrs. Cooper remarked to an audience of Hordle
and Mary Fisher, reinforced by the Napoleonic Patch and
his wife—^who happened to have looked in from the stables

after supper—some freedom of speech being permissible,

thanks to the under-servants' relegation to the kitchen.
" I never could see she was any class myself. But the airs

and graces she'd give herself ! You'll never persuade me
she wasn't sweet on the master. That was at the back of all

her dressings up, and flouncings and figetings. The inpidence

of it. You may weU say so, Mrs. Patch. But the conceit of

some people passes understanding. To be Lady Verity, if you
please, that was what she was after. To my dying day I

shall believe it. Don't tell me."
Mary's announcement of the event was couched in sober

terms, shorn of such fine flowers of suggestion and comment.
Yet it breathed an unmistakable satisfaction, which, to

Damaris' contrition, found instant echo in her own heart.

She ought, she knew, to feel distressed at poor Theresa's

vanishing—only she didn't and couldn't. As an inherent

consequence of the afore chronicled bridge-crossing, Theresa
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was more than ever out of the picture. To hsten to her
chatterings, to evade her questionings would, under existing

circumstances, amount to a daily trial from which the young
girl felt thankful to escape. For Damaris entertained a con-

viction the circumstances in question would call for fortitude

and resource of an order unknown, alike in their sternness

and their liberality of idea, to Theresa's narrowly High
Anglican and academic standards of thought and conduct.

She therefore ascertained from her informant that Miss
Verity had been as actively instrumental in the vanishing-
had, to be expUcit, taken " Miss Bilson, and all her luggage
(such a collection !) except two disgraceful old tin boxes
which were to be forwarded by the carrier, away with her in

her own Marychurch fly."—And at this Damaris left the

business willingly enough, secure that if tender-hearted Aunt
Felicia was party to the removal, it vv^ould very surely be
effected with due regard to appearances and as slight damage
to " feelings " as could well be.

Later Sir Charles referred briefly to the subject, adding :

" WTien you require another lady-in-waiting we will choose

her ourselves, I think, rather than accept a nominee of my
sister Felicia's. She is certain to have some more or less

unsuitable and incapable person on hand, upon whom she

ardently desires to confer benefits."
" But must I have another lady-in-waiting ? " Damaris

meaningly and pleadingly asked.

Charles Verity drew his hand down slowly over his flowing

moustache, and smiled at her in tender amusement, as she

sat up in a much lace and ribbon befrilled jacket, her hair

hanging down in a heavy plait on either side the white column
of her warmly white throat. Her face was refined to a trans-

parency of colouring, even as it seemed of texture, from
confinement to the house and from lassitude following upon
fever, which, while he recognized its loveliness, caused him
a pretty sharp pang. Still she looked content, as he told him-
self. Her glance was frank and calm, without suggestion

lurking anxiety.

Nor was she unoccupied and brooding—^witness the counter-

pane strewn with books, with balls of wool, a sock in leisurely

process of knitting, and, in a hollow of it, Mustapha, the

brindled cat, luxuriously sleeping curled round against her

feet.
" Heaven knows I've no special craving your lady-in-waiting
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should find a speedy successor/' he said. " But to do without
one altogether might appear a rather daring experiment.
Your aunts would be loud in protest."

" What matters isn't the aunts, is it, but ourselves ?
"

Damaris quite gaily took him up.
" But wouldn't you be lonely, my dear, and would you not

find it burdensome to run the house yourself ?
"

" No—no," she cried. " Not one bit. Anyway let me try,

Commissioner Sahib. Let us be by ourselves together

—

beautifully by ourselves, for a time at least."
" So be it then," Charles Verity said.

And perhaps, although hardly acknowledged, in the mind
of each the same consideration operated. For there remained
a thing still to be done before the new order could be reckoned
as fully initiated, still more fully estabUshed,—a thing which,
as each knew, could be best done without witnesses ; a thing
which both intended should very surely be done, yet concern-
ing which neither proposed to speak until the hour of accom-
plishment actually struck.

That hour, in point of fact struck, sooner than Damaris
anticipated, the sound and sight of it reaching her without
prelude or opportunity of preparation. For early in the
afternoon of the second day she spent downstairs, as, sitting

at the writing-table in the long drawing-room, she raised her
eyes from contemplation of the house-keeping books spread
out before her, she saw her father walking slowly up from the
sea-wall across the lawn. And seeing him, for the moment,
her mind carried back to that miracle of interchangeable
personahties so distressingly haunting her at the beginning
of her illness, when James Colthurst's charcoal sketch of her
father played cruel juggler's tricks upon her. For beside
him now walked a man so strangely resembUng him in height,

in bearing and in build that, but for the difference of clothing

and the bearded face, it might be himself had the clock of his

life been set back by thirty years.

Damaris' first instinct was of flight. Just as when, out on
the Bar with her cousin, Tom Verity now, nearly a month ago,

overcome by a foreboding of far-reaching danger she had

—

to the subsequent bitter wounding of her self-respect and pride

—shown the white feather, ignominiously turned tail and run
away, was she tempted to run away now.
For it seemed too much. It came too close, laying rough

hands not only upon the deepest of her love and reverence
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for her father, but upon that still mysterious depth of her
own nature, namely, her apprehension of passion and of sex.

A sacred shame, an awe as at the commission of some covert

act of impiety, overcame her as she looked at the two men
walking, side by side, across the moist vividly green carpet of

turf in the chill white sunshine, the plain of an uneasy grey sea

behind them. She wanted to hide herself, to close eyes and
ears against further knowledge. Yes—it came too close

;

and at the same time made her feel, as never before, isolated

and desolate—as though a great gulf yawned between her
and what she had always counted pre-eminently her own,
most securely her property because most beloved.

She had spoken valiantly on Faircloth's behalf, had gener-

ously acted as his advocate ; yet now, beholding him thus
in open converse with her father, the wings of love were
scorched by the flame of jealousy—not so much of the y^oung

man himself, as of a past which he stood for and in which she
had no part. Therefore to run—yes, run and hide from further

knowledge, further experience and revelation, to claim the
privileges, since she was called on to endure the smart, of

isolation.—Yet to run, as she almost directly began to reason,

was not only cowardly but useless. Fact remains fact, and if

she refused to accept it, range herself in line with it to-day,

she in nowise negatived but merely postponed the event.

If not to-day, then to-morrow she was bound to empty the

cup. And she laughed at the specious half-truth which, had
appeared so splendid and exhilarating a discovery—the half-

truth that nothing is really inevitable unless you yourself will

it to be so. For this was inevitable, sooner or later unescapable,

fight against it, fly from it as she might.

Therefore she must stay, whether she liked it or not—stay,

because to do otherwise was purposeless, because she couldn't

help herself, because there was nowhere to run to, in short

She heard footsteps upon the flags outside the garden door,

speech, calm and restrained, of which she could not distinguish

the import. Mechanically Damaris gathered the scattered

house-keeping books lying before her upon the table—^baker's,

butcher's, grocer's, corn-chandler's, coal-merchant's—^into

a tight little heap ; and, folding her hands on the top of them,
prayed simply, almost wordlessly, for courage to hold the

balance even, to seek not her own good but the good of those

two others, to do right. Then she waited.

The door opened, closed, and, after a minute's pause, one
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of the two men—Damaris did not know which, she could not
bring herself to look—coming from between the stumpy
pillars walked towards her down the half-length of the room

;

and bent over her, resting one hand on the back of her chair,

the other on the leather inlay of the writing-table just beside

the little pile of house-books.

The hand was young, sunburnt, well-shaped, the finger-

nails well kept. Across the back of it a small-bodied, wide-

winged sea-bird, in apparent act of flight, and the letters

D.V.F. were tattooed in blue and crimson. A gold bangle,

the surface of it dented in places and engraved with Japanese
characters, encircled the fine lean wrist. These Damaris saw,

and they worked upon her strangely, awakening an emotion
of almost painful tenderness, as at sight of decorations

pathetically fond, playfully child-like and ingenuous. While,

as he bent over her, she also became aware of a freshness, a
salt sweetness as of the ocean and the great vacant spaces

where all the winds of the world blow keen and free.

" Sir Charles wrote to me," Faircloth said a little huskily.
" He told me I might come and see you again and talk to

you, and bid you good-bye before I go to sea. And I should

have been here sooner, but that I was away at Southampton
Docks, and the letter only reached me this morning. I

telegraphed and started on at once. And he—Sir Charles

—

walked out over the warren to meet me, and brought me up
here right to the door. And on the way we talked a little,

—

if he chose he could make the very stones speak, I think—

•

and he said one or two things for which—I—well—I thank
first Almighty God, and next to God, you.—Damaris "

This last imperatively.
" You did ask for me ? You did wish to have me come

to you ?
"

" Yes, I did wish it," she answered. " But I never knew
how much until now, when he has brought you. For that is

the right, the beautiful, safe way of having you come to me
and to this house."

Yet, as she spoke, she lightly laid her hand over the tattooed

image of the flying sea-bird, concealing it, for it moved her

to the point of active suffering in its quaint prettiness fixed

thus indelibly up in the warm live flesh.

At the touch of her hand Faircloth drew in his breath

sharply, seeming to wince. Then, at last, Damaris looked up
at him, her eyes full of questioning and startled concern.
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" I didn't hurt you ? " she asked, a vague idea of suffering,

attached to that fanciful stigmata, troubhng her.
" Hurt me—good Lord, how could you, of all people, hurt

me ? " he gently laughed at her. " Unless you turned me
down, gave me to understand that, on second thoughts, you
didn't find me up to your requirements or some mean class

devilry of that kind—of which, by the way, had I judged
you capable, you may be sure I should have been uncommonly
careful never to come near you again.—No, it isn't that you
hurt me ; but that you delight me a little overmuch, so that

it isn't easy to keep quite level-headed. There *S so much to

hear and to tell, and such scanty time to hear or tell it in,

worse luck."
" You are obliged to go so soon ?

"

The flames of jealousy had effectually, it may be noted,

died down in Damaris.
" Yes—we're taking on cargo for all we're worth. We

are booked to sail by noon the day after to-morrow. I

stretched a point in leaving at all, which won't put me in the

best odour with my officers and crew, or—supposing they
come to hear of it—with my owners either. I am giving

my plain duty the slip ; but, in this singular case, it seemed
to me, a greater duty stood back of and outweighed the plain

obvious one—since it mounted to a reconstruction, a peace-
making, ridding the souls of four persons of an ugly burden. I

wanted the affair all settled up and straightened out before
this, my maiden voyage, in command of a ship of my own.
For me it is a great event, a great step forward. And, perhaps
I'm over-superstitious—most men of my trade, are supposed
to be touched that way—but I admit I rather cling to the
notion of this private peace-making, this straightening out
of an ancient crookedness, as a thing of good augury, a
favourable omen. As such—let alone other reasons "—and
he looked down at Damaris with a fine and delicate admiration—" I desired it and, I out of my heart, I prize it.—Do you
see ?

"

'* Yes—indeed a thing of good augury "—she affirmed.

Yet in speaking her lips shook. For, in truth, poor child,

she was hard-pressed. This intimate intercourse, alike in its

simple directness and its novelty, began to wear on her to

the point of physical distress. She felt tremulous and faint.

Not that Faircloth jarred upon or was distasteful to her.

Far from that. His youth and health, the unspoiled vigour
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and force of him, captivated her imagination. Even the

dash of roughness, the lapses from conventional forms of

speech and manner she now and again observed in him,
caught her fancy, heightening his attraction for her. Nor was
she any longer tormented by a sense of isolation. For, as she

recognized, he stole nothing away which heretofore belonged
to her. Rather did he add his own by no means inconsider-

able self to the sum of her possessions.—And in that last fact

she probably touched the real crux, the real strain, of the

present, to her disintegrating, situation. For in him, and in

his relation to her, a wonderful and very precious gift was
bestowed upon her, namely, another human life to love and
live for.—Bestowed on her, moreover, without asking or

choice of her own, arbitrarily, through the claim of his and her
common ancestry and the profound moral and spiritual

obligations, the mysterious affinities, which a common ancestry

creates.

Had she possessed this gift from childhood, had it taken
its natural place in her experience through the linked and
orderly progress of the years, it would have been wholly
welcome, wholly profitable and sweet. But it was sprung
upon her from the outside, quite astoundingly ready-made.
It bore down on her, and at a double, foot, horse, and siege

guns complete. Small discredit to her if she staggered under
its onset, trembled and turned faint ! For as she now per-

ceived, it was exactly this relation of brother and sister of

which she had some prescience, some dim intuition, from her

first sight of Faircloth as he stood among the skeleton lobster-

pots on board Timothy Proud's old boat. It was this call of a
common blood which begot in her unreasoning panic, which
she had run from and so wildly tried to escape. And yet it

remained a gift of great price, a crown of gold ; but oh !

so very heavy—just at this moment anyhow—for her poor

proud young head.

Lifting her hand off Faircloth's, she made a motion to rise.

Change of attitude and place might bring her relief, serve to

steady her nerves and restore her endangered composure !

Brooding over the whole singular matter in the peace and
security of her room upstairs, her course had appeared a
comparatively easy one, granted reasonable courage and
address. But the young man's bodily presence, as now close

beside her, exercised an emotional influence quite unforeseen

and unreckoned with. Under it her will wavered. She ceased
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to see her way clearly, to be sure of herself. She grew timid,

bewildered, unready both of purpose and of speech. ^^
^

Faircloth, meanwhile, being closely observant of her,' was
quick to detect her agitation. He drew aside her chair, and
backed away, leaving her free to pass.

" I am afraid we have talked too long," he said. " You're
tired. I ought to have been more careful of you, remembered
how ill you have been—and that partly through my doing too.

So now, I had better bid you good-bye, I think, and leave you
to rest."

But Damans, contriving to smile tremulous lips notwith-

standing, shook her head. For, in lifting her hand from off his,

she caught sight of the tattooed blue-and-crimson sea-bird and
the initials below it. And again her heart contracted with a
spasm of tenderness ; while those three letters, more fully

arresting her attention, aroused in her a fascinated, half-

shrinking curiosity. What did they mean ? What could

they stand for ? She longed intensely to know—sure they

were in some sort a symbol, a token, not without special

significance for herself. But shyness and a quaint disposition,

dating from her childhood, to pause and hover on the threshold

of discovery, thus prolonging a period of entrancing, dis-

tracting suspense, withheld her. She dared not ask—in any
case dared not ask just yet ; and therefore took up his words
in their literal application.

" Indeed, you haven't talked too long," she assured him,
as she went over to the tiger skin before the fire-place, and
standing there looked down into the core of the burning logs.
" We have only just begun to talk, so it isn't that which has
tired me. But—if you won't misunderstand—pray don't

—

the thought of—of you, and of all that which Hes between us,

is still very new to me. I haven't quite found you, or myself

in my relation to you, yet. Give me time, and indeed, I won't
disappoint you."

Faircloth, who had followed her, put his elbows on the

mantelshelf, and sinking his head somewhat between his

shoulders, stared down at the burning logs too.
" Ah ! when you take that tone, I'm a little scared lest I

should turn out to be the disappointment, the failure, in this

high adventure of ours," he said tmder his breath.
** So stay, please," the young girl went on, touched by, yet

ignoring, his interjected comment. " Let me get as accustomed
as I can now, so that I may feel settled. That is the way to
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prevent my being tired—the way to rest me, because it will

help to get all my thinkings about you into place.—Yes,
please stay.—^That is," she added with a pretty touch of,

ceremony—" if you have time, and don't yourself wish to go/'
" I wish it ! What, in heaven's name, could well be

further from any wish of mine ? " Faircloth broke out almost
roughly, without raising his eyes. " Do you suppose when a
man's gone thirsty many days, he is in haste to forego the
first draught of pure water oftered to him—and that after just

putting his lips to the dear comfort of it ?
"

" Ah ! you care too much," Damaris cried, smitten by
swift shrinking and dread.

Faircloth lifted his head and looked at her, his face keen,
brilliant with a far from ignoble emotion.
"It is not, and never will be possible—so I fancy "—^he

said, " to care too much about you."
And he fell into contemplation of the glowing logs again.

But Damaris, seeing his transfigured countenance, hearing
his rejoinder, penetrated, moreover, by the conviction of his

entire sincerity, felt the weight of a certain golden crown
more than ever heavy upon her devoted young head. vShe

stepped aside, groping with outstretched hands behind her
until she found and held on to the arm of the big sofa stationed

at right angles to the hearth. And she waited, morally taking
breath, to shp presently on to the wide low seat of it and lean
thankfully against its solidly cushioned back for support.

" Neither for you, or for my ship "—Faircloth went on,

speaking, as it seemed, more to himself than to his now pale

companion. " I dare couple you and her together, though
she is no longer in the dew of her youth. Oh ! I can't defend
her looks, poor dear. She has seen service. Is only a battered,

travel-weary old couple-of-thousand-ton cargo boat, which
has hugged and nuzzled the foul-smelling quays of half the
seaports of southern Europe and Asia. All the same—next
to you—she's the best and finest- thing life, up to now, has
brought me, and I love her.—My affection for her, though,"
he went on, " is safe to be transitory. She is safe to have
rivals and successors in plenty—unless, of course, by some
ugly turn of luck, she and I go the bottom in company."

Faircloth broke off. A little sound, a little gesture of

protest and distress, making him straighten himself up and
turn quickly, his eyes alight with enquiry and laughter.

" May I take that to mean I'm not quite alone in my caring,"
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he asked ;
'* but that you, Damans, care, perhaps, just a

trifling amount too ?
"

He went across to the sofa, sat down sideways, laying his

right arm along the back of it, and placing his left hand

—

inscribed with the fanciful device—over the girl's two hands
clasped in her lap. The strong, lean fingers exercised a quiet,

steady pressure, for a minute. After which he leaned back,

no longer attempting to touch her, studiously indeed keeping
his distance, while he said :

'* The other affection is stable for ever—safe from all rivals

or successors. That is another reason why I jumped at the

chance Sir Charles's letter gave me of coming here to-day,

and seeing you, with this room—as I hoped—in which so

much of your time must be spent, for background. I wanted
to stamp a picture of you upon my memory, bum it right into

the very tissue of my brain, so that I shall always have it

with me, wherever I go, and however rarely we meet.

—

Because, as I see it, we shall rarely meet. We ought to be
clear on that point—leave no frayed edges. There is a bar
between us, which for the sake of others, as well as for your
sake, it is only right and decent I should respect, a wall of

partition through which I shouldn't attempt to break."
" I know—^but it troubles me," Damaris murmured. '* It

is sad."
'* Yes, of course, it is sad. But it's just the penalty that is

bound to be paid, and which it is useless to ignore or lie to

ourselves about.—So I shall never come, unless he—Sir

Charles—sends for me as he did to-day, or unless you send.

Only remember your picture will never leave me. I have it

safe and sound "—Faircloth smiled at her.
—

" It wiU be with
me just as actually and ineffaceably as this is with me."
He patted the back of his left hand.
*' Nothing, short of death, can rub either out. I have pretty

thoroughly banked against that, you see. So you've only to

send when, and if, you want me. I shall turn up—oh ! never
fear, I shall turn up."

" And I shall send—we shall both send," Damaris answered
gravely, even a little brokenly.

The crown might be heavy ; but she had strangely ceased

to desire to be rid of it, beginning, indeed, to find its weight
oddly satisfying, even, it may be asserted, trenching on the

exquisite. And, with this altered attitude, a freedom of

spirit, greater than she had enjoyed since the commencement
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of the whole astonishing episode, since before her cousin

Tom Verity's visit in fact, came upon her. It lightened her

heart. It dispelled her fatigue—which throughout the after-

noon had been, probably, more of the moral than bodily

sort. Her soul no longer beat its wings against iron bars,

fluttered in the meshes of a net ; but looked forth shy yet

serene, accepting the position in which it found itself. For
Faircloth inspired her with deepening faith. He needed
no guiding, as she told herself ; but was strong enough, as his

words convincingly testified, clear-sighted and quick-witted

enough, to play his part in the complicated drama without
prompting. Hadn't he done just what she asked ?—Stayed
until, by operation of some quaUty in himself or—could it

be ?—simply through the mysterious draw of his and her

brother and sisterhood, she had already grown accustomed,
settled in her thought of him, untormented by the closeness

of his presence and unabashed.
And having reached this vantage-point, discovering the

weight of the crown dear now rather than irksome, Damaris
permitted herself a closer observation of her companion than
ever before. Impressions of his appearance she had received

in plenty—^but received them in flashes, confusing from their

very vividness. Confusing, also, because each one of them
was doubled by a haunting consciousness of his likeness to her
father. The traits common to both men, rather than those

individually characteristic of theyounger,had been in evidence.

And, in her present happier mood, Damaris also desired a
picture to set in the storehouse of memory.- But it must
represent this brother of hers in and by himself, divorced,

as far as might be, from that pursuing, and, to her, singularly

agitating likeness. h^:.

Her design and her scrutiny were easier of prosecution that,

during the last few minutes, Faircloth had retired into silence,

and an attitude of abstraction. Sitting rather forward upon
the sofa, his legs crossed, nursing one blue serge trousered

knee with locked hands, his glance travelled thoughtfully

over the quiet, low-toned room and its varied contents.

Later, sought the window opposite, and ranged across the

garden and terrace walk, with its incident of small ancient

cannon, to the long ridge of the Bar—rising, bleached, wind-
swept, and notably deserted under the colourless sunshine,

beyond the dark waters of the tide-river which raced tumul-
tuously seaward in flood.
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Seen thus in repose—and repose is a terrible tell-tale—the
lines of the young man's face and figure remained firm,

gracefully angular and definite. No hint of slackness or sloppi-

ness marred their effect. The same might be said of his

clothes, which though of ordinary regulation colour and cut

—plus neat black tie and stiff-fronted white shirt, collar, and
wristbands—possessed style, and that farthest from the cheap
or flashy. Only the gold bangle challenged Damaris' taste as

touching on florid ; but its existence she condoned in face of

its wearer's hazardous and inherently romantic calling.

For the sailor may, surely, be here and there permitted a turn

and a flourish, justly denied to the safe entrenched landsman.
If outward aspects were thus calculated to engage her

approval and agreeably fill in her projected picture, that

which glimmered through them—divined by her rather than
stated, all being necessarily more an affair of intuition than
of knowledge—gaye her pleasure of richer quality. High-
tempered she unquestionably read him, arrogant and on
occasion not inconceivably remorseless ; but neither mean
nor ungenerous, his energy unwasted, his mind untainted by
self-indulgence. If he were capable of cruelty to others, he
was at least equally capable of turning the knife on himself,

cutting off or plucking out an offending member. This
appealed to the heroic in her. While over her vision, as she

thus considered him, hung the glamour of youth which, to

youth, displays such royal enchantments—untrodden fields

of hope and promise inviting the tread of eager feet, the rush
of glorious goings forward towards conquests, towards wonders,
well assured yet to be. The personality of this man clearly

admitted no denial, as little bragged as it apologized, since

his candour matched his force of will.

Taking stock of him thus, from the corner of the sofa,

imagination, intelligence, affections alike actively in play,

Damaris' colour rose, her pulse quickened, and her great eyes

grew wide, finely and softly gay.

Faircloth moved. Turned his head. Met her eyes, and
looking into them his face blanched perceptibly under its

couche of sunburn.
" Damaris," he said, " Damaris^ what has happened ?

—

Stop though, you needn't tell me. I know. We've found one
another—haven't we?—Found one another more in the silence

than in the talking.—Queer, things should work that way !

But it puts a seal on fact. For they couldn't so work unless
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the same stuff, the same inclination, were embedded right

in the very innermost substance of both of us. You look
rested. You look glad—bless you.—Isn't that so ?

"

" Yes," she simply told him.
Faircloth set his elbows on his knees, his chin on his two

hands, wrist against wrist, and his glance ranged out over the

garden again, to the pale strip of the Bar spread between
river and sea.

" Then I can go," he said, " but not because I've tired you."
*' I shall never be tired any more from—from being with

you."
** I don't fancy you will. All the same I must go, because

my time's up. My train leaves Marychurch at six, and I

have to call at the Inn, to bid my mother good-b^e, on my
way to the station."

Was the perfect harmony, the perfect adjustment of spirit

to spirit a wee bit jarred, did a mist come up over the heavenly
bright sky, Faircloth asked himself ? And answered doggedly
that, if it were so, he could not help it. For since, by all ruling

of loyalty and dignity, the wall of partition was ordained to

stand, wasn't it safer to remind both himself and Damaris,
at times, of its presence ? He must keep his feet on the floor,

good God—keep them very squarely on the floor—for other-

wise, wasn't it possible to conceive of their skirting the edge
of unnamable abysses ? In furtherance of that so necessary

soberness of outlook he now went on speaking.
" But before I go, I want to hark back to a matter of quite

ancient history-—your lost shoes and stockings—for thereby
hangs a tale."

And he proceeded to tell her how, about a week ago, being
caught by a wild flurry of rain in an outlying part of the

island, behind the black cottages and Inn, he took shelter in a
disused ruinous boat-house opening on the great reed-beds

which here rim the shore. A melancholy, forsaken place, from
which, at low tide, you can walk across the mud-flats to

Lampit, with a pleasing chance of being sucked under by quick-

sands. Abram Sclanders' unhappy half-witted son haunted this

boat-house, it seemed, storing his shrimping nets there, any
other things as well, a venerable magpie's hoard of scraps and
lumber ; using it as a run-hole, too, when the other lads hunted
and tormented him according to their healthy, brutal youthful

way.
—A regular joss-house, he'd made of it. And set up in one
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corner, white and ghostly—making you stare a minute when
you first came inside—a ship's figure-head, a three-foot-odd
Britannia, pudding - basin bosomed and eagle-featured,

with castellated headgear, clasping a trident in her hand.
She, as presiding deity and

" In front of her," Faircloth said, his chin still in his hands
and eyes gazing away to the Bar—'* earth and pebbles
banked up into a flat-topped mound, upon which stood your
shoes filled with sprays of hedge fruit and yellow button-chry-
santhemums—stolen too, I suppose, from one of the gardens
at Lampit. They grow freely there. Your silk stockings
hung round her neck, a posy of flowers twisted into them.

—

When I came on this exhibition, I can't quite tell you how I

felt. It raised Cain in me to think of that degraded, mis-
begotten creature pawing over and pla5dng about with any-
thing which had belonged to you. I was for making Sclanders,

his father, bring him over and give him the thrashing of

his life, right there before the proofs of his sins."
" But you didn't," Damaris cried. " You didn't. What

do my shoes and stockings matter ? I oughtn't to have left

them on the shore. It was putting temptation in his way,"
Faircloth looked at her smiling.
" No I didn't, and for two reasons. One that I knew—even

then—you would find excuses, plead for mercy, as you have
just now. Another, those flowers. If I had found—well

—

what I might have found, oh ! he should have had the stick

or the dog-whip without stint. But one doesn't practise

devil-worship with flowers. It seemed to me some craving
after beauty was there, as if the poor germ of a soul groped out
of the darkness towards what is fair and sweet. I dared not
hound it back into the darkness, close down any dim aspira-

tion after God it might have. So I left its pitiful joss-house

inviolate, the moan of the wind and sighing of the great reed-

beds making music for such strange rites of worship as have
been, or may be, practised within. Any god is better than
none—that's my creed, at least. And to defile any man's
god—however trumpery—unless you're amazingly sure

you've a better one to offer him in place of it, is to sin against

the Holy Ghost."
Faircloth rose to his feet.
" Time's up "—^he said. " I must go. Here is farewell to

the most beautiful day of my hfe.—But see, Damaris "—-^
And he knelt down in front of her.

II
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" Leave your shoes and stockings cast away on the Bar and

thereby open the door—for some people—on to the kingdom
of heaven, if you Uke. But don't, don't, if you've the smallest

mercy for my peace of mind ever wander about there again

alone. I've a superstition against it. Something unhappy
will come of it. It isn't right. It isn't safe. WTien—when
I called you and you answered me through the mist, I had
a horrible fear I was too late. You see I care—and the caring,

after to-day, very certainly will not grow less. Take some-
body, one of your women, always, with you. Promise me
never to be out by yourself."

Wondering, inexpressibly touched, Damaris put her hand
on his shoulders. His hands sprang to cover them.

" Of course, I promise," she said.

And, closing her eyes, put up her lips to be kissed.

Then the rattle of the glass door on to the garden as it

shut. In the room a listening stillness, a great all-invading

emptiness. Finally Hordle, with the tea-tray, and
" Mrs. Cooper, if it isn't troubling you. Miss would be glad

to have the house-books to pay, as she's walking up the village

after tea."



CHAPTER XII

CONCERNING A SERMON WHICH NEVER WAS PREACHED AND
OTHER MATTERS OF LOCAL INTEREST

BEFORE passing on to more dignified matters, that

period of nine days demands to be noted during which the

inhabitants of Deadham, all very much agog, celebrated

the wonder of Miss Bilson's indisputable disappearance and
Damaris Verity's reported adventure.

Concerning the former. Dr. Homiblow, good man, took
himself seriously to task, deploring his past action and
debating his present duty.

" It is no use, Jane," he lamented to his wife. The two
had retired for the night, darkness and the bedclothes cover-

ing them. " I am very much worried about my share in the

matter."
** But, my dear James, you really are overscrupulous.

What share had you ?
"

The clerical wife does not always see eye to eye with her
spouse in respect of his female parishioners, more particularly,

perhaps, the unmarried ones. Mrs. Homiblow loved, honoured,
and—within reasonable Umits—obeyed her James ; but this

neither prevented her being shrewd, nor knowing her James,
after aU, to be human. Remembrance of Theresa, heading
the Deadham procession during the inspection of Harchester
Cathedral, sandwiched in between him and the Dean, still

rankled in her wifely bosom.
" I overpersuaded Miss Bilson to accompany us on the

choir treat. I forgot she must not be regarded as an entirely

free agent. She has shown interest in parish work and really

proved very useful and obliging. Her acquaintance with
architecture—the technical terms, too—is unusually accurate

for a member of your sex."
" Her business is teaching," said the lady. •!

*' And I can't|but'fear I have been instrumental in her loss

of an excellent position."

«63
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" If her learning is as remarkable as you consider it, she

will doubtless soon secure another."
" Ah ! you're prejudiced, my love. One cannot but be

struck, at times, by the harshness with which even women
of high principle, like yourself, judge other women."

** Possibly the highness of my principles may be account-
able for my judgments—in some cases."

" Argument is very unrestful," the vicar remarked, turning
over on his side.

" But there would be an end of conversation if I always
agreed with you."

" Tut—tut," he murmured. Then with renewed plaintive-

ness
—

" I cannot make up my mind whether it is not my duty,
my chivalrous duty, to seek an interview with Sir Charles
Verity and explain—put the aspects of the case to him as I

see them."
" Call on him by all means. I'll go with you. We ought,

in common civility, to enquire for Damaris after this illness

of hers. But don't explain or attempt to enlarge 'on the case
from your own point of view. Sir Charles will consider it an
impertinence. It won't advantage Miss Bilson and wiU
embroil you with the most important of your parishioners.

The wisdom of the serpent is permitted, on occasion even
recommended."

'' A most dangerous doctrine, Jane, most dangerous, save
under authority."

" What authority can be superior to that under which the
recommendation was originally given ?

"

" My love, you become slightly profane.—I implore you
don't argue—and at this hour ! When a woman touches on
exegesis, on theology "

" AU I know upon those subjects you, dear, have taught
me."

" Ah ! well—ah ! well "—the good man returned, at once
mollified and suspicious. For might not the compliment
be regarded as something of a back-hander ? " We can
defer our decision till to-morrow. Perhaps we had better,

as you propose, call together. I need not go straight to the
point, but watch my opportunity and slip in a word edge-

ways."
He audibly yawned—the hint like the yawn, a broad one.

The lady did not take it, however. So far she had held her
own ; more—^had nicely secured her ends. But further com-
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munications trembled upon her tongue. The word is just

—

Uterally trembled, for they might cause anger, and James'
anger—it happened rarely—she held in quite, to herself,

uncomfortable respect.
" I fear there is a good deal of objectionable gossip going

about the village just now," she tentatively commenced.
" Then pray don't repeat it to me, my love "—another

yawn and an irritable one. " Gossip as you know is abhorrent

tome."
" And to me—but one needs to be forearmed with the truth

if one is to rebut it conclusively. Only upon such grounds
should I think of mentioning this to you."

She mad6 a dash.
" James, have you by chance ever heard peculiar rumours

about young Darcy Faircloth's parentage ?
"

'* In mercy, Jane—^what a question !—and from you !

I am inexpressibly. shocked."
" So was I, when—I won't mention names—^when such

rumours were hinted to me. I assured the person with whom
I was talking that I had never heard a word on the subject.

But she said, ' One can't help having eyes.'
"

" Or, some of you, noses for carrion."

Here he gave her the advantage. She was not slow to make
play with it.

" Now it is my turn to be shocked," she said

—

" and not,

I think, James, without good cause."
" Yes, I apologize," the excellent man answered immedi-

atety. " I apologize ; but to have so foul a suggestion of

parochial scandal let loose on me suddenly, flung full in my
teeth, as I may say—and by you ! I was taken off my guard

and expressed myself coarsely. Yes, Jane, I apologize."
" Then I have you authority for contradicting these

rumours ?
"

The Vicar of Deadham groaned in the darkness, and rustled

under the bedclothes. His perplexity was great on being

thus confronted by the time-honoured question as to how
far, in the interests of pubHc moraUty, it is justifiable for the

private individual roundly to lie. Finally he banked on

compromise, that permanently presiding genius of the Church
of England ' as by law established.'

" You have me on the hip, my love," he told his wife quite

meekly.
But, as she began rather eagerly to speak, he stopped her.
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" Let be, my dear Jane," he bade her, " let be. I neither

deny or confirm the rumours to which I imagine you allude.

Silence is most becoming for us both. Continue to assure any
persons, ill-advised and evil-minded enough to approach you

—

I trust they may prove but few—that you have never heard a
word of this subject. You will never—I can confidentlypromise
you— hear one from me.—I shall make it my duty to

preach on the iniquity of backbiting, tale-bearing, scandal-

mongering next Sunday, and put some to the blush, as I

trust. St. Paul will furnish me with more than one text

eminently apposite.—Let me think—^let me see—^hum

—

ah ! yes."

And he fell to quoting from the Pauline epistles in Greek

—

to the lively annoyance of his auditor, whose education, though
solid did not include a knowledge of those languages vulgarly

known as " dead." She naturallysought means to round on him.
'' Might you not compromise yourself rather by such a

sermon, James ? " she presently said.
" Compromise myself ? Certainly not.—Pray, Jane, how ?

"

" By laying yourself open to the suspicion of a larger

acquaintance with the origin of those rumours than you are

willing to admit."
The shaft went home.
" This is a mere attempt to draw me. You are disin-

genuous."
" Nothing of the sort," the lady declared. " My one object

is to protect you from criticism. And preaching upon gossip

must invite rather than allay interest, thus giving this

particular gossip a new lease of Ufe. The application would
be too obvious. Clearly, James, it would be wiser to wait."

" The serpent, again the serpent—and one I've warmed
in my bosom, too "—^Then aloud

—
" I will think it over, my

love. Possibly your view may be the right one. It is worth
consideration.—^That must be sufficient. And now, Jane, I

do implore you give over discussion and let us say good
night."

It may be registered as among the consequences of these

nocturnal exercises, that Dr. . Homiblow abstained from

tickling the ears of his congregation, on the following Sunday,

with a homily founded upon the sin of tale-bearing ; and that

he duly called, next day, at The Hard accompanied by his wife.

The visit—not inconceivably to his inward thanksgiving

—

proved unfruitful of opportunity for excusing Miss Bilson, to
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her former employer, by^accusing himself, Sir^harles Verity's

courtesy being of an order calculated to discourage any
approach to personal topics. Unfruitful, also, of enlighten-

ment to Mrs. Homiblow respecting matters which—as the

good lady ashamedly confessed to herself—although forbidden

by her lord, still intrigued her while, of course, they most
suitably shocked. For the hfe of her she could not help
looking out for signs of disturbance and upheaval. But found
none, unless—and that presented a conundrum difficult

of solution—Damaris' pretty social readiness and grace in

the reception of her guests might be, in some way, referable

to lately reported events. That, and the fact the young girl

was—as the saying is
—

" all eyes "—eyes calm, fathomless,

reflective, which yet, when you happened to enter their sphere

of vision, covered you with a new-bom gentleness. Mrs.

Homiblow caught herself growing lyrical—thinking of stars,

of twin mountain, lakes, the blue-purple of ocean. A girl

in love is blessed with just such eyes—sometimes. Whereupon,
remembering her own two girls. May and Doris—good as

gold, bless them, yet, her shrewdness pronounced, when
compared with Damaris, but homely pieces—the excellent

woman sighed.

What did it all then amount to ? Mrs. Homiblow's logic

failed. " All eyes "—and very lovely ones at that—Damaris
might be

; yet her tranquilhty and serenity appeared beyond
question. Must thrilling mystery be voted no more than a
mare's-nest ?—Only, did not the fact remain that James had
refused to commit himself either way, thereby naturally

landing himself in affirmation up to the neck ? She gave
it up.

But, even in the giving up, could not resist probing just a
little. The two gentlemen were out of earshot, standing near

the glass door.—How James' black, bow-windowed figure

and the fixed red in his clean-shaven slightly pendulous
cheeks, did show up, to be sure, in the light !—Unprofitable gift

of observation, for possession of which she so frequently had
cause to reproach herself.

—

" You still look a little run down and pale, my dear," she

said. " It isn't for me to advise, but wouldn't a change of

air and scene be good, don't you think ?
"

Damaris assured her not—in any case not yet. Later,

after Christmas, she and her father might very hkely go
abroad. But till then they had a full programme of guests.
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" Colonel Carteret comes to us next week ; and my aunt

Felicia always likes to be here in November. She enjoys that

month at the seaside, finding it, she says, so poetic."

Damaris smiled, her eyes at once, and more than ever,

eloquent and unfathomable.
" And I learned only this morning an old Anglo-Indian

friend of ours, Mrs. Mackinder, whom I should be quite dread-

fully sorry to miss, is spending the autumn at Stourmouth."
Mrs. Homiblow permitted herself a dash.

"At Stourmouth—yes?" she ventured. "That reminds
me. I hear—how far the information is correct I cannot
pretend to say—that kind httle person. Miss Bilson, has
been there with Miss Verity this last week. I observed we
had not met her in the village just lately. I hope you have
good news of her. When is she expected back ?

"

Without hesitation or agitation came the counter-stroke.
" I don't know," Damaris answered. " Her plans, I believe,

are uncertain at present. You and Dr. Horniblow will stay

to tea with us, won't you ?
"—this charmingly. " It will be

here in a very few minutes—I can ring for it at once."

And the lady laughed to herself, good-temperedly accepting

the rebuff. For it was neatly delivered, and she could admire
clever fencing even though she herself were pinked.—^As to

tea, she protested positive shame at prolonging her visit

—

for didn't it already amount rather to a " visitation ?
"—yet

retained her seat with every appearance of satisfaction.

—

If the truth must be told, Mrs. Cooper's cakes were renowned
throughout society at Deadham, as of the richest, the most
melting in the mouth ; and James—Whence not improbably
the tendency to abdominal protuberance—possessed an
inordinate fondness for cakes. He had shown himself so

docile in respect of projected inflammatory sermons, and of

morning calls personally conducted by his wife, that the latter

could not find it in her heart to ravish him away from these

approaching very toothsome delights. Nay—let him stay and
eat—for was not such staying good policy, she further reflected,

advertising the fact she bore no shadow of malice towards
her youthful hostess for that neatly delivered rebuff.

After this sort, therefore, wa3 gossip, for the time being at

all events, scotched if not actually killed. Parochial excite-

ment flagged the sooner, no doubt, because, of the four

persons chiefly responsible for its creation, two were invisible

and the remaining two apparently quite unconscious of its
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ever having existed.—Mrs. Lesbia Faircloth, at the Inn, the

Vicar's wife left out of the count.—If Sir Charles Verity and
Damans had hurried away, gossip would have run after them
with livehest yelpings. But this practise of masterly inactivity

routed criticism. How far was it studied, cynical on the part of

the father, or innocent upon that of the daughter, she could

not tell one bit ; but that practically it carried success along

with it, she saw to be indubitable. " Face the music and the

band stops playing "—so she put it to herself, as she walked
down the drive to the front gate, her James—was he just a

trifle crestfallen, good man ?—strolling, umbrella in hand,

beside her.

All subsequent outbreaks of gossip may be described as

merely sporadic. They did not spread. As when, for instance,

peppery little Dr. Cripps—still smarting under Dr. McCabe's
introduction into preserves he had reckoned exclusively his

own—advised himself to throw off a nasty word or so on the

subject to Commander Battye and Captain Taylor, over strong

waters and cigars in his surgery—tea, the ladies, and the card-

table left to their own devices in the drawing-room meanwhile
—one evening after a rubber of whist.

" Damn bad taste, I call it, in a newcomer like Cripps,''

the sailor had remarked later to the soldier. " But if a man
isn't a gentleman what can you expect ?

"—And with that,

as among local persons of quality, the matter finally dropped.

Mrs. Doubleday and Butcher Cleave, to give an example
from a lower social level, agreed, across the former's counter

in the village shop, that

"It is the duty of every true Christian to let bygones be
bygones—and a downright flying in the face of Providence,

as you may say, to do otherwise, when good customers,

whose money you're sure of, are so scarce. For without The
Hard and—to give everyone their due—without the Island

also, where would trade have been in Deadham these ten years

and more past ? Mum's the word, take it from me,"—and
each did take if from the other, with rich conviction of success-

fully making the best of both worlds, securing eternal treasure

iri Heaven while cornering excellent profits on earth.

William Jennifer had many comments to make in the matter,

and with praiseworthy reticence concluded to make them
mainly to himself. The majority of them, it is to be feared,

were humorous to the point of being unsuited to print, but
the refrain may pass -
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" And to think if I hadn't happened to choose that particular

day to take the Uttle dorgs and the ferrets ratting, the 'ole

bleesed howd'ye do might never have come to pass ! Tidy
sum, young master Darcy's in my debt. Lord succour him,

for the rest of his nat'ral Hfe !

"



BOOK III

THE WORLD BEYOND THE FOREST

CHAPTER I

AN EPISODE IN THE EMOTIONAL EXPERIENCE OF THE MAN
WITH THE BLUE EYES

THUS far, for the surer basing of our argument, it

has appeared advisable to proceed step by step.

But the foundations being now well and truly laid,

the pace of our narrative may, with advantage, quicken ; a
twelve month be rounded up in a page, a decade, should con-

venience so dictate, in a chapter.

To the furthering of which advance, let it be stated that

the close of the year still in question marked the date, for

Damaris, of two matters of cardinal importance. For it was
then Sir Charles Verity commenced writing his history of

the reign of Shere Ali, covering the eleven years following

the latter's accession to the very turbulent throne of

Afghanistan in 1863.—Colonel Carteret may be held mainly

responsible for the inception of this hterary enterprise, now
generally acclaimed a classic. Had not Sir William Napier,

so he argued, made the soldier, as historian, for ever famous ?

And why should not Charles Verity, with his unique know-
ledge of court intrigues, of the people and the country, do
for the campaigns of the semi-barbarous Eastern ruler, that

which Sir WilUam had done for Wellington's campaign in the

Spanish Peninsular ?

Carteret prophesied—and truly as the event richly proved

—a finely fascinating book would eventually come of it.

Meanwhile—though this argument, in favour of the scheme,

he kept to himself—the preparation of the said book would
supply occupation and interest of which his old friend appeared

to him to stand rather gravely in need. For that something
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was, just now, amiss with Charles Verity, Carteret could not
disguise from himself. .He was changed, in a way a httle

broken—so at least the younger man's kindly, keenly obser-

vant, blue eyes regretfully judged him. He fell into long

silences, seeming to sink away into some abyss of cheerless

thought ; while his speech had, too often, a bitter edge to

it. Carteret mourned these indications of an unhappy frame
of mind. Did more—sought by all means in his power to

conjure them away.
" We must make your father fight his battles over again,

dear witch," he told Damaris, pacing the terrace walk topping
the sea-wall beside her, one evening in the early November
dusk. " His record is a very brilliant one and he ought to

get more comfort out of the remembrance of it. Let's con-

spire, you and I, to make him sun himself in the achievements
and activities of those earlier years. What do you say ?

"

" Oh ! do it, do it," she answered fervently. " He is sad

—

and I am so afraid that it is partly my fault."
" Your fault ? Why what wicked practices have you been

up to since I was here last ? " he asked, teasing her.

A question evoking, in Damaris, sharp inward debate.

For her father's melancholy humour weighed on her, causing

her perplexity and a measure of self-reproach. She would
have given immensely much to unburden herself to this wise

and faithful counsellor ; and confide to him the—to her

—

strangely moving fact of Darcy Faircloth's existence.

Yet, notwithstanding her conviction of Colonel Carteret's

absolute loyalty, she hesitated ; restrained in part by
modesty, in part by the fear of being treacherous.

Would it be altogether honourable to give away the secret

places of Charles Verity's life—of any man's life if it came to

that—even to so honourable and trusted a friend ? She felt

handicapped by her own ignorance moreover, having neither

standards or precedents for guidance. She had no idea

—

how should she ?—in what way most men regard such affairs,

how far they accept and condone, how far condemn them.
She could not tell whether she was dealing with a case original

and extraordinary, or one of pretty frequent occurrence in

the experience of those who, as the phrase has it, know their

world. These considerations kept her timid and tongue-tied

;

though old habit, combined with Cateret's delightful person-

ality and the soothing influence of the dusky evening quiet,

inclined her to confidences.
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" It's not anything IVe done," she presently took him up
gravely. " But, quite by chance, I learned something which I

think the Commissioner Sahib would rather not have had me
hear. I had to be quite truthful with him about it ; but I

was bewildered and ill. I blurted things out rather I'm
afraid, and hurt him more than I need have done. I was so

taken by surprise, you see."
" Yes, I see," Carteret said, regardless of strict veracity.

For he didn't see, though he believed himself on the road to

seeing and that some matter of singular moment.
" He was beautiful to me—beautiful about everything

—

everybody," she asserted. " And we love one another not
less, but more, he and I—of that I am sure. Only it's different

—different. We can't either of us quite go back to the time
before—and that has helped to make him sad."

Carteret listened in increasing interest aware that he sounded
unlooked-for depths, apprehensive lest those depths should
harbour disastrous occurrences. He walked the length of the

terrace before again speaking. Then, no longer teasing but
gently and seriously, he asked her :

" Do you feel free to tell me openly about this, and let me
try to help you—if it's a case for help ?

"

Damaris shook her head, looking up at him through the

soft enclosing murk, and smiling rather ruefully.
" I wish I knew—I do so wish I knew," she said. " But I

don't^—not yet, anyway. Help me without my telling you,

please. The book is a splendid idea. And then do you think

you could persuade him to let us go away abroad, for a time ?

Everything here must remind him—as it does me—of what
happened. It was quite right," she went on judicially

—

** for everyone's sake, we should stay here just the same at

first. People," with a scornful lift of the head Carteret

noted and admired
—

" might have mistaken our reason

for going away. They had to be made to understand we
were perfectly indifferent.—I knew all that, though we
never discussed it. One does things, sometimes, just be-

cause it's right they should be done, without any sort of

planning—just by instinct. Still I know we can't be quite

natural here. What happened comes between us. We're
each anxious about the other and feel a constraint, though we
n^ver speak of it. That can't be avoided, I suppose, for we
both suffered a good deal at the time—but he most, much the

. most because "
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Damaris paused.
" Because why ?

"

" I suppose because I'm young ; and then, once I got
accustomed to the idea, I saw it meant what was very wonderful
in some ways—a wonderfulness which, for me, would go on
and on—a whole new country for me to explore and travel

in, quite my own—and—and—which I couldn't help loving."
" Heigh ho ! heigh ho !

" Carteret put in softly. " This
becomes exciting, dear witch, you know."

" I don't want to be tantahzing," she answered him, still

pacing in the growing dimness of land and sea.

The dead black mass of the great ilex trees looked to touch
the low hanging sky. A grey gleam, here and there, lit the
surface of the swirling tide-river. The boom of the slow
plunging waves came from the back of the Bar, and now and
again wild-fowl cried, faint and distant, out on the mud-
flats of the haven.

" Listen," Damaris said. " It is mournful here. It tells

you the same things over and over again. It sort of insists

on them. The place seems so peaceful, but it never lets you
alone, really. And now, after what happened, it never leaves

him—the Commissioner Sahib—alone. It repeats the same
story to him over and over again. It wears him as dropping
water wears away stone. Andithere is no longer the same
reason for staying there was as first. Persuade him to go
away, to take me abroad. And come with us—couldn't

you ?—for a little while at least. Is it selfish to ask you to

leave your hunting and shooting so early in the season ?

I don't want to be selfish. But he isn't well. Whether he
isn't well in his body or only in his thinkings, I can't tell.

But it troubles me. He sleeps badly, I am afraid. The
nights must be very long and lonely when one can't sleep.

—

If you would come, it would be so lovely. I should feel so

safe about him. You and the book should cure him between
you. I'm perfectly sure of that. To have you would make
us both so happy "

And, in her innocent importunity, Damaris slipped her hand
within Colonel Carteret's arm sweetly coaxing him.
He started slightly. Threw back his head, standing,

straight and tall, in the mysterious twilight beside her.

Raised his deerstalker cap, for a moment, letting the moist
chill of the November evening dwell on his hair and forehead.

Though very popular with women, Carteret had never
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married, making a home for his elder sister, Mrs. Dreydel

—

widow of a friend and fellow officer in the then famous
" Guides "—and her four sturdy, good-looking boys at the

Norfolk manor-house, which had witnessed his own birth and
those of a long line of his ancestors. To bring up a family of

his own, in addition to his sister's, would have been too costly,

and debt he abhorred. Therefore, such devoirs as he paid the

great goddess Aphrodite, were but few and fugitive—he
being by nature and temperament an idealist and a notably
clean liver. By his abstention, however, sentiment was fine-

trained rather than extinguished. His heart remained young,
capable of being thrilled in instant response to any appeal of

high and delicate quality. It thrilled very sensibly, now, in

response to the appeal of Damaris' hand, emphasizing her
tender pleading regarding her father. She touched, she

charmed him to an extent which obliged him rather sharply

to call his senses to order. Hadn't he known her ever since

she was a babe a span long ? Wasn't she, according to all

reason, a babe still, in as far any decently minded male
being of his mature age could be concerned ? He told

himself, at once humorously and sternly, he ought to feel so,

think so—whether he did or not. And ought, in his case,

was a word not to be played fast and loose with. Once
uttered it must be obeyed.

Wherefore, thus conclusively self-admonished, he put his

cap on his head again and, bending a little over Damaris,
patted her hand affectionately as it rested upon his arm.

" Very good—I'll hold myself and my future at your
disposition," he gaily said to her. " As much hunting and
shooting as I care for will very well keep. Don't bother your
pretty head about them. During the Christmas holidays, my
nephews will be ready enough, in all conscience, to let fly with
my guns and ride my horses, so neither will be wasted. I'll

go along with you gladly, for no man living is dearer to me
than your father, and no business could be more to my taste

than scotching and killing the demons which plague him.
They plague all of us, in some form or other, at times, as

life goes on."

Very gently he disengaged his arm from her hand.
" Take me indoors," he said, " and give me my tea—over

which we'll further discuss plots for kidnapping Verity and
carrying him off south. The French Riviera for preference ?

—Hullo—^what the deuce is that ?
"
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For, as he spoke, the two cats appearing with miraculous

suddenness out of nowhere—as is the custom of their priceless

tribe—rushed wildly past. Fierce, sinuous, infinitely graceful

shapes, leaping high in air, making strange noises, chirrupings

and squeakings, thudding of quick little paws, as they chased
one another round the antiquated, seaward-trained cannon
and pyramid of ball.

For a minute or so Damaris watched them, softly laughing.

Then, in the content bred of Carteret's promise and the joy
of coming travel, something of their frisky spirit caught her
too—a spirit which, for all young creatures, magically haunts
the dusk. And, as they presently fled away up the lawn,
Damaris fled after them, circling over the moist grass, darting
hither and thither, alternately pursuing and pursued.

Colonel Carteret, following soberly, revolving many
thoughts, did not overtake her until the garden door was
reached. There, upon the threshold, the light from within
covering and revealing her, she awaited him. Her bosom
rose and fell, her breathing being a little hurried, her face a
little flushed. Her grave eyes sparkled and danced.

" Oh ! you've made me so glad, so dreadfully glad," she

said. " And I never properly thanked you. Forgive me.
I never can resist them—I went mad with the cats."

Her young beauty appeared to Carteret very notable ;

and, yes—although she might disport herself in this childishly

frolic fashion-—it was idle to call her, or pretend her any longer

a babe. For cause to him unknown, through force of some
experience of which he remained ignorant, she had undeniably
come into the charm and mystery of her womanhood—

a

very fair and noble blossoming before which reverently, if

wistfully, he bowed his head.
" It's good to have you declare yourself glad, dear witch,

in that case I'm glad too," he answered her. " But as to

forgiveness, I'm inclined to hold it over until you leave off

being tantalizing—and, upon my word, I find you uncommonly
far from leaving off just now !

"

" You mean until I tell you what happened ?
"

Carteret nodded, searching her face with wise, fearless,

smiling eyes.
" Ah ! yes," he said, " we can put it that way if you please."

Damaris hesitated detecting some undercurrent of meaning
which puzzled her.

" I may never have to tell you. My father may speak of
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it—or you may just see for yourself. Only then, then
"—

she with a moving earnestness prayed him—" be kind, be
lenient. Don't judge harshly—promise me you won't."
And as she spoke her expression softened to a great and

unconscious tenderness ; for she beheld, in thought, a wide-
winged sea-bird, above certain letters, tattooed in indigo

and crimson upon the back of a lean shapely brown hand.
" I promise you," Carteret said, and passed in at the door

marvelling somewhat sadly.
*' Is it that ? " he asked himself. " If so, it comes early.

Has she gone the way of all flesh and fallen in love ?
"

And this conversation, as shall presently be set forth,

ushered in that second matter of cardinal importance, already

referred to, which for Damaris marked the close of this event-

ful year.

n



CHAPTER II

TELLING HOW DAMARIS RENEWED HER ACQUAINTANCE WITH
THE BELOVED LADY OF HER INFANCY

THE windows of the sitting-room— upon the first

floor of the long, three-storied, yellow-painted hotel
— commanded a vast and glittering panorama of

indented coast-Une and purple sea. Here and there, in the

middle distance, little towns, pale -walled and glistering,

climbed upward amid gardens and olive yards from the rocky
shore. Heathlands and pine groves covered the intervening

headlands and steep valleys, save where meadows marked the

course of some descending stream. To the north-east, above
dark wooded foot-hills, the flushed whiteness of snow-summits
cut delicately into the solid blue of the sky.

Stretched upon the sun-faded, once scarlet cushions of

the window-seat, Damaris absorbed her fill of light, and
warmth, and colour. Pleading imperative feminine mendings,
she stayed at home this afternoon. She felt disposed to rest

—here in the middle of her pasture, so to say—and resting,

both count her blessings and dream, offering hospitality to

all and any pleasant visions which might elect to visit her.

And, indeed, those blessings appeared a goodly company,
worthy of congratulation and of gratitude. She let the black
silk stocking, the toe of which she affected to dam, slip

neglected on to the floor while she added up the pleasant

column of them.
The journey might be counted as a success—that to start

with. For her father was certainly better, readier of speech

and of interest in outside things. Oh ! the dear " man with
the blue eyes " had a marvellous hand on him—tactful, able,

devoted, always serene, often even gay. Never could there

be another so perfect, because so sane and comfortable, a
friend. Her debt to him was of old standing and still for

ever grew. How she could ever pay it she didn't know !

Which consideration, for an instant, clouded her content,
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Not that she felt the obUgation irksome ; but, that out of

pure affection, she wanted to make him some return, some
acknowledgment; wanted to give, since to her he had so
lavishly given.

Then the book—of all Carteret's clever manipulations the
cleverest ! For hadn't it begun to grip her father, and that
quite divertingly much? He was occupied with it to the
point of really being a tiny bit self-conscious and shy. Keen
on it, transparently eager—though contemptuous, in high
mighty sort, of course, of his own eagerness when he remem-
bered. Only, more than half the time he so deliciously failed

to remember.—^And with that Damaris' thought took another
turn, a more private and personal one.

For in truth the book gripped her, too, in most intimate and
novel fashion, reveahng to her the enchantments of an art in

process of being actively reaUzed in Uving, constructive effort.

Herein she found, not the amazement of a new thing, but of

a thing so natural that it appeared just a part of her very self,

though, until now, an undiscovered one. To read other

people's books is a joyous employment, as she well knew ;

but to make a book all one's own self, to watch and compel
its growth into coherent form and purpose is—so she began
to suspect—among the rarest dehghts granted to mortal man.
Her own share of such making, in the present case, was of

the humblest it is true, mere spade labour and hod-bearing

—

namely, writing from Charles Verity's dictation, verif5dng

names and dates, checking references and quotations. Still

each arresting phrase, each feUcitous expression, the dramatic
ring of some virile word, the broad onward sweep of stately

prose in narrative or sustained description, not only charmed
her ear but challenged her creative faculty. She put herself

to school in respect of it all, learning day by day a lesson.

—

This was the way it should be done. Ambition prodded her on.

—For mightn't she aspire to do it too, some day ? Mightn't,

granted patience and appUcation, the writing of books prove
to be her business, her vocation ? The idea floated before her,

vague as yet, though infinitely beguiling. Whereupon the

whole world took on a new significance and splendour, as it

needs must when nascent talent claims its own, asserts its

dawning right to dominion and to freedom.

And there the pathos of her father's position touched her
nearly. For wasn't it a little cruel this remarkable gift of

his should so long have lain dormant, unsuspected by his
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friends, unknown to the reading public, only to disclose itself,

and that by the merest hazard, as a last resource ?—It did
not seem fair that he had not earlier found and enjoyed
his literary birthright.

Damaris propounded this view to Colonel Carteret with
some heat. But he smilingly discounted her fondly indignant
lament.

" Better late than never anyhow, my dear witch," he said.
" And just picture the satisfaction of this brilliant raUy when,
as we'd reason to believe, he himself reckoned the game was
up ! Oh ! there are points about a tardy harvest such as

this, by no means to be despised. Thrice blessed the man
who, like your father, finding such a harvest, also finds it to

be of a sort he can without scruple reap."

Of which cryptic utterance Damaris, at the time, could—to

quote her own phrase

—

" make no sense."—Nor could she
make sense of it, now, when counting her blessings, she

rested, in happy idleness, upon the faded scarlet cushions

of the window-seat.
' She remembered the occasion quite well on which Carteret

thus expressed himself one afternoon, during their stay in

Paris, on the southward journey. She had worn a new myrtle-

green, black-braided, fur-trimmed cloth pelisse and hat to

match, as she also remembered, bought the day before at a
fascinating shop in the Rue Castiglione. Agreeably conscious

her clothes were not only very much " the right thing " but
decidedly becoming, she had gone, with him, to pay a visit

of ceremony at the convent school—near the Church of St.

Germain-les-Pres—where, as a little girl of six, fresh from
India and the high dignities of the Bhutpur Sultan-i-bagh,

she had been deposited by her father's old friend, Mrs. John
Pereira, who had brought her and Sarah Watson,; her nurse,

back to Europe.
The sojourn at the convent—once the surprise of trans-

lation from East to West, from reigning princess to little

scholar was surmounted—proved fertile in gentle memories.
The visit of to-day, not only revived these memories, but
added to their number. For it passed off charmingly. Carteret

seemed by no means out of place among the nuns—well-bred

and gracious women of hidden, consecrated lives. They,
indeed, appeared instinctively dp.wn to him and fluttered

round him in the sweetest fashion imaginable ; he, mean-
while, bearing himself towards them with an exquisite and
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simple courtesy beyond all praise. Never had Damaris
admired the " man with the blue eyes " more, never felt a
more perfect trust in him, than when beholding him as
Mousquetaire au CouverJ thus !

As they emerged again into the clear atmosphere and
resonance of the Paris streets, and made their way back bv
the Rue du Bac, the Pont Royal and the gardens of th^
Tuileries, to their hotel in the Rue de Rivoli, Carteret spoke
reverently of the religious life, and the marvellous adapta-
bility of the Catholic system to every need, every attitude of

the human heart and conscience. He spoke further of the loss

those inevitably sustain, who—from whatever cause—stand
outside the creeds, unable to set their spiritual God-ward
hopes and aspirations within a definite external framework
of doctrine and practice hallowed by tradition.

" I could almost wish those dear holy women had gathered
your little soul into the fold, when they had you in their keeping
and made a good Catholic of you, dearest witch," he told

her. " It would have been a rather flagrant case of cradle-

snatching, I own, but I canH help thinking it would have
simplified many difficulties for you."

" And raised a good many, too," Damaris gaily answered
him. " For Aunt Harriet Cowden would have been furious,

and Aunt Felicia distressed and distracted ; and poor Nannie
—though she really got quite tame with the Sisters, and came
to respect them in the end—would have broken her heart at

my being taught to worship images, and have believed hell

yawned to devour me. Oh ! I think it was more fair to wait.

—All the same I loved their religion—I love it still."

"Go on loving it," he bade her.—And at once turned
the conversation to other themes—that of her father, Charles

Verity among them, and the book on Afghanistan, the fair

copy of the opening chapters of which was just completed.
Then, the stimulating, insistent vivacity of Paris going a

little to Damaris' head—since urging, as always, to fullness

of enterprise, fullness of endeavour, giving, as always, immense
joy and value to the very fact of living—she lamented the
late development of her father's literary genius. A lament
which called forth Carteret's consolatory rejoinder, along with
this—to her—cryptic assertion as to the thrice blessed state of

the man whose harvest, p^hen tardy, is of a description he
need not scruple to reap.

" Why," she asked herself, ** should he have said that
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unless with reference to himself. Reference to some private

harvest which he himself scrupled to reap ?
"

Damaris slipped her feet from the cushioned window-seat
to the floor, and stooping down recovered her fallen black
silk stocking. She felt disturbed, slightly conscience-stricken.

For it had never occurred to her, strong, able, serene of humour
and of countenance as he was, that the " man with the blue
eyes " could have personal worries, things—as she put it

—

he wanted yet doubted whether he ought to have. Surely
his unfailing helpfulness and sympathy gave him the right,

in fee-simple, to anything and everything he might happen
to covet. That he should covet what was wrong, what was
selfish, detrimental to others, seemed incredible. And the

generous pity of her youthful tenderness, her impatience of all

privation, all disappointment or denial for those she held in

affection, overflowed in her. She longed to do whatever
would greatly please him, to procure for him whatever he
wanted. Wouldn't it be deUcious to do that—if she could only
find out

!

But this last brought her up against a disquieting lesson

lately learned.—Namely, against recognition of how very far

the lives of men—even those we know most dearly and
closely—and the lives of us women are really apart. She
thought of her father and Darcy Faircloth and their entirely

unsuspected relation. This dulled the edge of her enthusiasm.
For wasn't it only too probably the same with them all ?

Loyalty compelled the question. Had not every man a
secret, or secrets, only penetrable, both for his peace of mind
and for your own, at considerable risk ?

Damaris planted her elbows on the window-sill, her chin in

the hollow of her hands. Her eyes were solemn, her face grave
with thought.—Verily the increase of knowledge is the

increase of perplexity, if not of actual sorrow. Even the

apparently safest and straightest paths are beset with " pit-

fall and with gin" for whoso studies to pursue truth and
refuse subscription to illusioti. Your charity should be wide
as the world towards others. Towards yourself narrow as a
hair, lest you condone your own weakness, greed, or error.

Of temptation to any save very venial sins Damaris had, in

her own person, little conception as yet.—Still to a maiden of

eighteen, though she may have generous proportion of health

and beauty, sufficient fortune and by no means contemptible
inteUigence, noble instincts, complications and distresses,
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both of the practical and theoretic order, may, and do, at

times occur. Damaris suffered the shock of such now ; and
into what further jungles of cheerless speculation she might
have been projected it is impossible to say, had not persons
and events close at hand claimed her attention.

The Grand Hotel at St. Augustin is situated upon a long
narrow promontory, which juts out into the sea at right angles

to the main trend of the coast-line. It faces east, turning its

back upon the little town—built on the site of a Roman
colonial city, originally named in honour of the pagan Emperor
rather than the Christian Confessor and ascetic. Mediaeval
piety bestowed on it the saintly prefix, along with a round-
arched cathedral church, of no great size, but massive pro-
portions and somewhat gloomy aspect.

From the terrace garden and carriage drive, immediately
in front of the hotel, the ground drops sharply, beneath
scattered pines with undergrowth of heather, wild lavender,

gum-cistus, juniper, mastic and myrtle, to the narrow white
beach a hundred feet below. Little paths traverse the rough
descent. And up one of these, halting to rest now and then
on a conveniently placed bench in the shade of some spread-
ing umbrella pine, to discourse to the company of gentlemen
following in her wake, or contemplate the view, came a notably
graceful and telling figure.

As the lady advanced with leisurely composure, Damaris,
gazing down from her point of vantage in the first floor window,
received the impression of a person almost extravagantly
finished and feminine, in whom all irregularities and origin-

alities of Nature had suffered obliteration by the action of

art. Not art of the grosser sort, dependent on dyes, paint,

and cosmetics. The obliteration was not superficial merely,
and must have been achieved by processes at once subtle and
profound. The result obtained, however, showed unquestion-
ably charming—if in a line slightly finical and exotic—as she
picked her way through the fragrant undergrowth of the pine
wood, slanting sunshine playing on her dark blue raiment,
wide-brimmed white hat, and floating veil.

Coming completely into view at last, when stepping from
the path on to the level carriage drive, a gold chain she wore,
from which dangled a little bunch of trinkets and a long-

handled lorgnette, glinted, catching the light. Damaris
gave an exclamation of sudden and rapturous recognition.

So far she had had eyes for the lady only; but now she
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took a rapid scrutiny of the latter's attendants. With two
of them she was unacquainted. The other two were her
father and Carteret.

Whereupon rapture gave place to a pang of jealous alarm
and resentment. For they belonged to her, those dear two ;

and to see them even thus temporarily appropriated by some-
one else caused her surprising agitation. They had been so
good, so apparently content, alone with her upon this journey.
It would be too trying, too really intolerable to have out-
siders interfere and break up their delightful solitude a trois,

their delightful intercourse ! Yet, almost immediately, the
girl flushed, going hot all over with shame, scolding herself

for even passing entertainment of such unworthy and selfish

emotions.
" For it is Henrietta Pereira," she said half aloud. " My

own darhng, long-ago Henrietta, who used to be so beautifully
kind to me and give me presents I loved above everything."
And, after a pause, the note of alarm sounding again though

modified to wistfulness

—

" Will she care for me still, and shall I still care for her

—

but I must care—I must—now I'm grown up ?
"

To set which disturbing questions finally at rest, being a
valiant young creature, Damaris permitted herself no second
thoughts, no vacillation or delay ; but went straight down-
stairs and crossing the strip of terrace garden, bare-headed
as she was, waited at the head of the steps leading up from
the carriage drive to greet the idol of her guileless infancy.

To Colonel Carteret who, bringing up the rear of the little

procession was the first to notice her advent, she made a
touching and gallant picture. Her face had gone very pale
and he saw, or fancied he saw, her lips tremble. But her
solemn eyes shone with a steady light, and, whatever the excite-

ment affecting her, she held it bravely in check. Noting all

which he could not but speculate as to whether she had any
knowledge of a certain romantic attachment—culminating
on the one hand in an act of virtuous treachery, on the other
in an act of renunciation— which had overshadowed and
wrenched from its natural sequence so large a portion of her
father's life. He earnestly hoped she was ignorant of all that

;

although the act of renunciation, made for her, Damaris' sake,

represented a magnificent gesture if an exaggerated and almost
fanatical one, on Charles Verity's part. It gave the measure
of the man's fortitude, the measure of his paternal devotion.
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Still knowledge of it might, only too readily, prove a heavy
burden to a young girl's imaginative and tender conscience.

Yes—he hoped she had been spared that knowledge. .

If she had escaped it thus far—as he reflected not without
amusement—the other actor in that rather tragic drama,
now so unexpectedly and arrestingly present in the flesh,

could be trusted not to enlighten her. He knew Henrietta
Pereira of old, bless her hard little heart. Not only did she
detest tragedy, but positively revelled in any situation where
clever avoidance of everything even remotely approaching it

was open to her. She ruled the sublime and the ridiculous alike

impartially out of the social relation ; and that with so light

though determined a touch, so convincing yet astute a tact and
delicacy, you were constrained not only to submit to, but
applaud her strategy.

Had she not within the very last hour given a masterly
example of her powers in this line ? For when he, Carteret,

and Charles Verity, strolling in all innocence along the shore-

path back from St. Augustin, had to their infinite astonish-

ment met her and her attendant swains face to face, she
hadn't turned a hair. Her nerve was invincible. After
clasping the hand of each in turn with the prettiest enthusiasm,
she had introduced

—"My husband. General Frayling

—

Mr. Marshall Wace, his cousin," with the utmost composure.
Thus making over to them any awkwardness which might be
going and effectually ridding herself of it.

Carteret felt his jaw drop for the moment.—He had heard
of John Pereira's death two years ago, and welcomed the news
on her account, since, if report said true, that dashing cavalry
officer had taken to evil courses. Gambling and liquor made
him a nuisance, not to say disgrace to his regiment, and how
much greater a one to his wife. Poor thing, she must have
had a lot to endure and that of the most sordid ! It wasn't
nice to think about. Clearly Pereira's removal afforded matter
for thankfulness.

But of this speedy reconstruction on her part, in the shape
of a third matrimonial venture, he had heard never a word.
How would Verity take it ?—Apparently with a composure as

complete as her own.—And then the inherent humour of the
position, and her immense skill and coolness in the treatment
of it, came uppermost. Carteret felt bound to support her
and help her out by accepting her little old General—lean-

shanked and livery, >with pompously outstanding chest,
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aggressive white moustache and mild appealing eye—as a
matter of course. Bound to buck him up, and encourage him in
the belief he struck a stranger as the terrible fellow he would so
like to be, and so very much feared that he wasn't. Carteret's
large charity came into play in respect of the superannuated
warrior; who presented a pathetically inadequate effect,

specially when seen, as now, alongside Charles Verity. Surely
the contrast must hit the fair Henrietta rather hard ? Carteret
expended himself in kindly civilities, therefore, going so far

as to say " sir " once or twice in addressing FrayHng. Whereat
the latter 's timorous step grew almost jaunty and his chest
more than ever inflated.

If Henrietta carried things off to admiration in the first

amazement of impact, she carried them off equally to admira-
tion in her meeting with Damaris. It was the prettiest little

scene in the world.

For reaching up and placing her hands on the girl's shoulders
her chiselled face—distinct yet fragile in outline as some
rare cameo—suffused for once with transparent, shell-like

pink, she kissed Damaris on either cheek.
" Ah ! precious child, most precious child," she fondly mur-

mured. " What an enchanting surprise ! How little I imagined
such a joy was in store for me when I came out this afternoon !

"

And louder, for the benefit of the assistants.
" Yes—^here are my husband. General Frayling, and Mr.

Wace his cousin—^he shall sing to you some day—that by
the way—^who is travelling with us. But they must talk to

you later. I can't spare you to them now. I am greedy after

our long separation and want to have you all to myself."
And, including the four gentlemen in a gesture of friendly

farewell, she put her arm round Damaris' waist, gently com-
pelling her in the direction of a group of buff-painted iron

chairs, placed in a semicircle in the shade of ilex and pine
trees at the end of the terrace.

" I have so much to hear," she said, " so many dropped
threads to pick up, and it is impossible to talk comfortably
and confidentially in a crowd. Our men must really contrive

to play about by themselves for a little while and leave me
to enjoy you in peace."

" But won't they mind ? " Damaris asked, upon whom the
spell of the elder woman's personality began sensibly to work.

" Let them mind, let them mind," she threw off airily in

answer. " So much the better. It will do them good. It is
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excellent discipline for men to find they can't always have
exactly their own way."
Which assertion served to dissipate any last remnant of

jealous alarm Damaris' mind may have unconsciously har-

boured. In its place shy curiosity blossomed, and quick

intimate pleasure in so perfectly fashioned and furnished a

creature. For wasn't her childish adoration fully justified ?

Wasn't her darling Henrietta a being altogether captivating

and unique ? Damaris loved the feeling of that arm and hand
lightly clasping her waist. Loved the faint fragrance—hadn't

it intoxicated her baby senses ?—pervading Henrietta's

hair, her clothes, her whole pretty person. Loved the tinkle

of the bunch of trinkets dangling from the long chain which
reached below her waist. She had feared disappointment.

That, as she now perceived, was altogether superfluous.

Henrietta enthralled her eyes, enthralled her affection. She
longed to protect, to serve her, to stand between her and every

rough wind which blew, because she was so pretty, so extra-

ordinarily and completely civilized from head to foot.

No doubt in the generosity of her youthful inexperience

Damaris exaggerated the lady's personal charm. Yet the dozen
years intervening—since their last meeting—^had,, in truth,

dealt mercifully with the latter's good looks. A trifle pinched,

a trifle faded she might be, as compared with the Henrietta

of twelve years ago ; but immediately such damage, such
wear and tear of the fleshly garment, showed at its least

conspicuous. She negotiated the double encounter, as

Carteret had noted, with admirable sang-froid ; but not, as to

the first one in any case, without considerably greater inward
commotion than he gave her credit for. She was in fact

keyed up by it, excited, taken out of herself to an unprecedented
extent, her native optimism and egoism in singular disarray.

Yet thereby, through that very excitement, she recaptured

for the time being the physical loveliness of an earlier period.

Beauty is very much a matter of circulation ; and the blood
cantered, not to say galloped, through Henrietta's veins.

The sight of Charles Verity did indeed put back the clock

for her in most astounding sort. Henrietta was no victim of

impulse. Each of her three marriages had been dictated by
convenience, carefully thought out and calculated. Over
neither husband had she, for ever so brief a period, lost her
head. But over Charles Verity she had come perilously near
losing it—once. That, it is not too much to say, constituted
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the greatest sensation, the greatest emotion of her experience.

As a rule the most trying and embarrassing part of encounter-
ing a former lover is that you wonder what, under Heaven,
induced you to hke him so well ? Here the position was
reversed, so that Henrietta wondered—with a sickening little

contraction of the heart—what, under Heaven, had prevented
her liking him much more, why, under Heaven, she ever let him
go ? Of course, as things turned out, it was all for the best,

since her insensibility made for righteousness, or anyhow for

respectability—in the opinion of the world the same, if not
an even superior article. She ought to congratulate herself,

ought to feel thankful. Only just now she didn't. On the

contrary she was shaken—consciously and most uncomfortably
shaken to the very deepest of such depth as her shallow soul

could boast—sitting here, on a buff-painted chair in the shade
of the pines and ilex trees, in company with Damaris, holding
the girl's hand in both her own with a clinging, slightly

insistent, pressure as it rested upon her lap.
" Dearest child I believe, though you have grown so tall,

I should have recognized you anywhere," she said.
" And I you," Damaris echoed. " I did, I did, after just

the first little minute.
'

'

" Ah ! you've a memory for faces too ?
"

Her glance wandered to the group of men gathered before

the hotel portico—Sir Charles and General Frayhng side

by side, engaged in civil if not particularly animated con-

versation. The two voices reached her with a singular

difference of timbre and of tone. Carteret spoke, apparently

making some proposition, some invitation, in response to

which the four passed into the house.

Henrietta settled herself in her chair with a movement of

sensible relief. While they remained there she must look,

and it was not quite healthy to look.—Her good, little, old

General, who only asked respectfully to adore and follow in her

wake—a man of few demands and quite tidy fortune—and
after poor, besotted, blustering, gambling, squashily senti-

mental and tearful Johnnie Pereira wasn't he a haven of rest

—oh, positively a haven of rest ? All the same she preferred

his not standing there in juxtaposition to Charles Verity.

She much preferred their all going indoors—Carteret along

with the rest, if it came to that.

She turned and smiled upon Damaris.
" However good your memory for faces may be, I find it
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very sweet you should have recognized mine after ' just the

j&rst Httle minute,' " she said, with a coaxing touch of mimicry.
" You haven't quite parted company with the baby I remember
so well, even yet. I used to call you my downy owl, with
solemn saucer eyes and fierce little beak. You were extra-

ordinarily, really perplexingly like your father then. A
miniature edition, but so faithful to the original it used,

sometimes, to give me the quaintest jump."
Henrietta mused, raising one hand and fingering the lace at

her throat as seeking to loosen it. Damaris watched fascinated,

in a way troubled, by her extreme prettiness. Every point,

every detail was so engagingly complete.
" You are like Sir Charles still ; but I see something which

is not him—the personal equation, I suppose, developing in

you, the element which is individual, exclusively your own
and yourself. I should enjoy exploring that."

She looked at Damaris very brightly for an instant, then

looked down.
*'

I want to hear more about Sir Charles," she said, " Of
all the distinguished men I have been fortunate enough to

know, who—who have let me be their friend, no one has ever

interested me more than he. We have known one another

ever since I was a girl and his career meant so much to me.
I followed it closely, rejoiced in his promotion, his successes,

felt indignant—and said so—when he met with adverse

criticism. I am speaking of his Indian career. When he
accepted that Afghan command, it made a break. We lost

touch, which I regretted immensely. From that time onward
I only knew what any and everybody might know from the

newspapers—except occasionally when I happened to meet
Colonel Carteret."

The explanation was lengthy, laboured, not altogether

spontaneous. Damaris vaguely mystified by it made no
comment. Henrietta raised her head, glancing round from
under lowered eyelids.

" You appreciate the ever-faithful Carteret ? " she asked,

an edge of eagerness in her voice.
" The dear ' man with the blue eyes ? ' Of course I love

him, we both love him almost better than anybody in the

world," Damaris warmly declared.
" And he manifestly returns your affection. But, dearest

child, why ' almost.' Is that reservation intentional or merely

accidental ?
"
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Then seeing the girl's colour rise

—

'* Perhaps it's hardly a fair question. Forgive me. I

forgot how long it is since we met, forgot I'm not, after all

talking to the precious little downy owl, who had no more
serious secrets than such as might concern her large family of

doUs."
" I am not sure the ' almost ' was quite true." Damaris put

in hastily, her cheeks more than ever aflame.
'* Yes it was, most dehcious child—I protest it was. And

I'm not sure I'm altogether sorry."

Slightly, daintily, she kissed the flaming cheek.
" But I do love Colonel Carteret," Damaris repeated, with

much wide-eyed earnestness. " I trust him and depend on
him as I do on nobody else."

" * Almost ' nobody else ?
"

Damaris shook her head. She felt a wee bit disappointed in

Henrietta. This persistence displeased her as trivial, as

lacking in perfection of breeding and taste.
" Quite nobody," she said. And without permitting time

for rejoinder launched forth into the subject of the book on
the campaigns of Shere Ali, which, as she explained, had been
undertaken at Carteret's suggestion and with such encourag-

ing result. She waxed eloquent regarding the progress of

the volume and its high Uterary worth.
" But I was a httle nervous lest my father should lose his

interest and grow slack when we were alone, and he'd only

me to talk things over with and to consult, so I begged
Colonel Carteret to come abroad with us."

" Ah ! I see—quite so," Henrietta murmured. '* It was
at your request."

"Yes. He was beautifully kind, as he always is. He agreed

at once, gave up all his own plans and came."
" And stays "—Henrietta said.
" Yes, for the present. But to tell the truth I'm worried

about his staying."
" Why ?

"—again with a just perceptible edge of eagerness.
" Because, of course, I have no right to trade on his kind-

ness, even for my father's sake or the sake of the book."
** And that is your only reason ?

"

" Isn't it more than reason enough ? There must be other

people who want him and things of his own he wants to do.

It would be odiously selfish of me to interfere by keeping him
tied here. I have wondered lately whether I oughtn't to
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speak to him about it and urge his going home. I was worr^^-

ing rather over that when you arrived this afternoon, and then
the gladness of seeing you put it out of my head. But how I

wish you would advise me, Henrietta, if it's not troubling

you too much. You and they have been friends so long

and you must know so much better than I can what's right.

Tell me what is my duty—about his staying, I mean—to,

to them both, do you think ?
"

Henrietta Frayling did not answer at once. Her delicate

features perceptibly sharpened and hardened, her lips be-

coming thin as a thread".
" You're not vexed with me ? I haven't been tiresome

and asked you something I shouldn't ? " Damaris softly

exclaimed, smitten with alarm of unintended and unconscious
offence.

" No—no—but you put a difficult question, since I have
only impressions and those of the most fugitive to guide me.
Personally I am always inclined to leave well alone."

" But is this well ?—^There's just the point."
" You are very anxious "

" Yes, I am very anxious. You see I care dreadfully

much."
Henrietta bent down, giving her attention to an inch of

kilted silk petticoat, showing where it should not, beneath
the hem of her blue skirt.

" I hesitate to give you advice ; but I can give you my
impressions—for what they may be worth. Seeing Colonel

Carteret this afternoon he struck me as being in excellent

case—enviably young for his years and content."
" You thought so ? Yet that's just what has worried me.

Once or twice lately I have not been sure he was quite

content."
" Oh ! you put it too high !

" Henrietta threw off. " Can
one ever be sure anyone—even one's own poor self—is quite

content ?
"

And she looked round, bringing the whole artillery of her
still great, if waning, loveliness suddenly to bear upon Damaris,
dazzling, charming, confusing her, as she said :

" My precious child, has it never occurred to you Colonel

Carteret may stay on, not against his will, but very much with
it ? Or occurred to you, further, not only that the pleasures

of your father's society are by no means to be despised ; but
that you yourself are a rather remarkable product—as quaintly
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engagingly clever, as you are—well—shall we say—handsome,
Damans ?

"

" I am deputed to enquire whether you propose to take

tea indoors, Miss Verity, or have it brought to you here ; and,

in the latter case, whether we have leave to join you ?
"

The speaker, Marshall Wace—a young man of about

thirty years of age—may be described as soft in make, in

colouring slightly hectic, in manner a subtle cross between
the theatrical and the parsonic. Which, let it be added, is

by no means to condemn him wholesale, laugh him off the

stage or out of the pulpit. In certain circles, indeed, these

traits, this blend, won for him unstinted sympathy and
approval. He possessed talents in plenty, and these of an
order peculiarly attractive to the amateur because tentative

rather than commanding. Among his intimates he was seen

and spoken of as one cloaked with the pathos of thwarted

aspirations. Better health, less meagre private means, and a

backing of influence, what might he not have done ? His

star might have flamed to the zenith ! Meanwhile it was a
privilege to help him, to such extent as his extreme delicacy

of feeling permitted. That is really permitted a good deal,

one way or another, displaying considerable docility under

the infliction of benefits, would have been coarse to perceive

and unpardonably brutal to mention.—Such, anyhow, was
the opinion held by his cousin. General Frayling, at whose
expense he now enjoyed a recuperative sojourn upon the

French Riviera. Some people, in short, have a gift of imposing

themselves, and Marshall Wace may be counted among that

conveniently endowed band.

He imposed himself now upon one at least of his hearers.

For, though the address might seem studied, the voice deliver-

ing it was agreeable, causing Damaris, for the first time,

consciously to notice this member of Mrs. Frayling's retinue.

She felt amiably disposed towards him since his intrusion

closed a conversation causing her no little disturbance of

mind. Henrietta's last speech, in particular, set her nerves

tingling with most conflicting emotions. If Henrietta so

praised her that praise must be deserved, for who could be

better qualified to give judgment on such a subject than the

perfectly equipped Henrietta ? Yet she shrank in distaste,

touched in her maiden modesty and pride, from so frank an

exposition of her own charms. It made her feel unclothed,

stripped in the market-place—so to speak—and shamed,
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Secretly she had always hoped she was pretty rather than
plain. She loved beauty and therefore naturally desired to

possess it. But to have the fact of that possession thus baldly

stated was another matter. It made her feel unnatural, as

though joined to a creature with whom she was insufficiently

acquainted, whose ways might not be her ways or its thoughts

her thoughts. Therefore the young man, Marshall Wace,
coming as a seasonable diversion from these extremely personal
piercings and probings, found greater favour in her eyes than
he otherwise might. And this with results, for Damaris'
gratitude, once engaged, disdained to criticize, invariably

tending to err on the super-generous side.

Yes, they would all have tea out here, if Henrietta was
willing. And, if Henrietta would for the moment excuse her,

she would go and order Hordle—^her father's man—to see

to the preparation of it himself. Foreign waiters, whatever
their ability in other departments, have no natural under-

standing of a teapot and are liable to the weirdest ideas of

cutting bread and butter.

With which, conscious she was guilty of somewhat inco-

herent chatter, Damaris sprang up and swung away along the

terrace, through the clear tonic radiance, buoyant as a caged
bird set free.

" Go with her, Marshall, go with her," Mrs. Frayling
imperatively bade him.

" And leave you. Cousin Henrietta ?
"

She rose with a petulant gesture.
" Yes, go at once or you won't overtake her. I am tired,

really wretchedly tired—and am best left alone."

n



CHAPTER III

WHICH CONCERNS ITSELF, INCIDENTALLY, WITH THE GRIEF
OF A VICTIM OF CIRCUMSTANCE AND THE RECEPTION OF A
BELATED CHRISTMAS GREETING

HENRIETTA FRAYLING left the Grand Hotel,

that afternoon, in a chastened frame of mind.
Misgivings oppressed her. She doubted—and even

more than doubted—whether she had risen to the full height

of her own reputation, whether she had not allowed opportunity

to elude her, whether she had not lost ground difficult to

regain. The affair was so astonishingly sprung upon her.

The initial impact she withstood unbroken—and from this

she derived a measure of consolation. But afterwards she

weakened. She had felt too much—and that proved her

undoing. It is foolish, because disabling, to feel.

Her treatment of Damaris she condemned as mistaken,

admitting a point of temper. It is hard to forgive the younger
generation their youth, the infinite attraction of their ingenuous
freshness, the fact that they have the ball at their feet. Hence
she avoided the society of the young of her own sex—as a
rule. Girls are trying when pretty and intelligent, hardly

less trying—though for other reasons—when the reverse.

Boys she tolerated. In the eyes of young men she sunned
herself, taking her ease, since these are slow to criticize, swift

to beheve—between eighteen and eight-and-twenty, that is.—^We speak of the mid-Victorian era and then obtaining

masculine strain.

Misgivings continued to pursue her during the ensuing

evening and even interfered with her slumbers during the

night. This—most unusual occurrence—rendered her fretful.

She reproached her tractable and distressed little General
with having encouraged her to walk much too far. In future

he swore to insist on the carriage, however confidently she

might assert the need of active exertion. She pointed out the

194
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fallacy of rushing to extremes ; which rather cruelly floored

him, since " rushing," in any shape or form, had conspicuously
passed out of his programme some considerable time ago.

" My wife is not at all herself," he told Marshall Wace, at

breakfast next morning
—

" quite overdone, I am sorry to

say, and upset. I blame myself. I must keep a tight hand
on her and forbid over-exertion."

With a small spoon, savagely, daringly, he beat in the top
of his boiled e^g.

" I must be more watchful," he added. " Her nervous
energy is deceptive. I must refuse to let it override my
better judgment and take me in."

By luncheon time, however, Henrietta was altogether

herself, save for a pretty pensiveness, and emerged with all

her accustomed amiability from this temporary eclipse.

The Fraylings occupied a small detached villa, built in the
grounds of the Hotel de la Plage—a rival and venerably
senior establishment to the Grand Hotel—situate just within
the confines of St. Augustin, where the town curves along the

gUstering shore to the western horn of the little bay. At the
back of it runs the historic high road from Marseilles to the

Italian frontier, passing through Cannes and Nice. Behind
it, too, runs the railway with its many tunnels, following the

same, though a somewhat less serpentine, course along the

gracious coast.

To the ex-Anglo-Indian woman, society is as imperative
a necessity as water to a fish. She must foregather or life

loses all its savour ; must entertain, be entertained, rub
shoulders generally or she is lost. Henrietta Frayling suffered

the accustomed fate, though to speak of rubbing shoulders in

connection with her is to express oneself incorrectly to the

verge of grossness. Her shoulders were of an order far too

refined to rub or be rubbed. Nevertheless, after the shortest

interval consistent with self-respect, such society as St.

Augustin and its neighbourhood afforded found itself em-
meshed in her dainty net. Mrs. Frayling's villa became a
centre, where all English-speaking persons met. There she

queened it, with her General as loyal henchman, and Marshall

Wace as a professor of drawing-room talents of most varied

sort.

Discovery of the party at the Grand Hotel took the gilt off

the gingerbreadj of [such queenings tc^"^ a marked extent,

making them look msike-shifty, lamentably second-rate and
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cheap. Hence Henrietta's fretfulness in part. For with the

exception of Lady Hermione Twells—widow of a once Colonial

Governor—and the Honourable Mrs. Callowgas nee de Brett,

relict of a former Bishop of Harchester, they were but a scratch

pack these local guests of hers. Soon, however, a scheme of

putting that discovery to use broke in on her musings. The
old friendship must, she feared, be counted dead. General
Frayling's existence, in the capacity of husband, rendered any
resurrection of it impracticable. She recognized that. Yet
exhibition of its tombstone, were such exhibition compassable,
could not fail to bring her honour and respect. She would
shine by a reflected light, her glory all the greater that the
witnesses of it were themselves obscure—Lady Hermione and
Mrs. Callowgas excepted of course. Carteret's good-nature
could be counted on to bring him to the villa. And Damans
must be annexed. Assuming the role and attitude of a
vicarious motherhood, Henrietta herself could hardly fail

to gain distinction. It was a touching part—specially when
played by a childless woman only a little—yes, really only
quite a little—past her prime.

Here, indeed, was a great idea, as she came to grasp the

possibilities and scope of it. As chaperon to Damaris how
many desirable doors would be open to her! Delicately

Henrietta hugged herself perceiving that, other things being

equal, her own career was by no means ended yet. Through
Damaris might she not very weU enter upon a fresh and
effective phase of it ? How often and how ruefully had she

revolved the problem of advancing age, questioning how
gracefully to confront that dreaded enemy, and endure its

rather terrible imposition of hands without too glaring a loss

of prestige and popularity ! Might not Damaris' childish

infatuation offer a solution of that haunting problem,
always supposing the infatuation could be revived, be re-

created ?

Ah ! what a double-dyed idiot she had been yesterday,

in permitting feeling to outrun judgment !—With the liveliest

satisfaction Henrietta could have boxed her own pretty ears

in punishment of her passing weakness.—Yet surely time still

remained wherein to retrieve her error and restore her

ascendency. Damaris might be unusually clever ; but she

was also finely inexperienced, malleable, open to influence as

yet. Let Henrietta then see to it, and that without delay or

hesitation, bringing to bear every ingenious social art, and
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—if necessary-—artifice, in which long practice had made her

proficient.

To begin with she would humble herself by writing a sweet
little letter to Damans. In it she would both accuse and
excuse her maladroitness of yesterday, pleading the shock
of so unlooked-for a coming together and the host of memories
evoked by it.—Would urge how deeply it affected her, over-

came her in fact, rendering her incapable of saying half the

affectionate things it was in her heart to say. She might
touch on the subject of Damaris' personal appearance again ;

which by, literally taking her breath away, had contributed

to her general undoing.^—On second thoughts, however, she

decided it would be politic to avoid that particular topic,

since Damaris was evidently a little shy in respect of her own
beauty.—Henrietta smiled to herself.—^That is a form of

shyness exceedingly juvenile, shortlived enough !

Marshall should act as her messenger, she being—as she

could truthfully aver—eager her missive might reach its

destination with all possible despatch. A letter, moreover,
delivered by hand takes on an importance, makes a claim on
the attention, greater than that of one received by post.

There is a personal gesture in the former mode of transmission

by no means to be despised in delicate operations such as the

present
—

" I want to set myself right with you at once, dearest

child, in case, as I fear, you may have a little misunderstood
me yesterday. Accident having so strangely restored us to

one another, I long to hold you closely, if you will let me do
so."—Yes, it should run thus, the theme embroidered with
high-flashing colour of Eastern reminiscence—the great sub-

tropic garden of the Sultan-i-bagh, for example, its palms,

orange grove and lotus tank, the call of the green parrots,

chant of the well-coollie and creak of the primitive wooden
gearing, as the yoke of cream white oxen trotted down and
laboriously backed up the walled slope to the well-head.

Mrs. Frayling set herself to produce a very pretty piece of

sentiment, nicely turned, decorated, worded, and succeeded
to her own satisfaction. Might not she too, at this rate,

claim possession of the Uterary gift—under stress of circum-

stance ? The idea was a new one. It amused her.

And what if Damaris elected to show this precious efiusion

to her father. Sir Charles ? Well, if the girl did, she did.

It might just conceivably work on him also, to the restoration

of past- -infatuation ?—Henrietta left the exact term in doubt.
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But her hope of such result was of the smallest. Exhibition
of a tombstone was the most she could count upon. More
probably he would regard it critically, cynically, putting his

finger through her specious phrases. She doubted his forgive-

ness of a certain act of virtuous treachery even yet ; although
he had, in a measure, condoned her commission of it by making
use of her on one occasion since, namely, that of her bringing
Damaris back twelve years ago to Europe. But whether his

attitude were cynical or not, he would hold his peace. Such
cogent reasons existed for silence on his part that if he did
shghtly distrust her, hold her a little cheap, he would hardly
venture to say as much, least of all to Damaris.—Venture
or condescend?—Again Mrs. FrayUng left the term in doubt
and went forward with her schemes, which did, unquestionably
just now, add a pleasing zest to life.

The innocent subject of these machinations received both
the note and its bearer in a friendly spirit, though she was
already, as it happened, rich in letters to-day. The bi-weekly
packet from Deadham—addressed in Mary Fisher's careful

copy-book hand—arrived at luncheon time, and contained,

among much of apparently lesser interest, a diverting chronicle

of Tom Verity's impressions and experiences during the first

six weeks of his Indian sojourn. The young man's gaily self-

confident humour had survived his transplantation. He wrote
in high feather, quite unabashed by the novelty of his sur-

roundings, yet not forgetting to pay honour where honour
was due.

** It has been ' roses, roses all the way,' thanks to Sir

Charles's introductions, for which I can never be sufficiently

grateful," he told her. " They have procured me no end of

delightful hqspitahty from the great ones of the local earth,

and really priceless opportunities of getting into touch with
questions of ruling importance over here. I am letting my
people at home know how very much I owe, and always shall

owe, to his kindness in using his influence on my behalf at the
start."

Damaris glowed responsive to this fine flourish of a tone,

and passed the letter across the small round dinner table to

her father. Opened a fat packet, enclosed in an envelope of

exaggerated tenuity, from Miss Felicia, only to put it aside in-

favour of another letter bearing an Italian stamp and directed

in a, to her, unfamiliar hand.
This was modest in bulk as compared with Miss Felicia's

;
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but while examining it, while touching it even, Damaris became
aware of an inward excitement, of a movement of tenderness

not to be ignored or denied.

Startled by her own prescience, and the agitation accom-
panying it, she looked up quickly to find Carteret watching
her ; whereupon, mutely, instinctively, her eyes besought him
to ask no questions, make no comment. For an appreciable

space he kept her in suspense, his glance holding and challeng-

ing hers in close observation. Then as though, not without a
measure of struggle, granting her request, he smiled at her,

and, turning his attention to the contents of his plate, quietly

went on with the business of luncheon. Damaris meanwhile,
conscience-stricken—she couldn't tell why—by this silent

interchange of intelligence, this silent demand on his forbear-

ance, on his connivance in her secrecy, laid the letter face

downwards on the white table-cloth, unopened.
Later, Sir Charles Verity being busy with his English

correspondence and Carteret having disappeared—gone for a
solitary walk, as she divined, being, as she feared, not quite

pleased with her—she read it in the security of her bedroom,
seated, for greater ease, upon the polished parquet floor just

inside an open, southward-facing French window, where the

breeze coming up off the sea gently fanned her face.

The letter began without preamble :

" We made this port—Genoa—last night. All day we have
been discharging cargo. Half my crew has gone ashore, set

on liquoring and wenching after jthe manner of unregenerate

sailor-men all the world over. The other half follows their bad
example to-morrow, as we shall be lying idle in honour of the

Christmas festival. On board discipline is as strict as I know
how to make it, but ashore my hand is Hfted off them. So
long as they turn up on time they are free to follow their fancy,

even though it lead them to smutty places. My own fancies

don't happen to lie that way, for which I in nowise praise

myself. It is an affair of absence of inclination rather than
overmuch active virtue. I am really no better than they,

seeing I yield to the only temptation which takes me—the

temptation to write to you. I have resisted it times out of

number since I bade you good-bye at The Hard. But Christmas-
night turns one a bit soft and craving for sight and touch of

those who belong to one. So much I dare say, though I go

back on nothing I said to you then about the keeping up of
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decent barriers. Only being Christmas-night-soft I give

myself the licence of a holiday—for once. The night is clear

as glass and the city rises in a great semicircle, pierced by
and outlined in twinkling lights, right up to the ring of forts

crowning the hills, where the sky begins—a sky smothered in

stars. I have been out, on deck, looking at it all, at the
black masts and funnels of the ships ranging to right and left

against the glare of the town, and at the oily, black water,
thick with floating filth and garbage and with wandering
reflections like jewels and precious metals on the surface of

it—the rummiest mixture of fair and foul. And then, all that
faded out somehow—and I saw black water again, but clean

this time and with no reflections, under a close-drawn veil of

falling rain ; and I felt to lift you out of the boat and carry
you in across the lawn and up to your room. And then I

could not hold out against temptation any longer, but came
here into my cabin and sat down to write to you. The picture

of you, wet and limp and helpless in my arms, is always with
me, stamped on the very substance of my brain, as is the other
picture of you in the drawing-room lined with bookcases,
where we found one another for the second time. Found one
another in spirit, I mean ; an almost terribly greater finding

than the first one, because it can go on for ever as it belongs
to the part of us which does not die. That is my faith anyhow.
To-morrow morning I will go ashore and into one of those

big, tawdry Genoa churches, and listen to the music, standing
in some quiet corner, and think about you and renew my
vows to you. It won't be half bad to keep Christmas that
way.

" I don't pretend to be a great letter-writer, so if this one
has funny fashions to it you must forgive both them and me.
I write as I feel and must leave it so. The voyage has been
good, and my poor old tub has behaved herself, kept afloat

and done her best, bravely if a bit wheezingly, in some rather

nasty seas. When we are through here I take her across to

Tripoli and back along the African coast to Algiers, then
across to Marseilles. I reckon to reach there in six weeks or

two months from now. You might perhaps be willing to

write a line to me there—to the care of my owners, Messrs.

Denniver, Holland & Co. Their office is in the Cannebidre.

I don't ask you to do this, but only tell you I should value it

more than you can quite know.—Now my hoHday is over and
I will close down till next Christmas-night—unless miracles
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happen meanwhile—so good-bye.—Here is a boatload of my
lads coming alongside, roaring with song and as drunk as

lords.—God bless you. In spirit I once again kiss your dear

feet. Your brother till death and after,

Darcy Faircloth."

Dazed, enchanted, held captive by the secular magic
pertaining to those who " go down to the sea in ships " and
ply their calling in the great waters, held captive, too, by the

mysterious prenatal sympathies which unite those who come
of the same blood, Damaris stayed very still, sitting child-

like upon the bare polished floor, while the wind murmured
through the spreading pines, shading the terrace below, and
gently fanned her throat and temples.

For Faircloth's letter seemed to her very wonderful, ahke
in its vigour, its simplicity and—her lips quivered—its

revelation of loving.—How he cared—r-and how he went on
caring !

—^There were coarse words in it, the meaning of which
she neither knew or sought to know ; but she did not resent

them. The letter indeed would have lost some of its living

force, its convincing reality, had they been omitted. They
rang true, to her ear. And just because they rang true the

rest rang blessedly true as well. She gloried in the whole
therefore, breathing through it a larger air of faith and hope,

and confident fortitude. The kindred qualities of her own
heart and intelligence, the flush of her fine enthusiasm,

sprang to meet and join with the fineness of it, its richness of

promise and of good omen.
For a time mind and emotion remained thus in stable and

exalted equilibrium. Then, as enchantment reached its

necessary term and her apprehensions and thought began to

work more normally, she badly wanted someone to speak to.

She wanted to bear witness, to testify, to pour forth both the

moving tale and her own sensations, into the ear of some
indulgent and friendly listener. She—she—wanted to tell

Colonel Carteret about it, to enlist his interest, to read him,

in part at least, Darcy Faircloth's letter, and hear his con-

firmation of the noble spirit she discerned in it, its poetry,

its charm. For the dear man with the blue eyes would under-

stand, of that she felt confident, understand fully—and it

would set her right with him, if, as she suspected, he was
not somehow quite pleased with her. She caressed the idea,

while, so doing, silence and concealment grew increasingly
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irksome to her. Oh ! she wanted to speak—^and to her father
she could not speak.

With that both Damaris' attitude and expression changed,
the glory abruptly departing. She got up off the floor, left

the window, and sat down very soberly, in a red-velvet
covered arm-chair, placed before the flat stone hearth piled

with wood ashes.

There truly was the fly in the ointment, the abiding smirch
on the otherwise radiant surface—as she now hailed it—of

this strangely moving fraternal relation. The fact of it did
come, and, as she feared, would inevitably continue to come
between her and her father, marring to an appreciable degree
their mutual confidence and sympathy. At Deadham he had
braced himself to deal with the subject in a spirit of rather
magnificent self-abnegation. But the effort had cost him more
than she quite cared to estimate, in lowered pride and moral
suffering. It had told on not only his mental but his physical
health. Now that he was in great measure restored, his

humour no longer saturnine, he no longer remote, sunk in

himself and inaccessible, it would be not only injudicious,

but selfish, to the verge of active cruelty, to press the subject

again upon his notice, to propose further concessions, or

further recognition of its existence. She couldn't ask that of

him—ten thousand times no, she couldn't ask it—though
not to ask it was to let the breach in sympathy and confidence
widen silently and grow.

So much was sadly clear to her. She unfolded Faircloth's

letter and read it through a second time, in vain hope of

discovering some middle way, some leading. Read it, feefing

the first enchantment but all cross-hatched now and seamed
with perplexity and regret. For decent barriers must stand,

he declared, which meant concealment indefinitely prolonged,

the love of brother and sister wasted, starved to the mean
proportions of an occasional furtive letter ; sacrificed, with
all its possibilities of present joy and future comfort, to hide

the passage of long-ago wrongdoing in which it had its source.

Her hesitation went a step behind this presently, arguing

as to how that could be sin which produced so gracious a
result. It wasn't logical an evil tree should bear such con-

spicuously good fruit. Yet conscience and instinct assured her

the tree was indeed evil—a thing of Ucence, of unruly passion

upon which she might not look. Had it not been her first

thought—when Faircloth told her, drifting down the tide-
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river in the chill and dark—that he must feel sad, feel angry
having been wronged by the manner of his birth ? He had
answered " yes," thereby admitting the inherent evil of the

tree of which his existence was the fruit—adding, " but not
often and not for long," since he esteemed the gift of life too

highly to be overnice as to the exact method by which he
became possessed of it. He palliated, therefore, he excused,

but he did not deny.
By this time Damaris' mind wheeled in a vicious circle,

perpetually swinging round to the original starting-point. The
moral puzzle proved too compUcated for her, the practical

one equally hard of solution. She stood between them, her
father and her brother. Their interests conflicted, as did the

duty she owed each ; and her heart, her judgment, her piety

were torn two ways at once. Would it always be thus—or

would the pull of one prove conclusively the stronger ? Would
she be compelled finsdly to choose between them ? Not that

either openly did or ever would strive to coerce her. Both
were honourable, both magnanimous. And, out of her heart,

she desired to serve both justly and equally—only—only

—

upon youth the pull of youth is very great.

She put her hands over her eyes, shrinking, frightened.

Was it possible she loved Darcy Faircloth best ?

A knocking. Damaris slipped the letter into the pocket
of her dress, and rising crossed the room and opened the door.

Hordle stood in the pale spacious corridor without. He
presented Marshall Wace's card. The gentleman, he said

rather huffily, had called, bringing a message from Mrs.
Frayhng as Hordle understood, which he requested to deliver

to Miss Damaris in person. He begged her to believe he was in

no hurry. If she was engaged he could perfectly well wait.

—

He would do so in the hotel drawing-room, until it was con-

venient to her to allow him a few minutes' conversation.

So, for the second time, this young man's intrusion proved
by no means unwelcome, as offeringDamaris timely escape. She
went down willingly to receive him. Yesterday he struck her as

a pleasant and agreeable person—and of a type with which
she was unacquainted. It would be interesting to talk to him

—

She felt anxious, moreover, to learn what Henrietta, lovely if

not entirely satisfactory Henrietta, could possibly want.



CHAPTER IV

BLOWING OF one's OWN TRUMPET PRACTISED AS A FINE ART

THE slender little Corsican horses, red-chestnut in

colour and active as cats, trotted, with a tinkle of

bells, through the barred sunshine and shadow of

the fragrant pine and cork woods. The road, turning inland,

cHmbed steadily, the air growing lighter and fresher as the
elevation increased—a nip in it testifying that January was
barely yet out. And that nip justified the wearing of certain

afore-mentioned myrtle-green, fur-trimmed pehsse, upon
which Damaris' minor affections were, at this period, much set.

Though agreeably warm and thick, it moulded her bosom,
neatly shaped her waist, and that without any defacing

wrinkle. The broad fur band at the throat compelled her to

carry her chin high, with a not unbecoming effect. Her
cheeks bloomed, her eyes shone bright, as she sat beside Mrs.
Frayhng in the open victoria, relishing the fine air, the varying
prospect, her own good clothes, her companion's extreme
prettiness and lively talk.

This drive, the prelude to Henrietta's campaign, presented
that lady at her best. The advantage of being—as Henrietta
—essentially artificial, is that you can never, save by forget-

ful lapse into sincerity, be untrue to yourself. Hence what
a saving of scruples, of self-accusation, of self-torment

!

Her plans once fixed she proceeded to carry them out with
unswerving ease and spontaneity. She refused to hurry, her

only criterion of personal conduct being success : and success,

so she believed, if sound, being a plant of gradual growth.
Therefore she gave herself both and others time. Once fairly

in the saddle, she never strained, never fussed.

Her cue to-day was to offer information rather than t»

require it. Curious about many things she might be ; but

gratification of her curiosity must wait. Damaris, on her part,

listened eagerly, asking nothing better than to be kept amused,
kept busy, helped to forget.—Not Faircloth's letter—very,

204
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very far from that !—but the inward conflict of opposing loves,

opposing duties, which meditation upon his letter so distract-

ingly produced. Relatively all, outside that conflict and the
dear cause of it, was of small moment—mere play-stuff at best.

But her brain and conscience were tired. She would be so

glad, for a time, only to think about play-stuff.

"I want you to' go on being kind to Marshall Wace,"
Henrietta in the course of conversation presently said. " He
told me how charmingly you received him yesterday, when he
called with my note. He was so pleased. He is exaggeratedly
sensitive owing to unfortunate family complications in the

past."

Damaris pricked up her ears, family compHcations having
latterly acquired a rather painful interest for her.

" Poor man—I'm sorry," she said.
" His mother, a favourite cousin of my husband. General

Frayling, married an impossible person—eloped with him,
to tell the truth. Her people, not without reason, were
dreadfully put out. The children were brought up rather

anyhow. Marshall did not go to a public school, which he
imagines places him at a disadvantage with other men.
Perhaps it does. Men always strike me as being quaintly

narrow-minded on that subject. Later he was sent to Cam-
bridge with the idea of his taking Orders and going into the

Church. My husband's elder brother, Leonard FrayUng, is

patron of several livings. He would have presented Marshall
to the first which fell vacant, and thus his future would have
been secured. But just as he was going up for deacon's orders,

Marshall, rather I can't help feeling like a goose, developed
theological difficulties. They were perfectly genuine, I don't

doubt ; but they were also singularly ill-timed—a Httle earlier,

a Httle later, or not at all would have been infinitely more
convenient. So there he was, poor fellow, thrown on the \i^orld

at three-and-twenty with no profession and no prospects

;

for my brother-in-law washed his hands of him when the

theological difficulties were announced. Marshall tried bear-

leading ; but people are not particularly anxious to entrust

their boys to a non-public school man afflicted by religious

doubts. He thought of making use of his really exquisite

voice and becoming a pubHc singer ; but the training is fear-

fully expensive, and so somehow that plan also fell through.

For a time I am afraid he was really reduced to great straights,

with the consequence that he broke down in health. Through
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friends, my husband got to heai- of Mai-shall's miserable
drcumstarxes—shortly after our marriage it was—and felt

it incumbent upon liim to go to the rescue/*

Henrietta paused, thereby giving extra point to what'was to

follow, and pulled the fur rug up absently about her waist.
" For the last eighteen months," she said, " Marshall has

practically made his home with us. The arrangement has
its drawbacks, of course. For one tiling the General and I

are never alone, and that is a trial to us both. Two's company
and three's none. When a husband and wife are reallj^ devoted
they don't want always to have a tliird wheel to the domestic
cart."

Then, as if checking further and very natural inclination to

repining, she looked round at Damaris, smiling from behind her
thick white net veil with most disarming sweetness.

" No—no—I'm not naughty. I don't mean to complain
about it," she prettily protested. " For I do so strongly
feel if one sets out to do good it shouldn't be by driblets,

with your name, in full, printed in subscription Hsts against

every small donation. You should plump for j^our protege,

and that with the least ostentation possible. The General
and 1 are careful not to let people know Marshall stays with
us as a guest. It is rather a slip speaking of it even to you ;

but I can trust you not to repeat what I say. I am sure of

that."

Damaris laid a hand fondly, impulsively upon the elder

woman's knee.
** For certain you can trust me. For certain anything you

say to me is just between our two selves. I should never
dream of repeating it."

" There speaks the precious downy owl of long ago," Mrs.
FrayHng brightly cried, " bustling up in defence of its own
o\vn loyalty and honour. Ah ! Damaris, how very delicious

it is to have you with me !

"

For, her main point having been made, she now adroitly

discarded pathos. Another word regarding her philanthropic

harbourage of the young man, Marshall Wace, remained to

be spoken—but not yet. Let it come in later, naturally and
without hint of insistence.

" We must be together as much as possible during the next
few weeks," she went on

—
** as often as Sir Charles can be

persuaded to spare you to me. Whether the General and I

shall ever make up our ininds to settle down in a home of our
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own, where I could ask you to stay with us, I don't know.
I'm afraid we are hopelessly nomadic. Therefore I am extra

anxious to make the most of the happy accident which has

thrown us together, anxious to get every ounce possible of

intercourse out of it.—We quite understand you have luncheon

with me on Thursday, don't we ?—and that you stay and help

me through the afternoon. I am always at home on Thursdays
to the neighbours. They aren't all of them conspicuously

well-bred or exciting ; but I have learnt to take the rough
with the smooth, the boring along with the gifted and brilliant.

India is a good school in which to learn hospitaHty. The
practise of that virtue becomes a habit. And I for one quite

refuse to excuse myself from further exercise of it on coming
back to Europe. The General feels with me ; and we have
laid ourselves out to be civil to our compatriots here at St.

Augustin this winter. A few people were vexatiously stiff

and starched at first ; but each one of them has given in,

in turn. They really do, I beUeve, appreciate our Httle social

efforts."
** Who wouldn't give in to you Henrietta ? " Damaris

murmured.
Whereupon Mrs. Frayling dehcately beamed on her ; and,

agreeable unanimity of sentiment being thus established,

conversation between the two ladies for a while fell silent.

The Uttle chestnut horses, meantime, encouraged with
" Ho he-s " and " Ho Iks " by their driver, trotted and
climbed, cUmbed and trotted, until the woodland lay below
and the Signal de la Palu was reached. A wide level space on a
crest of the foot-hills—with flagstaff bearing the valorous

tricolor, and rustic log-built restaurant offering refreshment

—

opening upon the full splendour of the Maritime Alps.

Damaris stepped out of the carriage, and, patting the near
horse on the neck in passing, went forward across the sparse

turf, starred with tiny clear coloured flowers, to the edge of

the platform.

The Provencal coachman, from his perch on the box-seat

of the victoria, his rough-caste crumpled countenance sun-

baked to the solid ruddy brown of the soil of his own vine-

yard, followed her movements with approving glances.

—

For she was fresh as an opening rose the young English Mees,
and though most elegant, how agile, how evidently strong !

Innocent of the admiration she excited, Damaris stood

absorbed, awed even, by the grandeur of the scene. Many
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hundred feet below, the rent chasm down which it took its

course steeped in violet gloom, the milk-white waters of an
ice-fed river impetuously journeyed to the fertile lowlands
and the sea. Opposite, across the gorge, amazingly distinct

in the pellucid atmosphere, rose the high mountains, the un-
defiled, untrodden and eternal snows. Azure shadow, trans-

parent, ethereal, haunted them, bringing into evidence
enormous roimded shoulder, cirque, crinkled glacier, knife-

edge of underl5dng rock.

They belonged to the deepest the most superb of Ufe, this

rent gorge, these mountains—^Uke Faircloth's letter. Would
beautiful and noble sights, such as these, always in future give

her an ache of longing for the writer of that letter, for the

romance, the poetry, of the unacknowledged relation he bore
to her ? Tears smarted hot in Damaris' eyes, and resolutely,

if rather piteously, she essayed to wink them away. For to

her it just now seemed, the deepest, the most superb of Hfe

was also in great measure the forbidden. The ache must be
endured, then, the longing go unsatisfied, since she could only
stay the pain of them by doing violence to plain and heretofore

fondly cherished, duties.

But her tears defied the primitive process of winking.

Not so cheaply could she rid herself of their smart and the

blurred distorted vision they occasioned. She pulled out her
handkerchief petulantly and wiped them. Then schooled
herself to a colder, more moderate and reasonable temper.
And, so doing, her thought turned gratefully to Mrs. Fray-

ling. For mercifully Henrietta was here to help fill the void

;

to, in a manner, break her fall. Henrietta didn't belong to

the depths or the heights, that she regretfully admitted.

With the eternal snows she possessed httle or nothing in

common. But, at a lower, more everyday level, had not she

a vast amount to offer, what with her personal lovehness, her

social cleverness, her knowledge of the world and its ways ?

She might not amount to the phoenix of Damaris' childhood's

adoration ; but she was very friendly, very diverting, deUght-
fully kind. Damaris honestly believed all these excellent

things of her.—She had been stupidly fastidious three days
ago, and failed to do Henrietta justice. What she had
learned—by chance—this afternoon, of Henrietta's unselfish-

ness and generous treatment of Marshall Waco bore effectively

convincing witness to the sweetness of her disposition and
kindness of her heart, Damaris felt bound to make amends
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for that unspoken injustice, of which she now repented.

How better could she do so than by giving herself warmly,
without reserve or restraint, in response to the interest and
attention Henrietta lavished upon her ?—^At eighteen, to be
wooed by so finished and popular a person was no mean
compUment.—She wouldn't hold back, suspicious and grudg-
ing ; but enjoy all Henrietta so dehghtfully offered to the

uttermost.

And there, as though clenching the conclusion thus arrived

at, Mrs. Frayling's voice gaily hailed her, calling :

" Damaris, Damaris, here is our tea—or rather our coffee.

Come, darling child, and partake before it gets cold."

So after brief pause, spent in determined looking, the girl

bowed her head in mute farewell ; and turned her back
perhaps courageously, perhaps unwisely and somewhat
faithlessly, upon the mountains, and the rare mysteries of

their untrodden snows. She went across the sparse turf,

starred with tiny clear, coloured flowers, her face stern, for

all its youthful bloom and softness, her eyes meditative and
profound.
The owner of the log-built restaurant, a thick-set, grizzled

veteran of the Franco-Prussian war, the breast of his rusty

velveteen jacket proudly bearing a row of medals, stood
talking to Mrs. FrayHng, hat in hand. His right foot had
suffered amputation some inches above the ankle, and he
walked with the ungainly support of a crutch-toppjd
peg-leg strapped to the flexed knee.

As Damaris approached the carriage, he swept back the

fur rug in gallantly respectful invitation ; and, so soon as

she ensconced herself on the seat beside Henrietta, bending
down he firmly and comfortably tucked it round her. He
declared, further, as she thanked him, it an honour in any
capacity to serve her, since had not Madame, but this moment,
so gracefully informed him of the commanding mihtary
career of the Mademoiselle's father, possessor of that unique
distinction the Victoria Cross—a person animated, more-
over, as Madame reported, by sincere sympathy for the

tragic sorrows of well-beloved and so now cruelly dismembered
France.

Damaris heard, in this singing of her father's praises, a
grateful reconciling strain. She found it profitable, just now,
to recall the heroic deeds, the notable achievements which
marked his record. Her coffee tasted the more fragrant for

14
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it, the butter the fresher, the honey the sweeter wherewith
she spread the clean coarse home-baked bread. She ate,

indeed, with a capital appetite, the long drive and stimulating

air, making her hungry. Possibly even her recent emotion
contributed to that result ; for in youth heartache by no means
connotes a disposition towards fasting, rather does diet,

generous in quantity, materially assist to soothe its anguish.

This meal, in fact, partaken of in the open, alone with
Henrietta, object of her childhood's idolatry—the first they
had shared since those remote and guileless years—assumed
to Damaris a sacramental character, though of the earthly

and mundane rather than transcendental kind. It's com-
munion was one of good fellowship, of agreement in cultiva-

tion of the lighter social side ; which, upon our maiden's

part, implied tacit consent to conform to easier standards

than those until now regulating her thought and action,

implied tacit acceptance of Henrietta as example and as guide.

Whether the latter would have found cause for self-con-

gratulation, could she have fathomed the precise cause of this

apparently speedy conquest and speedy surrender, is doubtful

;

since it, in fact, took its rise less in the fascination of devotion
given, than in that of devotion denied. She happened to be
here on the spot at a critical juncture, and thus to catch the

young girl's heart on the rebound. That was all—that, joined

with Damaris' instinctive necessity to play fair and pay in

honest coin for every benefit received.

So much must be said in extenuation of our nymph-Hke
damsel's apparent subjection to levity—a declension which,
in the sequel and in certain quarters, went neither unnoticed
nor undeplored. But to labour this point is to forestall

history. Immediately her change of attitude announced its

existence innocently enough. For the sacramental meal once
consumed, and courteous parting words bestowed upon the

vahant soldier broken in his country's wars, the coachman
mounted the box, and gathering up the reins, with " Ho he's

"

and *' ho Ik's, " swung his horses half round the level and
plunged them over the hill-side, along a steep woodland track

leading by serpentine twists and curves down to join the

Corniche Road—a blonde ribbon rimming the indentations

of the five-mile distant coast.

Damaris steadied herself well back on the';seat -of the carriage,

as it swayed and bumped over ruts and tree-roots to the lively

menace of its springs. She studiously kept her face turned
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towards her companion, a myrtle-green shoulder as studiously

turned towards the view. For she found it wiser not even to

glance in that direction, lest rebellious regrets and longings

should leap on her across the violet-blotted abyss from out
those shining Alpine citadels. While to strengthen herself in

allegiance to Mrs. Frayling and to, what may be called, the

lighter side, she pushed one hand into that lady's muff and
coaxed the slender pointed-fingers hiding in the comfortable

pussy-warmth within.
** Tell me stories, Henrietta, please," she entreated, ** about

all the people who youVe asked to your party on Thursday.
Dress them up for me and put them through their paces, so

that I may know who they all are when I see them and
make no mistakes, but behave to them just as you would
wish me to."

" Gradate your attentions and not pet the wrong ones ?
"

Mrs. Frayling gave gentle squeeze for squeeze in the pussy-

warmth, laughing a trifle impishly.
** You sinful child," she said

—
" Gracious what jolts—^my

spine will soon be driven through the top of my skull at this

rate !—Yes, sinful in tempting me to gibbet my acquaintance
for your amusement.*'

n|" But why gibbet them ? Aren't^they nice, don't you
care for them ?

"

*' Prodigiously, of course. Yet would you find it in the
least interesting or illuminating if I indexed their modest
virtues only ?

"

** I think the old soldier found it both interesting and
illuminating when you indexed my father's virtues just now."

" Sir Charles's virtues hardly come under the head of modest
ones," Mrs.jFrayling threw off almost sharply. " Give me
someone as well worth acclaiming and I'll shout with the
best ! Butfyou scarcely quote your father as among the

average, do you ?—^The people who you'll meet on Thursday
compared^to him, I'm afraid, are^as'molehillsfto the[.'mountains

yonder, pf J. described them by their amiable qualities alone

they'd be as indistinguishable and as insipid as a row of dolls.

Only through their aberrations, their unconscious perfidies,

iniquities, do they develop'^definiteness of'outline and begin
to Hve. Ohl^ nothing could beT'unkinderJthan to whitewash
them. Take| Mrs.Xallowgas, for instance, with one eye on the
Church, the other on the world. The permanent inconsistency

of her attitude^ as I may say her permanent squint, gives her
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a certain cachet without which she'd be a positive blank.

—

She is most anxious to meet you by the way, and Sir Charles—^always supposing he is self-sacrificing enough to come

—

because she knows connections of his and yours at Harchester,
a genial pillar of the Church in the form of an Archdeacon,
in whom, as I gather, her dear dead Lord Bishop very much
put his trust."

** Tom Verity's^father, I suppose," Damans murmured
her colour rising, the hint of a cloud too upon her brow.

" And who may Tom Verity be ?
** Mrs. Frayling, noting

both colour and cloud, alertly asked.
" A distant cousin. He stayed with us in the autumn just

before he went out to India. He passed into the Indian Civil

Service from Oxford at the top of the list."
" Praiseworthy young man."
" Oh ! but you would like him, Henrietta," the girl declared

" He is very clever and very entertaining too when "

" When ?
"

" Well, when he doesn't tease too much. He has an immense
amount to talk about, and very good nianners."
" Also, when he does not tease too much ?—And you Uke

him ?
"

" I don't quite know," Damaris slowly said. " He did not
stay with us long enough for me to make up my mind. And
then other things happened which rather put him out of my
head. He was a httle conceited, perhaps, I thought."

" Not unnaturally, being at the top of the pass list. But
though other things put him out of your head, he writes to

you ?
"

In the pussy-warmth within her muff, Mrs. Frayling became
sensible that Damaris' hand grew unresponsive, at once
curiously stiff and curiously limp.

" He has written twice. Once on the voyage out, and again

soon after he arrived. The—the second letter reached me
this week."
Notwithstanding sunshine, the eager air, and Uvely bumping

of the descent, Henrietta observed the flush fade, leaving

the girl white as milk. Her eyes looked positively enormous
set in the pallor of her face. They were veiled, telling nothing,

and thereby—to Mrs. Frayling's thinking—betraying much.
She scented a situation—some girlish attachment, budding
affair of the heart.

" My father gave Tom Verity letters of introduction, and
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he wanted us to know how kindly he had been received in

consequence."
" Most proper on his part," Mrs. Frayling said

She debated discreet questioning, probing—the estabhsh-

ment of herself in the character of sympathetic confidante.

But decided against that. It might be impohtic, dangerous
even, to press the pace. Moreover the young man, whatever
his attractions, might be held a negligible quantity in as far

as any Httle schemes of her own were concerned at present,

long leave and reappearance upon the home scene being almost
certainly years' distant.—^And, just there, the hand within the

muff became responsive once more, even urgent in its seeking

and pressure, as though appeaUng for attention and tenderness"
" Henrietta, I don't want to be selfish, but won't you go on

teUing me stories about your Thursday party people ?—

I

interrupted you—but it's all new, you see and it interests me
so much," Damaris rather plaintively said.

Mrs. Frayhng needed no further inducement to exercise

her really considerable powers of verbal dehneation. Charging
her palate with Hvely colours, she sprang to the task—and that

with a sprightly composure and deftness of touch which went
far to cloak malice and rob flippancy of offence.

Listening, Damaris brightened—as the adroit performer
intended she should—under the gay cascade of talk. Laughed
at length, letting finer instincts of charity go by the wall, in

her enjoyment of neatly turned mockeries and the sense

of personal superiority they provoked. For Henrietta's

dissection of the weaknesses of absent friends, inevitably

amounted to indirect flattery of the friend for whose diversion

that process of dissection was carried out.

Sh'e passed the whole troop in review.—^To begin with
Miss Maud Callowgas, in permanent waiting upon her ex-

semi-episcopal widowed mother—in age a real thirty-five

though nominal twenty-eight, her muddy complexion,
prominent teeth and all too long back.—Her designs, real

or imagined, upon Marshall Wace. Designs foredoomed to

failure, since whatever his intentions—Henrietta smiled

wisely—they certainly did not include Maud Callowgas's

matrimonial future in their purview.
Herbert Binning followed next—the chaplain who served

the rather staring little Anglican church at Le Vandou, a
suburb of St. Augustin much patronized by^the Enghsh in

the winter season, and a chapel somewhere in the Bernese
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Oberland during the summer months. Energetic, athletic, a
great talker and squire of dames—in all honesty and correct-

ness, this last, well understood, for there wasn't a word to be
breathed against the good cleric's morals. But just a wee bit

impressionable and flirtatious, as who might not very well be
with such a whiney-piney wife as Mrs. Binning ; always ailing,

what mind she might (by stretch of charity) be supposed to

possess exclusively fixed upon the chronic irregularities of

her internal organs? Recumbency was a mania with her,

and she had a disconcerting habit of wanting to lie down on
the most inconveniently unsuitable occasions.—^To mitigate
his overflowing energies, which cried aloud for work, Mr.
Binning took pupils. He had two exceptionably nice boys
with him this winter, in the interval between leaving Eton
and going to up Oxford, namely. Peregrine Ditton, Lord
Pamber's younger son, and Harry Ellice, a nephew of Lady
Hermione Twells. They were very well-bred. Their high
spirits were highly infectious. They played tennis to per-

fection and Harry Ellice danced quite tidily into the bargain.

—Damaris must make friends with them. They were her
contemporaries, and delightfully fresh and ingenuous.

Lady Hermione herself—^here Henrietta's tone conveyed
restraint, even comparative reverence—who never for an
instant forgot she once had reigned over some microscopic

court out in the far Colonial wilderness, nor allowed you to

forget it either. Her glance half demanded your curtsy.

Still she was the " real thing " and, in that, eminently satis-

factory—genuine grande dame by right both of birth and of

training.
" Sh6 won't condescend to tell me so, being resolved to keep

me very much in my proper place," Henrietta continued;
" but I learned yesterday from Mary Ellice—Harry's sister,

who lives with her—that she is intensely desirous to meet
Sir Charles. She wants to talk to him about Afghanistan and
North-west Frontier policy. A brother of hers it appears

was at one time in the Guides ; and she is under the impression

your father and Colonel Carteret would have known him.

—

By the way, dearest child, they do mean to honour rne, those

two, don't they, with their presence on Thursday ?
"

" Of course they will, since you asked them. Why they love

to come and see you."
" Do they ? " Mrs. Frayling said

—
" Anyhow, let us hope so.

I can trust Carteret's general benevolence, but I am afraid
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your father will be unutterably bored with my rubbishing
little assembly."

*' But, of course he'll be nice to everybody too—as tame
and gentle as possible with them all to please you, don't you
see, Henrietta."

" Ah ! no doubt, all to please me !
" she repeated. And fell

to musing, while the carriage, quitting at last the rough forest

track, rattled out on to the metalled high road, white in dust.

Here the late afternoon sun still lay hot. The booming
plunge of the tideless sea, breaking upon the rocks below^
quivered in the quiet air. Henrietta Frayling withdrew her
hands from her muff, unfastened the collar of her sable cape.

The change from the shadowed woods to this glaring sheltered

stretch of road was oppressive. She felt strangely tired and
spent. She trusted Damaris would not perceive her uncom-
fortable state and proffer sympathy. And Damaris, in fact,

did nothing of the sort, being very fully occupied with her
own concerns at present.

Half a mile ahead, pastel-tinted, green-shuttered houses

—

a village of a single straggling street—detached themselves
in broken perspective from the purple of pine-crowned cliff

and headland beyond. Behind them the western sky began
to grow golden with the approach of sunset. The road lead
straight towards that softly golden light—to St. Augustin.
It led further, deeper into the gold, deeper, as one might fancy,

into the heart of the coming sunset, namely to the world-
famous seaport of Marseilles.

Damaris sought to stifle remembrance of this alluring fact,

as soon as it occurred to her. She must not dally with it

—

no she mustn't. To in anywise encourage or dwell on it, was
weak and unworthy, she having accepted the claims of clearly

apprehended duty. She could not go back on her decision,

her choice, since, in face of the everlasting hills, she had
pledged herself.

So she let her eyes no longer rest on the high-road, but
looked out to sea—where, as tormenting chance would have
it, the black hull of a big cargo boat, steaming slowly westward,
cut into the vast expanse of blue, long pennons of rusty grey
smoke ^trailing away from its twin rusty-red painted funnels.

Hard-pressed, the girl turned to her companion, asking
abruptly, inconsequently

—

" Is that everyone who you
expect on Thursday, Henrietta ?

"

For some seconds Mrs. Frayling regarded her with a curious
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lack of intelligent interest or comprehension. Her thoughts,

also, had run forward into the gold of the approaching sun-

set ; and she had some difficulty in overtaking, or restraining

them, although they went no further than the Grand Hotel

;

and—so to speak—sat down there all of a piece, on a buff-

coloured iron chair, which commanded an uninterrupted view
of four gentlemen standing talking before the front door.

" On Thursday ? " she repeated
—

" Why Thursday ?
"

—

and her usually skilful hands fumbled with the fastening

of her sable cape. Their helpless ineffectual movements served

to bring her to her senses, bring her to herself.
" Really you possess an insatiable thirst for information

regarding my probable guests, precious child," she exclaimed.
" All—of course not. I have only portrayed the heads of

tribes as yet for your delectation. We sjiall number many
others—male and female—of the usual self-expatriated

British rank and file.—Derelicts mostly "

—

Lightly and coldly, Henrietta laughed.
" Like, for example, the General and myself. Wanderers

possessed of a singularly barren species of freedom, without
ties, without any sheet-anchor of family or of profession to

embarrass our movements, without call to live in one place

rather than another. All along this sun-blessed Riviera you
will find them swarming, thick as flies, displaying the trumpery
spites and rivalries through which, as I started by pointing out

to you, they can alone maintain a degree of individuality and
persuade themselves and others they still are actually alive.

'^

Shocked at this sudden bitterness, touched to the quick by
generous pity, regardless of possible onlookers—here in the

village street, where the hoof-beats of the trotting horses

echoed loud from the house-walls on either side—Damaris
put her arms round Henrietta Frayling, clasping, kissing

her.
" Ah ! don't, Henrietta," she cried. ** Don't dare to say

such ugly, lying things about your dear self. They aren't

true. They're absurdly, scandalously untrue.—You who are

so brilliant, so greatly admired, who have everyone at your
feet ! You who are so kind too,—think of all the pleasure you
have given me to-day, for instance—and then think how
beautifully good you've been, and all the time are being, to

poor Mr. Wace"
Whether Mrs. Frayling's surprising lapse into sincerity

and bald self-criticism were intentional, calculated, or not.
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she was undoubtedly quick to see and profit by the opening

which Damans' concluding words afforded her.
" How sweet you are, darUng child ! How very dear of you

to scold me thus !
" she murmured, gently disengaging her-

self and preening her feathers, somewhat disarranged by the

said darling child's impetuous onset.
" I know it is wrong to grumble. Yet sometimes—as one

grows older—one gets a dreadful sense that the delights of

life are past ; and that perhaps one has been overscrupulous,

over-timid and so missed the best.—^That is one reason why
I find it so infinitely pleasing to have you with me—yet

pathetic too perhaps.—Why ? Well, I don't know that I am
quite at liberty to explain exactly why."
Henrietta smiled at her long, wistfully and oh ! so sagely.
" And, indirectly, that reminds me I am most anxious you

should not exaggerate, or run off with any mistaken ideas

about my dealings with poor Marshall Wace. I don't deny
I did find his constantly being with us a trial at first. But
I am reconciled to it. A trifle of discipline, though scream-

ingly disagreeable, is no doubt sometimes useful—good for

one's character, I mean. And I really have grown quite

attached to him. He has charming qualities. His want of

self-confidence is really his worst fault—and what a trivial

one if you've had experience of the horrid things men can do,

gamble, for example, and drink !

"

Henrietta paused, sighed. The yellow facade of the Grand
Hotel came into sight, a pale spot amid dark trees in the

distance.
" And Marshall, poor fellow," she continued, " is more

grateful to me, that I know, than words can say. So do like

him and encourage him a little—it would be such a help and
happiness to me as well as to him, dearest Damaris."



CHAPTER V

IN WHICH HENRIETTA PULLS THE STRINGS

MRS. FRAYLING'S afternoon party passed oH to

admiration. But this by no means exhausted her
social activities. Rather did it stimulate them ; so

that, with Damaris' amusement as their ostensible object and
excuse, they multiplied exceedingly. Henrietta was in her
native element. Not for years had she enjoyed herself so

much. This chaperonage, this vicarious motherhood, was rich

in opportunity. She flung wide her nets, even to the emmeshing
of recruits from other larger centres, Cannes, Antibes, and Nice.

This more ambitious phase developed later. Immediately
our chronicle may address itself to the initial Thursday, which,
for our nymph-like maiden, saw the birth of certain illusions

destined to all too lengthy a span of life.

Luncheon at the villa—or as Henrietta preferred it called.

The Pavilion—set in the grounds of the Hotel de la Plage and
dependent for service upon that house—was served at mid-
day. This left a considerable interval before the advent of

the expected guests. Mrs. Frayling refused to dedicate it to

continuous conversation, as unduly tiring both for Damaris
and for herself. They must reserve their energies, must keep
fresh. Marshall Wace was, therefore, bidden to provide

peaceful entertainment, read aloud—presently perhaps sing

to them at such time as digestion—^bad for the voice when in

process—might be supposed complete. The young man
obeyed, armed with Tennyson's Maud and a volume of selected

lyrics.

His performance fairly started General FrayUng furtively

vanished in search of a mild siesta. It inflated his uxorious

breast with pride to have his Henrietta shine in hospitality

thus. But his lean shanks wearied, keeping time to the giddy

music. Wistfully he feared he must be going downhill,

wasn't altogether the man he used to be, since he found the

business of pleasure so exhaustingly strenuous. And that was

218
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beastly unfair by his lovely wife—wouldn't do, would not do
at all, by Gad ! Therefore did he vanish into a diminutive
and rather stuffy smoking-room, under the stairs, unfasten his

nankeen waistcoat, unfasten his collar-stud, doze and finally,

a little anxiously, sleep.

Whatever Marshall Wace's diffidence in ordinary inter-

course, it effectually disappeared so soon as he began to declaim
or to recite. The histrionic in him declared itself, rising

dominant. Given a character to impersonate, big swelling
words to say, fine sentiments to enunciate, he changed to the
required colour chameleon-like. You forgot—at least the
feminine portion of his audience, almost without exception,
forgot—that his round light-brown eyes stared uncomfortably
much ; that his nose, thin at the root and starting with hand-
some aquiline promise, ended in a foolish button-tip. Forgot
that his lips were straight and compressed, wanting in generous
curves and in tenderness—an actor's mouth, constructed
merely for speech. Forgot the harsh quality of the triangular
redness on either cheek, fixed and feverish. Ceased to remark
how the angle of the jaw stood away from and beyond the
sinewy, meagre neck, or note the rise and fall of Adam's apple
so prominent in his throat.—No longer were annoyed by the
effeminate character of the hands, their retracted nails and
pink, upturned finger-tips, offering so queer a contrast to the
rather inordinate size of his feet.

For the voice rarely failed to influence its hearers, to carry
you indeed a little out of yourself by its variety of intonation,
its fire and fervour, its languishing modulations, broken
pauses, yearning melancholy of effect. The part of the neurotic
hero of the—then—Laureate's poem, that somewhat pinch-
beck Victorian Hamlet, suited our young friend, moreover,
down to the ground. It offered sympathetic expression to his

own nature and temperament ; so that he wooed, scoffed,

blasphemed, orated, drowned in salt seas of envy and self-

pity, with a simulation of sincerity as convincing to others as
consolatory to himself.

And Damaris, being unlearned in the curious arts of the
theatre, listened wide-eyed, spellbound, until flicked 'by

the swishing skirts of fictitious emotion into genuine, yet
covert, excitement. As the reading progressed Henrietta
Frayling's presence increasingly sank into unimportance.
-More and more did the poem assume a personal character,
of which, if the reader were hero, she—Damaris—^became
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heroine. Maxshail Wace seemed to read not to, but definitely

at her ; so that during more than one ardent passage, she felt

herself go hot all over, as though alone with him and
acknowledged object of his adoring, despairing declarations.

This she shrank from, yet—it must be owned—found stirring,

strangely and not altogether unpleasantly agitating. For
was not this protegS of Henrietta's—whom the latter implored

her to encourage and treat kindly—something of a genius ?

Capable of sudden and amazing transformation, talking to

you with a modesty and deference agreeably greater than
that of most young men of his age ; then, on an instant,

changing at will, and extraordinarily voicing the accumulated
wrongs, joys, and sorrows of universal humanity ? Could
Henrietta, who usually spoke of him in tones of commiseration,

not to say of patronage, be aware how remarkable he really

was ? Damaris wondered ; regarding him, meanwhile, with

innocent respect and admiration. For how tremendously
much he must have experienced, how greatly he must have
suffered to be able to portray drama, express profound emotion
thus ! That the actor's art is but glorified make-believe,

the actor himself too often hollow as a drum, though loud

sounding as one, never for an instant occurred to her. How
should it ?

Therefore when Mrs. Frayling—recollecting certain mys-
teries of the toilet which required attention before the arrival

of her expected guests—brought the performance to an abrupt
termination, Damaris felt a little taken aback, a little put
about, as though someone should be guilty of talking millinery

in church.

For
—

" Splendid, my dear Marshall, splendid," the lady

softly yet emphatically interrupted him. " To-day you really

surpass yourself. I never heard you read better, and I hate

to be compelled to call a halt. But time has flown—look."

And she pointed to the blue and gold Sdvres clock upon^the

mantelpiece.
" Miss Verity is an inspiring auditor," he said, none best

pleased at being thus arbitrarily arrested in mid -course.
" For whatever merit my reading may have possessed, your
thanks are due to her rather than to me. Cousin Henrietta."

He spoke to the elder woman. He looked at the younger.

With a nervous yet ponderous movement-—it was Marshall

Wace's. misfortune always to take up more room than by
rights belonged to his height and bulk—^he got on to his feet.
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Inattentively let drop the volume of poems upon a neighbour-

ing table, to the lively danger of two empty coffee'cups.

The cups rattled. ** Pray be careful/' Mrs. Frayling
admonished him with some sharpness. The performance had
been prolonged. Not without intention had she effaced

herself. But, by both performance and effacement, she had
been not a little bored, having a natural liking for the lime-

light. She, therefore, hit out—to regret her indiscretion the

next moment.
" Nothing—nothing," she prettily added. " I beg your

pardon, Marshall, but I quite thought those cups would fall

off the table—So stupid of me."
The fixed red widened, painfully inundating the young

man's countenance. He was infuriated by his own awkward-
ness. Humiliated by Mrs. Frayling's warning, of which her

subsequent apology failed to mitigate the disgrace. And
that this should occur just in the hour of satisfied vanity,

of agreeable success—and before Damaris ! In her eyes he
must be' miserably disqualified henceforth.

But his misfortunes worked to quite other ends than he
anticipated. For Damaris came nearer, her expression gravely

earnest as appealing to him not to mind, not to let these things

vex him.
** I have never heard anyone read so beautifully," she told

him. ** You make the words come alive so that one sees the

whole story happening. It is wonderful. I shall always

remember this afternoon because of your reading—and shall

long to hear you again—often, I know, long for that."

Wace bowed. This innocent enthusiasm was extremely

assuaging to his wounded self-esteem.
" You have but to ask me, Miss Verity. I shall be only

too honoured, too happy to read to you whenever you have
leisure and inclination to listen."

But here Mrs. Frayling put her arm round Damaris'

waist, affectionately, laughingly, and drew her towards the

door.
** Come, come, darling child—don't be too complimentary

or Marshall will grow unbearably conceited.—You'll put

on flannels, by the way, Marshall, won't you ? " she added
as an afterthought.

" I shall not play tennis this afternoon," he answered,

his nose in the air. " There will be plenty for a change of

setts without me. I am not good enough for Binning and his
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two young aristocrats, and I don't choose to make sport for

the PhiUstines by an exhibition of ray ineptitude. I have no
pretentions to being an athlete."

" Nonsense, Marshall, nonsense," she took hini up quickly,

conscious his reply was not in the best taste. " You wilfully

underrate yourself."

Then later, as, still entwined, she conducted Damans
upstairs to her bedchamber.

" There you have the position in a nutshell," she said.
" Still am I not right ? For hasn't he charm, poor dear fellow,

so very much cleverness—so really gifted isn't he ?
"

And as the girl warmly agreed :

" Ah ! I am so very glad you appreciate him.—^And you
have yet to hear him sing ! That takes one by storm, I confess.—^Unhappy Maud Callowgas !—But you see how frightfully

on edge he is—^how he turns off for no valid reason, imagines
himself a failure, imagines himself out of it ? In point of fact

he plays a quite passable game of tennis—and you heard what
he said ? These fits of depression and self-depreciation amount
to being tragic. One requires endless tact to manage him,
and save him from himself."

Henrietta paused, sighed, sitting on the stool before her
toilette table, neatly placing tortoiseshellfhairpins, patting
and adjusting her bright brown hair.

" I could have bitten my tongue out for making that

wretched slip about the coffee cups ; but I was off my guard
for once. And like all artistic people Marshall is a little absent-

minded—absorbed to the point of not seeing exactly what he
is doing.—Poor young man, I sometimes tremble for his

future. Such a highly strung, sensitive nature amounts
almost to a curse. If he got into wrong hands what mightn't
the end be ? — Catastrophe, for he is capable of fatal

desperation. And I must own men—with the exception of

my husband who is simply an angel to him—do not always
understand and are not quite kind to him. He needs a wise

loving woman to develop the best in him— there isf soj very
much which is good—and to guide him."

** WeU," Damans said, and that without suspicion of irony,
" dearest Henrietta, hasn't he you ?

"

Mrs. Frayling took up the ivory hand-glass, and sitting

sideways on the dressing-stool, turned her graceful head
hither and thither, to obtain the fuller view of her back hair.

" Me ? But you forget, I have other claims to satisfy.
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I can't look after him for ever. I must find him a wife I

suppose ; though I really shall be rather loath to give him up.

His gratitude and loneliness touch me so much," she said,

looking up and smiling, with a little twist in her mouth, as^of

playful and unwilling resignation, captivating to see.

By which cajoleries and expression of praiseworthy senti-

ment, Henrietta raised herself notably in Damaris' estimation

—as she fully intended to do. Our maiden kissed her with
silent favour ; and, mysteries of the toilette completed,

more closely united than ever before—that is, since the date
of the elder's second advent—the two ladies, presenting the

prettiest picture imaginable, went downstairs again, gaily,

hand in hand.



CHAPTER VI

CARNIVAL—^AND AFTER

TALL and slim, in the black and white of his evening
clothes, Colonel Carteret leaned his shoulder against

an iron piUar of the verandah of the Hotel de la Plage,

and smoked, looking meditatively down into the moonlit
garden. Through the range of brightly lit open windows
behind him came the sound of a piano and stringed instruments,

a subdued babble of voices, the whisper of women's skirts,

and the sliding rush of valsing feet.

To-night marked the culmination and apex of Henrietta
Frayling's social effort. It was mid-March, mid-Lent—which
last fact she made an excuse—after taking ecclesiastical

opinion on the subject, namely, that of Herbert Binning, the

Anglican chaplain—for issuing invitations to a Cinderella

dance. Damaris Verity, it appeared, had never really,

properly and ceremoniously " come out "—a neglect which
Henrietta protested should be repaired. Positively, but very
charmingly, she told Sir Charles it must. She only wished the

affair could be on a larger, more worthy scale. This was,
after all, but a makeshift—the modest best she could arrange

under the circumstances. But he—Sir Charles—must not
refuse. It would give her such intense pleasure to have the

darling child make her official debut under her, Henrietta's

auspices. The hours would of necessity be early, to avoid
disturbance of the non-dancing residents in the Hotel. But,
if the entertainment were bound to end at midnight, it could

begin at a proportionately unfashionable hour. For once
table d'hote might surely be timed for six o'clock ; and the

dining-room—since it offered larger space than any other

appartment—be cleared, aired, and ready for dancing by a
quarter-past eight.—Henrietta unquestionably had a way with
her ; proprietors, managers, servants alike hastening obedient

to her cajoling nod.—^Thanks to importations by road and
rail, from other coast resorts, she reckoned to muster sixteen

224
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to twenty couples.—A rubbishing apology at best, in the
matter of a " coming out " ball, for a girl of Damaris position
and deserts—no one could know that better than she,

Henrietta, herself did !

" A poor thing but mine own," she quoted, when enlarging
upon the scheme to Charles Verity. " But as at Easter we
are fated to scatter, I suppose, and go our several roads with
small promise of reunion, you must really be gracious, dear
friend, and, for old sake's sake, give in to my desires. It's

my last chance, for heaven knows how long—not impossibly
forever."

Carteret happened to be present during the above con-

versation. Had he not, it may be doubted whether it would
ever have taken place—with this dash of affecting reminiscence
in any case. Allusions to a common past were barred for

excellent reasons, as between these two persons, save strictly

in public. Even so it struck him as a humorous piece of

audacity on the lady's part. Her effrontery touched on the
colossal ! But it succeeded, always had done so.—In his

judgment of Henrietta, Carteret never failed to remember,
being compact of chivalry and of truthfulness, that he had
once on a time been a good half in love with her himself.

—

All the same he was not sure her close association with Damaris
met with his approval.

That association had grown, Jonah's gourd-like, during the

last six weeks, until, as he rather uneasily noted, the two
were hardly ever apart. Luncheons, teas, picnics, excursions,

succeeded one another. Afternoons of tennis in the hotel

grounds, the athletic gregarious Binning and his two pupils.

Peregrine Ditton and Harry Ellice in attendance. Sometimes
the latter's sister, Mary Ellice, joined the company—when
Lady Hermione condescended to spare her—or the long-

backed Miss Maud Callowgas. Afternoons of reading and song,

too, supplied by Marshall Wace.—Carteret felt self-reproach-

ful, yet knew his charity too often threatened to stop short

of the young man Wace—though the beggar had a voice to

draw tears from a stone, plague him !—At intervals, all-day

expeditions were undertaken to Monte Carlo, or shopping
raids upon Cannes or Nice.

Yes, verily—as he reflected—Henrietta Frayling did keep
the ball rolling with truly Anglo-Indian frivolity and persist-

ence, here in the heart of Europe ! And was that altogether

wholesome for Damaris ? He delighted to have the beautiful

15
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young creature enjoy herself, spread her wings, take her place

among the courted and acclaimed. But he prized her too

highly not to be ambitious for her ; and would have preferred

her social education to be conducted on mor^ dignified and
authorized lines, in the great world of London, namely, or

Paris. When all came to all, this was hardly good enough.

No one, he honestly admitted, trumpeted that last truth

more loudly than Henrietta—at times. Nevertheless she went
on and on, making the business of this rather second-rate

pleasure-seeking daily of greater importance. How could

Damaris be expected to discriminate, to retain her sense of

relative values, in the perpetual scrimmage, the unceasing

rush ? Instinct and nobility of nature go an immensely long

way as preservatives—thank God for that—still, where you
have unsophistication, inexperience, a holy ignorance, to

deal with, it is unwise to trust exclusively to their saving

grace. Even the finest character is the safer—so he supposed

—for some moulding and direction in its first contact with the

world, if it is to come through the ordeal unscathed and
unbesmirched. And to ask such moulding and direction of

Henrietta Frayling was'about as useful as asking a humming-
bird to draw a water-cart.

He was still fond of Henrietta and derived much silent

entertainment from witnessing her manoeuvres. But he was
under no delusion regarding her. He considered her quite

the most selfish woman of his acquaintance, though also one
of the most superficially attractive. Hers was a cold, not a hot
selfishness, refined to a sort of exquisiteness and never for an
instant fleshly or gross. But that selfishness, in its singleness

of purpose, made her curiousty powerful, curiously capable

of influencing persons of larger and finer spirit than herself

—

witness her ascendency over Charles Verity during a long

period of years, and that without ever giving, or even seriously

compromising, herself.

Into whoever she fixed her dainty little claws, she did'it

with an eye to some personal advantage. And here Carteret

owned himself puzzled—for what advantage could she gain

from this close association with Damaris ? The girl's freshness

went, rather mercilessly, to show up her fading.

At times, it is true, watching her pretty alacrity of manner,
hearing her caressing speech, he inclined to give her the

benefit of the doubt, believe her self-forgetful, her affection

genuine, guiltless of design or after-thought. If so, so very
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much the better ! He was far from grudging her redemption,
specially at the hands of Damaris.—Only were things, in

point of fact, working to this commendable issue ? With
the best will in the world to think so, he failed to rid himself

of some prickings of anxtety and distrust.

And from such prickings he sensibly suffered to-night, as he
leaned his shoulder against the iron pillar of the verandah at

the Hotel de la Plage, and looked down into the claire obscure

of the moonlit gardens, while over the polished floor of the
big room at his back, the rhythmical tread of the dancers' feet

kept time to the music of piano and sweet wailing strings.

—

For that a change showed increasingly evident in Damaris
he could not disguise from himself. In precisely what that

change consisted it was not easy to say. He discovered it

more in an attitude of mind and atmosphere than in outward
action or even in words said. But she was not quite the same
as the grave and steadfast young creature who had asked his

help for her father, and indirectly for herself, in the moist
chill of the November twilight at The Hard—and who, receiv-

ing promise of such help, had darted away over the drenched
lawn in company with the wildly gambolling cats alternately

pursuing and pursued. Nor was she quite the same as when
he had walked with her, through the resounding Paris streets,

to pay her devoirs to her former guardians and teachers at the
convent school ; and, later returning, had spoken to her of the
safety of reUgion, the high worth of the doctrine and practise

of a definite historic creed.

Her relation to her father appeared—and this pained
Carteret—to lack its old intimacy, its intensity of considera-

tion and tenderness. Her interest in the child of his brain,

his belated literary experiment, was less sustained and spon-
taneous. How could it flourish in its former proportions when
she was so much away, so often absent from morning till

night ?—Not without leave though, for she scrupulously asked
permission before answering Henrietta's gay call and taking

part in that lady's junketings and jaunts. Sir Charles never
refused the requested permission ; but, while granting it,

did he not tend to retreat into his former sardonic humour,
fall into long silences, become inaccessible again and remote ?

The book went forward ; yet, more than once recently,

Carteret had questioned whether his friend would ever get

himself fairly delivered of the admirable volume were not he

—

Carteret—permanently at hand to act midwife. An un-
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pleasant idea pursued him that Sir Charles went, in some
strange fashion, in fear of Damaris, of her criticism, her judg-
ment. Yet fear seemed a hatefully strong and ugly a word to

employ as between a father and daughter so straitly, heretofore,

bound to one another in love.

And then—there lay the heart of the worry, proving him
only too likely a graceless jealous middle-age curmudgeon,
a senile sentimentalist, thus did he unbraidingly mock himself
—were there not signs of Damaris developing into a rather
thorough paced coquette ? She accepted the homage offered

her with avidity, with many small airs and graces

—

d la

Henrietta—of a quite novel sort. Old General Frayling

—

poor pathetic old warrior—was her slave. Peregrine Ditton,

Harry Ellice, even the cleric Binning—let alone the perman-
ently self-conscious, attitudinizing Wace—with other newer
acquaintances, English and foreign, ran at her heels. And she
let them run, bless her, even encouraged their running by
turns of naughty disdain and wajrwardness. She was fatal

to boys—that was in the natural course of things. And fatal

to those considerably older than boys—perhaps
The music flew faster and faster—stopped with a shriek

and a crash. Laughing, talking, the dancers streamed out of

the hot brightly lighted room into the soft peace, the delicate

phantasy of the colourless moonlight.

Carteret drew back, flattening himself against the iron

pillar in the shadow, as they passed down the steps into the

garden below ; the women's pale airy forms and the men's
dark ones, pacing the shining paths in groups and couples,

between the flower-beds, under the flat-headed pines, the

shaggy-stemmed palms and towering eucalyptus, in and out
massed banks of blossoming shrubs and dwarf hedges of

monthly roses.

Midway in the light-hearted procession came Damaris,
Peregrine Ditton on one side of her, Harry Ellice on the other.

Leaving the main alley, the trio turned along a path, running
parallel to the verandah, which opened into a circle surround-

ing the stone basin of a tinkling fountain, immediately below
Colonel Carteret's post of solitary observation.

Damaris carried the demi-train of her white satin gown
over her arm, thereby revealing a wealth of lace frilled petti-

coat, from beneath which the toes of her high-heeled, white

satin shoes stepped with a pretty measured tread. The two
boys, leaning a little towards one another, talked across
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her, their voices sUghtly raised in argument, not to say

dispute.
" I call it rotten mean to bag my dance like that, I tell you.

—Go away ?—No I swear I won't go away, won't budge one

blessed inch unless Miss Verity actually orders me to. If my
dance was stolen, all the more reason I should have her to

talk to now as a sort of make-up. So you just clear out, if

you please, my good chap, and leave the field to your elders

and betters. Remove your superfluous carcass till further

notice.—Vamoos, my son, do you hear ?
"

This excitedly from Peregrine Ditton. They reached the

fountain. Damaris stayed her measured walk, and stood

gazing at the jet of water in its uprush and myriad sparkling

fall. Ellice answered chaffingly yet with an underlying growl

;

and the dispute threatened to wax warm. But the girl heeded

neither disputant, her attention wrapt in watching the play

of the falling water.

Throughout the evening she had easily been chief centre of

attraction, besieged by partners. And those not only her

present rival attendants or Marshall Wace ; but by Mrs.

Frayling's various importations, plus Mr. Alban Titherage

—a fat, smart and very forthcoming young London stock-

broker, lately established, in company of a pretty, silly,

phthisis-stricken wife, at the Grand Hotel. Very much
mistress of herself, Damaris had danced straight through the

programme with an air of almost defiant vivacity.^ Now,
as it seemed, her mood had changed and sobered. For pre-

sently Colonel Carteret saw her bosom heave, while she fetched

a long sigh and, raising her head, glanced upwards, her great

eyes searching the shadowed space of the verandah.

The cool lunar brightness flooded her upturned face, her

bare neck and arms, the ghttering folds of her satin gown.

She was exceedingly fair to look upon just now. For an

appreciable length of time her glance met Carteret's and held

it
;

giving him—though the least neurotic of men, calm of

body and of mind—a strange sensation as of contact with an

electric current which tingled through every nerve and vein.

And this, although he perceived that, dazzled by the moon-
light, she either did not see or quite failed to recognize him.

An expression of disappointment, akin, so he read it, to hope
defeated, crossed her face. She lowered her eyes, and moved
slowly forward along the path, the boys on either side her.

Again Peregrine Ditton took up his tale—in softened accents
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though still as one sorely injured and whose temper conse-
quently inclines not unjustly to the volcanic.

" Upon my honour, I think you might have given me just

a minute's law, Miss Verity," he protested. " It was no fault

of mine being late. Maud Callowgas kept me toddling to the
most unconscionable extent. First she wanted an ice, and
then a tumbler of lemon squash ; and then she lost her fan,

or pretended she did, and expected me to hunt for the beastly
thing. I give you my word I was as rude as sin, in hope of

shaking her off ; but she didn't, or wouldn't, see what I was
driving at. There was no getting away from her. I tell you
she sticks like a burr, that girl, once she lays hold of you.
Octopuses aren't in it. Her power of adhesion is something
utterly frantic "

Here EUice cut in with a doubtless scathing though, to

Carteret, inaudible remark, at which Damaris laughed out-

right ; and the fresh young voices trailed away in the distance,

alternately mocking and remonstrant.
As he listened, still conscious of contact with that surprising

electric current, Carteret found himself taking stock of his

own forty-nine years with swift and lively repugnance. To
accept the sum of them, and the limitations and restrictions

that sum is currently supposed to entail, proved just now
astonishingly difficult. Damaris, as beheld in the fantastic

loveUness of the moonlight, her searching, unseeing eyes meet-
ing and dwelling upon his own, the look of disappointment and
defeat crossing her sweetly serious countenance, wrought upon
him begetting a dangerous madness in his blood. That it was
dangerous and a madness, and therefore promptly to be
mastered and ejected, he would not permit himself an instant's

doubt. Yet it very shrewdly plagued him, daring even to

advance specious arguments upon its own behalf.

For, when he came to consider matters, was he not in perfect

health, more sound and fit than many a man but half his age ?

And were not his fortunes just now at a specially happy turn,

his sister, Mrs. Dreydel, having lately been blessed with a
windfall, in the shape of yearly income, which—did he so

choose—relieved him of much expenditure on her account.

Her eldest son had received his commission. The three younger
boys had done well as to scholarships thereby materially

reducing the cost of their education. Never had he, Carteret,

been so free to consult his private desires ; and never, as he
knew too profoundly well, had his desires taken so definite
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and delicious a form. Nevertheless it remained a madness to

be mastered, to be ejected—His last thought, as his first,

pronounced it that.

Unconsciously, pushed by this stress of rather turbulent

sensations, Carteret walked the length of the verandah and
drew up in the full glare of the moonlight. From here he could

see the curve of the shore ; and, beyond the quay and esplanade

and last scattered houses of the little town, the lighthouse

marking the tip of the western horn of the bay. He could

hear the soft stealthy plunge and following rush of the sea

up the white shelving beach. Could hear also—less soothing

sound—through the open windows of the drawing-room of

the Pavilion, just across the garden, Marshall Wace singing,

with all the impassioned fervour of his rich and well-trained

baritone, a ballad, then much in vogue, entitled " The Lost
Chord." The words, to Carteret's thinking, were futile,

meaning anything, everything, or nothing, according to your
private interpretation of them. But as to the fine quality and
emotional appeal of the voice there could not be two opinions,

as it palpitated thus in the mild night air. Was Damaris
Verity a member of the singer's devout audience ? Were her

hands among those which now enthusiastically applauded the

conclusion of the song ? Under his breath, slowly, gently but
most comprehensively, Carteret swore. And felt all the better

for that impious exercise, even amused at this primitive

expression of his moral and sentimental disturbance, and so on
the high-road, as he fondly imagined, to capture his habitual

attitude of charity and tolerance once again. But heaven
had further trial of his fortitude and magnanimity, not to say
his good honest horse sense, in store to-night.

For, as the clapping of hands died down, the whisper of a

woman's dress, upon the asphalt of the verandah just behind
him, caught his ear, and Damaris came rapidly towards
him.

" So you are here after all, dear Colonel Sahib," she cried.
** I felt you were when I was down there looking at the

fountain. It sort of pulled at me with remindings of you
ages and ages ago, in the gardens of the club at Bhutpur

—

when you brought me a present—a darling little green jade

elephant in a sandalwood box, as a birthday gift from
Henrietta. Later there was a terrible tragedy. An odious

little boy broke my elephant, on purpose, and broke my
heart along with it."
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Carteret made a determined effort over himself, taking her

up Ughtly.
" But not altogether past mending, dear witch—judging

by existing appearances."
" Ah ! I'm none so sure of that," Damaris answered him

back with a pretty quickness
—

" if it hadn't been for you.
For I was very ill, when you came again to the Sultan-i-bagh
—don't you remember ?—the night of the riots and great
fires in the Civil Lines and Cantonments, just at the breaking
of the monsoon."

" Yes, I remember," he said.

And wondered to himself—thereby gaining ease and a
measure of tranquillity, inasmuch as he thought of another
man's plight rather than of his own—whether Damaris had
knowledge of other occurrences, not unallied to tragedy, which
had marked that same night of threatened mutiny and
massacre and of bellowing tempest, not least among them a
vow made by her father, Charles Verity, and made for her sake.

" The whole story comes back in pictures," she went on,
" whenever I look at fountains playing, because of the water-
jets in the canal in the Bhutpur club garden where you gave
me Henrietta's present. You see it all dates from then.

And it came back to me specially clearly just now, partly
because I felt lonely "

" Lonely ?—How lonely," he smilingly interjected, " with
a goodly youth as a protector on either hand ?

"

" Yes—lonely," Damaris repeated, ignoring the allusion to

her devoted if irascible escort. " Dance music always makes
one rather sad—don't you think so ? It seems to ache with
everything one wants and hasn't got ; and the ache goes on.

—

I turned homesick for—for India, and for my green jade
elephant I used to love so dreadfully much.—I've all that is

left of him, still wrapped in the same rice paper in the same
sandalwood box you brought him in, put away with my best
treasures in my own room at The Hard."
She came nearer, stood beside him, bending down a little

as she rested her hands on the top of the iron balustrade of

the verandah, while her eyes followed the curve of the bay to
where the lighthouse rose, a black column with flashing

headpiece, above the soft ghtter of the moonht sea.
" And homesick. Colonel Sahib, for you," she said.
" For me ? " he exclaimed almost involuntarily, roughly

startled'but of his partially recovered tranquillity and ease.
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" Yes "—she said, looking up at him. " Isn't that quite

natural, since you have stepped in so often to help me when
things have gone rather wrong ?—I knew you must be some-

where quite close by. I sort of felt you were there. And you
were there—weren't you ? Why did you hide yourself

away ?
"

Carteret could not bring himself immediately to answer.

He was perplexed, infinitely charmed, distrustful, all at once

—distrustful, though for very different reasons, both of himself

and of her.
" Are things, then, going rather wrong now ? " he asked

presently.

For he judged it wise to accept her enigmatic speech accord-

ing to its most simple and obvious interpretation. By so

doing he stood, moreover, to gain time ; and time, in his

existing perplexity appeared to him of cardinal importance.
" That's just what I'm not sure about." Damaris spoke

slowly, gravely, her glance again fixed upon the beacon light

set for the safety of passing ships on the further horn of the

bay. "If I could be sure, I should know what to do

—

know whether it is right to keep on as—as I am. Do you
see ?

"

But what, at this juncture, Carteret did, in point of fact,

most consciously see was the return of Henrietta Frayling's
scattered guests, from the Pavilion and other less fully

illuminated quarters, towards the main building of the hotel.

From the improvised ball-room within chords struck on the

piano and answering tuning of strings invited to the renewal

of united and active festivity. In the face of consequently

impending interruption he hazarded a trifle of admonition.
" Dearest witch, you elect to speak in riddles," he gently

told her. " I am in the dark as to your meaning ; so, if I am
guilty of uttering foolishness, you must pardon me. But I own
I could wish—just a bit—that, in some particulars, you
wouldn't keep on—I quote your own words—as you are,

or rather have been just lately."
" Why ? " she asked, without moving.
" Because, to be quite honest with you, I am not altogether

satisfied about your father. I am afraid he is getting back into

the habit of mind we set out to cure him of, you and I, last

November."
Damaris sprang to attention.
" And I haven't noticed it. I wouldn't stop to notice it.
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I have been too busy about my own concerns, and have
neglected him."
Arrayed in her spotless virgin finery, her head carried

proudly, though her eyes were sombre with self-reproach,

self-accusation, and her lips quivered, she confronted Carteret.

And his clean loyal soul went out to her in a poignant, an
exquisite, agony of tenderness and of desire. He would have
given his right hand to save her pain. Given his life gladly,

just then, to secure her welfare and happiness
;

yet he had
struck her—for her own good possibly—possibly just blindly,

instinctively, in self-defence. He tried to shut down the

emotion which threatened to betray him and steady on to the

playfully affectionate tone of their customary intercourse ;

but it is to be feared the effort lacked convincingness of

quality.
" No—no," he said, " you take it altogether too hard.

You exaggerate, dear witch, to the point of extravagance.

You have been less constantly with your father than usual

—

you're the delight of his life after all, as you must very well

know—and inevitably he has missed you. Nothing worse
than that. The damage, such as it is, can easily be repaired.'

'

" Ah ! but the damage, as you call it, starts behind all

that in something else—something older, much deeper down,
of which I doubt whether any lasting reparation is possible.

I did try to repair it. All my going out with Henrietta, and
this rushing about lately, began in that trying—truly it did.

Colonel Sahib. And then I suppose I got above myself—as

poor Nannie used to say—and came to care for the rushing

about just for its own sake "

" My dance, I believe, Miss Verity."

The speaker, Mr. Alban Titherage—well-groomed, rosy

and self-complacent—pulled down the fronts of his white

waistcoat. He inclined to distinct rotundity of person, and
the garment in question, though admirable in cut, showed
what with the exertions of dancing, a damnable tendency,

as he expressed it, to " ride up."
" And my dance next afterwards. Miss Verity "—this from

Peregrine Ditton, his youthful, well-bred, if somewhat choleric,

countenance presenting itself over the top of the stock-

broker's smooth and not conspicuously intelligent head.

Damaris looked from one to the other of these claimants

for her favour, with instant and very becoming composure.

"I'm dreadfully sorry," she told them collectively, ** but
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surely there is some mistake. Both those next dances—they
are the last, I'm afraid, too, aren't they ?—belong to Colonel
Carteret."

*' The deuce they do !
" Ditton exploded, turning scarlet.

With a cocked eye and a jaunty movement of the head Mr.
Titherage shot out his right shirt cuff, and pointed a stout

forefinger at certain hieroglyphic's inscribed on its glossy

surface.
" Your name, Miss Verity, and written with an indelible

pencil, to the permanent embellishment of my best party-

going linen and witness to your infidelity."
" I can only repeat I am dreadfully sorry," Damaris said,

with a becoming air of concern, " if the confusion has arisen

through my fault. But "

She appealed to Carteret.
" They always were your dances weren't they ?

"

" Without doubt," he affirmed.

Amusedly and very kindly he smiled up at the angry boy and
portly young man, although the beat of his pulse was accele-

rated and his throat felt queerly dry.
" I am sure you understand how impossible it is for me to

release Miss Verity from her promise," he said courteously.
" Would you willingly do so yourselves, were the positions

reversed and either of you happy enough to stand in my
shoes at this moment ?

"

Titherage gave a fat good-tempered laugh.
** By George, you have me there. Colonel. Under such

A I circumstances catch me making way for a stranger !

Not if I know it."

With which he attempted jovially to put his arm through
that of his companion in misfortune and lead Ditton away.
But the latter flung off from him with a petulant, half-

smothered oath ; and, his back very straight, his walk very

deliberate, pushed through cheerfully discoursing throng

into the ball-room.

Damaris turned about, resting her hands on the top of the

iron balustrade again and gazed out to sea. Her breath came
with a catch in it.

" Colonel Sahib," she said, proudly if just a trifle brokenly,
" are you angry ?

"

" Angry ?—good Lord !

"

Then recovering control of senses and of sense
—

" But,
dear witch," he asked her

—
" since when, if I may venture
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to enquire, have you become an adept in the fine art of

—

well—lying ?
"

Damaris looked round, her face irradiated by laughter.
" And you played up, oh ! so beautifully quick ! I was a

teeny bit afraid you might fail me. For the idea came all

of a minute, there wasn't time to warn you. And that was
fortunate perhaps—for me. You might have had scruples.

And I was obliged to do it. After talking about the things

which really matter, I couldn't dance with that vulgar little

man again—or with those jealous boys. They had an idiotic

quarrel, actual quarrel, down in the garden. It displeased

me. I told them so, and left them, and came here to find you
—because of the fountain and the sort of home-sickness it

gave me."
Between laughing and crying, Damaris held out her hands,

the white moonlight covering her.
" Oh ! I am tired of rushing about," she said. " Come and

dance with me—it's nonsense to tell me you can't dance, and
that you've forgotten how, because you have danced once
this evening already—with Henrietta. I watched you and
you dance better than anybody."

" With Henrietta-—that's rather a different matter !

"

" I should hope it was," Damaris took him up naughtily.
" But dance with me, and then, then please take me home.
Yes," as he tried to speak. " I know I had arranged to stay

the night at the Pavilion. But I'll find some excuse to make
to Henrietta—Haven't you just told me I'm proficient in

lying ?—You were going to walk back ? Why shouldn't

I walk with you ? I won't be five minutes changing into my
day olothes. It would be so fascinating down on the shore

road at night. And I should get quiet all inside of me. I am
tired of rushing about. Colonel Sahib, it hasn't been a success."

She stopped breathless, her hands pressed over her lace and
satin swathed bosom.

" Now come and dance,—oh ! so beautifully, please, come
and dance."



CHAPTER VII

TELLING HOW DAMARIS DISCOVERED THE TRUE NATURE OF A
CERTAIN SECRET TO THE DEAR MAN WITH THE BLUE EYES

THE beat of a tideless sea, upon the shore, is at once
unrestful and monotonous ; in this only too closely

resembling the beat of the human heart, when the

glory of youth has departed. The splendid energy of the flow

and grateful easing of the ebb alike are denied it. Foul or fair,

shine or storm, it pounds and pounds—as a thing chained,

without relief of advance or of recession, always at the same
level, always in the same place.

Suspicion of this cheerless truth was borne in upon Carteret

as—bareheaded, his overcoat upon his arm, the night being
singularly mild and clement—he walked with Damaris through
the streets of the silent town. The dwellers in St. Augustin,
both virtuous or otherwise, had very effectually retired to

their beds behind drawn curtains, closed shutters, locked

doors, and gave no sign. Vacancy reigned, bringing in its

train an effect of suspense and eeriness, causing both our
friends involuntarily to listen, with slightly strained hear-

ing, for sounds which did not come. Once a cat, nimble and
thin, streaked out of a cavernous side-alley across the pallor

of the pavement and cobbled roadway, to be swallowed up
in a black split—knife-narrow, as it seemed—between the

blank house fronts opposite. And once, as they turned into

the open space of the Grand Place—unreal and stark with
its spidery framework of stalls, set up ready for to-morrow's
market, under the budding plane trees—they encountered a
tired gendarme making his round, picturesque of aspect in

kepi and flowing cloak. His footsteps brisked up, as he met
and treated them to a discreetly sympathetic and intelligent

observation, only to lag again wearily as soon as they had
passed

.

These were the sole creatures in St. Augustin, save them-
selves, visibly alive and awake. Yet whether other beings,
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other presences, unmaterial, imponderable, intangible, did
not walk the streets along with them, is open to doubt.
More than once Damaris shrank close to Carteret, startled

by and apprehensive of she knew not what. For who dare say
in such a place what leavings-over there may not be from
times pre-Christian and remote, when mighty Rome ruled,

and the ancient gods bore sway over that radiant coast ?

On the outskirts of St. Augustin you may visit a fine amphi-
theatre, still perfect save for some ruin along the upper tier

of seats ; and in the centre of the town, within a stone's

throw of the somewhat gloomy cathedral church, may trace
the airy columns and portions of the sculptured architrave
of a reputed temple of Venus, worked into the fa9ade of the
municipal buildings.

Turning out of the Grande Place by an avenue on the right,

Damaris and Carteret gained the esplanade following the
curve of the bay. Here a freshness of the sea pleasantly
accosted them along with that unrestful, monotonous trample
of waves upon the beach.

Not until they reached this stage of the homeward journey,
and, setting their faces eastward, paced the pale level asphalt
of this wide promenade, did any sustained effort of conver-
sation arise. Thus far they had proffered fugitive remarks
only, lapsing speedily into somewhat constrained silence.

For a coldness, or shyness, might appear to have sprung up
between them, oddly holding them asunder in thought and
moral attitude after the close association of the dance—

a

reaction from its contact so surprisingly more intimate than
any they had yet experienced, from that harmonious rhythmic
unity of purpose and of movement which, in dancing, alike

excites emotion quasi-physical, and so alluringly serves to
soothe and allay the emotion it excites.

These aspects of their association affected Damaris but
dimly, since speaking a language of which she barely knew
the alphabet. Carteret they took in a different measure.
He read their direction and potency with clear understanding,
the insidious provocations and satisfactions of them printed
in large type. With a rush, his youth returned and troubled
him. Or was it the phantom of youth merely ? His heart-
beats but the beat of a tideless sea. He feared as much.—Oli,

these tardy harvests, these tardy harvests—are they not to
most men a plague rather than a benison, since, in honour and
fine feeling, so abominably perilous to reap !
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For the greater promotion of calm and of sanity he welcomed
the young girl's change of dress. The powder-blue walking
suit, with belted jacket and kilted skirt, brought her more
within the terms of their ordinary intercourse. But the

impression of the fair young body, lately so close against his

own, clothed in bride-like raiment, fresh as an opening flower

and vaguely fragrant, could not easily be dispelled. Strive

as he might to put it from him, the impression remained
recurrent. Therefore it must not be held to Carteret's discredit

if his senses took part with his nobler affections just now,
against his considered judgment ; or that he fared badly at

the hands of the sea-bom goddess—worshipped here in her

temple in ancient days, with music, with dance and with
nameless rites of sex, when the moon rode high heaven at the
full, even as to-night.

Her influence was still abroad, and in his flesh Carteret

shrewdly suffered it
; yet neither basely nor bestially, being

clean of life and of spirit. He whipped himself even, with
rather sorry humour, seeing, in Damaris' willingness to entrust

herself thus to his sole care in the midnight loneliness,

a handsomer compliment to his morals than to his man-
hood. How little, bless her, she knew what stuff men are madfe
of !—therein underrating her acquaintance with fact, as her
conversation presently and surprisingly proved to him.

The revelation began in all apparent innocence—For :

"I'm not ungrateful to Henrietta," Damaris said, breaking
silence softly yet abruptly, as speaking to herself rather than
addressing him in apology and argument. " And I'm dread-
fully sorry to have vexed her—for she was vexed with me
for not staying at the Pavilion to-night, as I promised. She
was really quite cross."

" She will get over that—never fear," Carteret answered
off the surface.

" Still it troubles me to have vexed her. I must have seemed
so unreasonable, making silly-sounding excuses—because I

could not explain to her why I really wanted so much to go
home."

" You find a limit to the dear lady's powers of compre-
hension or of sympathy ? " he asked, again off the surface.

" I suppose I must do so, because there are things it never
occurs to one to speak of to Henrietta."

" Whole cartloads of them," Carteret comprehensively
agreed.
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" And yet I don't know why."
" Don't you ? Well, I think I do perhaps know why ; and

knowing, I must confess to being not altogether sorry your
confidences are restricted, dear witch, in that particular

direction."

The use of the pet name, though involuntary—possibly

on that very account—eased his fever. Clearly he must get

back to their former relation. Rejoice in her beauty, in her
sweet faith and dependence, love her—yes—he admitted the
word,—but for God's sake keep the physical side out of the
business. Damaris' easily-aroused loyalty, meanwhile,
caught alight.

" Oh, but we've just been Henrietta's guests," she said,

with a pretty mingling of appeal and rebuke
—

" and it seems
hardly kind, does it, to find faults in her. She has been
beautifully good to me all this time, ending up with this dance
which she gave on purpose to please me."

" And herself also," Carteret returned.

—Yes, decidedly he felt better, steadier, to the point of now
trusting himself to look at his companion, notwithstanding
the strange influences abroad in the magical moonlight, with
his accustomed smiling, half-amused indulgence. The
unremitting trample of the waves, there on the right, made
for level-headedness actually if a little mercilessly—so he
thought.

" I don't wish to be guilty of taking Mrs. Frayling's name
in vain a second time," he went on

—
" you've pulled me up,

and quite rightly, for doing so once already—but depend upon
it, she enjoyed her ball every morsel as much as you did.

In respect of the minor delights of existence, she slumbers
not nor sleeps, our perenially charming and skilful Henrietta."

" You think she enjoyed it too ? I am glad."

Then after an interval of silence, her whole figure alert,

her speech eager :

" See there—see there. Colonel Sahib—yes, far, far out to

sea—aren't those the lights of a ship ?
"

" Yes," he answered
—

" creeping westward—bound for

Toulon, most likely, or possibly for Marseilles."

And he would have moved forward. But Damaris un-

accountably lingered. Carteret waited a good three to four

minutes to suit her convenience ; but the delay told on him.

The night and hour down here by the shore, on the confines

of the silent town, were too full of poetry, too full of suggestion.
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of the fine-drawn excitement of things which had been and
might not impossibly again be. It was dangerous to loiter,

and in such company, though waves might beat out a constant
reminder with merciless pertinacity upon the beach.

" Come, dear witch, come," he at last urged her. " We
still have more than a mile to go and a pretty stiff hill to climb.

It grows late, you will be abominably tired to-morrow. Why
this fascination for a passing steamer, probably some
unromantic, villainously dirty old tramp too, you would not
condescend to look at by daylight."

" Because,"—Damaris began. She came nearer to him,
her expression strangely agitated.

—
" Oh ! Colonel Sahib,

if I could only be sure it wasn't treacherous to tell you !

"

" Tell me what ? One of the many things it would never
occur to you to confide to Mrs. Frayling ? " he said, trying to
treat her evident emotion lightly, to laugh it off.

" To Henrietta ? Of course not. It would be unpardonable,
hateful to tell Henrietta."

She flushed, her face looking, for the moment, dark from
excess of colour.

" You are the only person I could possibly tell."

Carteret moved aside a few steps. He too felt strangely

agitated. Wild ideas, ideas of unholy aspect, presented them-
selves to him—ideas, again, beyond words entrancing and
sweet. He fought with both alike, honestly, manfully.
Returned and took Damaris' hand quietly, gently in both his.

" Look here, dear witch," he said, " all this evening a

—

to me—unknown spirit has possessed you. You haven't
been like yourself. You have made me a little anxious, a
little alarmed on your account."

" Oh ! it isn't only this evening," she caught him up. " It

has been going on for weeks."
" So I have seen—and that is not good for you, isn't for

your happiness. So, if I am—as you say—the only person
you care to acquaint with this matter, had not you better

tell me here and now ? Better worry yourself no more with
mysteries about it, but let us, once and for all, have the thing
out ?

"

'* I should be thankful," Damaris said simply, looking him
in the eyes

—
'* if I could be sure I wasn't sacrificing some

one else—their pride I mean—their—their honour."
For a few seconds Carteret paused, meeting her grave and

luminous glance. Then :

i6
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" I think you may risk it/' he said. " I promise you this

someone-else's honour shall be sacred to me as my own.
Without your direct request no word of what you choose to
tell me will ever pass my lips."

" Ah ! Fm very sure of that,"—Her smile, her voice bore
transparent testimony to a faith which went, somewhat
giddily, not only to her hearer's heart but to his head. " It

isn't a question of your repeating anything ; but of your
thinking differently of someone you care for very much

—

and who is almost as dependent on you, Colonel Sahib, as I am
myself. At least I fear you might.—Oh ! I am so perplexed,
I'm in such a maze," she said. " I've nothing to go on in

all this, and I turn it over and over in my mind to no purpose
till my head aches. You see I can't make out whether this

—the thing which began it all and happened oh ! long ago

—

is extraordinary—one which you—and most people like you
—in your position, I mean—would consider very wrong and
disgraceful ; or whether it often happens and is just accepted,
taken for granted, only not talked about."

Carteret felt cold all down his spine. For what, in God's
name, could this supremely dear and—as he watched her grave
and sweetly troubled countenance—supremely lovely child,

be driving at ?

" And I care so dreadfully much," she went on. " It is

the story of the darling little green jade elephant over again

—

like its being broken and spoilt. Only now I'm grown up I

don't give in and let it make me ill. There was a time even of

that—of illness, I mean—at first just before you came to The
Hard last autumn. But I wouldn't suffer it, I would not let

the illness go on. I got over that. But then a second crisis

occurred soon after we came here ; and I thought Henrietta's

kindness opened a way out. So I rushed about whenever
and wherever she invited me to rush. But as I told you this

evening—just before we had our two dances, you remember."
" Am I likely to forget !

" Carteret murmured under his

breath.
" The rushing about has not proved a success. I thought

it would help to stifle certain longings and keep me nearer to

my father—more at one with him. But it didn't, it made me
neglect him. You see—you see " the words were dragged

from her, as by active suffering and distress of mind—" I

had to choose between him and another person. One cannot

serve two masters, I choose him. His claim was the strongest
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in duty. And I love to see him satisfied and peaceful. He
always ranked first in everything I felt and did ever since I

can remember ; and I so want him to stay first. But I have
been pulled two ways, and seem to have got all astray

somehow lately. I haven't been really true to myself any
more than to him—only frivolous and busy about silly

pleasures."
*' Don't let the frivolity burden your precious conscience,"

Carteret comfortably told her, touched by the pathos of her
self-reproach. For her sincerity was surely, just now, unim-
peachable and she a rare creature indeed ? Love, he could

less than ever banish ; but surely he might utterly banish

distrust and fear ?
—

" As frivolity goes, dear witch, and greed

of pleasure, yours have been innocent enough both in amount
and in quality, heaven knows !

"

" I should like to believe so—but all that's relative, isn't

it ? The real wrongness of what you do, depends upon the

level of rightness you start from, I mean."
" Insatiable casuist !

" Carteret tenderly laughed at her.

And with that, by common though unspoken consent, they
walked onward again.

Even while so doing, however, both were sensible that this

resumption of their homeward journey marked a period in,

rather than the conclusion of, their conversation. Some
outside compelling force—so in any case it appeared to

Carteret—encompassed them. It was useless to turn and
double, indulge in gently playful digression. That force

would inevitably make them face the innermost of their own
thought, their own emotion, in the end. In obedience to

which unwelcome conviction, Carteret presently brought
himself to ask her :

" And about this other person—for we have wandered a
bit from the point at issue, haven't we ?—^whose interests as I

gather clash, for some reason, with those of your father, and
whose pride and honour you are so jealously anxious to safe-

guard ?
"

" His pride, yes," Damaris said quickly, her head high, a
warmth in her tone. " His honour is perfectly secure, in my
opinion."
" Whose honour is in danger then ?—Dear witch, forgive

me, but don't you see the implication ?
"

Damaris looked round at him with unfathomable eyes.

Her lips parted, yet she made no answer.
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After a pause Carteret spoke again, and, to his own hearing,

his voice sounded hoarse as that of the tideless sea upon the
beach yonder.

" Do you mean me to understand that the conflict between
your father's interests and those of this other person—this

other man's—arise from the fact that you love him ?
"

" Yes," Damaris calmly declared.
** Love him,"—having gone thus far Carteret refused to

spare himself. He turned the knife in the wound

—

" Love him
to the point of marriage ?

"

There, the word was said. Almost unconsciously he walked
onward without giving time for her reply.—He moistened his

lips, weren't they dry as a cinder ? He measured the height
to which hope had borne him, to-night, by the shock, the
positive agony of his existing fall. At the young girl, svelte and
graceful, beside him, he could not look ; but kept his eyes
fixed on the mass of the wooded promontory, dark and solid

against the more luminous tones of water and of sky, some
half-mile distant. Set high upon the further slope of it, from
here invisible, the Grand Hotel fronted—as he knew—the
eastward trending coast. Carteret wished the distance less,

since he craved the shelter of that friendly yellow-washed
caravanserai. He would be mortally thankful to find himself

back there, and alone, the door of his bachelor quarters shut
—away from the beat of the waves, away from the subtle

glory of this Venus-ridden moon now drawing down to her
setting. Away, above all, from Damaris—delivered from the
enchantments and perturbations, both physical and moral,

her delicious neighbourhood provoked.
But from that fond neighbourhood, as he suddenly became

aware, he was in some sort delivered already. For she stopped
dead, with a strange choking cry ; and stood solitary, as it

even seemed forsaken, upon the wide grey whiteness of the

asphalt of the esplanade. Behind her a line of lamps—pale

burning under the moonlight—curved, in perspective, with
the curving of the bay right away to the lighthouse. On her
left the crowded houses of the sleeping town, slashed here and
there with sharp-edged shadows, receded, growing indistinct

among gardens and groves. The scene, as setting to this

single figure, affected|him profoundly, taken in conjunction

with that singular cry. He retraced the few steps dividing him
from her.

" Marriage ? " she almost wailed, putting out her hands as
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though to prevent his approach. " No—no—never in hfe.

Colonel Sahib. You quite dreadfully misunderstand."
"Do I ? " Carteret said, greatly taken aback, while,

whether he would or no, unholy ideas again flitted through his

mind maliciously assailing him.
" It has nothing to do with that sort of loving. It belongs

to something much more beautifully part of oneself—some-
thing of one's very, very own, right from the very beginning."

" Indeed !
" he said, sullenly, even roughly, his habitual

mansuetude giving way before this—for so he could not but
take it—contemptuous flinging of his immense tenderness,

his patient, unswerving devotion, back in his face. " Then
very certainly I must plead guilty to not understanding, or

if you prefer it—for we needn't add to our other discomforts

by quarrelling about the extra syllable—or misunderstanding.
In my ignorance, I confess I imagined the love, which finds

its crown and seal of sanctity in marriage, can be—and some-
times quite magnificently is—the most beautiful thing a man
has to give or a woman to receive."

Damaris stared at him her face blank with wonder.
Set at regular intervals between the tall blue-grey painted

lamp standards, for the greater enjoyment of visitors and
natives, stone benches, of a fine antique pattern, adorn St.

Augustin's esplanade. Our much-perplexed maiden turned
away wearily and sat down upon the nearest of these. She
held up her head, bravely essaying to maintain an air of com-
posure and dignity ; but her shoulders soon not imperceptibly
quivered, while, try hard as she might, setting her teeth and
holding her breath, small plaintive noises threatened betrayal
of her tearful state.

Carteret, quite irrespective of the prescience common to all

true lovers where the beloved object's welfare is concerned,

possessed unusually quick and observant hearing. Those
small plaintive noises speedily reached him and pierced him
as he stood staring gloomily out to sea. Whereupon he bottled

up his pain, shut down his natural and admirably infrequent

anger, and came over to the stone bench.
" You're not crying, dearest witch, are you ? " he asked

her.
" Yes, I am," Damaris said. " What else is there left for

me to do ?—^Everyone I care for I seem to make unhappy.
Everything I do goes wrong. Everything I touch gets broken
and spoilt somehow."
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** Endless tragedies of little green jade elephants ? " he

gently bantered her.
*' Yes-—endless. For now I have hurt you. You are trying

to be good and like your usual self to me ; but that doesn't

take me in. I know all through me I have hurt you—quite

dreadfully badly—though I never, never meant to, and haven't
an idea how or why."

This was hardly comforting news to Carteret. He attempted
no disclaimer ; while she, after fumbling rather helplessly

at the breast-pocket of her jacket, at last produced a folded

letter and held it out to him.
** Whether it's treacherous or not, I am obliged to tell you,"

she said, with pathetic desperation. " For I can't bear any
more. I can't but try my best to keep you, Colonel Sahib.

And now you are hurt, I can only keep you by making you
understand—just everything. You may still think me wrong ;

but anyhow my wrongness will be towards somebody else,

not towards you.—So please read this, and don't skip, because
every word helps to explain. Read it right through before

you ask me any questions—that's more fair all round.—If

yoi» go across there—under the lamp, I mean—there still is

light enough, I think, for you to be able to see."

And Carteret, thus admonished—partly to pacify her,

partly to satisfy a very vital curiosity which stirred in him
to compass the length, breadth, and height of this queer
business, learn the truth and so set certain vague and agitating

fears at rest—did as Damaris bade him. Standing in the

conflicting gaslight and moonlight, the haunted quiet of the
small hours broken only by the trample and wash of the sea,

he read Darcy Faircloth's letter from its unconventional
opening, to its equally unconventional closing paragraph.

" Now my holiday is over and I will close down till next
Christmas night—unless miracles happen meanwhile—so

good-bye—Here is a boatload of my lads coming alongside,

roaring with song and as drunk as lords.—God bless you.

In spirit I once again kiss your dear feet "

Carteret straightened himself up with a jerk. Looked at

Damaris sitting very still, a little sunk together, as in weariness

or dejection upon the stone bench. His eyes blazed fierce,

for once, with questions he burned yet dreaded to ask. But
on second thoughts— they arrived to him swiftly— he
restrained his impatience and his tongue. Mastering his

heat, he looked down at the sheet of note-paper again. He
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would obey Damans, absorb the contents of this extra-

ordinary document, the facts it conveyed both expHcitly and
impUcitly, to the last word before he spoke.

Happily the remaining words were few. ** Your brother,"

he read, " till death and after "—followed by a name and
date.

At the name he stared fairly confounded. It meant nothing
whatever to him.—^That is, at first. Then, rising as a vision

from out some subconscious drift of memory, he saw the cold,

low-toned colouring of wide, smooth and lonely waters,

of salt-marsh, of mud-flat and reed-bed in the lowering light

of a late autumn afternoon—a grey, stone-built tavern,

moreover, above the open door of which, painted upon a
board, that same name of Faircloth figured above information

concerning divers liquors obtainable within. Yes—remem-
brance grew more precise and stable. He recalled the circum-
stances quite clearly now. He had seen it on his way back from
a solitary afternoon's wild fowl shooting on Marychurch
Haven, during his last visit to Deadham Hard.
So much was certain. But the name in its present con-

nection ? Carteret's imagination shied. For, to have the

existence of an illegitimate son of your oldest and dearest

friend thus suddenly thrust upon you, and that by a young
lady of the dearest friend's family, is, to say the least of it, a
considerable poser for any man. It may be noted as character-

istic of Carteret that, without hesitation, he recognized the
sincerity and fine spirit of Faircloth's letter. Characteristic,

also, that having seized the main bearings of it, his feeling was
neither of cynical acquiescence, or of covert and cynical

amusement ; but of vicarious humiliation, of apology and
noble pitying shame.
He came over and sat down upon the stone bench beside

Damaris.
" Dear witch," he said slowly, " this, if I apprehend it

aright, is a little staggering. Forgive me—I did altogether,

and I am afraid rather crassly, misunderstand. But that I

could hardly help, since no remotest hint of this matter has
ever reached me until now."
Damaris let her hand drop, palm upwards, upon the cool,

slightly rough, surface of the seat. Carteret placed the folded

letter in it, and so doing, let his hand quietly close down over
hers—not in any sense as a caress, but as assurance of a
sympathy it was forbidden him, in decency and loyalty, to
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speak. For a while they both remained silent. Damaris
was first to move. She put the letter back into the breast-
pocket of her jacket.

" I am glad you know, Colonel Sahib/' she gravely said.
" You see how difficult it has all been."

" I see—yes "

After a pause, the girl spoke again.
" I only came to know it myself at the end of last summer,

quite by accident. I was frightened and tried not to believe.

But there was no way of not believing. I had lost my way.
in the mist out on the Bar. I mistook the one for the other

—

my brother, I mean, for "

Damaris broke off, her voice failing her.
" Yes," Carteret put in gently, supportingly.

He leaned back, his arms crossed upon his breast, his head
carried slightly forward, slightly bent, as he watched the
softly sparkling line of surf, marking the edge of the plunging
waves upon the sloping shore. Vicarious shame claimed him
still. He weighed man's knowledge, man's freedom of action,

man's standards of the permissible and unpermissible as

against those of this maiden, whose heart was at once so much
and so little awake.

" For my father," she presently went on. " But still I

wanted to deny the truth. I was frightened at it. For if

that was true so much else—things I had never dreamed of

until then—might also be true. I wanted to get away, some-
how. But later, after I had been ill, and my father let him
come and say good-bye to me before he went to sea, I saw it

all differently, and far from wanting to get away I only longed
that we might always be together as other brothers and
sisters are. But I knew that wasn't possible. I was quite

happy, especially after you came with us. Colonel Sahib,

out here. Then I had this letter and the longing grew worse
than ever. I did try to school myself into not wanting, not
longing—did silly things—frivolous things, as I told you.
But I can't stop wanting. It all came to a head, somehow
to-night, with the dancing and music, and those foolish

boys quarrelling over me—and then your showing me that

—instead of being faithful to my father, I have neglected

him."
" Ah, you poor sweet dear !

" Carteret said, greatly moved
and turning to her.

In response she leaned towards him, her face wan in the
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expiring moonlight, yet very lovely in its pleading and guileless

affection.
'* And my brother is beautiful, Colonel Sahib," she declared,

*' not only to look at but in his ideas. You would like him
and be friends with him, though he doesn't belong to the
same world as you—indeed you would. And he is not afraid

—you know what I mean ?—not afraid of being alive and
having adventures. He means to do big things—not that he
has talked boastfully to me, or been showy. Please don't
rimagine that. He knows where he comes in, and doesn't

pretend to be anybody or anything beyond what he is. Only
it seems to me there is a streak of something original in him
—almost of genius. He makes me feel sure he will never
bungle any chance which comes in his way. And he has time
to do so much, if chances do come "—this with a note of

exultation. " His life is all before him, you see. He is so
beautifully young yet."



CHAPTER VIII

FIDUS ACHATES

IN which final pronouncement of Damans' fond tirade

Carteret heard the death knell of his own fairest hopes.
He could not mistake the set of the girl's mind. Not

only did brother call to sister, but youth called to youth.
Whereat the goad of his forty-nine years pricked him shrewdly.
He must accept the disabilities of the three decades, plus

one year, which divided him in age from Damaris, as final

;

and range himself with the elder generation—her father's

generation, in short. How, after all, could he in decency go
to his old friend and say: " Give me your daughter." The
thing, viewed thus, became outrageous, offensive not only to

his sense of fitness, but of the finer and more delicate moralities.

For cradle-snatching is not, it must be conceded, a graceful

occupation ; nor is a middle-aged man with a wife still in

her teens a graceful spectacle. Sentimentalists may maunder
over it in pinkly blushing perversity ; but the naughty world
thinks otherwise, putting, if not openly its finger to its nose,

at least secretly its tongue in its cheek. And rightly, as he
acknowledged. The implication may be coarse, libidinous;

but the instinct producing it is a sound one, both healthy and
just.

Therefore he had best sit no longer upon stone benches by
the sounding shore, in this thrice delicious proximity and
thrice provocative magic of the serene southern night. All

the more had best not do so, because Damaris proved even
more rare in spirit, exquisite in moral and imaginative quality

—so he perhaps over-fondly put it—than ever before. Carteret

got on his feet and walked away a few paces, continuing to

heckle himself with merciless honesty and rather unprintable

humour—invoking even the historic name of Abishag, virgin

and martyr, and generally letting himself " have it hot."

A self-chastisment which may be accounted salutary,

since, as he administered it, his thought again turned to a

250
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case other than his own, namely, that of Charles Verity.

To pronounce judgment on his friend's past relations with
women, whether virtuous or otherwise, was no business of

his. Whatever irregularities of conduct that friend's earlier

career may have counted, had brought their own punish-

ment—^were indeed actually bringing it still, witness current

events. It wasn't for him, Carteret, by the smallest fraction

to add to that punishment ; but rather, surely, to do all in

his power to lighten the weight of it. Here he found safe

foothold. Let him invite long-standing friendship, with the

father, to help him endure the smart of unrequited love for

the daughter. To pretend these two emotions moved on the

same plane and could counter-balance one another, was
manifestly absurd ; but that did not affect the essence of the

question. Ignoring desire, which to-night so sensibly and
disconcertingly gnawed at his vitals, let him work to bring

Damaris and her father together once more, work to restore

the former harmony and sweet strength of their relation.

If in the process he could obtain for Damaris—without
unseemly revelation or invidious comment—that on which
her innocent soul was set he would have his reward.—A reward
a bit chilly and meagre, it is true, as compared with—Com-
parisons be damned ! Carteret left his pacing and came back
to the stone bench.

" Well, I have formed my own conclusions in respect of

the whole matter. Now tell me what you actually want me
to do, and I will see how far it can be compassed, dear witch,"

he said.

Damaris had risen too, but she was troubled.
" Ah ! I still spoil things," she wailed. " I was so happy

telling you about—about Faircloth. And yet somehow
I've hurt you again. I know I have."

Carteret took her by the elbow lightly, gently, carrying

her onward beside him over the wide pallor of the asphalt.
" Hurt me, you vanitatious creature ? Against babes of

your tender age, I long ago became hurt-proof "—he gaily

lied to her. " What do you take me for ?—A fledgling like

the Ditton boy, or poor Harry Ellice, with whose adolescent

affections you so heartlessly played chuck-farthing at our
incomparable Henrietta's party to-night ?—No, no—But
joking apart, what exactly is it you want me to do for you ?

Take you to Marseilles for the day, perhaps, to meet this

remarkable young sea-captain and go over his ship ?
"
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" He is remarkable," Damaris chimed in, repeating the

epithet with eager and happier emphasis.
" Unquestionably—if I'm to judge both by your account

of him and by the tenor of his letter."
" And you would take me ? Oh ! dear Colonel Sahib, how

beautifully good you are to me."
" Of course, I'll take you—if "

"If what?"
" If Sir Charles gives his consent."

He slipped Damaris' hand within his arm, still bearing her
onward. The last of the long line of gas-lamps upon the
esplanade, marking the curve of the bay, was now left behind.

A little further and the road forked—the main one followed

the shore. The other—a footpath—mounted to the left

through the delicate gloom and semi-darkness of the wood
clothing the promontory. Carteret did not regret that impend-
ing obscurity, apprehending it would be less embarrassing,

under cover of it, to embark on certain themes which must
be embarked upon were he to bring his purpose to full

circle.
** Listen, my dear," he told her, " while I expound.

Certain laws of friendship exist, between men, which are

imperative. They must be respected. To evade them,
still worse, wilfully break them is to be guilty of unpardonably
bad taste and bad feeling—to put it no higher. Had your
father chosen to speak to me of this matter, well and good. I

should have felt honoured by his confidence, have welcomed
it—for he is dearer to me than any man living and always
must be.—But the initiative has to come from him. Till

he speaks I am dumb. For me to approach the subject first

is not possible."
" Then the whole beautiful plan falls through," she said

brokenly.
'* No, not at all, very far from that," he comforted her.

" I gather you have already discussed it with your father.

You must lay hold of your courage and discuss it again. I

know that won't be easy ; but you owe it to him to be straight-

forward, owe it to his peculiar devotion to you. Some day,

perhaps, when you are older and more ripe in experience,

I may tell you, in plain language of a vow he once made for

your sake—^when he was in his prime, too, his life strong in

him, his powers at their height. Some persons might con-

sider his action exaggerated and fanatical. But such accusa-
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tions can be brought against most actions really heroic. And
that this action, specially in a man of his temperament, may
claim to be heroic there can be, in my opinion, no manner of

doubt."
The path climbed steeply through the pine wood. Damaris'

hand grew heavy on Carteret's arm. Once she stumbled, and
clung to him in recovering her footing, thereby- sending an
electric current tingling through his nerves again.

" He did what was painful, you mean, and for my sake ?
"

" Say rather gave up something very much the reverse of

painful," Carteret answered, his voice not altogether under
control, so that it struck away, loud and jarring, between the

still ranks of the tree-trunks to right and left.

" Which is harder ?
"

" Which is much harder—immeasurably, incalculably

harder, dearest witch."

After a space of silence, wherein the pines, lightly stirred

by some fugitive up-draught off the sea, murmured dusky
secrets in the vault of interlacing branches overhead, Carteret

spoke again. He had his voice under control now. Yet, to

Damaris' hearing, his utterance was permeated by an urgency
and gravity almost awe-inspiring, here in the loneliness and
obscurity of the wood. She went in sudden questioning,

incomprehensible fear of the dear man with the blue eyes.

His arm was steady beneath her hand, supporting her. His
care and protection sensibly encircled her, yet he seemed
to her thousands of miles away, speaking from out some depth
of knowledge and of reality which hopelessly transcended her
experience. She felt strangely difhdent, strangely ignorant.

Felt, though she had no name for it, the mystical empire,

mystical terror of sex as sex,
" The night of the breaking of the monsoon, of those riotings

and fires at Bhutpur, your father bartered his birthright, in a
certain particular, against your restoration to health. The
exact nature of that renunciation I cannot explain to you.

The whole transaction lies beyond the range of ordinary

endeavour ; and savours of the transcendental—or the

superstitious, if you please to take it that way. But call

it by what name you will, his extravagant gamble with the

Lords of Life and Death worked, apparently. For you got

well ; and you have stayed well, dear witch—^thanks to those

same Lords of Life and Death, whose favour your father

attempted to buy with this act of personal sacrifice. He was
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willing to pay a price most men would consider prohibitive
to secure your recovery. And, with an unswerving sense of

honour, he has gone on paying, until that which, at the start,

must have amounted to pretty severe discipline has crystallized

into habit. What you tell me of this young man, Darcy
Faircloth's history, goes, indirectly, to strengthen my admir-
ation for your father's self-denying ordinance, both in pro-
posing and in maintaining this strange payment."
There—it was finished, his special pleading. Carteret felt

unfeignedly glad. He was unaccustomed to put forth such
elaborate expositions, more particularly of a delicate nature
and therefore offering much to avoid as well as much to state.

" So you are bound to play a straight game with him

—

dear child. Believe me he deserves it, is finely worthy of it.

Be open with him. Show him your letter. Ask his permission
—if you have sufficient courage. Your courage is the measure
of the sincerity of your desire in this business. Do you
follow me ?

"

"Yes— but I shall distress him," Damaris mournfully
argued.

She was bewildered, and in her bewilderment held to the
immediate and obvious.

" Less than by shutting him out from your confidence,

by keeping him at arm's length."
" Neglecting him ?

"

" Ah ! so that rankles still, does it ? Yes, neglecting him
just a trifle, perhaps."

" But the neglect is over—indeed, it is over and utterly

done with."

And in the ardour of her disclaimer, Damaris pressed

against Carteret, her face upturned and, since she too was tall,

very close to his.

" Just because it is over and done with I begged you to

bring me back with you to-night. I wanted so make a clean

break with all the frivolities, while everything was quite

clear to me. I wanted, while I still belonged to you, Colonel
Sahib, through our so beautifully dancing together twice "

" God in Heaven !

" Carteret said under his breath. For
what a past-master in the art of the torturer is your white-
souled maiden at moments !

" To go right away from all that rushing about worldliness

—I don't blame Henrietta—she has been sweet to me—but it

is worldliness, rather, isn't it ?—and to be true to him again
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and true to myself. I wanted to return to my allegiance.

You believe me, don't you ? You made me see, Colonel

Sahib, you brought my foolishness home to me—Oh ! yes,

I owe you endless gratitude and thanks. But I was uneasy
already. I needed a wholesome shove, and you gave it. And
now you deliver a much-needed supplementary shove—one
to my courage. I obey you. Colonel Sahib, without question

or reservation—not on the chance of getting what I long for ;

but because you have convinced me of what is right. I will

tell him—tell my father—all about everything—to-morrow."
" It is now to-morrow—and, with the night, many dreams

have packed up their traps and fled."
" But we needn't be sorry for that," Damaris declared,

in prettily rising confidence. " The truth is going to be better

than the dreams, isn't it ?
"

" For you, yes—with aU my heart, I hope."
" But for you—^why not for you ? " she cried, smitten by

anxiety regarding him and by swift tenderness.

They had reached the end of the upward climbing path,

and stepped from the semi-darkness of the wood into the

greater clarity of the gravel terrace in front of the hotel.

Far below unseen waves again beat upon the beach. The
sound reached them faintly. The dome of the sky, thick

sown with stars, appeared prodigious in expanse and in height.

It dwarfed the block of hotel buildings upon the right.

Dwarfed all visible things, the whole earth, indeed, which it

so sensibly enclosed. Dwarfed also, and that to the point of

desolation, the purposes and activities of individual human
lives. How could these count, what could they matter in

presence of the countless worlds swinging, there, through the

illimitable fields of space ?

To Carteret this thought, or rather this sensation, of human
insignificance brought a measure of stoic consolation. He
lifted Damaris' hand off his arm, and held it, while he said,

smiling at her :

" For me—yes, of course. Why not? For me too, dearest

witch, truth is assuredly the most profitable bedfellow."

Then, as she shrank, drawing away a Httle, startled by the

crudeness of the expression :

" I enjoyed our two dances," he told her, " and I shall

enjoy taking you to Marseilles and making Faircloth's

acquaintance, if our little scheme works out successfully

—if it is sanctioned, permitted. After that—other things
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being equal—I think I ought to break camp and journey back
to England, to look after my property and my sister's affairs.

I have gadded long enough. It is time to get into harness

—

such harness as claims me in these all too easy-going days.

And now you must really go indoors without further delay,

and go to bed. May the four angels of pious tradition stand at

the four corners of it, to keep you safe in body, soul, and spirit.

Sleep the sleep of innocence and wake radiant and refreshed."
" Ah ! but you're sad—you are sad," Damaris cried, her

lips quivering. " Can't I do anything ?—I would do so much,
would love so much—beyond anything—to make you unsad."
The man with the blue eyes shook his head.
" Impossible, alas ! Your intervention, in this case, is

finally ruled out, my sweet lamb," he affectionately, but
conclusively said.



CHAPTER IX

WHICH FEATURES VARIOUS PERSONS WITH WHOM THE READER
IS ALREADY ACQUAINTED

SOME are born great, some attain greatness, and some
have it thrust upon them to the Hvely embarrassment
of their humble and retiring httle souls. To his own

notable surprise. General Frayling, on the morning following

his wife's Cinderella dance, awoke to find himself the centre

of interest in the life of the pretty pavilion situated in the
grounds of the HCtel de la Plage. He owed this unaccustomed
ascendency to physical rather than moral N3r intellectual

causes, being possessed of a temperature, the complexion of

the proverbial guinea, and violent pains in his loins and his

back.

These anxious symptoms developed—one cannot but feel

rather unjustly—as the consequence of his own politeness,

his amenity of manner, and the patient attentions he paid
on the previous evening to one of his wife's guests. He had
sat altogether too long for personal comfort in a draughty
corner of the hotel garden, with Mrs. Callowgas. Affected by
the poetic influences of moon, stars, and sea, affected also

conceivably by pagan amorous influences, naughtily emanat-
ing from the neighbouring Venus Temple—whose elegant

tapering columns adorn the fagade of the local Mairie—Mrs.
Callowgas became extensively reminiscent of her dear dead
Lord Bishop. Protracted anecdotes of visitations and con-
firmation tours, excerpts from his sermons, speeches, and
charges, arch revelations of his diurnal and nocturnal con-
versation and habits—the latter tedious to the point of tears

when not slightly immodest—poured from her widowed lips.

The good lady overflowed. She frankly babbled. General
Frayling listened, outwardly interested and civil, inwardly
deploring that he had omitted to put on a waistcoat back-
lined with flannel—waxing momentarily more conscious,

also, that the iron—of the hard cold slats composing the seat

17 257
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of his garden chair—if not entering into his soul, was actively

entering a less august and more material portion of his being
through the slack of his thin evening trousers. He endured
both tedium and bodily suffering with the fortitude of a saint

and martyr ; but next morning revealed him victim of a
violent chill demanding medical aid.

The native local practioner was reported mono-lingual,

and of small scientific reputation ; while our General though
fluent in vituperative Hindustani, and fairly articulate in

Arabic, could lay no claim to proficiency in the French
language. Hence probable deadlock between doctor and
patient. Henrietta acted promptly, foreseeing danger of

jaundice or worse ; and bade Marshall Wace telegraph to

Cannes for an English physician. As a nurse she was capable
if somewhat unsympathetic—illness and death being foreign

to her personal programme. She attended upon her small
sick warrior assiduously ; thereby earning the admiration
of the outsiders, and abject apologies for " being such a
confounded nuisance to you, my love," from himself. Her
maid, a Eurasian—by name Serafina Lousada, whom she

had brought with her from Bombay a couple of years earlier,

prematurely wrinkled of skin and shrunken of figure, yet whose
lustrous black eyes still held the embers of licentious fires

—

would readily have shared her labours. But Henrietta was
at some trouble to eliminate Serafina from the sick-chamber,
holding her tendencies suspect as insidiously and quite super-

fluously sentimental, where any male creature might be con-

cerned.

Carteret and Sir Charles Verity, on the other hand, she

encouraged with the sweetest dignity imaginable, to take
turns at the bedside—and to look in upon her drawing-room,
also, on their way back and forth thither. A common object

and that a philanthropic one, gives unimpeachable occasions

of intimacy. These Henrietta did not neglect, though touch-

ing them with a disarming pensiveness of demeanour. The
invalid was " the thing "—the thought of him wholly para-

mount with her. Her anxiety might be lightened, perhaps,

but by no means deleted, by the attentions of these friends

of former years.—^A pretty enough play throughout, as the

two gentlemen silently noted, the one with kindly, the other

with sardonic, humour.
Her henchman, Marshall Wace, meanwhile, Henrietta kept

on the run until the triangular patch of colour, straining
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either prominent cheek-bone, was more than ever accentuated.

There was method, we may however take it, in the direction of

these apparently mad runnings, since they so incessantly

landed the runner in the salon of the Grand Hotel crowning
the wooded headland. Damaris she refused to have with
her. No—she couldn't consent to any clouding of the darling

child's bright spirit by her private worries. Trouble, heaven
knows, is bound to overtake each one of us more than soon
enough ! She—Henrietta—could endure her allotted portion of

universal tribulation best in the absence of youthful witnesses.

But let Marshall carry Damaris news daily—twice daily,

if needs be. Let him read with her, sing to her ; so that she,

charming child, should miss her poor Henrietta, and their

happy meetings at the little pavilion, the less. Especially

let him seek the young girl, and strive to entertain her, when
Sir Charles and Colonel Carteret were engaged on their good
Samaritan visits to General Frayling.

" This break in our cherished intercourse," Henrietta
wrote, in one of those many Wace-borne bulletins, '* grieves

me more than I can express. Permit Marshall to do all in his

power to make up for this hospital incarceration of mine.
Poor dear fellow, it is such a boon to him. I really crave to

procure him any pleasure I can—above all the pleasure of

being with you, which he values so very highly. AH his best
qualities show in this time of trial. He is only too faithful

and wears himself to positive fiddle-strings in my service

and that of the General. I send him to you, darling child,

for a little change and recreation—relaxation from the strain

of my husband's illness. Marshall is so sympathetic and feels

for others so deeply. His is indeed a rare nature ; but one
which does not, alas ! always quite do itself justice. I attribute

this to an unfortunate upbringing rather than to any real

fault in himself. So be good to him, Damaris. In being good
to him—as I have said all along—you are being good to your
fondly loving and, just now, sorely tried Henrietta Frayling.'*

All which sounded a note designed to find an echo in

Damaris' generous heart. Which it did—this the more readily

because, still penitent for her recent trifle of wild-oats sowing,
our beloved maiden was particularly emulous of good works,
the missionary spirit all agog in her. She was out to comfort,
to sympathize and to sustain. Hence she doubly welcomed
that high-coloured hybrid, Wace—actor, cleric, vocalist in one.

Guilelessly she indulged and mothered him, over-looking his
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egoism, his touchiness and peevishness, his occasional defects

of breeding and of taste. She permitted him, moreover, to

talk without restraint upon his favourite subject—that of

himself. To retail the despairs of an ailing and unhappy
childhood ; the thwarted aspirations of a romantic and
sensitive boyhood ; the doubts and disappointments of a

young manhood conspicuously rich in promise, had the

fates and his fellow creatures but shown themselves more
intelligently sensible of his merits and his needs.

For this was the burden of his recurrent lament. Through-
out life he had been misunderstood.

" But you, Miss Verity, do understand me," he almost

passionately declared, waving white effeminate hands.
'* Ah ! a pure influence such as yours "

Here, rather to Damaris' thankfulness, words appeared to

fail him. He moved to the piano and exhaled his remaining

emotion in song.

Affairs had reached the above point about ten days after

Henrietta's party and Damaris' midnight walk with Colonel

Carteret by the shore of the sounding sea. General Frayling,

though mending, was still possessed of a golden complexion

and a temperature slightly above the normal, while his

dutiful wife, still self-immured, was in close attendance,

when an event occurred which occasioned her considerable

speculation and perplexity.

It came about thus. At her request Marshall Wace walked

up to the station early that morning, to secure the EngHsh
papers on their arrival by the mail train from Paris. After

a quite unnecessarily long interval, in Henrietta's opinion, he

returned with an irritable expression and flustered manner.

Such, at least, was the impression she received on his joining

her in the wide airy corridor outside the General's sick-

chamber.
" I thought you were never coming back," she greeted him.

" What has detained you ?
"

" The Paris train was late," he returned. " And—^wait an

instant. Cousin Henrietta. I want to speak to you. Yes, I

am hot and tired, and I am put out—I don't deny it."

" Why ? " Henrietta asked him indifferently.

Her own temper was not at its brightest and best. The
office of ministering angel had begun most woefully to pall on

her. What if this illness betokened a break up of health on

the part of General Frayling ? Bath chairs, hot bottles, air-
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cushions, pap-like meals and such kindred unlovehnesses

loomed large ahead ! That was the worst of marrying an old,

or anyhow an oldish, man. You never could tell how soon the

natural order of things might be reversed, and you obliged

to wait hand and foot on him, instead of his waiting hand and
foot on you. Henrietta felt fretful. Her looking-glass pre-

sented a depressing reflection of fine lines and sharpened

features. If she should wilt under this prolonged obligation

of nursing, her years openly advertise their number, and she

grow faded, passee, a woman who visibly has outlived her

prime ? She could have shaken the insufficiently dying

General in his bed ! Yes, insufficiently dying—for, in heaven's

name, let him make up his mind and that speedily—get well

and make himself useful, or veritably and finally depart

before, for the preservation of her good looks, it was too

late.
" I met Sir Charles Verity at the station,'' Wace went on.

" He was coming out of the first class salle d'attente. He
stopped and spoke t6 me, enquired for cousin Fred ; but his

manner was peculiar, autocratic to a degree. He made me
feel in the way, feel that he was annoyed at riiy being there

and wanted to get rid of me."
" Imagination, my dear Marshall. In all probabihty he

wasn't thinking about you one way or the other, but merely

about his own affairs, his own—as Carteret reports—remark-

ably clever book.—But why, I wonder, was he at the station

so early ?
"

Henrietta stood turning the folded newspaper about and
idly scanning the head-lines, while the wind, entering by the

open casements at the ejid of the corridor, lifted and fluttered

the light blue gauze scarf she wore round her shoulders over

her white frilled morning gown.
** He didn't tell me," the large, soft, very hot young man

said. " You may call it imagination. Cousin Henrietta ; but
I can't. I am positive his manner was intentional. He
meant to snub me, by intimating of how slight account I am
in his estimation. It was exceedingly galhng. I do not want
to employ a vulgar expression—but he looked down his nose

at me as if I was beneath contempt. You know that insolent,

arrogant way of his ?
"

" Oh, la-la !
" Henrietta cried. " Don't be so childish !

"

—Though she did in point of fact know the said way perfectly

well and admired it. Once upon a time hadn't Sir Charles,
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indeed, rather superbly practised it in her—Henrietta's

—

defence ?

She sighed ; while her temper took a nasty turn towards
her yellow-faced, apologetic little General, waiting patiently
for sight of the English newspapers, under the veil of mosquito
netting in his Uttle bed. Even in his roaring forties—^had his

forties ever roared though ?—she doubted it—not to save his

life could he ever have looked down his nose at an offending
fellow-man like that. Ah ! Charles Verity—Charles Verity !

—Her heart misgave her that she had been too precipitate
in this third marriage. If she had waited ?

" Of course, with my wretchedly short sight, I may have
been mistaken," Wace continued, pointedly ignoring her
interruption, " but I am almost convinced I recognized
Colonel Carteret and Miss Verity—Damaris—through the
open door, on the other side of the salle d'attente, in the crowd
on the platform about to take their places in the train from
Cannes, which had just come in."

Henrietta ceased to scan the head-lines or deplore her
matrimonial precipitation.

*' Carteret and Damaris alone and together ? " she exclaimed
with raised eyebrows.

" Yes, and it occurred to me that I there touched upon the
explanation, in part at least, of Sir Charles Verity's offensive

manner. He had been to see them off and was, for some
reason, unwiUing that we—^you and I, cousin Henrietta—should
know of their journey."

Even in private life, at the very head-waters and source of

her intrigues and her scheming, Henrietta cleverly maintained
an effect of secrecy. She showed herself an adept in the fine

art of outflanking incautious intruders. Never did she wholly
reveal herself or her purposes ; but reserved for her own use
convenient run-holes, down she could escape from even the

most intimate of her coadjutors and employees. If masterly
in advance, she showed even more masterly in retreat ; and
that too often at the expense of her fellow intriguers. Without
scruple she deserted them, when personal safety or personal

reputation suggested the wisdom of so doing. Though herself

perplexed and suspicious, she now rounded on Wace, taking

a high tone with him.
'* But why, my dear Marshall, why ? " she enquired,

" should Sir Charles object to our—as you put it

—

knoiving ?

That seems to me an entirely gratuitous assumption on your
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part. In all probability Mary Ellice and the boys were on the

platform too, only you didn't happen to catch sight of them.
And, in any case, our friends at the Grand Hotel are not
accountable to us for their comings and goings. They are

free agents, and it does reaUy strike me as just a little gossipy

to keep such a very sharp eye upon their movements.

—

Don't be furious with me "

Henrietta permitted herself to reach up and pat the young
man on the shoulder, playfully, restrainingly. An extra-

ordinarily familiar proceeding on her part, marking the

strength of her determination to avoid any approach to a
quarrel, since she openly denounced and detested all those

demonstrations, as between friends and relations, which come
under the generic title of " pawing."

" No, pray don't be furious with me," she repeated. '' I

quite appreciate how sensitive you naturally must be upon
the subject of Damaris."

** You have given me encouragement, cousin Henrietta
"

—^this resentfully.
" And why not ? Don't be disingenous, my dear Marshall.

I liave given you something much more solid than mere
encouragement, namely, active help, opportunity. In the

right direction, to the right person, I have repeatedly praised

you. But the prize, in this case, is to him who has address

and perseverance to win it. You possess signal advantages
through your artistic tastes, your music, your reciting. But
I have never disguised from you—now hoAestly, have I ?

—

there were obstacles and even perhaps prejudices to be over-

come."
" Sir Charles despises me."
** But his daughter gives ample proof that she does not.

And—you don't propose to marry Sir Charles, do you ?
"

Henrietta laughed a trifle shrilly. The tone of that laugh

pierced her hearer's armour of egoism. He stared at her in

interrogative surprise—observing which she hastened to

retreat down a run-hole.
" Ah !

" she cried, * it is really a little too bad to tease you,

Marshall. But one can't but be tempted to do so at moments.
You take everything so terribly an grand scrieux, my young
friend."

" You mean to convey that I am ponderous ?
"

" Well—perhaps—just a shade," she archly agreed. *' And
of ponderosity you must make an effort to cure yourself.

—
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Mind, though a fault, I consider it one on the right side—in

the connection, that is, which we have just now been discussing.

When a girl has as much intelligence as—we needn't name
names, need we ?—she resents perpetual chaff and piffle.

They bore her—seem to her a flagrant waste of time. Her
mind tends to scorn delights and live laborious days—

a

tendency which rectifies itself later as a rule. All the same
in avoiding frivolity, one must not rush to the other extreme
and be heavy in hand. A happy mien in this as in all things,

my dear Marshall."
" I cannot so far degrade myself as to be an opportunist,"

he returned sententiously. ^

" Yet the opportunist arrives; and to arrive is the main
thing, after all—at least I imagine so.—Now I really cannot
stay here any longer giving you priceless advice : but must
take the General his newspapers.—By the way, did Sir Charles

say anything about coming to see him this afternoon ?
"

As she asked the question Henrietta ran her eye down over
the announcements in the Court Circular. Marshall replied

in the negative. She made no comment, hardly appearing
to notice his answer. But, as she stepped lightly and delicately

away down the airy corridor to the door of the sick-room,

over her blue gauze draped shoulder she flung back at him

—

" This confinement to the house is getting quite on my
nerves. I must really allow myself a little holiday.—Take
a drive to-morrow if Frederic is no worse. I will call at the

Grand Hotel, I think, and see darling Damaris, just for a
few minutes, myself."

Information which went far to restore her hearer's

equanimity. His affairs, as he recognized, were in actively

astute safe-keeping.

Marshall Wace spent the rest of the morning in the drawing-
room of the villa, at the piano, composing a by no means
despicable setting of Shelley's two marvellous stanzas, which
commence :

•' Rarely, rarely comest thou,

Spirit of Delight !

Wherefore hast thou left me now
Many a day and night ?

'*

The rich baritone voice, vibrant with apparent passion,

swept out through the open windows, across the ghttering

garden. Miss Maud Callowgas, walking along that portion of

the esplanade immediately in front of the hotel, paused in the
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grilling sunshine to listen. Heaven upon earth seemed to

open before her pale, white-lashed eyes. If she could only

ascertain what fortune she might eventually count on possess-

ing—but Mama was so dreadfully close about everything

to do with money ! The Harchester bishopric was a fat one,

worth from ten to fifteen thousand a year. That she knew
from the odious, impudent questions asked about it by some
horrible nonconformist member, in the House of Commons,
just after her father's death. Surely Mama must have saved
a considerable amount out of so princely an income ? She
had always kept down expenses at the Palace. The servants

left so often because they declared they had not enough to eat.

Then through the open window of the villa embowered in

roses, there amid the palms and pines—and in a falling cadence
too :

'* How shall ever one like me
Win thee back again? "

But Maud Callowgas needed no winning, being very effectu-

ally won already, so it was superfluous thus movingly to ask
the question. The midday sun striking through her black-

and-white parasol made her feel dizzy and faint.—If only she

could learn the amount of her fortune, she could let Mrs.

Frayling learn the amount of it too—just casually, in the

course of conversation, and then Everyone said Mrs.

Frayling was doing her best to " place " her cousin-by-marriage,

to secure him a well-endowed wife.



CHAPTER X

WHICH IT IS TO BE FEARED SMELLS SOMEWHAT POWERFULLY
OF BILGE WATER

WARM wind, hot sun, the confused sound and move-
ment of a great southern port, all the traffic and
trade of it, man and beast sweating in the splendid

glare. Rattle of cranes, scream of winches, grind of wheels,

and the bellowing of a big steamer, working her way cautiously

through the packed shipping of the basin, to the blue freedom
of the open sea.—Such was the scene which the boatswain
and white-jacketed steward, leaning their folded arms on the

bulwarks and smoking, lazily watched.
The " Forest Queen " rode high at the quayside, having dis-

charged much, and taken on but a moderate amount of cargo

for her homeward voyage. This was already stowed. She
had coaled and was bound to clear by dawn. Now she rested

in idleness, most. of her crew taking their pleasure ashore, a
Sabbath calm pervading her amid the strident activities

going forward on every hand. The ship's dog, a curly-haired

black retriever, lay on the clean deck in the sunshine stretched

on his side, all four legs limp, save when, pestered beyond
endurance, he whisked into a sitting position to snap at the

all too numerous flies.

The boatswain—a heavily built East AngHan, born within

sight of Boston Stump five-and-forty years ago, his face seamed
and pitted by smallpox almost to the extinction of expression

and altogether to that of eyebrows, eyelashes, and continuity

of beard—spat dehberately and voluminously into the oily,

refuse-stained water, lapping against the ship's side over

twenty feet below, and resumed a desultory conversation

which for the moment had fallen dead.
" So that's tiie reason of his giving us hell's delight, like

he has all day, cleaning up ?—Got a lady coming aboard to

tea has he. If she's too fine to take us as we are, a^deal better

let 'er stay ashore, in my opinion. Stuff a nonsense all this

266
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set out, dressing up and dressing down. Vanity at the bottom
of it—and who's it to take in ?—For a tramp's a tramp, and
a liner's a liner ; and all the water in God's ocean, and all

the rubbing and scrubbing on man's earth, won't convert the

one into the other, bless you."
He pointed away, with his pipestem, to the violet-shadowed

mouth of one of the narrow lanes opening between the slop-

shops, wine-shops, and cheap eating-houses—their gaudy
striped, flounced awnings bellying and straining in the fervid

southerly breeze—which Uned the further side of the crowded
quay.

" As well try to wash some gutter-bred, French trollop, off

the streets in behind there, into a white-souled, white-robed
heavenly angel," he grumbled on. " All this purifying of the

darned old hulk's so much labour lost. Gets the men's monkey
up too, putting all this extray work on 'em."

He leaned down again, folding his arms along the top of the

bulwarks.
" And, angel or trollop, I find no use for her, nor any other

style of woman either, on board this 'ere blasted rusty iron

coffin," he said.

Whereat the steward, a pert-eyed, dapper little cockney
—amateur of the violin and noted impersonator of popular
music-hall comedians—took him up in ton^s of amiable
argument.

" Your stomach's so turned on the subject of females you
can't do 'em justice. Gone sour, regularly sour, it is. And I

don't hold with you there, Partington, never shall and never
do. I'm one as can always find a cosy corner in me manly
bosom for the lidies—blame me if I can't, the pore 'elpless

little lovey-doveys. After all's said and done Gawd made
'em just as much as 'e made you, Partington, that 'e did."

" And called you in, sonny, to lend 'im an 'and at the job,

didn't 'e ? All I can say is you'd both have been better

employed putting in your time and talents somewhere else."

After which sally the two smoked in silence, while the

ship's dog alternately stretched himself on the hot boards,

and started up with a yelp to snap at the cloud of buzzing
flies again.

The steward merely bided his time, however, and enquired

presently with a nice air of nonchalance :

" Never been married, Partington, 'ave you ? I've often

known that put a fellow sadly off the sex."
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" Never," the other replied, " though I came precious

near it once, when I was a youngster and greener—greener
even than you with your httle lovey-doveys and your manly
bosom, William, which is allowing a lot. But my wife as

was to 'ave been—met her down Bristol way, gone blind silly

on 'er I was—got took with the small-pox the week before
the ceremony was pulled off, and give me all she had to spare

of the disease with her dying breath. Soft chap as I was then,

I held it as a sort of a compliment. Afterwards, when the
crape had worn a bit brown, I saw it was jealousy of any other
female I might come to cast my eye over as made her act like

that."
" A private sore !

" WilUam commented. " To tell you
gorspel truth, Partington, I guessed as much. But you should
learn to tike the larger view. Blimey, you should rise above
that. To be marked like you are is a misfortune, I don't

pretend to the contrary, looking at it along the level so to

speak. But beauty's so much dust and ashes, if yer can just

boost yerself up to tike the larger view. Think of all that

pore dying woman mayn't 'ave saved you from by making
yer outward fascinations less staring to the sex? Regular
honey-pot to every passing petticoat you might 'ave been."
He broke off, springing erect and shading his eyes with

one hand to obtain a better view.
" My Sammy— whoever's the skipper a bringing 'ome

'ere with him ? Dooks and duchesses and all the blamed
airistorkracy ?—English too, or I'm a blooming nigger.—^Tea

for a lidy ?—I should rather think it.—Partington, I'm off

to put meself inside of a clean jacket and make sure the
cockroaches ain't holding a family sing-song on my best

white table-cloth.—Say, that young ole man of ours don't

stop 'arf way up the ladder, once 'e starts climbing. Gets to

the top rung 'e does stright orf, s'elp me. And tikes 'is ease

there, seemingly, as to the manner born. Looks like he does
any'ow, theway 'e's behaving of hisself now.—So long, bo'sun,"

he added jauntily. "I'm called from yer side to descend the

companion ong route for higher spheres. Sounds like a con-

tradiction that, but ain't so.—See you again when the

dooks 'as quitted this fond old floating 'earse of ours and took
themselves back to their 'ereditary marble 'alls to roost."

On the other side of the quay, meanwhile, in the brave

dancing breeze and the sunshine, Darcy Faircloth stepped
down on to the uneven paving just opposite to where the
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** Forest Queen " lay. Colonel Carteret followed and stood
aside, leaving him to hand Damaris out of the open carriage.

For this was the younger man's day ; and, as the elder

ungrudgingly acknowledged, he played the part of host with
a nice sense of taste, his hospitality erring neither in the

direction of vulgar lavishness, nor of over -modesty and
economy. Breeding tells, is fertile in social intuitions, as

Carteret reflected, even when deformed by an ugly bar sinister.

During the past hours he had been observant—even above his

wont—jealous both for his friend Charles Verity and his dear
charge, Damaris, in this peculiar association. The position

was a far from easy one, so many slips of sorts possible
;

but the young merchant sea-captain had carried it off with
an excellent simplicity and unconscious grace.—In respect

of a conveyance, to begin with, he eschewed hiring a hack, and
met his arriving guests, at the station, with the best which
the stables of the Hotel du Louvre et de la Paix could produce.

Had offered a quiet well-served luncheon at that same stately

hostelry moreover, in preference to the more flashy and
popular restaurants of the town. Afterwards he had driven

them, in the early hours of the afternoon, up to the church of

Notre Dame de la Garde, which, perched aloft on its eminence,
god-speeds the outward bound and welcomes the home-
coming voyager, while commanding so noble ^ prospect of

port and city, of islands sacred to world-famous romance, and
wide horizons of rich country and historic sea.

And now, before parting, Faircloth brought them to his

ship. To this private kingdom of his and all it imphed—and
denied too—of social privilege, social distinction. Implied,

further, of administrative and personal power—all it set forth

of the somewhat rugged facts of his profession and daily

environment. Of this small world he was undisputed autocrat.

Grand Cham of this miniature Tartary—of this iron-walled

two-thousand-ton empire, the great white Czar.

So far Carteret had lent himself to the extensive day's
" outing^" in a spirit of very sweet-tempered philosophy. He
had been delightful, unfailing in courtesy and tactful address.

Now, having analysed his host's character to his own satis-

faction, he felt justified in giving himself a holiday from the

office of chaperon and watch-dog. He had fulfilled his pro-

mise, royally done his duty by Damaris in that quasi-avuncular

relation which he had assumed in place of a closer and—how
profoundly more—coveted one ; tiiereby earning temporary
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release from her somewhat over-moving neighbourhood. Not
but what he had been keenly, almost painfully, interested

in watching this drama of brother and sister, and gauging
the impulses, the currents of action and of emotion which lay

behind it. Gauging too the difficulties, even dangers, inherent

in it, the glamour and the clouding of shame—^whether

conventional or real he did not pretend exactly to determine
—which so strangely wrapped it about. To use Damaris'
favourite word, they were very "beautiful," both in them-
selves and in their almost mystic affection, these two young
creatures. And just on that very account he would be glad

to get away from them, to be no longer onlooker, or—to put
it vulgarly—gooseberry, fifth wheel to the cart.

He went with them as far as the shoreward end of the up-
sloping gangway.—A tall grey-clad figure, with an equally

tall blue-clad figure on the other side of the young girl's,

also tall, biscuit-coloured one,—a dash of pink showing in her

burnt-straw hat, pink too at her throat and waist seen

between the open fronts of her dust-coat.—But at the gang-
way he stopped.

" Dear witch," he said, " I have some telegrams I should

be glad to send off, and another small matter of business to

transact in the town, so here I will leave you, if you permit,

in our friend's safe-keeping "—he smiled upon Faircloth.
" At the station, at five-thirty, we meet. Au revoir, then."

And, without waiting for any reply, he sauntered away along

the sun-flooded quay between piled up bales of merchandize,
wine barrels, heaps of sand, heaps too of evilly smelling hides,

towering cases, and crates. His shadow—clear violet upon the

grey of the granite—from his feet onwards, travelled before

him as he walked. And this leading by, this following of,

his own shadow, casual accident of light and of direction though
in all common sense he must account it, troubled the peace of

the man with the blue eyes, making him feel wistful, feel past

the zenith of his allotted earthly achievement, queerly out of

the running, aged and consequently depressed.

Upon Damaris the suddenness of his exit reacted in a sensa-

tion of constraint. Carteret had been very exquisite to her

throughout this delicate adventure, throughout these hours of

restrained yet exalted emotion. Left thus to her own resources

she grew anxious, consciously difiident. The, in a sense,

abnormal element in her relation to Faircloth darted down on
her, so that she could not but remember how slight, after all,
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was her actual acquaintance with him, how seldom—only

thrice in point of fact—^had he and she had speech of one
another.

Upon Faircloth, Carteret's withdrawal also reacted, though
with different effect. For an instant he watched the tall

retreating form of this, as he perceived, very perfect gentle-

man. Then he turned to Damaris, looking her over from head
to heel, in keen somewhat possessive fashion. And as, meeting
his eyes, bravely if shyly, her colour deepened

—

" You are happy ? " he affirmed rather than asked.
" As the day is long," she answered him steadily.
" But the day's not been overlong, by chance, has it ?

"

" Not half long enough."
" All's well, then, still." He pressed her

—
" You aren't

weary of me yet ?
"

Damaris reassuringly shook her head.

Nevertheless she was very sensible of change in the tenor

of their intercourse, sensible of a just perceptible hardness in

his bearing and aspect. For some cause, the nature of which
she failed to divine though she registered the fact of its

existence, he no longer had complete faith in her, was no
longer wholly at one with her in sympathy and in belief.

He needed wooing, handling. And had she the knowledge and
the art successfully to handle this sun-bro)^ned, golden-

bearded, rather magnificent young master mariner—out here

in the open too, the shout of the great port in her ears, the

dazzle of the water and the push of thewarmwind upon her face ?

" Ah, why waste precious time in putting questions to

which you surely already know the answer ? " with a touch of

reproach she took him up. " Show me rather where you live

—

where you eat and sleep, where you walk up and down,
walk quarter-deck, when you are far away there out at sea."

" Does all that really interest you ?
"

Damaris' lips quivered the least bit.

" Why have you turned perverse and doubting ? Isn't it

because they interest me, above and beyond anything,
beautifully interest me, that I am here ?—It would have been
very easy to stay away, if I hadn't wanted—as I do want—to

be able to fancy you from morning until night, to know where
you sit, know just what you first see when in the grey of the
morning you first wake."

Faircloth continued to look at her ; but his expression

softened, gaining a certain spirituaUty,
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" I have questioned more than once to-day whether I had

not been foolhardy in letting you come here—whether distance

wasn't safest, and the hunger of absence sweeter than the full

meal of your presence for—for both of us, things being between
us as they actually are. What if the bubble burst ?—I have
had scares—hideous scares—lest you should be disappointed

in me."
" Or you in me ? " Damaris said.
" No. Only your being disappointed in me could dis-

appoint me in you—and hardly that, because you'd have
prejudice, facts even, natural and obvious enough ones, upon
your side. Faircloth's Inn on Marychurch Haven and your
Indian palace, as basis to two children's memories and out-

look, are too widely divergent, when one comes to think of it.

When listening to you and Colonel Carteret talking at luncheon
I caught very plain sight of that. Not that he talked of set

purpose to read me a wholesome lesson in humility—never in

life. He's not that sort. But the lesson went home all the

more directly for that very reason.—Patience one little

minute," he quickly admonished her as she essayed to speak—" patience. You ask, with those dear wonderful eyes of

yours, what I'm driving at.—This, beloved one—you see

the waiting carriage over there. Hadn't we best get into it,

turn the horses' heads citywards again, and drink our tea,

you and I, on the way up to the station somewhere very
much else than on board this rough-and-tumble rather foul-

breathed cargo boat ?—I'm so beastly afraid you may be
disgusted and shocked by the interval between what you're

accustomed to and what I am. To let you down "

Faircloth's handsome face worked. Whereat Damaris'
diffidence took to itself wings and flew away. Her heart

grew light.
" Let me down ? " she said. " You can't let me down.

Oh ! really, really you're a little slow of comprehension.

We are in this—in everything that has happened since I

first knew who y6u are, and everything which is going to

happen from now onwards—in it together. What joins us

goes miles, miles deeper and wider than any petty surface

things. Must I tell you how much I care ? Can't you feel

it for yourself ?
"

And she stepped before him on to the upward sloping gang-

way plank.



CHAPTER XI

WHEREIN DAMARIS MEETS HERSELF UNDER A NOVEL ASPECT

DAMARIS threw back the bedclothes, her eyes still

dim with slumber, and gathered herself into a sitting

position, clasping her knees with both hands. She
had a vague impression that something very pleasant awaited

her attention ; but, in the soft confusion of first awakening,

could not remember exactly what it was.

To induce clearer, consciousness she instinctively parted the

mosquito curtains, shpped her feet down over the side of the

bed ; and, a little crouched together and fumbly—baby-
fashion—being still under the comfortable empire of sleep,

crossed the room and set back the inward opening casements

of the south window. Thereupon the outdoor freshness,

fluttering her hair and the lace and nainsook,of her night-

dress, brought her, on the instant, into full possession of her

wandering wits. She remembered the nature of that charm-
ingly pleasant something

;
yet paused, before yielding it

attention, held captive by the spectacle of returning day.

It was early. The disc of the sun still below the horizon.

But shafts of light, striking up from it, patterned the under-

side of a vast dapple of fleecy cloud—hehotrope upon the back-

cloth of blue ether—with fringes and bosses of scarlet flame.

Against this, occupying the foreground, the pine trees, which
sheltered the terrace, showed up a deep greenish purple

bordering upon black.

Leaning out over the polished wooden bar—which topped the

ironwork of the window-guard—Damaris sought and gained

sight of the sea. This, darker even than the tufted foliation of

the pines—since still untouched by sunlight—spread dense

and compact as molten metal, with here and there a sheen,

like that of the raven's wing, upon its corrugated surface.

To Damaris it appeared curiously forbidding. Seeing it thus

she felt, indeed, to have taken Nature unawares, surprised

her without disguise ; so that for once she displayed her
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veritable face—a face not yet made up and camouflaged to

conceal the fact of its indwelling terror from puny and defence-

less man.
With that the girl's thoughts flew, in longing and solicitude,

to Faircloth, whose business so perpetually brought him into

contact with Nature thus naked and untamed.—By now,
and over as sinister a sea—since westward the dawn would
barely yet have broke—the " Forest Queen " must be steam-

ing along the Andalusian coast, making for Gibraltar and the

Straits upon her homeward voyage. And by some psychic

alchemy, an influence more potent and tangible than that of

ordinary thought, her apprehension fled out, annihilating

distance, bridging intervening space. For, just as certainly as

Damaris' fair body leaned from the open window, so certainly

did her fair soul or—to try a closer and more scientific

definition—her Uving consciousness, stand in the captain's

cabin of the ocean-bound tramp, making Darcy Faircloth

turn smiling in his sleep, he having vision and glad sense of her

—which stayed by him, tempering his humour to a peculiar

serenity throughout the ensuing day.

That their correspondence was no fictitious one, a freak of

disordered nerves or imagination, but sane and actual, both

brother and sister could convincingly have affirmed. And
this although time—as time is usually figured—had neither

lot nor part in it. Such projections of personality are best

comparable, in this respect, to the dreams which seize us in

the very act of waking—vivid, coherent and complete, yet

ended by the selfsame sound or touch by which they are

evoked.

In Damaris' case, before the scarlet, dyeing the cloud dapple,

warmed to rose, or the dense metallic sea caught reflections

of the sunrise, broadening incandescence, her errant conscious-

ness was again cognizant of, subjected to, her immediate

surroundings. She was aware, moreover, that the morning

sharpness began to take too unwarrantable liberty with her

thinly clad person for comfort. She hastily locked the case-

ments together ; and then waited, somewhat dazed by the

breathless pace of her strange and tender excursion, looking

about her in happy amazement.
And, so doing, her eyes lighted upon a certain oblong parcel

lying on her dressing-table. There was the charmingly

pleasant something which awaited her attention ! A present,

and the most costly, the most enchanting one (save possibly
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the green jade elephant of her childish adoration) she had
ever received !

She picked up, not only the precious parcel, but a hand-
mirror l5dng near it ; and, thus armed, bestowed herself,

once more, in her still warm bed.

The last forty-eight hours had been fertile in experiences
and in events, among which the arrival of this gift could by no
means be accounted the least exciting. Hordle had brought
the packet here to her, last night, about an hour after she and
her father—standing under the portico—waved reluctant

farewells to Colonel Carteret, as the hotel omnibus bore him
and his baggage away to the station to catch the mail train

through to Paris. This parting, when it actually came about,
proved more distressing than she had by any means prefigured.

She had no notion beforehand what a really dreadful business
she would find it, after these months of close association, to

say good-bye to the man with the blue eyes.
'* We shall miss you at every turn, dear, dear Colonel

Sahib," she almost tearfully assured him. " How we are going
ever to live without you I don't know."
And impulsively, driven by the excess of her emotion to the

point of forgetting accustomed habits and restraints, she put
up her lips for a kiss. Which, thus invitedj kiss Carteret,

taking her face in both hands for the minute, bestowed upon
her forehead rather than upon those proffered lips. Then
his glance met Charles Verity's, held it in silent interchange
of friendship needing no words to declare its quality or depth ;

and he turned away abruptly, making for the inside of the
waiting omnibus—cavernous in the semi-darkness—dis

tributing largesse to all and sundry as he went.
Damaris was aware of her father's arm passed through hers,

holding her against his side with a steadying pressure, as they
went together across the hall on their way to the first floor

sitting-room. Aware of poor, pretty, coughing Uttle Mrs;
Titherage's raised eyebrows and enquiring stare, as they passed
her with her coffee, cigarette, and fat, florid stock-broker
husband—who, by the way, had the grace to keep his eyes
glued to the patience cards, ranged upon the small table

before him, until father and daughter were a good halfway
up the flight of stairs. Later, when outwardly mistress of

herself, the inchnation to tears successfully conquered and
her normal half-playful gravity regained, she went to her
bedroom, Hordle had brought her this beguiling packet.
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Inside the silver paper wrappings she found a red leather

jewel-case, and a note in Carteret's singularly definite hand,
character rather than script, the severe yet decorative quaUty
of Arabic about it.

" To the dear witch," it read, " in memory of our incom-
parable Henrietta's dance, and of the midnight walk which
followed it, and of our hours of pleasant sightseeing at Mar-
seilles."

No signature followed, only the date.

Now, sitting up in bed, while the day came into full and
joyous being. Nature's face duly decked and painted by the

greatly reconciling sun, Damaris read the exquisitely written

note again. The writing in itself moved her with a certain

homesickness for the East, which it seemed in some sort to

embody and from which to hail. Then meanings she detected,

behind the apparently light-hearted words, filled her with
gratitude. They reminded her gently of duties accepted,

promises made. They gathered in Faircloth, too, by impli-

cation ; thus assuring her of sympathy and approval where she

needed them most.
She opened the case and, taking out the string of pearls

it contained, turned them about and about, examining,
counting, admiring their lustre and ethereal loveliness. They
were graduated from the size of a hemp-seed, so she illustrated

it, on either side the diamond clasp, to that of a marrow-
fat pea. Not all of them—and this charmed her fancy as

giving them individuality and separate life—were fault-

lessly perfect ; but had minute irregularities of shape, tiny

dimples in which a special radiance hovered. She clasped

the necklace round her throat, and, holding up the hand-
mirror, turned her head from side to side—with pardonable
vanity—to judge and enjoy the effect.

Damaris was unlearned in the commercial value of such
treasures ; nor did money seem exactly a graceful or pretty

thing—in some respects our maiden was possessed of a
very unworldly innocence—to think of in connection with a
present. Still she found it impossible not to regard these

jewels with a certain awe. What the dear Colonel Sahib

must have spent on them ! A small fortune she feared. In

the buying of this all-too-costly gift, then, consisted that

business transaction he had made the excuse for leaving her

alone with Faircloth, upon the quay alongside which lay the

*' forest Queen."
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Oh ! he surpassed himself ! Was too indulgent, too

munificent to her !—As on a former occasion, she totted up
the sum of his good deeds. Hadn't he given up his winter's

sport for her sake ? Didn't she—and wouldn't an admiring
English reading public presently—owe to his suggestion

her father's noble book ? When she had run wild for a
space, and sold herself to unworthy frivolities, hadn't he
led her back into the right road, and that with the lightest,

courtliest, hand imaginable, making all harmonious and
sweetly perfect, once more, between her father and her-

self ? Lastly, hadn't he procured her her heart's desire in

the meeting with Darcy Faircloth—and, incidentally, given

her the relief of free speech, now and whenever she might
desire to claim it, concerning the strange and secret relation-

ship which dominated her imagination and so enriched the

hidden places of her daily life and thought ?

Damaris held up the hand-mirror contemplating his gift,

this necklace of pearls ; and, from that, by unconscious

transition fell to contemplating her own face. It interested

her. She looked at it critically, as at some face other than her

own, some portrait, appraising and studying it. It was young
and fresh, surely, as the morn—in its softness of contour and
fine clear bloom ; yet grave to the verge of amsterity, owing
partly to the brown hair, which parted in the middle and
drawn down in a plain full sweep over the ears, hung thence in

thick loose plait on either side to below her waist. She looked
long and curiously into her own eyes, *' dear wonderful eyes,"

as Faircloth, her brother, so deliciously called them. And
with that her mouth curved into a smile, sight of which brought
recognition, new and very moving, of her own by no means
inconsiderable beauty.

She went red, and then white almost as her white night-

dress and the white pillows behind her. Laid the mirror

hastily down, and held her face in both hands as—as Carteret

had held it last night, at the moment of parting, when he had
kissed not her lips but her forehead. Yet very differently,

since she now held it with strained, clinging fingers, which
hurt, making marks upon the flesh.—For could it be that

—

the other kind of love, such as men bear the woman of their

choice, which dictated Carteret's unfailing goodness to her

—

the love that he had bitterly and almost roughly defended
when she praised the love of brother and sister as dearest,

purest, and therefore above all best ?
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Was it conceivable this hero of a hundred aknost fabulous

adventures, of hairbreadth escapes, and cunningly defied

dangers in Oriental, semi-barbarous, wholly gorgeous, camps,
Courts and cities, this philosopher of gently humorous
equanimity, who appeared to weigh all things in an equal

balance, and whom she had regarded as belonging to an age
and order superior to her own, had set his affections upon sing-

ling her out from among all possible others ? That he wanted
her for his own, wanted her exclusively and as his inseparable

companion, the object of

A sentence from the English marriage service flashed across

her mind.
—

" With my body I thee worship," it ran, " and
with all my worldly goods I thee endow."

" With my body I thee worship "—He, her father's elect

and beloved friend, in whom she had always so beautifully

trusted, who had never failed her, the dear man with the blue

eyes—and she, Damaris ? Her womanhood, revealed to itself,

at once shrank back bewildered, panic-stricken, and, passion-

stricken, called to her aloud.

For here Carteret's grace of bearing and of person, his

clean health, physical distinction and charm, arose and con-

fronted her. The visible, tangible attributes of the man

—

as man—presented themselves in fine relief, delighting her,

stirring her heretofore dormant senses, begetting in her needs
and desires undreamed of until now, and, even now, in

substance incomprehensible. She was enchanted, fevered,

triumphant; and then—also incomprehensibly—ashamed.
As the minutes passed, though the triumph continued to

subsist, the shame subsisted also, so that the two jostled one
another striving for the mastery. Damaris took her hands from
her face, again clasped them about her drawn-up knees, and
sat, looking straight in front of her with sombre, meditative

eyes. To use a phrase of her childhood, she was busy with her
" thinkings "

; her will consciously hailing emotion to the

judgment-seat of intelHgence for examination and for sentence.

If this was what people commonly understand when they

speak of love, if this was the love concerning which novelists

write and poets sing—this riot of the blood and heady rapture,

this conflict of shame and triumph in which the animal part

of one has so loud a word to say—she didn't like it. It was
upsetting, to the confines of what she supposed drunkenness

must be. It spoilt things heretofore exquisite, by giving them
too high a colour, too violent a flavour. No—she didn't like
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it. Neither did she Hke herself in relation to it—like this

unknown, storm-swept Damaris. Nor—for he, alas ! couldn't

escape inclusion—this new, unfamiliar presentment of the

man with the blue eyes. Yet—and here was a puzzle

difficult of solution—even while this new presentment of him,

and conception of his sentiment towards her, pulled him
down from his accustomed pedestal in her regard, it erected

for him another pedestal, more richly sculptured and of more
costly material—since had not his manifold achievements,

the whole fine legend as well as the whole physical perfection

of him, manifested themselves to, and worked upon her as

never before ?—Did this thing, love, then, as between man and
woman, spring from the power of beauty while soiling and
lowering beauty—bestow on it an hour of extravagant

effulgence, of royal blossoming, only to degrade it in the end ?—^The puzzle is old as humanity, old, one may say, as sex.

Little wonder if Pamaris, sitting up in her maidenly bed-

chamber, in the unsullied brightness of the early morning
hour, failed to find any satisfactory answer to it.

Her thoughts ranged out to the other members of her little

local court—to Peregrine Ditton and Harry Ellice, to Marshall

Wace. Had they personal experience of this disquieting

matter ? Was it conceivable the boys' silly rivalries and
jealousies concerning her took their rise in this ? Did it

inspire the fervour of Marshall Wace's singing, his flattering

dependence on her sympathy ?—Suspicion widened. Every-
where she seemed to find hint and suggestion of this—no,

she wouldn't too distinctly define it. Let it remain nameless.—^Everywhere, except in respect of her father and of her

brother. There she could spend her heart in peace. She
sighed with a sweetness of relief, unclasping her hands,

raising her fixed, bowed head.

The hotel, meanwhile, was sensibly in act of coming awake.

Doors opened, voices called. From the other side of the

corridor sounded poor little Mrs. Titherage's hacking cough,

increasing to a convulsive struggle before, the fit at last passing

off, it sunk into temporary quiescence. Andre, the stout,

middle-aged valet de chambre, hummed snatches of gay melody
as he rubbed and polished the parquet flooring without.

These noises, whether cheerful or the contrary, were at least

ordinary enough. By degrees they gained Damaris' ear,

drawing her mind from speculation regarding the nature,

origin, prevalence and ethics of love. Soon Pauline, the
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chamber-maid, would bring her breakfast-tray, coffee and
rolls, those pale wafer-like pats of butter which taste so good,

and thin squares of beetroot sugar which are never half as

sweet as one would like. Would bring hot water and her

bath, too, and pay her some nicely turned little compliment
as to the becoming effect of her night's sleep.—Everything
would pick itself up, in short, and go on, naturally and com-
fortably just as before.

Before what ?

Damaris straightened the hem of the sheet over the billow-

ing edge of flowered down quilt ; and, while so doing, her hand
came in contact both with the mirror and the open jewel-

case. She looked at this last with an expression bordering

on reproach, unfastened the pearls from her throat, and laid

them on the wadded, cream-coloured velvet lining. She
delighted to possess them and deplored possessing them in

the same breath. They spoke to her too freely and con-

clusively, told her too much. She would rather not have
acquired this knowledge either of Carteret or of herself.

—

If it really were knowledge ?—^Again she repeated the question,

arising from the increasing normality of surrounding things

—Before what ?

For when all was said and done, the dear man with the

blue eyes had veritably and very really departed. Throughout
the night his train had been rushing north-north-westward
to Paris, to England, to that Norfolk manor-house of his,

where his sister, his nephews, all his home interests and
occupations awaited him. What proof had she that more
intimate and romantic affairs did not await him there, or

thereabouts, also ? Had not she, once and for all, learned the

lesson that a man's ways are different and contain many
unadvertised occupations and interests ? If he had wished

to say something, anything, special to her, before going away,
how easily—thus she saw the business—how easily he might
have said it ! But he hadn't spoken, rather conspicuously,

indeed, had avoided speaking. Perhaps it was all a silly,

conceited mistake of her own—a delusion and one not parti-

cularly creditable either to her intelligence or her modesty.
Damaris shut up the jewel-case. The pearls were entranc-

ing ; but somehow she did not seem to think she cared to

look at them any more—just now.
When her breakfast arrived she ate it in a pensive frame

gf mind. In a like frame of mind she went through the routine
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of her toilette. She felt oddly tired ; oddly shy, moreover,
of her looking-glass.

Miss Felicia Verity had made a tentative proposal, about a
week before, of joining her niece and her. brother upon the

Riviera. She reported much discomfort from rheumatism
during the past winter. Her doctor advised a change of

climate, Damaris, while brushing and doing up her hair,

discovered in herself a warm desire for Miss Felicia's company.
She craved for a woman—not to confide in, but to somehow
shelter behind. And Aunt Felicia was so perfect in that way.
She took what you gave in a spirit of gratitude almost pathetic;

and never asked for what you didn't give, never seemed even
to, for an instant, imagine there was anything you with-

held from her. It would be a rest—a really tremendous rest,

to have Aunt Felicia. She—Damaris—would propound the
plan to her father as soon as she went downstairs.

After luncheon and a walk with Sir Charles, her courage
being higher, she repented in respect of the pearl necklace.

Put it on—and with results. For that afternoon Henrietta
Frayling—hungry for activity, hungry for prey, after her
prolonged abstention from society—very effectively floated

into the forefront oi the local scene.



CHAPTER XII

CONCERNING ITSELF WITH A GATHERING UP OF FRAGMENTS

A N unheralded invasion on the part of the physician from
/-\ Cannes had delayed, by a day, Henrietta s promised

-^ J^ descent upon, or rather ascent to, the Grand Hotel.

That gentleman, whose avaricious pale grey eye belied the
extreme silkiness of his manner—having been called to

minister to Lady Hermione Twells in respect of some minor
ailment—elected to put in the overtime, between two trains,

in a visit to General Frayling. For the date drew near of

his yearly removal from the Riviera to Cotteret-les-Bains,

in the Ardennes, where, during the summer season, he exploited

the physical infelicities and mental credulities of his more
wealthy fellow-creatures. The etablissement at Cotteret was
run by a syndicate, in which Dr. Stewart Walker held—in the
name of an obliging friend and solicitor—a preponderating
nuinber of shares. At this period of the spring he always
became anxious to clear up, not to say clear out, his southern
clientele, lest any left-over members of it should fall into the
clutches of one of his numerous local rivals. And, in this

connection, it may be noted as remarkable to how many of

the said clientele a " cure " at Cotteret-les-Bains offered

assurance of permanent restoration to health.

Among that happy band, as it now appeared. General
Frayling might be counted. The dry, exciting climate of

St. Augustin, and its near neighbourhood to the sea, were
calculated to aggravate the gastric comphcations from which
that polite little warrior so distressingly suffered.

" This, I fear we must recognize, my dear madam, is a
critical period with your husband ; and treatment, for the next
six months or so, is of cardinal importance ; I consider high

inland air, if possible forest air, indispensable. What I should

like you to do is to take our patient north by slow stages ;

and I earnestly counsel a course of waters before the return to

England is attempted.'

282
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Thereupon, agreeable visions of festive toilettes and festive

casinos flitting through Henrietta's mind, she named Homburg
and other German spas of world-wide popularity. But at

such ultra-fashionable resorts, as Dr. Stewart-Walker, with
a suitable air of regrety reminded her, the season did not open
until too late to meet existing requirements.

" Let me think, let me think," he repeated, head sagely

bent and forefinger on lip.

He ran through a number of Latin terms, to her in the main
incomprehensible ; then looked up, relieved and encouraging.

" Yes, we might, I beheve, safely try it. The medical
properties of the springs—particularly those of La Nonnette
—meet our patient's case excellently. And I should not lose

sight of him—a point, I own, with me, for your husband's
condition presents features of peculiar interest. Cotteret-

les-Bains, my dear madam—in his case I can confidently

recommend it. Lady Hermione talks of taking the cure at

Cotteret this spring. But about that we shall see—we shall

see. The question demands consideration. As you know.
Lady Hermione is charmingly outspoken, emphatic ; but
I should be false to my professional honour, were I to allow
her wishes to colour my judgment.—Meanwhile I have reason
to know that other agreeable people are going to Cotteret

shortly. Not the rank and file. For such the place does not
pretend to cater. There the lucrative stock-broker, or

lucrative Jew, is still a rara avis. Long may he continue to be
so, and Cotteret continue to pride itself on its exclusiveness !

—In that particular it will admirably suit you, Mrs. Frayling."
To a compliment so nicely turned Henrietta could not

remain insensible. Before the destined train bore Dr. Stewart-
Walker back to his more legitimate zone of practise, she saw
herself committed to an early striking of camp, with this

obscure, if select, ville d'eaux as her destination.

In some respects the prospect did not smile on her. Yet
as, next day, emancipated at length from monotonies of the
sick-chamber, she drove behind the free-moving little chestnut
horses through the streets of the town—sleepy in the hot
afternoon quiet—and along the white glaring esplanade,

Henrietta admitted the existence of compensations. In the
brilliant setting of some world-famous German spa, though she

—as she believed—would have been perfectly at her ease,

what about her companions ? For in such scenes of high
fashion, her own good clothes are not sufficient lifebelt to
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keep a pretty woman quite complacently afloat. Your- male
associates must render you support, be capable of looking the

part and playing up generally, if your enjoyment is to, be
complete. And for all that Marshall Wace, frankly, couldn't

be depended on. Not only was he too unmistakably English

and of the middle-class ; but the clerical profession, although

he had so unfortunately failed it, or it so unkindly rejected

him, still seemed to soak through, somehow, when you saw
him in public. A whiff of the vestry queerly clung to his

coats and his trousers, thus meanly giving away his relin-

quished ambitions ; unless, and that was worse still, essaying

to be extra smart, a taint of the footlights declared itself in

the over florid curl of a hat-brim or sample of " neck-wear."

To head a domestic procession, in eminently cosmopolitan

circles, composed of a small, elderly, very palpable invalid

and a probable curate in mufti, demanded an order of courage

to which Henrietta felt herself entirely unequal. Preferable

the obscurity of Cotteret-les-Bains— gracious heaven, ten

thousand times preferable !

Did not Dr. Stewart-Walker, moreover, hold out hopes
that, by following his advice, the General's strength might be
renewed, if not precisely like that of the eagle, yet in the more
modest likeness of some good, biddable, burden-bearing

animal—the patient ass, if one might so put it without too

obvious irony ? As handyman, aide-de-camp, and, on
occasion, her groom of the chambers, the General had deserved

very well of Henrietta. He had earned her sincere commenda-
tion. To restore him to that level of convenient activity was,

naturally, her main object ; and if a sojourn at some rather

dull spot in the Ardennes, promised to secure this desired

end, let it be accepted without hesitation. For the proverbial

creaking, yet long-hanging, gate—here Henrietta had the

delicacy to take refuge in hyperbole—she had no liking what-
ever. She could not remember the time when Darby and
Joan had struck her as an otherwise than preposterous couple,

offspring of a positively degraded sentimentality.

But there, since it threatened depressing conclusions,

Henrietta agreed with herself to pursue the line of reflection

no further.
—

" Sufficient unto the day "—to look beyond is,

the thirties once passed, to raise superfluous spectres. And this

day, in itself supplied food for reflections of a quite other

character ; ones which set both her curiosity and partiality

for intrigue quite legitimately afire.
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The morning post had brought her a missive from Colonel
Carteret announcing his '* recall " to England, and deploring
the imposed haste of it as preventing him from making his

adieux to her in person. The letter contained a number of

.

flattering tributes to her own charms and to old times in

India, the pleasures of which—unforgettable by him—he had
had the happiness of sharing with her. Yet—to her reading
of it—this friendly communication remained enigmatic, its

kindly sentences punctuated by more than one interjectional

enquiry. Namely, what was the cause of this sudden " recall "<?

And what was his reason for not coming to say good-bye
to her ? Haste, she held an excuse of almost childish trans-

parency. It went deeper than that. Simply he had wanted
not to see her.

Since the night of the dance no opportunity had occurred
for observing Carteret and Damaris when together.—ReaUy,
how General Frayling's tiresome illness shipwrecked her
private plans !—^And, from the beginning, she had entertained
an uneasy suspicion regarding Carteret's attitude. Men can
be so extraordinarily feeble-minded where young girls are
concerned ! Had anything happened during her withdrawal
from society ? In the light, or rather the obscurity, of

Carteret's letter, a visit to Damaris became mo»e than ever
imperative.

Her own competence to extract the truth from that guile-

less maiden, Henrietta in nowise questioned. " The child,"

she complacently told herself, when preparing to set forth on
her mission, " is like wax in my hands."
The above conviction she repeated now, as the horses swept

the victoria along the shore road, while from beneath her white
umbrella she absently watched the alternate lift and plunge
of the dazzling ultramarine and Tyrian purple sea upon the
polished rocks and pebbles of the shelving beach.

To Henrietta Nature, save as decoration to the human
drama, meant nothing. But the day was hot, for the time of

year royally so, and this rejoiced her. She basked in the sun-

shine with a cat-like luxury of content. Her hands never
grew moist in the heat, nor her hair untidy, her skin unbe-
comingly red, nor her general appearance in the least degree
blousy. She remained enchantingly intact, unaffected,

except to an added glint, an added refinement. To-day's
temperature justified the adoption of summer attire, of those

thin, clear-coloured silk and muslin fabrics so deliciously to
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her taste. She wore a lavender dress. It was new, every
pleat and frill inviolate, at their crispest and most uncrumpled.
In this she found a fund of permanent satisfaction steeling

her to intrepid enterprise.

Hence she scorned all ceremonies of introduction. She
dared to pounce. Having ascertained the number of Sir

Charles Verity's sitting-room she refused obsequious escort,

tripped straight upstairs unattended, rapped lightly, opened
the door and—with swift reconnoitering of the scene within

—announced her advent thus :

*' Damaris, are you there ? Ah ! yes. Darling child. At
last !

"

During that reconnoitering she inventoried impressions

of the room and its contents.—Cool, first—^blue walls, blue

carpet, blue upholstering of sofa and of chairs. Not worn or

shabby, but so graciously faded by sun and air, that this

—

decoratively speaking—most perilous of colours became
innocuous, in a way studious, in keeping with a large writing-

table occupying the centre of the picture, laden with manu-
scripts and with books. The wooden outside shutters of two
of the three windows were closed, which enhanced the pre-

vailing coolness and studiousness of effect. Red cushions,

also agreeably faded, upon the window-seats, alone echoed
in some degree, the hot radiance obtaining out of doors

—

these, and a red enamelled vase holding sprays of yellow and
orange-copper roses, placed upon a smaller table before which
Damaris sat, her back towards the invader.

At the sound of the latter's voice, the girl started, raised

her head and, in the act of looking round, swept together

some scattered sheets of note-paper and shut her blotting-

book.
" Henrietta !

" she cried, and thereupon sprang up ; the

lady, meanwhile, advancing towards her with outstretched

arms, which enclosed her in a fragrant embrace.
'* Yes—nothing less than Henrietta "—imprinting light

kisses on either cheek.
'

' But I see you are busy writing letters,

dearest child. I am in the way—I interrupt you ?
"

And, as Damaris hastily denied that such was the case

:

" Ah ! but I do," she repeated. " I have no right to dart

in on you thus d I'improviste. It is hardly treating such an
impressive young person—absolutely I believe you have grown
since I saw you last !—yes, you are taller, darling child

—

)iandsomer than ever, and a tiny bit alarming too—what have
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you been doing with, or to, or by yourself ?—Treating her

—

the impressive young person, I mean—with proper respect.

But it was such a chance. I learnt that you were alone "

—

A fib, alasl on Henrietta's part.
—"And I couldn't resist

coming. I so longed to have you, like this, all to myself.
What an eternitj^ since we met !—For me a wearing, ageing
eternity. The duties of a sick-room are so horribly so anxious,
yet so deadening in their repetition of ignoble details. I could
not go through with them, honestly I could not—-though I

realize it is a damning admission for a woman to make—if it

wasn't that I am rather absurdly attached to what good Dr.
Stewart-Walker persists in calling ' our patient.' Is not that
enough in itself ?—^To fall from all normal titles and dignities

and become merely a patient ? No, joking apart, only
affection makes nursing in any degree endurable to me.
Without its saving grace the whole business would be too
unpardonably sordid."

She pursed up her lips, and shivered her graceful shoulders
with the neatest exposition of delicate distaste.

" And too gross. But one must face and accept the pathetic
risk of being eventually converted in garde malade thus, if one
chooses to marry a man considerably older than oneself.

It is a mistake. I say so though I committed it witfi my eyes
open. I was betrayed by my affection."

As she finished speaking Henrietta stepped across to the
sofa and sat down. The airy perfection of her appearance
lent point to the plaintive character of this concluding sentence.
The hot day, the summer costume—possibly the shaded room
also—combined to strip away a good ten years from her
record. Any hardness, any faint sense of annoyance, which
Damaris experienced at the abruptness of her guest's intrusion -

melted. Henrietta in her existing aspect, her existing mood
proved irresistible. Our tender-hearted maiden was charmed
by her and coerced.

" But General Frayling is better, isn't he ? " she asked,
also taking her place upon the sofa. " You are not any longer
in any serious anxiety about him, darling Henrietta? All

danger is past ?
"

" Oh, yes—he is better of course, or how could I be here ?

But I have received a shock that makes dread the future."

Which was true, though in a sense other than that in which
her hearer comprehended it. For the studious atmosphere
of the room reacted upon Henrietta, as did its many silent
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testimonies to Sir Charles Verity's constant habitation.

This was his workshop. She felt acutely conscious of him here,

nearer to him in idea and in sentiment than for many years

past. The fact that he did still work, sought new fields to

conquer, excited both her admiration and her regrets. He
disdained to be laid on the shelf, got calmly and force-

fully down off the shelf and spent his energies in fresh

undertakings. Once upon a time she posed as his Egeria,

fancying herself vastly in the part. During the Egerian period

she lived at a higher intellectual and emotional level than ever

before or since, exerting every particle of brain she possessed

to maintain that level. The petty interests ot her present

existence, still more, perhaps, the poor odd and end of a
yellow little General in his infinitely futile sick-bed, shrank

to a desolating insufficiency. Surely she was worthy—had,

anyway, once been worthy—of better things than that ? The
lavender dress, notwithstanding its still radiantly uncrumpled
condition, came near losing its spell. No longer did she trust

in it as in shining armour. Her humour soured. She
instinctively inclined to revenge herself upon the nearest

sentient object available—namely, to stick pins into Damaris.
" Sweetest child," she said, " you can't imagine how much

this room means to me through its association with your
father's wonderful book.—Oh ! yes, I know a lot about the

book. Colonel Carteret has not failed to advertise his acquaint-

ance with it. But, what have I said ?
"

For at mention of that gentleman's name Damaris, so she

fancied, changed colour, the bloom fading upon her cheeks,

while her glance became reserved, at once proud and slightly

anxious.

"Is it forbidden to mention the wonderful book at this

stage of its development ? Though even if it were," she

added, with a rather impish laugh, looking down at and
fingering the little bunch of trinkets, attached to a long gold

chain, which rested in her lap
—

" Carteret would hardly

succeed in holding his peace. Speak of everything, sooner

or later, he must."
She felt rather than saw Damaris' figure grow rigid.

" Have you ever detected that small weakness in him ?

But probably not. He keeps overflowings for the elder

members of his acquaintance, and in the case of the younger

ones does exercise some caution. Ah ! yes, I've no doubt he

seems to you a model of discretion. Yet, in point of fact, when
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you've known him as long as I, you will have discovered he is

a more than sufficiently extensive sieve."

Then, fearing she had gone rather far, since Damaris
remained rigid and silent

:

" Not a mahcious sieve," the lady hastened to add, raising

her eyes. " I don't imply that for a single instant. On the

contrary I incline to believe that his attitude of universal

benevolence is to blame for this inclination to gossip. It is

so great, so all-enclosing, that I can't help feeling it blunts

his sense of right and v/rong to some extent. He is the least

censorious of men and therefore—though it may sound cynical

to say so—I don't entirely trust his judgment. He is too

ready to make excuses for everyone.—But, my precious child,

what's the matter ? What makes you look so terrifically

solemn and severe ?
"

And playfully she put her hand under the girl's chin,

drawing the grave face towards her, smilingly studying, then
lightly and daintily kissing it. In the course of this affectionate

interlude, the string of pearls round Damaris' throat, until

now hidden by the V-shaped collar of her soft lawn shirt,

caught Henrietta's eye. Their size, lustre and worth came near

extracting a veritable shriek of enquiry and jealous admir-
ration from her. But with praiseworthy promptitude she

stifled her astonishment and now really rampant curiosity.

Damaris but half yielded to her blandishments. She must
cajole more successfully before venturing to request explan-

ation. Therefore she cried, soothingly, coaxfully :

" There—there—descend from those imposing heights of

solemnity, or upon my word you will make me think my poor
little visit displeases and bores you. That would be peculiarly

grievous to me, since it is, in all probability, my last."
" Your last ? " Damaris exclaimed.
" Yes, darling child, the fiat, alas ! has gone forth. We

are ordered away and start for Cotteret-les-Bains in a day
or two. Dr. Stewart-Walker considers the move imperative

on account of General Frayling's health. This was only

settled yesterday. Marshall would have rushed here to tell

you ; but I forbade him. I felt I must tell you myself. I

confess it is a blow to me. Our tenancy of the Pavilion expires

at the end of the month ; but I proposed asking for an
extension, and, if that failed, taking up our abode at the

hotel for a while. To me Dr. Stewart-Walker's orders come
as a bitter disappointment, for I counted on remaining until

19
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Easter—remaining just as long as you and Sir Charles and
Carteret remained, in fact."

Here the bloom, far from further extinction, warmed to a
lovely blush. Henrietta's curiosity craned its naughty neck
standing on tiptoe. But, the blush notwithstanding, Damaris
looked at her with such sincerity of quickening affection and
of sympathy that she again postponed cross-examination.

For over this piece of news our maiden could—ia its

superficial aspects at all events—lament in perfect good
faith. She proceeded to do so, eagerly embracing the

opportunity to offer thanks and praise. All Henrietta's

merits sprang into convincing evidence. Had not her hospi-

tality been unstinted—the whole English colony had cause

to mourn.
" But for you they'd still be staring at one another, brist-

ling like so many strange dogs," Damaris said. " And you
smoothed them all down so divertingly. Oh ! you were
beautifully clever in that. It was a lesson in the art of the

complete hostess. While, as for me, Henrietta, you've simply
spoiled me. I can never thank you enough. Think of the

amusements past counting you planned for me, the excursions

you've let me share with you—our dehcious drives, and above
all my coming-out dance."
Whereat Mrs. Frayling disclaimingly shook her very pretty

head.
" In pleasing you I have merely pleased myself, dearest,

so in that there's no merit.—Though I do plead guilty

to but languid enthusiasm for girls of your age as a rule.

Their conversation and opinions are liable to set my teeth a
good deal on edge. I have small patience, I'm afraid, at the

disposal of feminine beings at once so omniscient and so alarm-*

ingly unripe.—But you see, a certain downy owl, with saucer

eyes and fierce little beak, won my heart by its beguiling ways
a dozen years ago."

" Darling Henrietta !
" Damaris softly murmured ; and,

transported by sentiment to that earlier date when the said

darling Henrietta commanded her unqualified adoration,

began playing with the well-remembered bunch of trinkets

depending from the long gold chain the lady wore about her

neck.

Watching her, Mrs. Frayling sighed.
*' Ah, my child, the thought of you is inextricably joined

to other thoughts upon which I should be far wiser not^to
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dwell—far wiser to put from me and forget—only they are

stronger than I am—and I can't."

There was a ring of honest human feeling in Henrietta
Frayling's voice for once.

" No, no—I am more justly an object of commiseration than
anyone I leave behind me at St. Augustin."
And again she laughed, not impishly, but with a hardness

altogether astonishing to her auditor.
" Think," she cried, " of my sorry fate !—Not only a

wretchedly ailing husband on my hands, needing attention

day and night, but a wretchedly disconsolate young lover as

well. For poor Marshall will be inconsolable—only too

clearly do I foresee that.—Picture what a pair for one's

portion week in and week out !—^Whereas you, enviable being,

are safe of the most inspiring society. Everything in this

quiet room "

She indicated the. laden writing-table with a quick, flitting

gesture.
" So refreshingly removed from the ordinary banal hotel

salon—is eloquent of the absorbing, far-reaching pursuits and
interests amongst which you live. Who could ask a higher

privilege than to share your father's work, to be his companion
and amanuensis ?

"—She paused, as emphasising 'the point,

and then mockingly threw off
—

" Plus the smart beau

sabreur Carteret, as devoted bodyguard and escort, whenever
you are not on duty. To few women of your age, or indeed

of any age, is Fortune so indulgent a fairy godmother as

that !

"

Astonished and slightly resentful at the sharpness of her

guest's unprovoked onslaught, Damaris had dropped the little

bunch of trinkets and backed into her corner of the sofa.

" Colonel Carteret has gone," she said coldly, rather

irrelevantly, the statement drawn from her by a vague
instinct of self-defence.

" Gone !
" Henrietta echoed, with equal irrelevance. For

she was singularly discomposed.
" Yes, he started for England last night. But you must

know that already, Henrietta. He wrote to you—he told me
so himself."

But having once committed herself by use of a word
implying ignorance, Mrs. Frayling could hardly do otherwise

than continue the deception. Explanation would be too

awkward a business. The chances of detection, moreover,
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were infinitesimal. There were things she meant to say which
would sound far more unstudied and obvious could she keep
up the fiction of ignorance. This, quickly realizing, she again
and more flagrantly fibbed. The voluntary lie acts as a tonic

giving you—for the moment at least—most comforting
conceit of your own courage and perspicacity. And Henrietta
just now stood in need of a tonic. She had been strangely

overcome by the force of her own emotion—an accident which
rarely happened to her and which she very cordially detested
when it did.

" Someone must have omitted to post the letter, then,"

she said, with a suitable air of annoyance. " How exceedingly

careless—unless it has not been sent over from the hotel to

the Pavihon. I have been obliged, more than once, to com-
plain of the hall porter's very casual delivery of my letters.

I will make enquiries directly, if I don't find it on my return.

But this is all by the way. Tell me, dearest child, what is

the reason of Colonel Carteret's leaving so suddenly ? Is

it not surprisingly unexpected ?
"

" He was wanted at home on business of some sort,"

Damaris replied, as she felt a Uttle lamely. She was dis-

pleased, worried by Henrietta. It was difficult to choose her

words. " He has been away for a long time, you see. I think

he has been beautifully unselfish in giving up so much of his

time to us."
" Do you ? " Henrietta enquired with meaning. " If I

remember right we discussed that point once before. I can
repeat now what I then told you, with even firmer assurance,

namely, that he struck me as remarkably well pleased with
himself and his surroundings and generally content."

" Of course he loves being with my father," Damaris
hastened to put in, having no wish to enlarge on the topic

suggested by the above speech.
" Of course. Who doesn't, or rather who wouldn't were they

sufficiently fortunate to have the chance. But come—to be
honest

—

je me demande, is it exclusively Sir Charles who
Carteret loves to be with ?

"

And as she spoke, Henrietta bent forward from the waist,

her dainty lavender skirts spread out on the faded blue of the

sofa mattress, the contours of her dainty lavender bodice in

fine relief against the faded blue cushions, her whole person,

in the subdued light, bright and apparently fragile as some
delicate toy of spun glass. She put out her hand, and lightly,
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mischievously, touched the string of pearls encircling the
girl's throat.

" And what is the meaning of these, then," she asked,
" you sweetly deceiving little puss ?

"

It was cleverly done, she flattered herself. She asserted

nothing, implied much, putting the onus of admission or

denial upon Damaris. The answer came with grave and un-
hesitating directness.

" Colonel Carteret gave them to me."
" So I imagined. They are the exquisite fruit, aren't they,

of the little expedition by train of two days ago ?
"

Damaris' temper rose, but so did her protective instinct.

For that journey to Marseilles, connected as it was with the

dear secret of Darcy Faircloth, did not admit of investigation

by Henrietta.
" About where and when Colonel Carteret may have got

them for me, I know nothing," she returned. " He left them
to be given to me last night after he went."
She unclasped the necklace.
" They are very lovely pearls, aren't they ? Pray look at

them if you care to, Henrietta," she said.

Thus at once invited and repulsed—for that it amounted to

a repulse she could not but acknowledge—Mrs'. Frayling

advised herself a temporary retreat might be advisable.

She therefore discoursed brightly concerning pearls and such-

like costly frivolities. Inwardly covetousness consumed her,

since she possessed no personal ornament of even approximate
value.

The conversation drifted. She learned the fact of Miss

Felicia's projected arrival, and deplored her own approaching
exile the less. Only once, long ago, had she encountered Miss

Verity. The memory afforded her no satisfaction, for that

lady's peculiar brand of good breeding and—as she qualified

it—imbecility, did not appeal to her in the least. There was
matter of thankfulness, therefore, she had not elected to join

Sir Charles and Damaris sooner. She would undoubtedly
have proved a most tiresome and impeding element. Unless—^here Henrietta's mind darted—unless she happened to

take a fancy to Marshall. Blameless spinsters, of her uncertain

age and of many enthusiasms, did not infrequently very

warmly take to him—in plain English, fell over head and ears

in love with him, poor things, though without knowing it,

their critical faculty being conspicuous by its absence where
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their own hearts were concerned.—By the way that was
an idea !—Swiftly Henrietta reviewed the possibihties it

suggested.—As an ally, an auxiliary, Miss Felicia might be
well worth cultivation. Would it not be diplomatic to let

Marshall stay on at the Hotel de la Plage by himself for a
week or so ? The conquest of Miss Felicia might facilitate

another conquest on which her—Henrietta's—mind was set.

For such mature enamoured virgins, as she reflected, are
almost ludicrously selfless. To ensure the happiness of the
beloved object they will even donate to him their rival.

—

Yes—distinctly an idea ! But before attempting to reduce
it to practice, she must make more sure of her ground in

another direction.

During the above meditation, Henrietta continued to talk

off the surface, her mind working on two distinct planes.

Damaris, off the surface, continued to answer her.

Our maiden felt tired both in body and in spirit. She felt

all " rubbed up the wrong way "—disturbed, confused. The
many moral turns and twists of Henrietta's conversation had
been difficult to follow. But from amid the curious maze of

them, one thing stood out, arrestingly conspicuous—Henrietta
believed it then also. Believed Carteret cared for her " in

that way "—thus, with a turning aside of the eyes and shrink-

ing, she phrased it. It wasn't any mistaken, conceited imagin-
ation of her own since Henrietta so evidently shared it.

And Henrietta must be reckoned an expert in that line,

having a triad of husbands to her credit—a liberality *of

allowance in matrimony which had always appeared to

Damaris as slightly excessive. She had avoided dwelling

upon this so outstanding feature of her friend's career ; but
that it gave assurance of the latter's ability to pronounce upon
" caring in that way " was she now admitted incontestable.

Whether she really felt glad or sorry Henrietta's expert

opinion confirmed her own suspicions, Damaris could not tell.

It certainly tended to complicate the future ; and for that

she was sorry. She would have liked to see the road clear

before her—anyhow for a time—complications having been
over-numerous lately. They were worrying. They made her

feel unsettled, unnatural. In any case she trusted she shouldn't

suffer again from those odious yet alluring feelings which put
her to such shame this morning.—But—unpleasant thought

—wern't they, perhaps, an integral part of the whole agitating

business of " caring in that way ?
"
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Her eyes rested in wide meditative enquiry upon Henrietta,

Henrietta sitting up in all her finished elegance upon the
faded blue sofa and so diligently making company conver-
sation. Somehow, thus viewing her, it was extremely difficult

to suppose Henrietta had ever experienced excited feelings.

Yet—the wonder of it !—she'd actually been married three

times.

Then, wearily, Damaris made a return upon herself. Yes
—she was glad, although it might seem ungrateful, disloyal,

the man with the blue eyes had gone away. For his going
put off the necessity of knowing her own mind, excused her
from making out exactly how she regarded him, thus relegating

the day of fateful decision to a dim distance. Henrietta
accused him of being a sieve.—Damaris grew heated in

strenuous denial. That was a calumny which she didn't

and wouldn't credit. Still you could never be quite sure about
men—so she went back on the old, sad, disquieting lesson.

Their way of looking at things, their angle of admitted
obligation is so bewilderingly different !—^Oh ! how thankful

she was Aunt Felicia would soon be here. Everything would
grow simpler, easier to understand and to manage, more as

it used to be, with dear Aunt Felicia here on the spot.

At this point she reahzed that Mrs. Frayling was finishing

a sentence to the beginning of which she had not paid the

smallest attention. That was disgracefully rude.
" So I am to go home then, dearest child, and break it to

Marshall that he stands no chance—my poor Marshall, who
has no delightful presents with which to plead his cause !

"

" Mr. Wace ?—Plead his cause? What cause ? I am so

sorry, Henrietta—forgive me. It's too dreadful, but I am
afraid I wasn't quite listening "—this with most engaging

confusion.
" Yes—his cause. 1 should have supposed his state of mind

had been transparently evident for many a long day."
" But indeed—Henrietta, you must be mistaken. I don't

know what you mean "—the other interposed smitten by the

liveliest distress and alarm.

The elder lady waved aside her outcry with admirable

playfulness and determination.
" Oh ! I quite realize how crazy it must appear on his part,

poor dear fellow, seeing he has so little to offer from the worldly

and commercial standpoint. As he himself says
—

' the desire

of the moth for the star, of the night for the morrow.* Still
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money and position are not everything in life, are they ?

Talent is an asset and so, I humbly believe, is the pure devotion
of a good man's heart. These count for something, or used to

do so when I was your age. But then the women of my
generation were educated in a less sophisticated school. You
modern young persons are wiser than we were no doubt, in

that you are less romantic, less easily touched.—I have not

ventured to give Marshall much encouragement. It would
have been upon my conscience to foster hopes which might
be dashed. And yet I own, darling child, your manner not
once nor twice, during our happy meetings at the Pavilion,

when he read aloud to us or sang, gave me the impression you
were not entirely indifferent. He, I know, has thought so

too—for I have not been able to resist letting him pour out his

hopes and fears to me now and then. I could not refuse either

him or myself that indulgence, because "

Mrs. Frayling rose, and, bending over our much-tried and
now positively flabbergasted damsel, brushed her hair with
a butterfly kiss.

" Because my own hopes were also not a little engaged,"
she said. " Your manner to my poor Marshall, your willing-

ness to let him so often be with you made me—perhaps
foolishly—believe not only that his sad life might be crowned
by a signal blessing, but you might be given to me some day
as a daughter of whom I could be intensely proud. I have
grown to look upon Marshall in the light of a son, and his

wife would"
Damaris had risen also. She stood at bay, white, strained,

her lips quivering.
" Do—do you mean that I have behaved badly to Mr.

Wace, Henrietta ? That I have flirted with him ?
"

Mrs. Frayling drew her mouth into a naughty little knot.

There were awkward corners to be negotiated in these ques-

tions. She avoided them by boldly striking for the open.
" Oh ! it is natural, perfectly natural at your rather thought-

less time of life. Only Marshall's admiration for you is very

deep. Hfe has the poetic temperament which makes for suffer-

ing, for despair as well as for rapture. And his disillusion-

ments, poor boy, have been so grievously many.—But Colonel

Carteret—yes—dearest child, I do quite follow.—It's an old

story. He has always had des honnes fortunes."

Since her return to Europe, Mrs. Frayling had become much
addicted to embellishing her conversation with such foreign
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tags, not invariably, it may be added, quite correctly applied
or quoted.

" Women could never resist him in former days in India.

They went down before his charms like a row of ninepins
before a ball. I don't deny a passing tendresse for him myself,

though I was married and very happily married. So I can
well comprehend how he may take a girl's fancy by storm.
Sans peur et sans reproche, he must seem to her.—-And so in

the main, I dare say, he is. At worst a little easy-going,

owing to his cultivation of the universally benevolent attitude.

Charity has a habit of beginning at home, you know ; and a
man usually views his own delinquencies at least as leniently

as he views those of others. But that leniency is part of his

charm—which I admit is great.—Heaven forbid, I should
undermine your faith in it, if there is anything settled between
you and him."

" But there isn't, there isn't," Damaris broke in, distressed

beyond all calmness of demeanour. " You go too fast,

Henrietta. You assume too much. Nothing is settled of

—

of that sort. Nothing of that sort has ever been said."

Mrs. EYayling raised her eyebrows, cast down her eyes, and
fingered the bunch of trinkets hanging from her gold chain in

silence for a few seconds. The ring of sincerity waslmquestion-
able^only where did that land her ? Had not she, in point of

fact, very really gone too fast ? In defeat Henrietta became
unscrupulous.

" Merely another flirtation, Damaris ? " she said. " Darling
child, I am just a wee bit disappointed in you."
Which, among her many fibs, may rank amongst her most

impudent and full-fed, though by no means her last.

Here, the door opened behind her. Henrietta turned
alertly, hailing any interruption which—her bolt being shot

—might facilitate her retreat from a now most embarrassing
situation. After all she had planted more than one seed,

which might fruitfully grow, so at that she could leave

matters.—^The interruption, however, took a form for which
she was unprepared. To her intense disgust her nerves played
her false. She gave the oddest little stifled squeak as she met
Charles Verity's glance, fixed upon her in cool, slightly ironic

scrutiny.

Some persons very sensibly bring their mental atmosphere
along with them. You are compelled to breathe it whether
you like or not. The atmosphere Charles Verity brought with
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him, at this juncture, was too masculine, intellectually too
abstract yet too keenly critical, for comfortable absorption
by Henrietta's lungs. Her self-complacency shrivelled in it.

She felt but a mean and pitiful creature, especially in her
recent treatment af Damaris. It was a nasty moment, the
more difficult to surmount because of that wretchedly betray-
ing squeak. Fury against herself gingered her up to action.

She must be the first to speak.
" Ah ! how delightful to see you," she said, a little

over-playing the part
—

" though only for an instant.

I was in the act of bidding Damaris farewell. As it is I have
scandalously outstayed my leave ; but we had a thousand
and one things, hadn't we, to say to one another."

She smiled upon both father and daughter with graceful

deprecation.
" Au revoir, darling child—^we must manage to meet some-

how, just once more before I take my family north "

And still talking, new lavender dress, trinkets, faint frag-

ance and all, she passed out on to the corridor accompanied
by Sir Charles Verity.



CHAPTER XIII

WHICH RECOUNTS A TAKING OF SANCTUARY

LEFT alone Damans sat down on the window-seat,

withifl^ the shelter of the wooden shutters which
interpos^^ green barred coolness between her and

the brilliant world without. That those two, her father and
Henrietta Frayling, should thus step off together, the small,

softly crisp, feminine figure beside the tall, fine-drawn and—in

a way—magnificent masculine one, troubled her. Yet she made
no attempt to accompany or to follow them. Her head ached.

Her mind and soul ached too. She felt spent and giddy, as

from chasing round and round in an ever-shifting circle some
tormenting, cleverly lovely thing which perpetually eluded

her. Which thing, finally, floated out of the door there,

drawing a personage unmeasurably its superior, ^way with it,

and leaving her—Damaris—deserted.

Leaving, moreover, every subject on which its nimble

tongue had lighted, damaged by that contact—at loose ends,

frayed and ravelled, its inwove pattern just slightly discoloured

and defaced. The patterned fabric of Damaris' thought and
inner life had not been spared, but suffered disfigurement along

with the rest. She felt humiliated, felt unworthy. The
ingenious torments of a false conscience gnawed her. Her
better judgment pronounced that conscience veritably false ;

or would, as she believed, so pronounce later when she had
time to get a true perspective. But, just now, she could only

lamentably, childishly, cry out against injustice. For wasn't

Henrietta mainly responsible for the character of her inter-

course with Marshall Wace ? Hadn't Henrietta repeatedly

entreated her to see much of him, be kind to him ?—^Wishing,

even in her present rebellion to be quite fair, she acknowledged

that she had enjoyed his singing and reading ; that she had
felt pleased at his eagerness to confide his troubles to her and

talk confidentially about himself. She not unwillingly accepted

a mission towards him, stimulated thereto by Henrietta's

plaudits and thanks.

299
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And—and Colonel Carteret? For now somehow she no

longer, even in thought, could call him by her old name for

him, " the dear man with the blue eyes."—Could it be true,

as Henrietta intimated, that he went through life throwing the

handkerchief first to one woman and then to another ? That
there was no real constancy or security in his affections, but all

was lightly come and lightly go with him ?

How her poor head ached ! She held it in both hands and
closed her eyes.—She would not think any more about Colonel

Carteret. To do so made her temples throb and raised the

lump, which is a precursor of tears, in her throat.

No—she couldn't follow Henrietta's statemeijts and argu-

ments either way. They were self-contradictory. Still, whose
ever the fault, that the young man Wace should be unhappy
on her account, should think she—Damaris—had behaved
heartlessly to him, was quite dreadful. Humiliating too

—

false conscience again gnawing. Had she really contracted a
debt towards him, which she—in his opinion and Henrietta's

—tried to repudiate ? She seemed to hear it, the rich

impassioned voice, and hear it with a new comprehension.

Was " caring in that way " what it had striven to tell her

;

and had she, incomparably dense in missing its meaning,
appeared to sanction the message and to draw him on ?

Other people understood—so at least Henrietta implied

;

while she, remaining deaf, had rather cruelly misled him.
Ought she not to do something to make up ? Yet what could
she do ?—It had never occurred to her that—that

She held her head tight. Held it on, as with piteous humour
she told herself, since she seemed in high danger of altogether

losing it.—Must she believe herself inordinately stupid, or

was she made differently to everybody else ? For, as she now
suspected, most people are constantly occupied, are quite

immensely busy about " caring in that way." And she

shrank from it ; actively and angrily disliked it. She felt

smirched, felt all dealings as between men and women made
suspect, rendered ugly, almost degraded by the fact—if fact

it was—of that kind of caring and excited feelings it induces,

lurking just below the surface, ready to dart out.—^And this

not quite honestly either. The whole matter savoured of

hypocrisy, since the feelings disguised themselves in beautiful

sounds, beautiful words, clothing their unseemliness with
the noble panoply of poetry and of art, masquerading in

wholesome garments of innocent good-comradeship.
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—A grind of wheels on the gravel below. Henrietta's neat
limpid accents and Charles Verity's grave ones. The flourish

and crack of a whip and scrambling start of the little chesnut
horses. The rhythmical beat of their quick even trot and thin

tinkle of their collar bells receding into the distance.

These sounds to our sorrowfully perplexed maiden opened
fresh fields of uneasy speculation. For those diverse accents

—the speakers' being unseen—heard thus in conjunction,

seized on and laboured her imagination. Throughout the
past months of frequent meeting, Damaris had never quite

understood her father's attitude towards Henrietta Frayling.
It was marked by reserve ; yet a reserve based, as she some-
how divined, upon an uncommon degree of former intimacy.

Judging from remarks let drop now and again by Henrietta,

they knew, or rather had known, one another very well indeed.

This bore out Damaris' own childhood's recollections ; though
in these last she was aware of lacunae, of gaps, of spaces

unbridged by any coherent sequence of remembered events.

A dazzling and delicious image, the idol of her baby adoration

—thus did memory paint that earlier Henrietta. Surrounding
circumstances remained shadowy. She could not recall them
even in respect of herself, still less in respect of her father.

So that question, as to the past, ruled the present. What had
parted them, and how did they to-day envisage one another ?

She could not make out. Had never, indeed, attempted
seriously to make out, shying from such investigation as

disloyal and, in a way, irreverent. Now investigation was
forced on her. Her mind worked independent of her will,

so that she could neither prevent or arrest it. Sir Charles

showed himself scrupulously attentive and courteous to

General Frayling. He offered no spoken objection to her
association with Henrietta. Yet an unexplained element
did remain. Subtlely, but perceptibly, it permeated both
her father's and Henrietta's speech and bearing. She,

Damaris, was always conscious of a certain constraint beneath
their calm and apparently easy talk. Was their relation one
of friendship or of covert enmity ?—Or did these, just per-

ceptible, peculiarities of it betoken something deeper and
closer still ?

Suspicion once kindled spreads like a conflagration.

—

Damaris' hands dropped, a dead weight, into her lap. She
sat, strained yet inert, as though listening to catch the inner

significance of her own unformulated question, her eyes wide
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and troubled, her lips apart. For might it not be that they
had once—long ago—in the princely, Eastern pleasure palace
of her childhood—cared in that way ?

Then the tears which, what with tiredness and the labour
pains of her many conflicting emotions, had threatened more
than once to-day, came into their own. She wept quietly,

noiselessly, the tears running down her cheeks unchecked and
unheeded. For there was no escape. Turn where she would,
join hands with whom she would in all good faith and
innocence, this thing reared its head and, evilly alluring,

looked at her. Now it set its claim upon her well-beloved
Sultan-i-bagh—and what scene could in truth be more
sympathetic to its display ? She felt the breath of high
romance. Imagination played strange tricks with her. She
could feel, she could picture, a drama of rare quality with
those two figures as protagonists. It dazzled while wounding
her. She remembered Faircloth's words, spoken on that
evening of fateful disclosure when knowledge of things as
they are first raped her happy ignorance, while the boat
drifted through the shrouding darkness of rain upon the inky
waters of the tide-riyer.

—
" They were young," he had said,

" and mayn't we allow they were beautiful ? They met and,
God help them, they loved."

The statement covered this case also, to a nicety. It

explained everything. But what an explanation, leaving her,

Damaris, doubly c phaned and desolate ! For the first

case, that of which Taircloth actually had spoken, brought
her royal, if secret compensation in the brotherhood and
sisterhood it made known. But this second case brought noth-
ing, save a sense of being tricked and defrauded, the victim
of a conspiracy of silence. For nothing, as it now appeared,
was really her own, nor ever had really belonged to her.
" Some one," so she phrased it in the incoherence of her pain,
" had always been there before her." What she supposed
her exclusive property was only second-hand, had been
already owned by others. They let her play at being first

in the field, original and sole proprietress, because it saved
them trouble by keeping her quiet and amused. But all the
while they knew better and must have smiled at her possessive

antics once her silly back was turned. And here Damaris lost

sight of reasonable proportion and measure, exaggerating
wildly, her pride and self-respect cut to the quick.

It was thus, in the full flood of mystification and resentment,
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Charles Verity found her when presently he returned. Sensible
of something very much amiss, since she stayed within the
shadow of the closed shutters, silent and motionless, he crossed
the room and stood before her looking down searchingly into

her upturned face. Stubborn in her misery, she met his

glance with mutinous, and hard, if misty, eyes.
" Weeping, my dear ? Is the occasion worth it ? Has

Mrs. Frayling then taken so profound a hold ? " he asked,
his tone mocking, chiding her yet ver}^ gently.

Damaris hedged. To expose the root of her trouble became
impossible under the coercion of that gently bantering tone.

" It's not Henrietta's going ; but that I no longer mind her
going."

" A lost illusion—yes ? " he said.
" I can't trust her. She—she isn't kind."
" Eh ? " he said. " So you too have made that illumin

ating little discovery. I supposed it would be only a matter
of time. But you read character, my dear, more quickly
than I do. What it has taken you months to discover, took
me years."

His frankness, the unqualified directness of his response,
though startling, stimulated her daring.

" Then—then you don't really like Henrietta ? " she found
audacity enough to say.

" Ah ! there you rush too headlong to conclusions," he
reasoned, still with that same frankness of tone. " She is an
ingenious, a unique creature, towards whom one's sentiments
are ingenious and unique in their turn. I admire her, although
—for you are right there—she is neither invariably trust-

worthy nor invariably kind. Admire her ungrudgingly, now
I no longer ask of her what she hasn't it in her to give. Limit
your demand and you Hmit the risks of disappointment—

a

piece of wisdom easier to enunciate than to apply."
Lean, graceful, commanding under the cloak of his present

gentle humour, Charles Verity sat down on the faded red
cushion beside Damaris, and laid one arm along the window-
ledge behind her. He did not touch her ; being careful in

the matter of caresses, reverent of her person, chary of

claiming parental privileges unasked.
" In the making of Henrietta Frayling," he went on,

" by some accident soul was left out. She hasn't any. She
does not know it. Let us hope she never will know it, for

it is too late now for the omission to be rectified."
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" Are you laughing at me ? " Damaris asked, still stubborn,

though his presence enclosed her with an at once assuaging
and authoritative charm.

" Not in the least. I speak that which I soberly believe.

Just as some ill-starred human creatures are born physically
or mentally defective—deformed or idiots—so may they be
born spiritually defective. Why not ? My reason offers no
scientific or moral objection to such a belief. In other respects
she is conspicuously perfect. But, verily, she has no soul

;

and the qualities which—for happiness or misery—draw their

life from the soul, she does not possess. Therefore she
sparkles, lovely and chill as frost. Is as astute as she is cold
at heart ; and can, when it suits her purpose, be both false

and cruel without any subsequent prickings of remorse. But
this very coldness and astuteness save her from misdeeds of

the coarser kind. Treacherous she has been, and, for aught
I know, may on occasions still be. But, though temptation has
pretty freely crossed her path, she has never been other than
virtuous. She is a good woman—in the accepted, the popular
sense of the word."

Silence stole down upon the room. Damaris remained
motionless, leaning forward gathered close into herself, her
hands still heavy in her lap. Could she accept this statement
as comfort, or must she bow under it as rebuke ?

" Why," she asked at last huskily—the tears were no
longer upon her cheeks but queerly in her throat, impeding
utterance, " do you tell me these things ?

"

" To prevent you beholding lying visions, my dear, or

dreaming lying dreams of what might very well have been but
—God be thanked—never has been—never was.—^Think a
minute—remember—look.

'

'

And once more Damaris felt the breath of high romance and
touched drama of rare quality, with those same two figures

as protagonists, and that same Indian pleasure palace as their

stage ; but this time with a notable difference of sentiment and
of result.

For she visualized another going of Henrietta, a flight before

the dawn. Saw, through a thick scent-drenched atmosphere,
betv/een the expiring lamplight and broadening day, a

deserted child beating its little hands, in the extremity of its

impotent anguish, upon the pillows of a disordered unmade
bed. Saw a man too, worn and travel-stained from long

riding throughout the night, lost to all decent dignities of
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self-control, savage with the animalism of frustrated passion,

rage to and fro amidst the litter of a smart woman's hurried
packing, a trail of pale blue ribbon plucking at and tripping

him entangled in the rowels of his spurs.

All this she saw ; and knew that her father—sitting on the
cushioned window-seat beside her, his legs crossed, his chin
sunk on his breast—saw it also. That he, indeed, voluntarily

and of set purpose made her see, transferring the living picture
from his consciousness to her own. And, as she watched, each
detail growing in poignancy and significance she—not all at

once, but gropingly, rebelliously and only by degrees

—

comprehended that purpose, and the abounding love, both of

herself and of justice, which dictated it. Divining the root of

her trouble and the nature of her suspicion he took this strange
means to dissipate them. Setting aside his natural pride,

he caused her to look upon his hour of defeat and debasement,
careless of himself if thereby he might mend her hurt and win
her peace of mind.
Damaris was conquered. Her stubbornness went down

before his sacrifice. All the generosity in her leapt forth to

meet and to acclaim the signal generosity in him—a generosity
extended not only towards herself but to Henrietta Frayling
as well. This last Damaris recognized as superb.—He bade
her remember. And, seeing in part through her own eyes
in part through his, she penetrated more deeply into his mind,
into the rich diversity and, now mastered, violence of his

character, than could otherwise have been possible. She
learnt him from within as well as from without. He had been
terrible—so she remembered—yet beautiful in his fallen god-
head. She had greatly feared him under that aspect. Later,

she more than ever loved him ; and that with a provenant,
protective and, baby though she was, a mothering love. He
was beautiful now ; but no longer terrible, no longer fallen

—if not the godhead, yet the fine flower of his manhood
royally and very sweetly disclosed. Her whole being yearned
towards him ; but humbly, a note of lowHness in her appre-
ciation, as towards something exalted, far above her in

experience, in self-knowledge and self-discipline.

She was, indeed, somewhat overwhelmed, both by realiz-

ation of his distinction and of her own presumption in

judging him, to the point of being unable as yet to look him
in the face. So she silently laid hold of his hand, drew it

down from the window-ledge and round her waist. Slipping

20
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along the cushioned seat until she rested against him, she laid

her head back upon his shoulder. Testimony in words seemed
superfluous after that shared consciousness, seemed imperti-
nent even, an anticlimax from which both taste and insight

recoiled.

For a while Charles Verity let the silent communion con-
tinue. Then, lest it should grow enervating, to either or to
both, he spoke of ordinary subjects—of poor little General
Frayling's illness, of Miss Felicia's plans, of his own book.
It was wiser for her, better also for himself, to step back into

the normal thus quietly closing the door upon their dual
act of retrospective clairvoyance.

Damaris, catching his intention, responded ; and if rather
languidly yet loyally played up. But, before the spell was
wholly broken and frankness gave place to their habitual
reserve, there was one further question she must ask if the
gnawings of that false conscience, begotten in her by Henrietta's
strictures, were wholly to cease.

" Do you mind if we go back just a little minute," she said.
" Still unsatisfied, my dear ?

"

" Not unsatisfied—never again that as between us two,
Commissioner Sahib. You have made everything beautifully,

everlastingly smooth and clear."
" Then why tempt Providence, or rather human incertitude,

by going back ?
"

" Because—can I say it quite plainly ?
"

" As plainly as you will."
" Because Henrietta tells me I have—have flirted—^have

played fast and loose with—with more than one person."

A pause, and the question came from above her—her head
still lying against his breast—with a trace of severity, or was
it anxiety ?

" And have you ?
"

" Not intentionally—not knowingly," Damaris said.
" If that is so, is it not sufficient ?

"

" No—because she implies that I have raised false hopes,

and so entangled myself—and that I ought to go further,

that, as I understand her, I ought to be ready to marry—that

it is not quite honourable to withdraw."
Charles Verity moved slightly, yet held her close. She felt

the rise and fall of his ribs as he breathed slow and deep.
" Do you want to marry ? " he at last asked her.
" No," she said, simply, ** I'd much rather not, if I can keep
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out of it without acting unfairly by anyone—if you don't

agree with Henrietta, and don't think I need. You don't

want me to marry do you ?
"

" God in heaven, no," Charles Verity answered. He put her
from him, rose and moved about the room.

" To me, the thought of giving you in marriage to any man
is little short of abhorrent," he said hoarsely.

For fear clutched him by the throat. The gift of pearls,

the little scene of last night, and Damaris' emotion in bidding
Carteret farewell, confronted him. The idea had never
occurred to him before. Now it glared at him, or rather he
glared at it. It would be torment to say " yes "

; and yet

very difficult to say his best friend " nay." Anger kindled

against Henrietta Frayling. Must this be regarded as her

handiwork ? Yet he could hardly credit it. Or had she

some other candidate—Peregrine Ditton, young Harry
Ellice ?—But they were mere boys.—Of Marshall Wace he
never thought, the young man being altogether outside his

field of vision in this connection.

Long habit of personal chastity made Charles Verity turn,

with a greater stabbing and rending of repulsion, from the

thought of marriage for Damaris. She asserted she had no
wish to marry, that she—bless her sweet simplicity !—would
rather not. But this bare broaching of the subject threw him
into so strange a tumult that, only too evidently, he was no
competent observer, he laboured under too violent a prejudice.

He had no right to demand from others the abstinence he
chose himself to practise. Carteret, in desiring her, was within

his rights. Damaris within hers, were she moved by his suit.

Marriage is natural, wholesome, the God-ordained law and
sanction of human increase since man first drew breath here

upon earth. To condemn obedience to that law, by placing

any parental embargo upon Damaris' marriage, would be both a
defiance of nature and act of grossest selfishness.

He sat down on the window-seat again ; and forced himself

to put his arm round that fair maiden body, destined to be
the prize, one day, of some man's love ; the prey—for he
disdained to mince matters, turning the knife in the wound
rather—the prey of some man's lust. He schooled himself,

while Damaris' heart beat a little tempestuously under his

hand, to invite a conclusion which through every nerve and
fibre he loathed.

" My dear," he said, " I spoke unadvisedly with my Hps
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just now, letting crude male jealousy get the mastery of reason

and common sense. Put my words out of your mind. They
were unjustifiable, spoken in foolish heat. If you are in

love with anyone
"

Damaris nestled against him.
" Only with you, dearest, I think," she said.

Charles Verity hesitated, unable to speak through the

exquisite blow she delivered and his swift thankfulness.
" Let us put the question differently then—translating it

into the language of ordinary social convention. Tell me,
has anyone proposed to you ?

"

Damaris, still nestUng, shook her head.
" No—no one. And I hope now, no one will. I escaped

that, partly thanks to my own denseness.—It is not an easy

thing Commissioner Sahib to explain or talk about. But I have
come rather close to it lately, and "—^with a hint of vehemence—" I don't like it. There is something in it which pulls at

me but not at the best part of me. So that I am divided

against myself. Though it does pull, I still want to push it all

away with both hands. I don't understand myself and I don't

understand it. I would rather be without it—forget it

—

if you think I am free to do so, if you are satisfied that I

haven't intentionally hurt anyone or contracted a—a kind of

debt of honour ?
"

" I am altogether satisfied," he said. " Until the strange

and ancient malady attacks you in a very much more virulent

form, you are free to cast Henrietta Frayling's insinuations

to the winds, to ignore them and their existence."



BOOK IV

THROUGH SHADOWS TOWARDS THE DAWN

CHAtTER I

WHICH CARRIES OVER A TALE OF YEARS, AND CARRIES ON

THE last sentence was written. His work finished.

And, looking upon his completed creation, Charles

Verity saw that it was good. Yet, as he put the pen
back in the pen-tray and, laying the last page of manuscript
face downwards upon the blotting-paper passed his hand over

it, he was less sensible of exultation than of a pathetic empti-

ness. The book had come to be so much part of him that he

felt a nasty wrench when he thus finally rid himself of it.

He had kept the personal pronoun out of it, strictly and
austerely, desiring neither self-glorification or self-advertise-

ment. Yet his mind and attitude towards life seasoned and
tempered the whole, giving it vitahty and force. This was
neither a " drum-and-trumpet history " designed to tickle the

vulgar ear, nor a blank four-wall depository of dry facts,

names, dates, statistics, such as pedants mustily adore ; but

a living thing, seen and felt. Not his subconscious, but that

much finer and—as one trusts—more permanent element in

our human constitution, his super-conscious self found ex-

pression in its pages and travelled freely, fruitfully, through
them amid luminous and masterful ideas. At times the

intellectual sweep threatened to be overdaring and over-

wide ; so that, in the interests of symmetry and balance of con-

struction, he had been forced to clip the wings of thought, lest

they should bear him to regions too remotely high and rare.

Race, religion, customs and the modifications of these, both
by climate and physical conformation of the land on the face

of which they operate, went to swell the interest and sugges-

tion of his theme. In handling such varied and coloured

\ 309
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material the intellectual exercise had been to him delicious,

as he fashioned and put a fine edge to passages of admirable
prose, coined the just yet startling epithet, perfected the flow

of some graceful period, and ransacked the Enghsh language
for fearless words in which to portray the mingled splendour

and vileness of a barbaric Oriental Court, the naked terrors of

tribal feuds and internecine war.

The occupation had, indeed, proved at once so refreshing

and so absorbing that he went leisurely, lengthening out the

process of production until it came nearer covering the

thirty months of elephantine gestation than the normal
human nine.

With but two brief sojourns to England, for the consulta-

tion of certain authorities and of his pubHshers, the said near

on thirty months were passed in wandering through Southern
France, Central Italy, and, taking ship from Naples to Malaga,

finally through Eastern and Northern Spain. Charles Verity

was too practised a campaigner for his power of concentration

to depend on the stability or familiarity of his surroundings.

He could detach himself, go out into and be alone with his

work, at will. But the last chapter, Hke the first, he elected

to write in the study at The Hard. A pious offering of in-

cense, this, to the pleasant memory of that excellent scholar

and devoted amateur of letters, his great-uncle, Thomas
Clarkson Verity, whose society and conversation awakened
the literary sense in him as a schoolboy, on holiday from
Harchester, now nearly five decades ago. He judged it a

,

matter of good omen, moreover,—tojdng for the moment
with kindly superstition—that the book should issue from a

house redeemed by his kinsman from base and brutal uses

and dedicated to the worship of knowledge and of the printed

word. That fat, soft-bodied, mercurial-minded Uttle gentle-

man—to whom no record of human endeavour, of human
speculation, mental or moral experiment, came amiss—would
surely rehsh the compliment, if his curious and genial ghost

still, in any sort, had cognizance of this, his former, dwelling-

place.

The Hard, just now, showed a remarkably engaging coun-

tenance, the year standing on the threshold of May.—Mild

softly bright weather made amends for a wet and windy ^
April, with sunshine and liigh forget-me-not blue skies

shading to silver along the sea-line. The flower-beds, before

the garden house-front, were crowded with early tulips,
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scarlet, golden, and shell-pink. Shrubberies glowed with

rhododendrons, flamed with azaleas. At the corner of the

battery and sea-wall, misty grey-green plumes of tamarisk

veiled the tender background of grey-blue water and yellow-

grey sand. Birds peopled the scene. Gulls, in strong fierce

flight, laughed overhead. Swallows darted back and forth,

ceaselessly twittering, as they built their cup-shaped mud
nests beneath the eaves. Upon the lawn companies of star-

lings ran, flapping glossy wings, squeaHng, whisthng ; to the

annoyance of a song thrush, in spotted waistcoat and neatly

fitting brown siirtout, who, now tall, now flattened to the

level of the turf, its head turned sideways, peered and Ustened,

locating the presence of the victim worm.—Three or four

vigorous pecks—the starlings running elsewhere—to loosen

the surrounding soil, and the moist pink living string was
steadily, mercilessly, drawn upward into the uncompromising
light of day, to be devoured wriggling, bit by bit, with most
unlovely gusto.—The chaff-chaff sharpened his tiny saw
tipping about the branches of the fir trees in the Wilderness,

along with the linnets, tits, and goldfinches.

Such, out of doors, was the home world which received

Damaris after those many months of continental travel, on
the eve of her twenty-first birthday. To pass from the

dynamic to the static mode must be always something of an
embarrassment and trial, especially to the young with whom
sensation is almost disconcertingly direct and Hvely. Damaris
suffered the change of conditions not without a measure of

doubt and wonder. For they made demands to which she

had become unaccustomed, and to which she found it difficult

to submit quite naturally and simply. A whole social and
domestic order, bristling with petty obHgations, closed down
upon her, within the bounds of which she felt to move awk-
wardly, at first, conscious of constraint.

Sympathetic Mrs. Cooper, comely and comfortable Mary,
and the Napoleonic Patch, still reigned in house and stable.

Laura had returned to her former allegiance on the announce-
ment of " the family's " arrival, and other underlings had
been engaged by the upper servants in conclave. To these

latter entered that Ulysses, Mr. Hordle, so rendering the

estabhshment once again complete.

The neighbours duly called Dr. and Mrs. Horniblow, con-

scious of notable preferment, since high ecclesiastical powers

had seen fit to present the former to a vacant canonry at Har-
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Chester. For three months yearly he would in future be
resident in the cathedral city. This would necessitate the

employment of a curate at Deadham, for the spiritual

Hfe of its inhabitants must by no means suffer through its

vicar's promotion. At the moment of Sir Charles and Damaris'
return the curate excitement was at its height. It swept
through the spinster-ranks of the congregation Hke an
epidemic. They thrilled with unacknowledgeable hopes.

The Miss Minetts, though mature, grew pink and quivered,

confessing themselves not averse to offering board and lodging

to a suitable, a well-connected, well-conducted paying guest.

To outpourings on the enthralling subject of the curate,

Damaris found herself condemned to listen from every feminine

visitor in turn. It held the floor, to the exclusion of all

other topics. K^r own long absence, long journeys, let alone

the affairs of the world at large, were of no moment to these

very local souls. So our young lady retired within herself,

deploring the existence of curates in general, and the pro-

jected, individual, Deadham curate in particular, with a

heartiness she was destined later to remember. Had
it been prophetic ?—Not impossibly so, granted the some-
what strange prescience by which she was, at times,

possessed.

For the psychic quaUty that, from a child, now and again

had manifested itself in her—though happily unattended by
morbid or hysteric tendencies, thanks to her radiant health

—

grew with her growth. To her, in certain moods and under
certain conditions, the barrier between things seen and un-
seen, material and transcendental, was pervious. It

jrielded before the push of her apprehension, sense of

what it guards, what it withholds within an ace of breaking
through.

Affairs of the heart would, so far, seem to have begun and
ended with the winter spent at St. Augustin. Now and again

Damaris met an EngHshman, or foreigner, who stirred her

shghtly. But if one accident of travel brought them together,

another accident of travel speedily swept them apart. The
impression was fugitive, superficial, fading out and causing

but momentary regret. Colonel Carteret she only saw in

London, during those two brief visits to England. He had
been captivating, treating her with playful indulgence, teasing

a little ; but far away, somehow—so she felt him—though
infinitely kind. And the dear man with the blue eyes—for
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she could use her old name for him again now, though she

couldn't quite tell why—looked older. The sentimental

passage at St. Augustin assumed improbabiUty— a fact

over which she should, in all reason, have rejoiced, yet

over which she, in point of fact when safe from observa-

tion, just a Httle wept.
From Henrietta some few letters reached her. One of them

contained the news that Marshall Wace, surmounting his

religious doubts and scruples—by precisely what process

remained undeclared—had at last taken Holy Orders. Con-
cerning this joyful consummation Heniietta waxed positively

unctuous. " He had gone through so much "—the old cry !

—

to which now was added conviction that his own trials fitted

him to minister the more successfully to his brethren among
the sorely tried.

" His preaching will, I feel certain, be quite extraordinarily

original and sympathetic—full of poetry. And I need hardly
tell you what an immense rehef it is both to the General and
to myself to feel he is settled in Hfe, and that his future is pro-

vided for—though not, alas ! in the way I fondly hoped, and
which—for his happiness' sake and my own—I should
have chosen," she insidiously and ever rather cynically

wrote.

But, if in respect of the affections our maiden, during these

tv/o years, made no special progress and gained no further

experimental knowledge of the perilous workings of sex, her

advance in other departments was ample.
For faith now called to her with no uncertain note. The

great spiritual forces laid hold of her intelligence and imagina-
tion, drawing, moulding, enlightening her. In the hbrary of a

somewhat grim hotel at Avila, in old Castile, she Hghted upon
an EngHsh translation of the Hfe of St. Theresa—that woman
of countless practical activities, seer and S37bil, mystic and
wit. The amazing biography set her within the magic circle

of Christian feminine beatitude ; and opened before her gaze

mighty perspectives of spiritual increase, leading upward
through unnumbered ranks of prophets, martyrs, saints,

angeHc powers, to the feet of the Virgin Mother, with the

Divine Child on her arm.—He, this last, as gateway, inter-

mediary, between the human soul and the mystery of God
Almighty, by whom, and in whom, all things visible and
invisible subsist. For the first time some dim and halting

perception, some faintest hint and echo, reached Damaris
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of the awful majesty, the awful beauty of the fount of

Universal Being; and, caught with a great trembling, she
worshipped.

This culminating perception, in terms of time, amounted to

no more than a single flash, the fraction of an instant's contact.

An hour or so later, being very young and very human, the

things of everyday resumed their sway. A new dress engaged
her fancy, a railway journey through—to her—^untrodden

country excited her, a picturesque street scene held her
deHghted interest. Nevertheless that had taken place within
her—call it conversion, evocation, the spiritual receiving of

sight, as you please—upon which, for those who have once
experienced it, there is no going back while life and reason
last. Obscured, overlaid, buried beneath the dust of the

trivial and immediate, the mark of revelation upon the fore-

head and the heart can never be obliterated quite. Its

resurrection is not only possible but certain, if not on the

near side, then surely on the farther side of death.

And not only did faith thus call her, at this period, but art,

in its many forms, called her Hkewise. The two, indeed,

according to her present understanding of them, moved

—

though at different levels—side by side, singularly conjoined,

art translating faith into terms of sound, form and colour,

faith consecrating and supplementing art. All of which, as

she pondered, appeared to her only fitting and reasonable

—

the object of art being to capture beauty and touch reality,

the substance of faith being nothing less than beauty and
reaUty absolute.

With Sir Charles sometimes, but more often with her aunt,

Miss Felicia—most enthusiastic, diligent and ingenuous of

sightseers—she visited buildings of historic interest, galleries

of statuary and of pictures. For here, too, in architecture, in

marble god or hero, upon painted panel or canvas, she caught,

at moments, some flickering shadow of the everlasting light.

To Nature she had, from childhood, been curiously near,

touched at moments both by its abiding terror and the

ecstasy of its everlasting youth. But this appreciation of

the height and grandeur of man's endeavour was new in her.

She sought expression and confirmation of it with silent

ardour, her mind aflame with the joy of recognition. And,
as daily, hourly background to these her many experiments
and excursions, was the stable interest of her father's book.

For in the pages of that, too, she caught sight of beauty and
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reality of no mean order, held nobly to ransome through the
medium of words.
And while this high humour still possessed her, alive at

every point, her thoughts—often by day, still oftener in
dreams or wakeful intervals by night—rapt away beyond the
stars, she was called upon, as already noted, to pass abruptly
from the dynamic to the static mode. Called on to embrace
domestic duties, and meet local social obligations, including
polite endurance of long-drawn disquisitions regarding Canon
Horniblow's impending curate. The drop proved discon-
certing, or would have eminently done so had not another
element—disquieting yet very dear—come into play.

Meantime the change from the stimulating continental
atmosphere to the particularly soft and humid, not to say
stagnant, English one, acted as a drop too. She drooped
during the process of acclimatization. The foetid sweet reek
off the mud-flats of the Haven oppressed and strangely pur-
sued her, so that she asked for the horses to take her to the
freshness of the high-lying inland moors, for a boat to carry
her across the tide-river to the less confined air and outlook
of the Bar. Sight and sense of the black wooden houses, upon
the forbidden island, hanging like disreputable boon com-
panions about the grey stone-built inn, oppressed and strangely
pursued her too. She could see them from her bedroom
between the red trunks of the bird-haunted Scotch firs in the
Wilderness. First thing, on clear mornings, the sunlight
glittered on the glass of their small windows. Last thing, at

night, the dim glow of lamplight showed through open door-
way, or flimsy curtain from within. They stood alone, but
curiously united and self-sufficing, upon the treeless inhospit-

able piece of land, ringed by the rivers, the great whispering
reed-beds and the tide. Their life was strangely apart from,
defiant of, that of the mainland and the village. It yielded

obedience to traditions and customs of an earher, wilder age ;

and in so much was sinister, a Httle frightening. Yet out of

precisely this rather primitive and archaic environment came
Darcy Faircloth, her half-brother, the human being closest

to her by every tie of blood and sentiment in the world save
one—the father of them both. The situation was startling,

ahke in its incongruities and in its claims.

During those two years of continental wandering—following

upon her meeting with him at Marseilles—the whole sweet and
perplexing matter of Faircloth had fallen more or less into
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line, taking on a measure of simplicity and of ease. She
thought of him with freedom, wrote to him when he could
advertise her of his next port of call.—To him at Deadham,
by his request, he being very careful for her, she never wrote.

—

And therefore, all the more perhaps, being here at Deadham,
his home and all the suggestive accessories of it so constantly
before her eyes, did her relation to him suffer a painful trans-

formation. In remembrance she had come to picture him on
board his ship, governing liis httle floating kingdom with no
feeble or hesitating sway. But here every impeding fact of

class and education, every worldly obstacle to his and her
intercourse, above all the hidden scandal of his birth sprang
into high relief. All the dividing, ahenating influences of his

antecedents, his social position and her own, swung in upon
her with aggravated intensity and pathos.
Away, she felt sweetly secure of him. Sure his and her

bond remained inviolate. Sure his affection never wavered
or paled, but stood always at the flood, a constant quantity
upon which she could draw at need ; or—to change the
metaphor—a steady foundation upon which her heart could
safely build. He would not, could not, ever fail her. This
had been sufficient to stay her longing for sight and speech of

him, her longing for his bodily presence. But now, in face of

the very concrete facts of the island, the inn, wliich bore his

name and where his mother hved and ruled, of the property
he owned, the place and people to which—by half at least of

his nature and much more than half his memory—he be-
longed, the comfort of this spiritual esoteric relation became
but a meagre evasive thing. It was too unsubstantial. Doubts
and fears encircled it. She grew heart-sick for some fresh

testimony, some clear immediate assurance that time and
absence had not staled or undermined the romance.

If only she could speak of it ! But that was forbidden by
every obligation of filial piety. Never had her relation

to her father been more tender, more happy; yet only
through sudden pressure of outward circumstance could she
speak to him of Faircloth. To do so, without serious neces-
sity, would be, as she saw it, a wanton endangering of his

peace.—If only the dear man with the blue eyes hadn't
removed himself ! She had counted upon his permanent
support and counsel, on his smoothing away difficulties from
the path of her dealings with Faircloth ; but he appeared to

have given her altogether the go-by, to have passed alto-
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gether out of her orbit. And meditating, in the softly bright

May weather beneath those high forget-me-not blue skies,

upon his defection, our maiden felt quite desperately ex-

perienced and grown up, thrown back upon her own resources,

thrown in upon her rather solitary Hfe.

Throughout the summer visitors came and went ; but
never those two desired figures, Faircloth or Carteret. Dr.
McCabe, vociferous in welcome, affectionate, whimsical and
choleric, trundled over from Stourmouth on a bicycle of

phenomenal height.
" On the horse without wheels I'm proficient enough," he

declared. " Know the anatomy of the darlin' beast as well

as I do my own, inside and out. But, be dashed, if the wheels
without the horse aren't beyond me quite. Lord love you,

but the skittish animal's given me some ugly knocks, cast me
away, it has, in the wayside ditch, covering me soul with
burning shame, and me jacket with malodorous mud."
At intervals Aunt Harriet Cowden and Uncle Augustus

drove over in state the twelve miles from Paulton Lacy—the

lady faithful to garments dyed, according to young Tom
Verity, in the horrid hues of violet ink. She expressed her

opinions with ruthless frankness, criticized, domineered, put
all and sundry in—what she deemed—" their place "

; and
departed for the big house on the confines of Arnewood Forest

again to, had she but known it, a chorus of sighings of relief

from those she left behind her and on whose emotional and
intellectual tastes and toes she so mercilessly trod.

Garden parties, tennis tournaments, the Napworth cricket

week, claimed Damaris' attendance in turn, along with agree-

able display of her foreign spoils in the matter of Paris hats and
frocks. Proofs arrived in big envelopes perpetually by post

;

first in the long, wide-margined galley form, later in the more
dignified one of quire and numbered page. 1 he crude, sour

smell of damp paper and fresh printer's ink, for the first time
assailed our maiden's nostrils. It wasn't nice

;
yet she

sniffed it with a quaint sense of pleasure. For was it not

part of the whole wonderful, beautiful business of the making
of books ? To the artist the meanest materials of his art have
a sacredness not to be denied or ignored. They go to forward
the birth of the precious whole, and hence are redeemed, for

him, from all charge of common or uncleanness.

Finally Miss Felicia, arriving in mid-June, paid an un-

ending visit, of which Dama,ris felt no impatience. Miss
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Felicia during the last two years had, indeed, become a habit.

The major affairs of life it might be both useless and unwise to

submit to her judgment. She lost her way in them, fluttering

ineffectual, gently hurried and birdlike. But, in life's minor
affairs, her innocent enthusiasm was invaluable as an en-

couraging asset. It lent point and interest to happenings and
occupations otherwise trivial or monotonous. If siliy at

times, she never was stupid—a distinction of meaning and
moment.—A blameless creature, incapable of thinking, still

more of speaking, evil of the worst or weakest, her inherent

goodness washed about you like sun-warmed water, if sterile

yet translucently pure.

And so the months accumulated. The clear colours of

spring ripened to the hotter gamut of mid-summer, to an
August splendour of ripening harvest in field, orchard, and
hedgerow, and thence to the purple, russet, and gold of

autumn. The birds, their nesting finished, ceased from song,

as the active care of hungry fledglings grew on them. The
swallows had gathered for their southern flight, and the

water-fowl returned from their northern imigration to the

waters and reed-beds of the Haven, Sir Charles Verity's book,

in two handsome quarto volumes, had been duly reviewed and
found a place of honour in every Hbrary, worth the name, in

the United Kingdom, before anything of serious importance
occurred directly affecting our maiden. Throughout spring,

summer and the first weeks of autumn, she marked time

merely. Her activities and emotions—^in as far that is as

outward expression of these last went—were vicarious, those

of others. She glowed over and gloried in the triumph of

her father's book, it is true ; but it was his adventure,

after all, rather than her own.
Then suddenly, as is the way with Hfe, events crowded on

one another, the drama thickened, sensation was tuned to a

higher pitch. And it all began, not unludicrously, through
the praiseworthy, if rather ill-timed moral indignation of

Canon Horniblow's newly installed curate, Reginald Sawyer.



CHAPTER II

RECALLING, IN SOME PARTICULARS, THE EARLIEST RECORDED
THEFT IN HUMAN HISTORY

HE was short, neat, spectacled, in manner prompt and
perky, in age under thirty, a townsman by birth

and education, hailing from Midlandshire. Further,

a strong advocate of organization, and imbued with the

deepest respect for the obHgations and prerogatives of his

profession upon the ethical side. He took himself very seri-

ously ; and so took, also, the decalogue as delivered to man-
kind amid the thunders of Sinai. Keep the Ten Command-
ments, according to the letter, and you may confidently expect
all things, spiritual and temporal, to be added unto you

—

such was the basis of his teaching and of his private creed.

He came to Deadham ardent for the reformation of that

remote, benighted spot, so disgracefully, as he feared—and
rather hoped—behind the times. He suspected its canon-
vicar of being very much too easygoing ; and its population,

in respect of moral conduct, of being lamentably lax. In

neither of which suppositions, it must be admitted, was he
altogether incorrect. But he intended to alter all that !

—

Regarding himself thus, in the Hght of a providentially

selected new broom, he applied himself diligently to sweep.

A high-minded and earnest, if not conspicuously well-bred

young man, he might in a suburban parish have done ex-

cellent work. But upon Deadham, with its enervating,

amorous climate and queer inheritance of forest and sea-

faring—in other words poaching and smuggling—blood, he

was wasted, out of his element and out of touch. The slow-

moving South Saxon cocked a shrewd sceptical eye at him,

sized him up and down and sucked in its cheek refusing to be
impressed. While by untoward accident, his misfortune

rather than his fault, the earliest of his moral sweepings
brought him into collision with the most reactionary element
in the community, namely, the inhabitants of the black

cottages upon the Island.

319
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The event fell out thus. The days shortened, the evenings

lengthened growing misty and secret as October advanced.
The roads became plashy and rutted, the sides of them silent

with fallen leaves under foot. An odd sense of excitement
flickers through such autumn twihghts. Boys herded in little

troops on wickedness intent. Whooping and whistHng to

disarm their elders' suspicion until the evil deed should be
fairly within reach, then mum as mice, stealthily vanishing,

becoming part and parcel of the earth, the hedge, the harsh
dusky grasses of the sandhills, the foreshore lumber on the

beach.

Late one afternoon, in the hour of a hidden sunset, Reginald
Sawyer called at The Hard ; and to his eminent satisfaction

—

for social aspirations were by no means foreign to him—was
invited to remain to tea. The ladies—Damaris and Miss
Felicia—were kind, the cakes and cream superlative. He
left in high feather ; and, at Damaris' suggestion, took a short

cut through the Wilderness and by a path crossing the warren
to the lane, leading up from the causeway, which joins the

high-road just opposite the post ofhce and Mrs. Doubleday's
shop. By following this route he would save quite half a mile

on his homeward journey ; since the Grey House, where he
enjoyed the Miss Minetts' assiduous and genteel hospitality,

is situate at the extreme end of Deadham village on the road
to Lampit.
Out on the warren, notwithstanding the hour and the mist,

it was still fairly Hght, the zigzagging sandy path plainly

visible between the heath, furze brakes, stunted firs and thorn

bushes. The young clergyman, although more familiar with

crowded pavements and flare of gas-lamps than open moor-
land in the deepening dusk, pursued his way without diffi-

culty. What a wild region it was though ! He thought of the

sober luxury of the library at The Hard, the warmth, the

shaded lights, the wealth of books ; of the grace of Damaris'
clothing and her person, and wondered how people of position

and education could be content to five in so out of the way
and savage a spot. It was melancholy to a degree, in his

opinion.—Oh ! well, he must do his best to wake it up, infuse

a spirit of progress into it more in keeping with nineteenth-

century ideas. Everyone would be grateful to him

—

, A little questioning pause—assurance in momentary
eclipse. Then with renewed cheerfulness — Of course

they would—the upper classes, that is. For they must
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feel the disadvantages of living in such a backwater. He
gave them credit for the wish to advance could they but
find the way. All they needed was leadership, which
Canon Horniblow—evidently past his work—was powerless to

supply. He, Sawyer, came as a pioneer. Once they grasped
that fact they would rally to him. The good Miss Minetts were
rallying hard, so to speak, already. Oh ! there was excellent

material in Deadham among the gentlefolk. It merely
needed working, needed bringing out.

From the lower, the wage-earning class, sunk as it was in

ignorance, he must, he supposed, expect but a poor response,

opposition not impossibly. Opposition would not daunt him.
You must be prepared to do people good, if not with, then
against their will. He was here to make them rebel against

and shake off the remnants of the Dark Ages amid which they
so extraordinarily appeared still to live. He had no concep-
tion so low a state of civilization could exist within Httle

over a hundred miles of the metropoUs !—It was a man's
work, anyhow, and he must put his back into it. Must
organize—word of power—organize night classes, lectures

with lantern slides, social evenings, a lads' club. Above all

was there room and necessity for this last. The Deadham
lads were very rowdy, very unruly. They gathered at corners

in an objectionable manner ; hung about the public-house.

He must undersell the public-house by offering counter attrac-

tions. Amongst the men he suspected a sad amount of drink-

ing. Their speech, too, was so reprehensibly coarse. He had
heard horrible language in the village street. He reproved
the offenders openly, as was his duty, and his admonitions
were greeted with a laugh, an insolent, offensive, jeering

laugh.

Sawyer cut at the dark straggling furzes bordering the path
with his walking-stick. Recollection of that laugh made him
go red about the ears ; made his skin tingle and his eyes

smart. It represented an insult not only to himself but to his

cloth. Yet he'd not lost control of himself, he was glad to

remember, though the provocation was rank
He cut at the furze again, being by nature combative.

And—stopped short, with a start, a tremor running through
him. Something rustled, scuttled avray amongst the bushes,

and something flapped upward behind him into the thick

lowering sky above. A wailing cry—whether human, or of

bird or beast, he was uncomfortably ignorant—came out of

21
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the mist ahead, to be answered by a like and nearer cry from
a spot which he failed, in his agitation, to locate.

Under ordinary conditions the young cleric was neither
troubled by imagination nor lacking in pluck. His habitual
outlook was sensible, Hteral, and direct. But, it must be
owned, this wide indistinct landscape, over which pale

vapours trailed and brooded, the immense loneliness of the

felt rather than seen, expanse of water, marsh, and mud-flat

of the Haven—the tide being low—along with the goblin

whispering chuckle of the river speeding seaward away there

on his left, made him oddly jumpy and nervous. No human
being was in sight, neither did any human dwelling show
signs of habitation. He wished he had gone round by the

road and through the length of the village. He registered a

vow against short cuts—save in broad daylight—for his

present surroundings inspired him with the hvehest distrust.

They were to him positively nightmarish. He suffered the

nastiest little fears of what might follow him, what might,

even now, peer and lurk. Heretofore he had considered the

earth as so' much dead matter, to be usefully and profitably

exploited by all-dominant man—specially by men of his own
creed and race. But now the power of the earth laid hands
on him. She lived, and mankind dwindled to the proportions

of parasitic insects, at most irritating some small portions of

her skin, her vast indifferent surface. Such ideas had never
occurred to him before. He resented them—essayed to put
them from him as trenching on blasphemy.

Starting on again, angry aUke with himself for entertaining,

and with the unknown for engendering, such subversive

notions, his pace unconsciously quickened to a run. But the

line of some half-dozen ragged Scotch firs, which here topped
the low cliff bordering the river, to his disordered vision

seemed most uncomfortably to run alongside him, stretching

gaunt arms through the encircling mist to arrest his flight.

: : He regarded them with an emotion of the liveliest an-

tipathy ; consciously longing, meanwhile, for the humming
thoroughfares of his native industrial town, for the rattle and
grind of the horse-trams, the brightly Hghted shop-fronts, the

push all about him of human labour, of booming trade and
vociferous poHtics. Even the glare of a gin palace, flooding

out across the crowded pavement as some street comer,

would have, just now, been fraught with solace, convinced

prohibitionist though he was. For he would, at least, have
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been in no doubt how to feel towards that stronghold of

Satan—^righteously thanking God he was not as those repre-

hensible others, who passed in and out of its ever-swinging

doors. While towards this earth dominance, this dwarfing

of human life by the Hfe of things he had hitherto called

inanimate, he did not know how to feel at all. It attacked

some unarmoured, unprotected part of him. Against its

assault he was defenceless.

With a sense of escape from actual danger, whether physical

or moral he did not stay to enquire, he stumbled, a few
minutes later, through a gap in the earth-bank into the wet
side lane. Arrived, he gave himself a moment's breathing

space. It was darker here than out upon the warren ; but,

anyhow, this was a lane. It had direction and meaning.
Men had constructed it for the linking up of house with
house, hamlet with hamlet. Like all roads, it represented

the initial instinct of communal life, the basis of a reasoned

social order, of civilization in short. He walked forward over

the soft couch of fallen, water-soaked leaves, his boots squelch-

ing at times into inches of sucking mud, and his spirits rose.

He began to enter into normal relations both with himself

and with things in general. A hundred yards or so and the

village green would be reached.

Then on his left, behind an ill-kept quick-set hedge that

guarded a strip of garden and orchard, he became aware of

movement. Among the apple trees three small figures

shufiied about some dark recumbent object. For the most
part they went on all fours, but at moments reared up on
their hind-legs. Their action was at once silent, stealthy, and
purposeful. Our young clergyman's shortness of sight

rendered their appearance the more peculiar. His normal
attitude was not so completely restored, moreover, but that

they caused him another nervous tremor. Then he grasped

the truth ; while the detective, latent in every mojc^alist, sprang

to attention. Here were criminals to be brought to justice,

criminals caught red-handed. Reginald Sawyer, having been
rather badly scared himself, lusted—though honestly ignorant

of any personal touch in the matter—to very badly scare

others.

Standing back beside the half-open gate, screened by the

hedge, here high and straggling, he awaited the psychological

moment, ready to pounce. To enter the orchard and confront

these sinners with their crime, if their activities did by chance
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happen to be legitimate, was to put himself altogether in the
wrong. He would bide his time, would let them conclude
their—^in his behef—nefarious business and challenge them
as they passed out.

Nor had he long to wait. The two smaller boys, breathing
hard, hoisted the bulging, half-filled sack on to the back of

their bigger companion ; who, bowed beneath its weight,

grunting with exertion, advanced towards the exit. - -v .

Sawyer laid aside his walking-stick, and, as the leader

of the procession came abreast of him, pounced. But
missed his aim. Upon which the boy cast down the sack,

from the mouth of which apples, beets, turnips rolled into the

road ; and, with a yelp, bolted down the lane towards the

causeway, leaving his accomphces to their fate. These,

thrown into confusion by the suddenness of his desertion,

hesitated and were lost. For, pouncing again, and that the

more warily for his recent failure. Sawyer collared one with
either hand.
They were malodorous children ; and the young clergyman,

grasping woollen jersey-neck and shirt-band, the backs of his

hands in contact with the backs of their moist, warm, dirty

Uttle necks, suffered disgust, yet held them the more firmly.
" I am convinced you have no right to that fruit or to those

vegetables. You are stealing. Give an account of yourselves

at once."

And he shook them slightly to emphasize his command.
One hung on his hand, limp as a rag. The other showed fight,

kicking our friend hberally about the shins, with hobnailed
boots which did, most confoundly, hurt.

" You lem' me go," he cried. " Lem' me go, or I'll tell

father, and first time you come along by our place 'e'U set the

ratting dawgs on to you. Our ole bitch 'as got 'er teeth yet.

She'll bite. Ketch the fleshy part of your leg, she will, and
just tear and bite."

This carrying of war into the enemy's country proved as dis-

concerting as unexpected, while to mention the sex of an
animal was, in Reginald Sawyer's opinion, to be guilty of un-
pardonable coarseness. The atmosphere of a Protestant

middle-class home clung to him yet, begetting in him a

squeamishness, not to say prudery, almost worthy of his

hostesses, the Miss Minetts. |He shook the culprits again,

with a will. He also blushed?
" If you were honest you would be anxious to give ar
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account of yourselves," he asserted, ignoring the unpleasant
matter of the dogs. " I am afraid you are very wicked boys.

You have stolen these vegetables and fruits. Thieves are

tried by the magistrates, you know, and sent to prison. I

shall take you to the pohce-station. There the constable will

find means to make you confess."

Il Beyond provoking a fresh paroxysm of kicking, these

adjurations were without result. His captives appeared
equally impervious to shame, contrition, or alarm. They
remained obstinately mute. Whereupon it began to dawn
upon their captor that his position risked becoming not a
httle invidious, since the practical difficulty of carrying his

threats into execution was so great. How could he haul two
sturdy, active children, plus a sack still containing a goodly
quantity of garden produce, some quarter of a mile without
help ? To let them go, on the other hand, was to have them
incontinently vanish into those traihng whitish vapours
creeping over the face of the landscape. And, once vanished,

they were lost to him, since he knew neither their names nor
dwelhng-place ; and could, with no certainty, identify them,
having seen them only in the act of struggle and in this un-
certain evening light. He felt himself very nastily planted on
the horns of a dilemma, when on a sudden there arrived help.

A vehicle of some description turned out of the main road
and headed down the lane

Laocoon-like, flanked on] either hand by a writhing youth-
ful figure, Reginald Sawyer called aloud :

^" Hi !—Stop, there—pray, stop."

ti; Darcy Faircloth hghted down out of a ramshackle Mary-
church station fly, and advanced towards the rather incom-
prehensible group.

" What's happened ? What's the matter ?
" he said.

" What on earth do you want with those two youngsters ?
"

" I want to convey them to the proper authorities," Sawyer
answered, with all the self-importance he could muster. He
found his interlocutor's somewhat abrupt and lordly manner
at once annoying and impressive, as were his commanding
height and rather ruffling gait. " These boys have been
engaged in robbing a garden. I caught them in the act, and
it is my duty to see that they pay the penalty of their breach
of the law. I count on your assistance in taking them to th e

police-station."
" You want to give them in charge ?

"
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*' What else ?—The moral tone of this parish is, I grieve to

say, very low."
Sawyer talked loud and fast in the effort to assert himself.
" Low and coarse/' he repeated. " Both as a warning to

others, and in the interests of their own future, an example
must be made of these two lads."

" Must it ? " Faircloth said, towering above him in the
pale bewildering mist.

The httle boys, who had remained curiously and rather
dangerously still since the advent of this stranger, now
strained together, signalling, whispering. Sawyer shook them
impatiently apart.

" Steady there, please," Faircloth put in sharply. " It

strikes me you take a good deal upon yourself. May I ask
who you are ?

"

" I am the assistant priest," Reginald began. But his

explanation was cut short by piping voices.
" It's Cap'en Darcy, that's who it is. We never meant no

'arm, Cap'en. That we didn't. The apples was rotting on the
ground, s'hlp me if they wasn't. Grannie Staples was took to

the Union last Wednesday fortnight, and anyone's got the
run of her garden since. Don't you let the new parson get us

put away, Cap'en. We belongs to the Island—I'm William
Jennifer's Tommy, please Cap'en, and 'e's Bobby Sclanders
'e is."

And being cunning, alike by nature and stress of circum-
stance, they pathetically drooped, blubbering in chorus :

" We never didn't mean no 'arm, Cap'en. Strike me dead
if we did."

^JAt which last implied profanity Reginald Sawyer shud-
dered, loosening his grasp.

Of what followed he could subsequently give no definite

account. The dignities of his sacred profession and his self-

respect alike reeled ignominiously into chaos. He believed he
heard the person, addressed as Captain Darcy say quietly :

" Cut it, youngsters. Now's your chance."
He felt that both the children violently struggled, and that

the round hard head of one of them butted him in the stomach.

He divined that sounds of ribald laughter, in the distance, pro-

ceeded from the driver of the Marychurch station fly. He
knew two small figures raced whooping down the lane attended

by squelchings of mud and clatter of heavy soled boots.

Knew, further, that Captain Darcy, after nonchalantly

A
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picking up the sack, dropping it within the garden hedge and
closing the rickety gate, stood opposite him and quite civilly

said:
** I am sorry I could not give you the sort of assistance,

sir, which you asked. But the plan would not have
worked."

Sawyer boiled over.
" You have compounded a felony and done all that lay in

your power to undermine my authority with my parishioners.

Fortunately I retain the boys' names and can make further

enquiries. This, however, by no means relieves you of the

charge of having behaved with reprehensible levity both
towards my office and myself.'*'

" No—no," Faircloth returned, goodnaturedly. " Sleep
upon it, and you will take an easier view of the transaction.

I have saved you from putting unmerited disgrace upon two
decent families and getting yourself into hot water up to the
neck. I know these Deadham folk better than you do. I'm
one of them, you see, myself. They've uncommonly long
memories where they're offended, though it may suit them to

speak you soft. Take it from me, you'll never hound them
into righteousness. They turn as stubborn as so many mules
under the whip."
He hailed the waiting flyman.
" Good evening to you, sir," he said. And followed by the

carriage, piled with sea-chest and miscellaneous baggage,
departed into the mysteriousness of deepening dusk.
Had the young clergyman been willing to leave it at that,

all might yet have been well, his ministry at Deadham a
prolonged and fruitful one, since his intentions, at least, were
excellent. But, as ill-luck would have it, while still heated
and sore, every feather on end, his natural combativeness
almost passionately on top, turning out in the high-road he
encountered Dr. Cripps, faring westward Hke himself on the
way to visit a patient at Lampit. The two joined company,
falUng into a conversation the more confidential that the
increasing darkness gave them a sense of isolation and con-
sequent intimacy.

Of all his neighbours, the doctor—a peppery disappointed
man, struggling with a wide-strewn country practice mainly
prolific of bad debts, conscious of his ov^n inefficiency and
perpetually smarting under imagined injuries and slights

—

was the very last person to exercise a mollifying influence
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upon Sawyer in his existing angry humour. The latter re-

counted and enlarged upon the insults he had just now
suffered. His hearer fanned the flame of indignation with
comment' and innuendo—recognized Faircloth from the
description, and proceeded to wash his hands in scandalous
insinuation at the young sea-captain's expense.

For example, had not an eye to business dictated the

sheltering from justice of those infant, apple-stealing repro-

bates ? Their respective fathers were good customers ? The
islanders all had the reputation of hard drinkers—and an
innkeeper hardly invites occasion to lower his receipts. The
inn stood in old Mrs. Faircloth's name, it is true ; but the son
profited, at all events vicariously, by its prosperity. A
swaggering fellow, with an inordinate opinion of his own
abihty and merits ; but in that he shared a family failing.

For arrogance and assumption the whole clan was diflicult

to beat.
" You have heard whose son this young Faircloth is, of

course ?
"

Startled by the question, and its peculiar implication,

Reginald Sawyer hesitatingly admitted his ignorance.

The Grey House stands flush with the road, and the two
gentlemen finished their conversation upon the doorstep.

Above them a welcoming glow shone through the fanlight

;

otherwise its windows were shuttered and blank.
" This is a matter of common knowledge," Dr. Cripps said

;

" but one about which, for reasons of policy, or, more truly,

of snobbery, it is the fashion to keep silent. So, for goodness'

sake, don't give me as your authority if you should ever have
occasion to speak of it "

And lowering his voice he mentioned a name.
" As Hke as two peas," he added, " wjien you see them side

by side—which, in point of fact, you never do. Oh ! I

promise you the whole dirty business has been remarkably
well engineered—hush-money, I suppose. Sometimes I am
tempted to think poverty is the only punishable sin in this

world. For those who have a good balance at their bankers
there is always a safe way out of even the most disgraceful

imbroglios of this sort. But I must be moving on, Mr. Sawyer.
I sympathize with your annoyance. You have been very offen-

sively treated. Good night."

The young clergyman remained planted on the doorstep,

incapable of ringing the bell and presenting himself to his
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assiduously attentive hostesses, the Miss Minetts, for the

moment.
He was, in truth, indescribably shocked. Deadham pre-

sented itself to his mind as a place accursed, a veritable sink

of iniquity. High and low alike, its inhabitants were under
condemnation.—And he had so enjoyed his tea with the

ladies at The Hard ! Had been so flattered by their civility,

spreading himself in the handsome room, agreeably sensible

of its books, pictures, ornaments, and air of cultured leisure.

—

While behind all that, as he now learned, was this glaring

moral delinquency ! Never had he been more cruelly de-

ceived. He felt sick with disgust. What callousness, what
hypocrisy !—He recalled his disquieting sensations in crossing

the warren. Was the very soil of this place tainted, exhahng
evil ?

He made a return upon himself. For what, after all, was he

here for save to let in hght and combat evil, to bring home
the sense of sin to the inhabitants of this place, convincing

them of the hatefulness of the moral slough in which they so

revoltingly wallowed. He must slay and spare not. He saw
himself as David, squaring up to GoUath, as Christian fighting

single-handed against the emissaries of Satan who essayed to

defeat his pilgrimage. Yes, he would smite these lawbreakers

hip and thigh, whatever their superficial claims to his respect,

whatever their worldly position. He would read them all a

lesson—that King Log, Canon Horniblow, included.

He at once pitied and admired himself, not being a close

critic of his own motives ; telHng himself he did well to be

angry, while ignoring the element of personal pique which
gave point and satisfaction to that anger.

He was silent and reserved with the Miss Minetts at supper ;

and retired early to his own room to prepare a sermon.



CHAPTER III

BROTHER AND SISTER

UPON the Sunday morning following, Damaris went to

the eleven o'clock service alone. Miss Felicia Verity
attended church at an earlier hour to-day, partly in

the interests of private devotion, partly in those of a person

she had warmly befriended in the past, and wanted to be-

friend in the present—but with delicacy, with tact and due
consideration for the susceptibiUties of others. She wished
earnestly to effect a reconciliation ; but not to force it. To
force it was to endanger its sincerity and permanence. It

should seem to come about Hghtly, naturally. Therefore did

she go out early to perfect her plans—of which more here-

after—as well as to perform her rehgious duties. Sir Charles

Verity was from home, staying with Colonel Carteret for part-

ridge shooting, over the Norfolk stubble-fields. The habit of

this annual visit had, for the last two seasons, been in abey-
ance ; but now, with his return to The Hard, was pleasantly

revived, although this autumn, owing to business connected
with the pubUcation of his book, the visit took place a few
weeks later than usual.

Hence did Damaris—arrayed in a russet-red serge gown,
black velvet collar and cuffs to its jacket of somewhat manly
cut, and a russet-red upstanding plume in her close-fitting

black velvet hat—set forth alone to church. This, after

redirecting such letters as had arrived for her father by the

morning post. One of them bore the embossed arms of the

India Office, and signature of the, then. Secretary of

State for that department in the corner of the envelope.

She looked at it with a measure of respect and curiosity,

wondering as to the purport of its contents. She
studied the envelope, turning it about in the hope
of gleaning enlightenment from its external aspect.

Still wondering, slightly oppressed even by a persuasion—of

which she could not rid herself—that it held matters of no

330
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common moment closely affecting her father, she went out of

the house, down the sheltered drive, and through the entrance
gates. Here, as she turned inland, the verve of the clear

autumn morning rushed on her, along with a wild flurry of

falling leaves dancing to the breath of the crisp northerly
breeze.

A couple of fine days, with a hint of frost in the valley by
night, after a spell of soft mists and wet, sent the leaves down
in fluttering multitudes, so that now all trees, save the oaks
only, were bare. These—by which the road is, just here, over-

hung—^still solidly clothed in copper, amber, and—matching
our maiden's gown—^in russet-red, offered sturdy defiance to

the weather. The sound of them, a dry crowded rustling, had
a certain note of courage and faithfulness in it which caused
Damaris to wait awhile and hsten

; yet a wistfulness also,

since to her hearing a shudder stirred beneath its bravery,
preluding the coming rigours of winter.

And that wistfulness rather strangely enlarged its meaning
and area, as the reiterated ting, tang, tong of Deadham's
church bells recalled the object of her walk. For English
church services, of the parochial variety such as awaited her,

had but Httle, she feared, to give. Little, that is, towards the

relieving of those instants of exalted spiritual perception

which had been granted to her at distant Avila.

In overstrained and puritanic dread of idolatry, the

English Church has gone lamentably far to forfeit its sacra-

mental birthright. It savours too strongly of the school and
class-room, basing its appeal upon words, upon spoken ex-

positions, instructive no doubt, but cold, academic. It offers

no tangible object of worship to sight or sense. Its so-called

altars are empty. Upon them no sacrifice is offered, no
presence abidingly dwells. In its teaching the communion of

saints and forgiveness of sins are phrases rather than Hving
agencies. Its atmosphere is self-conscious, its would-be
solemnity forced.—^This, in any case, was how Damaris saw
the whole matter—though, let us hasten to add, she was
modest enough to question whether the fault might not very
well be in herself rather than in our national variant of the

Christian Faith. Many sweet, good persons—dear Aunt
Felicia among them—appeared to find AngHcan ministra-

tions altogether sufficient for their rehgious needs. But to

Damaris those ministrations failed to bring any moment of

vision, of complete detachment. She must be to blame, she
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supposed—which was discouraging, a little outcasting and
consequently sad.

In a somewhat pensive spirit she, therefore, pursued her
way, until, where the prospect widened as she reached the

village green, a larger sky disclosed itself flaked with light

cirrus cloud. This glory of space, and the daring northerly

breeze blowing out from it, sent her fancy flying. It beckoned
to journe3dngs, to far coasts and unknown seas—an offshore

wind, filling the sails of convoys outward bound. And, with
the thought of ships upon the sea, came the thought of Darcy
Faircloth, and that with sharp revolt against the many existing

hindrances to his and her intercourse. Freedom seemed
abroad this morning. Even the leaves declared for liberty,

courting individual adventure upon the wings of that daring

wind. And this sense of surrounding activity worked upon
Damaris, making her doubly impatient of denials and arbi-

trary restraints. She sent her soul after Darcy Faircloth

across the waste of waters, fondly, almost fiercely seeking

him. But her soul refused to travel, curiously turning home-
ward again, as though aware not the prodigious fields of

ocean, nor any loud-voiced foreign port of call, held know-
ledge of him, but rather the immediate scene, the silver-

glinting levels of the Haven and lonely stone-built inn.

Deadham church, originally a chapelry of Marychurch
Abbey, crowns a green monticule in the centre of Deadham
village, backed by a row of big elms.—A wide, low-roofed

structure, patched throughout the course of centuries beyond
all unity and precision of design ; yet still showing traces of

Norman work in the arch of the belfry and in the pillars sup-

porting the rafters of the middle aisle. At the instance of a

former vicar, the whole interior received a thick coat of white-

wash, ahke over plaster and stone. This, at the time in

question, had been in places scraped off, bringing to hght
some mural paintings of considerable interest and antiquity.

In the chancel, upon the gospel side, is a finely-carved

tomb, with recumbent figures of an armoured knight and
richly-robed lady, whose sHppered feet push against the

effigy of a particularly alert, sharp-muzzled little hound.
The two front pews, in the body of the church, at the foot of

the said tomb, are allotted to the owner and household at The
Hard. The slender, Hvely httle hound and the two sculp-

tured figures lying, peaceful in death, for ever side by side,

touched and captivated Damaris from the first time she set
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eyes on them. She reverenced and loved them, weaving
endless stories about them when, in the tedium of prayer or

over-lengthy sermon, her attention, all too often, strayed.

Thismorning the three bells jangled altogether as she reached
the churchyard gate. Then the smallest tolled alone, hurrying
stragglers. She was indeed late, the bulk of the congregation
already seated, the Canon at the reading-desk and Mrs.

Horniblow wheezing forth a voluntary upon the harmonium,
when she walked up the aisle.

il But, during her brief passage, Damaris could not but ob-

serve the largeness of the assembly. An uncommon wave of

piety must have swept over the parish this morning ! The
Battyes and Taylors were present in force. Farmers and
tradespeople mustered in impressive array. Even Dr. Cripps

—by no means a frequent churchgoer—and his forlorn

-

looking, red-eyed little wife were there. The Miss Minetts had
a lady with them—a plump, short Httle person, dressed with
attempted fashion, whose back struck Damaris as quaintly

familiar, she catching a glimpse of it in passing. Most sur-

prising of all, William Jennifer headed a contingent from the

Island, crowding the men's free seats to right and left of the

west door. An expectancy, moreover, seemed to animate the

throng. Then she remembered, the new curate, Reginald

Sawyer, had informed her and Miss Felicia two evenings ago

when he had called and been bidden to stay to tea, that he
would preach for the first time at the eleven o'clock service.

So far he had only occupied the pulpit on Sunday afternoons,

when a country congregation is liable to be both scanty and
somnolent. To-day he would prove himself before the heads

of tribes, before the notables. And Damaris wished him well,

esteeming him a worthy young man, if somewhat provincial

and superfluously pompous.
In the servants' pew directly behind, Mary and Mrs. Cooper

were duly ensconced, supported by Mr. Patch, two small

male Patches, white - collared and shining with excess of

cleanliness, wedged in between him and his stable sub-

ordinate Conyers, the groom. The Hard thus made a com-
mendably respectable show, as Damaris reflected with

satisfaction.

She stood, she knelt, her prayer book open upon the carved

margin of the tomb, the slender crossed legs and paws of the

alert little marble'^dog serving as so often before for book-

rest. Canon Horniblow boomed and droned, like some
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unctuous giant bumble-bee, from the reading-desk. The choir

intoned responses from the gallery with Hberal diversity of

pitch. And presently, alas ! Damaris' thoughts began to

wander, making flitting excursions right and left. For half-

way through the litany some belated worshipper arrived,

causing movement in the men's free seats. This oddly dis-

turbed her. Her mind flew again to Faircloth, and the

strange impression of her own soul's return declaring this and
no other to be his actual neighbourhood. And if it indeed

were so ?—Damaris thrust back the emotions begotten of

that question, as unpermissibly stormy at this time and in

this place.

She tried to fix her thoughts wholly upon the office. But,

all too soon they sprang aside again, now circling about the

enigmatic back beheld in the Miss Minetts' pew. Of whom
did that round, dressy little form remind her ? Why—^why

—

of Theresa, of course. Not Theresa, genius and saint of

Spanish Avila ; but Theresa Bilson, her sometime governess

-

companion of doubtfully amiable memory. She longed to

satisfy herself, but could only do so by turning round and
looking squarely—a manoeuvre impossible during the prayers,

but which might be accomphshed later, when the congrega-
tion rose to sing the hymn before the sermon.

She must wait. And during that waiting Hght, rather

divertingly, broke in on her. For supposing her behef as to

the lady's identity correct, must not dear Aunt Felicia be
party to this resurrection ? Had not she known, and stolen

forth this morning to perfect some innocent plot of peace-
making ? In furtherance of which she now cunningly re-

mained at home, thus leaving Damaris free to offer renewal of

favour or withhold it as she pleased. Was not that deliciously

characteristic of Aunt Felicia and her permanent effort

to serve two masters—to make everybody happy, and,
regardless of conflicting interests, everybody else too ?

—

Well, Damaris was ready to fulfil her wishes. She bore
Theresa no ill-will. An inclination to grudge or resentment
seemed to her unworthy. Whatever Theresa's tiresomenesses,
they were over and done with, surely, quite immensely long
ago.

The hymn given out and the tune of it played through, the
assenibly scraped and rustled to its feet. Damaris standing,
in height overtopping her neighbours, discreetly turned her
head. Let her eyes rest an instant, smiling, upon the up-
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turned polished countenances of the two small Patches

—

shyly watching her—and then seek a more distant goal.

Yes, veritably Theresa Bilson in the flesh—very much in

the flesh, full of face and plump of bosom, gold-rimmed
glasses gleaming, her mouth opened wide in song. It was a
little astonishing to see her so unchanged. For how much had
happened since the day of that choir-treat, at Harchester,
wWch marked her deposition, the day of Damaris' sleep in

the sunshine and awakening in the driving wet out on the
Bar.—The day wherein so much began, and so much ended,
slashed across and across with an extravagance of lasting joy
and lasting pain !—In the sense of it all Damaris lost herself

a little, becoming forgetful of her existing situation. She
looked past, over Theresa and beyond.
At the extreme end of the church, in the last of the free

seats where the light from the west door streamed inward,
a man's figure detached itself with singular distinctness from
the background of whitewashed wall. He, too, overtopped
his fellows, and that by several inches. And from the full

length of the building, across the well-filled benches, his

glance sought and met that of Damaris, and held it in fearless,

high security of affection not to be gainsaid.

The nice, clean-shining little Patches, still watching shyly out
of their brown, glossy, mouse-like eyes,to their extreme mystifi-

cation saw the colour flood Damaris' face, saw her Hps tremble

and part as in prelude to happy speech. Then saw her grow very
pale, and, turning away, clutch at the head of the alert little

hound. Mrs. Cooper delivered herself of a quite audible

whisper to the effect

—

" that Miss Damaris was took faint-

hke, as she feared." And Mary leaned forward over the front

of the pew in quick anxiety. But our maiden's weakness was
but passing. She straightened herself, stood tall and proudly
again, looking at the knight and his lady Ijdng so peacefully

side by side upon their marble couch. She gathered them
into her gladness—they somehow sympathized, she felt, in her

present sweet and poignant joy. Her soul had known best,

had been right in its homing—since Faircloth was here—was
here.

That sweet, poignant joy flooded her, so that she wordlessly

gave thanks and praise. He was in life—more, was within

sight of her, hearing the same sounds, breathing the same
air.i^ Across the short dividing space, spirit had embraced
spirit, He claimed her.—Had not his will, indeed, far more
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than any curiosity regarding the identity of poor, plump little

Theresa, compelled her to look round ?

She demanded nothing further, letting herself dwell in a

perfection of content—without before or after—possible only

to the pure in heart and to the young.
The hymn concluded. Damans knelt, while Reginald

Sawyer, having mounted into the pulpit, read the invocation

;

mechanically rose from her knees with the rest, and disposed

herself in the inner corner of the pew, sitting sideways so that

her left hand might rest upon the carven marble margin of the

tomb. She hked touch of it still, in the quietude of her great

content, cherishing a pretty fancy of the knight and his lady's

sympathy and that also of their sprightly little footstool dog.

Otherwise she was deaf to outward things, deUciously

oblivious, wrapped away sweetly within herself. Hence she

quite failed to notice how awkwardly Sawyer stumbled,
treading on the fronts of his long surpHce when going up the

pulpit stairs. How he fumbled with his manuscript as he
flattened it out on the cushioned desk. Or how husky was his

voice, to the point of the opening sentences being almost
inaudible. The young clergyman suffered, indeed, so it

appeared, from a painfully excessive fit of nervousness. All

this she missed, not awakening from her state of bHssful trance
until the sermon had been under way some good five to ten
minutes.

Her awakening even then was gradual. It was also un-
pleasant. It began in vague and uneasy suspicion of some-
thing unusual and agitating toward. In consciousness of a
hushed and strained attention, very foreign to the customary
placid, not to say bovine, indifference of the ordinary country
congregation. The preacher's voice was audible enough now,
in good truth, though still under insufficient control. It

roared, cracked upward, approaching a scream. Sentences
trod on one another's heels, so rapid was his delivery ; or
bumped and jolted so overlaid was it with emphasis. He,
dealt in ugly words,too

—
" Hes, drunkenness,theft,profanity ;

*'

and worse still, " uncleanness, adultery, carnal debauchery."
For not venial sins only, but mortal sins likewise were rife in

Deadham, as he averred, matters of common knowledge
and everyday occurrence—tolerated if not openly encouraged,
callously winked at. The pubHc conscience could hardly be
said to exist, so indurated was it, so moribund through lack of

stimulation and through neglect. Yet such wickedness, sooner
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or later, must call down the vengeance of an offended God.
It would be taken upon these lawbreakers. Here or here-

after these evil-livers would receive the chastisement their

deeds invited and deserved. Let no man deceive himself.

God is just. He is also very terrible in judgment. Hell yawns
for the impenitent.

Breathless, he paused ; and a subdued sigh, an instinctive

shuffling of feet ran through the assembly.—Yet these were
but generalities after all, often heard before, when you came
to think, though seldom so forcibly put. Every man made
Hberal gift of such denunciations to his neighbours, rather than
appUed their lesson to himself. But Reginald Sawyer was
merely gathering energy, gathering courage for more detailed

assault. He felt nervous to the verge of collapse—a new and
really horrible experience. His head was hot, his feet cold.

The temptation simply and crudely to give in, bundle down
the pulpit stairs and bolt, was contemptibly great. His eye-

sight played tricks on him. Below there, in the body of the

church, the rows of faces ran together into irregular pink
blots spread meaninglessly above the brown of the oaken
pews, the brown, drab, and black, too, of their owners'

Sunday best. Here and there a child's Hght frock or

white hat intruded upon the prevailing neutral tints ; as did,

in a startling manner, Damaris Verity's russet-red plume and
suit.

Times and again, since he began his sermon, had that dash
of rich colour drawn his reluctant attention. He recoiled

from, oddly dreaded it—now more than ever, since to him it

rather mercilessly focussed the subject and impending climax
of his denunciatory address.

The pause began to affect the waiting congregation, which
stirred uneasily. Some one coughed. And Sawyer was a

sufficiently practised speaker to know that, once you lose

touch with an audience, it is next to impossible successfully

to regain your ascendency over it. Unless he was prepared
to accept ignominious defeat he must brace himself, or it

would be too late. He abominated defeat. Therefore, sum-
moning all his native combativeness, he took his own fear by
the throat, straightened his manuscript upon the desk, and
vehemently broke forth into speech.

—Did his hearers deny or doubt the truth of his assertions,

suppose that he spoke at random, or without realization of

the heavy responsibility he incurred in advancing such

2%
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accusations ? They were in error, so he told them. He
advanced no accusations which he could not justify by ex-

amples chosen from among themselves, from among residents

in this parish. He would be false to his duty both to them

—

his present audience—and to his and their Creator, were he to

abstain from giving those examples out of respect of persons.

Other occupants of this pulpit might have—he feared had

—

allowed worldly considerations to influence and silence them.
k A nasty cut this, at the poor vicar-canon, increasingly

a prey to distracted fidgets, sitting helpless in the chancel.

But of such pusillanimity, such time-serving, he—Reginald
Sawyer—scorned to be guilty. The higher placed the sinner,

the more heinous the sin.—He would deal faithfully with all,

since not only was the salvation of each one in jeopardy, but
his own salvation was in peril likewise, inasmuch as, at the

dread Last Assize, he would be required to give account of

his stewardship in respect of this sinful place.

Thus far Damaris had Hstened in deepening distaste.

Surely the young man very much magnified his office, was in

manner exaggerated, in matter aggressive and verbose ?

Notwithstanding its attempted solemnity and heat, his

sermon seemed to be conventional, just a " way of talking
"

and a conceited one at that. But, as he proceeded to set forth

his promised examples of local ill-Hving, distaste passed into

bewilderment and finally into a sense of outrage, blank and
absolute. He named no names, and wrapped his statements
up in Biblical language. Yet they remained suggestive and
significant enough. He spoke, surely, of those v>^hose honour
was dearest to her, whom she boundlessly loved. Under plea

of rebuking vice, he laid bare the secrets, violated the sancti-

ties of their private fives. Yet was not that incredible ? All

decencies of custom and usage forbade it, stamped such dis-

closure as unpermissible, fantastic. He must be mad, or she
herself mad, mishearing, misconceiving him.

" Adulterous father, bastard son—pubfican sheltering

youthful offenders from healthy punishment in the interests

of personal gain."—Of that last she made nothing, failed to

follow it. But the rest ?

' It was true, too. But not as he represented it, all its tragic

beauty, all the nobleness which tempered and, in a measure
at least, discounted the great wrong of it, stripped away

—

leaving it naked, torn from its setting, without context and
so without perspective. Against this not only her tenderness,
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but sense of justice, passionately fought. He made it mons-
trous and, in that far, untrue, as caricature is untrue, crying

aloud for explanation and analysis. Yet who could explain ?

Circumstances of time and place rendered all protest im-
possible. Nothing could be done, nothing said. Thus her

beloved persons were exposed, judged, condenmed unheard,

without opportunity of defence.

And realizing this, realizing redress hopelessly barred, she

cowered down, her head bowed, almost to the level of the

marble couch whereon the figures of knight and lady re-

posed in the high serenity of love and death. Happier they

than she, poor child, for her pride trailed in the dust, her

darling romance of brother and sister and all tl e rare pieties

of her heart, defiled by a shameful publicity, exposed for

every Tom, Dick and Harry to paw over and sneer at

!

Horror of a crowd, which watches the infliction of some
signal disgrace, tormented her imagination, moreover, to the

temporary breaking of her spirit. Whether that crowd was,

in the main, hostile or sympathetic mattered nothing. The
fact that it silently sat there, silently observed, made every

member of it, for the time, her enemy. Even the trusted

servants just behind, comfortable comely Mary, soft Mrs.

Cooper, the devoted Patch, were hateful to her as the rest.

Their very loyalty—^which she for no instant doubted—^went

only to fill the cup of her humiliation to the brim.

Reginald Sawyer's voice continued ; but what he said now
she neither heard nor cared. Her martyrdom could hardly

suffer augmentation, the whole world seemed against her,

she set apart, pilloried.—But not alone. Faircloth was set

apart, pilloried, also. And remembering this, her courage

revived. The horror of the crowd lifted. For herself she

could not fight ; but for him she could fight, with strength

and conviction, out of the greatness of her love for him, out

of her recognition that the ignominy inflicted upon him was
more bitter, more cruel, than any inflicted upon her. For

those who dare, in a moment the worst can turn best.—She

would make play with the freedom which this breach of con-

vention, of social reticence, of moral discretion, conferred

upon her. The preacher had gone far in demolition. She

would go as far, and further, in construction, in restitution.

Would openly acknowledge the bond which joined Faircloth

to her and to her people, by openly claiming his protection

now, in this hour of her disgrace and supreme dismay. She
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would offer no excuse, no apology. Only there should be no
more attempted concealment or evasion of the truth on her

part, no furtiveness in his and her relation. Once and for all

she would make her declaration, cry it from the house-top in

fearless yet tender pride.

Damaris stood up, conspicuous in her red dress amid that

rather drab assembly as a leaping flame. She turned about,

fronting the perplexed and agitated congregation, her head
carried high, her face austere for all its youthful softness, an
heroic quaUty, something, indeed, superlative and grandiose

in her bearing and expression causing a shrinking in those

who saw her and a certain sense of awe.
Her eyes sought Faircloth ^gain. Found him, and un-

falteringly spoke with him, bidding him claim her as she

claimed him, bidding him come. Which bidding he obeyed ;

and that at the same rather splendid level of sentiment,

worthily sustaining her abounding faith in him. For a touch
of the heroic and superlative was present in his bearing and
expression, also, as he came up the church between the well-

filled pews—these tenanted, to left and right, by some who
figured in his daily hfe, figured in his earhest recollections, by
others, newcomers, to him, even by sight, barely known

;
yet

each and all, irrespective of age, rank, and position, affecting

his outlook and mental atmosphere in some particular, as

every human personality does and must, with whom one's

life, ever so transiently, is thrown. Had he had time to con-

sider them, this cloud of witnesses might have proved dis-

turbing even to his masterful will and steady nerve. But he
had not time. There was for him—so perfectly—the single

object, the one searching yet lovely call to answer, the one
act to be performed.

Reaching the front pew upon the gospel side, Darcy Fair-

cloth took Damaris' outstretched hand. He looked her in the

eyes, his own worshipful, ablaze at once with a great joy and
a great anger ; and then lead her back, down the length of the
aisle, through the west door into the hberty of the sunshine
and the crisp northerly wind outside.

Standing here, the houses and trees of the village lay below
them. The whole ghnting expanse of the Haven was visible

right up to the town of Marychurch gathered about its long-

backed Abbey, whose tower, tall and in effect almost spectral,

showed against the purple ridges of forest and moorland
beyond. Over the salt-marsh in the valley, a flock of plovers

(
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dipped and wheeled, their backs and wide flapping wings
black, till, in turning, their breasts and undersides flashed

into snow and pearl.

And because brother and sister, notwithstanding diversities

of upbringing and of station, were ahke children of the open
rather than of cities, born to experiment, to travel and to sea-

faring round this ever-spinning globe, they instinctively took
note of the extensive, keen though sun-gilded prospect

—

before breaking silence and giving voice to the emotion which
possessed them—and, in so doing, found refreshment and a
brave cleansing to their souls.

Still holding Faircloth's hand, and still silent, her shoulder
touching his now and again in walking, Damaris went down
the sloping path, hoary Uchen-stained head-and-foot stones

set in the vivid churchyard grass—as yet unbleached by the
cold of winter—on either side. The sense of his strength, of

the fine unblemished vigour of his young manhood, here close

beside her—so strangely her possession and portion of her
natural inalienable heritage—filled her with confident security

and with a restful, wondering calm. So that the shame pub-
licly put on her to shed its bitterness, her horror of the watching
crowd departed fading out into unreality. Though still

shaken, still quivering inwardly from the ordeal of the past
hour, she already viewed that shame and horror as but acci-

dents to be lived down and disregarded, by no means as

essential elements in the adventurous and precious whole.
Presently they would altogether lose their power to wound
and to distress her, while this freedom and the closer union,

gained by means of them, continued immutable and fixed.

It followed that, when in opening the churchyard gate and
holding it back for her to pass, Faircloth perforce let go her
hand and, the spell of contact severed, found himself con-

strained to speak at last, saying :

" You know you have done a mighty splendid, dangerous
thing—no less than burned your boats—and that in the heat
of generous impulse, blind, perhaps—I can't but fear so—to

the heavy cost."

Damaris could interrupt him, with quick, sweet defiance :

" But there is no cost !

"

And, to drive home the sincerity of her disclaimer, and
further reassure him, she took his hand again and held it for

an instant close against her bosom, tears and laughter to-

gether present in her eyes.
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"Ah I you beautiful dear, you beautiful dear," Faircloth

cried, brokenly, as in pain, somewhat indeed beside himself.
" Before God, I come near blessing that blatant young fool

and pharisee of a parson since he has brought me to this."

Then he put her a little way from him, penetrated by fear

lest the white love which—^in all honour and reverence—he
was bound to hold her in should flush, ever so faintly, red.

** For, after all, it is up to me," he said, more to himself than
to her, " to make very sure there isn't, and never—by God's
mercy—shall be, any cost."

And with that—for the avoidance of the congregation, now
streaming rather tumultuously out of church—they went on
across the village green, hissed at by slow waddling, hard-
eyed, most conceited geese, to the lane which leads down to

the causeway and warren skirting the river-bank.



» CHAPTER IV

WHEREIN MISS FELICIA VERITY CONCLUSIVELY SHOWS WHAT
SPIRIT SHE IS OF

HER attraction consisted in her transparency, in

the eager simphcity with which she cast her home-
made nets and set her innocuous springes. To-day

Miss FeHcia was out to wing the Angel of Peace, and crowd that

celestial messenger into the arms of Damaris and Theresa
Bilson collectively and severally. Such was the major
interest of the hour. But, for Miss Fehcia the oncoming of

middle-age by no means condemned the lesser pleasures of life

to nullity. Hence the minor interest of the hour centred in

debate as to whether or not the thermometer justified her

wearing a coat of dark blue silk and cloth, heavily trimmed
with rucheings and passementerie, reaching to her feet. A
somewhat sumptuous garment this, given her by Sir Charles

and Damaris last winter in Madrid. She fancied herself in it

greatly, both for the sake of the dear donors, and because
the cut of it was clever . disguising the over-narrowness of her

maypole-hke figure and giving her a becoming breadth and
fulness.

\^. She decided in favour of the coveted splendour ; and at

about a quarter-past twelve strolled along the carriage-drive

on her way to the goose green and the village street. There,

or thereabouts, unless her plot lamentably miscarried, she

expected to meet her niece and that niece's ex-governess-

companion, herded in amicable converse by the pinioned

Angel of Peace. Her devious and discursive mind fluttered to

and fro, meanwhile, over a number of but loosely connected
subjects.

Of precisely what, upon a certain memorable occasion, had
taken place between her brother. Sir Charles, and poor
Theresa—causing the latter to send up urgent signals of

distress to which she. Miss FeHcia, instantly responded—she

still was ignorant. Theresa had, she feared, been just a wee

343
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bit flighty, leaving Damaris unattended while herself mildly

gadding. But such dereliction of duty was insufficient to

account for the arbitrary fashion in which she had been sent

about her business, literally—the word wasn't pretty

—

chucked out ! Miss FeHcia always suspected there must be

something, she wouldn't say worse—it sounded harsh—^but

something more than merely that. Her interpretations of

pecuhar conduct were hable to run in terms of the heart.

Had Theresa, poor thing, by chance formed a hopeless attach-

ment ?—Hopeless, of course, almost ludicrously so ;
yet

what more natural, more comprehensible, Charles being who
and what he was ? Not that he would, in the faintest degree,

lend himself to such misplaced affection. Of that he was
i ncapable. The bare idea was grotesque. He, of course, was
guiltless. But, assuming there was a feehng on Theresa's

side, wasn't she equally guiltless ? She could not help being

fascinated.—Thus Miss FeHcia was bound to acquit both.

Ahke they left the court without a stain on their respective

characters.

Not for worlds would she ever dream of worrying Charles

by attempting to reintroduce poor Theresa to his notice. But
with Damaris it was different. The idea that any persons of

her acquaintance were at sixes and sevens, on bad terms,

when, with a little good will on their part and tactful effort

upon hers, they might be on pleasant ones was to her actively

afflicting. To drop an old friend, or even one not conspicu-

ously friendly if bound to you by associations and habit,

appeared to her an offence against corporate humanity, an
actual however fractional lowering of the temperature of

universal charity. The loss to one was a loss to all—^in some
sort. Therefore did she run to adjust, to smooth, to palliate.

Charles was away—it so neatly happened—and Theresa
Bilson here, not, it must be owned, altogether without Miss
Felicia's connivance. If darling Damaris still was possessed
of a hatchet she must clearly be given this opportunity to

bury it. To have that weapon safe underground would be,

from every point of view, so very much nicer. ^

At this point in her meditations beneath the trees bordering
the carriage drive, their bare tops swaying in the breeze and
bright sunshine. Miss Felicia fell to contrasting the present
exhilarating morning with that dismally rainy one, just over
three years ago, when—regardless of her sister, Mrs. Cowden's
remonstrances—^she had come here from Paulton Lacy in
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response to Theresa's signals of distress. Just at the elbow of

the diive, so she remembered, she had met a quite astonishingly

good-looking young man, brown-gold bearded, his sou'wester

and oilskins shining with wet. She vaguely recalled some
talk about him with her brother, Sir Charles, afterwards during

luncheon.—What was it ?—Oh ! yes, of course, it was he who
had rescued Damaris when she was lost out on the Bar, and
brought her home down the tide-river by boat. She had often

wanted to know more about him, for he struck her at the

time as quite out of the common, quite remarkably attractive.

But on the only occasion since when she had mentioned the

subject, Damaris drew in her horns and became curiously

uncommunicative. It was all connected, of course, with the

dear girl's illness and the disagreeable episode of Theresa's

dismissal.—How all the more satisfactory, then, that the

Theresa business, in any case, was at this very hour in process

of being set right ! Miss Felicia had advised Theresa how to

act—to speak to Damaris quite naturally and affectionately,

taking her goodwill for granted. Damaris would be charming

to her, she felt convinced.

FeHcia Verity held the fronts of her long blue coat together,

since the wind sported with them rather roughly, and went
forward with her quick, wavering gait.

It was a pity Damaris did not marry she sometimes felt.

Of course, Charles would miss her quite terribly. Their love

for one another was so dehghtful, so really unique. On his

account she was glad.—And yet—with a sigh, while the

colour in her thin cheeks heightened a little—lacking marriage

a woman's hfe is rather incomplete. Not that she herself had
reason for complaint, with all the affection showered upon
her ! The last two years, in particular, had been abundantly

blessed, thanks to Charles and Damaris. She admired them,

dear people, with all her warm heart and felt very grateful

to them.
Here it should be registered, in passing, that the resilience

of Felicia Verity's inherent good-breeding saved her gratitude

from any charge of groveUing, as it saved her many enthu-

siasms from any charge of sloppiness. Both, if exaggerated,

still stood squarely, even gallantly upon their feet.

Her mind switched back to the ever fertile question of the

married and the single state. She often wondered why
Charles never espoused a second wife. He would have liked

a son surely ? But then, were it possible to find a fault in him,
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it would be that of a little coldness, a little loftiness in his

attitude towards women. He was too far above them in

intellect and experience, she supposed, and through all the

remarkable mihtary commands he had held, administrative

posts he had occupied, quite to come down to their level. In

some ways Damaris was very like him—clever, lofty too at

moments. Possibly this accounted for her apparent indiffer-

ence to affairs of the heart and to lovers. Anyhow, she had
ample time before her still in relation to all that.

Miss Felicia passed into the road. About fifty yards dis-

tant she saw the servants—Mary, Mrs. Cooper, and Patch

—

standing close together in a quaint, solemn, httle bunch. The
two small Patches circled round the said bunch, patiently

expectant, not being admitted evidently to whatever dehber-

ations their elders and betters had in hand.

Felicia Verity's relations with the servants were invariably

excellent. Yet, finding them in mufti, outside the boun-
daries of her brother's demesne thus, she was conscious of a

certain modesty, hesitating alike to intrude upon their con-

fabulations and to pass onward without a trifle amiable of talk.

She advanced, smihng, nodded to the two women, then
" A dehcious day, isn't it. Patch ? " she said, adding, for

lack of a more pertinent remark—" What kind of sermon did

the new curate, Mr. Sawyer, give you ?—A good one, I hope ?
"

A pause followed this guileless question, during which
Mary looked on the ground, Mrs. Cooper murmured :

" Oh !

dear, oh, dear!" under her breath, and Patch swallowed
visibly before finding voice to reply :

" One, I regret to say, ma'am, he never ought to have
preached."

" Poor young man !
" she laughed it off. " You're a

terribly severe critic, I'm afraid, Patch. Probably he was
nervous."

*' And reason enough. You might think Satan himself

stood at his elbow, the wicked things he said."

This statement, coming from the mild and cow-like Mrs.

Cooper, caused Felicia Verity the livehest surprise. She
glanced enquiringly from one to the other of the httle group,

reading constraint and hardly repressed excitement in the
countenance of each. Their aspect and behaviour struck

her, in fact, as singular to the point of alarm.
" Mary," she asked, a trifle breathlessly, " has anything

happened ? Where is Miss Damaris ?
"
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" Hadn't she got back to The Hard, ma'am, before you
came out ?

"

" No—why should she ? You and the other servants

always reach home first."

" Miss Damans went out before the rest," Mrs. Cooper
broke forth in dolorous widowed accents. " And no wonder,
pore dear young lady, was it, Mr. Patch ? My heart bled for

her, ma'am, that it did."

Miss Felicia, gentle and eager, so pathetically resembUng
yet not resembhng her famous brother, grew autocratic, stern

as him almost, for once.
** And you allowed Miss Damaris to leave church alone—she

felt unwell, I suppose—none of you accompanied her ? I

don't understand it at all," she said.
'* Young Captain Faircloth went out with Miss Damaris.

She wished it, ma'am," Mary declared, heated and resentful

at the unmerited rebuke. " She as good as called to him to

come and take her out of church. It wasn't for us to inter-

fere, so we held back."
" Captain Faircloth ? But this becomes more and more

extraordinary ! Who is Captain Faircloth ?
"

" Ah ! there you touch it, you must excuse my saying,

ma'am." Mrs. Cooper gasped.

But at this juncture, Patch, rising to the height of mascu-
line responsibility, flung himself gallantly—and how un-
willingly—into the breach. He was wounded in his respect

and respectability ahke, wounded for the honour of the

family whom he had so long and faithfully served. He was
fairly cut to the quick—while these three females merely
darkened judgment by talking all at cross purposes and all at

once. Never had the solid, honest coachman found himself

in a tighter or, for that matter, in anything like so tight a
place. But, looking in the direction of the village, black of

clothing, heavy of walk and figure, he espied, as he trusted,

approaching help.
" If you please, ma'am," he said, touching his black bowler

as he spoke, " I see Canon Horniblow coming along the road.

I think it would be more suitable for him to give you an
account of what has passed. He'll know how to put it with

—

with the least unpleasantness to all parties. It isn't our

place—Mrs. Cooper's, Mary's, or mine—if you'll pardon my
making so free with my opinion, to mention any more of

what's took place."
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Felicia Verity, now thoroughly frightened, darted forward.

The fronts of her blue coat again flew apart, and that

rich garment stood out in a prodigious frill around
and behind her from the waist, as she leaned on the wind,

almost running in her agitation and haste.
" My dear Canon," she cried, *' I am in such anxiety. I

learn something has happened to my niece, who I had
come to meet. Our good servants are so distractingly

mysterious. They refer me to you. Pray relieve my uncer-

tainty and suspense."

But, even while she spoke. Miss Felicia's anxiety deepened,

for the kindly, easygoing clergyman appeared to suffer, like

the servants, from some uncommon shock. His large fleshy

nose and somewhat pendulous cheeks were a mottled, purplish

red. Anger and deprecation struggled in his glance.
" I was on my way to The Hard," he began, " to express

my regrets—offer my apologies would hardly be too strong a
phrase—to your niece. Miss Verity, and to yourself. For I

felt compelled, without any delay, to dissociate myself
from the intemperate procedure of my colleague—of my
curate. He has used, or rather misused, his official position,

has grievously misused the privileges of the pulpit—the

pulpit of our parish church—to attack the reputation of

private individuals and resuscitate long-buried scandals."

The speaker was, unquestionably, greatly distressed. Miss
Felicia, though more than ever bewildered, felt for him warmly.
It pained her excessively to observe how his large hands
clasped and unclasped, how his loose Ups worked.

" Let me assure you," he went on, " though I trust that is

superfluous
'

'

" I am certain it is, dear Dr. Horniblow," she feelingly

declared.
" Thanks," he replied. " You are most kind, most indulgent

to me, Miss Verity.—Superfluous, I wouM say, to assure you
that my colleague adopted this deplorable course without my
knowledge or sanction. He sprang it on me like a bomb-shell.
As a Christian my conscience, as a gentleman my sense of

fair play, condemns his action."
" Yes—yes—I sympathize.—I am convinced you are in-

capable of any indiscretion, any unkindness, in the pulpit or
out of it. But why, my dear Canon, apologize to us ? How
can this unfortunate sermon affect me or my niece ? How
can the scandal you hint at in any respect concern us ?

"
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" Because," he began, that motthng of purple increasingly

deforming his amiable face.—^And there words failed him, in-

continently he stuck. He detested strong language, but

—heavens and earth—liow could he put it to her, as she

gazed at him with startled, candid eyes, innocent of guile as

those of a babe ? Only too certainly no word had reached

her of the truth. The good man groaned in spirit for, Hke
Patch, he found himself in a place of quite unexampled
tightness, and with no hope of shunting the immense
discomfort of it on to aUen shoulders such as had been

granted the happier Patch.
" Because," he began again, only to suffer renewed agony

of wordlessness. In desperation he shifted his ground.
" You have heard, perhaps, that your niece. Miss Damaris,

left the church before the conclusion of the sermon ? I do

not blame her"
He waved a fatherly hand. Miss Verity acquiesced.
" Or rather was led out by—by Captain Faircloth—

a

young officer in the mercantile marine, whose abilities and
successful advance in his profession this village has every

reason to respect."

He broke off.

" Let us walk on towards The Hard. Pray let us walk on.

—

Has no rumour ever reached you, Miss Verity, regarding

this young man ?
"

The wildest ideas flitted through Miss Fehcia's brain.

—

The figure in shiny oilskins—yet preposterous, surely ?

—

After all, an affair of the heart—misplaced affection

—

Damaris ?—Did this account for the apparent indifference ?

—How intensely interesting; yet how unwise.—How—but

she must keep her own counsel. The wind, now at her back,

glued the blue coat inconveniently against and even between

her legs, unceremoniously whisking her forward.
" Rumours—oh, none," she protested.
" None ? " he echoed despairingly. " Pray let us walk on."

A fooHsh urgency on his part this she felt, since she was

already almost on the run.
" None that, by birth, Captain Faircloth is somewhat

nearly related to your family—to your—your brother, Sir

Charles, in fact ?
"

There, the incubus was off his straining chest at last ! He
felt easier, capable of manipulating the situation to some

extent, smoothing down its rather terrible acerbities.
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" Such connections do," he hastened to add, " as we must

regretfully admit, exist even in the highest, the most exalted

circles. Irregularities of youth, doubtlessly deeply re-

pented of. I repeat sins of youth, at which only the sinless

—

and they, alas ! to the shame of my sex are lamentably few

—

can be quahfied to cast a stone.—You, you follow me ?
"

" You mean me to understand "

" Yes, yes—exactly so—to understand that this young
man is reputed to be "

" Thank you, my dear Canon—thank you," FeHcia Verity

here interposed quickly, yet with much simple dignity, for on
a sudden she became singularly unfiurried and composed.

" I do, I beheve, follow you," she continued.
—

'* You have
discharged your difficult mission with a dehcacy and con-

sideration for which I am grateful ; but I am unequal to

discussing the subject in further detail just now.—^To me,
you know, my brother is above criticism. Whatever inci-

dents may—may belong to former years, I accept without
cavil or question, in silence—dear Dr. Horniblow—in

silence. His wishes upon this matter—should he care to con-

fide them to me—and those of my niece, will dictate my con-

duct to—towards my nephew, Captain Faircloth.—Beheve
me, in all sincerity, I thank you. I am very much indebted
to you for the information you have communicated to me.
It simplifies my position. And now," she gave him her

hand, " will you pardon my asking you to leave me ?
"

Walking slowly—for he felt played out, pretty thoroughly
done for, as he put it, and beat—back to the vicarage and his

belated Sunday dinner:

—

*' And of such are the Kingdom of Heaven," James Horni-
blow said to himself—perhaps truly.

He also said other things, distinctly other things, in which
occurred the name of Reginald Sax^yer whose days as curate

of Deadham were numbered. If he did not resign voluntarily,

well then, pressure must, very certainly, be employed to make
him resign.

Meanwhile that blue-coated, virginal member of the King-
dom of Heaven sped homeward at the top of her speed. She
was conscious of immense upheaval. Never had she felt so

ahve, so on the spot. The portals of highest drama swung
wide before her. She hastened to enter and pour forth the
abounding treasures of her sympathy at the feet of the actors

in thisi most marvellous piece. That her own part in it must
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be insignificant, probably not even a speaking one, troubled
her not the least. She was out for them, not for herself.

It was, also, characteristic of Miss Felicia that she felt in

nowise shocked. Not the ethical, still less the social aspects of

the drama affected her, but only its human ones. These dear
people had suffered, and she hadn't known it. They suffered

still. She enclosed them in arms of compassion.—If to the
pure all things are pure, Fehcia Verity's purity at this junc-
ture radiantly stood the test. And that, not through puri-

tanical shutting of the eyes or juggling with fact. As she
declared to Canon Horniblow, she accepted the incident with-
out question or cavil—for her brother. For herself, any possi-

bihty of stepping off the narrow path of virtue, and exploring

the alluring, fragrant thickets disposed to left of it andfto
right, had never ever so distantly occurred to her.

She arrived at The Hard with a bright colour and beating
heart. Crossed the hall and waited at the drawing-room door.

A man's voice was audible within, low-toned and grave, but
very pleasant. It reminded her curiously of Charles—Charles

long ago on leave from India, lightening the heavy conven-
tionalities of Canton Magna with his briUiant, enigmatic,

and—to her—all too fugitive presence. Harriet had never
really appreciated Charles—though she was dazzled by his

fame at intervals—didn't really appreciate him to this day.
Well, the loss was hers, and the gain indubitably Felicia's,

since the elder sister's obtuseness had left the younger sister

a free field.—At thought of which Fehcia softly laughed.

Again she hstened to the man's voice—her brother Charles's

dehghtful young voice. It brought back the glamour of her

girlhood, of other voices which had mingled with his, of

dances, picnics, cricket matches, days with the hounds. She
felt strangely moved, transported; also strangely shy—so

that she debated retirement. Did not, of course, retire, but
went into the drawing-room with a gentle rush, a dart between
the stumpy pillars.

" I hoped that I should find you both," she said. " Yes,"
to Damaris' solemn and enquiring eyes

—
" I happened to

meet our good, kind Canon and have a little conversation

with him. I hope "—to Faircloth
—

" you and I may come
to know one another better, know one another as friends.

You are not going ?—No, indeed, you must stay to luncheon.

It would grieve me—and I think would grieve my brother

Charles also, if you refused to break bread in this house,"



CHAPTER V

DEALING WITH EMBLEMS, OMENS, AND DEMONSTRATIONS

DEADHAM resembled most country parishes in this,

that, while revelHng in internal dissensions, when
attacked from without its inhabitants promptly

scrapped every vendetta and, for the time being, stood back
to back against the world.

As one consequence of such parochial sohdarity, the village

gentry set in a steady stream towards The Hard on the

Monday afternoon following the historic Sunday already

chronicled. Commander and Mrs. Battye called. Captain
and Mrs. Taylor called, bringing with them their daughter
Louisa, a tight-lipped, well-instructed High School mistress,

of whom her parents stood—one couldn't but notice it

—

most wholesomely in awe. As is the youthful cuckoo in the
nest of the hedge-sparrow, so was Louisa Taylor to the authors
of her being.—Mrs. Horniblow called also, flanked by her two
girls, May and Doris—plain, thick-set, energetic, well-

meaning young persons, whom their shrewd mother loved,

sheltered, ralHed, and cherished, while perfectly aware of

their limitations as to beauty and to brains. Immediately
behind her shpped in Mrs. Cripps. The doctor abstained,

conscious of having put a match to the fuse which had exploded
yesterday's astounding homiletic torpedo. The whole affair

irritated him to the point of dete^able ill-temper. Still, if

only to throw dust in the pubhc eye, the house of Cripps
must be represented. He therefore deputed the job—like so

many another ungrateful one—to his forlorn-looking and
red-eyed spouse.

This vote of confidence, if somewhat crudely proposed and
seconded, was still so evidently sincere and kindly meant that

Damaris and Miss Fehcia felt constrained to accept it in good
part.

Conversation ran upon the weather, the crops, the migra-
tory wild fowl now peopHng the Haven, the Royal Family

—
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invariably a favourite topic this, in genteel circles furthest

removed from the throne—in anecdotes of servants and of

pets; interspersed with protests against the rise in butcher
Cleeve's prices, the dullness of the newspapers and the sur-

prising scarcity of eggs.—Ran on any and every subject, in

short, save that of sermons preached by curates enamoured
of the Decalogue.

Alone—^saving and excepting Dr. Cripps—did the Miss

Minetts fail to put in an appearance. This of necessity, since

had not they, figuratively speaking, warmed the viper in their

bosoms, cradled the assassin upon their hearth ? They were
further handicapped, in respect of any demonstration, by the

fact of Theresa Bilson's presence in their midst. Owing to the

general combustion, Miss FeHcia and the Peace Angel's joint

mission had gone by the wall. Theresa was still an exile from
The Hard, and doomed to remain so as the event proved.

With that remarkable power—not uncommon in her sex—of

transmuting fact, granted the heahng hand of time, from
defeat to personal advantage, she had converted her repulse

by Sir Charles Verity into a legend of quite flattering quahty.

She had left The Hard because But

—

*' She must not be asked to give chapter and verse. The
position had been extremely delicate. Even now she could

barely speak of it—she had gone through too much. To be more
expHcit"—she bridled

—"would trench upon the immodest,

almost. But just this she could say—she withdrew from The
Hard three years ago, because she saw withdrawal would be

best for others. Their peace of mind had been her object."

The above guarded confidences the Miss Minetts, hanging

upon her lips, received with devout admiration and fully

beheved. And, the best of it was, Theresa had come by now,

thanks to frequent rehearsal, fully to believe this version

herself. At the present juncture it had its convenience, since

she could declare her allegiance to her former employer un-

impaired. Thereby was she at liberty to join in the local con-

demnation of Reginald Sawyer and his sermon. She did so

with an assumption of elegant, if shghtly hysterical, omni-

science. This was not without its practical side. She

regretted her inabihty to meet him at meals. In consequence

the Miss Minetts proposed he should be served in his own
sitting-room, until such time as it suited him to find another

place of residence than the Grey House. For their allegiance

went on all fours with Theresa's. It was also unimpaired,

23
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Propriety had been outraged on every hand, matters, hereto-

fore deemed unmentionable, rushed into the forefront of

knowledge and conversation ;
yet never had they actually

enjoyed themselves so greatly. The sense of being a storm

centre—inasmuch as they harboured the viper assassin

—

produced in them an unexampled militancy. Latent sex-

antagonism revealed itself. The man, by common consent

was down ; and, being down, the Miss Minetts jumped on him,

pounded him, if terms so vulgar are permissible in respect for

ladies so refined. For every sin of omission, committed
against their womanhood by the members of his sex, they

made him scapegoat—unconsciously it is true, but effect-

tively none the less. From being his slaves they became his

tormentors. Never was young fellow more taken aback. Such
revulsions of human feehng are instructive—deplorable or

diverting according as you view it.

Meanwhile that portion of the local gentry aforesaid, whom
awkward personal predicament—as in the case of Dr. Cripps

and the Miss Minetts—did not preclude from visiting The
Hard, having called early on Monday afternoon also left

early, being anxious to prove their civility of purest water,

untainted by self-seeking, by ulterior greed of tea and cakes.

It followed that Damaris found herself reheved of their

somewhat embarrassed, though kindly and well-intentioned,

presence before sunset. And of this she was glad since the

afternoon had been fruitful of interests far more intimate

and vital in character. i

While Captain and Mrs. Taylor, with their highly superior

offspring Louisa, still held the floor, Damaris received a tele-

gram from her father announcing a change of plans involving

his immediate return.
" Send to meet the seven-thtrty at Marychurch," so the

pink paper instructed her. " Cateret comes with me. When
we arrive will explain."

On reception of the above, her first thought was of the letter

forwarded yesterday from the India Office, bearing the
signature of the Secretary of State. And close on the heels of

that thought, looking over its shoulder, indeed, in the effort

—

which she resisted—to claim priority, was the thought of the

dear man with the blue eyes about to be a guest, once again,

under this roof. This gave her a little thrill, a Httle gasp,

wrapping her away to the borders of sad inattention to Louisa
Taylor's somewhat academic discourse.—^The girl's EngUsh
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was altogether too grammatical for entire good-breeding. In
that how very far away from Carteret's !—Damaris tried to

range herself with present company. But the man with the
blue eyes indubitably held the centre of the stage. She wore
the pearls to-day he gave her at St. Augustin. In what spirit

did he come ?—She hoped in the earlier one, that of the time
when she so completely trusted him. For his counsel, dared
she claim it in that earlier spirit, would be of inestimable

value just now. She so badly needed someone in authority

to advise with as to the events of yesterday, both in

their mahgn and their beneficent aspects. Aunt Felicia had
risen to the height of her capacity—dear thing, had been
exquisite ; but she would obey orders rather than issue them.
Her office was not to lead, but rather to be led. And that the

events of yesterday opened a new phase of her own and Fair-

cloth's relation to one another appeared beyond dispute.

Where exactly did the curve of duty towards her father touch
that relation, run parallel with or intersect it ? She felt per-

plexed.

After tea. Miss FeHcia having vanished on some affair of

her own—Damaris asked no question, but supposed it not

unconnected with the now, since Sir Charles was about to

return, permanently exiled Theresa—our maiden went up-

stairs, in the tender evening hght, on domestic cares intent.

She wished to assure herself that the chintz bedroom, opening
off. the main landing and overlooking the lawn and front

garden, had been duly made ready for Colonel Carteret. She
took a somewhat wistful pleasure in silently ministering to his

possible small needs in the matter of sufficient wealth of

towels, candles, and soap. She lengthened out the process.

Lingered, rearranged the ornaments upon the mantelpiece,

the bunch of sweet-leafed geranium—as yet unshrivelled by
frost—and belated roses, placed in a vase upon the toilet-table.

In so doing she caught sight of her reflection in the mirror,

and paused, studying it. Her looks were not at their best.

She was wan.—^That might, in part, be owing to the waning
light. Around her eyes were dark circles, making them
appear unnaturally large and solemn. So yesterday's emo-
tions had left their mark ! The nervous strain had been con-

siderable and she showed it. One cannot drink the cup of

shame, however undeserved, with physical any more than with

mental impunity. She still felt a little shattered, but hoped
neither her father nor Carteret would remark her pUght. If
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the whole affair of yesterday could, in its objectionable

aspects, be kept from Sir Charles's knowledge she would be

infinitely glad. And why shouldn't it be ? Without per-

mission, Aunt FeHcia certainly would not tell. Neither would
the servants. The parish had given testimony, this after-

noon, both of its good faith and its discretion.

So much for the objectionable side of the matter. But
there was another side, far from objectionable, beautiful in

sentiment and in promise. And, still viewing her reflection

in the glass, she saw her eyes lose their solemnity, lighten

with a smile her hps repeated. This was where Carteret's

advice would be of so great value. How much ought she to tell

her father of all that ?

For, from amidst the shame, the anger, the strain and
effort, Faircloth showed, to her thinking, triumphant, satis-

fying alike to her affection and her taste. In no respect would
she have asked him other than he was.

She moved across to the window, and sat down there, look-

ing out over the garden and battery, with its little cannons, to

the Bar, and sea beyond which melted into the dim primrose

and silver of the horizon. Such colour as existed was soft,

soothing, the colour of a world of dreams, of subdued and
voiceless fancies. It was harmonious, restful as an accom-
paniment to vision.—Damaris let it lap against her conscious-

ness, encircUng, supporting this, as water laps, also encircHng

and supporting—while caressing, mysteriously whispering

against a boat's side—a boat lying at its moorings, swinging

gently upon an even keel.—And her vision was of Faircloth,

exclusviely of him, just now.
For he had stayed to luncheon yesterday. A meal,

to him in a sense sacred, as being the first eaten by
him in his father's house. So graciously invited, how, indeed,

could he do otherwise than stay ? And, the initial strange-

ness, the inherent wonder of that sacred character

wearing off, he found voice and talked not without eloquence.

Talked of his proper element, the sea, gaining ease and self-

possession from the magnitude and manifold enchantments
of his theme.
To him, as to all true-born sailor-men—so Damaris divined

—the world is made of water, with but accident of land.

Impeding, inconvenient accident at that, too often blocking
the passage across or through, and constraining you to steer

a foolishly, really quite inordinately divergent course. Under
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this obstructive head the two Americas offend direfuUy,

sprawhng their united strength wellnigh from pole to pole.

The piercing of their central isthmus promised some mitiga-

tion of this impertinence of emergent matter ; though
whether in his, the speaker's hfetime, remained—so he took
it—open to doubt. The ** roaring forties," and grim bhzzard-
ridden Fuegian Straits would long continue, as he feared, to

bar the way to the Pacific. Not that his personal fancy
favoured West so much as East. Not into the sunset but into

the sunrising did he love to sail some goodly black-hulled

ship.—And as he talked, more especially at his mention of

tliis eastward voyaging, those manifold enchantments of his

calling stirred Damaris' imagination, making her eyes bright

as the fabled eyes of danger, and fathomless as well.

But the best came later. For, Mary having served coffee.

Miss Fehcia, making an excuse of letters to be written, with
pretty tact left them to themselves. And Faircloth, returning

after closing the door behind her fluttering, gently eager

figure, paused behind Damaris' chair.—Jacobean, cane-

panelled, with high-carved back and arms to it. Thomas
Clarkson Verity had unquestionably a nice taste in furniture.

—

The young sea-captain rested his right hand on the dark
terminal scroll-work, and bending down, laid his left hand
upon Damaris' hand, covering it as it lay on the white damask
table-cloth.

" Have I done what I should, and left undone what I

shouldn't do, my dear and lovely sister ? " he asked her, half-

laughing and half-abashed. " It's a tricky business being

here, you know—to put it no higher than that. And it

might, with truth, be put far higher. I get so horribly fearful

of letting you down in any way—however trivial—before

other people. I balance on a knife-edge all the while."
" Have no silly fears of that sort," Damaris said quickly, a

trifle distressed.

For it plucked at her sisterly pride in him that he should,

even by impHcation, debase himself, noting inequality of

station between himself and her. She held the worldly aspects

of the matter in contempt. They angered her, so that she

impulsively banished reserve. Leaning forward, she bent her

head, putting her hps to the image of the flying sea-bird

—

which so intrigued her loving curiosity—and those three

letters tattooed in blue and crimson upon the back of his

hand.
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" There—there "—she murmured, as soothing a child

—

" does this convince you ?
"

But here broke off, her heart contracting with a spasm of

wondering tenderness. For under that pressure of her lips

she felt his flesh quiver and start. She looked up at the hand-
some bearded face, so close above her, in swift enquiry, the

notion—as once before—troubling her that, in touching this

quaint stigmata, she inflicted bodily suffering. And, as on
that earher occasion, asked the question :

" Ah ! but have I hurt you ?
"

Faircloth shook his head, smiling. Words failed him just

then and he went pale beneath the overlay of clear brown
sunburn.

" Then tell me what this stands for ? " she said, being herself

strangely moved, and desirous to lower the temperature of her

own emotion—possibly of his as well. ' * Tell me what it means.
'

'

" Just a boy's fear and a boy's superstition—a bit morbid,
both of them, perhaps—^that'is as I see things now. For I

hold one should leave one's body as it pleased the Almighty
to make it, unblemished by semi-savage decorations which
won't wash off."

Faircloth moved away, drew his chair up nearer the head of

the table, the corner between them, so that his hand could if

desire prompted again find hers.
" By the way, I'm so glad you don't wear ear-rings,

Damaris," he said. " They belong to the semi-savage order of

decoration. I hate them. You never will wear them ? Promise
me that."

And she had promised, somewhat diverted by his tone of

authority and of insistence. "^

" But about this ? " she asked him, indicating the blue and
crimson symbol.

" As I say, fruit of fear and superstition—a pretty pair in

which to put one's faith ! All the same, they went far to save
my life, I fancy—for which I thank them mightily being here,

with you, to-day."

And he told her—softening the uglier details, as unfit for

a gently-nurtured woman's hearing—a brutal story of the
sea. Of a saihng ship becalmed in tropic waters, waiting,

through long blistering days and breathless sweltering nights,

for the breeze which wouldn't come—a floating hell, between
glaring skies and glaring ocean—and of bullyings, indignities

and torments devised by a brain diseased by drink.
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" But was there no one to interfere, no one to protect you ?
"

Damaris cried, aghast.
** A man's master in his own ship," Faircloth answered.

" And short of mutiny there's no redress. Neither officers

nor men had a stomach for mutiny. They were a poor, cowed
lot. Till this drunken madness came on him he had been
easy-going enough. They supposed, when it passed, he'd be
so again. And then as he reserved his special attentions for

me, they were wilhng to grin and bear it—or rather let me
bear it, just stupidly letting things go. It was my first long

voyage. I'd been lucky in my skippers so far, and was a bit

soft still. A bit conceited, I don't doubt, as well. He swore
he'd break my spirit—for my own good, of course—and he
came near succeeding.—But Damaris, Damaris dear, don't

take it to heart so. What does it matter ? It did me no
lasting harm, and was all over and done with—would have
been forgotten too, but for the rather silly sign of it

—

years and years ago. Let us talk no more about it."

" Oh, no !—^go on—please, go on," she brokenly prayed
him.

So he told her, further, how at Singapore, the outward
voyage at last ended, he was tempted to desert ; or, better

still, put an end, once and for all, to the whole black business

of hving. And how, meditating on the methods of such

drastic dehverance—sitting in the palm-shaded verandah of

a fly-blown httle eating-house, kept by a monkey-faced,

squint-eyed Japanese—he happened to pick up a Calcutta

newspaper. He read its columns mechanically, without

interest or understanding, his mind still working on methods of

death, when a name leapt at him weighted with personal

meaning.
" It hit me," Faircloth said, '' full between the eyes, knock-

ing the cry-baby stuff out of me, and knocking stuff of very

diSerent order in. For I wanted something stronger than

mother-love—precious though that is—^to brace me up and
put some spunk into me just then.—Sir Charles was cam-
paigning in Afghanistan, and this Calcutta paper sang his

praises to a rousing tune. Lamented the loss of him to the

Indian Government, and the lack of appreciation and support

of him at home which induced him to take foreign service.

Can't you imagine how all this about a great soldier, whose

blood after all ran in my veins, pulled me clean up out of the

slime, where suicide tempted the soft side of me, into another
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world ?—A sane world, in which a man can make good, if only

he's pluck to hold on.—Yes, he saved me ; or at all events

roused the spirit in me which makes for salvation, and which
that drunken brute had almost killed. But, because I was
only a boy as yet, with a boy's queer instincts and extrava-

gancies, I made the monkey-faced, Japanese eating-house

keeper—who added artistic tattooing to other and less re-

putable ways of piling up a fortune—fix the sea-bird, for

faith in my profession—and those three initials of my own
name and a name not altogether my own, right here.—Fix
them for remembrance and for a warning of which I could

never get free. Always I should be forced to see it. And
others must see it too. Through it my identity—short oi

mutilation—was indestructibly established. From that

identity, henceforward, there wasn't any possible running
away."

Faircloth had ended on a note of exultation, calmly sounded
yet profound.

And upon that final note Damaris dwelt now, sitting on the

chintz-covered window-seat of the room which Carteret

would to-night inhabit. She went through the cruel story

again, while the transparent twilight drew its elfin veil over
all things, outdoor and in.

The crescent moon, a slender, upright wisp of a thing,

climbed the southern sky. And Damaris' soul was strangely

satisfied, for the story, if cruel, was one of restitution and the

heahng of a wrong. To her father—his father—the boy had
turned in that bad hour, which very perfectly made for peace
between them. The curve of her duty to the one, as she now
apprehended, in nowise cut across or deflected the curve of

her duty towards the other. The two were the same, were
one. And this, somehow, some day, when time and sentiment
offered opportunity for such disclosure, she must let her

father know. She must repeat to him the story of the eating-

house and its monkey-faced proprietor—of questionable
reputation—away in tropic Singapore. It could hardly fail

to appeal to him if rightly told. About the events and vulgar
publicity of yesterday nothing need be said. About this,

within careful limits, much ; and that, with as she beheved
happiest result. She had succeeded in bringing father and son
together in the first instance. Now, with this pathetic story
as lever, might she not hope to bring them into closer, more
permanent union ? Why should not Faircloth, in future,
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come and go, if not as an acknowledged son, yet as acknow-
ledged and welcome friend, of the house ? A consummation
this, to her, dehghtful and reasonable as just. For had not the

young man passed muster, and that triumphantly—she again

told herself—in small things as well as great, in things of

social usage and habit, those " little foxes " which, as between
class and class, do so deplorably and disastrously '' spoil the

grapes ?
"

Therefore she began to invent ingenious speeches to Car-

teret and to her father. Hatch ingenious schemes and pretty

plots—in the style of dear Aunt FeHcia almost !—Was that

lady's peacemaking passion infectious, by chance ? And
supposing it were, hadn't it very charming and praiseworthy
turns to it—witness Felicia's rather noble gathering in and
acceptance of Faircloth yesterday.

Arriving at which engaging conclusion, Damaris felt minded
to commune for a space with the restful lovehness of the twi-

Hght, before going downstairs again and seeking more definite

employment of books or needlework. She raised the window-
sash and, kneehng on the chintz-covered cushioned window
seat, leaned out.

The gardeners to-day had rooted up the geraniums and dug
over the empty flower-beds, just below, preparatory to plant-

ing them with bulbs for spring blossoming, The keen, pungent
scent of the newly-turned earth hung in the humid air, as,

mirghng with it—a less agreeable incense—did the reek of

the mud-flats. On the right the twin ilex trees formed a mass
of soft imponderable gloom. Above and behind them the sky

was hke smoked crystal. The lawn lay open and vacant.

Upon it nothing hopped or crept. The garden birds had
eaten their suppers long since, and sought snug bosky
perching places for the night. Even the unsleeping sea was
silent, the tide low and waveless, no more than a languid

ripple far out upon the shelving sands. All dwelt in calm, in

a brooding tranquillity which might be felt.

Damaris hstened to the silence, until her ears began to

suspect its sincerity. Sounds were there in plenty, she be-

lieved, were her hearing sharp enough to detect them. They
naughtily played hide-and seek with her, striking a chord too

deep or too thinly acute for human sense. Sights were there

too, had her eyes but a cat's or an owl's keener faculty of

seeing. Behind the tranquillity she apprehended movement
and action employing a medium, obeying impulses, to us
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unknown. Restfulness fled away, but, in place of it, interest

grew. If she concentrated her attention and Hstened more
carefully, she should hear ; looked more steadily, she should see.

Just because she was tired, a little shattered still and spent,

did this predominance of outward nature draw her, imposing

itself. It beckoned her ; and, through passing deficiency of

will, she followed its beckoning, making no serious effort to

resist. With the consequence she presently did hear sounds,

but sounds surely real and recognizable enough.
Coming from the shore eastwards, below the sea-wall along

the river frontage, ponies walked, or rather floundered, fet-

lock deep in blown sand—a whole drove of them to judge by
the confused and muffled tranipling of their many hoofs. The
drop from the top of the sea-wall to the beach was too great,

and the space between the foot of the wall and the river-bank

and breakwater too confined, for her to see the animals, even
had not oncoming darkness rendered all objects increasingly

ill-defined.

But the confused tramphng instead of keeping along the

foreshore, as in all reason it should, now came up and over the

sea-wall, on to the battery, into the garden, heading towards
the house. Damaris strained her eyes through the tranquil

obscurity, seeking visible cause of this advancing commotion,
but without effect. Yet all the while, as her hearing clearly

testified, the unseen ponies hustled one another, plunging,

shying away from the swish and crack of a long-thonged
whip. One stumbled and rolled over in the sand.—For
although the mob was half-way up the lawn by now, the

shuffling, sliding sand stayed always with them.—After a
nasty struggle it got on to its feet, tottering forward under
savage blows, dead lame. Another, a laggard, fell into its

tracks, and lay there foundered, rattling in the throat.

By this time the foremost of the drove came abreast the

house front, where Sir Charles Verity's three ground-floor

rooms, with the corridor behind them, ranged out from the

main building. The many-paned semicircular windows of

these rooms dimly glistened, below their fan-shaped, slated

roofs. The crowding scurry of scared, overdriven animals
was so indisputable that Damaris expected a universal

smashing of glass. But the sound of many hoofs, still muted
by shding sand, passed straight on into and through the house
as though no obstacle intervened barring progress.

The many-paned windows remained intact, undemolished,
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dimly glistening beneath their slated roofs. The garden
stretched vacant, as before, right away to the battery, in the
elusive twilight, a sky of smoked crystal—through which stars

began to' show faintly, points of cold blurred hght—above
the gloom of the ilex trees to the west, and in the south, above
the indistinguishable sea, the slender moon hanging upright,

silver and sickle-shaped.

Thus far Damaris' entire consciousness had resided in and
been limited to her auditory sense ; concentration being too

absorbed and intense to allow room for reasoning, still less for

scepticism or even astonishment. She had watched with her

ears—as the blind watch—desperate to interpret, instant by
instant, inch by inch, this reconstructed tragedy of long-dead
man and long-dead beast. There had been no thinking round
the central interest, no attempted reading of its bearing upon
normal events. Mind and imagination were fascinated by it

to the exclusion of all else. It acted as an extravagant dream
acts, abrogating all known laws of cause and effect, giving

logic and science the he, negativing probability, making the

untrue true, the impossible convincingly manifest.

Not, indeed, until she beheld Mary Fisher, deep-bosomed
and comely, in black gown, white apron and cap, moving
within those rooms downstairs—still echoing, as they surely

must, to that tumultuous and rather ghastly equine transit

—

did the extraordinary character of the occurrence flash into

fullness of rehef.

Mary, meanwhile, set down her flat candlestick upon the

big writing-table in Sir Charles's study, lighted lamps and
drew blinds and curtains. Went into the bedroom next door
and dressing-room beyond, methodically performing the

evening ritual of " shutting up." Her shadow marched with
her, as though mockingly assisting in her operations, now
crouching, now leaping ahead, blotting a ceiling, extending
itself upon a wall space. Other shadows, thrown by the

furniture, came forth and leapt also, pranced, skipping back
into hiding as the candle-Hght shifted and passed. But save

this indirect admission of the immaterial and grotesque,

everything showed reassuringly ordinary, the woman herself

unconcerned, ignorant of disturbance.

Damaris rose from her kneehng posture upon the window-
seat and, standing, lowered the sash. Once was enough. It

was no longer incumbent upon her to listen or to look. If

these ghostly phenomena were repeated they could convey
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nothing more to her, nothing fresh. They had dehvered

their message—one addressed wholly and solely to herself, so

she judged, since Mary had so conspicuously no suspicion of it.

Our maiden's hps were dry. Her heart beat in her ears.

Yet she was in no degree unnerved. Seldom indeed had she

been more mistress of her powers, self-reahzed and vigilant.

Nor did she feel tired any more, infirm of will and spent.

Rather was she consciously resolute to encounter and with-

stand events—of what order she did not know as yet but
events of moment and far-reaching result, already on the

road, journeying toward her hot-foot. They were designed

to test and try her. Would do their utmost to overwhelm,
to submerge her, were she weak. But she didn't intend them
to submerge her. She bade weakness quit, all her young
courage rising in arms.

The marvellous things she just now heard, so nearly saw

—

for it had come very near to seeing, hadn't it ?—were avant

couriers of these same journeying events, their appointed pre-

lude. She could explain neither how nor why—but, very
certainly, somehow. Nor could she explain the relation—if

any—coupHng together the said marvels heard and the

events. Nevertheless, she knew the former rode ahead,

whether in mahgnity or mercy, to forewarn her. This place.

The Hard, in virtue of its numerous vicissitudes of office and
of ownership, of the memories and traditions which it har-

boured, both sinister, amiable, erudite, passionate, was
singularly sentient, replete with influences. In times of

strain and stress the normal wears thin, and such lurking

influences are released. They break bounds, shouting—to

such as have the psychic genius—convincing testimony
of their existence.

All this Damaris perceived, standing in the middle of the

room while the silver crescent moon looked in at her. The
stillness once again was absolute. The dusk, save where the
windows made pale squares upon the carpet, thick. The four-

post bed, gay enough by day with hangings and valences
patterned in roses on a yellow ground, looked cavernous.
Carteret would he under its black canopy to-night if

" If all goes well."

Damaris said the words aloud, her thought becoming
personal and articulate.

Once before she had heard the smugglers' ponies, waiting in

this same room. Waiting at the open window to catch the
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first rumble of the wheels of a returning carriage. Her poor
dear Nannie, Sarah Watson, was returning home after a
summer holiday spent with her own people in the north.

And Damaris, younger then by nearly five years, had listened

impatiently, ready to skirmish down into the front hall

—

directly the carriage turned the elbow of the drive—and
enclose her faithful nurse and foster-mother in arms of

childlike love. But destiny ruled otherwise. In vain she
waited. Sarah Watson returned no more, death having
elected to take her rather horribly to himself some hours
previously amid the flaming wreckage of a derailed express.

What did this second hearing presage ? A hke vain waiting

and disclosure of death-deahng accident ? Notwithstanding
her attitude of high resolution, the question challenged

Damaris in sardonic fashion from beneath the black canopy
of the great bed. Her hand went up to the string of pearls,

which, on a sudden grew heavy about her throat.
'' But not—not—pray God, the dear man with the blue

eyes," she cried.

She was glad to be alone, in the encompassing semi-dark,

for a warm wave of emotion swept over her, an ardour hardly

of the spiritual sort. Had she deceived herself ? Was she, in

truth, desirous Carteret should approach her solely according

to that earher manner, in which she so simply tiusted him ? Did
she hail his coming as that of a wise counsellor merely—or

But here Mary—still pursuing the time-honoured ritual of

shutting up—entered candle in hand the landing showing
brightly Ht behind her.

" Dear heart ahve !
" she exclaimed, " whoever's that ?

You, Miss Damaris ? Alone here in the dark. You did make
me jump. But there," she added, repentant of her uncere-

monious exclamation, " I don't know what possesses us all

to-night. The least thing seems to make you jump. Mrs.

Cooper's all of a twitter, and Laura—silly girl—is almost as

bad. I suppose it's the weather being so quiet after yesterday's

gale. For my own part I always do Hke a wind about. It

seems company, particularly these long evenings if you're

called on to go round the house by yourself."

All which amounted to an admission, as Damaris was not

slow to detect. She was still under the empire of emotion.

The abrupt intrusion affected her. She, too, needed to carry

off the situation.
" Poor Mary," she said, *' you have been frightened—by
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what ? Did you hear anything you could not account for

when you were down in the library just now ?
"

The answer came after a pause, as though the speaker were
suspicious, slightly unwilling to commit herself."

" No, Miss Damaris, not in Sir Charles's rooms or in the

west wing either. Whatever unaccountable noises there ever

is belong to this old part of the house."

She set her candlestick on the dressing-table, and went to

each window in turn, drawing bhnds down and curtains

across. So doing she continued to talk, moving to and
fro meanwhile with a firm, light tread.

" Not that I pay much attention to such things myself. I

don't hold it's right. It's my opinion there's no sort of non-
sense you can't drive yourself into beheving once you let

ideas get a root in you. I've seen too much of Mrs. Cooper
giving away like that. The two winters you and Sir Charles

was abroad I'd a proper upset with her—though we are good
friends—more than once. After sundown she was enough to

terrify you out of your hfe—wouldn't go here and wouldn't
go there for fear of she didn't know what. Tempting provi-

dence, I call it, and spoke to her quite sharp. If ever I wanted
to go over to spend an hour or two with father and mother in

Marychurch, I was bound to ask Mrs. Patch and the children

to come in and keep her company. There's no sense in putting

yourself into such a state. It makes you a trouble to yourself

and everybody else. And in the end a thousand to one if

anything comes of all the turmoil and fuss—Mrs. Cooper, to

be only fair to her, when she's in a reasonable humour, allows

as much."
Mary stepped across to the bed and doubled back the quilt,

preparatory to turning down the fine hnen sheet. She felt she

had extracted herself from a somewhat invidious position

with flying colours ; and, in the process, had administered
timely advice. For it wasn't suitable Miss Damaris should
be moping alone upstairs at odd times hke this. It all came
of 3''esterday's upset.—Her righteous anger blazed against the
clerical culprit. In that connection there was other matter of

which she craved to deliver herself—refreshing items of local

gossip, sweet as honey to the mouth did she but dare retail them.
She balanced the question this way and that. Would satis-

faction outweigh offence, or ofience satisfaction, on the part of

Miss Damaris ? You could not be sure how she'd take things

—

quite. And yet she ought to know, for the affair certainly
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placed Captain Faircloth in a pleasant light. Only one who
was every inch a gentleman would behave so handsomely
as he had.

She stretched across the bed to smooth the shghtly wrinkled

surface of the sheet. This gymnastic feat necessitated the

averting of her face and turning of her back.
" There's a fine tale going round of how the Island lads

—

wild young fellows ready for any pranks—served Mr. Sawyer,

the curate," she began. " They say WiUiam Jennifer put

them up to it, having a grudge against him for trying to get

his youngest boy taken up for steahng apples last week.

They planned to give him a ducking in the pool just above
the ferry, where the water's so deep under the bank. And if

Captain Faircloth hadn't happened to come along, for cer-

tain they'd have made Mr. Sawyer swim for it. Mr. Patch
hears they handled him ever so rough, tore his coat, and were

on the very tick of pitching him in. But Captain Faircloth

would not suffer it. He took a very high Hue with them, it is

said. And not content with getting Mr. Sawyer away, walked
with him as far as the Grey House to protect him from any
further interference."

She gave the pillows sundry judicious strokings and pats.
" I hope Mr. Sawyer's properly thankful, for it isn't many

that would have shown him so much leniency as that."

She would have enjoyed labouring the point. But comment
appeared to her, under the circumstances, to trench on im-

pertinence. Facts spoke for themselves. She restrained her-

self, fetched her candlestick from the dressing-table, and
stood by the open door, thereby enjoining her young lady's exit.

Thus far Damaris maintained silence, but in passing out on
to the landing, she said

—"Thank you. I am glad to know
what has happened."
Encouraged by which acknowledgment, the excellent woman

ventured further advice.
" And now, miss, you must please just lie down on the

schoolroom sofa and get a Httle sleep before the gentlemen

and Mr. Hordle arrive back. There is a good two hours to

wait yet, and I'll call you in plenty of time for you to dress.

You don't look altogether yourself, miss. Too much talking

with all that host of callers. You are properly fagged out.

I'll get Mrs. Cooper to beat up an egg for you in a tumbler of

hot milk, with a tablespoonful of sherry and just a pinch of

sugar in it. That will get your circulation right."



CHAPTER VI

SHOWING HOW SIR CHARLES VERITY WAS JUSTIFIED OF HIS

LABOURS

WHICH homely programme being duly executed,
worked restorative wonders. Matter, in the sub-
liminated form of egg-flip, acted upon mind

beneficially through the functions of a healthy, if weary, young
body. Our maiden slept, to dream not of ghostly ponies or

other uncomfortably discarnate creatures ; but of Darcy
Faircloth in his pretty piece of Quixotism, rescuing a minister
of the Church of England ''as by law estabhshed" from
heretical baptismal rites of total immersion. The picture had
a rough side to it, and also a merry one ; but, beyond these,

generous dealing wholly dehghtful to her feeling. She awoke
soothed and restored, ready to confront the oncoming of

events—whatever their character—in a spirit of high con-
fidence as well as of resolution.

With purpose of the advertising this brave humour she
dressed herself in her best. I do not deny a love of fine clothes
in Damaris. Yet in her own home, and for delectation of the
men belonging to her, a woman is surely free to deck herself

as handsomely as her purse allows ? " Beauty unadorned "

ceased to be practicable, in self-respecting circles, with the
expulsion of our first parents from the paradisaic state

;

while beauty merely dowdy, is a pouring of contempt on one
of God's best gifts to the human race. Therefore I find no
fault with Damaris, upon this rather fateful evening, in that
she clothed herself in a maize-coloured silk gown flowered in

faint amber and faint pink. Cut in the piece from shoulder
to hem, according to a then prevaihng fashion, it moulded
bosom, waist, and haunches, spreading away into a demi-
train behind. The high Medici collar of old lace, at the back
of the square decolletage, conferred dignity ; the hanging lace
of the elbow sleeves a hghtness. Her hair, in two wide plaits,

bound her head smoothly, save where soft disobedient little

368
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curls, refusing restriction, shaded her forehead and the nape
of her neck.

After a few seconds of silent debate she clasped Carteret's
pearls about her throat again ; and so fared away, a creature
of radiant aspect, amid sombre setting of low ceihngs and
dark carpeted floors, to await the advent of the travellers.

These arrived some little while before their time, so that the
girl, in her gleaming dress, had gone but half-way down the
staircase when they came side by side into the hall.—Two
very proper gentlemen, the moist freshness of the night
attending them, a certain nobility in their bearing which
moved her to enthusiasm, momentarily even bringing a mist
before her eyes. For they were safe and well both of them,
so she joyously registered, serene of countenance moreover,
as bearers of glad tidings are. WTiatever the ghostly ponies
foretold could be no evil shadowing them—for which she
gave God thanks.

Meanwhile, there without, the hght of the carriage lamps
pierced the enclosing gloom, played on the silver plating of

harness, on the shining coats of the horses, whose nostrils sent

out jets of pale steam. Played over the faces of the servants,

too, Mary and Laura just within the open door, Hordle and
Conyers outside loading down the baggage from the back
of the mail-phaeton, and on Patch, exalted high above them
on the driving-seat. -

As Damaris paused, irradiated by the joy of welcome
and of forebodings falsified, upon the lowest step of

the staircase, Sir Charles turned aside and tenderly kissed

her.
" My darhng," he said.

And Carteret, following him an instant later, took her by
both hands and, from arm's length, surveyed her in smihng
admiration he made no effort to repress.

"Dear witch, this is unexpected good fortune. I had
little thought of seeing you so soon—resplendent being that

you are, veritably clothed with sunshine."
" And with your pearls," she gaily said.
" Ah ! my poor pearls," he took her up lightly. " I am

pleased they still find favour in your sight. But aren't you
curious to learn what has made us desert our partridge

shooting at an hour's notice, granting the pretty httle beggars

unlooked-for length of life ?
"

His blue eyes laughed into hers. There was a delightful

24
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atmosphere about him. Something had happened to him
surely—for wasn't he, after all, a young man even yet ?

'* Yes—what—what has brought you. Colonel Sahib ?
"

Damaris laughed back at him, bubbhng over with happy
excitement.

" Miracles," he answered. " A purbUnd Government at

last admits the error of its ways and proposes to make repara-

tion for its neglect of a notable pubHc servant."
" You ? " she cried.

"*

Carteret shook his head, still surveying her but with a

soberer glance.
" No—no—not me. In my case there isn't any indebted-

ness to acknowledge—no arrears to pay off. I have my
deserts.—^To a man immensely my superior. Look nearer

home, dear witch."

He made a gesture in the direction of his host.
*' My Commissioner Sahib ?

"

" Yes—your Commissioner Sahib, who comes post haste

to request your dear Httle permission, before accepting this

tardy recognition of his services to the British Empire."
" Ah ! but that's too much !

" the girl said softly, glancing

from one to the other, enchanted and abashed by the great-

ness of their loyalty to and prominent thought of her.
** Has this made him happy? " she asked Carteret, under

her breath. " He looks so, I think. How good that this has

come in time—that it hasn't come too late."

For, in the midst of her joyful excitement, a shadow crossed

Damaris' mind oddly obscuring the Hght. She suffered a

perception things might so easily have turned out otherwise
;

a suspicion that, had the reparation of which Carteret spoke

been delaj^ed, even by a little, its beloved recipient would no

longer have found use for or profit in it. Damaris fought the

black thought, as ungrateful and faithless. To fear disaster

is too often to invite it.

Just at this juncture Miss FeHcia made hurried and gently

eager irruption into the hall ; and with that irruption the

tone of prevailing sentiment declined upon the somewhat
trivial, even though warmly affectionate. For she fluttered

round Sir Charles, as Mary Fisher helped divest him of his

overcoat, in sympathetic overflowings of the simplest sort.

—

" She had been reading and failed to hear the carriage, hence

her tardy appearance. Let him come into the drawijig-room

at once, out of these draughts. There was a delightful wood
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fire and he must be chilled. The drive down the valley was
always so cold at night—particularly where the road runs

through the marsh lands by Lampit."
In her zeal of welcome Miss Verity was voluble to the

point of inconsequence, not to say incoherence. Questions

poured from her. She appeared agitated, quaintly self-

conscious, so at least it occurred to Damaris. Finally she

addressed Carteret.
'' And you too must be frozen," she declared. *' How long

it is since we met ! I have always been so unlucky in just

missing you here. Really I beHeve I have only seen you once

since you and Charles stayed with us as Canton Magna.

—

You were both on leave from India. I dare not think how
many years ago that is—before this child "—her candid eyes

appealingly sought those of Damaris—" before this child

existed. And you are so wonderfully unaltered."

Colour dyed her thin face and rather scraggy neck. Only
the young should blush. After forty such involuntary ex-

hibitions of emotion are unattractive, questionably even

pathetic.
*' Really time has stood still with you—it seems to me,

Colonel Carteret."
" Time has done better than stand still," Damaris broke in,

with a rather surprising imperiousness. " It has beautifully

run backwards—lately."

And our maiden, in her whispering gleaming dress, swept
down from the step, swept past the sadly taken aback Miss

Felicia, and joined her father. She put her hand within his

arm.
" Come and warm yourself—come, dearest," she said,

gently drawing him onward into the long room, where from
above the range of dark bookshelves, goggle-eyed, pearl-grey

Chinese goblins and monsters, and oblique-eyed Chinese

philosophers and saints looked mysteriously down through

the warm mellow light.

Damaris was conscious of a singular inward turmoil. For
Miss Felicia's speeches found small favour in her ears. She
resented this open claiming of Carteret as a member of the

elder generation. Still more resented her own relegation to

the nuHity of the prenatal state. Reminiscences, in which she

had neither lot nor part, left her cold. Or, to be accurate,

bred in her an intemperate heat, putting a match to jealousies

which, till this instant, she had no knowledge of. Touched by
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that match they flared to the confusion of charity and rever-

ence. Hence, impulsively, unscrupulously, yet with ingenious

unkindness, she struck — her tongue a sword — to the

wounding of poor Miss Felicia. And she felt no necessity for

apology. She liked to be unkind. She liked to strike. Aunt
Felicia should not have been so self-assertive, so tactless.

She had brought chastisement upon herself. It wasn't like

her to behave thus. Her enthusiasms abounded ; but she

possessed a dehcate appreciation of relative positions. She
never poached. This came perilously near poaching.—And
everything had danced to so inspiring a tune, the movement
of it so delicious ! Now the evening was spoilt. The first

fine alacrity of it could not be recaptured—which was all

Aunt Fehcia's fault.—No, for her unkindness Damaris felt no
regret.

It may be remarked that our angry maiden's mind dwelt

rather upon the snub she had inflicted on Miss Verity, than

upon the extensive comphment she had paid, and the chal-

lenge she had dehvered, to Carteret. Hearing her flattering

declaration, his mind not unnaturally dwelt more upon the

latter. It took him like a blow, so that from bending courte-

ously over the elder lady's hand, he straightened himself with

a jerk. His eyes followed the imperious, sun-clad young
figure, questioning and keenly alert. To-day he had liberally

enjoyed the pleasures of friendship, for Charles Verity had
been largely and generously elate. But Damaris' outburst

switched feeHng and sentiment onto other lines. They
became personal. Were her words thrown off in mere light-

ness of heart, or had she spoken deliberately, with intention ?

It were wiser, perhaps, not to ask. He steadied his attention

on to Miss Felicia once more, but not without effort.

" You always said kind and charming things, I remember,"
so he told her. " You are good enough to say them still."

Damaris stood by her father, upon the tiger skin before the

hearth.
*' Tell me, dearest ? " she prayed him.
Charles Verity put his hand under her chin, turned up her

face and looked searchingly at her. Her beauty to-night was
conspicuous and of noble quahty. It satisfied his pride.

Pubhc hfe invited him, offering him place and power. Rank-
lings of disappointment, of detraction and shght, were ex-

tinguished. His soul was dehvered from the haunting vexa-
tions of them. He was in the saddle again, and this radiant
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woman-child, whom he so profoundly loved, should ride forth

with him for all the world to see—if she pleased. That she
would please he had no doubt. Pomp and circumstance
would suit her well. She was, moreover, no slight or frothy

piece of femininity ; but could be trusted, amid the glamour of

new and brilliant conditions, to use her judgment and to keep
her head. Increasingly he respected her character as well as

her inteUigence. He found in her unswerving sense of right

and wrong, sense of honour hkewise. Impetuous she might
be, swift to feel and to revolt ; but of tender conscience and,
on occasion, ro5'a]ly compassionate. Now he could give

her fuller opportunity. Could place her in circumstances
admittedly enviable and prominent. From a comparative
back-water, she should gain the full stream—and that stream,

in a sense, at the flood.

Rarely, if ever, had Charles Verity experienced purer
pleasure, touched a finer level of purpose and of hope than
to-day, when thinking of and now when looking upon
Damaris. He thankfully appraised her worth, and in spirit

bowed before it, not doatingly or weakly but with reasoned
conviction. Weighed in the balances she would not be found
wanting, such was his firm behef. For himself he accepted
this recall to active participation in affairs, active service to

the State, with a lofty content. But that his daughter, in the
flower of her young womanhood, would profit by this larger and
more distinguished way of hfe, gave the said recall its deeper
values and its zest.

Still he put her off awhile as to the exact announcement,
smiling upon her in fond, yet stately approval.

" Let the telHng keep until after dinner, my dear," he bade
her. " Pacify the cravings of the natural man for food and
drink. The day has been fertile in demands—strenuous

indeed to the point of fatigue. So let us comfort ourselves

inwardly and materially before we affront weighty decisions."

He kissed her cheek.
" By the way, though, does it ever occur to you to think of

the Bhutpur Sultan-i-bagh and wish to go East again ?
"

And Damaris, with still uphfted chin, surveyed him gravely

and with a certain wistfulness, Miss Felicia's attempted
poaching forgotten and an impression of Faircloth vividly

overtaking her. For they were so intimately, disturbingly

alike, the father and the son, in voice as well as in build and
feature.
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" Go East ? " she said, Faircloth's declared preference for

sailing into the sunrise present to her. " Why, I go East itv

my dreams nearly every night. I love it—love it more rather

than less as I grow older. Of course I wish to go—some day.

But that's by the way. Commissioner Sahib. All that I really

want, now, at once, is to go wherever you go, stay wherever
you stay. You won't ask me to agree to any plan which parts

us, will you ?—which takes you away from me ?
"

" Ruth to a strange Naomi, my dear," he answered. " But
so be it. I desire nothing better than to have you always
with me.—But I will not keep you on tenter-hooks as to your
and my projected destination. Let them bring in dinner in

half an hour. Carteret and I shall be ready. Meanwhile, read
this—agreeing to relegate discussion of it to a less hungry
season."

And taking the letter she had forwarded to him yesterday,

bearing the imprint of the Indian Of&ce, from the breast

pocket of his shooting coat, he put it into her hand.
The appointment—namely, that of Lieutenant-Governor

of an Indian presidency famous in modern history, a cradle

of great reputations and great men, of English names to con-
jure with while our Eastern Empire endures—was offered, in

terms comphmentary above those common to official com-
munications. Sir Charles Verity's expert knowledge, not
only of the said mighty province but of the turbulent kingdom
lying beyond its frontiers, marked him as peculiarly fitted for

the post. A campaign against that same turbulent kingdom
had but recently been brought to a victorious conclusion.

His influence, it was felt, might be of supreme value at this

juncture in the maintenance of good relations, and consohda-
tion of permanent peace.

Damaris' heart glowed within her as she read the courteous
praiseful sentences. Even more than through the well-

merited success of his book, did her father thus obtain and
come into the fullness of his own at last. Her imagination
glowed, too, caUing up pictures of the half-remembered, half-

fabulous oriental scene. The romance of Enghsh rule in

India, the romance of India itself, its variety, its complexity,
the multitude of its gods, the multitude of its peoples, hung
before her as a mirage, prodigal in marvels, reaching back
and hnking up through the centuries with the hidden wisdom,
the liidden terror of the Ancient of Days.
To this land of alien faiths and secular wonders, she found
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herself summoned, not as casual sightseer or tourist, but as

among the handful of elect persons who count in its social,

political, and administrative life. In virtue of her father's

position, her own would be both conspicuous and assured.

—

An intoxicating prospect this for a girl of one-and-twenty

!

Intoxicating, yet, as she envisaged it, disquieting likewise.

She balanced on the thought of all it demanded as well as all

it offered, of all it required from her—dazed by the largeness

of the purview, vohtion in suspense.

Carteret was the first to reappear, habited in the prescribed

black and white of evening male attire. In the last six months
he had, perhaps, put on flesh ; but this without detriment to

the admirable proportions of his figure. It retained its effect

of perfect response to the will within, and all its natural grace.

His fair hair and moustache were still almost untouched with
grey. His physical attraction, in short, remained unimpaired.
And of this Damaris was actually, if unconsciously, sensible

as he closed the door and, passing between the stumpy
pillars, walked up the long narrow room and stood, his

hands behind him, his back to the pleasantly hissing and
crackling fire of driftwood.

" Alone, dear witch ? " he said, and, seeing the open letter

in her hand— '' Well, what do you make of this proposition ?
"

And yet again, as she raised serious pondering eyes
—

" You
find it an extensive order ?

"

" I find it magnificent for him—beautifully as it should be,

adequate and right."
" And for yourself ? " Carteret asked, aware of a carefulness

in her language and intrigued by it.

" Magnificent for me, too—though it takes away my
breath."

" You must learn to breathe deeper, that's all," he returned,

gently teasing her.
" And who is to teach me to breathe deeper, dear Colonel

Sahib," she quickly, and rather embarrassingly, asked. " Not
my father. He'U have innumerable big things to do ; and to

do them without waste of energy he must be saved a t every
point. He must not fritter away strength in coaching me in

my odds and ends of duties, still less in covering up my silly

mistakes."
** Oh ! you exaggerate difficulties," he said, looking not at

her but at the fierce yellow and black striped tiger skin at his

feet.—Bless the lovely child, what was she driving at ?
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Carteret started for Deadham under the impression he had

himself thoroughly in hand, and that all danger of certain

inconvenient emotions was passed. He had lived them down,
cast them out. For over two years now he had given himself

to the superintendence of his estate, to county business, to

the regulation of his sister's—happily more prosperous

—

affairs, to the shepherding of his two elder nephews in their

respective professions and securing the two younger ones

royally good times during their holidays at home. Through-
out the hunting season, moreover, he rode to hounds on an
average three da 3^3 a week. Such healthy sport helps notably

to deliver a man from vain desires, by sending his body cleanly

weary to bed and to sleep o'nights.

By such varied activities had Carteret systematically essayed

to rid himself of his somewhat exquisite distemper, and,

when coming to Deadham, honestly believed himself immune,
sane and safe. He was proportionately disturbed by finding

the cure of this autumn love-madness less complete than, fool-

hke, he had supposed. For it showed disquieting signs of resur-

rection even when Da maris, ariayed in that sheen of silken

sunhght, greeted him at the staircase foot, and an alarming dis-

position finally to fling away head-cloth and winding-sheet

when she petulantly broke in upon Miss Verity's faded
memories of Canton Magna with the flattering assertion that

time had run backward with him of late.

Now alone with her, confid^Lnt, moreover, of her maidenly
doubts and pretty self-distrust, he felt at a decided disadvan-
tage. The detached, affectionately friendly, the avuncular

—

not to say grandfatherly—attitude escaped him. He could
not play that part.

*' Oh ! you exaggerate difficulties," he therefore . told her,

with a singular absence of his habitual mansuetude, his tone
trenching on impatience. " Instinct and common sense will

teach you—mother-wit, too—of which, you may take it from
me, you have enough and to spare.—Let alone that there will

be a host of people emulous of guiding your steps aright, if

your steps should stand in need of guidance which I venture
to doubt. Don't underrate your own cleverness."

Hearing him, sensible of his apparent impatience and mis-

conceiving the cause of it, Damaris' temper stirred. She felt

vexed. She also felt injured.
" What has happened to you. Colonel Sahib ? " she asked

him squarely. "I see nothing foolish in what I have said.
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You wouldn't have me so conceited that I rushed into this

immense business without a qualm, without any thought
whether I can carry it out creditably—with credit to him, I

mean ?
"

Thus astonishingly attacked, Cartaret hedged.
" Miss Verity, of course, will be " he began.
Damaris cut him short.

''Aunt Felicia is an angel, a dariing," she declared,
" but "

And theie stopped, pricked by a guilty conscience. For to

expose Miss Fehcia's inadequacies and enlarge on her inehgi-

bihty for the position of feminine Chief of the Staff, struck

her as unworth}^ a meanness to which, under existing circum-

stances, she could not condescend to stoop.

Carteret looked up, to be entranced not only by the fair

spectacle of iier youth but by her delicious httle air of shame
and self-reproach. Evidently she had caught herself out in

some small naughtiness—was both penitent and defiant, at

once admitting her fault and pleading for indulgence. He
suspected some thought at the back of her mind which he
could neither exactly seize nor place. She baffled him with
her changes of mood and of direction—coming close and then
sHpping from under his hand. This humour was surely new
in her. She would not leave him alone, would not let him
rest. Had she developed, since last he had converse with
her, into a practised coquette ?

" Look here, dear witch," he said, making a return upon
himself, and manfully withstanding the sweet provocation of

her near neighbourhood. " We seem to be queerly at cross

purposes. I can't pretend to follow the turnings and doub-
lings of your ingenious mind. I gather there is something you
want of me. To be plain, then, what is it ?

"

" That—that you shouldn't desert me—desert us—in this

crisis. You have never deserted me before—never since I

can first remember."
" I desert you—good Lord !

" Carteret exclaimed, his hands
dropping at his sides with an odd sort of helplessness.

" Ah ! that's asking too much, I suppose," she said. " I'm
selfish even to think of it. Yet how can I do otherwise ?

Don't you understand how all difficulties would vanish, and
how beautifully simple and easy everything would be if

you coached me—if you, dear Colonel Sahib, went with
us?"
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The man with the blue eyes looked down at the tiger skin

again, his countenance strained and blanched.

More than ever did he find her humour baffling. Not once
nor twice had he, putting force upon himself, resisted the

temptation to woo her—witness his retirement from St.

Augustin and his determined abstinence from intercourse

with her since. But now, so it might veritably appear, the

positions were reversed and she wooed him. Though whether
pushed to that length merely by wayward fancy, by some
transient skittish influence or frohc in the blood, or by
reahzed design he had no means of judging.—Well, he had
bidden her be plain, and she, in some sort at least, obeyed
him. It behoved him, therefore, to be plain in return, in

as far as a straightforward reading of her meaning would
carry.

" So you think all would be simple and easy were I to go
with you and your father ? " he said, both speech and manner
tempered to gentleness. " I am glad to have you think so

—

should be still more glad could I share your behef. But I

know better, dearest witch—know that you are mistaken.

This is no case of desertion—put that out of your precious

mind once and for all—but of discretion. My being in

attendance, far from simplifying, would embroil and distort

your position. An elderly gentleman perpetually trotting
—

"

" Don't," Damaris cried, holding up both hands in hot
repudiation. " Don't say that. There's distortion if you
hke ! It's ugly—I won't have it, for it is not true."

In the obvious sincerity of which denunciation Carteret

found balm ; yet adhered to his purpose.
" But it is true, alas ; and I therefore repeat it both for

your admonition and my own. For an elderly gentleman
trotting at a young girl's heels is a most unedifying spectacle

—^giving occasion, and reasonably, to the enemy to blaspheme
—bad for her in numberless ways ; and, if he's any remnant
of self-respect left in him, is anything better than a fatuous
dotard, damnably bad for him as well. Do you under-
stand ?

"

Damaris presented a mutinous countenance. She would
have had much ado to explain her own motives during this

ten minutes' conference. If her mental—or were they not
rather mainly emotional ?—turnings and doublings proved
baffling her companion, they proved baffling to herself in an
almost greater degree. Things in general seemed to have gone
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into the melting-pot. So many events had taken place, so

many more been preshadowed, so many strains of feeling

excited ! And these were confusingly unrelated, or appeared
to be so as yet. Amongst the confusion of them she found
no sure foothold, still less any highway along which to travel

in confidence and security. Her thought ran wild. Her
intentions ran with it, changing their colour chameleon-hke
from minute to minute. Now she was tempted to make an
equivocal rejoinder.

'* To understand/' she said, " is always not. Colonel Sahib,

necessarily to agree."
*' I am satisfied with understanding and don't press for

agreement," he answered, and on an easier note
—

"since to

me it is glaringly evident you should take this fine flight un-

handicapped. My duty is to stand aside and leave you
absolutely free—not because I enjoy standing aside, but "

—

he would allow sentiment such meagre indulgence
—

" just

exactly because I do not."

Here for the second time, at the crucial moment, Felicia

Verity made irruption upon the scene. But though her

entrance was hurried, it differed fundamentally from that

earher one ; so that both the man and the girl, standing in

the proximity of their intimate colloquy before the fire, were
sensible of and arrested by it. She was self-forgetful, self-

possessed, the exalted touch of a pure devotion upon her.
" I have been with my brother Charles," she began, address-

ing them both. " I happened to see Hordle coming from the

library—and I put off dinner. I thought, darling "—this to

Damaris, with a becoming hint of deference
—

" I might do so.

I gathered that Charles—that your father—wished it. He
has not been feehng well."

And as Damaris anxiously exclaimed

—

"Yes"—Miss Fehcia went on
—"not at all well. Hordle

told me. That was why I went to the library. He hoped, if

he waited and rested for a little while, the uncomfortable

sensations might subside and it would be needless to mention
them. He did not want any fuss made. We gave him re-

storatives, and he recovered from the faintness. But he won't

be equal, he admits, to coming in to dinner. Colonel Carteret

must be hungry—your father begs us to wait no longer, I

assured him we would not. Hordle is with him. He should

not be alone, I think, while any pain continues.'*
" Pain—pain ? " Damaris cried, her imagination rather
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horribly caught by the word. " But is he hurt, has he had
some accident ?

"

While Carteret asked tersely :
" Pain—and where ?

"

" Here," FeHcia answered, laying her hand upon her left

side over the heart. She looked earnestly at Carteret as she

spoke, conveying to him an alarm she sought to spare Da maris.
*' He tries to make little of it, and assures me it was only the

heat of the house which caused him discomfort after the cold

air out of doors. It may be only that, but I think we ought
to make sure."

Again, and with that same becoming hint of deference, she
turned to her niece.

' * So I sent orders that Patch should drive at once to Storn-

mouth and fetch Dr. McCabe. I did not stop to consult you
because it seemed best he should take out the horses before

they were washed down and stabled."
" Yes—but I can go to him ? " Damaris asked.
'' DarHng—of course. But I would try to follow his lead,

if I were you—treat it all lightly, since he so wishes. Your
father knows best in most things—and may know best in

this. Please God it is so."

Left alone with Carteret.
" I am anxious—most cruelly anxious about my brother,"

she said.

While Damaris, sweeping across the hall and down the
corridor in her sunshine silken dress, repeated

:

" The ponies—the smugglers' ponies," a sob in her throat.



CHAPTER VII

TELLING now CHARLES VERITY LOOKED ON THE MOTHER OF
HIS SON

WHICH is equivalent to saying, 'Hear the con-

clusion of the whole matter,' isn't it, McCabe ?
"

Dr. McCabe's square, hairy-backed hands fumbled
with the stethoscope as he pushed it into his breast

pocket, and, in replying, his advertised cheerfulness rang
somewhat false.

" Not so fast, Sir Charles—in the good Lord's name, not so

fast. While there's life there's hope, it's me settled opinion.

I'm never for signing a patient's death-warrant before

the blessed soul of him's entirely parted company with its

mortal tenement of clay. The normal human being takes

a mighty lot of killing in my experience, where the will to Hve
is still intact. Let alone that you can never be quite upsides

with Nature. Ah ! she's an astonishing box of tricks to draw
on where final dissolution's concerned. She glories to turn

round on your pathological and biological high science ; and,

while you're measuring a man for his coffin, to help him give

death the slip."

Charles Verity slightly shifted his position—and that with

singular carefulness—against the pillows in the deep red-

covered chair. His hands, inert and bluish about the finger-

tips, lay along the padded arms of it. The jacket of his grey-

and-white striped flannel sleeping-suit was unfastened at the

throat, showing the irregular hft and fall of his chest with each

laboured breath. Kis features were accentuated, his face

drawn and of a surprising pallor.

The chair, in which he sat, had been brought forward into

the wide arc of the great window forming the front of the

room. Two bays of this stood open down to the ground.

Looking out, beyond the rich brown of the newly-turned earth

in the flower-beds, the lawn stretched away—a dim greyish

green, under the long shadows cast by the holHes masking the

38'
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wall on the left, and glittering, powdered by myriads of

scintillating dewdrops, where the thin early sunshine

slanted down on it from between their stiff pinnacles and
sharply serrated crests.

In the shrubberies robins sang, shrilly sweet. A murmur
of waves, breaking at the back of the Bar, hung in the chill,

moist, windless air. Presently a handbarrow rumbled and
creaked, as West—the head gardener, last surviving relic of

Thomas Clarkson Verity's reign—^wheeled it from beneath
the ilex trees towards the battery, leaving dark smudgy
tracks upon the spangled turf.

Arrived at his objective, the old gardener, with most
admired dehberation, loaded down long-handled birch-

broom, rake, and hoe ; and applied himself to mysterious

peckings and sweeping of the gravel around the wooden
carriages of the little cannon and black pyramid of ball.

—

Man, tools, and barrow were outlined against the pensive

brightness of autumn sea and autumn sky, which last, to

southward, still carried remembrance of sunrise in a broad
band of faint yellowish pink, fading upward into misty

azure and barred with horizontal pencillings of tarnished

silver cloud.

Thus far Charles Verity had watched the progress of the

bowed, slow-moving figure musingly. But now, as the iron of

the hoe clinked against the gravel flints, he came back, so to

say, to himself and back to the supreme question at issue.

He looked up, his eyes and the soundless ironic laughter

resident in them, meeting McCabe's twinkling, cunning yet

faithful and merry little eyes, with a flash.
" The work of the world is not arrested," he said. " See,

that octogenarian, old West. He wheeled ill-oiled, squeaking
barrows and hacked at the garden paths when I was a Har-
chester boy. He wheels the one and hacks at the other even
yet—a fact nicely lowering to one's private egotism, when
you come to consider it. Why, then, my good friend, per-

jure yourself or strive to mince matters ? The work of the

world will be done whether I'm here to direct the doing of it

or not.—Granted I am tough and in personal knowledge of

ill-health a neophyte. My luck throughout has been almost
uncanny. Neither in soldiering nor in sport, from man or

from beast, have I ever suffered so much as a scratch. I have
borne a charmed Jife—estabhshed a record for invulnera-

bihty, which served me well in the East where the gods still
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walk in the semblance of man and miracle is still persistently

prevalent. Accident has passed me by—save for being laid-

up once, nearly thirty years ago, with a broken ankle in the
house of some friends at Poonah."
He ceased speaking, checking, as it seemed, disposition to

further disclosure ; while the soundless laughter in his eyes
found answering expression upon his lips, curving them to a
somewhat bitter smile beneath the flowing moustache.

" In to-day's enforced idleness how persistently cancelled

episodes and emotions rap, ghostly, on the door demanding
and gaining entrance !

" he presently said. " Must we take
it. Doctor, that oblivion is a fiction, merciful forgetfulness an
illusion ; and that every action, every desire—^whether

fulfilled or not—is printed indelibly upon one's memory,
merely waiting the hour of weakness and physical defeat to

show up ?
"

" The Lord only knows !
" McCabe threw off, a little hope-

lessly. This was the first utterance approaching complaint

;

and he deplored it for his patient's sake. He didn't like that
word defeat.

Then, to his hearer's relief with a softened accent, Charles

Verity took up his former theme.
'' Save for a trifling go of fever now and again, illness has

given me the go-by equally with accident. But, for all my
ignorance of such afflictions I know, beyond all shadow of

doubt, that a few repetitions of the experience of last night

must close any man's account. Experiment is more en-

lightening than argument. There is no shaking the know-
ledge you arrive at through it.

McCabe, standing at ease by the open window, untidy,

hirsute, unkempt, rammed his hands down into his gaping
trouser pockets and nodded unwiUing agreement.

** The attack was bad," he said. " I'm not denying it was
murderously bad. And all the harder on you because, but for

the one defaulting organ, your heart, you're as sound as a
bell. You're a well enough man to put up a good fight ; and
that, you see, cuts both ways, be danged to it."

'* A chain is no stronger than its weakest link.—You know
as well as I do the Indian appointment will never be gazetted."

" There you have me, Sir Charles, loath though I am to

admit as much. I'd be a har if I denied it would not."
" How long do you give me then ? Months, or only

weeks?-"
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" That depends in the main on yourself, in as far as I can

presume to pronounce. With care "

" Which means sitting still here "

" It does."

Charles Verity raised his shoulders the least bit.

" Not good enough, McCabe,", he declared, " not good
enough. There are rites to be duly performed, words to be
said, which I refuse to neglect. Oh, no, don't misunderstand
me. I don't need professional help to accomphsh my dying.

Were I a member of your communion it might be different,

but I require no much-married parsonic intermediary to make
my peace with God. I am but httle troubled regarding that.

Shall not the judge of all the earth do right ?—Nevertheless,

there remain rites to be decently performed. I must make
my peace with man—and still more with woman—before I

go hence and am no more seen. But, look here, I have no wish
to commit myself too soon, and risk the bathos of an anti-

climax by having to perform them twice, repeat them at a
later date.—So how long do you give me—weeks ? Too
generous an estimate ? A week, then or—well—less ?

"

*' You want it straight ?
"

'* I want it straight."
" More hkely days. God grant I am mistaken. With your

fine constitution, as I tell you, you are booked to put up a
good fight. All the same, to be honest. Sir Charles, it was
touch and go more than once last night."

In the room an interval of silence, and without song of the
robins and murmur of the sea, nearer now and louder as the
rising tide lapped up the sands at the back of the Bar. The
faint yellow-pink afterthought of sunrise and pencilhngs of

tarnished cloud alike had vanished into the all-obtaining

misty blue of the upper sky. Heading for the French coast,

a skein of wild geese passed in wedge-shaped formation with
honking cries and the beat of strong-winged flight. The
barrow creaked again, wheeled some few yards further along
the battery walk.

" Thanks—so I supposed," Sir Charles Verity calmly said.

He stretched himself, falhng into a less constrained and
careful posture. Leaned his elbow on the chair-arm, his

chin in the hollow of his hand, crossed the right leg over the
left.

" Twenty-four hours will give me time for all which is of

vital importance. The rest must, and no doubt perfectly
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will, arrange itself.—Oh ! I'll obey you within reasonable
limits, McCabe. I have no craving to hurry the inevitable

conclusion. These last hours possess considerable significance

and charm—an impressiveness even, which it would be
folly to thrust aside or waste."
Once more he looked up, his tone and expression devoid now

of all bitterness.
" I propose to savour their pleasant qualities to the full.

So make yourself easy, my good fellow," he continued with an
admirable friendliness. " Go and get your breakfast. Heaven
knows you've most thoroughly earned it, and a morning pipe
of peace afterwards.—The bell upon the small table ?—Yes

—

oh, yes—and Hordle within earshot. I've everything I

require ; and, at the risk of seeming ungrateful, shall be glad
enough of a respite from this course of food and drink, potions

and poultices—remedial to the dehnquent flesh no doubt, but
a notable weariness to the spirit.—^And, see here, report to the
two ladies, my sister and—and Damaris, that you leave me
in excellent case, free of discomfort, resting for a time before

girding up my loins to meet the labours of the day."
Charles Verity closed his eyes in intimation of dismissal,

anxious to be alone the better to reckon with that deeper,

final lonehness which confronted him just now in all its re-

lentless logic.

For, though his mind remained lucid, self-realized and
observant, his control of its action and direction was incom-
plete owing to bodily fatigue. Hence it lay open to assault, at

the mercy of a thousand and one crowding thoughts and per-

ceptions. And over these he desired to gain ascendency—to

drive, rather than be driven by them. The epic of his three-

score years, from its dim, illusive start to this dramatic and
inexorable finish—but instantly disclosed to him in the

reluctant admissions of the good-hearted Irish doctor—flung

by at a double, in coloured yet incoherent progression, so to

speak, now marching to triumphant blare of trumpet, now to

roll of muffled drum.. Which incoherence came in great

measure of the inalienable duahty of his own nature—passion

and austerity, arrogance and self-doubt, love—surpassing

most men's capacity of loving—and a defacing strain of

cruelty, dehvering stroke and counterstroke. From all such

tumult he earnestly sought to be dehvered ; since not the

thing accomphshed—whether for fame, for praise or for remorse

—not, in short, what has been, but what was, and still more

25
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what must soon be, did he need, at this juncture, dispassion-

ately to contemplate.

That sharp-toothed disappointment gnawed him, is un-

deniable, when he thought of the culminating gift of happy
fortune, royally satisfying to ambition, as unexpectedly offered

him as, through his own unlocked for and tragic disabihty,

it was unexpectedly withdrawn. But disappointment failed

to vex him long. A more wonderful journey than any possible

earthly one, a more majestic adventure than that of any
oriental proconsulship, awaited him. For no less a person

than Death issued the order—an order there is no disobejdng.

He must saddle up, therefore, bid farewell, and ride away.
Nor did he flinch from that ride with Death, the black

captain, as escort, any more than, during the past night, he
had flinched under the grip of mortal pain. For some persons

the call to endurance brings actual pleasure—of a grim heroic

kind. It did so to Charles Verity. And not only this con-

scious exercise of fortitude, this pride of bearing bodily anguish,

but a strange curiosity worked to sustain him. The novelty of

the experience, in both cases, excited and held his interest,

continued to exercise it and to hold.

Now, as in solitude his mental atmosphere acquired

serenity and poise—the authority of the past dechning—this

matter of death increasingly engrossed him. For it trenches

on paradox, surely, that the one absolutely certain event in

every human career is also the most unexplored and practi-

cally incredible.—An every-day occurrence, a commonplace,
concerning which there remains nothing new, nothing original,

to be written, sung, or said
;

yet a mystery still inviolate,

aching with the alarm of the undiscovered, the unpenetrated,

to each individual summoned to accept its empire I He had
sent others to their death. Now his own turn came and he
found it, however calmly considered, a rather astounding
business. An ending or a beginning ?—Useless, after all, to

speculate. The worst feature of it, not improbably, this

same preliminary loneliness, this stripping naked, no smallest

comfort left you of human companionship, or even of

humble material keepsake from out the multitude of your
famihar possessions here in the dear 'accustomed Ihuman
scene.

The gates of death open. You pass them. They close

behind you. And what then ?—^The whole hierarchy of

heaven, the whole company of your forerunners thither

—
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beloved and|honoured on earth—may be gathered to hail the
homing soul within those amazing portals ; or it"may drop, as

a stone into a well, down the blank nothingness of the abyss.

—

Of all gambles invented by God, man, or devil—so he told

himself—this daily, hourly gamble of individual dissolution

is the biggest. Man's heart refuses the horror of extinction,

while his intellect holds the question in suspense. We hope.

We beHeve. From of old fair promises have been made us

;

and, granted the gift of faith, hope and behef neighbour upon
assurance. But certainty is denied. No mortal, still clothed

in flesh, has known, nor—the accumulated science of the ages

notwithstanding—does know, actually and exactly, that which
awaits it.

Thus, anyhow, in the still, tender brightness of the autumn
morning, while Nature and men ahke pursued their normal
activities and occupations, did this singular matter appear to

Charles Verity—he, himself, arbitrarily cut off from all such
activities and occupations in the very moment of high fruition.

Had death been a less eminent affair, or less imminent, the

sarcasm of his position might have seemed'gross to the point

of insult. But, the longer he envisaged it, the more did the

enduring enigma and its accompanying uncertainty allure.

Not as victim, but rather as conqueror of the final terror, did

he begin to regard himself.

Meanwhile, though reason continued to hold the balance

even between things positively known and things imagined
only and hoped for, the godward impulse strengthened in

him. Not by conscious or convincing argument from within,

but by all-powerfurcompulsion from without, was his thought
borne onward^'and upward to increasing confidence. So that

he asked himself—as so many another, still unwearied, still

enamoured of attainment, has asked in like case—whether
impending divorce of soul and body may not confer freedom of

a wider range and nobler quahty, powers more varied and
august than the mind, circumscribed by conditions of time

and sense, has yet conception of ?

To him such development seemed possible—certainly.

Probable ?—Ah, well, perhaps—perhaps. Which brought

him back to his former contention, that its inherent loneHness

constitutes the bitterest sting of death. Smiling, he quoted

the ancient, divinely tender saying: ''There^is a child in

each one of us which cries at the dark.'*

While, in swift reactioxi. he yearned towards battle where.
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amid the fierce and bloody glory of the fight, souls of heroes

troop forth together, shouting, into everlasting day, or

—

sceptical reason shaking a sadly sage head once again—into

everlasting night.

He stretched out his hand instinctively for the bell

on the little table at his elbow. Hordle, answered his

summons, grey of countenance from alarm, anxiety, and
broken rest.

" Let Miss Damaris know I shall be glad to see her when
she is free to come to me," he said.

And here, although our damsel's reputation for courage and
resource may, thereby, sustain some damage, I am constrained

to state that while in the sick-room Miss Fehcia shone,

Damaris gave off but a vacillating and ineffective hght.

Imagination is by no means invariably beneficent. The
very Hveliness of the perceptions which it engenders may
intimidate and incapacitate. Upon Damaris imagination

practised this mischief. Becoming, for the time, that upon
which she looked, sharing every pang and even embroidering

the context, she weakened, in some sort, to the level of the

actual sufferer, helpless almost as he through the drench of

overwhelming sympathy. She had been taken, poor child,

at so villainous a disadvantage. Without preparation or

warning—save of the most casual and inadequate—her

humour wayward, she a trifle piqued, fancying her pretty

clothes, her pretty looks, excited, both by the briUiant

prospect presented by the Indian appointment and by her

dehcate passage of arms with Carteret, she was compelled of a

sudden to witness the bodily torment of a human being, not

only by her beloved beyond all others, but reverenced also.

The impression she received was of outrage, almost of blas-

phemy. The cruelty of life lay uncovered, naked and open to

her appalled and revolted consciousness. She received a

moral, in addition to a physical shock, utterly confounding in

its crudity, its primitive violence.

The ravage of pain can be, in great measure, surmounted
and concealed ; but that baser thing, functional disturbance—^in this case present as heart spasm, threatening suffocation,

with consequent agonized and uncontrollable struggle for

breath—defies concealment. This manifestation horrified

Damaris. The more so that, being unacquainted with the

sorry spectacle of disease, her father, under the deforming

stress of it, appeared to her as a stranger almost—inaccessible
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to affection, hideously removed from her and remote. His
person and character, to her distracted observation, were
altered beyond recognition except during intervals, poignant
to the verge of heart-break, when passing ease restored his

habitual dignity and grace.

Thus, while Miss Felicia and Carteret—with Hordle and
Mary Fisher as assistants—ministered to his needs in as far as

ministration was possible, she stood aside, consumed by
misery, voluntarily effacing herself. Backed away even
against the wall, out of range of the lam.plight, stricken,

shuddering, and mute. Upon Dr. McCabe's arrival and
assumption of command, Carteret, finding himself at liberty

to note her piteous state, led her out into the passage and
then to the long drawing-room, with gentle authority. There
for a half-hour or more—to him sadly and strangely sweet

—

he sat beside her, while the tears silently coursed down her
cheeks, letting her poor proud head rest against his shoulder,

his arm supporting her gracious young body still clothed in

all the bravery of her flowered silken sunshine dress.

Later, Mary bringing more favourable news of Sir Charles

—

pain and suffocation having yielded for the time being to

McCabe's treatment—Carteret persuaded her to go upstairs

and let the said Mary put her to bed. Once there she
slept the sleep of exhaustion, fatigue and sorrow mercifully

acting as a soporific, her capacity for further thought or feeHng
literally worn out.

During that session in the drawing-room Damaris, to his

thankfulness, had asked no questions of him. All she de-
manded child-like, in her extremity, had been the comfort
and security of human contact. And this he gave her simply,

ungrudgingly, with a high purity of understanding, guiltless

of any shadow of embarrassment or any after-thought. Their
lighter, somewhat enigmatic relation of the earlier evening
was extinguished, swamped by the catastrophe of Charles

Verity's illness. Exactly in how far she gauged the gravity
of that illness and its only too Hkely result, or merely wept,
unnerved by the distressing outward aspect of it, Carteret

could not determine. But he divined, and rightly, that she
was in process of ranging herself, at least subconsciously,

with a new and terrible experience which, could she learn the
lesson of it aright, would temper her nature to worthy issues.

Hence, with a pecuhar and tender interest, he watched her

when,- coming down in the morning, he found her already in
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the dining-room, the pleasant amenities of a well-ordered,

hospitable house and household abundantly evident.

Whatever the tragic occurrences of the last twelve hours,

domestic discipHne was in no respect relaxed. The atmo-
sphere of the room distilled a morning freshness. Furniture

and flooring shone with poHsh, a log fire, tipped by dancing

flames, burned in the low wide grate. Upon the side-table,

between the westward facing windows, a row of silver chafing-

dishes gave agreeable promise of varied meats ; as did the

tea and coffee service, arrayed before Damaris, of grateful

beverage. While she herself looked trim and finished in white
silk shirt and russet-red suit, her toilet bearing no sign of

indifference or of haste.

That her complexion matched her shirt in colour—or

rather in all absence of it—that her face was thin, its contours

hardened, her eyebrows drawn into a little frown, her eyes

enormous, sombre and clouded as with meditative thought,

increased, in Carteret's estimation, assurance of her regained

self-mastery and composure. Nor did a reticence in her

manner displease him.
" I have persuaded Aunt Felicia to breakfast upstairs,"

she told him. " Dr. McCabe sends me word he—my father

—

wishes to rest for the present, so I engaged Aunt Felicia to

rest too. She was wonderful."
Damaris' voice shook slightly, as did her hand Hfting the

coffee-pot.
" She stayed up all night. So did you, I'm afraid, didn't

you. Colonel Sahib ?
"

" Oh, for me that was nothing. A bath, a change, and ten
minutes out there on the battery watching the sun come up
over the sea," Carteret said. " So don't waste compassion on
me. I'm as fit as a fiddle and in nowise deserve it."

" Ah ! but you and Aunt Felicia did stay," she repeated,

her hands still rather tremulously busy with coffee-pot and
milk jug. ** You were faithful and I no better than a shirker.

I fell through, miserably lost myself, which was selfish, con-
temptible. I am ashamed. Only I was so startled. I never
really knew before such—such things could be.—Forgive me.
Colonel Sahib. I have been to Aunt Felicia and asked her
forgiveness already.—And don't think too meanly of me,
please. The shirking is over and done with for always. You
may trust me it never will happen again—my losing myself
as I did last night, I mean."
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In making this appeal for leniency, her eyes met Carteret's

fairly for the first time ; and he read in them, not without
admiration and a twinge of pain, both the height of her new-
bom, determined valour and the depth of her established

distress.
*' You needn't tell me that, you needn't tell me that, dear

witch," he answered quickly. " I was sure of it all along. I

knew it was just a phase which would have no second edition.

So put any question of shame or need of forgiveness out of

your precious head. You were rushed up against circum-

stances, against a revelation, calculated to stagger the most
seasoned campaigner. You did not shirk ; but it took you
a little time to get your bearings. That was all. Don't vex
your sweet soul with quite superfluous reproaches.—Sugar ?

Yes, and plenty of it I am afraid.—But you, too, must eat."

And on her making some show of repugnance

—

** See here, we can't afford to despise the day of small

things, of minor aids to efficiency, dearest witch," he wisely

admonished her.

Whereupon, emulous to please him, bending her will to his,

Damaris humbled herself to consumption of a portion of the

contents of the chafing-dishes aforesaid. To discover that,

granted a healthy subject, sorrow queerly breeds hunger, the

initial distaste for food—in the main a sentimental one—once

surmounted.
Later McCabe joined them. Recognized Damaris' attitude

of valour, and inwardly applauded it, although himself in

woeful state. For he was hard hit, badly upset. Conscious of

waste of tissue, he set about to restore it without apology or

hesitation, trouble putting an edge to appetite in his case

also, and that of formidable keenness. Bitterly he grieved,

since bearing the patient, he feared' very certainly to lose, in

uncommon affection. He loved Charles Verity ; while, from
the worldly standpoint, his dealings with The Hard meant
very much to him—made for glory, a feather in his cap

visible to all and envied by many. Minus the fine flourish of

it his position sank to obscurity. As a whist-playing, golf-

playing, club-haunting, Anglo-Indian ex-civil surgeon—and
Irishman at that—living in lodgings at Stornmouth, he com-
manded meagre consideration. But as chosen medical-

attendant and, in some sort, retainer of Sir Charles Verity

he ranked. The county came within his purview. Thanks to

this connection with The Hard he, on occasion, rubbed
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shoulders with the locally great. Hence genuine grief for his

friend was black-bordered by the prospect of impending social

and mundane loss. The future frowned on him, view it in

^hat terms he might. To use his own unspoken phrase, he

felt " in heUishly low water."

One point in particular just now worried him. Thus, as

fish, eggs, porridge, hot cakes, honey, and jam disappeared in

succession, he opened himself to Damaris and Carteret. A
difficult subject, namely, that of a second opinion.—Let no
thought of any wounding of his susceptibilities operate

against the calhng in of such. He was ready and wilhng to

meet any fellow practitioner they might select—a Harley
Street big-wig, or Dr. Maskall, of Harchester, whose advice

in respect of cardiac trouble was wide sought.

He had, however, but just launched the question when
Hordle entered and, walking to the head of the table, ad-

dressed Damaris.
" Sir Charles desires me to say he will be glad to see you,

miss, when you are at liberty," he told her in muffled accents.

She sprang up, to pause an instant, irresolute, glancing

wide-eyed at Carteret.

He had risen too. Coming round the corner of the table,

he drew back her chair, put his hand under her elbow, went
with her to the door.

" There is nothing to dread, dearest witch," he gently and
quietly said. " Have confidence in yourself. God keep you
—and him.—Now you are quite ready ? That's right.

—

Well, then go."

Carteret waited, looking after her until, crossing the hall

followed by Hordle, she passed along the corridor out of sight.

Silent, preoccupied, he closed the door and took a turn the

length of the room before resuming his place at the opposite

side of the table to McCabe, facing the hght.

The doctor, who had ceased eating and half risen to his

feet at the commencement of this little scene, watched it

throughout ; at first indifferent, a prey to his own worries, but
soon in quickening interest, shrewd enquiry and finally in

dawning comprehension.
" Holy Mother of Mercy, so that's the lay of the land, is it?

"

and his loose hps shaped themselves to a whistle, yet emitted
no sound. To obhterate all signs of which tendency to vulgar
expression of enhghtenment he rubbed moustache, mouth,
and chin with his napkin, studying Carteret closely meanwhile.
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" In the pink of condition, by Gad—good for a liberal twenty
years yet, and more—bar accident. Indefinite postponement of

the grand cHmateric in this case.—All the same a leetle, lee-tle

bit dangerous, I'm thinking, for both, if she tumbles to it."

Then aloud
—

" Has the poor darling girl grasped the mean-
ing of her father's illness do you make out, Colonel, grasped
the ugly eventuahties of it ?

"

Carteret slowly brought his glance to bear on the speaker.
" I beheve so, though she has not actually told me as much,"

he said
—

" And now about this question of a second opinion,

McCabe ?
"

The easily huffed Irishman accepted the reproof in the best

spirit possible, as confirming his own perspicacity.
" Quite so. Flicked him neatly on the raw, and he winced.

All the same he's a white man, a real jewel of a fellow, worthy
of good fortune if—the ball's thrown his way. I wonder how
long, by-the-by, this handsome game's been a-playing ?

"

With which, as requested, he returned to the rival claims of

Harley Street and Harchester in respect of a consulting

physician.

Carteret proved a faithful prophet, for in truth there was
nothing to dread the beloved presence once entered, as

Damaris thankfully registered.

The sun by now topped the hollies and shone into the

study, flinging a bright slanting pathway across the dim
crimson, scarlet and blue of the Turkey carpet. Charles

Verity stood, in an open bay of the great window,
looking out over the garden. Seen thus, in the still sun-

hght, the tall grey-clad figure possessed all its accustomed,
shghtl}'' arrogant repose. Damaris thrilled with exalted

hope. For the young are slow to admit even the verdict of

fact as final. His attitude was so natural, so unstrained and
unstudied, that the message of ghostly warning yesterday

evening was surely discounted ; while the subsequent terror of

the night, that hideous battle with pain and suffocation, be-

came to her incredible, an evil dream from which, in grateful

ecstasy, she now awoke.
Her joy found expression.
" Dearest, dearest, you sent for me.—Is it to let me see you

are really better, more beautifully recovered than they told

me or I ventured to suppose ?
"

Her voice broke under a gladness midway between tears

and laughter.
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" The envious blades of Antropos' scissors have not cut the

mortal thread yet anyhow," he answered, smiHng, permitting

himself the classic conceit as a screen to possible emotion.
" But we won't build too much on the clemency of Fate.

How long she proposes to wait before closing her scissors it is

idle to attempt to say."

He laid his hands on Damaris' shoulders. Bent his head
and kissed her upward pouted lips—thereby hushing the

loving disclaimer which rose to them.
"So we will keep on the safe side of the event, my wise

child," he continued. " Make all our preparations and thus

deny the enemy any satisfaction of taking us unawares.

—

Can you write a business letter for me ?
"

" A dozen, dearest, if you wish," Damaris assented eagerly.

Yet that image of the scissors stayed by hef. Already her

joy was sensibly upon the wane.
"Oh I one will be sufficient, I think—quite sufficient for

this morning."
Charles Verity turned his head, looking seaward through

the tranquil sunshine.
" That Indian appointment has to be suitably thanked for

and—decHned."
Damaris drew back a step so as to gain a clearer view of

him. The hands resting on her shoulders were oddly inert, so

she fancied, forceless and in temperature cold. Even through
the thickness of cloth jacket and silk shirt she was aware of

their hfelessness and chill. This roused rebellion in her. Her
instinct was for fight. She made a return on McCabe's sug-

gestion regarding further advice. She would demand a con-

sultation, call in expert opinion. The dear man with the

blue eyes—here her white face flushed rosy—^would manage
all that for her, and compel help in the form of the last word of

medical science and skill.

" Might not your letter be put off for just a few days ?
"

she pleaded, " in case—until "

But Charles Verity broke in before she could finish her

tender protest, a sadness, even hint of bitterness in his tone.
" You covet this thing so much," he said. " Your heart is

so set on it ?
"

She made haste to reassure him.—No, no not that way, not
for her. How could it signify, save on his account ? She only

cared because greedy of his "advancement, greedy to have
him exalted—placed where he belonged, on the summit, the
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apex, so that all must perceive and acknowledge his greatness.

As to herself—and the flush deepened, making her in aspect
deliciously youthful and ingenious—she confessed misgivings.

Reported her talk with Carteret concerning the subject, and
the scolding received from him thereupon.

" One more reason for writing in the sense I propose, then,"
her father declared, " since it sets your over-modest doubts
and qualms at rest, my dear. That is settled."

His hands weighed on her shoulders as though he suddenly
needed and sought support.

" I will sit down," he said. ** There are other matters to be
discussed, and I can, perhaps, talk more easily so." r:i

He went the few steps across to the red chair. Sank into it.

Leaned against the pillows, bending backward, his hand
pressed to his left side. His features contracted, and his

breath caught as of one spent with running. And Damaris,
watching him, again received that desolating impression of

change, of his being in spirit far removed, inaccessible to her

sympathy, a stranger. He had gone away and rather terribly

left her alone.
' Are you in pain ? " she asked, agonized.
" Discomfort," he rephed. " We will not dignify this by

the name of pain. But I must wait for a time before dictating

the letter. There's something I will ask you to do for me, my
dear, meanwhile."
"Yes"
He paused, shifted his position, closed his eyes.
** Have you held any communication with

"

He stopped, for the question irked him. Even at this pass

it went against the grain with him to ask of his daughter news
of his son.

But in that pause our maiden's scattered wits very effectu-

ally returned to her.
" With Darcy Faircloth ? " she said. And as Charles

Verity bowed his head in assent
—

" Yes, I should have told

you already but—^but for all which has happened. He was
here the day before yesterday. He came home from church

with me.—That was my doing, not his, to begin with. You
mustn't think he put himself forward—took advantage, I

mean, of your being away. If there is any blame it is mine."
" Mine, rather—and of long standing. God forgive me !

"

But Damaris, fairly launched now upon a wholly welcome
topic, . would have none of tnis. To maintain her own
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courage, and, if it might be, combat that dreaded withdrawal
of his spirit into regions where she could not follow, she

braced herself to reason with him.
" No—there indeed you are mistaken, dearest," she gently

yet confidently asserted. " You take the whole business

topsy-turvy fashion, quite wrong way round. I won't weary
you with explanations of exactly what led to Darcy Fair-

cloth coming here with me on Sunday. But you ought to

know that he and Aunt Felicia met. I hadn't planned that.

It just happened. And she was lovely to him—lovely to us

both. She made him stay to luncheon—inviting him in your
name."

** I seem to possess a singular gift for saddhng my relations

with the payment of my bad debts," Charles Verity remarked.
" But there isn't any bad debt—that's what I so dearly

want you to beheve, what I'm trying so hard. Commissioner
Sahib, to tell you," Damaris cried. " Afterwards, when he
and I were alone by ourselves, the ice broke somehow, he
gave himself away and said beautiful things—things about
you which made me delightfully happy, and showed how he
has felt towards you all along."

Simply, without picking of her words, hesitation or artifice,

Damaris repeated that somewhat sinister tale of the sea. Of
a saihng ship, becalmed through burning days and stifling

nights in tropic waters. Of the ill-doings of a brutal, drunken
captain. Of a fly-blown eating-house in Singapore. Of the
spiritual deliverance there achieved through sight of Charles
Verity's name and successful record in the columns of a
Calcutta newspaper ; and the boy's resultant demand for the
infliction of some outward and visible sign, some inalienable

stigmata, which should bear perpetual witness to the fact of

his parentage.
" So you see"
Damaris kindled, standing before him, flamed indeed to a

rare carelessness of convention, of enjoined pruderies and
secrecies.

" You gave him the beautiful gift of life to begin with

;

and saved his life later when he was so miserably tempted to

end it. As he loves hfe, where then is the debt ?—Not on
your side certainly, dearest."

Listening to which fondly exalted sophistries—for sophis-
tries from worldly and moral standpoint alike must he not
surely pronounce them ?—Charles Verity still received com-
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fort to his soul. They ought to be reckoned mistaken, of

course, transparently in error, yet neither son nor daughter
condemned him. Neither did his sister, in the pathetic inno-

cence and purity of her middle-age maidenhood.
This moved him to thankfulness, none the less genuine

because shot with self-mockery. For he was curious to

observe how, as the last urgings of ambition and thirst of

power fell away from him,—he riding under escort of Death,
the black captain—all tributes of human tenderness and
approval gained in value.—Not the approval of notable
personages, of those high in office, nor even that of sympa-
thetic critics and readers ; but of persons in his own immediate
voisinage, bound to him by friendship, by association, or the
tie of blood—Their good-will was precious to him as never
before. He craved to be in perfect amity with every member
of that restricted circle. Hence it vexed and fretted him to

know the circle incomplete, through the exclusion of one
rather flagrantly intimate example. Yet to draw the said

member, the said example, within the circle, yielding it the
place which it might rightfully aspire to occupy, amounted

—

after half a lifetime of abstention and avoidance—to a rather

tremendous demonstration, one which might well be hailed

as extravagant, as a courting of offence possible only to a
sentimental egoist of most aggravated kind.

And he was tired—had no smallest inclination towards
demonstrations. For the threatening of heart spasm, to which
he lately denied the title of pain, though of short duration

affected him adversely, sapping his strength. His mind, it is

true, remained clear even vividly receptive ; but, just as

earlier this morning, his will proved insufficient for its direc-

tion or control. He mused, his chin sunk on his breast, his

left hand travelling down over the long soft moustache, his

eyes half closed. Thought and vision followed their own
impulse, wandering back and forth between the low-caste

eating-house in the sweltering heat and perfumed stenches

of the oriental, tropic seaport ; and the stone-built EngHsh
inn—here on Marychurch Haven—overlooking the desolate

waste of sandhills, the dark reed-beds and chill gleaming

tides.

For love of Damaris, his daughter, while still in the heat of

his prime, he had foresworn all traffic with women. Yet now,
along with the tacitly admitted claims of the son, arose the

claim of the mistress, mother of that son—^in no sensual sort,
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but with a certain wildness of bygone romance, wind and
rain-swept, unsubstantial, dim and grey. Ever since con-

viction of the extreme gravity of his physical condition

dawned on him, the idea of penetrating the courts of that

deserted sanctuary had been recurrent. In the summing up
of his human, his earthly, experience, romance deserved,

surely, a word of farewell ? Damaris' story served to give

the idea a fuller appeal and consistency.

But he was tired—tired. He longed simply to drift. It was
infinitely distasteful to him definitely to plan, or to decide

respecting anything.

Meanwhile his continued silence and abstraction wore
badly upon Damaris. She had steeled herself; had flamed,

greatly daring. Now reaction set in. Her effort proved vain.

She had failed. For once more she recognized that an un-
known influence, a power dark and incalculably strong—so

she figured it—regained ascendancy over her father, working
to the insidious changing of his nature, strangely winning him
away. Waiting for some response, some speech or comment
on his part, fear and the sense of helplessness assailed, and
would have submerged her, had she not clung to Carteret's

parting " God bless you " and avowed faith in her stability,

as to a wonder-working charm. Nor did the charm fail in

efficacy.—Oh ! really he was a wonderful sheet-anchor, " the
shadow of a great rock in a weary land," that dear man
with the blue eyes ! Consciously she blessed him.—And,
thanks to remembrance of him, presently found voice and
purpose once again.

" You aren't displeased with me, dearest ? " she asked.
" Displeased ? " Charles Verity repeated, at^first absently.

" Displeased, my dear, no—^why ?
"

" We didn't do wrong ?
"—labouring the point, the more

fully to recall and retain him—" Didn't take too much upon
ourselves—Aunt Felicia, I mean, and I—by persuading Darcy
Faircloth to stay on Sunday, by entertaining him when you
were away ? Or—or have I been stupid, dearest, and thought-
lessly wearied you by talking too much and too long ?

"

" Neither," he said. " On the contrary, all you have told

me goes to lessen certain difficulties, make the crooked, in

some degree straight and rough places plain."

For, if Faircloth had been here so recently, broken bread
too in the house, so he argued, it became the easier to bid him
return. And Charles Verity needed to see him, see him this
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morning—since purpose of farewells, to be spoken in those
long-deserted courts of romance, stiffened, becoming a thing
not merely to be turned hither and thither in thought, but to

be plainly and directly done.
—

** Send for him in your own.
name," he said. " Explain to him how matters stand, and
ask him to talk with me."
And, as Damaris agreed, rejoiced by the success of her

adventurous diplomacy, making to go at once and give the
required instructions

—

" Stay—stay a moment," her father said, and drew her
down to sit on the chair-arm, keeping her hand in his, and with
his other hand stroking it wistfully. For though certain

difficulties might be sensibly lessened, they were not altogether

removed ; and he smiled inwardly, aware that not even in

the crack of doom are feminine rights over a man other than
conflicting and uncommonly ticklish to adjust.

" Before we commit ourselves to further enterprises, my
darling, let us quite understand one another upon one or two
practical points—^bearing in mind the blades of Atropos'
envious scissors. My affairs are in order "

Damaris shrank, piteously expostulated.
" Oh ! but must we, are we obHged to speak of those things ?

They grate on me—Commissioner Sahib, they are ugly.

They hurt."
" Yes—distinctly we are obliged to speak of them. To do

so can neither hasten nor retard the event. All the more
obliged to speak of them, because I have never greatly cared
about money, except for what I could do with it.—As a means,
of vast importance. As an end, uninteresting.—So it has been
hghtly come and lightly go, I am afraid. All the same I've

not been culpably improvident. A portion of my income
dies with me ; but enough remains to secure you against any
anxiety regarding ways and means, if not to make you a
rich woman. I have left an annuity to your Aunt Felicia. . Her
means are slender, dear creature, and her benevolence out-

runs them, so that she balances a Httle anxiously, I gather,

on the edge of debt. The capital sum will return to you
eventually. Carteret and McCabe consented, some years

ago, to act as my executors. Their probity and honour are

above reproach.—Now as to this place—if you should ever

wish to part with it, let Faircloth take it over. I have made
arrangements to that effect, about which I will talk with him
when he comes,—Have no fear lest I should say that which
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might wound him. I shall be as careful, my dear, of his proper
pride as of my own.—Understand I have no desire to circum-
scribe either your or his liberty of action unduly. But this

house, all it contains, the garden, the very trees I see from
these windows, are so knitted into the fabric of my past life

that I shrink—with a queer sense of homelessness—from any
thought of their passing into the occupation of strangers.

—

Childish, pitifully weak-minded no doubt, and therefore the
more natural that one should crave a voice, thus, in the
disposition of what one has learned through long usage so very
falsely to call one's own !

"

** We will do exactly what you wish, even to the littlest

particular, I promise you—both for Faircloth and for myself,"

Damaris answered, forcing herself to calmness and restraint

of tears.

He petted her hand silently until, as the minutes passed,

she began once more to grow fearful of that dreaded unknown
influence insidiously possessing him and winning him away.
And he may have grown fearful of it too, for he made a sharp
movement, raising his shoulders at though striving to throw
off some weight, some encumbrance.

" There is an end, then, of business," he said, " and of such
worldly considerations. I need worry you with them no more.
Only one thing remains, of which, before I speak to others,

it is only seemly, my darhng, I should speak to you."
Charles Verity lifted his eyes to hers, and she perceived his

spirit as now in nowise remote ; but close, evident almost
to the point of alarm. It looked out from the wasted face,

at once—^to her seeing—exquisite and austere, reaching
forward, keenly curious of all death should reveal, unmoved,
yet instinct with the brilhance, the mirthfulness even, of

impending portentous adventure.
'* You know, Damaris, how greatly I love and have loved

you—how dear you have been to me, dearer than the satis-

faction of my own flesh ?
"

Speech was beyond her. She looked back dazzled, and for

the moment broken.
'' Therefore it goes hard with me to ask anything which

might, ever so distantly, cause you offence or distress. Only
time presses. We are within sight of the end."

'' Ah ! no—no," she exclaimed, wrenching away her hands
and beating them together, passion of affection, of revolt and
sorrow no more to be controlled.

'

' How can I bear it, how can
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I part with you ? I will not, I will not have you die.—McCabe
isn't infalHble. We must call in other doctors. They may be
cleverer, may suggest new treatment, new remedies. They
must cure you—or if they can't cure, at least keep you alive

for me. I won't have you die I

"

" Call in whom you hke, as many as you hke, my darling,

the whole medical faculty if it serves to pacify or to content
you," he said, smiling at her.

Damaris repented. Took poor passion by the throat,

stifling its useless cries.

" I tire you. I waste your strength. I think only of myself,

of my own grief, most beloved, my own consuming grief and
desolation.—See—I will be good—I am good. What else is

there you want to have me do ?
"

" This—but recollect you are free to say me nay, without
scruple or hesitation. I shall not require you to give your
reasons, but shall bow, unreservedly, to your wishes. For
you possess a touchstone in such questions as the one now
troubhng me, which, did I ever possess it, I lost, as do most men,
rather lamentably early in my career. If you suffer me to do
so, I will ask Darcy Faircloth to bring his mother here to me,
this evening at dusk, when her coming will not challenge

impertinent observation—so that I may be satisfied no bitter-

ness colours her thought of me and that we part in peace,

she and I."

Damaris got up from her seat on the arm of the red-covered
chair. She stood rigid, her expression reserved to blankness,
but her head carried high.

" Of course," she said, a little hoarsely, and waited. " Of
course. How could I object ? Wasn't it superfluous even to

ask me ? Your word, dearest, is law."
" But in the present case hardly gospel ?

"

" Yes—^gospel too—since it is your word. Gospel, that is,

for me. Let Darcy Faircloth bring his mother here by all

means. Only I think, perhaps, this is all a little outside my
province. It would be better you should make the—the
appointment with him yourself. I will send to him directly.

Patch can take a note over to the Island. I would prefer to

have Patch go as messenger than either of the other men."
She walked towards the door. Stopped half-way and

turned, hearing her father move. And as she turned—her
eyes quick with enquiry as to his case, but inscrutable as to

her own—Charles Verity rose too and held out his arms in

26"
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supreme invitation. She came swiftly forward and kissed

him, while with all the poor measure of force left him, he
strained her to his breast.

" Have I asked too much from you, Damaris, and, in the

desire to make sure of peace elsewhere, endangered the per-

fection of my far dearer peace with you ?
"

She leaned back from the waist, holding her head away
from him and laid her hand on his lips.

" Don't blaspheme, most beloved," she said, " I have no
will but yours."

Again she kissed him, disengaged herself very gently, and
went.



CHAPTER THE EIGHTH WHICH IS ALSO CHAPTER THE LAST

AT Lady's Oak—an ancient forest boundary—^where the

main road forks, Damaris swung the dog-cart to the

left, across the single-arch stone bridge spanning the

Arne ; and on, up the long winding ascent from the valley-

bottom to the moorlands patched with dark fir plantations,

which range inland from behind Stourmouth. This con-

stituted the goal of her journey ; for, the high-l5ring plateau

reached, leagues of open country are disclosed north and west,

far as the eye carries, to the fine bare outline of the Wiltshire

Downs. She asked for wide prospects, for air and ample
space ; but as floored by stable earth rather than by the

eternal unrest and " fruitless, sonorous furrows " of the

sea.

Ever since the day of the funeral, now nearly a fortnight ago,

Damaris had kept within the sheltering privacy of the house
and grounds. That day, one of soft drizzling rain and cling-

ing ground fog, had also been to her one of hardly endurable
distraction. Beneath assumption of respectful silence, it

jarred, boomed, took notes, debated, questioned. Beneath
assumption of solemnity, it peeped and stared. Her flayed

nerves and desolated heart plagued^her with suspicions of

insincerity.

In as far as Colonel|Carteret controlled proceedings all had
been marked by reverent simphcity. But where the carcass is,

the eagles, proverbially, gather. And unfeathered fowl, in their

own estimation eminently representative of that regal species,

flocked to Deadham church and to The Hard.
If—to vary our metaphor—some, in the past, inclined to

stone the living prophet, these now outvied one another in

their alacrity to bedeck his tomb. Dr. Cripps, for example,

hurried to offer himself as pall-bearer—a request the more
readily^^disposed^of that there was no pall. While Archdeacon
Verity, to cite a second example and from a higher social

level, supported by his elder son Pontifix—domestic chaplain

to the Bishop of Harchester—insisted in sharing with Canon
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Homiblow the melancholy honour of reading the burial

service.

For the rest, the head, and lesser members of the family,

from the big house at Canton Magna, were solidly, not to say
rather aggressively in evidence. With them Mrs. Cowden
and her husband-satellite, the Honourable Augustus joined

forces on arriving from Paulton Lacy.—Lord Bulparc drove
over from Napworth Castle. The county, indeed, showed up
with commendable indifference to depressing atmospheric
conditions. Marychurch sent a contingent. Stourmouth
followed suit in the shape of General Frayling—attended by
Marshall Wace in full clerical raiment— bearing a wreath
of palm, violets, and myrtle wholly disportionate in bulk and
circumference to his own shrivelled and rather tottery form.

—Of this unlooked-for advent more hereafter.—Other dis-

tinguished soldiers came from Aldershot and down from town.
A permanent Under Secretary, correct but visibly bored,

represented the India Office.

The parish, neglecting its accustomed industries and
occupations, mustered in strength ; incited thereto, not only
by the draw of recently resurrected scandal, but by news of

the appointment recently offered Sir Charles Verity, which
had somehow got noised abroad. The irony of his illness and
death occurring precisely when he was invited to mount
nothing less—according to local report—than an oriental

throne, sufficed to stir the most lethargic imagination. Moral-
ists of the Reginald Sawyer school might read in this the
direct judgment of an offended deity. Deadham, however,
being reprehensibly clannish, viewed the incident otherwise

;

and questioned—thanks to an ingeniously inverted system
of reasoning—whether the said Reginald Sawyer hadn't
laid himself open to a charge of manslaughter or of a even
graver breach of the Decalogue.

Theresa Bilson—in whose hat artificial buttercups and
daisies hastily made room for bows of crape—^lurked in the
humble obscurity of the free seats near the west door. To
right and left she was flanked by a guardian Miss Minett

;

but these ladies to-day were but broken reeds on which to

lean. They still laboured under a sense of having been com-
promised, and of resultant social ostracism. This, although
their former parsonic lodger had vanished from the scene on
the day following his threatened immersion—a half-hearted

proposition on his part of " facing out the undeserved obliquy.
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living down the coarse persecution " meeting with as scant

encouragement from his ecclesiastical superior, the vicar, as

from themselves. Theresa—it really was hard on her—shared

their echpse. Hence the humble obscurity of the free seats,

where she sniffed, dabbed her eyes and gurgled, unheeded and
unseen.

Finally young Tom Verity—home on his first long leave

—

having accompanied the family party from Canton Magna
and feehng his sense of humour unequal to the continued

strain of their subHme insularity, benevolently herded two
stately, though shivering, turbanned native gentlemen, who
reached Deadham during the early stages of the ceremony no
one quite knew whence or when. In the intervals of his self-

imposed duties, he found time to admire the rich unction of

his father, the Archdeacon's manner and voice.
" Plus ga change, plus la meme chose," he quoted gleefully.

'

' What a consummate fraud the dear old governor is ; and how
dehciously innocent of the fact, that he imposes upon no one
half so successfully as he does upon himself !

"

Our young man also found time, from afar, to admire
Damaris ; but, let it be added, to a very different tune. Her
beauty came as surprise to him as having much more than
fulfilled its early promise. He found it impressive beyond
that of any one of the many ladies, mature or callow, with

whom it was his habit largely to flirt. So far he could congratu-

late himself on having successfully withstood the wiles of

matrimony—but by how near a shave, at times by how
narrow a squeak ! If that fine parental fraud, the Archdeacon,
had but known !—Tom, undeterred by the solemnity of the

occasion, hunched up his shoulders Hke a naughty boy expect-

ing his ears boxed.—But then—thank the powers, the Arch-

deacon so blessedly and refreshingly didn't, and, what was
more, didn't in the very least want to know. He never

asked for trouble ; but, like the priest and Levite of sacred

parable, carefully passed by on the other side when trouble

was about.

Our young friend looked again at Damaris. Yes—she had
beauty and in the grand manner, standing there at the foot

of the open brick-Hned grave, calm, immobile, black-clad,

white-faced, in the encircHng melancholy of the drizzHng mist.

With the family grouped about her, large-boned, pompous,
well-fed persons, impervious to general ideas as they were

imperviously prosperous, he compared her to a strayed deer
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amongst a herd of store cattle. Really, with the exception

of his cousin Felicia and—^naturally—of himself, the Verity

breed was almost indecently true to type. Prize animals^,

most of them, he granted, still cattle—for didn't he detect an
underlying trace of obstinate bovine ferocity in their collective

aspect ?

Damaris' calm and immobihty exceeded theirs. But in

quality and source how far removed, how sensitive and
intelligent ! Her mourning was in the grand manner, too,

her grief sincere and absolute to the extent of a splendid self-

forgetfulness. She didn't need to pose ; for that forgotten

self could be trusted—^in another acceptation of the phrase

—

never to forget itself.

And here Tom Verity's agreeable frivohty, the astute and
witty shiftiness of mind and—^in a degree—of practice, for

which he so readily found excuses and forgave himself, made
place for nobler apprehensions. Not merely Damaris', just

now, rather tragic beauty moved and impressed him ; but
some quality inherent in her upon which he felt disposed

to confer the title of genius. That was going far.—Mentally

he pulled himself up short.—For wasn't it going altogether

too far—absurdly so ? What the dickens did this excessive

admiration portend ? Could he have received the coup de

foudre ?—He had to-day a fancy for French tags, in reaction

from the family's overpowering Englishness.—That wouldn't
suit his book in the very least. For in the matters of the

affections he held it thriftless, to the confines of sheer lunacy,

to put all your eggs into one basket. He, therefore, pohticly

abstained from further observation of Damaris ; and, with
engaging assiduity, reapphed himself to herding the two
native gentlemen through the remainder of the ceremony and,

at the conclusion of it, into the mildewed luxury of a Mary-
church landau.

Deadham parish went home to its tea that evening damp,
not to say dripping, but well pleased with the figure it had cut

in the pubhc eye. For it had contributed its quota to contem-
porary history ; and what parish can, after all, do more

!

Reporters pervaded it armed with note-books and pencils.

They put questions, poHtely requested a naming of names.
The information furnished in answer would reach the unassail-

able authority of print, giving Deadham opportunity to read
the compUmentary truth about itself. Still better, giving

others opportunity to read the compHmentary truth about
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Deadham. Hence trade and traffic of sorts, with much
incidental replenishing of purses. Great are the uses of a
dead prophet to the keepers of his tomb ! Not within the
memory of the oldest inhabitant had any funeral been so

largely or honourably attended. Truly it spelled excellent

advertisement—and this although two persons, calculated

mightily to have heightened interest and brought up dramatic
and emotional valueS|»were absent from the scene.

For Lesbia Faircloth, giving her barman and two women
servants a holiday, closed the Inn at noon. Alone within the

empty house, she locked the outer doors. Drew the blinds,

reducing the interior to uniform, shadow-peopled obscurity,

with the exception of her own bed-chamber. There she left

one small square window—set deep in the stone work of the
wall—open and uncurtained.

It faced the causeway and perspective of lane skirting the

warren and leading to the high road and village. Looking out
thence, in winter when the trees were bare, she could see

Deadham church, crowning its monticule, part of the sloping

graveyard and, below these in the middle distance, the roofs

and gables of the village street.

To-day the view was obhterated. For here, at the river

level, mist and drizzle took the form of fog. Opaque, chill

and dank, it drifted in continuous, just perceptible, undula-
tions past and in at the open casement. Soon the air of the

room grew thick and whitish, the dark oak furniture and floor

boards furred with moisture. Yet, her methodical closure

of the house complete, Lesbia Faircloth elected to sit in full

inward sweep of it, drawing a straight-backed chair, mounted
on roughly carpentered rockers, close to the window.
A handsome woman still, though in her late fifties, erect

and of commanding presence, her figure well-proportioned if

somewhat massive. Her dark hair showed no grey. Her
rather brown skin was clear, smooth and soft in texture.

Her eyes clear, too, watchful and reticent ; on occasion

—

such as the driving of a business bargain say, or of a drunken
chent—hard as flint. Her mouth, a wholesome red, inclined

to fullness ; but had been governed to straightness of line

—

will dominant, not only in her every movement, but in repose

as she now sat, the chair rockers at a backward tilt, her

capable and well-shaped hands folded on her black apron in

the hollow of her lap.

Putting aside all work for once, and permitting herself a
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space of undisturbed leisure, she proceeded to cast up her

account with love and hfe in as clear-headed, accurate a
fashion as she would have cast up the columns of cash-book or

ledger—and found the balance on the credit side. So finding,

it she turned her head and looked across the room at the wide
half-tester wooden bed, set against the inner wall—the white

crochet counterpane of which, an affair of intricate fancy

patterns and innumerable stitches, loomed up somewhat
ghostly and paUid through the gloom. A flicker of retro-

spective victory passed across her face, attesting old scores

as paid. For there, through sleepless nights, nursing the

ardours and disgust of her young womanhood, she lay barren

beside her apple-cheeked, piping-voiced spouse, his wife in

name only. There later, times having, as by miracle, changed
for her, she gave birth to her son.

If somewhat pre-christian in instinct and in nature, the

child of a more ancient and a simpler world, she was in no sort

slow of intelligence or wanton. What had been, sufficed

her. She cried out neither for further indulgence of passion,

nor against barriers imposed by circumstance and class. That
which she had done, she had done open-eyed, counting and
accepting the cost. Since then wooers were not lacking;

but she turned a deaf ear to all and each. A frank materialist

in some ways, she proved an idealist in this. No subsequent

love passage could rival, in wonder or beauty, that first one ;

since, compared with Charles Verity, the men who subsequently

aspired to her favours—whether in wedlock or out—were, to

her taste, at best dull, loutish fellows, at worst no more than
human jackasses or human swine.

And, through it all, she possessed the boy on whom to spend
her heart, in whose interests to employ her foresight and
singular capacity of money-making. For love's sake therefore,

and for his sake also, she had lived without reproach, a woman
chary even of friendship, chary, too, of laughter, chary above
all of purposeless gaddings and of gossip. Business, and the

boy's sea-going or returning, might take her as far as

Southampton, Plymouth, Cardiff, more rarely London or

some northern port. But Deadham village rarely beheld

her, and never, it is to be feared, did the inside of Deadham
church.

Yet Deadham church bell plaintively, insistently tolling,

the sound reaching her muted by the thickness of the fog,

kept her attention on the stretch for the ensuing hour. Start-
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ling as' it was poignant, Charles Verity's demand to see her,

six days ago, brought the story of her love to full circle. Their
meeting had been of the briefest, for he was exhausted by
pain. But that he had sent, and she had gone, was unlooked
for largesse on the part of fortune, sufficient to give her deep-
seated and abiding sense of heahng and of gain. And this

stayed by her now, rather than any active call for mourning.
She inhaled the dank chillness of the fog gratefully. It

suited the occasion better far than sunshine and bright skies.

For winter, darkness, sullen flowing waters and desolate

crying winds furnished the accompaniment of those earher
meetings. Hearing the tolHng bell she strove to revive
them, and found she did so with singularly mounting wealth
and precision of detail. Not only vision but sense pushed
backward and inward, revitalizing what had been ; until she
ached with suspense and yearning, shrewdly evaded dangers,

surmounted obstructions by action at once bold and wary
and tasted the transfiguring rapture of the end attained.

In the soberness of her middle years, occupied as she was
with the rough, exacting business of the Inn, and with the
management of accumulating landed and other property

—

anxiety born of her son's perilous calling never absent from
her thought—Lesbia Faircloth inclined to live exclusively in

the present. Hence the colours of her solitary passion had
somewhat faded, becoming clouded and dim. Recent events
—led by the ugly publicity of Reginald Sawyer's sermon

—

served to revive those colours, ^o-day they glowed rich

and splendid, a robing of sombre glory to her inward and
backward searching sight.

The bell tolled quicker, announcing the immediate approach
of the dead. Lesbia hstened, her head raised, her face, turned
to open window, felt over by the clammy, impalpable fingers

of the fog.

Now they bore the coffin up the churchyard path, as she
timed it. She wondered who the bearers might be, and whether
they carried it shoulder high ? The path was steep ; and
Charles Verity, though spare and lean, broad of chest and
notably tall. Bone tells. They would feel the weight, would
breathe hard, stagger a little even and sweat.

And with this visuahzing of grim particulars, love, bodily

love and desire of that which rested stark and for ever cold

within the narrow darkness of the coffin—shut away from all

comfort of human contact and the dear joys of a woman's
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embrace—^rushed on her like a storm, buffeted and shook her,

so that she looked to right and to left as asking help, while

her hands worked one upon the other in the hollow of her lap.

Nor did Darcy Faircloth figure in Deadham's record funeral

gathering. Upon the day preceding it, having watched by
Charles Verity's corpse during the previous night, he judged
it well to take his new command—a fine, five-thousand-ton

steamer, carrying limited number of passengers as well as

cargo, and trading from Tilbury to the far East and to Japan,
via the Cape.

In his withdrawal, at this particular date, Miss Felicia

hailed a counsel of perfection which commanded, and con-

tinued to command, alike her enthusiastic approval and
unfeigned regret. For that he should so seasonably efface

himself, argued—in her opinion—so dehghtful a nature, such
nice thought for others, such chivalrous instincts and excellent

good taste !—^All the more lamentable, then, effacement

should be, from social, moral, or other reasons, required.—Yet
for the family to gain knowledge of certain facts without due
preparation—how utterly disastrous ! Think of her half-

sister, Harriet Cowden, for instance, with a fuU-grown and,

alas ! wrong-way-about, step-nephew bounced on her out of a

clear sky, and on such an occasion too.—The bare notion

of what that formidable lady, not only might, but quite cer-

tainly would look and say turned Miss Fehcia positively

faint. No—no, clearly it Jiad to be—it had to be—or rather

—she became incoherent—had not to be, if only for dearest

Charles's sake. Yet what a ten thousand pities ; for notwith-

standing the plebian origin on the mother's side, didn't

Faircloth—these reflections came later—really surpass every

male Verity present, young Tom included, though she con-

fessed to a very soft spot in her heart for young Tom ?

—

Surpass them, just as her brother Charles had always surpassed

them, in good looks and charm as in inches, above all in his air

of singular good-breeding ? And how extraordinarily he had
transmitted this last to Faircloth, notwithstanding the—well,

the drawback, the obstacle to—Miss Felicia did not finish

the sentence, though in sentiment becoming sweetly

abandoned. For how she would have revelled, other things

being equal—^which they so deplorably weren't—^in shaking
this singularly attractive nephew in the family's collective

face, just to show them what dearest Charles—^who they
never had quite understood or appreciated—could do in the
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matter of sons, when he once set about it, even against

admittedly heavy odds

!

As it was, she had to pacify her gentle extravagance by
subjecting the said nephew's hand to a long tremulous pressure

at parting.—He, worn, blanched, a little strange from the

night's lonely and very searching vigil ; she patchily pink as

to complexion, fluttered, her candid eyes red-hdded.—Pacify

herself by assuring him she could never express how deeply

she had felt his unselfish devotion during this time of trouble

—felt his—his perfect attitude towards her dearest brother

—

his father—or the consideration he had shown towards Damaris
and herself.

" You can count on my unswerving affection, my dear

Darcy," she had said. Adding with, to him, very touch-

ing humility
—

" And any affection you have to give me
in return I shall cherish most gratefully, be very sure of

that."

All which, as shall presently be shown, brings our narative,

though by devious courses, back to Damaris sweeping the

dog-cart to the left across the bridge spanning the Arne, and
on up the long winding ascent, from the woods and rich

meadows in the valley to the wide prospects and keener air

of the moorland above.
Until now, as already chronicled, she had remained in house

or garden, prey to an apathy which, while not amounting to

definite ill-health, refused interest and exertion. She could

not shake it off. To her all things were empty, blank,

immensely purposeless. Religion failed to touch her state

—

rehgion, that is, in the only form accessible. The interior

of some frowning Gothic church of old Castile, or, from
another angle, of some mellow Latin basilica, might have found
the required mystic word to say to her. But Protestantism,

even in its mild Anglican form, shuts the door on its dead
children with a heavy hand.—And she suffered this rehgious

coldness, although any idea that death of the body implies

extinction of the spirit, extinction of personality, never

occurred to her. Damaris' sense of the unseen was too

ingrained, her commerce with it too actual for that. No

—

the spirit lived on. He, her most beloved, lived on, himself,

his very self; but far away from her. In just this consisted

the emptiness, the unspeakable and blank bitterness—he

was somewhere and she could not reach him. The dreadful

going away of his spirit, against which she had fought during
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the thirty-six hours of his illness, had reached its ordained

consummation—that was all.

The body which had contained and by that beloved spirit

been so nobly animated, in its present awful peace, its blind

dumb majesty, meant scarcely more to her than some alabaster

or waxen effigy of her dead. It was so like, yet so terrifyingly

unhke Charles Verity in hfe !—She had visited it morning and
evening, since to leave it in sohtude appeared wanting in

reverence. Throughout each night she thankfully knew that

either Carteret, McCabe, or Faircloth watched by it. Yet to

her it hardly retained as much of her father's natural presence

as the clothes he had worn, the books and papers littering his

writing-table, the chair he preferred to sit in, his guns and
swords upon the wall, or the collection of fishing-rods, walking-

sticks and his spud stacked in a corner.

After the strain and publicity of the funeral her apathy
deepened, perplexing and saddening Carteret and bringing

Miss Fehcia near to veritable wailing. For while thanking

them both she, in fact, put them both aside. This in no sour

or irritable humour ; but with a hstlessness and apartness

hopeless to overcome. She prayed them to give her time.

Soon she would begin again ; but not just yet. She " couldn't

begin again to order—couldn't make herself begin again.

They must not trouble, only be patient with her, please, a

little longer—she wasn't, indeed she wasn't, pretending "

—

a statement which, in its simphcity, cut Carteret to the quick
—for " she meant to begin again directly she could."

To-day the weather took an encouraging turn for the

better. Following the spell of fog and wet a northerly

wind at last arose. It swept the sky clear of clouds, the land
of melancholy vapours, begetting a brilliance of atmosphere
which wooed our maiden to come forth and once more affront

the open. She therefore ordered the dog-cart at two o'clock.

Would herself drive ; and, " if Aunt Felicia didn't mind and
think her unsociable, would take Patch for sole company,
because then "—^renewed apologies

—
" she needn't talk and

she felt disinchned to do so."

During the first half mile or so, as must be confessed, each
prick of the black horse's ears and change in his pace sent a

quake through her, as did the sight of every vehicle upon the
road she passed or met. Her nerve was nowhere, her self-

confidence in tatters. But, since this parlous state was, in

the main, physical, air and movement, along with the direct
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call on her attention, steadied the one and knit up the ravelled

edges of the other. By the time the plateau was reached and
the hill lay behind her, she could afford to walk the horse,

tentatively invite her soul, and attempt to hold communion
with Nature. Sorrow—as well as the Napoleonic Patch—still

sat very squarely beside her ; but the nightmare of mortality,

with consequent blankness and emptiness, was no longer

omnipresent. Interest again stirred in her, the healthy
instinct of going on.

Except in the foreground, where foxy browns of withered
bracken and pink-shot browns of withered heather gave rich-

ness of tone, the colouring of the great view was somewhat
cold. It dealt in thin, uncertain green, the buff of stubble, in

sharp slate-Hke blues blended in places with indigo, the

black purple of hawthorn hedges and grey-brown filigree of

leafless trees.—This did her good, she asking to be strength-

ened and stimulated rather than merely soothed. To feel

the harsh, untainted wind break against her, hear it shrill

through the dry, shivering grasses of the roadside and sturdy
spires of heath, to see it toss the dark crests and tufted

branches of the outstanding firs at the edge of the plantation,

brought up her morale. Brought her resignation, moreover

—

not of the self-indulgent order, of bowed head and languidly

folded hands ; but of the sort which acknowledges loss and
sorrow as common to the sum of human experience, places it

in its just relation to the rest, and, though more heavily

weighted than before, takes up the onward march, sobered

perhaps yet undismayed.
Sins of omission began to prick her. The domestic estab-

lishment ran on wheels, even during the recent stress and
agitation, though she had ceased to exercise control over it.

Now it must be reorganized—and probably on a less liberal

footing.—But these were minor questions, comparatively

simple to cope with. Her hfe had been full, it must find

fresh purpose, fresh interest and occupation, in a word, be
refilled.

Literature allured her. She dreamed of wonderful tellings,

dreamed of the engrossing joys of the written word. But in

what form—poetry, essay, history, novel ?—^The extreme

limitation of her own knowledge, or rather the immensity of

her own ignorance, confronted her. And that partly through

her own fault, for she had been exclusive, fastidious, disposed

to ignore both truths and people who offended her taste or
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failed to strike her fancy. Hitherto she had been led by
fancy and feeling rather than by reasoned principle. She
must at once simphfy, broaden and democratize her outlook.

Must force herself to remember that respect is, in some sort,

due to everything—however unbeautiful, however even vile

or repugnant—which is a constant quantity in human affairs

and human character, due to everything in the realm of

Nature also, however repellent, if it is really so, actually

exists.

In this connexion the mysterious and haunting question of

sex obtruded itself. And, along with it, the thought of two
eminently diverse persons, namely, Lesbia Faircloth and the

dear, the more than ever dear, man with the blue eyes. That,

in his agony, her father should have desired the visit of the

former, once his mistress, had been very bitter to bear, pro-

voking in Damaris a profound though silent jealousy. This

had even come in some degree between her and Faircloth.

For, in proportion as that visit more effectually united father

and son, it aboUshed her position as intermediary between
the two.

Recalling the incident jealousy moved her now, so that she

gathered up the reins hastily and touched the horse with the

whip. 1 It sprang forward, danced and behaved, before setthng

down to the swinging trot which, in so handsome a fashion,

ate up the blond road crossing the brown expanse of

moor.
*"

Damaris was surprised and distressed by the vehemence of

her own emotion. That her jealousy was retrospective, and
belonged to a past now over and done with, she admitted.

Yet, thinking of her father's demand to see Lesbia, how
amazingly deep it went, how profound, and lasting is the

empire of " feehng in that way "—so, she put it, faUing back
on her phrase of nearly threejyears ago,^^first coinedjat St.

Augustin.

And this was where Carteret came in.—For he alone, of all

men, had made her, Damaris, ever consciously " feel in that

way."—A fact of immense significance surely, could she

but grasp the full, the inner meaning of it—and one which
entered vitally into the matter of '' beginning again." There-
fore, so she argued, the proposed simplifying, broadening,

democratizing of her outlook must cover—amongst how
much'Jelse !—^the whole astonishing business of " feeling in

that way."
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She shrank from the conclusion as unwelcome. The ques-

tion of sex was still distasteful to her. But she bade herself,

sternly, not to shrink. For without some reasoned compre-
hension of it—as now dawned on her—the ways of human
beings, of animals, of plants and, so some say, even of minerals,

are unintelligible, arbitrary, and nonsensical. It is the push
of life itself, essential, fundamental, which makes us " feel in

that way "—the push of spirit yearning to be clothed upon
with flesh, made visible and given its chance to enter the

earthly arena, to play an individual part in the beautiful,

terrible earthly scene. Therefore she must neglect it, reject

it no longer. It had to be met and understood, if she would
graduate in the school of reahty ; and in what other possible

school is it worth while to graduate ?

Reaching which cHmax in her argument, the selfish-

ness of her recent behaviour became humihatingly patent

to her. From the whole household, but especially from
Carteret and Aunt Fehcia, she had taken all and given nothing

in return. She had added to their grief, their anxieties, by
her silence, her apathy, her whimsies.

" Patch," she asked suddenly, " which is the shortest way
home, without going through Stourmouth and Marychurch ?

*'

—^And, under his instructions, turned the dogcart down a
grassy side-track, heading south-east—her back now to the

wind and inland country, her face to the larger horizon, the

larger if more hazardous freedom of the sea.

Conversation, started thus by her enquiry, flourished in

friendly, desultory fashion until, about three-quarters of an
hour later, the front gates of The Hard came in sight. By
then afternoon merged itself in early evening. Lights twinkled

in the windows of the black cottages, upon the Island, and in

those of Faircloth's inn. The sky flamed orange and crimson

behind the sandhills and Stonehorse Head. The air carried

the tang of coming frost. Upon the hard gravel of the drive,

the wheels of the dog-cart grated'and the horse's hoofs ranc

loud.

Another Damaris came^home to the Damaris who had set

forth—a Damaris rested, refreshed, invigorated, no longer a

passive but an active agent. Nevertheless, our poor maiden
suffered some reaction on re-entering the house. For, so

entering, her loss again confronted her as an actual entity.

It sat throned in the lamp-Ht hall. It demanded payment of

tribute before permitting her to pass. Its attitude amounted,
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in her too fertile imagination, to a menace. Here, within the

walls which had witnessed not only her own major acquaint-

ance with sorrow, but so many events and episodes of strange

and, sometimes, cruel import—^super-normal manifestations,

too, of which last she feared to think—she grew undone and
weak, disposed to let tears flow, and yield once more to

depression and apathy. The house was stronger than she.

But—^but—only stronger, surely, if she consented to turn

craven and give way to it ?—Whereupon she consciously, of

set purpose, defied the house, denied its right to browbeat
thus and enslave her. For had not she this afternoon, up on
the moorland, found a finer manner of mourning than it

imposed, a manner at once more noble and so more consonant
with the temper and achievements of her beloved dead ?

She believed that she had.

On the hall table lay a httle flight of visiting cards. Her
mind occupied in silent battle with the house, Damaris
glanced at them absently and would have passed on. But
something in the half-deciphered printed names caught her

attention. She bent lower, doubting if she could have read

aright.
" Brig. General and Mrs. Frayling."—^Two smaller cards,

also bearing the General's name, ranged with two others

bearing that of " The Rev. Marshall Wace." A written in-

scription, in the corner of each, notified a leading hotel in

Stourmouth as the habitat of their respective owners.

This little discovery affected Damaris to a singular extent.

She had small enough wish for Henrietta Frayling's society

at this juncture ; still less for that of her attendant singer-

reciter-parson. Yet their names, and the train of recollec-

tions evoked by these, made for the normal, the average, and,

in so far, had on her a wholesome effect. For Henrietta, of

once adored and now somewhat tarished memory—soulless,

finished, and exquisitely artificial to her finger-tips, beguiHng
others yet never herself beguiled beyond the hmits of a flaw-

less respectability—was wonderfully at odds with high

tragedies of dissolution. How had the house received such a
guest ? How put up with her intrusion ? But wasn't the

house, perhaps, itself at a disadvantage, its sting drawn in

presence of such invincible materialism ? For how impress

a creature at once so light and so pachydermatous ? The
position lent itself to rather mordant comedy.

In this sense, though not precisely in these phrases, did
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Damaris apprehend matters as, still holding Henrietta
Frayling's visiting card in her hand, she crossed the hall and
went into the drawing-room.

There, from upon the sofa behind the tea-table, through
the warm soft radiance of shaded lamps and glowing fire,

Felicia Verity uplifted her voice in somewhat agitated greet-

ing. She made no preliminary affectionate enquiries—such
as might have been expected—regarding her niece's outing or

general wellbeing, but darted, not to say exploded, into the

declaration :

" DarHng, I am so exceedingly glad you weren't at home !

—Mrs. FrayHng's card ?
"

This, as the girl sat down on the sofa beside her.
" Then you know who's been here. I didn't intend to see

anyone—unless poor little Theresa—But no, truly no one.

Both Hordle and Mary were off duty—I ought not to have
let them be away at the same time, perhaps, but I did feel

they both needed a hohday, don't you know.—And either

they had forgotten to give Laura my orders, or she lost her

head, or was talked over. I daresay Mrs. Frayling insisted."
" Henrietta is not easily turned from her purpose," Damaris

said.
" Exactly.—^A very few minutes' conversation with her

convinced me of that. And so I felt it would be unfa^ir to

blame Laura too severely. I should suppose Mrs. Frayling

excessively clever in getting her own way. Poor Laura

—

even if she did know my orders, she hadn't a chance."
" Not a chance," Damaris repeated.

Once convalescence initiated, youth speedily regains its

elasticity ; and Aunt FeHcia with her feathers ruffled, Aunt
Felicia upon the warpath thus, presented a novel spectacle

meriting observation. Evidently she and Henrietta had
badly clashed !—A nice little demon of diversion stirred

within Damaris. For the first time for many days she felt

amused.
" Excessively clever," Miss Felicia continued.

—Without doubt the dear thing was finely worked up !

—

" And, though I hardly like to make such an accusation,

none too scrupulous in her methods. She leads you on with a

number of irrelevant comments and questions, until you find

she's extracted from you a whole host of things you never

meant to say. She is far too inquisitive—too possessive."

Miss Fehcia ended on an almost violent note.

2/
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" Yes, Henrietta has a tiresome little habit of having been

there first," Damaris said, a touch of weariness in her tone
remembering past encounters.

Miss Fehcia, caught by that warning tone, patted her
niece's rather undiscoverable knee—undiscoverable because
still covered by a heavy fur-lined driving coat—lovingly,

excitedly.
" If you choose to beheve her, darhng," she cried, "which

I, for one, emphatically don't."

Following which ardent profession of faith, or rather of

scepticism, Miss Fehcia attempted to treat the subject

broadly. She soared to mountain-tops of social and psycho-
logical astuteness ; but only to make hasty return upon her
gentler self, deny her strictures, and snatch at the skirts of

vanishing Christian charity.
" Men aren't so easily led away," she hopefully declared.

** Nor can I think Mrs. Frayhng so irresistible to each and all

as she wishes one to imagine. She must magnify the number
and, still more, the permanence of her conquests. No doubt
she has been very much admired. I know she was lovely. I

saw her once ages ago, at Tullingworth. Dearest Charles
"

the words came softly, as though her lips hesitated to pro-

nounce them in so trivial a connection
—

" asked me to call on
her as I was staying in the neighbourhood. She had a different

surname then, by the way, I remember."
" Henrietta has had four in all—counting in her maiden

name, I mean."
'' Exactly," Miss Fehcia argued, " and that, no doubt, does

prejudice me a little against her. I suppose it is wrong, but
when a woman marries so often one can't help feeling as if

she ended by not being married at all—a mere change of

partners, don't you know, which does seem rather shocking.

It suggests such an absence of deep feehng.*—Poor thing, I

dare say that is just her nature ; still it doesn't attract me.
In fact it gives me a creep.—But I quite own she is pretty

still, and extraordinarily well dressed—only too well dressed,

don't you know, that is for the country.—More tea, darling.

Yes, Mrs. Cooper's scones are particularly good this afternoon.

—I wish I hked her better, Mrs. Frayling, I mean, because she
evidently intends to be here a lot in future. She expressed the

warmest affection for you. She was very possessive about
you, more I felt than she'd any real right to be. That, I'm
afraid, put my back up—that and one or two other things.
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She and General Frayling think of settling in Stourmouth for

good, if Mr. Wace is appointed to the Deadham curacy."

''The curacy here? " Damaris echoed, a rather lurid light

breaking in on her.

Miss FeHcia's glance was of timid, slightly distressed,

enquiry.
" Yes," she said, " Mr. Wace has appHed for the curacy.

He and General Frayling were to have an interview with

Canon Horniblow this afternoon. They dropped Mrs. Fray-

hng here on their way to the vicarage, and sent the fly back
for her. She talked a great deal about Mr. Wace and his

immense wish to come here. She gave me to understand it

was his one object to "

The speaker broke off, raised her thin, long-fingered hands
to her forehead.

" I don't know," she said, " but really I feel perhaps, dar-

ling, it is better to warn you. She impHed—oh ! she did it

very cleverly, really, in a way charmingly—^but she implied

that things had gone very hard with Mr. Wace that winter at

St. Augustin, and that all he went through has remarkably

developed and strengthened his character—that it, in fact,

was what determined him to take Holy Orders. His diffi-

culties melted before his real need for the support of rehgion.

It would have all been most touching if one had heard a story

of such devotion from anyone but—but her, about anyone
but him—under the circumstances, poor young man

—

because—darling—well, because of you."
" Of me ? " Damaris stiffened.
" Yes—that is just the point. Mrs. Frayhng left me in no

doubt. She was determined to make me understand just

what Mr. Wace's attitude had been towards you—and that

it is still unchanged."
Damaris got .up. Pulled off her driving coat, gloves, and

hat. Threw them upon the seat of a chair. The act was
symboHc. She felt suffocated, impelled to rid herself of every

impediment. For wasn't she confronted with another

battle—a worse one than that with the house, namely, a

battle with her long-ago baby-love, and her father's love too

—

Henrietta.—Henrietta, so strangely powerful, so amazingly

persistent—Henrietta who enclosed you in arms, apparently so

soft but furnished with suckers, octopus arms adhering,

never letting you go ? She had played with the idea of this

intrusion of Henrietta's and its effect upon Miss Fehcia, at
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first as something amusing. It ceased to be amusing. It

frightened her.
" And my attitude is unchanged, too," she said presently,

gravely proud. '* I didn't want to marry Marshall Wace then.

I was dreadfully sorry when Henrietta told me he cared for

me. I don't want to marry him or have him care for me one

bit more now. I think it very interfering of Henrietta to

trouble you with this. It is not the moment. She might at

least have waited."
" So I felt," Miss Fehcia put in. She watched her niece

anxiously, as the latter w^nt across to the fire-place and
stood, her back to the room, looking down into the glowing

logs.

For she had—or rather ought she not to have ?—another

communication to make which involved the fighting of a

battle on her own account, not against Henrietta Frayhng,

still less against Damaris, but against herself. It trembled on
the tip of her tongue. She felt impelled, yet sorrowed to

utter it. Hence her wishes and purposes jostled one another,

being tenderly, bravely, heroically even, contradictory. In

speaking she invited the shattering of a dream of personal

election to happiness—a late blossoming happiness and
hence the more entrancing, the more pathetic. That any
hope of the dream's fulfilment was fragile as glass, lighter

than gossamer, the veriest shadow of a shade, her natural

diffidence and sane sense, ahke, convinced her. For this very

cause, the dream being of the sweetest and most intimate,

how gladly would she have cherished the enchanting foolish-

ness of it a trifle longer !—Her act of heroism would earn no
applause, moreover, would pass practically unnoticed. No
one would be aware of her sacrifice. She would only gain the

satisfaction of knowing she had done the perfectly right and
generous thing by two persons who would never share that

knowledge.—She blushed.—Heaven forbid they ever should

share it—and thank her.
" Mrs. Frayhng—I don't want"
Miss Fehcia stopped.
*' What don't you want ?

"—This from Damaris over her

shoulder, the pause being prolonged.
** To set you against her, darhng "

" I think," Damaris said, " I know all about Henrietta."
" She insinuates so much," Miss Felicia lamented.

—
'' Or

seems to do so. One grows wretchedly suspicious of her
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meaning. Perhaps I exaggerate and misjudge her.—She is

quite confusingly adroit ; but I extremely dishked the way
in which she spoke of Colonel Carteret."

Damaris bent a Httle forward, holding her skirt back from

the scorch of the firs, her eyes still downcast.
" How did she speak of him ?

"

** Oh ! all she said was very indirect—but as though he had
not played quite fair with her on some occasion. And—it's

odious to repeat !—as if that was his habit with women, and
with unmarried girls as well—as if he was liable to behave in

a way which placed them in a rather invidious position while

he just shuffled out of all responsibihty himself. She hinted

his staying on with us here was a case in point—that it might
give people a wrong idea altogether. That, in short—at

least thinking it over I feel sure this is the impression she

meant to convey to me—that he is indulging his chronic love

of philandering at your expense."
" And thereby standing in the light of serious lovers such as

Marshall Wace ?
"

After a moment Damaris added :

" Is that your idea of Colonel Carteret, Aunt Fehcia ?
"

*'-Ah ! no, indeed no," the poor lady cried, with rather

anguished sincerity. Then making a fine effort over himself :

" Least of all where you are concerned, my darhng."

And she drifted hastily on to her feet. The curtains were

still undrawn ; and, through the window opposite, she caught

sight of a tall figure coming up across the lawn in the frosty

twihght.
** Pardon me if I run away. I've forgotten a note I meant

to send to poor little Theresa Bilson.—I must let Laura have
it at once, or she mayn't catch the postman," she said with

equal rapidity and apparent inconsequence.

As Fehcia Verity passed out into the hall, at one end of the

avenue of stumpy pillars, Carteret came in at the other end

through the garden door. He halted a moment, dazzled by
the warmth and light within after the clair-obscure of the

frosty dusk without, and looked round the room before

recognizing the identity of its remaining occupant. Then :

"Ah! you—dear witch," he said. "So you're home.

And what of your drive ?
"

Damaris turned round, all of a piece. Her hands, white

against the black, the fingers shghtly apart, still pressed back

the skirt of her dress as though saving it from the fire scorch, in
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quaintly careful childish fashion. Her complexion was that

of a child too, in its soft brightness. And the wonder of her

great eyes fairly challenged Carteret's wits.
" A babe of a thousand years," he quoted to himself.

" Does that look grow out of a root of divine innocence, or of

quite incalculable wisdom ?
"

" I told you if you would be patient with me I should begin

again. I have begun again, dear Colonel Sahib."
" So I perceive," he answered her.
" Is it written so large ? " she asked curiously.
" Very large," he said, falhng in with her humour. " And

where does the beginning lead to ?
"

" I wish you'd tell me.—Henrietta has begun again too."
" I know it," he said. " Our incomparable Henrietta

overtook me on her way from here to the vicarage, and
bestowed her society on me for the better part of half an hour.

She was in astonishing form."

Carteret came forward and stood on the tiger skin beside

Damaris. Mrs. Frayhng's conversation had given him very

furiously to think, and his thoughts had not proved by any
means exhilarating.

" Does this recrudescence of our Henrietta, her beginning

again, affect the scope and direction of your own beginning

again, dearest witch ? " he presently enquired, in singularly

restrained and colourless accents.
" That depends a good deal upon you—doesn't it. Colonel

Sahib ? " our maiden gravely answered.

/ Carteret felt as though she dealt him a blow. The
pain was numbing. He could neither see, nor could he

think clearly. But he traced Mrs. Frayling's hand in this,

and could have cursed her elaborately—had it been worth
while. But was anything worth while, just now ? He
inchned to beheve not—so called himself a doating fool. And
then, though tormented, shaken, turned his mind to making
things easy for Damaris.

" Oh ! I see that," he told her. " And now you have got

hold of your precious Httle self again and made a start, it's

easy enough to manage your affairs—in as far as they need

any management of mine—from a distance. This beginning

again is triumphant. I congratulate you ! You're your own
best physician. You know how to treat your case to a

marvel. So I abdicate."

"But why? Why abdicate? Do you mean go away?
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Then Henrietta was right. What she said was true. I never

beheved her. I "

Damaris grew tall in her shame and anger. The solemn
eyes blazed.

" Yes—pray go," she said. " It's unwarrantable the way
I kept you here—the way I've made use of you. But, indeed,

indeed, I am very grateful, Colonel Sahib. I ought to have
known better. But I didn't. I have been so accustomed all

my hfe to your help that I took it all for granted. I never

thought how much I taxed your forbearance or encroached on
your time.—That isn't quite true though. I did have scruples

;

but little things you said and did put my scruples to sleep.

I liked having them put to sleep.—Now you must not let me
or my business interfere any more.—Oh ! you've treated me,
given to me, like a prince," she declared, rising superior to

anger and to shame, her eyes shining
—

" like a king. Nobody
can ever take your place or be to me what you've been. I shall

always love to think of your goodness to—to him—my
father—and to me—always—all my life."

Damaris held out her hands.
" And that's all.—Now let us say no more about this. It's

difficult. It hurts us both, I fancy, a little."

But Carteret did not take her proffered hands. •*

" Dear witch," he said, " we've spoken so freely that I

am afraid we must speak more freely still—even though it

pains you a Uttle perhaps, and myself, almost certainly

very much more. I love you—not as a friend, not as

an amiable elderly person should love a girl of your age.

—This isn't an affair of yesterday or the day before yesterday.

You crept into my heart on your sixth birthday—wasn't

it ?—when I brought you a certain little green jade elephant

from our incomparable Henrietta, and found you asleep in a

black marble chair, set on a blood-red sandstone platform,

overlooking the gardens of the club at Bhutpur. And you
have never crept out of it again—won't do so as long as body
and mind hang together, or after. It has been a song of

degrees.—For years you were to me a dehcious plaything
;

but a plaything with a mysterious soul, after which I felt, every

now and again, in worship and awe. The plaything stage

came to an end when I was here with you before we went to

Paris, four years ago. For I found then, beyond all question

of doubt, that I loved you as a man only loves once, and as

most men never love at all. I have tried to keep this
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from you because I have no right to burden your youth with

my middle-age."

Carteret smiled at her.
" It has not been altogether easy to hold my peace, dearest

witch," he said. " The seven devils of desire—of which you
knew nothing, bless you "

" I'm not sure that I do know nothing," Damaris put in

quietly. She looked him over from head to heel, and the

wonder of her great eyes deepened.
" It isn't wrong ? " she said, brokenly, hoarsely. " I don't

think it can be wrong ?
"

Then, *' You will be good to my brother, to Darcy Fair-

cloth, and let me see him quite, quite often ?
"

And lastly, her lips trembUng

:

" It is beautiful, more beautiful than I ever knew about, to

have you for quite my own. Colonel Sahib."
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sand. Small Pott Zvo. Paper, \s. 3d. ttei ;

Cloth Boards, 2s. net; Leather Yapp,
3S. 6.'/. net.

THE FIERY CROSS. 80th Thousand.
Small Pott 8vo. Paper, xs. 3d. net ; Cloth

Boards^ as. net; Leather Yapp, 3s. 6d. net.

HIGH ALTARS : The Record of a Visit
to the Battlefields of France and
Flanders. i,oth Thousand. Small Pott
Zvo. IS. 2d. net; Cloth Boards, 2s. net.

HEARTS COURAGEOUS. 40th Thou-
san.'i. Sviall Pott Zvo. 1s.3d.net.

Oxford (M. N.). A HANDBOOK OF
NURSING. Seventh Edition, Revised.
Cr. Zvo. 5-i-. net.

Fakes (W. G. C). THE SCIENCE OF
HYGIENE. Illustrated. Second and
Cheaper Edition. Revised by A. T.
Nankivell. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Petrie (W. M. Flinders). A history
OF EGYPT. Illustrated. Si.r Volumes.
Cr. Zvo. Each gs. net.

Vol. I, Fro.m the 1st to the XVIth
Dynasty. Eighth Edition.

Vol. II. The XVIIth and XVIIIth
Dynasties. Sixth Edition.

Vol. III. XIXth to XXXth Dynasties.
Second Edition.

Vol. IV. Egypt under the Ptolemaic
Dynasty. J. P. Mahakf y. Second Edition.

Vol. V. Egypt under Roman Rule. J. G.
Milne. Second Edition.

Vol. VI. Egypt in the Middle Ages.
Stanley Lane Poole. Second Edition.

RELIGION AND CONSCIENCE IN
ANCIENTEGYPT. Illustrated. Cr. Zvo.

5J. net.

SYRIA AND EGYPT, FROM THE TELL
EL AMARNA LETTERS. Cr. Zvo.

IS. net.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. First Series, ivth to xiith

Dynasty. Illustrated. Third Edition.
Cr. Zvo. 5J. net.

EGYPTIAN TALES. Translated from the
Papyri. Second Series, xviiith to xixtb
Dynasty. Illustrated. Third Edition,
Cr. Zvo, 5J. net.

Pollard (Alfred W.). SHAKESPEARE
FOLIOS AND QUARTOS. A Study in

the Bibliography of Shakespeare's Plays,

1594-1685. Illustrated. Folio. ^\, is. net.

Porter (G. R.). THE PROGRESS OF
THE NATION. A New Edition. Edited
by F. W. Hirst. Demy Zvo. £1, is. net.

Power (J. O'Connor.) THE MAKING OF
AN ORATOR. Cr. Zvo. 6s. net.

Price (L. L.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
POLITICAL ECONOMYINENGLAND
FROM ADAM SMITH TO ARNOLD
TOYNBEE. Ninth Edition. Cr. Zvo,

Ss. net.

Rawlings (Gertrude B.). COINS AND
HOW TO KNOW THEM. Illustrated.

Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. -js. 6d.net.

Regan (0. Tait.) THE freshwater
FISHES OF THE BRITISH ISLES.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Reid (G. Archdall). THE LAWS OF
HEREDITY. Seeond Edition. Demy^vo.
£i, IS. net.
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Robertson (C. Grant). SELECT stat-
utes, CASES, AND DOCUMENTS,
1660-1832. Second Edition, Revised and
Enlarged. Demy Zvo. 155. net.

ENGLAND UNDER THE HANOVER-
IANS. Illustrated. Third Edition. Demy
Zvo. 12S. 6d. net.

Rolle (Richard). THE FIRE OF love
AND THE MENDING OF LIFE.
Edited by Frances M. Comper. Cr. Svo.

6s. net.

Ryley (A. Beresford). OLD PASTE.
Illustrated. Royal Zvo. £2, zs. net.

•Said' (H. H. Munro). REGINALD.
Fourth Edition. Fca/>. Zvo. 3^. 6d. net.

REGINALD IN RUSSIA. Fcap. Zvo.

2S. 6d. net.

SchidrOWitZ (Philip). RUBBER. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Demy Svo. 15s.

net.

Selous (Edmund). TOMMY SMITHS
ANIMALS. Illustrated. Seventeenth Edi-
tion. Fcap. Zvo. 3i. 6d. net.

TOMMY SMITH'S OTHER ANIMALS.
Illustrated. Tenth Edition. Fcap. Zvo.

3^. 6d. net.

JACK'S INSECTS. Illustrated. Cr. Z-.'o.

6s. net.

Shakespeare (William).

THE FOUR FOLIOS, 1623; 1632; 1664;
1685. Each £^, 4^. net, or a complete set,

;^i2, 125. net.

THE POEMS OF WILLIAM SHAKE-
SPEARE. With an Introduction and Notes
by GeorgeWyndhAM. Demy Zvo. Buck-
ram, 125. 6d. net.

Shelley (Percy Bysshe). POEMS. With
an Introduction by A. CLUTTON-BROCKand
notes by C. D. LococK. Two Volumes.
Demy Svo. £1, is. net.

Sladen (Douglas). SICILY: The New
Winter Ru:sokt. An Encyclopaedia of
Sicily. With 234 Illustrations, a Map, and
a Table of the Railway System of Sicily.
Second Edition, Revised. Cr. Svo. 7s. 6d.
net.

Slesser (H. H.). TRADE UNIONISM.
Cr. Svo. 5^. net.

Smith (Adam). THE WEALTH OF
NATIONS. Edited by Edwin Cannan.
Two Volumes. Demy Svo. £1, ss. net.

Smith (G. F. Herbert). GEM-STONES
AND THEIR DISTINCTIVE CHARAC-
'lERS. Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr.
Svo. js. 6d. net.

Stancliffe. GOLF DO'S and dont's.
Sixth Edition, Fcap. Svo. 2s. net.

Stevenson (R. L.). THE LETTERS OF
ROBERT LOUIS STEVENSON. Edited
by Sir Sidney Colvin. A New Re-
arranged Edition in/our Volumes. Fourth
Edition. Fcap. Svo. Each 6s. net. Leather,
each 7s. 6d. net.

Surtees (R. s.). handley CROSS.
Illustrated. Eighth Edition. Fcap. Svo.
7s. 6d. net.

MR. SPONGE'S SPORTING TOUR.
Illustrated. Fourth Edition Fcap. Svo.
js. 6d. net.

ASK MAMMA; or, THE RICHEST
COMMONER IN ENGLAND. Illus-

trated. Second Edition. Fcap. Svo. js. 6d.
net.

JORROCKS'S JAUNTS AND JOLLI-
TIES. Illustrated. Sixth Edition. Fcap.
Svo. 6s. net.

MR. FACEY ROMFORD'S HOUNDS.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Fcap. Svo.
js. 6d. net.

HAWBUCK GRANGE ; or, THE SPORT-
ING ADVENTURES OF THOMAS
SCOTT, Esq. Illustrated. Fcap. Svo.
6s. net,

PLAIN OR RINGLETS? Illustrated.

Fcap. Svo. JS. 6d. net.

HILLINGDON HALL. With 12 Coloured
Plates by Wildrake, Heath, and Jelli-
COE. Fcap. Svo. 7s. 6d. net.

Suso (Henry). THE LIFE OF THE
BLESSED HENRYSUSO. By Himself.
Translated by T. F. Knox. With an Intro-
duction by Dean Inge. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s. net.

Swanton (E. W.). FUNGI AND HOW
TO KNOW THEM. Illustrated. Cr.Svo.
los. 6d. net.

BRITISH PLANT -GALLS.
10s. 6d. net.

Cr.

Tabor (Margaret E.). THE SAINTS IN
ART. With their Attributes and Symbols
Alphabetically Arranged. Illustrated.
Third Edition. Fcap. Svo. ^s. net.

Taylor (A. E.). ELEMENTS OF META-
PHYSICS. Fourth Edition. Demy Svo.

12S. 6d. net.
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Taylor (J. W.). the coming of the
SAINTS. Second Edition. Cr. Sva. 6s.

net

Thomas (Edward). MAURICE MAE-
TERLINCK. Illustrated. Second Edition.

Cr. ivo. 6s. net.

A LITERARY PILGRIM IN ENGLAND.
Illustrated. Demy Zvo. 12s. 6d. net.

Tile8ton(Mary W.). DAILY STRENGTH
FOR DAILY NEEDS. Twenty-fifth
Edition. Medium \6mo. 3J. 6d. net.

Toynbee (Paget). DANTE ALIGHIERI.
His Life and Works. With 16 Illustra-

tions. Fourth andEnlarged Edition. Cr.
Zvo. 6s. net.

Trevelyan (G. M.). ENGLAND UNDER
THE STUARTS. With Maps and Plans.

Eighth Edition. Demy Zvo. 125. 6d. net.

TriggS (H. InigO). TOWN PLANNING;
Past, Present, and Possible. Illustra-

ted. Second Edition. Wide Royal Zvo.

\6s. net.

Underbill (Evelyn). MYSTICISM. A
Study in the Nature and Development of

Man's Spiritual Consciousness. Seventh
Edition, Demy Zvo. x^s, net.

Vardon (Harry). HOW TO PLAY GOLF-
Illustrated. Eleventh Edition. Cr. Zvo.

IS. net.

Vernon (Hon. W. Warren), readings
ON THE inferno OF DANTE. With
an Introduction by the Rev. Dr. Moore.
Two Volumes. Second Edition, Re%vritten.

Cr. Zvo. 1 5 J. net.

READINGS ON THE PURGATORIO
OF DANTE. With an Introduction hy
the late Dean Church. Two Volumes.
Third Edition, Revised, Cr. Zvo. 15J. net.

READINGS ON THE PARADISO OF
DANTE. With an Introduction by the

Bishop of Ripon. Two Volumes. Second
Edition, Revised. Cr. Zvo. i^s. net.

Vickers (Kenneth H.). ENGLAND IN
THE LATER MIDDLE AGES. With
MAPS. Second Edition, Revised. Demy
Zvo. 12S. 6d. net.

Waddell (L. A.). LHASA AND ITS
MYSTERIES. With a Record of the Ex-
pedition of 1903-1904. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Medium Zvo. 12J. 6d. net.

Wade (G. W. and J. H.). RAMBLES IN
SOMERSET. Illustrated. Cr.Zvo. qs.6d.
net.

Wagner (Richard). RICHARD WAG-
NER'S MUSIC DRAMAS. Interpreta-

tions, embodying Wagner's own explana-
tions. By Alice Leighton Cleather
and Basil Crump. Fcap. Zvo. Each 4;.

net.

The Ring of the Nibelung.
Sixth Edition.

Lohengrin and Parsifal.
Third Edition.

Tristan and Isolde.
Second Edition,

Tannhauskr and the Masteksingers
of Nuremburg.

Waterhouse (Elizabeth), with the
SIMPLE-HEARTED. Little Homilies.
Third Edition. Small Pott Zvo. 35, 6d.

net.

THE HOUSE BY THE CHERRY TREE.
A Second Series of Little Homilies. Small
Pott Zvo. 3J. 6d. net.

COMPANIONS OF THE WAY. Being
Selections for Morning and Evening Read-
ing. Cr. Zvo. js. bd. net.

THOUGHTS OF A TERTIARY. Second
Edition. Small Pott Zvo. is. 6d. net.

VERSES. SecondEdition, Enlarged. Fcap.
Zvo. 2s. net.

A LITTTE BOOK OF LIFE AND
DEATH. Twentieth Edition. Small
Pott Zvo. Cloth, 2J. 6d. net; Velvet
Leather Yapp, 6s. net.

Waters(W.G.). ITALIAN SCULPTORS.
Illustrated. Cr. Zvo. js. 6d. net.

Watt (Francis). CANTERBURY PIL-
GRIMS_ AND THEIR WAYS. With a
Frontispiece in Colour and 12 other Illustra-

tions. Detny Zvo. 10s. 6d. net.

Weigall (Arthur E. P.). A GUIDE TO
THE ANTigUlTIES OF UPPER
EGYPT: From Abvdos to the Sudan
Frontier. Illustrated. Second Editioti.

Cr. Zvo. JOS. 6d. net.

Wells (J.). A SHORT HISTORY OF
ROME. Sixteenth Edition. With 3 Maps.
Cr. Zvo. 6s.

Wilde (Oscar), the WORKS OF oscar
WILDE. Thirteen Volumes. Fcap. Zvo.

Each 6s. 6d. net.

I. Lord Arthur Savile's Crime and
THE Portrait of Mr. W. H. n. The
Duchess of Padua. hi. Poems. iv.

Lady Windermere's Fan. v. A Woman
of No Importance, vl An Ideal Hus-
band. VII. The Importance of being
Earnest, viii. A House of Pome*
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GRANATES. IX. INTENTIONS. X. De PrO-
FUNDIS AND PrISON LeTTERS. XI. EsSAYS.
XII. Salom6, a Florentine Tragedy,
and La Sainte Courtisane. xiv.
Selected Prose of Oscar Wilde.

A HOUSE OF POMEGRANATES. Illus-
traied. Cr. ^to. 2is. net.

Wilding (Anthony F.). ON THE COURT
AND OFF. With 58 Illustrations. Seventh
Edition. Crown Zvo. 6s. net,

Wilson (Ernest H.). A NATURALIST IN
WESTERN CHINA. Illustrated. Second
Edition. 2 Vols. Demy 8vo. £i los. net.

Wood (Sir Evelyn). FROM MIDSHIP-
MAN TO FIELD-MARSHAL. Illus-

trated. Fifth Edition. DemyZvo. \2S.6d.
net.

THE REVOLT IN HINDUSTAN (1857-
59). Illustrated. Second Edition. Cr. 8vo.
7s. 6d. net.

Wood (Lieut. W. B.) and Edmonds (Col.
J. E.). A HISTORY OF THE CIVIL
WAR IN THE UNITED STATES
(1861-65). With an Introduction by Spknser
Wilkinson. With 24 Maps and Plans.
Third Edition. Demy Zvo. 15J. net.

Wordsworth (W.). POEMS. With an
Introduction and Notes by Nowell C.
Smith. Three Volumes. Demy Zvo. iSj.

net.

Yeats (W. B.). A BOOK OF IRISH
VERSE. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 6s.net.

Part II.—A Selection of Series

Ancient Cities

General Editor, Sir B. C. A. WINDLE
Cr. Zvo. 6s. net each volume

With Illustrations by E. H. New, and other Artists

Bristol. Alfred Harvey.

Canterbury. J. C. Cox.

Chester. Sir B. C. A. Windle.

Dublin. S. A. O. Fitzpatrick.

Edinburgh. M. G. Williamson.

Lincoln. £. Mansel Sympson.

Shrbwsburv. T. Auden.

Wells and Glastonbury. T. S. Holmes.

The Antiquary^s Books

General Editor, J. CHARLES COX
Demy %vo. 10s. 6d, net each volume

With Numerous Illustrations

Ancient Painted Glass in England.
Philip Nelson.

Archeology and False Antiquities.
R. Munro.

Bells of England, The. Canon J. J.
Raven. Second Edition.

Brasses of England, The. Herbert W,
Macklin . Third Edition.

Castles and Walled Towns of England,
The. a. Harvey.

Celtic Art in Pagan and Christian
Times. J. Romilly Allen. Second Edition.

Churchwardens' Accounts. J. C. Cox.

Domesday Inquest, The. Adolphus Ballard.

English Church Furniture. J. C. Cox
and A. Harvey. Second Edition.
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The Antiauary*s Boo^s—continued
English Costumk. From Prehistoric Times

to the End of the Eighteenth Century.

George Clinch.

English Monastic Life. Cardinal Gasquet.
Fourth Edition,

English Seals. J. Harvey Bloom.

Historical Science.FOLK-LoRE AS an
Sir G. L. Gomme.

Gilds and Companies op L»nb»n, The.
George Unvvin.

Hermits and Anchorites op England.
The. Rotha Mary Clay.

Manor and Manorial Records, The.
Nathaniel J. Hone. Second Edition.

MEDiiBVAL Hospitals or England, The.
Rotha Mary Clay.

Old English Instruments of
F. W. Galpin. Second Edition.

Music.

Old English Libraries. Ernest A. Savage.

Old Service Books of the English
Church. Christopher Wordsworth, and
Henry Littlehales. Second Edition.

Parish Life in Mediaeval England.
Cardinal Gasquet. Fourth Edition.

Parish Registers of England, The.
J. C. Cox.

Remains op the Prehistoric Age in
England. Sir B. C. A. Windle. Second
Edition,

Roman Era in Britain, The. J. Ward.

Romano-British Buildings and Earth-
works. J. Ward.

Royal Forests of England, The.
Cox.

J. C.

Schools op Medieval England, The.
A. F. Leach. Second Edition.

Shrines of British Saints. J. C. Wall.

The Arden Shakespeare

General Editor—R. H. CASE

Demy Svo. 6s. net each volume 4
An edition of Shakespeare in Single Plays; each edited with a full Introduction,

Textual Notes, and a Commentary at the foot of the page

All's Well That Ends Well.
Antony and Cleopatra. Third Edition.

As You Like It.

Cymbelinb. Third Edition.

Comedy of Errors, The.
Hamlet. Fourth Edition,

Julius Caesar. Second Edition.

King Henry iv, Pt. i.

King Henry v. Second Edition.

King Henry vi. Pt. i.

King Henry vi. Pt. ii.

King Henry vi. Pt. in.

King Henry viii.

King Lear. Second Edition.

King Richard ii.

King Richard hi. Third Edition.

Life and Death of King John, The.
Love's Labour's Lost. Second Edition.

Macbeth. Second Edition.

Measure for Measure.
Merchant ofVenice, The. Fourth Edition.
Merry Wives of Windsor, The.
Midsummer Night's Dream, A.

Othello. Second Edition.

Pericles.

Romeo and Juliet. Second Edition.

Sonnets and a Lover's Complaint.
Taming of the Shrew, The.
Tempest, The. Second Edition,

Timon of Athens.
Titus Andronicus.

Troilus and Cressida.

Twelfth Night. Tiiird Edition.

Two Gentlemen of Verona, The.
Venus and Adonis.

Winter's Tale, Thb^
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Classics of Art

Edited by Dr. J. H. W. LAING
With numerous Illustrations. Wide Royal %vo

H. B. Walters.Art of the Greeks, The
15J. net.

Art ov the Romans, The. H. B. Walters.

1 6s. net.

Chardin. H. E. a. Fur.st. iss. net.

Donatello. Maud Cruttwell. 16s. net.

Florentine Sculptors of the Renais-
sance. Wilhelm Bode. Translated by-

Jessie Haynes. 15^. net

George Romney. Arthur B. Chamberlain.

1 5J. net.

Ghirlandaio. Gerald S. Davies. Second
Edition. 15J. net.

Lawrence. Sir Walter Armstrong. 25s. net.

Michelangelo. Gerald S. Davies. 15.?.

net.

Raphael. A. P. Opp^. 15s. net.

Rembkandt's Etchings. A. M. Hind.

Two Volumes. 25^. net.

Rubens. Edward Dillon. 30J. net.

Tintoretto. Evelyn March Phillips. 16s.

net.

Titian. Charles Ricketts. 16s. net.

Turner's Sketches and Drawings. A. J.

Finberg. Second Edition. 15J. net.

Velazquez. A. de Beruete. i^s. net.

The 'Complete' Series

Fully Illustrated. Demy Svo

J. G.Complete Amateur Boxer, The.
Bohun Lynch, los. 6d. net.

Complete Association Footballer, The.
B. S. Evers and C. E. Hughes-Davies.

10s. 6d. net.

Complete Athletic Trainer, The. S. A.

Mussabini. los. 6d. net.

Complete Billiard Player, The. Charles

Roberts. 12s. 6d. net.

Complete Cook, The, Lilian Whitling.

\os. 6d. net.

Complete Cricketer, The. Albert E.

Knight. Second Edition, ros. 6d. net.

Complete Foxhunter, The. Charles Rich-

ardson. Second Edition, x6s.net.

Complete Golfer, Thf. Harry Vardon.

Fifteenth Edition^ Revised. \-2s. 6d. net.

Complete Hockey-Player, The. Eustace

E. White. Second Edition. lo.v. 6d. net.

Complete Horseman, Thk. W. Scarth

Dixon. Second Edition, izs. 6d. net.

Complete Jujitsuan, The. W. H. Garrud.

los. 6d. net.

Complete Lawn Tennis Player, The.

A. Wallis Myers. Fourth Edition. 12s. td.

net.

Complete Motorist, The. Filson Young
and W. G. Aston. Revised Edition.

I OS. td. net.

Complete Mountaineer, The. G. D.

Abraham. Second Edition. \ts. net.

Complete Oarsman, The. R. C. Lehmann.
I2S. td. net.

Complete Photographer, The. R. Child

Bayley. Fifth Edition, Revised. 12s. 6d.

net.

Complete Rugby Footballer, on the New
Zealand System, The. D. Gallaher and

W. J. Stead. Second Edition. 12s. 6d. net.

Complete Shot, The. G. T. Teasdale-

Buckell. Third Edition, x6s.net.

Complete Swimmer, The. F. Sachs. los. 6d.

net.

Complete Yachtsman, The. B. Heckstall-

Smith and E. du Boulay. Second Edition,

Revised, 16s. net
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The Connoisseur's Library

With numerous Illustrations. IVide Royal 8vo. 255. net each volume

English Coloured Books. Martin Hardic.

English Furniture. F. S. Robinson.
Second Edition.

Etchings. Sir F, Wedmore. Second Edition.

European Enamels. Henry H. Cunyng-
hame.

Fine Books. A. W. Pollard.

Glass. Edward Dillon.

Goldsmiths' and Silversmiths' Work.
Nelson Dawson. Second Edition.

Illuminated Manuscripts. J. A. Herbert.
Second Edition.

Ivories. Alfred Maskell.

Jewellery. H. Clifford Smith. Second
Edition.

Mezzotints. Cyril Davenport.

Miniatures. Dudley Heath.

Porcelain. Edward Dillon.

Seals. Walter de Gray Birch.

Wood Sculpture. Alfred Maskell.

Handbooks of English Church History

Edited by J. H. BURN. Crown 8vo. $s. net each volume

Foundations of the English Church, The.
J. H. Maude.

Saxon Church and the Norman Conquest,
The. C. T. Cruttwell.

Mediaeval Church and the Papacy, The.
A. C. Jennings.

Reformation Period, The, Henry Gee.

Struggle with Puritanism, The. Bruce
Blaxland.

Church of England in the Eighteenth
Century, The. Alfred Plummer.

Handbooks of Theology

Deviy Svo

Doctrine of the Incarnation, The. R. L.
Ottley. Ez/tk Edition. 15s. net.

History of Early Christian Doctrine, A.

J. F. Bethune-Baker. i^s. net.

Introduction to the History of Religion,
An. F. B. Jevons. Seventh Edition, x-zs. 6d.
net.

Introduction to the History of the
Creeds, An. A. E, Burn. 12^. 6d. net.

Philosophy of Religion in England and
America, The. Alfred Caldecott. 12J. 6d.
net.

XXXIX Articles of the Church of Eng-
land, The. p:dited by E. C. S. Gibson.
Ninth Edition, 15J. net.

Fcap. %vo.

Baby, The. Arthur Saunders.

Care of the Body, The. F. Cavanagh.

Care of the Teeth, The. A.T. Pitts.

Eyes of our Children, The. N. Bishop
Harman.

Health for the Middle-Aged. Seymour
Taylor. Third Edition.

Health of a Woman, The. R. Munay
Leslie.

Health of the Skin, The. George Pemet

Health Series

2J. dd. net

How to Live Long. J. Walter Carr.

Prevention of the Common Cold, The.
O. K. Williamson.

Staying the Plague. N. Bishop Harman.

Throat and Ear Troubles. Macleod
Yearsley. Third Edition.

Tuberculosis. Clive Riviere.

Health of the Child, The.
Second Edition. 2s. net.

O. Hilton.
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The *Home Life' Series

Illustrated. De?ny 2>vo.

Katherine G.

Js. (>d. net to 12s. 6d. net

Home Life in America.
Busbey. Second Edition.

Home Life in China. L Taylor Headland.

Home Life in France. Miss Betham-
Edwards Sixth Edition.

Home Life in Germany. Mrs. A. Sidgwick.
Third Edition.

Home Life in Hollan». D. S. Meldrum.
Second Edition.

Home Life in Italy.
Third Edition.

Lina DufF Gordon.

H. K. Daniels.Home Life in Norway.
Second Edition.

Home Life in Russia. A. S. Rappoport.

Home Life in Spain. S. L. Bensusar
.Second Edition.

Balkan Home Life. Lucy M. J. Garnett.

Leaders of Religion

Edited by H. C. BEECHING. With Portraits

Crown $7^0. 3J. net each volume

John Keble. Walter Lock. Seventh Edition.Cardinal Newman. R, H. Hutton.

John Wesley. J. H. Overton.

Bishop Wilberforce. G. W. Daniell.

Cardinal Manning. A. W. Hutton. Second
Edition.

Charles Simeon. H. C. G. Moule.

John Knox. F. ^L-icCunn. Second Edition.

John Howe. R. F. Horton.

Thomas Ken. F. A. Clarke.

George Fox, the Quaker. T. Hodgkin.
Third Edition.

Thomas Chalmers. Mrs. Oliphant. Second
Edition.

Lancelot Andrewes. R. L. Ottley. Second
Edition.

Augustine of Canterbury. E. L. Cutts.

William Laud. W. H. Hutton. Fourth
Edition.

John Donne. Augustus Jessop.

Thomas Cranmer. A. J. Mason.

Latimer. R. M. and A. J. Carlyle.

Bishop Butlkr. W. A Spooner.

The Library of Devotion

With Introductions and (where necessary) Notes

Small Pott 8vo, cloth, 3.9. net ; also some volumes in leather

^

3J-. (>d. net each volume

Confessions of St. Augustine, The.
Ninth Edition. (3J. td. net.)

Imitation of Christ, The. Eighth Edition.

Christian Year, The. PJflh Edition.

Lyra Innocentium. Third Edition.

Temple, The. Second Edition.

Book of Devotions, A. Second Edition.

Serious Call to a Devout /^id Holy
Life, A. Fifth Edition.

Guide to Eternity, A.
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The Library of Devotion—continued

Inner Way, The. Thi7-d Edition.

On the Love of God.

Psalms of David, The.

Lyra Apostolica.

Song of Songs, The.

Thoughts of Pascal, The. Second Edition.

Manual of Consolation from the Saints
and Fathers, A.

Devotions from the Apocrypha.

Spiritual Combat, The.

Df.votions of St. Anselm, The.

Bishop Wilson's Sacra Privata.

Grace Abounding to the Chief of Sin-
ner?.

Lyra Sacra. A Book of Sacred Verse.

Second Edition.

Day Book from the Saints and Fathers,
A.

Little Book of Heavenly Wisdom, A.

A Selection from the English Mystics.

Light, Life, and Love. A Selection from
the German Mystics.

Introduction to the Devout Life, An.

Death and Immortality.

Spiritual Guide, The. Third Edition.

Devotions for Every Day in the Week
and the Great Festivals.

Preces Privatae.

Horae Mysticae. a Day Book from the

Writings of Mystics of Many Nations.

Little Books on Art

With many Illustrations. Demy i6mo. ^s. tut each volume

Each volume consists of about 200 pages, and contains from 30 to 40 Illustrations

including a Frontispiece in Photogravure

Albrecht Durer. L. J. Allen.

Arts of Japan, The. E. Dillon. Third
Edition.

Bookplates. E. Almack.

Botticelli. Mary L. Bonnor.

BuRNE-JoNES. F. de Lisle. Third Edition.

Cellini. R. H. H. Cust.

Christian Symbolism. Mrs. H. Jenner.

Christ in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.

Claude. E. Dillon.

Constable, H. W. Tompkins. Second
Edition,

CoROT. A. Pollard and E. Birnstingl.

Early English Water-Colour. C. E.
Hughes.

Enamf.ls. Mrs. N. Dawson. Second Edition.

Frederic Leighton. A. Corkran.

George Romney. G. Paston.

Greek Art. H. B. Walters. Fifth Edition.

Greuze and Boucher. E. F. Pollard.

Holbein. Mrs. G. Fortescue.

Jewellery. C. Davenport. Second Edition.

John Hoppner. H. P. K. Skipton.

Sir Joshua Reynolds. J. Sime. Second
Edition.

Millet. N. Peacock. Second Edition.

Miniatures. C. Davenport. Second Edi-
tion.

Our Lady in Art. Mrs. H. Jenner.

Raphael. A. R. Dryhurst. Second Edition.

Rodin. Muriel Ciolkowska.

Turner. F. Tyrrell-Gill.

Vandyck. M. G. Smallwood.

Velazquez. W. Wiloerforce and A. R.
Gilbert.

Watts. R. E. D. Sketchley. Second
Edition,
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The Little Guides

With many Illustrations by E. II. New and other artists, and from photographs

Small Poit Svo. 4s. net each volume

The main features of these Guides are (i) a handy and charming form ; (2)

illustrations from photographs and by well-known artists; (3) good plans and-
maps

; (4) an adequate but compact presentation of everything that is interest-

ing in the natural features, history, archaeology, and architecture of the town or

district treated.

J. Wells.Cambridge and its Colleges. A.
Thompson. Fourth Edition, Revised.

Channel Islands, The. E. E. Bicknell.

English Lakes, The. F. G. Brabant.

Isle of Wight, The. G. Clinch.

London. G. Clinch.

Malvern Country, The. Sir B. C.
Windle. Second Edition.

North Wales. A. T. Story.

Oxford and its Colleges.
Tenth Edition.

St. Paul's Cathedral. G. Clinch.

Shakespeare's Country. Sii B. C. A.
Windle. Fifth Edition.

South Wales. G. W. and J. H. Wade.

Temple, The. H. H. L. Beliot.

G. E. Troutbeck.Westminster Abbey.
Second Edition.

Bedfordshire and Huntingdonshire.
H. W. Macklin.

Berkshire. F. G. Brabant.

Buckinghamshire. E. S. Roscoe. Third
Edition, Revised.

Cambridgeshire. J. C. Cox.

Cheshire. W. M. Gallichan.

Cornwall. A. L. Salmon. Third Edition.

Derbyshire. J. C. Cox. Second Edition.

Devon. S. Baring-Gould. Fourth Edition.

Dorset. F. R. Heath. Fifth Edition.

Durham. J. E. Hodgkin.

Essex. J. C. Cox. Second Edition.

Gloucestershire. J. C. Cox. Second
Edition.

Hampshire. J. C. Cox. Third Edition.

Herefordshire. G. W. and J. H. Wade.

Hertfordshire. H. W. Tompkins.

Kent. J. C. Cox. Second Edition, Re-
written.

Kerry. C. P. Crane. Second Edition.

Leicestershire and Rutland. A. Harvey
and V. B. Crowther-Beynon.

Lincolnshire. J. C. Cox.

Middlesex. J. B. Firth.

Monmouthshire. G. W. and J. H. Wade.

Norfolk. W. A. Dutt. Fourth Edition,
Revised,

W. Dry. SecondNorthamptonshire.
Edition, Revised.

Northumberland. J. E. Morris. 5.y. net.

Nottinghamshire. L, Guilford.

F. G. Brabant.Oxfordshire
Edition.

Shropshire. J. E. Auden. Second Edition.

Somerset. G. W. and J. H. Wade. Fourth
Edition.

Staffordshire.
Edition.

Second

C. Masefield. .Second

W. A. Dutt. Second Edition.

J. C. Cox. Third Edition, Re

Suffolk.

Sl-RREY.
written.

Sussex. F. G. Brabant. Fifth Edition.

Warwickshire. J. C. Cox.

Wiltshire. F. R. Heath. Third Edition.

Yorkshire, The
Morris.

East Riding. J- E.

Yorkshire, The
Morris.

North Riding. J. E.

Yorkshire, The
Morris. 55. net.

West Riding. J. E.

Brittany. S. Baring-Gould. Second Edition.

Normandy. C. Scudamore. SecondEdition.

Rome. C. G. Ellaby.

Sicily. F. H. Jackson,
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The Little Library

With Introduction, Notes, and Photogravure Frontispieces

Small Pott 8vo. Each Volume, cloth, 2s. 6d. net ; also some volumes
in leather at y. 6d. net

Anon. A LITTLE BOOK OF ENGLISH
LYR ICS. Second Edition.

Austen (Jane). PRIDE AND preju-
dice. Tzvo Volumes.

northanger abbey.

THE ESSAYS OFBacon (Francis).
LORD BACON.

Bamett (Annie). A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH PROSE. Third Edition.

Beckford (William). THE HISTORY
OF THE CALIPH VATHEK.

Blake (William). SELECTIONS FROM
THE WORKS OF WILLIAM BLAKE.

Browning (Robert). selections
FROM the early POEMS OF
ROBERT BROWNING.

Canning (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE ANTI-JACOBIN: With some later

Poems by George Canning.

Cowley '(Abraham). THE ESSAYS OF
ABRAHAM COWLEY.

Crabbe (George). SELECTIONS FROM
THE POEMS OF GEORGE CRABBE.

Crashaw (Richard). THE ENGLISH
POEMS OF RICHARD CRASHAW.

Dante Alighieri. PURGATORY.
PARADISE.
Darley (George). SELECTIONS from
THE POEMS OF GEORGE DARLEY.

Kinglake (A.
Edition.

W.). EOTHEN. Second

Locker (F.). LONDON LYRICS.

Marvell (Andrew). THE POEMS OF
ANDREW MARVELL.

Milton (John). THE MINOR poems of
JOHN MILTON.

Moir(D. M.). MANSIE WAUCH.
Nichols (Bowyer)., A LITTLE BOOK OF
ENGLISH SONI^ETS.

Smith (Horace and James). REJECTED
ADDRESSES.

Sterne (Laurence). A sentimental
JOURNEY.

Tennyson (Alfred, Lord). THE early
POEMS OF ALFRED, LORD TENNY-
SON.

IN MEMORIAM.
THE PRINCESS.
MAUD.

POEMS OFVaughan (Henry). THE
HENRY VAUGHAN.

Waterhouse (Elizabeth). A little
BOOK OF LIFE AND DEATH.
Twentieth Edition.

Wordsworth (W.). selections from
THE POEMS of WILLIAM WORDS-
WORTH.

Wordsworth (W.) and Coleridge (S. T.).

LYRICAL BALLADS. Third Edition.

The Little Quarto Shakespeare

Edited by W. J. CRAIG. With Introductions and Notes

Pott i6mo, 40 Volumes. Leather, price is. ^d. net each Volume,

Miniature Library

Demy yzmo. Leather, 3.?. 6d. net each Volume

EuPHRANOR : A Dialogue on Youth. Edward I Polonius ; or, Wise Saws and Modem In-

FitzGerald.
I

stances. Edward FitzGerald.

The RubaiyAt of Omar KhayyAm. Edward FitzGerald. Fifth Edition. Cloth, is. net.
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The New Library of Medicine

Edited by C. W. SALEEBY. Demy 8vo

Air and Health. Ronald C. Macfie. Second
Edition, jos. 6d. net.

Care of the Body, The. F. Cavanagh.
Second Edition. lar. dd. net.

Children ok the Nation, The. The Right
Hon. Sir John Gorst. Second Edition.
los. 6d. net.

Diseases of Occupation. Sir Thos. Oliver.

Third Edition. 15s. ntt.

Drugs and the Drug Habit. H. Sains*
bury. los. 6d. net.

Functional Nerve Diseases. A. T. Scho.
field. 10s. 6d. net.

Hygiene of Mind, The. Sir T. S. Clouston.
Sixth Edition. 10s. 6d. net.

Infant Mortality. Sir George Newman.
tos. 6d. net.

Prevention op Tuberculosis (Consump-
tion), The. Arthur Newsholme. Second
Edition. J2S. 6d. net.

The New Library of Music

Edited by ERNEST NEWMAN. Jllustratfd. Demy Zvo. \os. td. net

Brahms. J. A. Fuller-Maitland. Second I Handel. R. A. Streatfeild. Second Edition

I Hugo Wolf. Ernest Newman.Edition.

Oxford Biographies

Illustrated. Fcap. %vo. Each vohime^ cloth y i^s. vet

;

also some in leather
^
^s. net

Dante Alighieri, Paget Toynbee. Fifth
Edition.

GiROLAMO Savonarola. E. L. S. Horsburgh.
Sixth Edition.

John Howard. E. C. S. Gibson.

Sir Walter Raleigh. I. A. Taylor.

Erasmus. E. F. H. Capey.

Chatham. A. S. McDowall.

Canning. W. Alison Phillips.

Nine Plays

Fcap. Svo. 35. 6d. net

Across the Border. Beulah Marie Dix.

Honeymoon, The. A Comedy in Three Acts.

Arnold Bennett. Third Edition.

Great Adventure, The. A Play ofFancy in

Four Acts. Arnold Bennett. Fourth Edition.

Milestones. Arnold Bennett and Edward
Knoblock. Eighth Edition.

DEAL Husband, An. Oscar Wilde. Acting-

edition,

Kismet. Edward Knoblock. Third Edu
tion.

Typhoon. A Play in Four Acts. Melchior
Lengyel. English Version by Laurence
Irving. Second Edition.

Ware Case, The. George Pleydell.

General Post. J. E. Harold Terry.

Edition.
Second
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Sport Series

Illustrated. Fcap. 2s. net

Flying, All About. Gertrude Bacon.

Goi-F Do's AND Dont's. 'Stancliffe.' Sixth
Edition,

Wrestling.

Golfing Swing, The. Burnham Hare.
Fourth Edition.

How TO Swim. H. R. Austin.

P. Longhurst.

The States of Italy

Edited by E. ARMSTRONG and R. LANGTON DOUGLAS

Illustrated. Demy Svo

Milan under the Sforza, A History of. I Verona, A History of.

Cecilia M. Ady. 12s. 6d. net. \ 15^. net.

Perugia, A History of. \V. Heywood. 15J. net.

A. M. Allen.

The Westminster Commentaries

General Editor, WALTER LOCK

Demy Svo

Acts of the Apostles, The. R. B. Rack-
ham. Seventh Edition. 16s. net.

Amos. E. A. Edghill, 8s. 6d. net.

Corinthians I. H. L. Goudge. Fourth
Edition. %s. td. net.

Exodus. A. H. M'Neile. Second Edition.
15J. Tiet.

Ezekiel. H. a. Redpath. 12s. 6d. net.

Genesis. S. R. Driver. Tenth Edition.
SOS. net.

Hebrews. E. C. Wickham. Zs. td. net.

Isaiah. G. W. Wade. i6j. net.

Jeremiah. By L. E. Binns.

Job. E. C. S. Gibson. Second Edition,
^s. 6d. net.

Pastoral Epistles,
8.f. 6d. net.

The. E. F. Brown.

Philippians, The.
net.

St. James. R. J.
Hon. 8j. 6d, net.

St. Matthew. P.

Maurice Jones. Si-. 6d.

Knowling. Second Edi-

A. Micklem. 1 5^ net.

The 'Young' Series

Illustrated. Croivn 8vo

Young Botanist, The. W. P. Westell and
C. S. Cooper. 6s. net.

Young Carpenter, The. Cyril Hall. ds.

net.

Young Electrician, The.
Second Edition. 6s. net.

Hammond Hall.

Young Engineer, The.
Third Edition. 6s. net.

Hammond Hall

W. P. Westell.Young Naturalist, The
•js. 6d. net.

Young Ornithologist, The. Y/. P. Westell
6s. net.
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Methuen's Cheap Library

Fcap. Svo. 2s. net

All Things Considered. G. K. Chesterton.

Best of Lamb, The. Edited by E. V. Lucas.

Blub Bird, The. Maurice Maeterlinck.

Charles Dickens. G. K. Chesterton.

Charmides, and other Poems. Oscar

Wilde.

ChitrAl. The Story of a Minor Siege. Sir

G. S. Robertson.

Customs of Old England, Tub. F. J.

Snell.

De Profundis. Oscar Wilde.

Famous Wits, A Book of. W. Jerrold.

From Midshipman to Field-Marshal.
Sir Evelyn Wood, F.M., V.C.

Harvest Home. E. V. Lucas.

Hills and the Sea. Hilaire Belloc.

Home Life in France. M. Betham-

Edwards.

Ideal Husband, An. Oscar Wilde.

Importance of being Earnest, The.

Oscar Wilde.

Intentions. Oscar Wilde.

Janb Austen and her Times. G. E.

Mitton.

Lady Windermere's Fan. Oscar Wilde.

Letters from a Selk-madk Merchant
to his Son. George Horace Lorlmer.

Life of John Ruskin, The. W. G. CoUing-

wood.

Life op Robert Louis Stevenson, The.

Graham Balfour.

Little of Everything, A. E. V. Lucas.

Lord Arthur Savile's Crime. Oscar Wilde.

Lore of the Honey-Bee, The. Tickner

Edwardes.

Man and the Universe. Sir Oliver Lodge.

Mary Magdalene. Maurice Maeterlinck.

Mirror of the Ska. J. Conrad.

Modern Problems. Sir Oliver Lodge.

My Childhood and Boyhood. Leo Tolstoy.

My Youth. Leo Tolstoy.

Old Country Life. S. Baring-Gould.

Old Time Parson, The. P. H. Ditch-

field.

On Everything. Hilaire Belloc.

On Nothing. Hilaire Belloc.

On Something. Hilaire Belloc.

Oscar Wilde: A Critical Study. Arthur

Ransome.

Picked Company, A. Hilaire Belloc.

Reason and Bblikk. Sir Oliver Lodge.

R. L. §. Francis Watt.

Science from an Easy Chair. Sir Ray
Lankester.

Selected PoEms. Oscar Wilde.

Selected Prose. Oscar Wilde.

Shepherd's Life, A. W. H. Hudson.

Shilling for my Thoughts, A. G. K.

Chesterton.

Social Evils and their Remedy. Leo

Tolstoy.

Some Letters of R. L. Stevenson. Selected

by Lloyd Osbourne.

Substance of Faith, The. Sir Oliver

Lodge.

Survival of Man, The. Sir Oliver Lodge.

Tennyson. A. C. Benson.

Thomas Henry Huxley. P. Chalmers

Mitchell.

Tower ok London, The. R. Davey.

Two Admirals. Admiral John Moresby.

Under Five Reigns. Lady Dorothy Nevill.

Vailima Letters. Robert Louis Stevenson.

Variety Lane. E. V. Lucas.

Vicar ok Morwenstow, The. S. Baring-

Gould.

Woman of no Importance, A. Oscar

Wilde.

A Selection only.
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Books for Travellers

Crown 8vo. Ss. 6d. net each

Each volume contains a number of Illustrations in Colour

Avon and Shakespeare's Country, The.
A, G. Bradley. Second Edition.

Black Forest, A Book of the. C. Y\.

Hughes.

Cities OF Lombardy, The. Edward Hutton.

Cities of Romagna and the Marches,
The. Edward Hutton.

Cities of Spain. The. Edward Hutton.
Fifth Edition.

Cities of Umbria, The. Edward Hutton.
Fifth Edition.

Egypt, By the Waters of. N. Lorimer.
Third Edition,

Florence and Northern Tuscany, with
Genoa. Edward Hutton. Third Edition.

Land of Pakdons, The (Brittany). Anatole
Le Braz. Fourth Edition.

London Revisited. E. V. Lucas. Third
Edition.

Naples. Arthur H. Norway. Fourth
Edition.

Naples and Southern Italy. Edward
Hutton.

Naples Riviera, The. H. M. Vaughan.
Second Edition.

A. G. Bradley.

New Forest, The. Horace G. Hutchinson
Fourth Edition.

Norway and its Fjords. M. A. Wyllie.

Rhine, A Book of the. S. Baring-Gould.

Rome. Edward Hutton. Third Edition.

Round About Wiltshire.
Third Edition.

Scotland of To-day. T. F. Henderson and
Francis Watt. Third Edition,

Siena and Southern Tuscany. Edward
Hutton. Second Edition.

Skirts of the Great City, The. Mrs.
G. Bell. Second Edition.

Venice and Venetia. Edward Hutton.

Wanderer in Florence,
Sixth Edition.

Wanderer in Holland, A.
Sixteenth Edition.

Wanderer in London, A.
Eighteenth Edition.

Wanderer in Paris, A.
Thirteenth Edition.

Wanderer in Venice, A.
Second Edition.

A. E. V. Lucas.

E. V. Lucas.

E. V. Lucas.

E. V. Lucas.

E. V. Lucas.

Some Books on Art

Art, Ancient and Medieval. M. H.
Bulley. Illustrated. Crown 8vo. js. 6d.

net.

British School, The. An Anecdotal Guide
to the British Painters and Paintings in the

National Gallery. E. V. Lucas. Illus-

trated. Fcap. 8vo. 6s. net.

Decorative Iron Work. From the xith

to the xviiith Century. Charles J. ffoulkes.

Illustrated. Eo) at 4/0. £-2, zs. net.

Francesco Guardi, 1712-1793. G. A.
Simonson. Illustrated. Imperial ^to.

£,2 2s. net.

Illustrations of the Book of Job.
William Blake. Quarto. £1, is. net.

Italian Sculptors. W. G. Waters. Illus-

trated. Crowu Zvo. IS. 6d. net.

Old Paste. A. Beresford Ryley. Illustrated.

Royal 4to. £2, 2s. net.

One Hundred Masterpieces of Sculpture.
With an Introduciion by G. F. Hill. Illus-

trated. Demy Zvo. 1 2s. 6d. net.

Royal Academy Lectures on Painting.
George Clausen. Illustrated. Crown 8vo.

•js. 6d. net.

Saints in Art, The. Margaret E. Tabor.
Illustrated. Third Edition. Fcap. 8vo.

5J. net.

Schools of Painting. Mary Innes. Illus-

trated. Second Edition Cr. Zvo, 75. 6d.

net.

Celtic Art IN Pagan and Christian Times.
J. R. Allen. Illustrated. Second Edition,
Demy Zvo. los. 6d. net.
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Part III .—ASelection of Works of Fiction

Albanesi (E. Maria). I KNOW A
MAIDEN. Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 7s.

net.

THE GLAD HEART. Fifth Edtion. Cr.
Zvo, 7s. net.

Aumonier (Stacy).
Cr. 8vo. 7s. net.

Bagot (Richard).
SERRAVALLE.
Zvo. 7s. net.

OLGA BARDEL.

THE HOUSE OF
Third Edition. Cr.

Bailey (H. C). THE SEA CAPTAIN.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

THE HIGHWAYMAN. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE GAMESTERS. Second Edition. Cr.
Svo. 7s. net.

THE YOUNG LOVERS. Second Edition.
Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE PILLAR OF FIRE. Cr. Svo. 6s.

net.

Baring-Gould (S.). THE BROOM-
SQUIRE. Illustrated. Etfth Edition.
Cr. Svo, 7s. net.

Barr (Robert). IN the MIDST OF
ALARMS. Third Edition. Cr. Svo 7s.

net.

the countess TEKLA. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE MUTABLE MANY. Third Edition.
Cr. Svo. 75. net.

BOTbie (Harold). THE CURIOUS AND
DIVERTING ADVENTURES OF SIR
JOHN SPARROW, Bart. ; or, The
Progress of an Open Mind, Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. js. net.

BeUoc (H.). EMMANUEL BURDEN,
MERCHANT. Illustrated. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 75. net.

Bennett (Arnold). CLAYHANGER.
T^velfth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

HILDA LESSWAYS. Eighth Editioti.

Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THESE TWAIN. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 7s. net.

THE CARD. Fourteenth Edition. Cr. Svo.

7s. net.

THE REGENT: A Fivi: Towns Story of
Adventure in London. Fifth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE PRICE OF LOVE. Fourth Edition.
Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

BURIED ALIVE. Ninth Edition. Cr.
Svo. 75. net.

A MAN FROM THE NORTH. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE MATADOR OF THE FIVE TOWNS.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

WHOM GOD HATH JOINED. A New
Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

A GREAT MAN : A Frolic. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

Benson (E. F.). DODO : A Detail of the
Day. Seventeenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s.

net.

Birmingham (George A.). SPANISH
GOLD. Seventeenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s.

net.

THE SEARCH PARTY. Eleventh Edition.
Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

LALAGE'S LOVERS. Thi^dEdition. Cr.
Svo. 7s. net.

THE ADVENTURES OF DR. WHITTY.
Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

GOSSAMER. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s.

net.

THE ISLAND MYSTERY. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

Bowen (Marjorie). I WILL MAINTAIN.
Ninth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

DEFENDER OF THE FAITH. Seventh

Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

WILLIAM, BY THE GRACE OF GOD.
Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.
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GOD AND THE KING. Sixth Edition.

Cr. 8vo. 7J. fiet.

PRINCE AND HERETIC. Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo. ys. net.

A KNIGHT OF SPAIN. Third Edition.

Cr. Zvo. js. net.

THE QUEST OF GLORY. ThirdEdition.
Cr. 8vo. js. net.

THE GOVERNOR OF ENGLAND. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. net.

THE CARNIVAL OF FLORENCE. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

MR. WASHINGTON. Third Edition. Cr.

Svo. Ts. net.

'BECAUSE OF THESE THINGS. . .
.'

Third Edition. Cr.Zvo. 7s.net.

THE THIRD ESTATE. Second Edition.
Cr. Bvo. js. net.

KINGS AT ARMS. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

Burroughs (Edgar Bice). TARZAN OF
THE APES. Fcap. 8z>o. 2s. net.

THE RETURN OF TARZAN. Fcap. Svo.

2S. net.

THE BEASTS OF TARZAN. Cr. Zvo.

6s. net.

THE SON OF TARZAN. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

Castle (Agnes and Egerton). THE
GOLDEN BARRIER. Third Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 7s. net.

Conrad (Joseph). A SET OF SIX. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. Js. net.

VICTORY : An Island Tale. Fifth
Edition. Cr. Svo. gs. net.

Conyers (Dorothea). SANDY MARRIED.
Fifth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 7s. net.

OLD ANDY. Fourth Edition. Cr. Bvo. 7s.

net.

THE BLIGHTING OF BARTRAM. Third
Edition. Cr. Zvo. 7s. tiet.

B. E. N. Cr. Zvo. 7s. net.

CoreUl (Marie). A ROMANCE OF TWO
WORLDS. Thirty.sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo.

7S. 6d. net.

VENDETTA: or, The Story of One For-
GOTTEN. Thirtyfifth Edition. Cr. Svo.

8s. net.

THELMA : A Norwegian Princess.
Forty-ninth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

ARDATH : The Story ok a Dead Self.
Twentyfourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. 6d.

net.

THE SOUL OF LILITH. Twentieth
Edition, Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

WORMWOOD: A Drama of Paris.
Twenty-second Edition. Cr. Svo. Ss. net.

BARABBAS : A Dream of the World's
Tragedy. Fiftieth Edition. Cr. Svo. 8s.

net.

THE SORROWS OF SATAN. Sixty-third
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 7s. net.

THE MASTER-CHRISTIAN. Eighteenth
Edition. \8^th Thousand. Cr.Svo. 8s. 6d.

net.

TEMPORAL POWER: A Study in

Supremacy. Second Edition. 150th
Thousand. Cr. Svo. 6s. net.

GOD'S GOOD MAN: A Simple Love
Story. Twenty-fi7 st Edition, \6xst Thou-
sand. Cr. Svo. 8s. 6d. net.

HOLY ORDERS: The Tragedy of a
Quiet Life. Fourth Edition. i^oth

Thousand. Cr. Svo. Ss. 6d. net.

THE MIGHTY ATOM. Thirty-seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. 6d. net.

BOY: A" Sketch. Twenty-first Edition.

Cr. Svo. 75. 6d. net.

CAMEOS. Fifteenth Edition. Cr. Svo.

6s. net.

THE LIFE EVERLASTING. Ninth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. 7s. 6d. net.

Crockett (S. R.). LOCHINVAR. illus-

trated. Fifth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE STANDARD BEARER. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

Doyle (Sir A. Conan). ROUND the
RED LAMP. 'Tzvelfth Edition. Cr. Svo.

7s. net.

Dudeney (Mrs. H.). THIS WAY OUT.
Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

Fry (B. andC. B.). A MOTHER'S SON.
Fifth Edition. Crown Svo. 7s. net.

Earraden (Beatrice). THE GUIDING
THREAD. Second Edition. Cr. Svo.

7s. net.
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Hichens (Robert). THE prophet of
BERKELEY SQUARE. Second Edition.
Crown Zvo, 7J. net.

TONGUES OF CONSCIENCE. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. -js. net.

FELTX : Three Years in a Life. Seventh
Edition. Lr. &vo. js. net.

THE WOMAN WITH THE FAN. Eighth
Edition. Cr. %vo. js. net.

BYEWAYS. Cr. Svo. 75. net.

THE GARDEN OF ALLAH. Twenty
sixth Edition. Illustrated. Cr. Svo. 8s. 6d.
net.

THE CALL OF THE BLOOD. Ninth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. Zs. 6d. net.

BARBARY SHEEP. Second Edition. Cr.
8vo. 6s. net.

THE DWELLERONTHE THRESHOLD.
Cr. 8vo. js. net.

THE WAY OF AMBITION. Ftyth Edi-
tion. Cr. 8vo. 7s. net.

IN THE WILDERNESS. Third Edition.
Cr, 8vo. ys. net.

Hope (Anthony). A CHANGE OF AIR.
Sixth Edition. Cr. 8vo. js. net.

A MAN OF MARK. Seventh Edition. Cr.
8vo. js. net,

THE CHRONICLES OF COUNT AN-
TON10. Sixth Edition, Cr. 8vo, 7s.
net.

PHROSO. Illustrated. Ninth Edition. Cr.
8vo. -JS. net.

SIMON DALE. Illustrated. Ninth Edition.
Cr. 8vo. JS. net.

THE KING'S MIRROR. Fifth Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 75. net.

QUISANTE. Fourth Edition, Cr. 8vo. 7s.
net.

THE DOLLY DIALOGUES. Cr.Zvo. js.
net.

TALES OF TWO PEOPLE. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. 8vo. JS. net.

A SERVANT OF THE PUBLIC. Illus-
trated. Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 7s. net.

THE GREAT MISS DRIVER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 7s. net.

MRS. MAXTON PROTESTS. Third Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo. JS. net.

A YOUNG MAN'S YEAR Second Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 75. net.

E3aie (C. J. CutcUfife). MR. HORROCKS,
PURSER. Fifth Edition Cr. 8vo. 7s.

net.

FIREMEN HOT. Fourth Edition. Cr,
8vo. 7s. net.

CAPTAIN KETTLE ON THE WAR-
PATH. Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. 7^. net,

RED HERRINGS. Cr. 8vo. 6s. net.

Jacobs (W. W.). MANY CARGOES.
Thirty-third Edition. Cr, 8vo. 5s. net,

A Iso Cr. 8vo. 2s. 6d. net,

SEA URCHINS. Nineteenth Edition. Cr.
87)0. 5J. net.

A iso Cr. 8vo. zs. 6d. net,

A MASTER OF CRAFT. Illustrated.

Eleventh Edition, Cr, 8vo. 55. net,

LIGHT FREIGHTS. Illustrated. Fifteenth
Edition. Cr. 8vo. 55. net.

THE SKIPPER'S WOOING. Twelfth
Edition. Cr. 8vo. ^s. net.

AT StJNWICHPORT. Illustrated. Eleventh
Edition. Cr, 8vo. 5^. net.

DIALSTONE LANE. Illustrated. Eighth
Edition. Cj. 8vo. 5J. net.

ODD CRAFT. Illustrated. Fifth Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 5J. net.

THE LADY OF THE BARGE. Illustrated.

Tenth Edition. Cr. 8vo. 5j. net.

SALTHAVEN. Illustrated. Fourth Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 5J. net.

SAILORS' KNOTS. Illustrated. Sixth
Edition. Cr. 8vo. $s. net.

SHORT CRUISES. Third Edition. Cr.
8vo. 5J. net.

King(BasU). THE LIFTED VEIL. Cr.
8vo. js. net.

Lethbridge (SybU C). ONE WOMAN'S
HERO. Cr. 8vo. 7s. net.

London (Jack). WHITE FANG. Ninth
Edition, Cr. 8vo. 7s, net.

Lowndes (Mrs. BeUoc). THE LODGER.
Third Edition. Cr, 8vo. 7s. net,

Lucas (E. v.). LISTENER'S LURE : An
Oblique Narration. Twelfth Edition,
Fcap. 8vo. 6s. net.

OVER BEMERTON'S: An Easy-going
Chronicle. Seventeenth Edition. Fcap.
8vo. 6s. net.

MR. INGLESIDE. Thirteenth Edition.
Fcap. Zvo. 6s. net.
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LONDON LAVENDER. Twelfth Edition.

Fcap. 2,vo. 6s. net.

LANDMARKS. Fifth Edition. Cr. 8w.
75-. net.

A Iso Fcap. Zvo. 6s. net.

THE VERMILION BOX. Fifth Edition.
Cr, 8vo. 7J. net.

Lyall (Edna). DERRICK VAUGHAN,
NOVELIST. 4ith Thousand. Cr. 8vo.

Ss. net.

McKenna (Stephen). SONIA: Between
Two Worlds. Eighteenth Edition. Cr.
8vo. 8s. net.

NINETY-SIX HOURS' LEAVE. Sixth
Edition. Cr. Svo. js. net

THE SIXTH SENSE. Seventh Edition.
Cr. Svo. 6s. net.

MIDAS & SON. Cr. 8vo. 8s. net.

Macne^ughtan (S.). PETER AND JANE.
Fourth Edition. Cr. 8vo. ^s. net.

Malet (Lucas). THE HISTORY OF SIR
RICHARD CALMADY: A Romance.
Seventh Edition. Cr. 8vo. -js. net.

THE WAGES OF SIN. Sixteenth Edition.
Cr. Svo. js. net.

IHE CARISSIMA. Fifth Edition. Cr.
Svo. -js. net.

THE GATELESS BARRIER. Fifth Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. js. net.

DEADHAM HARD. Cr. Svo.

Mason (A. E. W.). CLEMENTINA.
Illustrated. Ninth Edition. Cr. Svo. js.

net.

Maxwell (W. B.). VIVIEN. Thirteenth
Edition. Cr. Svo. js. net.

THE GUARDED FLAME. Seventh Edi-
tion. Cr. Svo. TS. net.

ODD LENGTHS. Second Edition. Cr. Svo.

js. net.

KILL RISE. Fourth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s.

net.

THE REST CURE. Fourth Edition. Cr.
Svo. js. net.

Milne (A. A.). THE DAY'S PLAY. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. -js. net.

THE HOLIDAY ROUND. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. ys. net,

ONCE A WEEK. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

Morrison (Arthur). TALES OF MEAN
STREETS. Seventh Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s.

net.

A CHILD OF THE JAGO. Sixth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE HOLE IN THE WALL. Fourth
Edition. Svo. 7s. net.

DIVERS VANITIES. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

Oppenheim (E. PhUlipa). MASTER OF
MEN. Fifth Edition, Cr, Svo, 7s.net,

THE MISSING DELORA. Illustrated.

Fourth Edition, Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE DOUBLE LIFE OF MR. ALFRED
BURTON. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s.

net.

A PEOPLE'S MAN. Third Edition. Cr.

Zvo. 7s. net.

MR. GREX OF MONTE CARLO. Third
Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE VANISHED MESSENGER. Second
Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE HILLMAN. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

Oxenham (John). A weaver OF
WEBS. Illustrated. Fifth Edition. Cr.

Svo. 7s. net.

PROFIT AND LOSS. Sixth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

THE SONG OF HYACINTH, and Other
Stories. Second Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s,

net,

MY LADY OF SHADOWS. Fourth
Edition, Cr, Svo, 7s. net.

LAURISTONS. Fourth Edition. Cr, Svo,

7s. net,

THE COIL OF CARNE. Sixth Edition.

Cr. Svo, 7s. net.

THE QUEST OF THE GOLDEN -ROSE.
Fourth Edition. Cr, Svo. 7s. net.

MARY ALL-ALONE. Third Edition. Cr.

Svo. 7s. net.

BROKEN SHACKLES. Fourth Edition.

Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

' 1914 ' Third Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s net.

Parker (Sir GUbert). PIERRE AND
HIS PEOPLE. Seventh Edition. Cr.

Svo, 7S. net,

MRS. FALCHION. Fifth Edition. Cr.

Svo. 7s. net.

THE TRANSLATION OF A SAVAGE.
Fourth Edition. Cr, Svo. 7s, net.

THE TRAIL OF THE SWORD. Illus.

trated. Tenth Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.

WHENVALMONDICAMETOPONTIAC:
The Story of a Lost Napoleon. Seventh
Edition. Cr. Svo. 7s. net.
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AN ADVENTURER OF THE NORTH

:

The Last Adventukes of ' Pretty
Pierre.' Fifth Edition. Cr.Zvo. ^s. net.

THE SEATS OF THE MIGHTY. Illus-

trated. Twentieth Edition. Cr. Svo. js.

net.

THE BATTLE OF THE STRONG: A
RoMANCK OF Two KINGDOMS. Illustrated.

Seventh Edition. Cr. 8vo. -js. net.

THE POMP OF THE LAVILETTES.
Tliird Edition, Cr. Zvo. -js. net.

NORTHERN LIGHTS. Fourth Edition.
Cr, Zvo. JS. net.

Perrin (AUce). THE charm. Fzyth
Edition. Cr, Zvo. js. net.

Phillpotts (Eden). CHILDREN OF THE
MIST. Sixth Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. net.

THE HUMAN BOY. With a Frontispiece.

Seventh Edition. Cr. Zvo, js. net.

SONS OF THE MORNING. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. Zvo, 75. net,

THE RIVER. Fourth Edition, Cr. 8w.
JS. net.

THE AMERICAN PRISONER. Fourth
Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. net,

DEMETER'S DAUGHTER. Third Edi-
tion, Cr. %vo, JS. net.

THE HUMAN BOY AND THE WAR.
Third Edition. Cr, Zvo. js. net,

Plckthall (Marmaduke). SAID, THE
FISHERMAN. Tenth Edition. Cr.Zvo.
JS. net.

Ridge (W. Pett). A SON OF THE
STATE. Third Edition, Cr. Zvo, js.

net,

THE REMINGTON SENTENCE. Third
Edition, Cr. Zvo. js. net.

MADAME PRINCE. Second Edition. Cr.
8vo, JS. net.

TOP SPEED. Second Edition. Cr, Zvo,

JS. net,

SPECIAL PERFORMANCES. Cr. Zvo.

6s. net.

THE BUSTLING HOURS. Cr. Zvo. js.

net.

Rohmer (Sax). THE DEVIL DOCTOR.
Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. js.net.

THE SI-FAN MYSTERIES. Second Edi-
tion. Cr. 8vo. JS. net.

THE ORCHARD OF TEARS. Cr. 8vo.

6s. net.

TALES OF SECRET EGYPT. Cr. Svo.

6s. net.

3winnerton(F.). SHOPS AND HOUSES.
Third Edition. Cr. 8vo. js. net.

THE HAPPY FAMILY. Cr. 8vo. js. net.

ON THE STAIRCASE. Cr. 8vo. js. net.

WeUs (H. G,). BEALBY. Fi/th Edition.
Cr. 8vo. JS. net.

Weyman (Stanley). UNDER THE RED
ROBE. Illustrated. Thirtieth Edition.
Cr. 8vo. 6s. net.

WiUiamson (C. N. and A. M.). THE
LIGHTNING CONDUCTOR: The
Strange Adventures of a Motor Car.
Illustrated. Twenty-second Edition. Cr.
Zvo. JS. net.

THE PRINCESS PA.SSES : A Romance
OF A Motor. Illustrated. Ninth Edition.
Cr. Zvo. JS. net.

LADY BETTY ACROSS THE WATER.
Nineteenth Edition. Cr. Svo. js. net.

THE CAR OF DESTINY. Illustrated,

Seventh Edition, Cr. Zvo. js. net.

SCARLET RUNNER. Illustrated. Fourth
Edition, Cr. Svo. js. net.

LORD LOVELAND DISCOVERS
AMERICA. Illustrated. Second Edition.
Cr. Zvo. JS. net.

THE GOLDEN SILENCE. Illustrated.

Eighth Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. net.

THE GUESTS OF HERCULES. Illus-

trated. Fourth Edition, Cr. Zvo. js. net,

THE HEATHER MOON. Illustrated.

Fifth Edition. Cr, Zvo. js. net.

IT HAPPENED IN EGYPT. Illustrated.

Seventh Edition. Cr, Zvo. js. net.

A SOLDIER OF THE LEGION. Second
Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. net.

THE SHOP GIRL. Cr. Zvo. js. net.

THE LIGHTNING CONDUCTRESS.
Third Edition. Cr. Zvo. js. net.

SECRET HISTORY. Cr. Zvo. js. net.

THE LOVE PIRATE. Illustrated. Third
Edition. Cr, Zvo, js. net,

A Iso Cr. Zvo. 3J. 6d. net.

THE COWBOY COUNTESS. Cr. Zvo.

>,s. 6d. net.

LORD JOHN IN NEW YORK. Cr. Zvo.

y. 6d. net.

CRUCIFIX CORNER. Cr.Zvo. 6s.net.

Wilson (Romer). MARTIN SCHULEl^.
Cr. Zvo. JS, net.
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Books for Boys and Girls

Illustrated. Crown Svo. ^s. net

Getting Well of Dorothy, The. Mrs.
W. K. Clifford.

GiKL OF THE Peoi'LE, A. L. T. Meade.

Honourable Miss, The. L. T. Meade.

Master Rockafellar's Voyage. W. Clark
Russell.

Only a Guard-Room Dog.
Cuthell.

Edith E

Red Grange, The. Mrs. Molesworth.

There was once a Prince. Mary E.
Mann.

Methuen's Cheap Novels

Fcaf. ?,vo. 2s. iiet.

Adventures of Dr. Whittv, The. George

A. Birminghana.

Anglo-Indians, The. Alice Perrin.

Anna of the Five Towns. Arnold Bennett.

Anthony Cuthbert. Richard Bagot.

At the Sign of the Jack o' Lantern,
Myrtle Reed.

Babes in the Wood. B. M. Croker.

Bad Times, The. George A. Birmingham.

Barrary Sheep. Robert Hichens.

Because of These Things . . . Marjorie

Bowen.

Beloved Enemy, The. E. Maria Albanesi.

Botor Chaperon, The. C. N. and A. M.
Williamson.

Boy. Marie Corelli.

Branded Prince, The. Weatherby Chesney.

Broken Shackles. John Oxenham.

Broom Squire, The. S. Baring-Gould.

Buried Alive. Arnold Bennett.

Byeways. Robert Hichens.

Call of the Blood, The. Robert Hichens.

Cameos. Marie Corelli.

Card, The. Arnold Bennett.

Chance. Joseph Conrad.

Change in the Cabinet, A. Hilaire Belloc.

Chink in the Armour, The. Mrs. Belloc

Lowndes.

Chris of All Sorts. S. Baring-Gould.

Chronicles of a German Town. The
Author of ' Marcia in Germany.'

Coil op Carne, The. John Oxenham.

Convert, The. Elizabeth Robins.

Counsel of Perfection, A. Lucas Malet.

Crooked Way, The. William Le Queux.

Dan Russel the Fox. E. (F.. Somerville
and Martin Ross.

Darneley Place. Richard Bagot.

Dead Men tell no Tales. E. W. Hor-
nung.

Demon, The. C. N. and A. M. Williamson.

De.meter's Daughter. Eden Phillpotts.

Desert Trail, The. Dane Coolidge.

Devil Doctor, The. Sax Rohnier.

Devoted Sparkes. W. Pett Ridge.

Double Life of Mr. Alfred Burton,
The. E. Phillips Oppenheim.

Duke's Motto, The. J. H. M'Carthy.

Emmanuel Burden. Hilaire Belloc.

End of her Honeymoon, The. Mrs.
Belloc Lowndes.

Family, The. Elinor Mordaunt.

Fire in Stubble. Baroness Orczy.

Firemen Hot. C. J. Cutcliffe Hyne.

Flower of the Dusk. Myrtle Reed.

Gate of the Desert, The. John Oxenham.

Gates of Wrath, The. Arnold Bennett.

Gentleman Adventurer, The. H. C.
Bailey.

Glad Heart, The. E. Maria Albanesi.

Golden Barrier, The. Agnes and Egerton
Castle.

Golden Centipede, The. Louise Gerard.
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Methuen's Cheap J^lovels—continued

The. C. N. and A. MGolden Silence
Williamson.

Gossamer. George A. Birmingham.

Governor of England, The. Marjorie
Bowen.

Great Man, A. Arnold Bennett.

Great Skene Mystery, The. Bernard
Capes.

Guarded Flame, The. W. B. Maxwell.

Guiding Thread, The. Beatrice Harraden.

Halo, The. B.aroness von Hutten.

Happy Hunting Ground, The. Alice

Perrin.

Happy Valley, The. B. M. Croker.

Heart of his Heart. E. Maria Albanesi.

Heart of the Ancient Wood, The.
Charles G. D. Roberts.

Heather Moon, The. C. N. and A. M.
Williamson.

Heritage of Peril, A. A. W. Marchmont.

Highwayman, The. H. C. Bailey.

HiLLMAN, The. E. Phillips Oppenheim.

Hill Risf. W. B. Maxwell.

His Island Princess. W. Clark Russell.

House of Serravalle, The. Richard
Bagot.

Hyena of Kallu, The. Louise Gerard,

Jack's Father. W. E. Norris.

Jane. Marie Corelli.

Johanna. B. M. Croker.

Joseph. Frank Danby.

Joshua Davidson, Communist. E. Lynn
Linton.

Kinsman, The. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick.

Kloof Bride, The. Finest Glanvilie.

Knight of Spain, A. Marjorie Bowen.

Lady Betty Across the Water. C. N.
and A. M. Williamson.

Lalage's Lovers. George A. Birmingham.

Lantern Bearers, The. Mrs. Alfred Sidg-
wick.

Lauristons. John Oxenham.

Lavender and Old Lace. Myrtle Reed.

Light Freights. W. W. Jacobs.

Lodger, The. Mrs. Belloc Lowndes.

Long Road, Thk. John Oxenham.

The. C. N. a;id A. M.Love Pirate,

Williamson.

Mary All-Alone. John Oxenham.

Master of the Vineyard. Myrtle Reed.

Master's Violin, The. Myrtle Reed.

Max Carrados. Ernest Bramah.

Mayor of Troy, The. 'Q.*

Mess Deck, The. W. F. Shannon.

Mighty Atom, The. Marie Corelli.

Mirage. E. Temple Thurston.

Missing Delora, The. E. Phillips Oppen-
heim.

Mr. Grex of Monte Carlo. E. Phillips

Oppenheim.

Mr. Washington. Marjorie Bowen.

Mrs. Maxon Protests. Anthony Hope
Mrs. Pf.ter Howard. Mary E. Mann.

My Danish Sweetheart. W. Clark
Russell.

My Friend the Chauffeur. C. N. and
A. M. Williamson.

My Husband and L Leo Tolstoy.

My Lady of Shadows. John Oxenham.

Mystery of Dr. Fu-Manchu, The. Sax
Rohmer.

Mystery of the Green Heart, Thf.
Max Pemberton.

Mystery of the Moat, The. Adeline
Sergeant.

Nine Days' Wonder, A. B. M. Croker

Nine to Six-Thirty. W. Pett Ridge.

Ocean Sleuth, The. Maurice Drake.

Old Rose and Silver. Myrtle Reed.

Paths of the Prudent, The. J. S.

Fletcher.

P.A.THWAY OF the PiONEER ThE. Dolf
Wyllarde.

Peggy of the Bartons. B. M. Croker.

People's Man, A. E. Phillips Oppenheim.
Peter and Jane. S. Macnaughtan.

Quest of Glory, The. Marjorie Bowen.
Quest of the Golden Rose, The. John
Oxenham.

Regent, The. Arnold Bennett.

Remington Sentence, The. W, Pett
Ridge,
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Methuen's Cheap Novels—co/jit/wt/ec/

Rest Cure, The, W. B. Maxwell.

Rkturn of Tarzan, The. Edgar Rice Bur
roughs.

Round the Red Lamp. Sir A. Conan Doyle.

Royal Georgie. S. Baring-Gould.

SaId, the Fisherman. Marmaduke Pick-

thall.

Sally. Dorothea Conyers.

Salving of a Derelict, The. Maurice
Drake.

Sandy Married. Dorothea Conyers.

Sea Captain, The. H. C. Bailey.

Sea Lady, The. H. G. Wells.

Search Party, The. George A. Birmingham.

Secret Agent, The. Joseph Conrad.

Secret History. C. N. and A. M. William-

son.

Secret Woman, The. Eden Phillpotts.

Set in Silver. C. N. and A, M. William-
son.

Sevastopol, and Other Stories. Leo
Tolstoy.

Severins, The. Mrs. Alfred Sidgwick.

Short Cruises. W. W. Jacobs.

Si-Fan Mysteries, The. Sax Rohmer.

Spanish Gold. George A. Birmingham.

Spinner in the Sun, A. Myrtle Reed.

State Secret, A. B. M. Croker.

Street called Straight, The. Basil

King.
I

Sui'REME Crime, The. Dorothea Gerard. I

Tales of Mean Streets. Arthur Morrison.
\

Tarzan of the Apes. Edgar Rice Bur-
|

roughs.
I

Watling Street. ArnoldTeresa of
Bennett.

There was a Crooked Man. DolfWyllarde,

Two Marys, The. Mrs. Oliphant.

Two Women. Max Pembcrton.

Tyrant, The. Mrs. Henry de la Pasture.

Under the Red Robe. Stanley J. Weyman.

Under Western Eyes. Joseph Conrad.

Unofficial Honeymoon, The. Dolf

Wyllarde.

Valley of the Shadow, The. William
Le Queux.

Vengeance is Mine. Andrew Balfour.

Virginia Perfect. Peggy Webling.

Wallet of Kai Lung. Ernest Bramah.

Ware Case, The. George Pleydell.

War Wedding, The. C. N. and A. M.
Williamson.

Way Home, The. Basil King.

Way of these Women, The. E. Phillips

Oppenheim.

Weaver of Dreams, A. Myrtle Reed.

Weaver of Webs, A. John Oxenham.

Wedding Day, The. C. N. and A. M.
Williamson.

White Fang. Jack London.

Wild Olive, The. Basil King.

Woman with the Fan, The. Robert

Hichens.

WOj. Maurice Drake.

Wonder of Love, The. E. Maria Albanesi.

Yei.low Claw, The. Sax Rohmer.

Yellow Diamond, The. Adeline Sergeant.

Methuen's One and Threepenny Novels

Fcap. %vo. IS. yi. net

Mother's Son, A. B. and C. B. Fry.

Pomp of the Lavilettes, The. Sir Gilbert

Parker.

Profit and Loss. John Oxenham.

Red Derelict, The. Bertram Mitford,

PRINTED BY MORRISON AND GIBB LTD., EDINBURGH

By Stroke of Sword. Andrew Balfour.

House of Whispers, The. William Le
Queux.

Inca's Treasure, The. E. Glanville.

Katherine the Arrogant. Mrs. B. M.
Croker.



THE POETICAL WORKS OF

RUDYARD KIPLING

Barrack-Room Ballads 192nd Thousand

The Seven Seas isoth Thousand

The Five Nations 120th Thousand

Departmental Ditties 94th Thousand

The Years Between

In Buckram. Crown 8vo. 7S. 6d. net each volume

In Cloth. Fcap. 8vo. 6S. Od. net each volume

In Leather. Do. 7s. 6d. net each volume

In Cloth, Service Edition. Square Fcap. 8vo.

Each work in 2 vols, (ten in all) 3s. Od. net each volume.

Twenty Poems from Rudyard Kipling
Is. net. 350th Thousand.

A selection by Mr. Kipling from his volumes of verse, and

in addition three poems which have never been published

before in book form.

CHARMING ILLUMINATED EDITIONS
OF

RUDYARD KIPLING'S SPLENDID POEMS

Recessional
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In special envelopes. IS. 6d. net each
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